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nivalis, l^b.

schulsei, 765.

truncata, 765.

Acineta, 428.

Aoleropogon
piceus, 618.

Aciuepteron
cinerascens, 356, 357.

poasina, 356, 367.

Acridolheres

melanosternus, 1091.
Acropoeeilia, 1014.

tridens, 1018.

Actias

selene, 618.

Actinia

clavus, 969.

cylindrica, 966, 972.

Actitis

hypolcucus, 1054.

Adeona
foliacea fasciaUs, 532.

Adeonella, 492, 519,
528.

coniorta, 504, 529.

platalea, 463, 501, 514,
529-532, 537.

polystomclla, 530, 531.

Adeonella
(Laminopora)

contorta, 529.

Adeonellopsis, 528.

crosdcmdi, 463, 531,

532, 537.

distoma, 531, 532.

imperfurata, 531.

suhsulcaia, 53 1

.

^Echuiopliorus
major, 654.

^gialitis

nii'osa, 861

.

.Egotheles, 1065.

novcB-hollandiw, 1062.

.iEluredus

melanocephalus, 1085.

^Equorea, 970.

forskalil, 967.

Aetea
angidna, 462-464, 532.

recto, 463, 464.

truncata, 462, 465,

632.

vEtliopyga
seller i(B, 1091.

Aetosaiu-us, (i29, 630.

ferratus, 624.

^s
galericulata, 1047.

siwnsa, 1047, 1048.

Afaro, 979.

acutiventralis, 981

.

amazonum, 981, 990.

cultratus, 981

.

Agalycbnis
calcarifer, 1023,

1038.

spurrdli, 1024, 1025,

1038.

Alca
?'o?Yfa, 1056.

Alcedo
asiaticus, 1060.

Alcedo
bengalensis, 1 06P.

ispida, 1060.

AlcyoncelluiTi, 787.

gelatinosum, 746,
• 787.

Alcyonella
articulata, 441.

ftmgosa, 450.

Aloyonidium
duplex, 488.

Alopoglossus
C(?/>M, 1033.

fuUginosa, 1034.

AlticLis

stnatus, 372.

variolosus, 373.

Alytes

obstetricans, 1025,

i\mabilia, 571.

Amazilia
feliciee, 1063.

Amblystouia
tigrinum, 403-413.

Ameiva
bridgcsii, 1032.

festiva, 1033.

Ainpberistocrinus, 911.

Ampbisbffina

fuHgiiiOsa, 1094.

Aniphiute, 754, 798.

paidini, 755.

Amphoridium, 787.

viridis, 787.

Ampboriscus, 781, 798,

804.

b'uccichii, 782, 790.
chrysalis, 782.

cyathiscus, 782, 795.

cylindrus, 782.

elongatus, 782.

flamiua, ''ib'l.

gregorii, 782.

kryptoraphis, 782.
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Ainphorisciis

murmanensis, 753.

ohlatus, 711, 782.

ovipurus, 782.

poctdum, 752.

semoni, 782.

testiparus, 782.

ihompsoni, 753.

urna, 782.

Amphorula, 787.

solida, 787.

Aiiadia

ocellata, 1033.

mftaj-a, 1033. 1038.

Ananiixilla, 758, 786,

798.

torresi, 766.

Anampses
ccsndeopunctcdus, 372.

^Mfc/ier, 371-373.

Anasebisma, 9.")7.

Anastoiuus, 688, 690.

Anchisaiirus, 629, 630.

Ancyhis, 427.

Anodonta, 428.

Anolis
hreviceps, 1031, 1038.

fasciatus, 1030.

goclmani, 1031.

macrolepis, 1032.

m.acvMventrh, 1030.

notopholis, 1032.

princeps, 1031.

Aiioplotheriura, 879-
882, 886-S88, 890-
893.

Antedon, 903, 904.

Anthropoides
virgo, 1053.

Anthropopithecus
troglodytes, 1090.

Aphaneramma, 956.

Aphelocoma
sordida, 1091.

Apliroceras, 768, 776,
798.

alcicornis, 111, 789.
asconoides, 729.
ccBspitosa, 777.

catnphracta, 711,
777.

cliare?isis, 777.
corticata, 777.

elongaia, 777.
ramosa, 754.

sericatum, 756.

syconoides, 764.
Apoderaus

hyhriderifiis, 835-837.
&ylvaticus sylvaticus,

835, 837.

Appias, 616.

sp., 615, 618.

«/6ma, (il4, 618.

paidina, 614, 617, 618.

Aprosmictus
cyanopygius, 1058.

Aptenodytes, 1044.

pennanUi, 394.

Apteryx, 1043.

Aqiiila

verreauxi, 1049.

Arachneclitlira

seylonica, 1066.
Aram ides

chiricote, 1052, 1104.

ypecaha, 1052.

Aramus

scolopaceus, 1053.

Archegosaurus, 956.

Arcbispirostreptus

nitidus, 1U93.
Arcbonias

dismorphites, 356.

inter?nedia, 355,

367.

nigre&cens, 356.

Arcoscalpelluiii, 850,

853.

Ardea, 656, 690, 691,

693, 694, 696-699,
703.

egretta, 1045.

herodias. 1045.
— lessoni, 1045,

1091.

purpurea, 1045.

Ardetta, 674.

minuta, 1045.

Arginia

sp., 614, 618.

Argus
giganteus, 1051.

Artamus
fuscus, 613, 615.

leucogaster, 1066.

Artbropoma
cect7/f?, 462, 508.

Artynas, 787.

compi-esstcf<, 787.

villosum, 746.

Artynella, 787.

compressa, 787.

Artynes, 787.

compressa, 787.

Artynidm, 787.

compressum,, 787.

Artynopbyllum, 787.

compressum, 787.
Asarcia

variabilis, 1055.

Ascaltis, 717, 787.

Ascaltis

botrt/oides solandcrii,

i-lb.

camariensis, 724,

787.

cerebrum, 724.
— decipiens, 725.

compacta, 724.

darwinii, 1'2b.

— caroli, 724.

gegenbauri, 725.
— chxrybdaa, Tl'^.

goethei, 725.

lamarckii, 726.
— agassizii, 724.

solandei'ii, 725.

Ascandra, 717,

787.

angulata, 721.

hotrys, 721.

complicata ainwboides,

720.

cooitorta, 721.
conulata, 726.

cordida, 721, 787.

denscc, 721.

echinoides, 722.

/a^mte, 717, 720, 722,

788, 790.

hermesii, T2'2.

lieberMlhnii. 723.
mirabilis, 761.

nitida, 723.

panis, 723.

jJinus, 723.

reiiculatum, 723.
— reticulata, 723.

sertularia, 723.
tenuis, 723.

variabilis, 723.
— arachnoides, 721.— cervioornis, 721.
— confervicola, 721.
— hispidissima, 722.

Ascetta, 717, 788.
blanca, 724.
— phillipina, 726.
clathrus, 725.
coriacea himantia,

726.

flexilis, 725.

macleayi, 726.
primordicdis, 726, 730,

788.
— dictyoides, 725.— loctdosa, 726.
— pioterium, 726.
— p^-otoge,nes, 726.
procumbens, 726.

sagittaria, 727.
sceptrum, 727.
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Ascetta

spunyio&a, I'll.

vesicula, 72 J.

Ascilla, 788.

coriacea, 725.

gracilis, 725, 788.— convallaria, 7~5.
— Japonica, 726.

Ascouiefci-a, 788.
primordiale, 788.

Ascortis, 788.
clar/cii, 721.

corallorhiza,, 721.

fragiUs, 722.

horrida, 722, 788.

lacunosa, 722.

Asculinis, 788.

armaca, 721, 788.
Aseuris, 788.

arrecifee, 788.

Ascute, gen. nov., 719,
72'J, 798, 799.

accoiioides, 729.

tiieoides, 710, 718,
729.

Ascyssa, 717, 719, 767,
798, 799.

acufera, 729.

troglodytes, 729.

Asellus, 426, 4ol, 434,

437.
aquaticus, 427.

Asio
otes, 1061.

Aspatha
gularis, 1060.

Aspidelectra, 461.

Aspidostoina

glganteum, 487.

Asterias

rubens, 1104.

Astrosulera, 788.

wil/egana, 788.

Ate
canace, 359, 367.

Athene, 1062.

iioct'ua, 1061.

Atheris, 1034.

Atractus
iridescens, 1035.

muklcinctus, 1035.

Aiilaoorhamphus
pradnus, 10(-)3.

Auloplegma, 788.

haeckeli, 721.

loculosum, 788.

Aulorhiza
intestinalis, 726, 788.

Baeria, 768,780,798,803.

Baeria
ochofensis, 775.

Baliuniceps, 615-703.
«.i-, 641, 650, 701-703,

1039, 1045, 1092.

BaUenoptera
acuforostrata, 1076,

1077, 1085. 1086.

borealis, 1073, 1074,

1076-1080, 1083,

1085-1087, 1089,

1090.

brydei. 1074-1077,

1079, 1080, 1082-
1087, 1089, 1090.

maseulus, 1076, 10S9.
physalus, 1076, 1077,

1085.

Balanus, 842, 846.

eallisioderma, 847.

coroUiformis, 847.

eoerm-anni, 847.

hirsiitus, 847.

hockiamis, 847, 848.

2}'iittaci(,s, 847.

Balearica

chrysopelargus, 1053.

BasiliscLis

americanus, 1032.

galeriius, 1032,

Batlnis

hottentotta, 1093.

Bathystethiis

eultratiini, 373, 374.

orientale, 373.

Batrachiderpeton, 949,

955, 956, 958-961.
lineatum, 950, 951,

953, 954, 9()2.

Batrachosuohus, 956.

Beania
Jiirtissima, 467.

hyadesi, 467.
intermedia, 467.
magcllanica, 467,

530.

mira'nlis, 462, 467.

quadricoriiufa, 467.

spinigera, 462, 467.

Belodon, 623, 629.

Beloneso.K, 979.

belizanm, 977, 990,

991.

Beiuatisciis

trausvaalensis, .547,

548.

frevelyani, 547.

villosus, 546-548.
Bicellaria, 476.

chitakensis, 462, 467,

534.

Bicellaria

67:^2«<«, 46S, 470.

BicidiuiT!, 970.

cequorem, 967-969, 972.

clavus, 969.

parasiticitm, 969, 972.

Bifaxaria

ahyssicola, 528.

corricyata, 527.

deiitictdata, .527.

Z^<?i)is, 528.

iiiinnUt, 528.

papillata, 528.

reticulata, 527, 528.

snbmucronata, b'21.

vagans, 463, 527, 528,

532, 533.
BiEustra

armata, 486.

Bithynia, 437.

tentaculata, 427.

Bithynis

gaudichaudii, 930.

hildehrandti, 926, 928,

930.

Biziura, 393.

^o^ate, 396.

Boa
occidentalis, 1094.

Bulla
cylindus, 359.

machuca, 359, 367.

sodalis, 359, 367.

Boobon
fuliqinos%is, 1092.

Botaiirus, 652, 699.
stellaris, 1045.

Botliricaps, 956, 957.

Bothrodytes, 424.

Botbrops
acrochordus, 1037.

Boulengerina, 374.

Brachypterniis
auranticiis, 1063.

Braciivrbapbis, gen. nov.,

997, 980.

rhahdophora, 990, 997,
998.

Bradypus
tri'dactylus, 1094.

Brettia, 484.

australis, 465.

longa, 465.

tropica, 462, 465, 5.32.

Brown iella, gen. nov.,

627.

africana, 627, 628, 633.
Bubalis

caawa, 818, 819.
— selbornei, 820, 821.
— typica, 821.
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Bubali3
cokei. 819.

Bubo, 151.

lacteusi, 1061.

macidosus, 1061.

maxinms,668, 1061.

Bucorviis, 670, 1061.

Buffonella, 505.

Bufo
hcemcditicus, 1022.

hi/pomelas, 1022, 1038.

mariims, 1022.

typhonius, 1022.

Bugula, 459, 470, 522.

avicularis, 479.

bicornis, 476.

calicidafa, 469, 479.

capensis, 471, 472.

dentata, 472.

gracilis, 472.

mirabilis, 472.

miirrayana, 479.
neritina, 472.
— minima, 462, 471.
— ra.mosd, 472.
— rubra, 4ri'2.

— tenuata 472.

reticulata, 472.
— unicornis, 472.

rohusta, 462, 471, 534.

versicolor, 472.

Bugulopsis
-peachii, 473, 474, 534.

Butbvis

gibbosus, 542.

Butleria

faula, 360.

Ullage, 360.

^ei;A(?ff, 360, 367.

^?/s?>, 360, 367.

Butorides
cyanurus, 650.

Cabevea, 474, 475, 481

.

m-assimarginaia, 480.

darwinii, 477,
ellisii, 534.

retiformis, 479, 480.

Oaberiella, 475.

Cacatua
sulphurea, 1058.

Csecilia

intermedia, 1020, 1034.

isthmica, 1020.

nigricatis, 1022,
pachynema, 1020, 1022,
palmeri, 1021.

tentaculafa, 1020.
Caica. 1059.

melanocephala, 1058.

Caiman
sclerops, 1030.

Calantica, 937, 938, 942,

947.

(Titanolepas) iuher-

culata, 943, 948.

Calcispongia, 789.

compressa, 789.

Calodromas, 1061.

elegans, 1050.

Calopbasis
e/zfio;;?, 1052, 1098.

mikado, 818, 1U94.

Caloporella, 484.

Calopsittacus

novcB-hollandicB, 1058,

1059.

Calpidium. 483.

Calwellia, 465.

Campy lorliyneb \i3

unicolor, lOtifi.

Cancronia, 645, 649, 652,

674, 689-691, 693-
696. 698-700, 703.

ccchlearia, 699.

zeledoni. 1045. 1091.

Canda, 473, 474.

arcochnoides, 480.

fossilis, 480.

retiformis, 462, 479,

481,534.
tenuis, 480.

Canis
antarcticus, 382-393.
fl?;.^A?w, 384, .386, 393.

aureus, 384.

azarcB, 392.

cancriwrus, 382-384,

390, 333.

fa.miliaris, 384.

fulvipes, 390.

aracilis, 390.

"jidmtus, 383, 384.

/ff/'mws, 382-393.
ktpasler, 386, 390,

392.

&jo«fs, 384, 390, 393.

rnesomelas. 384.

microtis, 390,

occiden talis, 384, 390.

pallipes, 386, 390, 392,

393.

parvidens, 390.

?7(fZfs, 390.

sctom, 390. 391,1103.
urosticius, 390. *
vetulus, 383, 384, 393.

(Nyctereiites) ^Jiro-

cyonoides, 391.

Capitosaiirus, 956,

Caprimulgiis, 1065, 1072.

Oapi'imulgus

europmus, 1062.

Caranx
cheilio, 370.

guara, 370.

Cariacus
lexicurus, 817.

Cariaiua

burmeisteri, 1094.

crisiata, 1054.

Carphibis

spinicollis, 654, 1047.

Carpophaga
rujigula, 1056.

Carystus
commodus, 366.

subrufescens, 365, 367.

Castor
canadensis, 1091.

Casuarius
keysseri, 542.

sclateri, 1091.

uniappendiculatus,

1043.

Catantica

(Scillwlepas), 947, 948.

Calargyniiis

dryadina, 342, 367-

Cat.enaria, 465.

diaphana, 462, 482,

485 532.

lafoniii, 462, 481,482,
'489.

parasitica, 489.

Cateiiicella

contei, 485.

continua, 485.

cornula, 483, 484.

delicatula, 483.

elegans, 484.

fusca, 483.

internodia, 484, 485.

perforata, 483.

scptentrionalts, 485.

taurina, 483.

uvibonata. 483.

Cathavtes, 661, 1069.

f«^m, 655, 1048.

Calhrina, 717-

Catopsilia, (316,

crocale, 615.

pijranthe, 614, 615.

Celiariii, 461, 493.

austrails, 495, 496,
bicornis, 495.

contigua, 497.

de.nnanti, 496, 497,
diiHiricata, 495.

Jisiulosa, 490, 496.

gracilis, 490, 495-497.
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CelLaria

graciiis tessellafa, 4i)2,

495, 497, 5^0.

hirsuta, 496.

jullien/, 49().

riiagvljica, 497.

malvinoisis, 495-497.
oculafa, 49U.

rigida, 495, 496.

salicorvia, 494.

salicoriiiotdes, 497.

tenella, 490.

teindrostrls, 495, 497.

variabilis, 495, 496.

wandeli, 496.

wasinensis, 462, 495-
497, 535.

Cellarinelln, 528.

Cellepora, 461, 529.

alhirobfris, 522.
^ typica, 522.

aviciilaris, 5U8.

cidaris, .521.

ciliata, 509.

columnaris, 521.

conica, 608.

corono-piis, 508-510.

eatonensis, 508.

evexa, 608.

hyalina, 509.

iiicrasmia, 509.

inega&oma, 508.

pumicosa, 509, 510.

ramulosa, 509, 510.

redoutir, 508.

roi'ff, 610.

sardonica, 509.

si7nojiensis, 508.

spovgites, 609.

Cellularia. 46L 493.

diplodidymoides, 492.

spatidaia, 478.

titbucellaria, 494.

Centroponiiis

rupesfris, 375.

Ceraterpeton, 960, 962.
galvani, 968, 959, 962.

reficidatmn, 955, 959,
961.

Cercopithecus

kandti, 542.

Cereopsis

novcB-hoUandice, 1047.
Cerianthus

membranaceus, 966.

Cervicapra
ar^mdinmn, 537.

Cervulus
munfjac, 817.

Cervus

aa.'25j 545, 817.

Cervus
canadensis, 816.

canadensis siberica, 545.

f7c7«<ff, 817.

ekiphus, 543. 545, 816.

eu^tcphamis, 545.

uniculor, 817.

Cervle
aicyon, 1060.

aviericana, 1060.

?«.ti«, 1060.

maxima, 1060.

Ceyx
rufidoris, 1080.

Cliaradrius

pbirialis, 1055.

Charis
chrys'us, 352.

snb/est-ellaia, 351, 367.

turrialbeiisis, 352,

367.

Chasmorbyncbus
midicollis, 1065.

Chaima, 1042, 1043.

chavaria, 1040, 1041,

1047.

crisiata, 1092.

Cheilio

inermis, 371.

Cbeilopora, 515.

CLelys

fiydmaia, 1097.

Cliilopora, 515.

Chiouis

«/6«, 1055.

Cbironoinus, 433, 43C-
439.

Cbizrerbis, 641.

Cblidonia
cordieri, 462, 489, 490,

492, 533.

Cbloepbaga
inornata-, 1047.

Cboanota^nia, 664.

corovata, 861.

Cborizopora
brongniarti . 507.

Cbrysaora, 969.

Cbryso(4iloTis, 546.

villosa, 547.

Cbrysopelea
ornaia, 420.

Cbrysotis, 1059.

Cicada, 618.

Cicoiiia, 645, 679, 688,

699.

nigra, 1046.

Cinnamopteryx
rvhiginosa, 1094.

Cinosteraura

sptirrelli, 1030, 1038.

Cii oiis

.vomW/, 1049.

hudsoni'us, 1104.

Citliaroscelus

^"Of/.//, 1093.

Cittotaenia, 569.

Cittura

cyanotis, 1060.

sanghirensis, 1060.

Clatli'i-ina, 730, 789.

cavata, 724.

clathrus, 789.

lamiiioclathrata , 727.

latitubulata, 737,

738.

ot-culurn, 726.

reticulum, 718.

sulfhurea, 7-b, 727.

tripodifera, 70(), 717,
728."

— gravida, 724.

veutricosa, 724.

Clara, 605, 522.

Claviporella

pulchra, 483.

Clystolyiitbus, 789.

vcsicula, 789.

Cnesterodon, 980.

caruegiei, JOOO.

decemmaculatus, 1000,
1001.

scal2Jride7is, 1003.

Cobalopsis

fe^w.^a., 363, 367.

Cobahis
qahina, 362.

'lateranus, 362, S67.

laureohis, 362, 367.
nigrans, 362, 367.

jjind.ar, 302, 367.

Codiacriiius, 896.

Coendu
mexicanus, 1103.

Coenocystis

richurdsoni, 897.

Ccenostciiieba, 789.

caniinus, 789.

Coenostoniium, 789.

crambessa, 789.

Coenostomus, 789.

primigenius, 789.

OoBreba
cyanea, 1065.

C'olapl es

mexicaii aides, 1063.

Colius

capensis, 1063.

Coluber
heleiue, 424.

Col lira bn,

/ii';'«, 1056.
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Columbula
pivui, 1()56.

Coljiiibus

septentrionalis, 394.

Coiiipsognatiius, 629.

Conger
vtUgaris, 635.

Connochajtes
alhojubaius, 1090.

Conurus
jendayi, 1058.

Copsyclnis
sdularis, 614.

Coracias

garrula, 1060.

indica, J 060.

Cordylophora, 427,

431.

Corrachia, gen. nov.,

351.

leucoplaga, 351,

367.

Corynoporella, 465.

Corythajola, 641.

Oorythaix
albicristata, 639.

persa, 1057.

Corythoplianes
cristatus, 1032.

Costaticella

liiieata, 483.

Costicelia, 483.

Cotugnia, 570, 571.

Coturnix
coromandelica, 1052.

Cracticus
destructor, 1065.

Craspedozoum, 475.

Creadion
carmiculatus, 1065.

Crenothrix, 431.

kuhniana.y 430.

polyspora, 430.

Ci-ex, 670.

Cribricella, 483.

Cribrilina, 529.

Jigularis, 474, 476.

radiata, 462, 501.

Ci-isia, 473, 493.

pilosa, 477.

Cristatella, 431, 976.

Crossoptilon

mantcJmricum, 1052.

Crotalus

confluentus, 422.

Cryptocrinus, 895-897.
Cuculus

catiorus, 1057.
Cumulipora
angulata, 502.

Cupularia, 481.

oweni, 508.

Cursoriiis, 651.

Cyanea
arciica, 969.

Cyanoooi'ax

kixuos'us, 1065.

Cyanop3
Jiavifrons, 1063.

Cyanorhamplius
alpinus, 1058.

Cyathiscus, 789.

accinia, 111, 789.

Cyoloeorus
lineatus, 419, 425.

Cyclospemia
subccerulea, 358,

367.

Cyclotosaunis, 956.

Cydonooririiis, 913.

parvuhts, 894, 911.

Cygiius

QoigricoUis, 1047.

o/on 1047.

CylindrcEciuin, 464.

Cymbirliynchus
macrorhynchiis , 1065.

Oynseliirus

juhatus, 1093.

Cynictis

peniciUata, 559.

Cynocephaliis
antdils, 856, 859.

Cyphosus
cinerascens, 373.

Cypselus
apus, 1062.

Dacelo
giqantea, 1060.

Daniis, 619.

aglcBci, 617.

limniace, 616, 617.

septentrionis, 615-
618.

Daption
capensis, 1044.

Dasylojjhus

s'liperciliosus, 643.

Dasyproeta
colomhiana, 814.

variegatiis, 1094.

Dasypiis seeEiiphractus.

Davainea, 570, 876,

877.

Decapterus
sanctcB-helencB, 373.

Dendrobaenia, 479.

Dendrobates
auroicETiia, 1029, 1038,

paraends, 10-8, 1029.

tinctorius, 1026-1029,

1038.
— chocoensis, 1026,

1028, 1038.

— coc/^«i, 1026, 1027,

1038.
— cocteaui, 1027.
— daudini, 1027.

trivittatus, 1029.

Deiidrocopus, 1065.

major, 1063.

Dendrocygna
./'w/yft, '1047.

Deiidrograptus

serpens, 471.

Dendrobyrax
dorsails, 1104.

Dendya, 706, 712, 716,

717, 719, 730, 736,

737, 742, 798-802.

prolifera, 728.

tripodifera, 710, 728.

Dermat.reton, 789.

chartaceum, 789.

hodgsoni, 760.

Uiacboris
spinigera, 467.

Diastopora, 461.

DiciBum
hirimdinaceum, 1092.

Diceratosaui'us, 962.

P'lmctolineatus, 959.

Dicrurus, 1066.

carulescen s, 614.

leucopygicdis, 614.

Didelpbys
azarcB, 1094.

Diuietopia, 465.

Diplocaulus, 960-962.

Diplodidymia, 492.

complicata, 459, 462,

489-491, 529, 534.

Diploglossus
monotrop)is, 1032.

Diplopballus, 569, 570.

Diploposthe, 569, 570.
sui-generis, blO.

Diplopylidiuni, gen. nov.,

559, 567-571, 872-
874.

gevetta, 559-561, 563-
566.

Diplostomum, 635.

Dipsadoboa
unicolor, 1093.

Dipsadomorphus
blandingii, 1093.
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Dipsas
forstenii, 1092.

Dipylidium, 564, 571,

S7-i.

caiunwm, 551, 554-
559, 870.

dovgolense, 549, 550.

553-559,561,567.
echinoi'hynchoides. 558,

559.

genetta, 558, 559.

gervaisii, 558.

monoophorum, 559.

monticellii, 559.

2msqualii, 554, 558,
559.

•

trinchesii, 554, 558,
559. . •

triseriale, 659.

zschokkei, 552, 559.
Discopora, 461.

Dissura, 681, 688, 693,
703.

episcopus, 1046.

Dilaxipora. 485.

Djedda, 789.
viulacea, 753, 789.

Dolichotis

mageUanic'us, 109 !

.

Dreissensia

polymorpha, A'iTi,

439.

Droiiiajus, 692.

novcB-hollandicB, 1043.

Dromas, 651.

Drj'inobiiis

dendrophis, 1034.
Dryonastes

carulahos, 814.

ruJicoUis, 814.
Diiles

caudovittatus, 379,
fusciis, 375, 377.
leuciscus, 378.
macuLatus, 378.
malo, 378.

marginatus, 378.— boninensis, 378.
wa^o, 378.
tcBiiiurus, 381.

Dunstervillia, 789.

corcyrensis, 746.

elegans, 745, 789.
fm-mosa, 746.
lanzcroicp, 7^15.

schmidtii, 746, 748,
Djssycarium, 790.

egedii, 790.

Dyssyconella, 790,

cammus, 769.

pumila, 790,

Dyssyctnn, 790.

fidtUoaum, 7iW,

pcriminum, 773,

Dyssycus, 790.

prlmigenius, 790.

Ebnerella, 790.

buccichii, 790.

gregorii, 782.

Jdikenthali, 753.

lanceolata, 752.

nitida, 752.

schulzei, 765.
Echelatus

^Mcmff, 358, 367.

Echidna, 1072.

Echinoencriiiites, 895,

896.

Echiuorhynchus, 427.

Eclectus, 685.

'pectoralh, 1058.

roratus, 1058.

Edwardsia
kerguelensis, 969.

Egernia
depressa, 1092.

^
Eilhardia, 768, 798.

schulzei, 780, 781.

Elaps
coraUinus, 1021, 1036.

microps, 1036, 1038.

mi'jMrtitus, 1035, 1036.

rosenhergii, 1021, 1034,

1U36.

Enantia
fe«, 357.
— costaricensis, 2ib1,

367.

Enodes
erythrophrys, 1065.

Entomyza
cyanottis, 1065.

Eiiyalioides

heterolepis, 1032.

Ephydatia
jiuviatilis, 427, 436.

EpimMchus, 051.

Epinosis, gen. nov,, 366.

angidarisi, 367.

Eresia

et^/a, 344, 367.

pcecilina, 344.

sificifa, 344, 367.

Erithizon
dorsatus, 542.

Eryops, 956, 957, 961.

Erythrosiichu.s, 623, 630.
Eschara

hexagonalis, 529,

platalea. 529.

Escharina, 505.

Escbarinella

ceciUeana,, 529.

Escharoides, 46]

.

occlusa, 463, 519-
521.

Estrelda
phoenicotis, 1065,

Eubagis
hecuba, 347, 367.

vicaria, 847.

Eucratea
cAefete, 462, 466.

cordieri, 492.

Eudocimus
longirosiris, 650.

Eiidyptes

chrysvcome, 394.

Eugonodaeum, gen. nov.,

872, 874-877.
cedic)?emi, 862-866,
- 868, 870, 871, 873,

877.

Ennectes
viurinus, 814.

Euparkeria, 620, 624, 625,

629, 630, 632.

capensis, 619, 627, 628,

632, 633.

Enpetoieta
poasina, 343, 367.

Euphractus
sexcinctus, 1102, 1103.

villosus, 1099.

villosus, 1099,

Eiiplectella. 787.

Euploea, 617-619.
core, 615, (')16.

coreta, 615.

/.o//«r2, 615, 616.

Enpodotis
/ton, 564,

Euptycliia

a^wate, 342, 367.

antonoe, 342.

conjusa, 342.

drymo, 341, 367.

juani, 342.

^aSe, 342.

Eun'gona
caialetica, 349.

leucon, 349, 367.

leucophryna, 349,

367,
«;a!;Mte, 349, 367.

mystica, 348, 367.

Eiiryli«mu8

cchromelas, 1065.

Eurypvga, 645, 651,

699.

Ac/ms, 1054, 1092.
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Eurystoiniis

orieiiialis, 1060.

Eutimalphes
indicans, 970.

Evotoinys, So8.

alstoH.i, 822, 827, 829,

830, 839.

ccesarius, 829.

fflareolus, 829.
— hritannicus, 827,

830.

norvegicus, 829, 830.

skomerensis, 829..

Palcinellus, 651.

Falco
jjereyrinus, 1049.

Falga
hermione, 366, 367.

Farcimia, 490.

octdata, 462, 489, 533.

Felis

caracal, 1093.

concolor, 1091.

ocreata, 1093.

pardalis, 1091.

tigrina, 1094.

Flabellaris, 474.

cuspidata, 475.

flabellata, 475.

ligidatum, 475.

multiseriata, 475.
roboi'ata, 475.

;

triseriata, 475.

(Craspedozoum) /^l^et-

latum, 475.

(—) rohorata, 475.
(Menipea) cuspidata,

534.

Flustra, 494, 529.

ahyssicola, 474, 476.
cecilii, 508.

mamillaris, 497.
Francoliniifs

infioscaius, 1052.

Fredericella, 429, 431,

444, 447.

6i(yte??a, 427, 438, 439,
441. 448, 4.57.

Fregata, 661, 1045.

Fulica
leucoptera, 1052.

Fiilinarus, 670.

Gadus
ceglefinus, 578.

poUachius, 637.

Galago
maholi, 814.

Galbula
alhirostris, 1063.

rufioentris, 1063.

GaleopiLhecus, 631.

Galliiiiigo

coeksiiii, 1054.

Gallimda
chloropus, 1052.

phcenmira, 1052.

Gallirex, 639.

juhmtu)ii, 641.

Gallus

^a/(;«s, 1051, 1052,

1098.

variua, 1099.

Gaiubusia, 979, 991,

1000.

f#«/s, 982, 984.

anneciens, 992.

himacidata, 993.

Z>o»ite, 993.

ccmdovittata, 982, 986.

caynumensis, 982, 990.

dominicensis, 982, 989,

990, 1018.

fZo()«, 982, 986.

cpiscopi, 992.

fasciata, 995.

\jracUioT, 982, 983, 989,

1018.

^yac«7zs, 984, 999.

holbrookii, 982, 983,

990.

hurmilis, 984.

irifans, 998.

Joiiesii, 993.

melanopleura, 982, 988.

melanosticta, 982, 987.

nicarnguensis, 982, 983,

986.

nigropunctata, 982,983,

987.

nigroventralis, 992.

nohUis, 985.

oligosticta, 982, 988,

990, 1018.

parismina, 992.

patrudh, 982, 984.

picturata, 981.

punctatct, 982, 983,

986.

punoticidcda, 982, 987.

rhahdophora, 997.

sfiH/fc, 982, 983, 985.

speciosa, 984.

terrahensis, 993.

tridentiger, 992.

turrubarensis, 992.

umhratilis, 998.

wrff.yi, 982, 983, 988,

1018.

Gatumarus, 426, 431,434,
437.

pulex, 427.

Gasterocoiiui, 897, 898.

Gasterosteus

aculeaius, 428.

Gavia
siellata, 394.

Gazella

bennetti, 1093.

Gecinus
vitta.tus, 1063.

Gemellaria
loricata, 465, 4()6.

GemelHpora
glabra striattda, 507.

protusa, 462, 506,

535.

striatida, 507.

Geiietta

dongolana, 549.

Genn£eus
horsjieldi, 542.

Geocic'hla

ciirina, 1066.

Geopelia
cuneaia, 1056.

tranquilla, 1056.

Geopliaps

plumi^'era, 1056.

Geothelphusa, 924.

GeplijTophora
p)oly77iorpha, 521.

Giraffa

camelopardalis anti-

quorum, 542.

Girardinus, 978, 980.

caucanus, 1013.

caudomaculatus, 999.

creolus, 1002.

denticulatus, 1002.

formosus, 995.

garmani, 1002.

,^z<^^y2", 1008, 1010.
iheringii, 999.

januarius, 999.
^Mi;.?i, 996.

metallicus, 1001, 1002.
pleurospilua, 997.
presidionis, 996.

reticulatus, 1008.

uninotatus, 1000.
versicolor, 1018.
sonattis, 999.

Girella

nebulosa, 369.

Girellops, gen. nov., 369,
373.

nehulosus, 369, 373.

Glareola, 651.

pratincola, 1055.
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Glaridichtliys, 078, 980.

falcalus, 1000, 1002.

latidens, 1002.

torralhasi, 1000, 1002.

uninofaius, 1000, 1002.

Glaridodon
jannarius, 999.

latidens, 1002.

uninotatus, 1000.

Glossiplionia, 427.

Glossostoma
aterrinmvi, 1025.

Glyptolepis
'pa.ucidens, 957.

Grantes=a, 754, 755,

798.

compresm, 1b2.

erccta, 752.

er/naceus, 711, 751,

752.

flamtna, 750, 752.

glabra, 751, 752.

glacialis, 75-3.

hastifera. 711, 752.

hirsuta, 750-752.
hispida, 711, 750-752.
inlus^articulata, 711,

751, 7.53.

Mlkenthali, 753.

laiiceolata, Ib'l.

mnrmanensis, 753.

niikki, 752.

pelagica., 752.

phmosculifera, 1b'2.

poculnm, 7' 11, 752.

poli/perisfomia, 711,

752, 753.

preiiuischi, 753.

sacca, 711, 750, 751,

753.

simplex, 753.

spissa, 753.

stauridea, 753, 789.

sycilloides, 753.

(komps(Kii, 753.

zami/iarensis, 753.

(Ainphoi-iscns) ^joc?<-

^«;k, 750.

Grantia, 704, 738, 744,

749, 7.50, 751, 7.54,

700, 7C>8, 769, 781,

798, 803.

aculeafa, 761.

arahica, 773.

asconoides, 760.

atlantica, 759.

botrt/oides, 721. 723.
— himantia, 725.

brevipilifi, 759.

caiiadei/gis, 759.

capillosa, 759.

Grantia
chartacea, 759, 789.
citiata, 745.

clathrus, 725.

danigera, 759.

cUftoni, 724.

comoxevsis, 759.
comprcssa.. 711, 757,

759, 760, 761, 787,

789, 795.

cwpula, 761.

ensaia, 76.3.

exiunarticv lata, 761.

fistulosa, 770.

fuliecea, 760.
genuiiia, 711, 760.

gracilis, 760, 796.

hodgsoni, 760.

ZMii'ira, 711, 713, 761.

intermedia, 759, 760,
804.

invemista,, 761.

lahyrinthica, 762.
lacunosa, 722.

IcBviqata, 761, 795,

796.

liebei-Jdlhnii, 723.

^o/jafe, 760, 795.

lovgipilis, 760.

miralnlis, 761.

monstruosa,, 760.

multicavata, 725.

nivea, 773.

pennigera, 760.

phillipsii, 76 1

.

"puhhra, 726, 727.

scotti, 760.

siiigularis, 761, 791.

solida, 734.

siriatula, 786.

strobilus, 761.

subhispida, 748.

tenuis, 760.

tessellafa, 749.

trv.ncala, 765.
tuberosa, 761.

urceolus, 761.
virgultosa, 746.
vosmaeri. 711, 760.

Gran ti 11a, 751,798,804.
hastifera, 752, 756.

qjiadriradiata , 756,
7.57.

Grantiopsis, 766, 798.

cylindrica, 762, 763.

ivfrequens, 711, 763,
791.

Gnis, 698.

australatiana, 1053.

Grypoiivx
aj'riritvus, 633.

Gilan ell a, 790.

blanca, 724, 790.
Guira

piririgua., 1057.

Gulapinnus, 1000.
Guttera

crisfata, 1051.

edouard.i, 1051.

puckerami, 1051.

Gymnoschizorliis, 641.
Gymnothorax

dovii, 373.

meleagris, .373.

Gypaetiis, 645.

barbatus, 1049.

Hsematopus
osiralegus, 1055.

Halo.inipa, 968.

chn/santhellum, 970,
971.

cZrtyws, 969.

fultoni. 970, 972.

medusophila, 970.

septentrionalis, 969.
Halcanipoides

abyssorujn, 969.

Halcyon
jDzYw/rt, 1060.
?•«/"«. 1060.

Haliaetus
leucogaster, 1049.

Halysis
diapha.na, 482.

Haplochilus
melanopleura, 988.
mela.nop)S, 984.

Haswellia
auriculafa, 512.

australiensis, 462, 511,
512, 520.

cm'onata, 512.

gracilis, 512.

grandipora, 512.
Hebius, gen. noT., 424.
Heliconius

galanthus, 343.
— snbrufescens, 343,

367.

Helicops
amgulatus, 424.
leopardimos. 425.

modestus, 425.

Heliornis, 678.

fulica, 1054.

Hemescbara
gigantea, 518.

Hermatbena
oweiii, 3.50, 367.

Ilerpet.odrya.s

carinaius, 1034.
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Herpetosiichus, 629.

c/ranti, 62(5.

Hespei'ia

'parvipuncta, 306.

Hespeiornis, .394, 396.

regalia, 395.

Heti-andria, 980.

affinis, 984.

colomblanus, 996.

cuhensis, 1002.

fasciata, 995.

formosa, 977, 994, 995.

holhrooJdi, 983.

^Ki".-?, 996.

minor, 1003.

nohilis, 985.

occidentalis, 1013.

petruelis, 984.

Heteropegma, 728, 737,

790.

nodus -gordii, 706, 736-
738, 790.

Heteropia, 798.

compressa, 752.

erecta, 752.

glomerosa, 711, 754.

macera, Ibb.

patulosculifera, 752.

plurioscuUfera, 1ci'2.

polyperistomia, 753.
ramosa, 754.

rodgeri, 754.

simplex, 754,

spissd, 753.

Heterusia
cingala, 614,

Hexelasma
sp., 847.

araf'wrae, 847.

aucJdandieum, 840,

841, 843, 847, 848,
854.

corolliforme, 847.

vehitinum, 847.

Hierococcyx
varius. 1057.

Hierofalco

candicans, 542.

Himantodes
cenchoa, 1035.

Himantopus
nigricollis, 1055.

Hiucksiella, 483.

Hippopodina, 515.

feegensis, 514.

Hippoporiiia, 515.

Hippotboa
«;«A7;a«.s, 462, 501.

divaricaia, 462, 501.

Hirundo, 1069.

»-MSi'2m, 1066, 1067.

Holocentriim
puiicfatisstmu7n, 373.

Holocentrus
caudovittatus, 379.

Holoporella, 461, 508.

.509, .529.

albirostris, 463, 516,

522, 523, 537.

aperta, 463, 522.

hisjyinata, 522, 523.

celosia, 521.

cidaris, 521.

columnaris, 463, 505,

521.

pigmentaria, 505-
Holoptychius, 957.

Huloscalpelluin, 850.

Hoinalocranius
alticola, 1036.

corcdlbientre, 1035,
1038.

melanocephalum, 1035.

Hornandra, 717, 720,

788.

falcata, 790.

Hometta, 791.

Homoderma, 744, 791,

802.

sycandra, 716, 742,

748.

Howesia, 628, 632.

Hydra
viridis, 427.

Hydrochceni9
hydrochwrux, 1092.

Hydrophasianiis
ckirurgus, 1055.

Hydrophis
fascialus, 414.

Hydrornia
ft/^e//i, 1052.

Hydrothelphusa, 918,

923, 924.

«^27Js, 915, 922.

Hyla
arhorca, 1023, 1024.

bwudinii, 1023.

?Ha.w;?ia, 1022, 1023.

rubra, 1026.

Hylobatps

to-, 813.

Hylodes
conspicillatus, 1025.

palmalus, 1025.

Hyraenolepis, 564.

Hyperodapedon. 628.

ETypoorimis, 894, 897,

899, 903.

WM//eri, 896, 900, 913.

piriformis, 896, 900,

905, 9U7, 910-913.

Hypocrimis
pyriformis, 896, 905.

schneideri, 895, 896,

900, 901, 904, 910,
913.

Hvpodictyon
'longstcijfi; 744, 747,

791.

Hypograntia, 791.

extasarticidata, 761,
hirsuta, 752.

infrequens, 762, 763,
"791.

intusarliculata, 753.

inedioarticulata., 7.53.

Hypottenidia
philippensis, 1052.

Hypoxanthus
Vjyo/i, 1063.

Hyracoteuia
hgracis, 552.

lanthia

rufilata, 814.
Ibis, 690.

IcbthyotjEiiia, 562.

Icterus

ja:maicai, 106.5.

mesomelas, 1104.

mississippiensls, 1 104.

Ictinia, 1050.

mississipiensis, 1049.
Inermicapsifer

capensis, 568.

Ischnogiiatbus

lineatus, 424,
Itboinia

bolivari, 341, 367.

Jacana
jacana, 1055,

Jul is

umbrostigma, 371,

Kebira, 798, 800.
uteoides, 'JSb.

Kellogella

oligolepis, 373.
Ketupa, 651.

Kuarrhapbis, gen. nor.,

767, 780, 798, 803.
cretacea, 775, 780.

Kiiblia

boninensis, 374, 375,
378.

carulescens, 375-377.
caudovittata, 375, 378,

379.
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Kuhlia
humilis, 369, 374, 375,

379, 380.

maculata. 378.

malo, 378-381.

marciinafa, 374, 375,

377, 378.

inufahuiida. 369, 373-

375, 381

.

proxima, 380.

rupnstris, 374—377.
— hedleyi, 375.

sandvicensis, 369, 374,

379, 381.

saiivagii, 375, 377.

&ple»dens. 374, 375,

379, 380.

sferneckii, 381.

tcBnmra, 375, 381.

urvillii, 375, 377.

xenura, 381.

Labrichthys, 368.

fuentesi, 371, 373..

lucidenta. 371.

Labyrintliodon

Uftognathus, 957.

Lacerta
viridis, 546.

Lacliesis

atrox, 1037.

hrachystoma, 1037.

lanceolatus, 1037.

Qnonticellii, 1037.

?K2«tes, 814, 1037.

punctatm, 1037.

Lagenipora, 508.

horyii, 511.

lucida, 511.

nitens, 511.

ro((a, 462, 510.511.
socialis, 510, 511.

Lagothrix
pojypigi, 1091.

Lalocitta

/?VZMm', 1104.

Lamorjtia. 768, 778, 798.

^oj/ff, 779.

Lainpanyctus
crocodUus, 1097.

Lanius
excuhitor, 1066.

Larns
argentatus, 1055.

ridihu'iidus, 1055.

Leander, 428.

(PaliBiiion) squilla,

427.

Lebistes, 981, 1010.

pcecilioides, 1008.

Lebistes

reticularis, 978, 1007,

1008.

Lecliriorchis

incrmis, 933, 936.

jjri/iiAcs, 934.

validus, 933, 935, 936.

Lecvthiocriims, 896.

adamsi, 899, 900, 913.
Lelapia, 739, 740, 784,

798, 800, 804.
australis, 711, 785."

Lepralia, 461.

adpressa, 515.

circumcinciu, 515.

cleidostoma, 517, 518.
— inermis, 463, 517.

clivosa, 503.

crassa, 519.

cucculafa, 528.

dorsiporosa, 518, 519.

feeqcnsis, 463, 514,
515, 535.

foliacea. 503.

hippopiis, 515, 524.
inornata, 507.

japonica, 518.

longipora, 515.

marga.rltifera., 503.

montferrandi, 506.
occlusa, 489, 5J9.
paUasiana, 513, 515.
pertiisa, 502.

porceUana, 517.
prwlonga, 516.

prwlucida, 515.

reciilinenfa, 51.5.

striatula, 463, 507.
syringopora, 504, 529.
tiirgescens, 507.
?'?MWto, 463, 516, 537.
venusta, 506.

wasinensis, 463, 516,
517.

(Mncronella) ^r«-
lucida, 517.

Lepreiis

tricolor, 1091.

Leptodactylus
pentadactylus, 1025.

Leptodira

alhofusca, 1035.

Leptognathiis
annidata, 1037.

spurrelli, 1036, 1038.
temporalis, 1037.

Leptophilus
crumeniferus, 1046.

Leptopbis
biliveaius, 1034.

occidentalis, 1035.

Leptoptiliis, 668, 672,
673, 677-679, 681,
683, 685, 686, 699.

argcda, 654.

crumeniferus, 654.

Leptorliaphis, gen. nov.,

980, 998.

infans, 998.
Leptosia

xvphia, 616.

Lerodea
phifllas, 361.

riipilms, 360, 367.
Leiicaltis, 712, 736, 738,

757. 798, 800, 804.
hathyhia, 773.
— mascarenica, I'd'J,

738.

ckdhria, 706, 710, 728,
736-738, 790.

Crustacea, 770.

floridana,, 734.
— o.ustraliensis, 734.
helena, 774.

impressa, 774.
nausiccue, 774.

pumilu. 774.
solida, 734.

(Heteropegma), 804.
Leiicandra, 709, 731, 733,

736, 738, 758, 766,
768, 779, 781, 783,
798, 804.

alcicornis, 777.— ccBspitosa, 777.
amorpha, 772.
ananas, 769.

anfracta, 11'i.

anguinea, 769,
anomcda, 769.
apiccdis, Tl'2.

a.rmata, 769.

aspCT-«, 730, 769, 774,
775, 795.

australiensis, 711, 769,
803.

halearica, 772.
hathyhia, 773.
ftoraja, 732.
h-umalis. 774.
buhlosa, 772.
ctdlcea, 772.
eaminus, 769, 789.
capU.Iata, 770.
carferi, 734.

cataphracta, 1TJ.
cirrata, 770.
cirrhosa. 770.
c/a viformis, 770.
coimhrcs, 772.

compacta, TiQ.
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Lencandra
conica, 772.

cramhessa, 770, 77G,

789.
— caMcea. 772.

crosslandi, 772.

Crustacea, 770.

cticumia, 735, 778.

cumberlandensis, 770.

curva, 774.

cyaflmSy 756.

cylindrica, 772.

doiinani, 770.

echinata, 711, 770.

gf/ec^M, 770, 790.

elongata, 777.

falcigera, 770.

ferna,ndrica, 772.

fishdosa, no, 790.

frigida, 774.

geiatinosa, 774.

gnmmipara., 770.

gladiator, 772-

_^o.s.s^/, 770, 791.

heafhii, 772.

helena, 774.

hiherna, 770.

hirsuta, 770.

hispida, 711. 771.

impressa., 774.

zw/e-ste, 769, 771, 803.

inflata, 774.
innominata, 114^.

intermedia, 774.

johiMonU, 773.

joubini, 11^-

kerguelensis, 771.

lendenfeJdi, 11 i.

levis, 774.

/o/ja^'ff, 773.

loricata, 772.

lunidata, 771.

ma.mticrrcE, 771.

niea.ndrma. 711. 771.

minima, 711, 771-

minor. 772.

mulfifida, 773.

midtiformis. 771.

oiaudcats, 774.

nivea, 11'6.

ochotensis, 775.

ovafa, 773.

2Mllida,, 771.

pandora, 774.

pa.nicea, 11^.

phillipenKis, 711, 771-

platei. 772.

frava,, 773.

pulvinar, 771, 792.

pumila. 774, 790.

pyriformis, 773.

Leucandra
rodriguesii, 773.

ru,d,%fera, 773.

sacchara.ta, 784-.

sagittata, 774.

schauindandi, 774.

solida, 787.

spissa, 773.

&tylifera., 776.
taylori, 773.
telum, 774.

thulakomorpha, 711,

771.

typioa, 773.

vaginata, 771.

valida, 771.

verde7isis, 774.

villnsa, 771.

y///'ra, 773.

wasinensis, 772.

(Leuf!etta) pandora,

785.

(Leucortis) pulvinar,

78 >.

Leucasciis. 716, 717, 732,

736, 786, 798, 800.

clavaius, 710, 730,

731.

indgnis, 710, 731.

simplex, 710, 730,

731.

Leucetta, 709, 731, 735,

738, 757, 758, 768,

783, 798, 800, 804.

cartcri. 734.

chagosensis, 710, 733.

dathrata, 724.

corticMa, 739.

expansa, 710, 734.

floridana, 734.

liaeckeliana., 739.

homoraphis, 734.

imperfecta, 739.

infrequens, 734.

microraphia, 710, 734.

pandora,, 774.
— anomala, 769.
— intermedia. 774.
— locidifera, 777.

primiqenia, 730, 732,

734, 789, 790-792,
796.

— microraphis, 734.

proUfera, 710, 734,

796
pyriformis, 710, 734.

sagittata. 774.

samhurus. 739.

schaiiinslandi. 774.

solida, 734.

trigona, 734.

Leticetta

wm, 739.

(Teiohoiiella) prolifera,

762.

Leuceftaora, 768, 798.

locidifera, 777.
locidosa, 749.

Leucettusa, 732, 73S,

757, 768, 798, 800,

804.

corticnta, 733. 739.

d.ictyoqaster, 710. 736,

738, 739.

haeckeliana. 733, 739.

imperfecta, 739.

sa.mbiocus, 739.

t'era, 738, 739.

(Leucetta) haeckeliana,

738.

(_) yem, 738.

Leueilla, 733, 736, 768,

778, 781, 798.

amphora, 730, 783.

aiistraXieiisis, 711,

783.

capstda, 784.

connexiva, 7-56.

crosslandi, 774.
er;»:««.s, 784, 792.

interm'^dia, 769, 771
803.

leucoiiides. 784.

nuttinqi, 784, 793.

oxeodragmifera. 784.

princeps, 711. 783, 784.

prolifera, 734.
proteus, 784.

saccJiarata., 784.

tf/er, 784, 793.

luasinensis, 772.

Leuckartea, 791.

nata,lensis 748,791.
Leucogvpsa, 778, 791,

795.

algoaensis, 786.

gossei, 770, 791.

Leucomalthe, 731, 768,
798, 800.

homha, 732.

Lencometi'a, 791.

primigenia, 791.
Leuconia

anfracta. 772.

armata, 769.

halea.rica
, 772.

cirrhosa. 770.

coimbrce, 772.
compacta^ 770.
crucifera,, 768.
(^?»Y(, 734.

echinata, 770.
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Leuconia
erinaceus, 752.

fernandensis, 772.

fisfidosa aiistraliensis,

769.

friUicosa, 734.
glomerosa, 754.

hispida, 771.

joJmsfonii, 773.
— australieiisis, 783.

Sect's, 774.

lendenfeldi, 771.
lohata, 773.

loricata, Ti2>.

masatierrm, 771.

minor, 772.

muUifida, 773.

multiformis, 771.
— amorpha, 772.
— capillata, 770.

nivea, 734.

ovata, 773.

platei, 772.

prava, 773.

'pumila, 774.

pyriformis, 773.

rodrigtiezii, 773.

rudifera, 773.
somesi, 723.

spissa, 773.

stylifera, 776.

typica, 773.

vitrea, 773.
Leucopsila, gen. nov.,

775, 768, 798, 803.
stylifera, 776.

Leucopsis, 792.

pedunculata, 726, 731,

792.

Leucortis, 792.

anguinea, 769.

elegans, 771.

pulvinar, 771, 792.

Leucosareia
picata, 1056.

Leucosoleriia, 705, 708,

716, 717, 719, 731,

798, 812.

agassizii, 724.

amoehoides, 720.

angulata, 721.

arachnoides, 721.

armata, 721, 788.

atlantica, 721.

fe^^a, 709, 721, 742.

Wftwca, 724, 790.

boiryoides, 721, 722,

723.

botrys, 721.

canariensis, 720, 723,

724, 787, 788, 796.

Leucosolenia
canceUata, 724.

caroli, 724.

cffrai!a, 710, 720, 724.
cerebrum, 724.

cervicornis, 721.

challengeri, 724.

charybdaa, 724.

clarkii, 721.

clatkrata, 724, 728,
789.

clathrus, 725, 727.

complicaia, 709, 721,

799.

confervioola, 721.

contorta, 721.

convaUaria, 725.
I corallorMza, 721.

cordata, 721, 787.
coriacea, 710, 725, 793-

796, 799.

darwinii, 725.

decipiens, 725.

(^CTJsa, 721, 796.

depressa, 710, 725.

dictyoides, 725.

discoveryi, 722.

dtihia, 7'22.

echinata, 722.

eoMnoides, 722.

elemior, 722.

fahricii, 722.

falcata, 709, 720, 722,

790.

falMandica, 725.

fiexilis, I'lb.

fragilis, 722.

gardineri, 709, 725.

gegenbcmri, 720, 725,

727.

goethei, 725.

gracilis, 725, 788,

793.

grantii, 7'25.

hermesi, 722.

himantia, 726.

hispidissima, 722.

/iorrJcZa, 722, 788.

incerta, 722.

intermedia, 724.

irregularis, 722.

japonica, 726.

lacunosa, 722.

lamarcJcii, 726, 788.

laminoclathraia, 727.

/ff.ra. 722.

lieberkiihnii, 723.

loculosa, 726, 788, 794,
796.

/ttmsf, 709, 718, 720,

723, 742.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. LXXIV.

Leucosoleuia
macleayi, 726.

oninchini, 723.
viinoricensis, 726.

multiformis, 726.
nanseni, 724.

»n/!zVfe, 723, 793, 794.
osculiim, 726.
panis, 723.

pedunculata, 726, 792.
pelliculata, 710, 726.
phillipina, 726.
pinus, 723.

poterium, 726.

primordialis, 726, 727,

788,793.
protogenes, 726.

proximo., 710, 727.
psa.mmopkila, 727.
pulcherrima, 710, 727.
ptdchra, 727.

reticulata, 723.

reticulum, 723, 792.
robusta, 723.

rosea, 727.

sagittaria, 727.

sceptrum, 727.

sertularia, 723.

spiiiosa, I'll

.

spongiosa, 727.
stipitata, 121.

stolonifer, 709, 718,
720', 723.

sulphurea, 727.
sycandra, 748.

teiiuipilosa, 723.
tenuis, 723.

fhamnoides, 722.

tripodifera, 728.
uteoidfs, 729.

variabilis, 710. 723.

ventricosa, 709, 720,
724.

vesicula, 727, 7§9.
D«Vreff, 7J0, 727. •

wilsoni, 727, 777.

(Ascandra) falca,fa,

720.

Leuculmis, 792.

echinus, 784, 792.
Leue3'ssa, 767, 798,

803.

cretacea, 780.

incrtistans, 779.
— lichenoides, 119.— villosa, 780.

spongilla, 779.
liiclieiiocystis, 897.
Lichenopora, 461.
Limenitis

caUdasa, 614.

74
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Limia, 981, 1010.
arnoldi, 1014, 1016,

1018.

ccmdofasciata, 1014,

10i7, 1018.

couchiana, 1003.

cubensis, 1014.

domimceiisis. 1014,

1015, 1017.

formosa, 1012.

heterandria, 1014,

1017, 1018.

matamorensis, 101 1

.

nigrnfasciata, 1014,

1015, 1018.

ornaia, 1014, 1016,

1018.

poecilioides, 1011.

versicolor, 1009, 1014,

1017.

vittata, 1014.

LimnsBa, 427, 437.

peregra, 434, 439.

Limosa
lapponica, 1054.

Liophis
cdbiveniris, 1035.

Liothrix

lutews, 1066.

Lipostomella, 792.

capsid.a, 784.

claum,, 734, 792.

Lithonina, 739.

LoiDhius, 960.

])iscatorms, 1097.

Lophoceros
eryth.rorhynchus, 106 1

.

Lophoi'tyx
douglasi, 1052.

Lophiira
w.o6?:&, 1093,

Lorius
domicella, 1058.

Lota
vidgaris, 428.

Loxotnma, 955-958, 961,

Lutra
leptonyx, 1092.

Lj'caon

pictus, 538.

MacacMS
silenus, 1103.

Machetes
puguax, 1054,

Macropora
cribrilifera, 496.

Macropus, 892.

Malaptei-urus

elcctrkus, 1093.

Mamosa
elegans, 1092.

Mastigina, 799.

Medon
barbata, 786, 792.

imberbis, 786.

MegaliEma
t;M'e»s, 1063, 1064.

Megalichthys, 957.

Megalotis
cerda, 558.

Megapogon, 755, 769,

798, 803.

crispatus, 767, 768.

cruciferus, 1Q1 , 768.

poilicaris, 767, 768.

raripilug, 767, 768.

villosus, 767, 768.

Megistias

xantho, 363, 367,

Melaiiei-pes

flavifrons, 1091.

Melanitis

ismene, 614.

Melanocetus, 1097.

johnsonii, 1096.

Meleagris
gallopavo, 1051.

Meliceritites

magnifica, 505.

royana, 60.5.

vielbanci, 505.

Melopsittacus

undidatus, 1058.

Membranipora, 529.

ar?M«.z;«, 459, 462, 486-

488, 534, 535.

cxdemdaria, 462, 488.

craticula, 475.

lineata, 475.

magnUabris, 498.

inamillaris, 497.

margineUa, 488.

melontha, 461.

ononostachys, 488.

nigrans, 488.

panhoplites, 487.

savartii, 462, 486,

535.

unicornis, 475,

Menipea, 472.

aculecda, 474.

benemunita, 475.

^Ms/dz, 473, 534.

cervicornis, 473, 474.

cirrata, 473-475.
clausa, 475.

crystcdlina, 473,

474.

cycdhus, 474, 534.

fliihclltiin, 475,

Menipea
flagellifera, 473, 474,

476.

fuegensis, 474.

gracilis, 473.

occidentalis, 473.

patagomca, 473, 534.

porieri, 473.

smithii, 473.

ternata, 473, 475.

Menu ra

superba, 1065, 1067.

Mergus
serrator, 1047.

Merlia, 792.

normani, 792,

Merops
sp., 615.

apiaster, 1060.

phili2y}eiisis, 1060.

Meriila
tamaulipensis, ].066.

Mesites, 645, 702.

Mesocestoides
ambiguus, 549.

Mesosetiiia

albipuncta, 350, 367.

Mesosuclnis, 628, 632.

^(TOWwi, 619, 627, 632,

633.

Metopiaua
pejMsaca, 1047.

Micropholis, 956.

Micropora
articidata, 490, 492.

ratoniensis, 490.

Microporella
ciliata, 463, 523.

Mierotus
agresfis, 834, 838,

839.

— ea?sM^, 830-834,
839.

— levernedii, 834.
— macgillivraii, 8i?2.

831, 832, 834, 839.
— neglectits, 833, 834.

arya^is, 838, 839.

corneri, 838.

hirttis, 834.
— hwilloni, 834.

orcadensis, 838.

sandayensis, 838,
samiiis, 838.

Mimo
dmnonti, 1065.

Mim us

Orpheus, 1066.

Mincbinella, 739, 798.

800,

lameUosa, 710, 740.
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Mitua
I

tuherosa, 1051.

Mlea. 792.
j

doJirnii, 771, 792.

Mobiusispongia, 792.

farasitica, 792.

Mollia
tuherculata, 507.

MoUienisia, 978, 981.

elongata, 1010, 10] .3.

formosa, 1010, 1012.

gracilis, 1010, 1012.

jonesii, 99t3.

latipinna, 1010,1011.
occidentalis, 1010,

lOlS
petenensis, 1010, 1012.

sphenops, 1009, 1010,

1012.

spilurus, 1010, 101 3.

Molo
apella, 365, 367.

hercea, 365.

huweralh, 365.

nebrophone, 364, 367.
Molothrus

frincjillarius, 1094.

Molpastes
hmmorrlious, 614.

Momotu3
lessoni, 1060.

submfescens, 1060.

Monacanthus
cirrifer, 373.

Monieza, .'^69.

Monopylidiiim, 567,
872.

mar.raoanthum, 571.

rostellatinn, 668, 876,

877.

nnicoronaia, 877.

Morouopsis
arqenteus scmdvicensis,

381.

fuscus, 377.

sandvicensis, 381,

Mucronella, 461.

vultur, 518, 519.

Murravona, 739, 740,

798, 800.

phanolepis, 710, 741.

Mus
viusculiis, 838.

Musophaga, 6.39.

violacea, 641.

Miistela

erminea rioinee, 839.

Mycteria, 699.

americana, 1046.

Myiarchiis

tyranmdiis, 1065.

Myopsittaeus, 1059.

wonachus, 1058.

Myriozoella, 520.

Myriozoum
australiense, 511.

coarctitm, 520.

marionensis, 520, 521.

simplex, 520.

subgracile, 520.

tnmcatiim, 520.

Myripristis

pralinius, 373.

Myitillocrinus. 898.

americanus, 899.

elotigatus, 899.

Mysis
chamceleoii, 427.

Naia
bungarus, 1093.

nigricollis, 1093.

Nannopterum
^armi, 393, 899, 401,

402.

Nanocrinus, 897, 898.

Nanodes
(Lathaimis) dwcolor,

1058.

Napeogenes
hemisticia, 340, 367.

Nardoa
arabica, 726.

canariensis, 724.

lahyrinthus, 725.
pelagica, 752.

retimdum. 7^3, 792.

rubra, 724.

spongia, 725.

spovgiosa, 727.

sulpliurea, 724.

Nardoina, 793.

«i;;i(^ff., 793.

Nardopsis
gracilis, 721, 798,

horrida, 722.

Nardorus, 793.

priinordicdis, 793.

Nascns
phintias. 858.

pJiocus, 358.

Nectiiriie 403.

Nellia, 490.

i'ewe^/a, 489.

Neophron, 661,

iSephelis, 427.

Nicoria

vasuta, 1030,

Niltava

gravdis, 814.

Notamia
bunaria, 465,

Nothui-a, 1051.

maculosa, 1050.

Notodela
leticura, 814.

Nototragns
melanotics, 1092.

Nycticorax,649, 656, 679,

686, 699.

gardeni, 654, 1045,

1046.

violaceus, 1045.

Nyctidromus, 1065,

1072.

albicollis, 1062.

Nymphicus
tivcBcnsis, 1058.

Oceanodroma, 1044.

Octaciiemiis, 440.

Octodon
deq'us, 1095.

Octorchis, 970.
Ocydroinus

wiistralis, 1062.

Qlidemia
idgra, 1047.

OEdicnemus, 861.

bistriatus, 861, 863.

oedicnemus, 861.

scolopax, 1055.

Qilnus

nausiplianes, 363, 367.

Oiigodon, 424.

Olindias, 969.

Olynthella, 793.
coriacea, 793.

Olynthium, 793.

nitidmn, 723, 793.
splendens, 723.

Olyntlius, 719, 793,
798.

c«7;/i«.i;, 722.

guancha, 724.

hispidus, 721.

pocdlum, 721,

simplex, 726, 793.
Oncorhynchus, 576.

gorbuscha, bl'l, 602,

603, 610.

^e/a. 572, 577, 604,

605, 610.

/t««<fcA, 572, 599-602,
610.

masu, 672.

«^r/^a, 572, 586, 688-
690, 592, 693, 610.

quinnaf, 572.

tschawytscha, .572, 574,

675, 585, 594, 595,
597, 698, 610.

74^
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Oochoristica, 557, 567,

568, 571, 876.

wageneri, 874, 875.

Opisthocomiis
cristatus, 1052.

Oreicola

ferrm, 814.

Oriolus

galbula, 1066.

Orizomys
longicaudata, 1092.

Oriiithorbynchus, 1072.

Ornithosuchus, 629, 631.

taylori, 625, 626, 630,
"633.

woodwardi, 620, 624-
626, 630, 633.

Ortalis

araihcuan, 1104.

ruficauda. 1051.

Ortygospiza

atric'oUis, 1093.

Ortyx
virginianus. 1052.

Orycteropus, '886, 888,

889, 892, 893.

Oscarella, 738.

Osiiiotreron

hicincia, 1056.

Osteolepis, 957.

Ostliimosia, 510.

zmizibariensis, 462,

508, 537.

Ostinops
decuinanus, 1065.

Oticlitsenia, 564.

Otis

tarda, 1054.

Ovis
musimon, 1094.

Oxynaspis, 938, 942,

948.

Oxyrhopus
clcelia, 1035.

Pachynus
hrachyurus, 1058.

Palaiinon, 930.

dollchodactt/liis, 925,

926.

hildehrandti, 925, 928,

931, 932.

hilgendorji, 926.

id(B, 927, 928.

lepidactyhcs, 925, 926.

moorei, 929.

riUemcB, 925, 927,

928.

sinCangensis, 928.

(EupalaBiiion) lifsemce,

927.

Palrenion

(Macrobrachium) lepi-

dactylus, 926.

(Paray)alsemon) do-

lichodactylus, 926.

PalsBornis

fasciata, 1058.

Palseosyops, 886, 893.

Palamedea
cornuta, 1047.

Palmicellaria, 461.

Paladicella, 429, 431,

444, 446, 448,

449.

articidcda, 427, 439,

441, 443, 447, 456.

ehrenhe.rgii, 441.

Painpbila
angularis, 366.

Pamphoria, gen. nov.,

980, 1003.

soalpridous, 1003.

Pamphoi'iclitliys, gen.

nov., 980, 1003.

minor, 1003.

Pancerina, 671.

Pandiou, 1069, 1072.

haliaetus, 1050.

Papilio

aganiemnon, 616.

aristolochia , 614, 617,
618.

demoleus, 615.

hector, 614, 615.

jason, 615, 618.

nomius, 615.

parinda, 614.

poh/tes, 614-616, 618,

619.
— ci/rus, 615, 616.
— polytes, 614-618.
— rornukis, 614-616.

Papio
aniibis, 1090.

Paragambusia, 982.

nicaraguensis, 985.

Paraleucilla, 735, 798.
cucumis, 778.

Paramecium, 428.

Paraphysa
manicata, 1093.

Parathelphusa, 925.

tridentata, 923.

Parotia

lawesii, 1065, 1066.

Passerculiis

savan?ia, 1091.

Pauxis
galeata, 1051.

Pavo
nigripeiinis, 1098.

Peachia
hoeckii, 966, 967.
carnea, 966, 967.

fidtoni, 970.

hastata, 963, 964, 966,

967, 970, 971.

>l-om«f, 966, 967.

quinquecapitata, 963,

966, 967-969, 972.

tricapitata, 964, 9(57.

triphylla, 966, 987,

972.

undidata, 966.

Peotinatella, 431.

Pelargopsis, 106.5.

Pelecanus, 661, 688,698,
703, 1045.

Penelope, 1052.

pileata, 1104.

purpurascens, 1051.

Pennelia, 1078, 1089,
1090.

Pericbarax, 731, 758,

768, 798, 800.

carteri, 735, 778.
— heteroraphis, 735.
— homoraphis, 734,

735.

heteroraphis, 710, 7-35.

peziza, 710, 735,

780.

polejaevi, 735.

Pericrocotus

brevirostris, 814.

Peripatoides

orientcdis, 612, 613.

sideri, 611.

woodwardi, 611, 612.

Perisama, 348.

barnesi, 347, 367.

Peristomella, 521.

Petalognatbus
nebidafa, 1035.

Petalosoma
amazomim, 981.

cidtratum, 981.

Petaluricbtbys, 981.

Petaurus, 631.

Petralia, 488.

castanea, 519.

chuakensis, 463, 518,

519, 635.
dorsiporosa, 518.

ellerii, 519.

japonica, 463, 518,
519.

thenardii, 519.
undata, 519.
vidtur, 519.
— armata, 463. 518,

519, 535.
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Petralia

(Esoharellii) hisiii uata,

519.

(Mucronella) castanea,

519.

(—) magnijica, 519.

(— )
porosa, 519.

Petrostroma, 798.

sclmhei, 740.

Pliaethon, 661, 1045.

Plialacrocorax, 395,

1045.

albiventris. 401, 402.

auriius, 401, 402.

hicristatus, 396.

carbo, 400.

dilophus, 402.

magellanicus, 400, 402.

pelagicus, 400-402.
penicillatus, 398-400,

402.

pmictatus. 402.

urile, 400, 402.

vigua, 401, 402.

Phalloceros, 978-980.
caudomaculatus, 999,

1001, 1018.

Phalloptychus, 978, 980,

999.

jaimarius, 998, 999,

1018.

Pimps
chalcoptcra, 1056.

clegans, 1056.

Philander
laniger, 1094.

Philomedusa
vogtii, 969, 972.

Phlogoeiias

cnientata, 1056.

luzonica, 1056.

Phcenicopterus, 670, 671,

681, 687, 703.

antiquorum. 1047.

Phonieosia, 508.

Phrynonax
fasciatus, 1034.

Phvciodes
^orff, 345, 367.

nivemtotis, 347, 367.

phlegias, 346, 367.

Phjdlium
crurifolium, 546.

Phyllobates

chocoensis, 1028.
yrff«/, 1026.

Pbyllomedusa
hi/2^ochondriaIis, 1025.

Phyllopezus
africanus, 1055.

Physa, 427.

Picolaptes

affinis, 1065.

Pieris

diana, 356.

liniona, 356, 367.

Pitangus
sulfwatics, 1065.

Pitta

sfrepitans, 1066.

Plagiosternum, 956.

Planorbis, 427, 437.

Platalea

leucorodia, 1047.

Platemys
platycepha'a, 1104.

Platycereus

eximius, 1058, 1059.

Platypoecilus, 980.

coucManus, 1003,

1004.

maculatus, 1001, 1004,

1U05.

perugics, 1014.

tropicus, 1013.

Platystethus

ciiltrat'um, 373.

Piectroninia, 740, 798.

deansii, 741.

Aa^/2, 741.

hindei, 741.

Plegadis

falcinellus, 651, 1047.

Piotiis, 668, 691, 693,

695, 703.

anhivga. 396, 397, 654,

655, 702.

levaillanti, 655.

Plumatella, 429, 431,

436, 438, 448.

corcdloides, 449, 450.

emarginata, 452-454.
— muscosa, 435, 441,

452-455, 457.— spongiosa, 453, 455.

fruiicosa, 449, 452-
454.

fiivgom, 427, 449-452,

454.
— coralloides, 437,

441, 449-451, 454,

457.

polymorpha, 450, 452,

454.

punctata, 452.

repens, 450, 452-454,
457.

spongiosa, 455.

Podargus, 1065, 1069,

1072.

cuvieri, 1062.

nacunda, 650.

Podica
senegalensig, 1054.

Podiceps
cristaia, 1044.

oninor, 1044.

Podoa
stiriname7isis, 1054.

Poecilia, 981. 999, 1002.
amates, 1013.

amazonica, 1006.

branneri, 978, 1005,
1007.

couckiana, 1003.

cuneaia, 1010, 1013.

decemmaculata, 1000.
dominicensis, 1015,

1017.

elongate!,, 1013.

./este. 996.
gracilis, 1000.

heteristia, 1007, 1008.
lineolata, 1011,

maculata, 1004.

inelanogaster, 1015.

melanopleura, 988.
multilineata, 1011.

occidcntcdis, 1013.

;»«)«, 978, 1005, 1006,
1009.

petenensis, 1012.

p/cte, 1005, 1007-1009,
1018.

pittieri, 997.

presidionis, 996.

reticulata, 1008.

retropinna, 997.

salvatcn-is, 1013.

schneideri, 1005.

sphenops, 1012.

spilonofa, 1013.

sjnhorus, 1013.

stirinamen sis, 1006.

tenuis, 1013.

unimaculata, 1006.
t)i«ato, 1014.

vivipara, 978, 1005.
1007-1009.

— paree, 1006.

Pceciliopsis, gen. nov.,

996. 980, 1010.

isthmensis, 996-998,
1018.

/M!f^2, 996.

piUieri, 996, 997.
p)leurospiliis, 996,

997
presidionis, 994, 996.

retropinna, 996, 997.
PcEOcephalus

fuscicapillus, 1094.

meyeri, 1058.
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Polejna, 793.

teluni, 774.

'liter, 793.

PoUicipes, 840, 842, 852,

937, 938, 941, 947.

aucMandicus, 841, 847)
848.

rigid'us, 94B.

Polyborus, 661.

Polychrus
gutiurosus, 1032.

Poljodontophis
bivittaiiis, 423.

Pomacentrus
inornatus, 370, 373,

jenkioisi, 370, 371

.

niomatus, 370.

Porella

acutiroatris, 603.

plana, 603.

Poriceilaria, 492.

Porina
coronaia labrosa, 611.

Porphyrio
porplvyrio, 1052, 1053.

Porzana
Carolina., 1052.

Potamon
homhetoJcense, 916, 919.

ec^if^e, 924.

fliiviatile, 923-925.

goudoti, 919-921, 923,

924.

qrandidieri, 916, 919.

'humhloti, 916, 919.

madagascariense, 915-

917, 921, 923-925.

methueni, 920, 923,

924, 932.

(Parathelpliusa) an-

tongilense, 925.

(Potamon) goudoti,

915, 920.

(— ) madagascariense,

915, 916.

(^) methueni, 915,

920.

(— )
pitto,reUii, 925.

(Potamonautes) c/e-

p)ressuin, 925.

Precis

iphita, 614.

Presbytis
entelhis, 1103.

Priapella, gen. nov.,

992, 979.

i^o?j/te, 993, 994.

Priapichthyis, gen. nov.,

99] , 979, 993, 996.

anncctcns, 991, 092.

994.

Priapicbthys

episcopl, 992.

nigroventralis, 992.

parismina, 991, 992.

tridentiger, 992.

tu7'rid)a,rensis, 992.

Procellaria, ](J44.

Prosycum, 793.

primordiale, 726.

simplicissimumf 793.

Proteus, 403.

Protoptorus
(Bthiopicus, 542.

Pseudocordylus
microlepidotus, 548,

1091.

Pseudoflusti-a

solida, 513.

Pseudolabrus
inscriptus, 371.

Pseudomonaean thus

ayraudi, 372.

paschalis, 372, 373.

Pseudopcecilia, gen. noT.

995, 980.

/es^«, 994, 996.

Pseudotantaliip, 661.

27»s, 664, 702, 1046.

Pseudoxipliopboi-us,

979.
bimaculatus, 993, 994.

Jonesii, 993.

jMUcirccdiatus, 993.

terraliensis, 993.

Pseudupeneus
midtifasciatus, 373.

Psophia
crepitans, 1063.

leucoptera, 1053.

ohscura, 1063.

Pterocella, 483.

Pterocles

alcliata, 1056.

Pteroglossiis

inscriptus, 1063.

Pteronymia
fumida, 341, 367.

godmani, 341.

simplea:, 341.

Pteroplax, 965, 956.

Ptilorhis, 651.

Ptychobolbrium
helones, 6.52.

Ptyonius
(Bstocephalns, 969.

Piidu

yj«fZ«, 1091.

Pygosceles

papiia, 1091.

Pyrrhida
iirpalciais, 1091,

Querquedula
castanea, 1047.

Eallus

celebensis, 1062.

longirostris, 1062.

maculatus, 1052.

E.ana
capita, 1092.

/jo^s^fi, 1023.

palmipes, 1026.

Raphiceros
melanotis, 539.

sharpei, 539.

Eaya, 960.

EecLirvirostra

avocetta, 1055.

Eetepora, 623, 629.

axillaris, oil.

cellulosa, 489, 503,
524.

contortit,plicata, 524.

denticulata, 463, 526,
536.

elongata, 524.

formosa, 624.

gelida, 624.

.

hippucrepis, 624,

A«>s!«;;a, 463, 623, 624,

527.

imperati, 524.

incrustata, 624.

inordinata, 524.

jermanensis, 463, 526.
lapralioideB, 524.

monilifera, 524, 625.
— nmbonata, 524,

536.

oiovcesealandia, 624.

phUippensis, b'll.

procellana, 525.
— fe.ra, 626.

producta, 463, 525,

636.

sinuosa, 624.

solanderia, 624.

tessellata, 624.

tubidata, 463, 526.

umhonata, 524.

Seteporella

dendroides, 526.

Rhabdodermella, 793.
nuttingi, 784, 793.

Rhamphastos
discolor, ]()63, 1064.

Ehampbocoelus
brasiliiis, 1066.

Rhamphostomella, 520.
Ehea, 663.

amcrica/ia. 1043.
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Bhinoclieliis, 045,651.
jiibalas, 1054. 1092.

Rhintbon
luctatms, 361, 367.

Rliizodopsis, 957, 958,
91)2.

Rhizodus, 957, 958, 962.

Rhyacornis
fuligiiiosa, 814.

Rliynchsea

capeiisis, 1055.

Rhynchosaurus, 628.

Rhyucbotus, 1051.

rufescens, 1050.

Rbyncliozoon
bispinosinu, 523.

longirodre, 523.

profundwm, 523.
— laiiiinatiim, 463,

623, 536.

Rhytidoceros
undiilatus, 1061.

RoUulus
roidroul, 1052.

Safole, 374.

Salarias

arenaUts, 372.

Salicornaria, 494.

Saliconiia, 494.

Sal 1110

fario, 594.

gairdneri, 572, 576,

577, 605, 606, 610.

salar, 574, 579, 581,

582, 607.

Sarcorliampbiis

grgphics, 1091.

Sauropatis
chloris, 1060.

sancta, 1060.

sordida, 1060.

vagans, 10(iO.

Savignyella, 482.

Scaeorhyncbus

ruficeps, 814.

Scalpellum, 840, 851,

946, 947.

sp., 852.

amklandicum. 841

,

842.

cretm, 937, 941, 942.

magmtiii, 842, 945.

michelottianum, 853.
— gassinensi.% 853.

quadratuni, 853.

stibplanum, 842, 848,
854.

tuherciilatum, 937, 938,

943, 944.

Scalpellum
vidgare, 945.

zancleanum, .850.

(Arcoscalpellum)MK^M-
latum, 850, 853, 854.

Sceloporus

spinosus, 1092.

Scbisinopora, 509, 510.
SL'liizoblastiis, 900.

8cbizoporella, 459.

aioriculata, 50.5, 515.

hiaperta, 505, 508.
hlti'.rriia, 5-0.

cecilii, 608.

Crustacea, 520.

galeata, 505, 606.

hfirmsworthii, 505.

Icevigata, 506.

levata, 506.

linearis, 504, 606, 615.

longirostris, 505.

marswpifera, 606.

montferrandi, 462,

506.

nivea, 462, 502-506,

535, 637.

—.ivasmensis, 504, 506.

pachnoides, 506.

pertiisa, 462, 602.

poli/morpka, 620.

rkUeyi, 605.

rimosa, 506.

sanguinea, oOo.

simplex, 505.

spongifes, 605.

striatula, 507.

subimmersa, 515.

triangula, 615.

tuberosa, 520.

tumida, 60(>.

unicornis, 462, 501,

504, 505.
— errata, 605.

venusia, 606.

viridis, 505.

vulgaris. 505,

Schizota;nia

liaymanni, 867.

Schiiltzicrinus, 898.

Scillajlepaa, 937, 938.

carinata, 947, 948.

ornata, 948.

parMue, 948.

Scincosaurus

crassics, 969.

Sciurus

saltuensis bonda, 814.

Sclerodonius, 52^.

Scleroinochhis, 631.

taylori, 629, 632.

Scoliocrinus, 897, 898.

Seolopax
rusticida, 1054.

Scopus, 646, 646, 648-
652, 661, 671-674,

676, 682-700, 7»i3.

tcmbretta, 650, 699,

701, 1045.

Scruparia
clielata, 468.

diaphana., 482.

Scrupocellai'ia, 4.59, 481.

aiineotans, 477.

bertholettii, 474.

cervicoruis, 462, 474,

477, 534.

ciliata, 477.

cljipeata, 477, 480.

delilii, 474. 477.

diad.ema. 4:11

.

ferox, 462, 474, 476,

634.

incurvata. 476, 477.

inermis, 473, 476.

joUoisii, 473, 474, 534.

macandrci, 462, 474,

476-478, 534.

mansLieta, 474, 476,

479.

marsiipiata, 475.
ininuta, All.

ohiecta, 474, 477, 479.

occidenialls, 474.

orjiithorhynchus, 474,

477.

;9«7osa, 462, 478, 534.

porteri, 474.

pusilla, 478.

reptans. 474.

scahra, 473-475.
scrupea, 477, 478.

scnvposa, 474.
— dniigolensis, 474.

serraia, 475, 479.

smittii, 473.

varians, 479.

wasiiiensis, 462, 479,

534.

Scuticella. 483.

Scypba, 704.

coronata., 793.

ova fa, 769.

Scypbogiiathus, 629, 631.

Selenidera
maculirosfris, 1063,

1093, 1095, 1096.

Serpentari us, 661, 1048,

1069.

Serfcularia, 494.

Seymouria, 955.

Simla
.^atyrus, 1092.
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Siniopelta, 510.

Sipbonactiuia
hoeckii, 966.

tricajntata, 966.

Siren, 403.

Sistrurus

miliarius, 1093.

Sitta

cinna7nomeiventris,

814.

Smittina, 461, 515.

sp., 463, 614.

longirostris, 514.

nitida, 513.

oculata, 514.

trispinosa, 503.

— bimticronata, 513.
— nitida, 513.
— protecia, 463, 513.
— spaihulata, 463,

513.

tropica, 463, 514.

Solea, 960.

Solenidiuiu, 794.

nitidum, 794.

Solenisciis, 794.

loculosus, 794.

Solenula, 794.

coriacea, 794.

Sorex
firaTOe««s, 824, 825, 838,

839.
— araneiis, 825.
— castaneus, 823-826,

828, 839.
— tetragont(,rus, 825.

m-a?2;'M, 822, 824-826,

828, 838, 839.

minutus, 826-828, 838.

Speotyto
cunicularia, 1062.

Sphserium
(Cyclas), 427.

Spheniscus
demersus, 1044, 1085.

Sphenodon, 632.

Sphenophorina
singularis, 761, 794.

Spheuophorus
sivgularis, 794.

Spilotes

puUatus, 426.

Spongia, 794.

ananas, 769.

botryoides, 721.

c?'&!;a, 704, 745.

complicata, 721.

compressa, 704, 760.

coriacea, 726.

coronata, 745.

foliacea, 760.

Spongia
^•w^a^;a, 748, 769, 774.

nivea, 773.

panicea, 769, 775.
ptdverulenta, 769.

urceul'us, 761.

Spongilla

lacusiris, 427, 439,

973.

Stagonolepis, 629.

Starnoenas

cyanocephala, 1056.

Steatornis

caripensii^, 1062.

Steganoporella
alveolata, 499.

^?<sM, 498, 501.

connexa, 499.

lateralis, 499.

maqnilahris, 462, 468,

489, 498-500, 536.

simplex, 499.

sidcaia, 499.

truncata, 499.

tuhulosa, 499.

Steiioi-hina

degenhardti, 1036.

Stentor, 428.

Stilesia, 552.

Stirparia, 458, 465.

annulata, 468, 469.

dendrograpta, 462,468-

471, 533.

e.r27«s, 462, 468, 471,

533.

^^a/M-a, 468, 471.

za.nsibariensis, 462,

469, 470, 534.

Sti-eptoconus, 791, 794.

australis, 744, 745, 794.

Streptophorus
«^raiMs, 1021, 1034.

Stringops, 1059.

habroj^tilus, 1058.

Strix

castanops, 1091.

flammea, 651, 1061,

1062.

Strongylopora, 483.

Strutbio, 679, 1043.

Styriodes, gen. nov., 361.

/yco, 361, 367.

Siiia

bassana, 395, 1045.

capensis, 1085.

Sycall is
co7iifera, 743.

glacialis, 763.

leuconides, 784.

ovipara, 782.

perforata, 786.

Sycaltis

testipara, 782.

Sycandra, 777, 798, 802.

alcyonccllum, 746.
— virgidtosa, 749.

ampulla, 744.
— alopecurus, 744.
— petiolata, 747.
arborea, 746.

arctica, 744.
— maxima, 747.
— polaris, 14:1.

aspera, 744.

barbadensis, 746.

borealis, 745.

capillosa brevipilis,

759.
— longipilis, 760.

ciliata, 745.
— lanceolata, 746.
— oOTte, 747.

clavigera, 759.

coacta, lib.

compressa, 760.
— clavigera, 759.
— foliacea, 760.
— lobata, 760.
— pennigera, 760.

coronata, 745.
— cotmmitata, 745.
— tubiUosa, 749.

elegans, 745.
— formosa, 746.— tessellata, 749.

glabra, 764.
— ensata, 763.
— rigida, 764.

helleri, 746.

hiimboldtii, 746.

hystrix, 764, 765.

inconspicua, 746.

/ofete, 760.

parvida, 141.

pennigera, 760.

quadrangtdata, 141.— tesseraria, 749.

quadrata, 748.
ratnosa, 748, 791.
ramsayi, 748.

raphanus, 748.

raphanus p)i'<ji>oscidca,

747.
— proci(,mbens, 747.— tergestina, 748.
schmidtii, 748.

setosa, 748.

stawifera, 748.
tabulata, 748.

^««6«, 749.

utricidus, 749.
villosa, 749.
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Taania

marohali, 668.

platydera, 549.
Tainsia, 1099.
Talegalla

lathami, 1051.

Tanagra
sayaca, 1065.

Tantalus, 688-691, 693-

698, 703.

loculator, 1046.

Tarroma, 796.

canarienM, 796.

Tari'opsis, 796.

coriacea, 796.

Tarrus
densus, 721, 796,

lahyrinthus, 725.

reticularis, 723,

Tatusia, 1099.
Taxocrimis, 911.

Teichonella

labyrinthica, 762.

'prolifera, 734, 762, 796.

Teicbonopsis, gen. nov.,

761, 796, 798.

lahyrinthica, 711, 762.

Telemiades
mnemon, 357, 367.

Tenthrenodes, 796.

antarcticus, 796.
scotti, 760.

Tephraops, 368, 369.

richardsonii, 370.

Terpsephone
paradisi, 614.

Tethrenodes
artarcticus, 744.

scotti, 744.

Tetrabothrium, 562.

Tetrarhynchus
tetrahothrms, 551.

Tetrastemnia, 428.

Teuthis
umhra, 373.

Tbairopora
ojiamiUaris, 462, 497.

Tbalamoporella, 501.

mamillaris, 497.
Thalassoma

^piirpioreum, 373.

Thanatopbis
stiifMs, 1037.

Thaumantias
(Phialidium), 970.

Tbecla
amphrade, 355, 367.

dolylas, 363.

ffuapi.la, 354, 367.
hypocrita, 352. 367.

/eo.«, 353, 367.

'

Tbecla
mdma, 354, 367.
politus, 355.

suliflorens, 353, 367.
Tbecoluef-,i-a, 788.

loculosa, 796.
Tbinocorys

sp., 1065.

ruiniclvorus, 1092.

Tliylacimis, 892.

Tima, 970.

Tiiinunculiis

alaudurms, 1049.
Titanolepas, siibgen. nov.,

943.

iuberculata , 938, 943,

944, 946-948.
Tomeurus, 979.

gracilis, 98.

Toxiis, 980.

r/^/fWei, 1002.

Tracbinus
draco, 636.

Tracbyboa
hmilengeri, 1034, 1037.
gitlaris, 1034.

Tracbypoma
nnacracanthus, 373.

Trematosaurus, 956.

Triboiiyx '

movtieri, 1062.

Triehogastei-

fasciattos, 542.

Tricboglo-ssus, 1059.

w<5 vcB-hollandicB, 1068.
Tricbogvp.sia, 767, 798,

803.

incrustans, 779, 780,
795.

y/7^sff, 779, 780, 796.

Tinelaria

cyanogastrcc, 1104.

Tripleurocrinus, 898.

Trogon
atricollis, 1063.

puella, 1063.

Tropidonotus
vihakari, 423, 424.

vittatus, 424.

Trypostega
venusta, 462, 508, 607.

Tubucellaria

cereoides chuakensis,

462, 512.

fusiformis, 462, 512.

opicntioides, 494.

sanzibariensis, 462,

512.

Tubulipora, 461.

Turacus, 639.

fOJ7///?ri'M:,1057.

Turacus
d,onaldsrmi, 641.

fischeri, 641.

meriani, 641. .

Tiirdns

tristris, 1066.

TiirniX

dussemieri, 1061.

Tyranmis
melanckolicus, 1066.

Unio, 428.

Upupa
epops, 1061.

Uroeolipora 528.

Urocordylus
reticulatus, 969.

wandesfordii, 969.

Urognlba
puradisea, 1063.

Uromys
bruijnii, 1091.

Ute, 764, 798.

argentea, 766.

capillosa, 769, 764.

chrysalis, 782.

cnsata, 763.

glabra, 764.

papillosum , 786.

rigida, 764.

spenceri, 764.

spiculosa, 711, 764.

syconoides, 711, 764.

utriculus, 749, 764.

viridis. 786, 787.

Utella, 764.

hystrix, 796.

Uteoosis, gen. nov., 766,

768, 798.

argentea, 766.

Vanellus
vanell'us, 1055.

Vespa
cincta, 618.

Victoriua

stOleics stygiana, 348,

367.

Vittaticella, 465, 483,

506.

buskei, 486.

contei, 484.

elegans. 462, 484, 486,

533.

elegans zanzibao-ieiisis,

462, 484, 485, 533.

(Catenaria), 484.

Viverra

gcnctla, 549.
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Vivipara

(Paludina), 428.

Vorates

cotiso, 364, 367-

VorticftUa, 428.

Yosmaeria
corticata, 11Q, 777.

gracilis, 760, 7'.>6.

Vosmaeropsis, 798, 803.

connexiva, 756.
cijuthiis, 756.

dendyi, 711, 756.
deprcssa, 711, 755.

macera, 711, 755.

jjrimifAva, 711, 756.
sericatum, 756.

wilsoni, 711, 755.
Vulpes

chama, 392.

(Alopex) lagopus, 391.

Wagnerella, 797.

]
Wagnerella

I

burealis, 797.

Xanthichthys
lineopunctahis, 373.

Xenopeltis

unicolor, 415, 417.

XenOpus
nmlleri, 1093.

Xenorhvnehus,688, 692-

694, 696, 703.

Xiphopliorus, 978, 980.

himaculaius, 993.

brevis, 1005.

gracilis, 998.

guentheri, 1004, 1005.

Ae^/erz, 1004, 1005.

jalajxe, 1004.

montezumce, 1004.

Xiphopborus

I

radio vii, 1005.
I strigatus, 1004.

Yphthiina
ceylonica, 614.

Zanienis

gemo'iiensis, 933.

graliami, 1092.
Zaudidura

carolinensis, 1056.

Zeugmatolepas, gen. nov.,

938.

cre^'fi?, 942.

mncJderi, 937, 938,

941, 942, 948.

Zonurus
giganieus, 548.

Zygonectes
atrilaius, 984.

brachypterus, 985.

inurus, 985.
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;

Fig. 82, p. 530.
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p. 458.

Aetea uvguina, PI. LXIV. p. 4.58.
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Mx sponsa, Fig. 181, p. 1048.
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(Plates L.-LIV.*)
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Fteroni/miafumida, Si]), n 341
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Subfam. Satyeinje.

JEuptycliia drymo, sp. n

,, agnata, sp. n
Catargynnis dryadina, sp. n. .

Subfam. Heliconin^.
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Euhagis hectiba, sp. n 347
Ferisama barnesi, sp. n 347
Yictorina steneles, ab. stygiana,

ab. uov 348

Fam. EEXciNiDiE.

ISurygona mystica, sp. n 348
„ leucon, s\).w 349

„ lencophryna, s-p. yi 349
„ matete, sp. n 349

Mesosemia alhipuncta, sp. n 350
IIermathe)ia oweni, Hp. u 350
Corrachia, gen. nov 351

„ leucoplaqa, sp. n 361
Charis subtessellata, sp. n 351

„ turrialbensis, sp. n 352

Fam. Ltc^nidje.

Thecla Jiypncrita, sp. n 352
subjlorens, sp. n 353
leos, sp. n 353
melma, sp. n 354
guapila, sp. n 354
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* For explanation of the Plates see p. 367.
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Index {continued).
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Subfam. Pierin.h.

Arehonms intermedia, STp. K 355
Pieris limona, sp. n 356
Acmepteron poaaina, sp. n 356
Enantia lua costaricensis, subsp. n. 357

Page
L,erodea 1 rupilius, sp. ii 360
Sti/riodes, gen. mov 361

„ li/co,s\).n 361
Rhinthon luctatius, sp. n 361
Cobalus nigrans, sp. ii. 362

„ laureolus, "iY). i\ 362

Fani. Hespeeiid^. " l<^teranus, ^v. n 362

„ pmdar, s'p. w 6bi
Cobalopsis latonia, s^i. n 363
(Enus nausipJianes, sy. n 363
Mecfistias xantlio, sp. n 363
Vorates coiiso, s'p. w 364
Molo nebropjione, s]). n 364
3Iolo ? apella, sp. ii 365
Carystus subnifescens , sp. n 365
Epinosis, gen. nov 366
Falga 1 liermione, sp. n 366

TeJemiades mnemon, sp. n 357
Nascus phintias, sp. n 358
Cj/clos(Bmia subcceruiea, a]}, u. ... 358
Echelatiis lucijia, sp. n 358
Ate canace, s-p. n 359
Solla sodalis, sp. n 359

„ machuca, sp. li 359
Butleria lethcea, sp. ii 360

„ li/.iis,sp.u 360

The following new species are the result of a recent visit to

Costa Rica, where nearly three years were spent in collecting.

1081 species of Rhojjalocera were taken, 409 more than were
previously known from that country, and of these I am here

describing 54 species as new. With the Heterocera I was equally

successful, taking 4000 species, whereas only 560 are recorded in

the ' Biologia Centrali-Americana ' from Costa Rica, to which
number 87 were added by Pittier and Biolley in Part iii. of the
' Invertabrados de Costa Rica.'

Subfam. Danain^.

Napeogenes hemisticta, sp. n. (PL L. fig. 1.)

(S . Antennee black on basal half, apical half yellow-brown.

Head black ; whitish points on frons and neck behind ; a white

medial line on vertex. Collar and thorax black ; a greyish

medial line on thorax and small cluster of similar scales behind.

Abdomen slate-brown above, yellow-white below. Fore wings

black ; basal third of inner margin and shorter shade above

siibmedian rich brown ; spots semihyaline yellowish white ; two
spots near end of cell obliquely placed ; a spot beyond cell and an

elongated spot above it on costa ; an outer row of five spots, the

one between veins 3 and 4 elongated, oblique ; seven marginal

spots, the one at apex preceded by a small elongated sj)ot on

costa. Hind wings orange-brown, the costa to discocellulars

grey ; apical portion beyond it black, its inner edge inbent to

vein 3 or before it, then outbent to near margin, which becomes

narrower, the black not reaching anal angle ; five marginal

spots ; subterminal spots above and below vein 5, sometimes

almost obsolescent. Wings below similar ; no brown at base of

fore wing ; the costa of hind wing black.

Expanse 54 mm.
Hah. Carillo, Gruapiles.

In British Museum.
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Ptbronymia fumida, sp. n. (PI. L. fig. 3.)

c? . Anteniife black, apical fouvtli orange. Head and thorax
black-brown; a white circle around eyes. Abdomen dark slate-

brown ; a whitish vertical line below terminally. Fore wings
semihyaline smoky black, the veins, costal margin, inner margin
to median, and termen narrowly brown-black ; faint yellowish

spots, one at end of cell close to median ; an outangled post-

medial series of spots, the one between veins 2 and 3 elongated,
suffusing with the lowest of marginal spots, of which thei-e

are five. Hind wings reddish brown, semihyaline, the margins
black, more broadly so on outer margin, the inner margin very
finely black ;

traces of a yellowish subtermintil shade at apex.
Wings below duller ; two white spots at apex of fore wing

;

marginal white spots on hind wings, paired on interspaces.

Expanse 57 mm.
Hah. Carillo.

Pteroxymia godmani, nom. nov.

This form is the Pteronymia simplex of the Biologia, but not
P. simplex Salv. ; the discocellular line is narrow and curved;
apex of hind wings below usually without spot, sometimes one^
never two as in P. simplex Salv.

Found generally in Costa Rica above 3000 ft.

Ithomia bolivari, sp. n. (PI. L. fig. 2.)

(S . Head black spotted with white. Collar dark reddish

brown. Thorax black shaded with grey. Abdomen black above,

ventrally white. Fore wings black ; the cell to near end, which
is filled by the broad oblique fascia from costa, the space between
veins 2 and 3 to near termen, a large terminal spot between 2

and 3, and a subapical fascia from costa to vein 3 hyaline, the
fascia mostly shaded with white. Hind wings hyaline, the veins

and outer margin narrowly black ; the costa grey-black. Fore
wings below : inner margin fuscous grey ; dark spaces brown
edged with black, more broadly in cell and at apex ; base of costa

black ; 4 apical white spots, the one on costa minute. Hind
Avings below : margins brown edged with black ; a broad yellow
streak at base of costa ; veins black ; small paired whitish spots

on three interspaces below apex.

Expanse 43 mm.
Generally distributed along the Caribbean coast.

In British Museum.

Subfam. Satyrix.«.

EUPTYCHIA DRYMO, Sp. n. (PI. L. fig. 6.)

J . Body and wings dark brown, the disc of wings lighter

brown, especially on fore wings ; the two lines of underside
faintly indicated ; a terminal black line, joreceded by a faintly

greyish shade, and fuscous marginal line ; a sul)termina.l fuscous
24*
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wavy line on hind wings. Fore wings below yellowish buff; the

two lines bright reddish brown, vertical, the inner line not

reaching costa ; costal margin shaded with grey ; a subterminal

dull brown shade interrupted by an ocellus below costa, black,

circled with yellow, and containing a bluish-white point ; the

termen greyish crossed by two fine lines, faintly wavy, and a

terminal fuscous line. Hind wings below lilacine grey tinged

with pale buff; the two lines parallel, slightly inbent ; a large

ocellus near apex, surmounted by a very small ocellus, and with

a yellow spot below it ; a large ocellus between veins 2 and 3,

containing two bluish points with a yellow spot above it, out-

wardly broken ; the ocelli edged and connected by a dull brownish

shade ; termen grey, the two marginal lines more deeply wsivy,

shaded with reddish brown at anal angle ; a terminal fuscous line.

Expanse 37 mm.
JIab. Guapiles.

Near U. confusa Stgr., and E. Icibe Butl.

In British Museum.

EUPTYCHIA AGNATA, Sp. n. (PI. L. fig. 4.)

cJ . Wings brown ; traces of antemedial and medial darker

lines. Fore wings : an even marginal darker shade, faintly

darker edged ; the apical spot of underside faintly indicated.

Hind wings : a large subterminal fuscous spot between veins 2

and 3 ; the apical spot of underside indicated ; subterminal,

marginal, and terminal darker lines. Wings below pale grey ;

the antemedial and medial lines dark reddish brown. Fore
wings : the two lines vertical ; a broad darker brownish -grey

oviter shade ; the apical ocellus black, edged with yellow and
containing a black point ; dark subterminal and marginal lines

;

a fine fuscous brown terminal line. Hind wings : the two lines

slightly inbent, the outer one angled near inner margin ; ocelli

black, broadly edged with yellow and containing a white point

;

darker grey shading around ocelli ; a small ocellus at apex above

vein 6, and a large one below it ; a small yellow spot below

vein 5 ; a lai'ger yellow spot below vein 4 suffusing with the

large ocellus below vein 3 ; the subterminal and marginal lines

dark brownish grey, becoming reddish brown on inner margin

;

terminal line fuscous brown.

Expanse 48 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

Near E. antonoe Cramer, found in the same locality and
E. juani Stgr.

Catargynnis dryadina, sp. n. (PI. L. fig. 5.)

cJ . Body fuscous, clothed with brown hairs ; a white lateral

streak on palpi. Fore wings brown ; a vertical outer row of

white spots on interspaces, broadly edged with darker brown,

the spots on costa and at submedian fold smaller, followed

throughout by a broad lightei' brown shade, and preceded by a
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similar triangular shade between veins 5 and 6. Hind wings
darker, especially terminally ; an oviter row of small white spots

on interspaces ; cilia partly white on interspaces. Fore wings

below dull olive-brown to beyond cell, its outer edge outcurved

from costa, uneven ; outer third pale buff shaded with dark

grey ; the white spots as above broadly edged with dull dark

brown ; a broad subterminal fuscous brown line, lunular between
veins 5 and 7, obsolescent on costa ; some fine dark stria? on
apex ; a terminal interrupted fuscous brown shade. Hind wings

below dull olive-brown, mottled with white antemedially and
beyond medial fascia, crossed by darker strife ; the medial fascia

defined by darker edging, broad, outbent in cell to end, downbent
towards inner margin ; the small outer white spots broadly edged

with fuscous brown, preceded and followed by fuscous brown
shadings ; the outer margin deeply crenulate from vein 4 to anal

angle, less so towards apex.

Expanse 72 mm.
Hah. Volcano Turrialba, at 8000 feet.

Sabfam. Heliconin.e.

Heliconius galanthus, ab. SUBRUFESCENS, ab. nov. (PI. LIII.

fig. 7.)

Differs from H. galanthus Bates on the underside of hind wings;

the medial space below subcostal black, the fascia being reddish

brown, limited by a postmedial broad black line, followed by a

narrow brown shade having" its outer edge incurved on interspaces.

In H. galanthus the medial space is black edged above and below

with reddish brown.
A single specimen taken on the slopes of Turrialba. Belongs

to the group with greyish costa on hind wings.

Subfam. Nymphalin^.

EUPETOIETA POASINA, Sp. n. (PL LI. fig. 2.)

5 • Wings brownish buff. Fore wings : the base olive-brown

irrorated with black ; an antemedial black line in cell, and one

below it, outset ; a pale spot near end of cell, broadly edged with

black
;
postmedial line black, oblique from costa, inbent, lunular

below vein 4, angled on veins, followed by a straighter, narrower,

fuscous line ; an outer row of black spots on interspaces, suffusing

on costa with subterminal fuscous line, which is lunular, inwardly

toothed on veins ; termen fuscous, with a pale interrupted

lunular marginal line. Hind wings : base darker brown with a

black line on discocellular, limited by the black medial line, which
is incurved opposite cell, angled at vein 4, followed by a fuscous

straighter line ; a black shade at base and below cell ; four outer

black spots between veins 2 and 6 ; subterminal line lunular

from veins 6 to 3, otherwise straighter; the pale marginal line

broader. Fore wings below light brown to postmedial ; an
antemedial black line in cell ; the cell spot paler edged with
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black except on subcostal ; space beyond postmedial brownish

buff, the costa and termen shaded with giej'ish green ; outer

spots below veins 2, 3, and 4 ; on costa a dark shade, inbent and
preceded by some white ; subterminal line brown. Hind wings

below mottled brownish buff" and dull green, the veins and termen
whitish gvey ; a curved antemedial whitish line above cell ;

medial line fine, fuscous, inwardly edged with whitish grey

;

subterminal line fine, brown, outwardly edged with whitish
;

cilia white with brown points at veins.

Expanse 46 mm.
Hah. Poas.

In British Museum.

Eresia sticta, sp. n. (PI. L. fig. 7.)

S . Antennae black tipped Avith yellow. Head, collar, and
thorax black ; a white streak on palpi ; two white spots on frons,

and one on vertex. Abdomen brown above, laterally irrorated

with white ; underneath white with a ventral black line. Fore
wings black, the spots yellow-white, partly greyish ; a round spot

at end of cell
;

postmedial streaky spots from costa to A'ein 4,

outcurved, and two spots between 2 and 4, inset, vertical ; outer

and marginal spots, both slightly inset between veins 3 and 4,

the marginal spot obsolescent at apex. Hind wings reddish

brown ; a black shade along subcostal, expanding from middle of

wing, forming a broad mai'gin, narrowing to anal angle ; marginal
white spots at apex. Fore wings below : the spots larger, yellow-

white ; some brown shading at base of inner margin. Hind
wings below similar, but the costa also black with a short yellow

streak at base ; large marginal white spots.

5 . Antennfe yelloAV except at base ; a brown streak below cell

on basal half. Hind wings with the margin much more narrowly

black, and no black shading on subcostal, except subterminally

;

marginal white points from below the apical spots. Hind wings
below : the costa broadly black ; a short yellow streak at base

;

traces of fuscous subterminal spots ; the marginal spots tri-

angular.

Expanse, <S 53 mm., § 60 mm.
Some males have the costa of hind wings entirely black ; the

species is allied to E. pcecilina Bates, but the apex is more bluntly

produced, and the termen more oblique.

In British Museum.

Eresia ccela Druce. (PL L. fig. 8.)

$. Ent. Montlil. Mag. xi. (1874) p. 37, fig.; B. C.-A. Lep.

Rhop. vol. i. p. 187 (tab. xxi. figs. 2, 3).

S . Fore wings black ; a reddish-brown fascia through entire

cell, downbent between veins 2 and 3 to near termen, with a

small black spot on it close to vein 3 postmedially, and shaded
with yellowish terminally; a small subterminal reddish-brown

spot just below vein 2 ; an oblique paler fascia postmedially from
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costa to vein 5, and large subtenuiual spots between 4 and 6 ; a

small round marginal spot, tinged with whitish above vein 4,

and one below it. Hind wings black ; a broad reddish-brown
fascia from inner margin to near apex ; a similar marginal line,

interrupted by veins, the apical spot paler. Underneath similar

to female, but all the spots yellow instead of white ; the brown
fascia on fore wings brighter brown, sepaiated by a black line

from the large subterminal spot. Hind Avings below with the

fascia as above but tinged with yellow, otherwise agreeing in

markings with the female.

Expanse 45 mm.
Found on the Caribbean coast only.

Phyciodes DORA, sp. n. (PI. LI. fig. 9.)

5 . Palpi dark brown, whitish grey below. Head dark brown.
Body fuscous with fine yellowish irrorations. Fore wings : basal

half black, its outer edge projecting between veins 4 and 5, and
less so outcurved between vein 2 and submedian, followed by a
yellow shade from costa to vein 4, and a yellow spot between
veins 2 and 3 ; the base with some yellowish irrorations, leaving

a geminate antemedial outbent line clear black ; two yellowish-

brown spots aci-oss end of cell, suffusing ; a reddish-brown line on
discocellular ; a medial small yellow spot above submedian ; outer

half bright brown, irrorated with black subterminally, interrupted

by round yellow spots edged with black, one below vein 2 and
another between 4 and 5 ; three smaller yellow spots from above
vein 6 to costa ; termen fuscous preceded by a sinuous yellow-

brown line. Hind wings black irrorated with yellow-grey,

leaving clearer black lines on basal third ; a brown line on
discocellular ; a postmedial bright brown fascia from costa to

vein 2 ; large outer spots formed by yellow edging, inwardly
rounded, outwardly straight ; these spots fill the entire intei--

spaces ; a subterminal wavy yellow line ; a terminal yellow line

at anal angle. Fore wings below brighter, the base greyish ; a
yellow-grey shade between the antemedial black lines ; the cell

spots broader forming a band ; the yellow shades beyond dark
space more extended ; the termen brown ; a grey shade at apex.

Hind wings below : base to medial grey-brown, darkest in cell,

whitish lilacine above cell ; a subbasal and an antemedial lunular

brown line, partly followed by the other less distinct lines ; the
medial line dark brown, inbent on vein 4, outset between vein 2
and submedian

;
postmedial space dull brown followed by a series

of spots, except on costa, the spot above vein 4 round, fuscous

brown, the spot below 4 triangular, the others more lunular,

mostly edged with geminate lilacine lines ; a subterminal geminate
lunular dai-k brown line ; termen lilacine Avhite from apex to

below vein 6, then dark brown, shaded with still darker brown,
between spots and lunular line.

Expanse 39 mm.
Hah. Poas.
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Phyciodes phlegias G. & S. (PI. L. fig. 9.)

J. B. O.-A. Lep. Rhop. vol. ii. p. 680 (tab. cviii. figs. 21, 22).

2 . Body and wings above fuscous brown, the body and base of

wings irrorated with ochreous. Fore wings : spots white ; an
oblique line across cell near end, followed by a large white spot

between veins 2 and 3, and a few white scales above 3 and below

2 ; a postmedial oblique broad white line from costa to vein 4 ; a

small outer spot on costa ; a quadrate spot between veins 4 and 5,

and a larger spot above submedian, extending just above vein 2
;

traces of small whitish spots between veins 5 and 7 ; traces of a

fine outcurved subterminal line, broad and well marked from
vein 4 to near vein 2. Hind wings : a broad postmedial white

fascia from vein 7 to inner margin, followed below vein 4 by a

line of ochreous irrorations ; subterminal line slightly lunular,

fine, white on costa, then ochreous. Fore wings below : base and
costa mottled pale brown and grey ; a broad antemedial fascia

defined by edging of dark outcurved lines ; the white line at end

of cell downbent to inner margin ; the space between postmedial

and outer spots fuscous ; apex lilacine grey ; a broad terminal

dark brown shade between veins 4 and 6 ; termen more nari-owly

brown at tornus ; subterminal line fuscous brown. Hind wings

below lilacine grey, broadly shaded with white postmedially

between veins 2 and 7 ; basal half crossed by fine brown lines

;

the postmedial better defined, incurved on costa, and followed

there by a bi-ownish shade ; a fine lunular outer line, with a series

of faint greyish spots beyond it ; subterminal line geminate,

lunular, filled in and preceded by a dark grey shade from vein 7

to vein 2 ; termen dark brown from above vein 5 to below vein 2.

Expanse 39 mm.
Jlab. Peralta.

Phyciodes niveonotis Btl. & Druce. (PI. LIII. fig. 10.)

cJ. Cist. Ent. i. (1872) p. 100, fig.; B. C.-A. Lep. Rhop.
vol. i. p. 200 (tab. xxi. fig. 27).

2 . Body above fuscous. Wings fuscous brown. Fore wings :

a large white spot just beyond middle from submedian to near

vein 2, edged with yellow-brown, irrorated with black ; the outer

broad white line from costa to vein 5 similar; small subterminal

similar spots between wings 4 and 6, and a yellow-brown spot

below vein 4. Hind wings : a yellow-brown line on discocellular

;

a line of similar irrorations beyond postmedial fascia which has

its edge also finely yellow-brown ; subterminal line bi'ownish,

faintly indicated towards inner margin. Fore wings below light

brown ; an antemedial fascia defined by dai'k lines ; two whitish

spots near end of cell ; a brown spot on discocellular edged with

black ; a broad black postmedial shade from costa, outcurved to

near tornus ; a subterminal lunular dentate darker brown line
;

the spots all whitish. Hind wings below : base grey-brown

crossed by brown lines ; the whitish fascia obscured by brown
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irrorations and crossed by a fine line; outer margin broadly

brownish, irrorated partly with grey; an outer row of fuscous

grey spots on interspaces ; a marginal lunular dark brown line.

Expanse 30 mm.
Hab. Juan Vinas.

EuBAGis nECUBA, sp. n. (PI. LT. figs. 4, 5.)

S . Body above fuscous, whitish underneath. Wings bluish

green. Fore wings : apex and outer maigin black, expanding at

vein 4, its inner edge obliquely outbent to vein 2, below which it

is very finely black. Hind wings : a marginal and a terminal

black line, sufi'using at apex. Wings below white. Fore wings :

costa grey-brown with a white streak at base ; subcostal medially

red-brown ; a fine blue line and red-brown streak below subcostal

to beyond cell ; a red-brown streak on discocellular, edged with
metallic blue and then black ; a broad medial black fascia from
end of cell, and an antemedial black fascia inbent across cell,

interrupted by median and narrowest below it ; a broad black line

above vein 3 from cell, to a similar oblique line which extends

from costa to brown terminal space ; another black line from
vein 3 is obliquely downbent to a black tornal space ; the tornus

itself whitish ; the termen from vein 2 to just above vein 6

reddish brown, its inner edge fuscous, upbent to costa, leaving a

white apical space. Hind wings : lines reddish brown partly

edged with fuscous ; an inbent basal line ; a medial fascia

expanding to close to inner margin, and then downbent, enclosing

a white space from subcostal ; a broad subterminal line, its outer

edging downcurved near apex, forming a marginal fuscous line

partly mottled with reddish brown ; anal angle reddish brown
where all the lines sufi'use ; some metallic blue scaling near anal

angle.

5 similar below. Fore wings above green ; a white spot in

cell above vein 2 ; a black shade below subcostal expanding at end
of cell, followed by a large postmedial white spot oblique from
costa to just below vein 4 ; a large postmedial vertical spot between
submedian and vein 3 ; outer mai-gin broadly black ; a subterminal

small white spot between veins 2 and 3, and smaller spots above

and below vein 5, also a small inset spot near costa. Hind wings
green ; a postmedial broad white space from costa to below
vein 5 ; a broad black subterminal line, and a similar marginal

line ; the termen brown-black with a fine green line near anal

angle, the lines all suffusing in a brown shade at apex.

Expanse, S and $ 40 mm.
Huh. Carillo. Guapiles.

Allied to E. vicaria Bates.

In British Museum.

Pertsama barnesi, sp. n. (PI. LI. fig. 10.)

5 . Palpi black broadly streaked with white. Body black

above, some white scaling around the eyes. Wings black. Fore
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wings : some dark blue irrorations at base, along veins, and in

cell ; a postmedial curved greenish-blue fascia from costa to torni;s,

its edges uneven. Hind wings : some scattered blue irrorations
;

the outer margin greenish blue ; a terminal brown-black line
;

cilia white. Fore wings below black ; the cell to near end and a
space below it crimson ; a postmedial curved series of metallic

blue spots ; termen white, broadest at apex, crossed by a fine

marginal black line. Hind wings below grey-brown shading to

whitish on termen ; costa narrowly crimson ; outer small round
black spots on interspaces ; a subterminal and a terminal dark
brown line.

Expanse 43 mm.
Hah. Carillo.

This species is named after J. Barnes, who captured the only
specimen met with.

This is the first Perisama recorded from Central America.

YlCTORINA STENELES, ab. STYGIANA, ab. nOT. (PI. LI. fig. 6.)

d . Fore wings fuscous brown, darkest medially ; a large pale

green spot on inner margin close to middle, almost reaching
vein 2 ; a veiy small outset spot above vein 2 ; a small white spot

medially on costa ; subterminal whitish spots, larger and better

defined near tornus. Hind wings fuscous brown ; base darker
followed by a broad pale green fascia and a medial fuscous fascia,

all stopping at submedian ; the inner margin white ; an outer
row of oval green spots on interspaces preceded by fuscous

shadings ; veins terminally darker edged. Underneath more like

the typical form.

Expanse 82 mm.
Hab. Avangarez.

Fam. ERYCINIDiE.

EURYGOXA MYSTICA, Sp. n. (PI. LI. fig. 8.)

5 . Palpi white. Frons white divided by a brownish line.

Yertex black. Collar and thorax brown. Abdomen above
brighter brown, underneath white. Fore wings fuscous brown :

the cell and basal half of wing below it bright brown ; a paler

rust-brown shade between veins 2 and 4, not reaching outer

margin. Hind wrings rust-brown, the costal margin broadly

fuscous brown. Wings below pale brownish grey, the postmedial

line vermilion finely edged with dark grey. Fore wings : the

postmedial line slightly outbent, straight ; a subterminal narrow
vermilion shade ; a terminal yellow-brown shade. Hind wings :

the postmedial line vertical to below vein 2, then ciirved and
wavily inbent to inner margin ; a subterminal lunular dentate

brownish shade from costa to below vein 3, followed by marginal

points between veins 4 and 7, between 3 and 4 by a large black

spot outwardly edged with w-hite ; below vein 2, irregidar brown
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lines terminating in black points followed by white sliadiug
;

termen from above vein 2 to anal angle vermilion.

Expanse 22 mm.
Hab. Rio Grande, San Mateo.

EUUYGONA LEUCON, sp. n. (PI. LI. figs. 1, 3.)

J . Palpi, lines on frons and tarsi pale buff. Head fuscous.

Thorax and base of abdomen dark brown, abdomen otherwise

bright brownish red above ; underneath greyish buff. Fore wings
faintly angled at vein 4, fuscous ; a brown-red shade at base from
cell to inner margin ; a similar streak at base below subcostal.

Hind wings brownish red ; the costal and outer margins to

vein 2 black, the inner margin fuscous brown. Wings below pale

greyish brown, the medial line brownish red finely edged with
black. Fore wings : medial line slightly angled at vein 4,

terminating at submedian fold ; an outer vertical dark brown
line, not so well mai'ked. Hind wings ; the medial line incui-ved

between veins 4 and 2, deepl}^ downcurved below 2 ; subterminal
greyish lunules from costa to vein 4, edged with dark brown

;

between 4 and 3 the lunide is larger, j^ellowish, followed by a

])lack spot, outwardly edged with white ; the inner brown shading
expands between 3 and 2, and is followed by a dark wavy line

;

from vein 2 to inner margin are thi'ee yellow-brown streaks

outwardly irrorated with black and terminating in white points

before a fine marginal fuscous line ; cilia reddish brown except at

apex.

§ . Fore wings fuscous ; a large orange space from middle of

cell and well beyond it, not reaching costa, or below vein 2. Hind
wings dark brown ; the outer margin outcurved fiom veins 4 to 2,

shaded terminally from 4 to anal angle with brownish red.

Wings below light yellow brown, the medial line as in male, but
brighter red ; the outer line on fore wings also red ; the lunules

on hind wings heavier, geminate, the marginal shadings faintly

marked.
Expanse, c? 26 mm., 2 29 mm.
Hab. Turrialba.

EURYGOXA LEUCOPHRYNA, Sp. n. (PI. LIII. fig. 8.)

<S . Frons white. Vertex and body fuscous ; some brown
shading on abdomen dorsally. Wings broAvn. Fore wings: costal

margin, front of cell, apex, and outer margin more narrowly
tinged with fuscous. Hind wings : costal and inner margins
greyish ; a subcostal fuscous shade. AVings below silvery white.

Expanse 27 mm.
Hab. Cachi.

Near U. catcdeuca, but larger and brighter brown,

EURYGOXA MATUTA, Sp. n, (PI. LI. fig. 7.)

S . Frons white. Vertex and body above fuscous biown,
underneath white. Fore wings fuscous, the base in and below cell
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shaded with brown ; an orange wedge-shaped spot close to cell,

between veins 2 and 4. Hind wings brown, the outer margin

shaded with fuscous ; the costa whitish ; the inner margin grey-

brown ; cilia on inner margin and apex white. Wings below

Avhite ; a very fine pale olive-bi:own postmedial line, almost

vertical, bluntly curved below vein 2 on hind wings. Hind wings :

a small black marginal spot between veins 3 and 4 ; three black

points from vein 2 to inner mai'gin, and a few subterminal black

irrorations.

Expanse 21 mm.
Hah, Juan Yinas.

Mesosemia albipuxcta, sp. n. (PI. LIII. fig. 12.)

S . Thorax and base of abdomen metallic blue, abdomen other-

wise and head fuscous ; underneath grey. Wings vivid blue.

Fore wings : a white point near end of cell ; outer margin broadly

black, widest on costa, its inner edge outbent and curved near

tornus. Hind wings : termen black, the veins close to it streaked

with black ; a subterminal black spot at apex, suffusing with

black costal margin ; in another specimen the spot continues as a

line to inner margin. Wings below grey-brown, the lines darker

brown. Fore wings : the two lines before ocellus parallel, outbent

from subcostal ; ocellus large, a white central point, and two outer

points, circled with yellow ; two lines beyond ocellus, close

together, diverging slightly towards inner margin
;
postmedial

space grey irrorated with metallic blue from near costa to vein 3,

limited by a fine greyish yellow line, outbent from costa, at sub-

median approximated by a similar subterminal line. Hind wings :

the antemedial and jjostmedial lines straight, geminate ; the

medial shade partly linear interrupted by a smaller ocellus, black,

circled wdth yellow and containing two white and blue points
; a

broad outer shade ; a subterminal line ; termen dark shaded.

Expanse 27-30 mm.
Hah. Guapiles, Espei^anza.

Hermathena oweni, sp. n. (PL LIII. fig. 9.)

S . Head and thorax black clothed with greyish-white hairs.

Abdomen grey, with transverse black segmental shades. Wings
white, the base mottled with black with traces of a subbasal

whitish line ; spots black, two beyond cell ; a medial spot below

vein 2 ; subterminal quadrate spots above and below vein 6, also

above and below vein 3 ; apex black ; spots at end of veins
;

terminal interspaces between veins 2 and 3, and 4 and 6 mottled

with black. Hind wings : terminal spots at veins ; subterminal

quadrate spots above and below vein 7. Underneath similar

;

the basal mottling showing through from above ; the terminal

markings on interspaces entirely black.

Expanse 42 mm.
Hah. Costa Rica.

Named after Prof. Owen of Madison, Wis., who has kindly

given me this unique specimen.
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CoRRACHiA, gen. nov.

5 . Foi'e wings : outer margin straight at apex, then rounded
;

vein 3 close to lower angle of cell ; 4 from lower angle ; disco-

cellular incurved, slightly oblique ; 5 from just above middle
;

6-10 stalked from upper angle, 10 before 6 ; 11 from close to end
of cell anastomosing with costal vein. Hind wings as long as fore

wings ; cell elliptical ; vein 3 before end ; 4 from end ; 5 from
middle of discocellular ; 6 and 7 stalked. Abdomen stout.

Type of genus, C. leucoplaga Schaus.

CORRACHIA LEUCOPLAGA, sp. n. (PI. LIII. fig. 2.)

5 . Body and wings brownish slate-colour. Fore wings : a
broad medial white fascia, slightly outcurved, from subcostal to

submedian vein, a whitish streak on costa above it between veins

10 and 11. Hind wings : marginal fuscous lunules, faintly edged
with greyish. Wings below grey. Fore wings: the white fascia

followed by a broad outcurved fuscous shade to some whitish sub-

terminal points. Hind wings : termen irrorated with whitish
;

small subterminal fuscous spots preceded by whitish shadings.

Expanse 35 mm.
Hah. Palmital.

This peculiar species will probably be found to have a very
dissimilar male.

Oharis subtessellata, sp. n. (PI. LIII. fig. 11.)

Body above fuscous. Fore wings fuscous, the base tinged with
olive-brown ; a white spot in cell ; an outer white spot between
veins 2 and 3, and a smaller one between 5 and 6 ; a small post-

medial spot above vein 6. Hind wings dark olive-brown ; cilia

white between veins 5 and 6 ; a yellow-grey marginal streak at

anal angle. Fore wings below reddish brown, markings bluish

white partly edged with black ; a streak at base of costa ; a basal

streak below subcostal ; an antemedial fascia in cell, and one
below it outset ; a medial fascia in cell, with a white streak above
subcostal, and a buft" streak above costal vein ; an outset medial
fascia below cell, all of them narrower towards median, the two
below cell sufi'using on submedian ; a fine black line on disco-

cellular followed by small spots from costa to vein 4 ; two costal

spots beyond, superposed, and small black spots on interspaces

below; an interrupted subterminal white line preceded by a white
point above vein 6, a large one below it, black spots below 5

and 4, and a still larger white spot between 3 and 2 ; a marginal
silvery blue line ; a fine terminal black line ; cilia fuscous.

Hind wings below i-eddish brown except on outer third ; a white
triangular spot on costa near base, and a quadrate medial spot

;

an antemedial white spot in cell, and transveise line across end
of cell ; two white spots below cell sufi'using with a white streak

below vein 1 ; a black line on discocellular, followed by a white
fascia from veins 7 to 4, and from vein 2 to inner margin ; black

points in some of the reddish-brown spaces, Avhich are also partly
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black-edged ; a postmedial reddish brown shade from costa to

vein 4, followed by a macular black line, and then by a broad

grey-brown shade crossed by a fine black line
;
postmedial space

below vein 4 greyish brown to vein 1, then reddish brown on

inner margin, followed by greyish brown shading from vein 4 to

vein 1, and buff shading on inner margin, these shadings out-

wardly edged with black and followed by a silvery opalescent

shade ; outer mai-gin dull dark brown outwardly edged with

opalescent scaling, and containing small fuscous spots below

vein 4 and vein 3 ; the tails and a terminal buff line from vein 4

to anal angle edged on either side with black ; from vein 4 to

apex the terminal line is reddish brown, preceded at apex by a

short white line.

Expanse 24 mm.
Hab. Carillo.

Near C. chrysiis Cr.

Oharis turrialbensis, sp. n. (PI. LIII. fig. 13.)

(S . Body above fuscous. Wings dark brown, with antemedial

and postmedial fuscous shadings on interspaces. Fore wings

:

cilia at tornus orange-red. Hind wings : a black line on disco-

cellular ; a subterminal greyish buff shade from vein 6 to anal

angle, crossed by a black macvilar line, preceded below vein 3 by

a large brown spot, some reddish brown shading on inner margin

at angle. Fore wings below orange-red ; a pale buff triangular

spot on costa near middle with its apex on median at vein 3,

edged with silvery blue ; similar metallic scaling on costa near

base, and two inbent lines across cell ; below cell and vein 2,

medial, postmedial, and subterminal pale greyish shades, the

intermediate red portions edged and suffused with black ; a black

line on discocellular, followed by metallic spots ; below vein 5 a

macular black line ; outer pale greyish spots, followed above 5

and 6 by silveiy .sti-eaks, preceded by silvery spots and some black

edging, below vein 5 the greyish spots are inwardly edged with

black, outwardly with metallic scaling and black edging ; a

marginal metallic line interrvipted by veins. Hind wings below

orange-red, divided by metallic antemedial, medial, and post-

medial irregular lines, with some short black lines and spots in

reddish portions ; outer margin broadly pale greyish irrorated

with brown ; a marginal metallic line finely edged outwardly

with black, and preceded by some black below veins 4 and 3 ; a

terminal black line, also edging tails.

Expanse 21 mm.
Hab. Turrialba, 6000 feet.

Fam. L YC^NIDJE.

Thecla hypocrita, sp. n. (PL LII. fig. 6.)

cJ . Body dark brown mottled with bluish grey hairs and

irrorations. Fore wings fuscous brown, except a pale blue space
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occupying basal half of cell, space below to inner margin, and
ju.st above vein 2 to near subterminal space ; a pale brown patch
of coarse scales at end and beyond cell. Hind wings pale blue;
outer margin fuscous brown ; inner margin whitish, becoming
fuscous towards anal angle ; cilia brown tipped with grey.
Fore wings below fuscous ; costal margin broadly whitish, post-
medially to vein 4 ; some brown mottling at base of costa ; a
bi'own medial fascia to median and end of cell enclosing a white
line on discocellular ; an outer and a subterminal oblique broad
brown line to vein 5 ; outer margin narrowly white crossed by a
fine marginal brown line. Hind wings below yellowish white,
crossed by broad brown lines ; a fuscous basal space, outanoled
on median ; the inner margin broadly irrorated with fuscous and
pale brown ; medial and postmedial lines vertical, angled at
vein 2 and inbent to iianer margin

; a subterminal brown shade
sufi'using with postmedial from veins 5 to 2, then continuing to

anal angle ; a broken marginal brown shade ; anal angle slightly

lobed, no tail.

Expanse 19 mm.
Hah. Tuis, Juan Yinas.

A specimen from Cordoba, Mexico, has the lines below partly
greyish, but undoubtedly belongs to this species.

Near T. dolylas Cr.

In British Museum.

Thecla subflorens, sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 9.)

S . Antennae black ringed with white. Body above fuscous
underneath white ; some green scales on frons. Wings dark
purple-slate colour. Fore wings : the costa, apex Ibroadly,

and outer margin fuscous brown. Hind wings : the margins
narrowly fuscous brown. Wings below rich green. Foi-e wings
paler tinged, except on costa and apex ; the inner margin dark
grey. Hind wings: a faint paler line on discocellular; a similar
irregular outer line, black, outwardly edged with white from
vein 2 to inner margin

; a few red scales at anal angle, sur-
mounted with black and white ; a terminal black line at anal
angle.

Expanse 20 mm.
Hah. Poas.

Thecla legs, sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 7.)

(S . Palpi black and white. Head, collar, and patagia black
;

white lines around eyes. Thorax and abdomen above metallic
blue, underneath whitish. Wings brilliant dark blue. Fore
wings : apex and outer margin black, narrowest at tornus

; a
large black patch filling the end of cell from before middle,
followed beyond cell by a small slate-coloured spot. Hind wings :

the termen narrowly black ; the inner margin gi'ey. Wings
below clear bright brown. Fore wings : outer line fuscous brown,
outwardly edged with white, faintly outbent, slightly luuular

;
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inner margin greyish ; a faint dark marginal line at tornus.

Hind wings : outer line fine, fuscoiis, outwardly edged with

white, more broadly on costa, vertical from veins 8 to 6, appearing

incurved on account of the broader white edging, slightly outset

below 6 and below 5, inset below 4, outset below 3, inset and
horizontal below 2, downbent on submedian, angled and upbent

to inner margin ; a fine subterminal black line from vein 3 to

inner margin, and darker spots at apex ; a marginal red spot

with black point and terminal white line between 2 and 3 ; a

black spot Avith white irrorations below vein 2 ; a black spot at

anal angle surmounted by^ a reddish shade.

Expanse 24 mm.
Hah. Guapiles, La Florida.

I do not know any species with which I can compare this.

In British Museum.

Thecla melma, sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 4.)

J. Palpi black, the base of joints white. Body black ; some
white on vertex, and white lines close to eyes. Wings deep blue.

Fore wings : costa, apex, and outer margin black, the apical

space reaching to near cell ; a black line on discocellular. Hind
wings : margins very narrowly black, slightly broader at apex.

Wings below bright greyish bistre. Fore wings : an outer

vertical fine fuscous line, outwardly edged with white from near

costa to vein 2 ; a terminal fine brown line ; cilia fuscous.

Hind wings : a white line on discocellular ; outer line black out-

wardly edged with white, outset on costa, almost vertical from
veins 7 to 4, then inset and downbent to vein 2, forming the

usual W to inner margin ; subterminal lunules indicated by
greyish shading from vein 7 to vein 2, followed between 2 and 3

by a large i-ed space, outwardly broken by a triangular black

space ; some reddish scales above vein 3 ; below vein 2, marginal

white irrorations ; a terminal white line from vein 5 to sub-

median ; anal lobe black inwardly edged with white.

Expanse 27 mm.
Hab. Guapiles ; also Bugaba, Panama.

Thecla guapila, sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 1.)

S . Thorax and base of abdomen metallic blue, abdomen
otherwise fuscous above, yellowish white below. Head brown,
with white lines at eyes. Wings silky blue. Fore wings : costal

margin, apex to near glandular spot, arid outer margin, narrowly
at tornvis, black ; a small black spot at end of cell followed by
an oval brownish glandular spot. Hind wings : apex narrowly,

and cilia black. Wings below dark brownish slate-colour. Fore
wings : inner margin greyish ; a fine outer fuscous line, almost
vertical from below costa to vein 2, outwardly faintly pale-edged

;

faint traces of a dark subterminal line. Hind wings : outer line

interrupted, dark brown, outwardly edged with white, inbent on
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costa, vertical from veins 7 to 2, but inset between 3 and 4, angled

below vein 2, and inbent to inner margin ; subterminal darker

spots, edged with whitish irrorations, except at apex, inset be-

tween veins 2 and 3, followed by a red mai-ginal spot, containing

a small black spot outwardly ; below vein 2 only a marginal

brown spot irrorated with white; below submedian a line in-

wardly edged with white and parallel with outer line ; a terminal

white line between veins 2 and 3 ; anal lobe black.

Expanse 28 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

In British Museum.

Thecla amphrade, sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 10.)

5 . Wings fuscous brown, the hind wings, and inner area of

fore wings below cell glossed with slate-blue; cilia light brown.

Hind wings : the terminal black line inwardly edged with white

near anal angle ; a small red-brown spot at anal angle ; tails

black tipped with white. "Wings below light brown, the post-

medial line dark brown outwardly edged with black and then

white, very indistinctly on fore wing. Fore wings : the line

vertical from costa to vein 2 ; an indistinct paler subterminal

shade, crossed by a faint dark line ; a terminal fine dark line.

Hind wings : the line vei"tical to vein 4, constricted and slightly

oblique to vein 2, upcurved and outangled on submedian ; a sub-

terminal paler shade as on fore wing, the faint line crossing it

more distinct followed on inner margin, between veins 2 and 3 and
just above 3, by reddish shades ; a black marginal spot between

veins 2 and 3 and at anal angle ; a black spot irrorated with

white below vein 2 ; the terminal dark line inwardly edged with

white.

Expanse 23-25 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

Near T. politus H. Drvice.

In British Museum.

Subfam. PiERlN^.

ArCHONIAS INTERMEDIA, Sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 8.)

(S . Palpi yellow, somewhat fuscous at base. Head and thorax
black ; three whitish points on vertex. Abdomen brown ; sub-

lateral yellow line. Fore wings black, markings yellow-white
;

an oblique spot at end of cell, medially constricted ; two diffuse

spots beyond cell ; elongated postmedial spots above and below
vein 3, and geminate streaks below 2, all followed by marginal
spots, small at tornus, elongated towards costa ; a yellow and
reddish streak along inner margin, not reaching base or tornus.

Hind wings bright brownish red, the costal and outer mai-gins

broadly black, the inner margin finely so ; the veins black ; cell

edged with black above and below; marginal small white spots.

Underneath duller, the hind wings browner, with a brown up-

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XXY. 25
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curved streak on basal half of costa ; the subcostal and median

broadly shaded witli black ; the marginal white spots larger.

2 . The markings on fore wings reduced, except the marginal

spots; the hind wings reddish brown, the costa with only a black

shade medially ; the marginal spots larger, yellow, irrorated with

I'eddish. Underneath similar to the male.

Expanse, d" 60 mm., $ 65 mm.
Bah. Carillo.

The fore wings are like A. dismorphites Btl., the liind wings like

A. nigrescens G. & S. All these forms will no donbt be found to

gradually intergrade. The males are difficult to capture, flying

very high in a circle, and rarely settling.

In British Museum.

PlERIS LIMONA, Sp. n. (PI. LII. fig. 5.)

S . Antennee black tipped with white. Head and thorax

fuscous, the latter clothed behind with white hairs. Palpi white,

the third joint streaked with black. Abdomen fuscous grey

above, whitish below. Wings white, the veins broadly edged

with chalky white. Fore wings : a fuscous grey streak on basal

third of costa ; a small black spot on discocellular ; apex narrowly

black ; marginal fuscous shades, not reaching tornus. Hind
Avings : cilia black. Fore wdngs below : a laige black spot on
discocellular; apex greyish. Hind wings below yellowish white,

the veins dark.

$ . Fore wings above with a large black spot on discocellular,

and a fuscous streak in cell at subcostal I'eaching it ; the apex and
termen more broadly black, its inner edge somewhat lunular

;

underneath the black margin I'eplaced by a pale lilacine grey

shade. Hind wdngs below lilacine white, the veins brown ; a

postmedial brownish shade just beyond cell across veins 3 and 4.

Expanse, S 75 mm., $ 78 mm.
Hab. Limon.
Near P. diana Feld.

In British Museum.

ACMEPTERON POASINA, Sp. n. (PL LII. fig. 3.)

(5 . Antennae black. Palpi grey. Head and collar dark brown.

Thorax and abdomen fuscous irrorated with white. Foi'e wings

black; median, fold, submedian, and vein 2 all basally streaked

with white ; spots lilacine white ; a medial streak on costa, spot

beyond cell, an outer spot above vein 3, and one on costa, also a

small subterminal spot above 6 ; sometimes traces of spots on

either side of upper discocellular ; cilia greyish brown. Hind
wings iridescent silky brown with a large medial dull bx'own

spot ; from cell behind to inner margin and termen at vein 5

black, crossed by a grey fascia ; cilia yellow. Wings below as in

A. cinerascens Salv., but the markings all more intense, the anal

angle aiid inner margin bright yellow crossed by piu'ple-brown

strise.
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2 . Wings black, the markings white. Fore wings : an oblique

fascia from middle of costa consisting of coalescing spots ; three

oblique spots from costa before apex ; the outer half of inner

margin with a white streak. Hind wings : a large white sj)ace

occupying the greater portion of the wing, outangled on vein 5,

its hind edge straight ; the base of cell and a streak below it

black. Fore wings below : a white space on basal half from
within cell to inner margin ; costa basally lilacine ; the medial

fascia as above but with a yellow streak on costa ; apex lilacine

white, shaded with yellow on costa ; termen finely yellow, pre-

ceded by light brown and greyish white shading. Hind wings

below white : the base, outer half from inner margin to vein 4,

and terminally between 4 and 5 lilacine white irrorated with

brown ; the shade in cell extending somewhat, and upbent to

costa ; subterminal brown irrorations from costa to vein 6 ; inner

margin narrowly bright yellow, termen finely similar preceded by
a narrow interrupted brown shade.

Expanse, d 60 mm., $ 67 mm.
The male can be distinguished from A. cinerascens Sal v. by the

narrow grey fascia on hind wings above. The female difTers in

the broader black margin, the lilacine shading, and brown irrora-

tions on hind wings. A cinerascens female has the hind wings

below bluish white with faint ti'aces of darker shadings. If the

two forms occurred in different localities I should not separate

them specifically, but they fly together and no intergrades were

found.

In British Museum.

Enantia lua costaricensis, subsp. n. (PI, LII. fig. 2.)

5 . Like E. lua Hew., but the inner edge of black margin on
hind wings near apex is straight, not dentate ; underneath the

spots are larger and more confluent. The wings are also broader.

Expanse 62 mm.
Hah. Cachi.

Fam. HESPERiiDiE.

Telemiades mnemon, sp. n. (PI. LIV. fig. 1.)

6 . Palpi white below, black above with yellow scales at tip of

second joint. Head and collar black mottled with yellow. Thorax

and abdomen brown. Fore wings dark brown, the base to near

middle thickly irrorated with yellow-brown hairy scales ; similar

scaling subterminally, expanding at toi-nus, also a few similar

scales beyond cell ; medial space below cell tinged with blue-

black ; spots semihyaline yellowish ; a large spot in end of cell,

its outer edge incurved ; a narrow vertical postmedial spot be-

tween veins 2 and 3, and a small spot above 3, slightly outset

;

three small outer spots below costa, and two subterminal between

veins 4 and 6. Hind wings with only the costal margin, a post-

medial macular shade, and terminal spots fuscous brown, other-

wise ovei-laid with yellow-brown hairy scales. Fore wings below
25*
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dull fuscous brown ; the inner margin tinged with grey ; some

yellow scaling at base, below eosta, and in cell. Hind wings

below dull brownish yellow ; the outer margin broadly dark

brown ; some brownish-yellow scaling subterminally from vein 3

to inner margin.

Expanse 28 mm.
Hab. Zent district.

Nascus phintias, sp. n.

(S . Palpi white tipped with black above. Head and collar

fuscous mottled with olive-brown ; white points laterally on head.

Thorax and abdomen shaded with orange-brown. Fore wings

fuscous brown, the base and inner margin shaded with orange-

brown ; spots semihyaline whitish ; a spot at end of cell, out-

wardly produced in front ; a large postmedial sj)ot between

veins 3 and 4, and a smaller one below 2 ; an outset large spot

between veins 3 and 4, and a point between 4 and 5 ; a curved

outer series of spots between veins 6 and 10. Hind wings

orange-brown, the costal margin broadly fuscous, the termen
narrowly so; a fuscous line on discocellular ; a broader post-

medial line not reaching inner space. Wings below brown-

black. Fore wings : the base shaded with yellow-white ; short

whitish streaks above cell-spot. Hind wings : the basal half and
inner margin for two-thirds pale yellow ; a thick black line on

discocellular.

Expanse 55 mm.
Hab. Guapiles.

The female of this species is figured in the Appendix to the
' Biologia ' as a variety of R. j)hocus Or., but the discovery of the

male proves it to be a distinct species.

Cyclos^mia subc^rulea, sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 14.)

Body fuscous brown. Wings dark greyish brown, the markings

fuscous brown ; a postmedial and marginal broad line, somewhat
macular, also a similar medial line on hind wings. Fore wings :

the costa and termen broadly shot with green, the veins more
vividly so towards apex, but only noticeable in a certain light ; a

large black spot in cell at end, faintly edged with paler brown,

and containing two bluish-white points. Fore wings below dark

brown shot with green ; the inner margin sha.ded with grey ; a

fuscous shade in end of cell ; a postmedial fuscous shade. Hind
wings below bright blue ; the costa, apex narrowly, and cilia

dark brown.
Expanse 31 mm.
Hab. Sixola, Guapiles.

In British Museum.

Echelatus lucina, sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 8.)

Body fuscous brown, the vertex and collar glossed with green.

Wings fuscous brown. Fore wings glossed with purple
; an ante-
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medial and a postmedial fuscous shade, the latter slightly out-

curved below costa, vertical below vein 4. Hind wings with

fainter purple gloss, except a streak below cell from base to

termen ; a fuscous shade at end of cell, and a similar postmedial

shade. Wings below paler brown, the lines as above, dark brown
;

the antemedial on fore vpings replaced by a dark brown shade

from near base to middle, except on inner margin, which is whitish

grey at base.

Expanse 37 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

Ate canace, sp, n. (PI. LIV. fig. 17.)

5 . Body and wings fuscous brown. Fore wings : a semi-
hyaline point medially between vein 11 and costal vein ; a similar

outer point between veins 8 and 9, and one below 8 slightly inset.

Hind wings : outer margin broadly blue from vein 6 to inner
margin ; cilia fuscous brown. Fore wings below duller. Hind
wings below blue ; inner mai-gin whitish blue ; costal margin and
apex to vein 6 dull fuscous brown ; a similar downbent streak

from vein 2 to anal angle.

Expanse 23 mm.
Hab. Carillo.

BOLLA SODALIS, sp, n. (PI. LIV. fig. 12.)

5 . Palpi brown mottled with buff and white. Body fuscous

brown. Wings brown slightly irrorated with lighter brown and
buff. Fore wings : a fuscous shade on discocellular followed by a
faint paler brown shade ; three outer white hyaline spots below
costa, straight and outbent ; three similar postmedial vertical fine

streaks between submedian fold and vein 4; a faint subterminal
paler brown shade cut by darker veins. Hind wings : a faint

subterminal paler brown shade narrower than on fore wings.

Wings below duller brown ; the subterminal shade on fore wings
narrow ; hind wings irrorated with buff-brown ; a small pale

brown spot in cell, a streak on discocellular, some small post-

medial spots near inner margin, and the subterminal spots all

veiy indistinct.

Expanse 29 mm.
Hab. El Alto.

Nearest B. cylindus G. & S. ; smaller, the spots also smaller

;

the outer spots in a straight line and oblique.

BOLLA MACHUCA, sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 4.)

6 . Body above fuscous brown ; some greyish white hairs in

front of antennse ; some yellowish white hairs on abdomen.
Throat white ; fore femora grey. Abdomen below greyish
brown. Fore wings fuscous bi'own ; outer mai^gin faintly paler,

forming a subterminal line with darker marginal spots on inter-

spaces ; three white points outwardly between veins 6 and 9.
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Hind wings dark brown ; large postmedial and marginal fuscons

brown shades, all indistinct and confused. Fore wings below

dark greyish bi'own ; a broad darker postmedial shade ; the costa

tinged witli iridescent green ; the white points as above. Hind
wings below dark brown ; some white iri-orations on basal half,

and more thickly along inner margin ; traces of a darker post-

medial shade, and small marginal spots.

Expanse 26 mm.
Hah. San Mateo.
In British Museum.

BUTLERIA LETH^A, Sp. n. (PI. LIV. fig. 15.)

6 . Palpi black mottled with yellowish hairs. Body above

black ; some orange hairs on abdomen ; abdomen below yellow.

Pore wings fuscous brown ; a large orange-yellow spot just beyond
middle between veins 2 and 4, extending into end of cell, and
slightly below vein 2 ; a small oblique similar spot ovitwardly

below costa; cilia dark brown. Hind wings black; cilia and a

large spot occupying middle of wing orange-yellow. Fore wings

below deep yellow : cell to near end black, extending at base

below cell ; a broad black fascia beyond cell, not reaching costa,

outbent above vein 4, and downturned to inner margin at tornus.

Hind wings below yellow ; some black scaling at base of inner

margin.

Expanse 20 mm.
Hah. Poas.

Near B. lalage Godm.
In British Museum,

BUTLERIA LYSIS, sp. n. (PI. LIV. fig, 2,)

S . Body above black : abdomen below yellow. Wings dai-k

brown, spots yellow. Fore wings : a spot between veins 2 and 3,

just beyond middle, surmounted by a triangular spot in cell ; a

point between veins 3 and 4 postmedially, and a short oblique

line outwardly below costa. Hind wings : a large spot in middle

of wing from within cell. Fore wings below fuscous ; costal

margin yellow-brown, the extreme edge black ; termen finely

yellow expanding at apex ; the yellow discal spot extending

below vein 2 and expanding along stibmedian. Hind wings
below whitish yellow, the veins brown except the discocellular

and base of vein 5, the brown on veins 2 and 4 sviifusing some-
what towards cell ; cilia brown.

Expanse 23 mm.
Hab. Turrialba.

Near B.faula Godm.

Lerodea ? RUPiLius, sp. n, (PI. LIV. fig. 10.)

5 . Palpi pale brown tipped with white. Body above and
wings dark bi'own ; body below whitish grey. Wings: spots
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semihyaline white ; outer half of cilia greyish white with small

dark brown spots at veins. Fore wings : a large spot at end of

cell, and one postmedially between veins 2 and 3 ; a smaller out-

set spot between 3 and 4 ; three outer small spots obliquely

between veins 6 and 9 ; a more opaque spot above submedian
beyond middle. Hind wings : a postmedial spot below vein 6,

crossed by vein 5. Fore wings below similar, the costa irrorated

with yellowish and white, the apex and termen to vein 2 with

white ; the spot above submedian replaced by a large white

shade. Hind wings below thickly irroi^ated with greyish Avhite
;

small whitish spots antemedially and postmedially below costal

vein ; a similar spot at end of cell ; a small postmedial spot

between veins 2 and 3, and a linear spot below vein 2 ; the spot

below vein 6 as above ; the postmedial spots connected by a fine

brown shade, and a similar faint shade below end of cell.

Expanse 36 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

The only species I know appi-oaching this is one in the Godman
Collection labelled '' phyllas Mab." Without a male the position

is uncertain.

Styriodes, gen. nov.

c? . Antennas two-thirds as long as costa. Fore wings : costal

margin slightly sinuous ; apex acute ; termen rounded below

apex ; vein 2 from middle of cell ; 3 near lower angle ; 4 and 5

from lower angle, the latter upcurved at base ; 6 to 9 evenly

apart ; 10 and 11 wider spaced ; a downcurved bi-and below

median from vein 3 to below vein 2 ; a small medial brand above

submedian. Hind wings : anal angle slightly lobed ; vein 2

beyond middle of cell ; 3 and 4 from lower angle apart ; 6 and 7

from upper angle.

Type of genus, Styriodes lyco Schaus.

Styriodes lyco, sp. n. (PI, LIV. fig. 19.)

<S . Body and wings above fuscous brown. Fore wings : brands

black ; cilia tipped with yellow-ochre, wider at tornus. Hind
wings : cilia tipped with yellow-ochre, except at anal angle.

Wings below dark reddish brown, the inner margin of fore wings

dull dark brown ; a fuscous brown shade in cell behind and
below it.

Expanse 28 mm.
Hob. Poas.

Ehinthon luctatius, sp. n. (PI. LIV. fig. 9.)

S . Body above black, the head shaded with dark metallic

green ; abdomen below with two yellowish white lines. Wings
fuscous brown. Fore wings : a very small greyish white post-

medial spot between veins 2 and 3, and one between 3 and 4

outset. Wings below not quite so dark. Fore wings : the two
spots whiter, better defined ; a postmedial greyish brown shade-
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below vein 2. Hind wings : postmedial buff points between

veins 2 and 4.

Expanse 44 mm.
Hah. Guapiles, also Santa Rosa, Mexico.

In Britisli Museum.

COBALUS NIGRANS, Sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 5.)

S . Palpi and thorax fuscous grey mottled with pale yellow
;

abdomen below with two fine whitish lines. Wings black-brown.

Wings below duller. Fore wings : a faint greyish white post-

medial line between veins 2 and 3, and a small outset spot

above 3 ; tornus shaded with fuscous grey. Hind wings : an
orange point in cell at end ; similar outer points between veins 3

and 4, and just below 6.

Expanse 30 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

COBALUS LAUREOLUS, SJ). n. (PI. LIY. fig. 3.)

c5' . Body fuscous clothed with dark brown hairs ; the palpi

mottled with some whitish yellow hairs ; abdomen below greyish

brown. Fore wings : veins medially tinged with fuscous. Hind
wings : basal half rather darker shaded. Wings below paler

brown. Fore wings : basal third except costa shaded with

fuscous ; a triangular shade on costa near apex preceded by faint

greyish points between veins 6 and 9 ; tornus faintly paler

shaded. Hind wings : base, a postmedial fascia, and large mar-
ginal spots from apex to vein 2 darker brown ; a terminal darker

brown line.

Expanse 35 mm.
Hah. Guapiles.

COBALUS LATERANUS, Sp. n. (PI. LIII. fig. 3.)

J . Palpi fuscous inwardly shaded with white. Body and
wings fuscous brown. Fore wings : spots semihyaline, white ; a
large irregular spot at end of cell ; a large postmedial spot be-

tween veins 2 and 3, and a small outset spot above 3 ; three small

outer spots below costa,, outbent, the largest between veins 6 and
7 ; a small postmedial white spot above submedian. Fore wings
below fuscous, the costa, apex, and termen shaded with olive-

brown ; the spot above submedian larger. Hind wings below
dark olive-brown ; a white spot in end of cell ; a v/hite point

subterminally between veins 3 and 4.

Expanse 32 mm.
Hah. San Mateo.
The fore wings above are like C. gahina Godm.

COBALUS PINDAR, sp. n. (PI. LIV. fig. 18.)

6 . Palpi olive-yellow irrorated with brown. Body and wings
above dark brown ; abdomen below yellowish bistre. Fore
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wings : spots semihyaline whitish brown : a large spot between

veins 2 and 3, its outer edge incurved ; a small spot between 3

and 4 ; three small spots between veins 6 to 9 in a straight out-

bent line from costa ; cilia tipped with bistre grey. Hind wings

:

a yellow postmedial hyaline point between veins 3 and 4. Fore

w"ings below fuscous brown, the costal margin broadly, and cell

shaded with yellow-brown, the spots as above ; a whitish post-

medial shade above submedian. Hind wings below brown ; a

small faint fuscous shade at discocellular, and similar spots post-

medially from veins 2 to 7, the one between 3 and 4 showing the

semihyaline point.

Expanse 29 mm.
Hab. Port Limon, Juan Yinas.

In British Museum.

COBALOPSIS LATONIA, Sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 16.)

S . Body fuscous brown
;
palpi above vi^hitish grey ; abdomen

below pale buff. Wings dark brown. Fore wings : a fine

short whitish inbent streak below discocellular ; a small white

postmedial spot between veins 3 and 4, also above and below

vein 7. Hind wings : the veins fuscous. Fore wings below

fuscous in cell and postmedially below vein 3, the inner margin
irrorated with greyish ; costa, apical space, and termen yellowish

brown. Hind wings below yellowish brown; a fuscous shade near

inner margin expanding at anal angle ; five bluish white post-

medial spots from veins 2 to 7.

Expanse 33 mm.
Hah. Juan Yinas, Cachi.

In British Museum.

CEnus nausiphanes, sp. n. (PL LIY. fig. 6.)

(S . Palpi mottled whitish grey and dark brown. Body fuscous

brown; abdomen below whitish grey ; legs yellow-brown. "Wings
dark brown. Fore wings : the brand fine, black, inbent from
vein 3, and downcurved to submedian ; some yellowish scaling on
costa ; cilia tipped with grey. Hind wings : cilia yellow-grey.

Fore wings below fuscous at base, in, and below cell; costa yellowish

brown ; terminal half dull brown. Hind wings dull bi'own ; a
broad medial whitish shade, widest on costa and not reaching
inner margin which is simply irrorated with whitish gi'ey.

Expanse 25 mm.
Hab. Poas.

In British Museum.

Megistias xantho, sp. n. (PI, LIY. fig. 13.)

(5' . Body fuscous mottled with brown hairs. Wings fuscous

brown. Fore wings : a yellow-brown streak on costa from base

to just beyond middle ; a similar streak above submedian medially

extending towards base ; a few similar scales outwardly beyond
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cell, outbent along vein 6, vertical to below 5, iubent,^ expanding,

forming a spot between 4 and 3, and a larger spot between 3

and 2 ; cilia light brown spotted with black. Hind wings : some
yellow-brown hairs at base and on inner margin ; a broad similar

postmedial shade not reaching margins ; the spots on cilia narrow,

barely traceable. Fore wings below fuscous ; veins on costa, and

terminally, also a streak in cell, yellowish ; a postmedial yellowish

spot between veins 3 and 4, a vertical outer streak below costa,

and streak subterminally from veins 6 to 4 ; a terminal yellowish

line ; base of cilia and spots black. Hind wings below greyish

tinged with lilacine, the veins yellowish ; an outcurved dark

brown medial fascia, and large terminal spots, not reaching inner

margin.
Expanse 20 mm.
Hah. Juan Vinas.

In British Museum.

VORATES COTISO, sp. n. (PL LIII. fig. 6.)

S . Body above and wings dark brown ; throat whitish ;
thorax

below greyish ; abdomen below yellowish white. Fore wings :

costal margin to beyond middle bright olive-brown ; a similar

streak above and below submedian to middle, followed above

submedian by a small yellow spot ; a yellow streak below median

from veins 2 to 3 ; a small spot between 3 and 4 ; an outer yellow

point between veins 6 and 7. Hind wings shaded with bright

brown, and olive-brown hairs. Fore wings below fuscous brown
;

yellow marking between veins 2 and 4 as above ; costa and veins

terminally yellow, the streaks longest at apex. Hind wings

below dull dark brown, the veins all yellow ; a streak through

cell, and a broad yellow streak below cell and vein 2.

Expanse 24 mm.
Hab. San Mateo.

Mold NEBROPnoNE, sp. n. (PI. LIV. fig. 7.)

cJ . Palpi orange-brown tipped with black. Body fuscous

partly clothed with golden-brown hairs ; abdomen below yelloAvish

with a black ventral line. Fore wings black, except base of

costal margin to near middle, cell, inner margin to beyond

middle, postmedial spots from submedian to vein 4, a small oviter

spot above 4, and spots above and below vein 7, which are orange-

brown ; a slight fuscous streak in cell. Hind wings orange-

brown ; costal margin broadly black with a medial inbent pro-

jection ; inner margin broadly black ; a broad black streak below

cell to middle of wing ; a fuscous shade on termen towards anal

angle. Fore wings below deep yellow ; some black on base of

cell; a broad black shade below cell, upbent on discocellular

;

termen black from vein 2 to inner margin ; apex shaded with

reddish, the outer spots at vein 7 larger. Hind wings

below yellow on basal half; the inner margin broadly black
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irrorated with yellow-brown ; outer half recldi.sli with oblong

outer yellow spots from vein 6 to below vein 2 ; subterminal

fuscous shading between veins 2 and 4 ; a dai-ker streak just

beyond cell between 4 and 6.

$ fuscous brown ; a small j^ellow spot at upper angle of cell
;

traces of some postmedial j^ellowish spots. Fore wings l)elow

fuscous ; costal margin yellowish ; apex tinged with dull reddish ;

a yellow spot at end of cell ; a large postmedial yellow spot below

vein 2, and smaller spots above 2 and 3 ; small yellow outer spots

above and below vein 7. Hind wings below as in male, the ter-

minal space duller red, limited by a yellow streak before the

fuscous inner space.

Expanse, 6 27 mm., $ 33 mm.
Ifab. Carillo.

The female from the Bejuco river, Panama.
Near 21. hercea Hew.

Mold ? apella, sp. n. (PI. LIII. figs. 4, 5.)

(^ . Palpi, head, collar, and patagia orange-brown. Thorax
and abdomen fuscous, the latter with orange-brown hairs

laterally ; underneath yellowish. Wings black, the cilia and
markings orange-brown. Fore wings : the costal margin broadly

orange-brown, entering cell, narrowing towards black apical

space ; a fascia from vein 8 narrow and outangled between
veins 5 and 6, then broader and expanding to middle of inner

margin, cut b}^ black veins. Hind wings : base and inner mai-gin

clothed with orange-brown hairs ; a broad postmedial fascia, not

reaching apex or inner margin. Wings below bi'ownish yellow
;

some terminal black points. Fore wings : the outer margin
broadly darker with subterminal black shadings from vein 3 to

inner margin ; a black space on basal third below cell ; a fine

black line on discocellular. Hind wings : antemedial, postmedial,

and terminal darker shadings on interspaces.

5 . Wings above tinged with brown, the fascia mutch reduced^

more maculai', yellowish ; the costa of fore wings with some
yellowish irrorations. Wings below dark olive-brown, the veins-

paler ; the postmedial fascia on foi'C wings broad, as in male, but
yellower. Hind wings with postmedial dull yellowish spots on
interspaces.

Expanse, S 37 mm., 5 45 mm.
Ilab. Carillo,

The male above is very much like M. ? humeralis Mab., but
differs considerably on the underside of hind wings.

In British Museum.

Carystus subrufescens, sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 11.)

2 . Palpi whitish buff. Head light brown. Palpi shaded with

dull reddish brown. Abdomen fuscous brown, the hairs at base

dull greyish green. Wings fuscous brown. Fore wings : costal
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mai'gin at base shaded with reddish ; spots semihyaline whitish

yellow ; a streak in end of cell above median, and a spot below it

to vein 2, its outer edge incurved ; an elongated postmedial spot

above vein 4, and a smaller spot below it ; small outer spots

between veins 6 and 8 ; a small yellowish spot above submedian

just beyond middle; cilia yellowish at tornus. Hind wings:

cilia tipped with pale yellow. Fore wings below black ; the

costal margin, apical space beyond cell, and termen to vein 2

brownish red ; a yellowish white shade medially above submedian.

Hind wings below brownish red ; veins finely pale yellow ; a

fuscous shade from base before fold, expanding at anal angle.

Expanse 36 mm.
Hcd). Guapiles.

Near G. commodus Plotz, distinguished by the pale veins on

hind wings below.

Epinosis, gen. nov.

S . Palpi upturned, hairy. Antenna? more than half the length

of fore wing, thickened towards end which is curved and pointed.

Wings broad. Fore wings : outer margin evenly curved ; vein 2

from middle of cell ; 3 close to lower angle ; 4 from lower angle

;

5 from below middle of discocellular, which is slightly obliqvie
;

6, 7, 8 close together ; a narrow brand below median from

vein 3 to 2. Hind wings : veins 3 and 4 from lower angle

slightly apart ; 6 and 7 fi-om upper angle.

Type of genus, Famphila angularis Mosehl. = Hesperia parvi-

puncta Moschl.^fZe Godman. (PI. LIII. fig. 1.)

A common species in Costa Rica not mentioned in the ' Biologia',

and agreeing perfectly with other specimens from the Guianas.

FaLGA ? HEEMIONE, sp. n. (PI. LIY. fig. 20.)

c? . Palpi black, the second joint with a lateral white shade.

Body above fuscous with orange-brown hairs ; abdomen below

yellowish white with a fine interrupted medial and outer black

line. Fore wings black ; base of costa shaded with brown ; sub-

costal broadly orange-brown, not reaching apex, beyond cell with

short upbent lines ; a broad postmedial orange-brown shade

inbent from vein 4 to submedian, its edge uneven, and joined by

a similar streak below cell ; cilia orange-brown partly spotted

with black, entirely black at apex. Hind wings and cilia orange-

brown, the mai-gins black ; a black streak from base near inner

margin. Wings below orange-brown. Fore wings : a black

streak through cell, and on interspaces above and below vein 5

;

tornus black ; subterminal black spots on other interspaces, and
streaks on costa towards apex. Hind wings : a terminal black

line ; a streak below cell and vein 2, and one at apex ; subterminal

black spots above and below vein 3.
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The female has the orange - brown on fore wings more
restricted.

Expanse 26 mm.
Hab. Carillo.

In British Museum.

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.

Plate L.

Fig. 1. Napeogenes hemisticta.

2. Ithomia bolloari.

3. Fteromimiafumida.
4. JEiipti/chia agn^ita.

5. Catargynnis dryadina.

Fig. 6. 'Eii'pti/cliia drymo.
7. JSresia sticta.

8. „ cobIci, $.
9. Phyciodes phlegias, $,

Fig. 1. JSurygona leucon, $.
2. mupetoieta poasina.
3. JSurygona leucon, ^

.

4. Euhagis heciiha, $•
5. ,, „ ?.

Plate LI.

Fig. 6. Yictorina steneles, ab. stygiana.
7. Eurygona matuta.
8. „ mystica.
9. Fhyciodes dora.

10. Ferisama harnesi.

Fig. 1. TJiecla guapila.
2. Enantia hia cnstaricensis.

3. Acmepteron 2}oasina, '^ .

4. Thecla mehna.
5. Fieris limona, ^ .

Plate LII.

Fig. 6. Thecla liypocrita.

7. ,, leos.

8. Archonias intermedia, $

.

9. Thecla sithflurens.

10. „ amphrade.

Plate LIII.

Fig. 1. 'Epinosis angularis.

2. Corrachia leucoplaga.

3. Cobalus lateraniis.

4. Jlfo^o .^ apella, S •

5. „ „ ?.
6. Vorates cotiso.

7. Seliconius galantJms, ab. sm5-

Fig. 8. Burygona leucophryna.
9. SermatJiena oioeni.

10. Fhyciodes niveonotis, $ .

11. Charis suhtessellata.

12. Mesosemia alhipuncta.
13. Charis turrialbensis.

Plate LIV.

Fig. 1. Telemiades mnemon.
2. Butleria lysis.

3. Cohalus laureolus.

4. Folia machuca.
5. Cobalus migrans.
6. QSnus nausiphanes.
7. JibZo nebrophone,
8. Echelatus hicina.

9. Fhinthon luctatius.

10. Lerodea 7 rupilius.

Fig. 11. Carystus subrufescens.
12. Folia sodalis.

13. Megistias xantho.
14. Cycloseemia subcarulea.
15. Butleria lethaa.

16. Cobalopsis latonia.

17. ^^e canace.

18. Cobalus pindar.
19. Styriodes lyco.

20. Falga ? hermione.
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27. A Collection of Fislies made by Professor Francisco

Fiientes at Easter Island. By C. Tate Regan, M.A.,

F.Z.S.

[Received MarcL 3, 1913 : Read April 8, 1913.]

(Plates LV.-LX.*)
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Acaiitliistins fusciis, sp. n ,..,,.,..,, 368

Girellops, gen. n 369

Lahriclithys faentesi, sp. n 371

Anam.pses pulcher, sp. ii 371

Fseudomonacanthus paschalis, sp. u 372

Sathystethns orientale, sp. n 373

Easter Island lies in 27° 6' S. and 109° 1 7' W. ; it is very isolated,

distant about 2500 miles from the coast of Chile and nearly

1000 miles from Ducie, the nearest island of the Paumotu
Archipelago. A sn)all collection of fishes made at Easter Island

in April, 1911, by Professor Fuentes, is of considerable interest.

It includes examples of eleven species : seven belong to geneiu

or species of the tropical Pacific, thi"ee are new and are related

to species known from Norfolk Island or from New South Wales,
and one belongs to a new genus whose affinities are with TeqyJirceo'ps

of New South Wales and the southern coasts of Austialia. No
Chilean species are represented, and it is of interest to note that

in the case of Chilean genera, Acanthistius and Labrichthys,

relationship is with the Norfolk Island species and not with the

Chilean ones.

Serranid^.

1. Acanthistius fuscus. (PI. LV.)

Acanthistius cinctus [non Giintli.) Kendall & Radclifie, Mem.
Mus. Comp. Zool. xxxv. 1912, p. 107.

" Capuco."

Depth of body 2| in the length, length of head 23-. Snout li-

as long as diameter of eye, which is 5^ in the length of head

;

interorbital width 7. Lower jaw a little projecting ; maxillary

extending to below middle of eye, its width distally nearly |
diameter of eye ; occiput, interorbital region, cheeks, and opercles

covered with ciliated scales; rest of head naked, or with minute
imbedded scales ; 9 or 10 gill-rakers (and some rudiments) on
lower part of anterior arch. Scales strongly ciliated, 105 in a longi-

tudinal series above the lateral line, 55 in the lateral line, 17

from base of spinous dorsal to lateral line. Dorsal XIII 15
;

fourth to sixth spines longest, |- length of head, | longest soft

rays. Anal III 8 ; second spine longest and strongest, -1- length

* For explanation of the Plates see p. 373.
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FISHES FROM EASTER ISLAND. 3G9

of head. Pectorals and pelvics subequal, a little more than ^

length of head. Caudal rounded. Dark brownish.

A single specimen, 230 mm. in total length.

This species is very closely related to A. cinctus GUnth. from
Norfolk Island, described from a specimen of nearly the same
size. Comparison shows that A. cinctus differs in the larger head

(2|- in the length), higher dorsal fin (longest spines i the length

of head), longer second anal spine (| the length of head), longer
and stronger maxillary (extending to below posterior | of eye, its

width g the diameter of eye), and the banded coloration.

KUHLIID^.

2. KiTHLiA MUTABUNDA Kendall & Radcliffe. (PI. LYI.)

Mem Mus. Comp. Zool. xxxv. 1912, p. 105, pi. iii. f. 1.

" Mahori."

Depth of body 2| in the length, length of head 3i. Snout f
diameter of eye, which is 2| in length of head ; interorbital width

3 J. Lower jaw a little prominent; maxillary extending to below
anterior i of eye ; cheek with 4 series of ctenoid scales ; angle and
lower edge of j)raeoperculum finely denticulated ; 25 gill-rakers on
lower part of anterior arch. 50 scales in the lateral line, 6 between
sheath at base of anterior dorsal spines and lateral line, 13 from
lateral line to pelvic fin. Dorsal Xll; fourth and fifth spines
longest, ^ length of head ; last ^ length of head, a little shorter than
seventh, considerably shorter than longest soft rays. Anal III 1 1

;

thii'd spine a little longer than second, as long as tenth dorsal
;

base of fin a little more than | length of head or 11 its distance

from caudal. Pectoral | length of head. Caudal deeply forked.
Caudal peduncle 1-| as long as deep. Silvery, back darker

; caudal
blackish posteriorly.

A single specimen, 190 mm. in total length.

Related to A", humilis De Yis, from Queensland aiid the Fiji

Islands, and to K. sandvicensis Steind., known from the Sandwich
Islands and Society Islands.

GlRELLID^.
GiRELLOPS, gen. nov.

Related to Tephraops, but with uniserial teeth.

3. GiRELLOPS NEBULOSUS Kendall ife Radclifle. (PI. LYII.)

Girella nehulosa Kendall & Radcliffe, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool.

xxxv. 1912, p. 120, pi. iii. f. 2, pi. iv. ff. 1, 2.

" Maahaki."

Depth of body 2| in the length, length of head 4. Diameter
of eye 4 in length of head, intei'orbital width 2. Scales on cheeks,
temporal region, and upper edge of operculum ; rest of head
naked. Teeth in jaws fixed, uniserial, incisor-like, the anterior
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ones truncated, the lateral ones obtusely tricuspid; palate toothless
;

maxillary extending to below nostrils. Depth of prteorbital f
diameter of eye. Gill-membranes broadly united, forming a fold

across isthmus. Dorsal XVI 12, scaly at the base ; spines stout,

subequal from the fifth to the last, which is g the length of head,

and a little shorter than the anterior soft rays. Anal III 10 ;

second and third spines subequal, ^ length of head; second or

third soft rays ^ as long as head. Caudal slightly emarginate.

Pectoral as long as head. Scales ciliated, 78 in a longitudinal

series, 12 or 13 between sheath at base of anterior dorsal spines

and lateral line. Dark greyish, with traces of darker spots and

markings.
The above description from a specimen of 270 mm. A young

example, 43 mm. in total length, has the same number of scales

and fin-rays, but all the teeth are tricuspid, and the markings

obscurely indicated in the adult take the form of 7 dark cross-

bars and scattered spots on the body, and longitudinal bands on

the dorsal fin. The nearest ally of this species appears to be

Tephrceojys richardsonii, which ranges from New South Wales to

"Western Australia.

Carangidje.

4. Caranx cheilio Snyder.

Caranx guara {non Bonn.) Kendall & RadclifFe, Mem. Mus.

Comp. Zool. XXXV. 1912, p. 99.

" Poopo."

Originally described from a specimen 30 inches long obtained

in the market at Honolulu ; the example now recorded from

Easter Island is 12 inches long.

POMACENTRID^.

5. POMACENTRUS INORNATUS. (PI. LVIII. fig. 1.)

" Oototi."

? Pomacentrus niomatus De Vis, Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. Wales,

viii. 1883, p. 451.

? Pomacentrus inornatus Seale, Bull. U.S. Fish. Bureau, xxv.

1905, p. 281.

Pomacentrus jenhinsi Kendall & Radcliflfe, Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool. XXXV. 1912, p. 132.

Depth of body 14 in the length, length of head 3|. Snout

a little shorter than eye, the diameter of which is 3| in the

leno-th of head ; interorbital width 3. Mouth subterminal.

Head scaly, except lips and extremity of snout ; 2 series of scales

on cheek and 1 on lower limb of prpeoperculum, Prasorbital

entire ;
suborbitals and prseoperculum denticulated. 28 scales

in a longitudinal series, 20 in the lateral line, 3 between middle of

spinous doi-sal and lateral line. Dorsal XIII 16 ; spines subequal
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from fourth to last, wliicli is 5 length of head ; middle soft rajs

nearly as long as head. Anal If 13. Pectoral as long as head;

Caudal deeply euiarginate. Caudal peduncle much deeper than
long. Brownish ; scales black-edged ; vertical fins blackish ;

a small blackish spot above axil of pectoral.

A single specimen, 100 mm. in total length.

De Yis's description is so incomplete that it is impossible to

identify his species with certainty. He described it as probably
from the South Seas, and Seale has recorded this, or a related

species, from Samoa. P. jenkinsi, from the Sandwich Islands, as

described and figured by Jordan and Evermann, seems to have
a broader and more convex interorbltal i^egion, deeper prseorbital,

and less deeply emarginate caudal fin.

Labrid^e.

6. Oheilio inbrmis Forsk.

" Ure-ure."

A species of wide distribution, ranging from Africa to the
Western Pacific.

7. JULIS UMBROSTTGMA Riipp.

" Pacojn."

This also occurs throughout the tropical Indo- Pacific,

8. Labrichthys fuentesi, sp. n. (PI. LYIII, fig. 2.)

Pseudolahrus iiisc7'iptios (own Richards.) Kendall & Radclifl^e,

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xxxv. 1912, p. 137, pi. v. f, 2, pi. vi. f, 1.

" Cootea."

Depth of body 2| in the length, length of head 85. Snout 1|
as long as diameter of eye, which is 5| in the length of bead
and a little less than the interorbltal width. Upper jaw with a
posterior canine on each side and a pair of strong anterior
canines ; lower with 2 paii^s of anterior canines ; cheek with
5 series of scales. 25 scales in the lateral line. Dorsal IX 11

;

scales extending on to basal part of fin. Anal III 10, Pector;i.l

f length of head. Caudal subtruncate. Body with about
8 irregular cross-bars ending in blotches on basal part of dorsal

fin ; head and upper part of body with numerous small pale

spots or vermiculations ; soft dorsal and anal Avith broad
marginal dark bands including numerous pale spots with dark
centres ; base of pectoral tin blackish.

A single specimen, 165 mm. in total length.

This species is nearest to L. litculenta lUchards., from ISTorfolk

Island and Australia.

9. Anampses pulcher, sp. n. (PL LVIII. fig. 3 & PI, LIX.)

" Mouri."

Depth of body 2| in the length, length of head 3^. Diametei'

Proc. Zool. See—1913, Xo. XXVI. 26
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of eye 7 in length of head, 2| in length of snotit. Interorbital

region strongly convex, its width ^ the length of head. A
naked strip running backwards from occiput to origin of dorsal

fin. 28 scales in the lateral line. Dorsal IX 12. Anal III 12.

Pectoral | the length of head. Caudal subtruncate. Each scale

with a blue spot surrounded by a dark ring ; head with blue

horizontal stripes or series of spots ; one through upper part of

eye ; another from end of snout through lower edge of eye, a

third across the cheek ; vertical fins with spots like those on the

body and with a narrow pale blue or white margin ; base of

pectoral blackish.

A specimen of 205 mm., from Easter Island, diflfei-s from one
of the same size of A. ccertdeopunctatits Riipp. of the ti"opical

Indo-Pacific, especially in the broader and more convex inter-

orbital region, the incompletely scaled nape, and the difljerent

coloration of the head, A. cceruleopunctatus having vertical

stripes running from eye to suboperculum.

A second example of A. pulcher, 165 mm. in total length,

from Tahiti (Wragge), is extremely similar to the type, but has

the interorbital region less convex, and the naked median strip

on the nape less elongate, not quite reaching the dorsal fin.

Blenniid^.

10. Salarias arenatus Bleek.

Alticus striatus (? Guv, & Val.) Kendall & Radclifie, Mem. Mus.
Comp. Zool. XXXV. 1912, p. 134.

" Patuki.''

A species of the East Indian Archipelago and Islands of the
South Pacific.

Balistid^.

11. Pseudomonacanthus paschalis, sp. n. (PI. LX.)

" Coreba."'

Scales small, irregular, covered with minute spines. Depth
of body 2| in the length. Snout produced, with upper profile

a little convex, more than 3 times as long as eye and a little less

than I the length of the fish. Lower angle of gill-opening below
anterior margin, base of pectoral below middle of eye. Dorsal
spine neai'ly as long as snout, above posterior ^ of eye, antero-

posteriorly compressed, with a series of 24 small barbs on each
side ; soft dorsal of 35 rays, elevated anteriorly ; anal rays 34.

Caudal rounded. Greyish, with numerous scattered small dark
spots.

A single specimen, 300 mm. in total length.

This species is related to the Australian P. ayraudi Quoy &
Gaim.
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EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.

Plate LV.

Aca)i.thistiii,sfusciis.

Plate LVI.

KuJdia mutabunda.

Plate LVIL
Girellops nebulosus.

(a) Teeth. (6) Young.

Plate LVIII.

Fig. 1. Fomacentrus inornatus.
2. Lahrichtlii/s fuentesL
3. Anampses pulcher ; head of specimen from Tahiti.

Plate LIX.

Anampses pulcJier.

Plate LX.

PsewdomonacantJius pascJialis.

APPENDIX.

[It was not until the above was in the press and the plates

had been drawn, that I saw Kendall and Radcliffe's recent memoir
on fishes from the eastern tropical Pacific. I have altered my
paper only by taking their names for the new species of Kuhlia
and Girellops and by inserting references to their work when
our determinations did not coincide. They obtained nine of the
eleven species, all but Anamjjses pulcher and Pseudovionacanthits

j)aschalis. They also got a number of other species from Easter
Island mostly known previously from the tropical Pacific, viz.

Myripi'istis pralinius Cuv. & Val., Holocentrumi punctatissimum
Cuv. & Yah, DecapUrus sanctce-helence Cuv. & Val., Cyphosus
cinerascens Forsk., Fseudupeiieus inultifasciatus Quoy & Gaim.,
Thalassoma purpn,re'am Forsk., Teuthis umhra Jenkins, KellogeUa
oligolepis Jenkins, Alticus variolosus Ouv.tfe Yal., and Xanthichthys
lineopicncfatus Hollard. The identification of a species of

Monacanthus with the Japanese M. cirrifei' Schleg. seems open
to question, and still more so the determination of an Eel as

Gyinnothorax clovii Giinth., as the type from Panama ajDpeai's to

difier in many respects from the specimens from Easter Island,

which, from the data given, seem moi-e like the Indo-Pacific

G. meleagris Shaw.
Finally, the resemblance to Norfolk Island is increased by the

addition of two species—the one, TrachypomaDiacracantMis Giinth.,

apparently not distinct from the Norfolk Island form, the other
a Bathystethus, requiring a new specific name.

Bathystethus orientalb, sp. n.

Platystethihs cultratwm (non Schneid.) Kendall & Radcliffe,

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xxxv. 1912, p. 97, pi. ii. f. 3.

Closely related to B. cidti-atum, but head longer, 4 in length
26*
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of fish (4i in B. cultraium), eye larger, H in length of henxl or

nearly equal to its distance from edge of lower limb of pras-

operculum (4| in head and 1| in its distance from lower edge

of prjeoperculum in B. cultratum), and fin-rays more numerous.

Dorsal VIII, I 27 ; anal III 32 (YIII, I 23-25 and III 28-30

in B. cultratum).

The type from Easter Island measures about 200 mm. in total

length (to end of middle caudal rays), the examples of i?. cultratum

from Norfolk Island that I have examined 170 to 180 mm.]

28. A Revision o£ the Fishes o£ the Genus KuMia.

By C. Tate Regan, M.A., F.ZS.

[Received March 4, 1913 : Read April 8, 1913.]

(Text-figures 68 & 69.)

Index.
p^^^^

KtiJiUa ccerulescens, sp. n 376

K. sauvacfii , sp. n 377

IK. splendens, Sip. n 379

I have been led to undertake a revision of the species of the

Indo-Pacific genus Kuhlia Gill, owing to the difficulty I

experienced in determining the correct name for a fish of this

genus from Easter Island {Kuhlia mutabu7ida).

To the synonymy of Kuhlia as given by Boulenger (Cat. Fish.

i. p. 36) may be added Boulengerina (nou Dollo) Fowler (Proc.

Acad. Philad. 1906, p. 512), and S'afole Jordan (Proc. U.S. Nat.

Mus. xlii. 1912, p. 655).

These names are intended to distinguish the more silvery

and more strictly marine species with more numerous gill-rakers

ISafole) from the spotted forms that enter rivers and have fewer

gill-rakers {Kuhlia). There is but little justification for such

a generic division. K. hoainensis is intermediate between the

two groups in the number of gill-i^akers ; K. marginata may
sometimes be unspotted, and in the form and coloration of the

caudal fin is neai-er to K. humilis than to K. rupestris, and

K. splendens, a silvery, unspotted species, with numerous gill-

rakers, is described below from the fresh-waters of Rodriguez.

Synojjsis of the Species.

I. Lateral line of 40 to 45 scales (+ 4 or 5 on base of caudal

fin) ; 16 to 19 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior

arch ; body usually spotted.

A. Caudal fin slightly emarginate ; middle rays f or | as

long as longest; lobes rounded. Dorsal X 11.

Anal III 10.

1. Maxillary extending to below middle of eye (young)

or beyond (adult) 1. rupestris.

2. Maxillary not or barely reaching middle of eye in

adult.
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Upper opercular spine nearly as strong as lower ; dorsal origin

in advance of pel vies 2. canilescens.

Lower opercular spine much the stronger; dorsal origin above
base of pelvics 3. sauvagii.

B. Caudal fin more deeply emarginate ; middle rays \
to f as long as longest ; lobes pointed. Dorsal X
10-12. Anal III 11-13.

Maxillary extending beyond middle of eye 4. urvillii.

Maxillary not or barely reaching middle of eye 5. marginata.

II. Lateral line of 46 to 56 scales ( + 4 or 5 on base of caudal
fin) ; no spots on bodj'.

A. 21 or 22 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior arch ... 6. boninensis.

B. 24 to 29 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior arch.

1. Dorsal X 13-14. Anal III 12-13 7 . caudovittata.

2. Dorsal X 11. Anal III 11 ; caudal fin plain, usually

with dark posterior margin.

a. Middle caudal rays more than \ as long as

longest ; 4 scales from sheath at base of spinous
dorsal to nearest part of lateral line.

Eye a little shorter than postorbital part of head 8. splendens.

E^'e as long as postorbital jiart of head 9. Jmmilis.

b. Middle caudal rays less than J as long as longest

;

6 or 6 scales from sheath at base of spinous
dorsal to nearest part of lateral line.

Anal nearly as long as head, much longer than caudal
peduncle 10. sandvicensis.

Anal f length of head, a little longer than caudal peduncle ... 11. mutabunda.

3. Dorsal X 9-11. Anal III 10-11. Caudal fin with
five blackish bands, one median and two on each
lobe 12. tceniura.

1. KUHLIA RUPESTRIS.

CentropomViS rupestris Lacep. Hist. Nat. Poiss. iv. pp. 25iJ,

273 (1802).

Kuhlia rupestris (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 36 (1895).*
Kuhlia rupesti-is hedleyi Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales,

xxii. 1897, p. 767.

Depth of body 2^ to 3 in the length, length of head 2| to 3j.
Snout I to Ig diameter of eye, which is 3| to 5^ in length
of head ; interorbital width 3 to 3|. Maxillary extending to

below middle of eye (young) or beyond. 16 to. 19 gill-rakers on
lower part of anterior arch. 40 to 44 scales in lateral line, 4 or

Ak from scaly sheath at base of spinous doi'sal to highest part of

lateral line, 9 to 1 1 thence to base of pelvic fin. Dorsal X 1 1
;

fourth or fifth spine longest, ^ to more than | length of head
;

last as long as sixth, seventh, or eighth, ^ to more than f length
of head. Anal III 10 ; third spine usually shorter than tenth
dorsal ; base f to |^ length of head, longer than caudal peduncle.

Pectoral i to | length of head. Caudal peduncle as long as, or
longer than, deep. Bluish silvery ; each scale usually with a
dark spot ; each lobe of caudal and soft dorsal with a blackish

* The synonymy is as given by Boulenger, except for Dides ficscus of Sauvage,
which is a distinct species.
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or brownish spot in young, these spreading to form broad marginal

bands in adult ; soft dorsal and upper and lower margins of

caudal often nari-owly edged with white ; soft vertical fins usually

with one or more series of spots.

Indo-Pacific, from Africa to thePaumotu Archipelago. Twenty-

six specimens, 85 to 400 mm. in total length.

2. KUHLIA CiERULESCENS, sp. n. (Text-fig. 68.)

KuJilia nipestris (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 36 (1895).

Depth of body 3 in the length, length of head 34-. Snout | dia-

meter of eye, which is 3| in length of head ; interorbital width 3|.

Maxillary extending to below middle of eye ; upper opercular

spine nearly as strong as lower ; 7 gill-rakers on lower part of

anterior arch. 41 scales in lateral line, 4g from sheath at base of

Text-fig. 68.

'-^^.^

Head of KvMia ccerulescens.

spinous dorsal to highest part of lateral line, 9| thence to base of

pelvic fin. Dorsal X 11 ; origin in advance of base of pelvics

;

fifth spine longest, f length of head ; last as long as seventh,

I length of head. Anal III 10; third spine ^ length of head
;

base I length of head or 1| as long as caudal peduncle. Pectoral

less than f length of head. Caudal slightly emarginate, with

rounded lobes. Caudal peduiacle 1^- as long as deep. Bluish
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silvery ; a dark spot at base of ench scale ; cheeks and opercles

spotted ; soft dorsal and anal with longitudinal bands or series of

spots ; caudal with broad dark band jjosteriorly.

Solomon Islands.

A single specimen, 290 mm, in total length, from Stirling

Island.

This species is near K. sauvagii, but has the coloration of

K. rnpestris. Sauvage's figure of the former agrees with the

example in the British Museum collection, and difiers from the

type of K. cceridescens in the much smaller upper opercular spine

and the mox'e posterior origin of the dorsal fin.

3. KUHLIA SAUVAGII, Sp. n. '

Dules fuscus {nou Cuv. & Val.) Sauvage, Hist. Madag., Poiss.

p. 149, pi. XV. f. 4 (1891).

? Moronopsis fuscus Steind. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, ixxxii.

1881, p. 240.

Depth of body 2| in the length, length of head 85. Snout

f as long as diameter of eye, which is 3 in the length of head and

equal to the interorbital width. Maxillary extending to below

anterior ^ of eye ; lower opercular spine much stronger than

upper; 16 or 17 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior arch. 44

scales in lateral line, 4 between sheath at base of spinous dorsal

and ai'ch of lateral line, 10 thence to base of pelvic fin. Dorsal

X 1 1 ; origin above base of pelvics ; fifth spine longest, f length of

head; last Jiearly as long as seventh, k length of head. Anal III

10 ; base nearly as long as head or nearly twice as long as caudal

peduncle ; third spine less than | length of head. Pectoi-al |
length of head. Caudal slightly emarginate. Caudal peduncle

a little longer than deep. Silvery, back darker ; sides with

scattered rounded or crescentic reddish-brown spots ; soft dorsal

and anal spotted ; caudal with dark membrane and pale rays.

Madagascar.
The above description is based on a single specimen, 150 mm.

in total length, from Imerina, Madagascar, which evidently

belongs to the same species as the example of 300 mm., also from

Madagascar, figured by Sauvage. This larger fish has, of course,

shorter spines, a smaller eye, etc., and in it the maxillary almost

reaches the vertical from the middle of the eye.

Dr. Pellegrin has kindly examined the types of Dides fuscus

Cuv. & Yal., two examples only 4 inches long, and writes that the

maxillary extends slightly beyond the vertical from the middle of

the eye. There can be little doubt but that these are specimens

of K. riqyestris.

4. KUHLIA URVILLII.

Kuhlia tirviUii Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 38 (1895).

This species is based on a coloured figure in Dumont D'Urville's

'Voyage an Pole Sud,' which represents a fish of 160 mm. very

similar to K. marginata, but with the last dorsal spine longest of
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all, -| the length of head, and with the maxillary extending to

below the posterior part of the eye.

5. KUHLIA MARGINATA.

Dules marginafics Cuv. & Val. Hist. oSTat. Poiss. iii. p. 116,

pi. ii. (1829).

Dules macidatus Cuv. & Val. op. c. vol. vii. p. 475 (1831).

Dules malo Cuv. & Val. t. c. p. 479.

Bides mato Lesson, Voy. Coquille, Zool. ii. p. 223 (1831).

D'ldes leuciscus Jenyns, Zool. Beagle, Fish. p. 17 (1842).

KvMia marginata Boulenger, Cat. Fish. i. p. 38 (1895)

(with synonymy).
Kuhlia malo Kendall & Goldsborough, Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool. xxvi. 1911, p. 280, pi. ii. f. 2.

Kuhlia macidata Kendall & Goldsborough, t. c. p. 281, pi. iii.

f. 1.

Depth, of body 2|- to 31 in the length, length of head 3 to 3|.

Snout I to I diameter of eye, which is 2|- to 3^ in length of

head ; interorbital width 3 to 3|. Maxillary extending to below

anterior -1- of eye. 16 to 18 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior

arch. 40 to 45 scales in lateral line, 4 or 4| from sheath at base

of spinous dorsal to highest part of lateral line, 8 or 9 thence to

base of pelvic fin. Dorsal X 10-12; fifth spine usually longest,

g to |- length of head ; last as long as sixth, seventh, or eighth,

-^ to more than f length of head. Anal III 11-13 ; third spine

shorter than tenth dorsal ; base nearly as long as head, nearly

twice as long as caudal peduncle. Pectoral |- to
-I

length, of

head. Caudal moderately emarginate, the middle rays | to |-

as long as longest. Caudal peduncle longer than deep. Silvery,

usually dark spotted above lateral line and sometimes below it

;

soft dorsal and anal dark edged, at least anteriorly, often dark

spotted basally ; caudal with dark posterior margin and with

dark spots or a band parallel to posterior edge ; soft dorsal, anal,

and upper and lower margins of caudal often narroAvly edged

with white
;
pelvics sometimes spotted.

Malay Archipelago and South Pacific.

Numerous examples, 75 to 160 mm. in total length, including

the types of I), leuciscus, kindly lent tome by Mr. L. Doncaster.

Some examples are almost covered with spots, others are

silvery with scarcely a trace of spots, the variation in this respect

recalling our British Trout
;
probably the silvery examples are

marine, whilst the strongly spotted ones may have been for a

long time in fresh water.

6. Kuhlia boninensis.

Kuhlia caudoviitata (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 41 (1895),

Dides marginatics boninensis Fowler, Proc. Acad. Philad. Iviii.

1906, p. 510, fig.

Depth of the body nearly 3 in length, length of head 3|. Snout
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I diameter of eye, which is 3 in length of head; intei-orhital

width 3|. Maxillary extending to below anterior i of eye.

22 gill -rakers on lower part of anterior arch. 52 scales in lateral

line, 5 from sheath at base of spinous dorsal to arch of lateral

line, 12 thence to base of pelvic fin. Dorsal X 11 ; fifth spine

longest, a little more than ^ length of head ; last as long as

eighth, I length of head. Anal III 12 ; base as long as head

or 1;^ as long as caudal peduncle. Pectoral | length of head.

Caudal forked, the middle rays | as long as the longest. Caudal

peduncle 1| as long as deep. Silvery ; back darker ; caudal with

dark posterior edge and pale intramarginal band.

Eastern Pacific.

Here described from a specimen of 190 mm. from Tahiti:

this is not so deep in the body as Fowler's type, a specimen of

about 115 mm. from the Bonin Islands. Otherwise, making
allowance for difi"erences due to size, the two examples agree

perfectly.

7. KUHLIA CAUDOVITTATA.

Holocentrus caudovittatus Lacep. Hist. ISTat. Poiss. iv. pp. 332,

367 (1802).

Dules caudovittatus Cuv. & Yal. Hist. ISTat. Poiss. iii. p. 117

(1829) and vii. p. 475 (1835) ; Sauv. Hist. Madag., Poiss. p. 151,

pi. xviii. f. 3 (1891).
• Kuhlia caudovittata (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 41 (1895).

Evidently related to K. humilis, sandvicensis, etc., but dis-

tinguished by a small head, the subequal ninth and tenth dorsal

spines, and the increased nvimber of soft rays, 13 or 14 in the

dorsal, 12 or 13 in the anal.

Madagascar and Mauritius.

Total length 225 mm.

8. Kuhlia splendens, sp. n. (Text-fig. 69 B.)

Kuhlia malo (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 40 (1895).

Depth of body 2| to 2| in the length, length of head 3 to 3^.

Snout I to I diameter of eye, which is 3 in length of head ;

interorbital width about 3|. Maxillary extending to below

anterior | of eye. 26 or 27 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior

arch. 48 to .50 scales in lateral line, 4 from sheath at base of

spinous dorsal to arch of lateral line, 11 thence to base of pelvic

fin. Dorsal X 11 ; fourth or fifth spine longest, nearly | length

of head : last as long as or longer than eighth, nearly | length of

head. Anal III 11 ; third spine a little shorter than tenth

dorsal ; base a little shorter than head or If as long as caudal

peduncle. Pectoral f length of head. Caudal deeply emarginate,

but middle rays more than ^ as long as the longest. Caudal

peduncle longer than deep. Silvery ; back darker ; caudal with

blackish posterior edge.

Four specimens, 120 to 180 mm. in total length, from

Rodriguez (fresh water) and Mauritivis.
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A small stufled specimen from South Africa also belongs to

this species.

Text-fii?. 69.

Heads of (A) ICuJdia humilis and (B) KiMia xplendens, in eacli case

from a specimen 120 mm. in total length.

9. KuHLiA HUMILIS. (Text-fig. 69 A.)

KvMia humilis De Vis, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, ix.

1884, p. 396; Ogilby, Ann. Queensland Mus.x. 1911, p. 46, pi. vi.

f. 1.

Kuhlia Qiicdo (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 40 (1895).

KiMia proxima Kendall & Goldsborough, Mem. Mus. Comp.
Zool. xxvi. 1911, p. 282, pi. iii. f. 2.

Depth of body 2|- to 3 in the length, length of head 3 to 3^.

Snout i^ to f diameter of eye, which is 21^ to 2| in length of head
;

interorbital width 3^ to 3^. Maxillary extending to below

anterior \ of eye. 25 gill-rakers on lower part of anterior arch.

46 to 50 scales in lateral line, 4 from sheath at base of spinous

dorsal to arch of lateral line, 10 or 11 thence to base of pelvic fin.

Dorsal X 1 1 ; fourth or fifth spine longest, f length of head
;

tenth a little shorter than seventh, more than f length of

head. Anal III 11 ; third spine as long as or a little longer

than second, as long as tenth dorsal ; base of fin nearly | as long

as head or \\ sus long as caudal peduncle. Pectoral f length of

head. Caudal deeply emarginate, but middle rays more than i as

long as longest. Caudal peduncle 1^ as long as deep. Silvery

;

back darker ; caudal with a rather broad dark posterior margin.

Queensland ; Fiji Islands.

Three specimens, 90 to 120 mm. in total length, from Fiji, are

undoubtedly K. proxima, but this seems to be a synonym of the

Queensland K. humilis. The species is scarcely distinct from the

preceding, but has a laxger eye, the anal fin a little shorter, and
the blackish margin of the caudal fin broader.
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10. KUHLIA SANDVICENSIS.

Moronojjsis argeiiteus, var. sandvicensis Steind. Sitzungsb. Akad.

Wien, Ixxiv. 1876, p. 205.

Moronopsis sandvicensis Steind. ih. xcvi. 1887, p. 56, pi. i. f. 1.

Kuhlia malo (part.) Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 40 (1895).

IKuhlia xemcra Jord. & Everm. Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. xivii.

1896, p. 1015.

Depth of body 2f to 2f in the length, length of head 3i to 3|.

Snout f to f diameter of' eye, which is 2f to 3 in length of heaxl

;

interorbital width 3^ to 4. Maxillary extending to below anterior

edge or anterior | of eye. 25 to 28 gill-rakers on lower part of

anterior arch. 48 to 52 scales in lateral line, 5 or 6 from sheath at

base of spinous dorsal to arch of lateral line, 11 to 13 thence to base

of pelvic fin. Dorsal X 11 ; fifth spine longest, ^ to f length of

head ; last a little shorter than seventh, |- to i length of head.

Anal III 11 ; third spine as long as tenth dorsal; base of fin

nearly as long as head or 1| to 14 as long as candal peduncle.

Pectoral f length of head. Caudal deeply forked, middle rays

less than | as long as longest. Caudal peduncle Ij to 1^ as long

as deep. Silvery ; back darker ; caudal with narrow blackish

posterior edge ; dorsal and anal sometimes similarly margined.

Eastern Pacific.

Six specimens, 90 to 240 mm. in total length, from the Sand-

wich Islands and Tahiti.

11. Kuhlia mutabunda.

Kuhlia mittahunda Kendall & RadclifFe, Mem. Mus. Comp,
Zool. XXXV. 1912, p. 105, pi. iii. f. 1.

This species fi-om Easter Island, described above (p. 369,

PL LVI.), differs from K. sandvicensis especially in the shorter

anal fin.

12. Kuhlia t^niura.

Dules tceniurus Cuv. & Val. Hist. Nat. Poiss. iii. p. 114

(1829).

Kuhlia iceniura Bouleng. Cat. Fish. i. p. 39 (1895) (with

synonymy).
KiMia sterneckii Steind. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, cvii. 1898,

p. 461, pi.

This species is at once distinguished by the coloration of the

caudal fin, with five black bands, a median longitudinal and two

on each. lobe. I am unable to regard Steindachnei-'s K. sternechii

as distinct, for the relative length of the ninth and tenth dorsal

spines varies considerably, and they are equal in 4 or 5 of the

20 specimens I have examined.

The species ranges throughout the Indo- Pacific, from Africa to

the Eevillagigedo Islands.
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29. The Affinities of the Antarctic Wolf (Canis antarcticus).

By R. I. PococK, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S., Curator of

Mammals.
[Received and Eead April 8, 1913.1

(Text-figures 70-74.)
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The story of Canis antarcticus has been told by Darwin *, by
Hamilton Smith t, and more recently by Mr. Rupert Yallentin +
from first-hand information, and by several authors indebted
either to Darwin's or Hamilton Smith's account, or to tlie

accounts of travellers who visited the Falklands before Darwin's
time. References to the literature down to 1890 may be found
in Mivart's ' Monograph of the Canidse,' published in that

year. According to Mr. Vallentin, Canis antarcticus became
extinct in 1876, without leaving a trace of its former existence

in the Falkland Islands ; and since all the known material of the

species appears to be preserved in London and Paris, I have
attempted to supply the want expressed by Allen § by figuring a
skull of one of the specimens in the British Museum. I have
not, however, given detailed measurements of the skull, because
these may be found in Mivart's monograph and in the paper by
Huxley mentioned below.

Some six or seven years ago, when trying to identify some
South American dogs exhibited in the Zoological Gardens, I took

the incidental opportunity of looking at the skulls of a few of

the species of Neotropical Canidfe contained in the British

Museum, to learn, if jjossible, something of their affinities to

one another and to the better known species inhabiting Noi"th

America and the countries of the Old World. Amongst the

species examined were(7a7n's antarcticus, the so-called Wolf of

the Falkland Islands, and Canis latrans, the Coyote or Pi'airie

Wolf, which ranges roughly from Canada to Mexico. The
examination was made without any intention on my part of

adding to the literature of the subject, with which I was only

acquainted in a very general way ; and after satisfying myself

that C. antarcticus was related to certain Neotropical forms,

of which C. thous (= cancrivorus^ may be taken as an example,

and that the affinities of C. latrans lie with some of the so-called

jackals and wolves of the Old World, I was contented to let the

matter rest.

* In Waterhonse's Zool. of H.M.S. ' Beagle,' Mammalia, p. 7, 1839.

f In Jardine's Nat. Libr., Mammalia, ix. p. 252.

X Manchester Memoirs, xlviii. p. 45, 1904. This paper is quoted by
Mr. Lydekker, and some of the interesting: and puzzling points connected with
C. antarcticus are discussed in ' Tlie Field,' Oct. 1, 1904.

§ Rep. Princeton Univ. Exped. Patagonia, iii. pt. 1, p. 153, 1905.
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But in the summer of 1912, I received for review from the Editor
of ' Nature ' a copy of Dr. R. F. Scharfi's volume, ' Distribution
and Origin of Life in America,' 1911; and when I found it

definitely stated tlierein that C. antarcticus is closely related to

C. latraiis, and when I saw the obvious diificulties in which
Dr. Scharff was involved in his attempt to explain, on geo-
graphical grounds, this singular affiliation, I ventui'ed to reassure
him by remarking, in efiect, that his belief was devoid of morpho-
logical foundation.

Now, an author who compiles a volume on zoology of the size

and scope of the ' Distribution and Origin of Life in America

'

cannot be expected to verify all the statements of earlier and con-
temporary writers. Nor in the present instance could Dr. Scharff
be justly criticised for not travelling to London to examine for

himself the preserved material of 0. antarcticus, of which, I take
it, there is no specimen in Dublin. Yery naturally, therefore,

he trusted to the verdict of others, and promptly replied to my
remark with a request for my reasons for making it. But since

1 could not ask the Editor of ' Nature ' to give me the necessary
space for justifying the statement I had made, I pledged myself
to do this elsewhere, and the matter that follows is an attempt
to redeem that promise.

The acknowledged source of Dr. ScharfF's opinion about the
mutual affinities of C. aiitarcticus and C. latrans was the following
passage in Mr. Lydekker's ' Geographical History of Mammals,'
1896 :

—"Of the two indigenous mammals, the most remarkable
is the Falkland Island Wolf (Canis antarcticus), which differs

markedly from all the Canidte of the mainland and is apparently
closely allied to the North American Coyote (0. latrans) "

(p. 140).
I therefore wrote and asked Mr. Lydekker if he would kindly
tell me his reasons for this conclusion, and he informed me that
he took it from Prof. Huxley's classic paper upon the cranial and
dental characters of the Oanidse, published in the ' Proceedings ' of

this Society, 1880, pp. 238-288. Upon looking up this paper
I find the following passages referring to the two species under
discussion and bearing upon the question at issue :

—

(1) But sometimes there is a well-defined though com-
paratively narr.ow sagittal area, from the centre of which
a low sagittal crest rises. This is well seen in some
Jackals, and especially in G. antarcticus (p. 250).

(2) In the large size of the upper molars C antarcticus

presents the closest approximation to some specimens of

C. latrans (p. 266).

(3) From the range of variation of C. cancrivorus it can hardly
be doubted that the examination of moi-e extensive

materials will prove the existence of an uninterrupted
series of gradations from C. vetulus to C. antarcticus and
C.jubatus (p. 266).

(4) Seven ci-ania of C. latrans, when measured, exhibit a con-

siderable range of variation, though probaljly less than
a larger series would show. But, as thej are, I must
confess myself unable to find an important break in the
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series of gradations of cranial and dental structure

between Canis latrans and C. antarcticus on the one
hand, and C. latrans and C. occideutalis on the other.

I may further remark that I can discern no
difference of the slightest importance between skulls of

C. latrans and those of some of our domestic dogs

(pp. 272-273).

(5) In the genus Canis we have as a lowest section the

species of the G. cancrworibs and G. vetulus type (an-

swering pretty much to the Aguarra dogs of Hamilton
Smith), the Sacaline section (C. aitreus, G. anthtis,

C. mesomelas, G. antarctictbs, G. latrans), and the Lupine
section {G. lapus and all its varieties) (p. 286).

Whether these paragraphs justify Mr. Lydekker's statement *

that G, antarcticus differs markedly from all the Canidje of the

mainland of South America and is appai'ently closely allied to

G. latrans, and Dr. Scharff's extension of this to the effect that

G. antarcticus is certainly closely related to G. latrans, must be

left to individual judgment.

Paragraph 1 merely points out one resemblance between

G. antarcticus and some jackals. Paragraph 2 similarly points

out one resemblance between the two species, but contains no
suggestion of affinity between them. Paragraph 3 may be
interpreted as suggesting affiliation between the extreme forms

of South American Canidfe represented by G. vetulus and
G. jubatus, with G. ayitarcticus lying midway between them.
Paragraph 4 is more precise and states that there is no im-

portant structiiral break between G. antarcticus and G. latrans,

and that the latter similarly intergiades with G. occidsntalis

and G. familiaris. Paragraph 5, on the contrary, definitely

associates G. antarcticus and G. lat^rcns, and at the same time

severs the former from the group typified by G. vetuhcs and the

latter from the group typified by G. hqnis or occidentalis, an
arrangement not easy to reconcile with the views expressed by
pai'agraphs 3 and 4.

After reading Prof. Huxley's paper rather carefully for

enlightenment on this subject, I must confess that I cannot

form any clear idea as to his views of the affinities of the species

he discussed, except in a broad sense.

If the substance of paragraphs 4 and 5 afford some justifi-

cation for Mr. Lydekker's declaration respecting the relationship

between G. antarcticus and G. latrans, it must be admitted that

paragraph 3 does not support the contention that G. antarcticus

is quite unrelated to the species of Canidse inhabiting the South
American mainland. However that may be, the conclusions

forced upon me by the examination of five crania of G. ant-

arcticus and twelve of G. latrans f in the British Museum and

* In tLe article in 'Tie Field' (Oct. 1, 1904), above referred to, Mr. Lydelsker

evinces less assvirance on these points; but lie evidently could not bring himself to

reject the authority of Huxley's opinion.

t I use this term in its old-fashioned and broad sense, disregarding the species or

subspecies recently dismeuiliered from C. latrans b}- American systematists.
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Text-liff. 70.

385

A. Dorsal view of posterior part of slcull of Cawis latrans.

B. Dorsal view of skull of C. antarcticus.

O.C., occipital crest ; s.c, sagittal crest ; s.a., sagittal area.

The figures of the skull of C. latrana ai-e from a specimen {$) in the Hritish
Museum from Assiniboia (2.8.22), and those of C. antarcticus from a specimen in

the British Museum (69,2,24.3).]
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the Museum of the College of Surgeons are:—(1) that C. ant-

arctlcits and C latrans are not closely allied
; (2) that C.cmtarcticus

is more nearly related to the C. thous (^ cancrivorus) group of

South American Canidse than to G. latrans
; (3) that G. latrans

must be affiliated with such Old World species as G. j^'^Mipes,

G. lupaster and G. anthus, and not with C. antarcticus. The
first and third of these conclusions ai-e borne out by the

external characters of the two species concerned. My reasons

for these conclusions are as follows :

—

The sagittal area and sagittal crest.—As Huxley and Mivart

have shown, the skull of G. antarcticus has a well-marked lyiiform

sagittal area which, according to the evidence of available crania,

persisted throughout life, although in one of the three specimens

in the British Museum it is decidedly narrower than in the two
others. In the skulls of G. latixms that I have seen there is no
distinct lyriform sagittal area, but in adult skulls there is a

median cariniform sagittal crest varying in height with age.

Even in two young skulls, in both of which the sphenoidal and
occipital sutiu'es are open, while one still retains a milk canine

behind the permanent canine, there is no lyriform sagittal area.

The significance of this depends upon the fact that the young of

many species of Canida? of corresponding age or older show a

stronger or weaker lyriform area corresponding with the sinuosity

of the upspreading temporal muscle on each side, although in the

young of no species of dog in which the adult possesses a carini-

form sagittal crest does the lyriform sagittal area show, I believe,

the development and definition it exhibits in the adult of

G. antarcticus. However that may be, if G. antarcticus and
G. latrans were closely related, we should at least expect to see

a well-defined lyriform sagittal area in the skulls of subadult

individuals of G. latrans killed before the temporal muscles had
reached the summit of the cranium. But, as has been said, this

area is remarkable for its indistinctness in immature skulls of

that species.

The occipital crest.—In G. antarcticus the occipital crest, when
viewed from above, is transversely truncated and not angular

;

when viewed from the side it only overhangs the vertical portion

of the supraoccipital to a small extent ; and when viewed from

behind it forms a truncated angle. In G. latrans this crest is

angularly produced backwards in the middle line, overhangs the

occipital area to a much greater extent, and is more acutely

anoled from behind. It varies in shape and development in this

species, but never, so far as I have seen, resembles that of

G. antarcticus (text-figs, 70 & 71).

The malar hone.—In Ganis antarcticus the anterior portion of

the malar bone is marked by a strong masseteric ridge traversing

appi'oximately the middle of its outer surface; the inferior edge

of the bone close to the maxilla is expanded convexly to afford

additional support to the masseter muscle ; its ujDper edge close to

the maxilla is somewhat out-turned, forming a very appreciable

hollow on the subjacent portion of the maxilla above the fii'st
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molar tooth. In C. latrans the masseteric crest of the malar is

low down on its external surface, the inferior edge of the bone is

scarcely at all expanded, so that the area for the attachment of

A. Occipital reirion of skull of Canis anfarcticus.

B. Occipital region of skull of C. latrans.

s.a., sagittal area ; s.c, sagittal crest.

the masseter is much narrower than in C. anfarcticus, and the
upper edge of the malar is not noticeably out-turned, so that the
hollow on the maxilla beneath it is less jjronounced (text-figs. 72
& 73, pp. 388-9).

Upper carnassial tooth.—In C. antarcticics the antero-external

Proc. Zool. See—1913, No. XXVII. 27
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cusp has the front borclei* more rounded and the very fine crest

that runs down it is defined on the inner side by a very indistinct

groove. The antero -internal cusp is wider and rises further back
and has no distinct little crest running inwards towards the

oH

antero-external cusp. In C. latrans the crest traversing the
anterior edge of the antero-external cusp is more pronounced
and is defined by a distinct groove, the two combining to make
the edge of this cusp more cutting than in C. antarcticus. The
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antero-internal cusp is narrower and set distinctly more forwards
than in G. antarcticus, and there is a delicate crest running along

its surface towards the base of the antero-external cusp (text-

fig. 74, A, B, p. 390).

Lower carnassial tooth.—The main cusp is higher and more
pointed in C. antat'cticus than in 0. latrmis, and the little cusp at

its base on the inner side is much lower, so that it stands on a
little higher level than the internal cusp of the talon. In C. latrans

00

this cusp is comparatively high up the main cusp of the tooth and
is considerably above the inner cusp of the talon (text-fig. 74,

C, D, p. 390).

There are other minor difierences both in the skull and teeth.

The palatine bones, for instance, extend farther forwards with
relation to the upper carnassials, and the margin of the postei"ior

nares is also farther forwards with relation to the posterior

molars in C. latrans than in C. antarcticus : the incisor teeth are
27*
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smaller and the crowns of the cheek-teeth are higher with relation

to their breadth in G. antarcticus than in C. latrans. But apart

from these, the principal differences mentioned above are quite

sufficient to disprove the claim that the two species are closely

related. According to modern standards of classification they are

subgenericall}^, if not generically, distinct.

But the characters above described tell us more than that.

Taking G. latrans first, it is obvious that in the cariniform sagittal

crest, the angularly produced occipital crest, the position of the

masseteric ridge on the malar bone, and in the points alluded to

in connection with the upper and lower carnassials, the species

falls into line with the large wolves like G. occidentalis and lujnis,

Text-fi2'. 74.

A. Vertical view of upper carnassial of Canis latrans.

B. Vertical view of upper carnassial of C. antarcticus.

C. Internal view of lower carnassial of C. latrans.

D. Internal view of lower carnassial of C. antarcticus.

and with G. jxdlipes and G. lupaster, which, a.ccording to fancy,

may be called large jackals or small wolves. These resemblances

explain Mivart's dismissal of the cranial and dental chai'acters of

G. latrans with the remark, " The skull possesses no distinctive

characters, nor have we been able co detect any in the shape of

the teeth."

On the other hand, the skull of C. antarcticus, with its lyriform

sagittal area and truncated occipital crest, agrees in the main with

the skulls of certain species or subspecies of South-American dogs

in the British Museum labelled G. thous ( = cancrivorus), riidis,

sclaieri [=7mcrotis), parvidens, lorosticttts, gracilis, and fulvipes.

And in the skull of a dog, perhaps referable to G. gracilis, which
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came from Mar del Plata and died in the Gardens, the above-

described crests on the upper carnassial are not better developed

than in G. antarctic iis, and the masseteric ridge on the malar bone

shows a decided approximation to the condition seen in that

species. This latter character is still better marked in the skull

of another South-American dog, the exact locality of which is

unknown, but which was a different species * from the Mar del

Plata example, and the crests on the carnassial exhibit the same
feebleness of development. But it may be noted that in both

these skulls the positions of the cusps on the upper and lower

carnassials are more latransAike than antarcticus-like, so that in

this respect at least they serve to bridge over the difference

between those two species ; a fact in keeping with the idea that

C. antarcticus is a specialised form of the group of South-

American dogs above alluded to, but specialised in a direction

away from that taken by 0. latrans and its allies.

The external characters of C. antarcticus and C. latraiis also

afford no justification for the claim of close relationship between

them. In the first place the ears of G. antarcticus are very small,

smaller indeed comparatively, I believe, than in any wild species

of the dog family, with the exception perhaps of G. sclateri,

C. {Nyctereutes) procj/onoides, and Vulpes (Alopex) lagopics. In

G. latrans, on the contrary, they are as large as in most, at all

events, of the species of Ganis. An idea of their length in the

two species maybe gathered from tlie measurement of a specimen

of each of approximately the same size given by Mivart, the ear

of G. antarcticus being 6*5 cm. (= about 2| inches) and that of

G. lattrms 14 cm. (= about 5| inches), or more than twice as long.

It may be added that the measurement of 2 inches 9 lines assigned

by Waterhouse to the ear of G. antarcticus confirms Mivart's

statement.

As regards colour G. latrans varies from grey to greyish fawn,

mixed with black above, and shows the charactei'istic clouded or

patchy coloration caused by the running together of the bands of

the individual long coarse hairs of the back and sides seen in so

many of the so-called wolves and jackals. One of these long

coarse hairs, pulled at random from a skin, measured about

3 inches long, the black tip being | inch (12 mm.) and the

whitish area below it 1 inch (25 mm.). The whole of the ventral

surface from the chin to the root of the tail is usually white or

whitish, and always apparently markedly paler than the back and

sides, though sometimes the continuity of the light tint is inter-

rupted on the throat by an infusion of fawn. Thei-e is no dark

patch above the hock on the hind leg, and the tail matches the

back approximately in colour throughout, the tip and the gland-

spot being blacker than the rest.

In G. antarcticus the coat is thick and soft, and comparatively

shoi't, with none of the long coarse hair seen in G. latrans. One

* The Sontli-Amevicaii dogs of tliis gvoun are in siicli a systematic nindclle that

it is very difficult to identity specimens without a complete revision of the whole

series.
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of the longisli hairs pulled at random from the back measured
only 1| inches (37 mm.) in length, the dark apical tip being

I inch (6 mm.) and the pale band below it ^ inch (3 mm.) in

length. The prevailing colour of the body is bi'own, relieved by
the fine speckling due to the narrow pale band on the individual

hairs just described. The lower side is white only on the

posterior portion of the belly and on the upper end of the throat,

thechin and lower jaw being white stained Avith a fuscous tint.

Apart from the areas described the ventral surface is brownish.

There is, moreover, as Mivart said, a fuscous patch above the

hock of the hind leg and the tail is pai'ticoloured, its basal

portion being like the back, its tip white, and the intermediate

area blackish, the colour of this area gradually blending proximally

with the brownish basal portion, but being quite black distally

and sharply defined from the white terminal area.

Perhaps it may rightly be claimed that these differences in

the length of the ears and in colour do not count for much in

themselves. That may be so, Nevertheless, if G. atitarcticus and
O. latrans were only knoAvn from their skins, it is quite certain

that the latter would be placed in the same category with such

species as C. pallipes and C. lupaster, and that C, antarcticus

would be excluded therefrom. The latter would be difficult to

classify ; but there is one significant colour-feature connected

with the species. This is the presence of the dark patch above

the hocks ; and the interest of this lies in the circumstance that

it is a very common feature in vai'ious species of the smaller

South-American dogs and occurs in some of the species of Vulpes,

like V. chama *.

There is one other little point that may be referi'ed to.

Darwin says he was informed that the cries of C antarcticus

resembled those of the South-American species C. azarce. I have
never heard C. azarm bai-k or howl, but the keeper in the Gardens
informs me that examples of wild dogs from Mar del Plata and
Cordova, which are closely allied to and perhaps only racially

distinct from C. azarce, bark after the manner of foxes. On the

whole, however, they are silent dogs in captivity, and, like the

foxes, never succum.b to the temptation of joining in the howling
concerts in which the dingos, jackals, prairie wolves, and large

wolves in the Gardens indulge, and which they seem unable to

resist contributing to. Personally I believe that voice in mammals
is often a good guide to affinity; and, in the present case, the

voices of C. antarcticus and C. latrans bear out njy opinion of

the relationship of these species to others, shown by structural

characters.

Finally, if the conclusions above put forwaid are correct,

Huxley's classification, expressed in par. 5 (p. 384), must be
emended by transferring C antarcticus to the lowest section of

* The presence of this patch in soino of tlie primitive Caiiidaa is well worth more
attention than it has received. J do not l<n(/w what it may mean, any more than 1

know what the pale area heliind the shoulder, observable in many Canida?, both wild
and domesticated, may mean.
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dogs, containing C. ihovji {j=cancr%vorus) and vetulus, and by
uniting his Sacaline and Lupine sections. Possibly these sections

contain gi'oups worthy of subgeneric, if not of generic, recog-

nition : C antarcticus and C. thous, for example, may be sub-

generically or generic-ally separated by the structure of the

mandible; but I do not see how C. latrcms is to be distinguished

other than specifically from such forms as C. palliiJes, anthus, or

even lupus.

30. On the Patella in the Phalacrocoracidse.

By Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, C.M.Z.S.

[Received April 14, 1913 : Read May 20, 1913.]

(Plate LXI.*)

While recently employed in preparing a detailed account of the

skeleton of Harris's fiightless Cormorant {Nannopterxim harrisi),

in which the osteology of that species is compared with that of

a number of othei's of the family, I became interested in the

morphology of the patelkTe of those birds.

Many years ago I published a number of papers t on the skeleton

in the Cormorant, in some of which the patella of the Phala-

crocoracidee was refeired to and figures given of it. But my
material, at the time to which I refer, was very limited— in fact

I think there were but the skeletons of one or two species of

those birds at hand, and this included the skeletons of two or

three young ones.

In the higher groups of biixls the patella, when present, is

usually small, and oflers but little of value to the avian taxonomist.

This, however, is not the case when we come to examine into the

osteology of some of the groups occupying lower positions in the

system, and especially is this true of many of the Pygopodine
forms and their allies near and remote.

Owen paid but scant attention to this bone of the skeleton in

Aves, devoting less than half a paragraph to it, thus :
—" The

chief of the sesamoid bones in the hind limb is the patella : it is

of unusual size in the Penguin, is ossified fiom two centres, and
articulates with the procnemial process of the tibia : it coexists

with the long rotular process in the Loon, fig. 34, 1; it is large

and of an angular form in the Musk-duck [Bizhira) : in the

Merganser the patella is largest and deeply notched ; in the Coot

it is elongate. In most aerial birds a patella is wanting" J. There

is no reference made here either to a Cirrebe or a Cormorant, and

* For explanation of tlie Plate see p. 402.

t Shnfeldt, R. W. " Osteolosry of the Cormorant," Science, Dec. 7, 1883, p. 739 ;

Feb. 8, 1884, vol. iii. No. 53, p. 143; ibid. Apr. 18, 1884, No. 63, pp. 474, 475.
" Concerning some of tlie forms ass^umed l)y the PatelUi in Birds," Proc. U.S. Nat.

Mus. 1884, vii. pp. 324-33]. Nnmerous text-tigures.
" t)steology of tbc Steganopodes," Mem. Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pa., Apr.

1903, vol. i.'No. 3, Art. 3, pp. 15-70. Plates and many text-figures.

I Owen, Hicliard. Comp. Anat. ar.d Pliys. of Vertebrates, vol. ii. p. 83, London
18(56.
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Professor Owen evidently considered the smal, scale-like bone
found in the tendon of the extensor femoris, at its insertion,

to be the patella in that bird. When I first examined this

question, this was likewise my opinion, and in a paper on the

patellfe in birds, published in 1884 in the ' Proceedings of the

United States National Museum,' I so figured it (fig. 4, p. 328)
for C'olymhus septentrionalis {Gavia stellata). This opinion was to

some extent qualified later on, when I stated, with respect to the

Loons (" Urinatoridae ") that they possess "only a very small,

flake-like sesamoid, which occurs in the tendon of the extensor

femoris muscle at its insertion, and probably the true patella has

coossified in the adult with the elongated cnemial process of the

tibio-tarsus"*. Possibly some avian osteologist has published on
this subject, but if so, I have not seen the work ; and never

having been so fortunate myself as to have come into possession

of the skeleton of any Loon, secu.red at the right time to demon-
strate the exact composition of the tibio-tarsus in that bird, I am
still in doubt on the question. However, it is quite possible

—

indeed quite likely—that the true patella in Loons [Gavia) is, in

the adult, completely coossified with the great elongate cnemial

process of their tibio-tarsi. The moulding of the patella on the

back of this process in Grebes, especially in very old birds, is

wonderfully close,—so close in some ligamentous preparations as

to deceive the eye upon casual examination.

To settle this interesting point—if it has not as yet been

settled—will require the examinations of the skeletons of Loons
including those of individuals of the genus of all ages.

At present I am inclined to think that the patella in Gavia,

in the adult, has been indistinguishably fused with the cnemial

process of the tibio-tarsus, for the reason that it is on the road to

such a fate in the Grebes (Colymbidse), and that in all such birds

as Hesperornis—an ancient ancestor of the Loons—the Penguins,

the Cormorants, and some others, the patella is very large.

Then, finding it large in a Grebe, one would naturally look for

the same in such forms as Loons, especially when one considers

the relationship of these two families.

The statements now being made are, in a way, prefatory, leading

up to what I have to say on the patella of the Cormorants. It

must be borne in mind in this connection that the patella in

Penguins is very large, and grooved obliquely across the anterior

face for the tendon of the ambiens muscle t.

* "Concerning the Taxonomy of the North Amevican Pygopodes based upon their

Osteology," Jour. Anat. & Phys. London, .Jan. 1892, pp. l'99-203. The lines quoted
are from page 202. In this paper I also give two figures of the skeleton of the thigh

and leg of a Grebe, in which the patella is included. One of these figures was repro-

duced by Coups in his fifth edition of the ' Kev,' without acknowledgment (vol. ii,

p. 1052, fig. 712).

t Cones, E. " Material for a Monograph of the SpheniscidiE," Proc. Acad. Nat,
Sci. Phila. xxiv. 1872.

Watson, Morrison. " Anatomy of the SpheniscidiE " (Rep. Scient. Eesults of

Vovage of H.M.vS. ' Challena-er,' Zoology, vol. vii. pi. vii. figs. 9 & 10, 1883).

Shufeldt, R. W. Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1884, p. 326, fig. 1. Reproduces from Watson
figures of patelltE of Aptenodytes pennant i I and JSiidi/ptes chrysoeome. Comments
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Personally I have not examined the patella in Hesperornis with
the view of substantiating Marsh's statement that it is "perforated

by a large foramen for the tendon of the ambiens muscle, agreeing

in this respect with the patella of the Gannet [iSala bassana

Briss.)." His several figures of the patella of Hesperornis regalis

do not show this " large foramen " (' Odontornithes,' p. 23,

plates XV. and xx. figs. 1-3), while I have yet to see the patella

of Sulci bassana presenting any such perforation for the ambiens
muscle as Marsh describes.

However this may be, the fact remains that very radical dif-

ferences exist with respect to the fate and disposition of the

patella and cnemial process of the tibio-tarsus in Grebes, Loons,

Hesperornis, Penguins, Gannets, Cormorants, and many other

different species of water birds. Great differences also exist in

the morphology of this sesamoid and the aforesaid apophysis.

This brings us to a point where the patella of the Phalacro-

coracidaj may be discussed. For this purpose I have befoi-e me
the skeletons of several species of Cormorants, all belonging to

the Collection of the U.S. National Museum, to whicli institution

I am indebted for the loan of them. It will not be necessary to

name these species here or to give their museum numbers, as this

information is fully set forth in the explanation of Plate LXI.,
which appears at the end of this article. As to the 19 figures on
the plate, they are reproduced, natural size, from my own grouping

and photograph,—the latter having been made direct fiom the

specimens.

Among avian osteologists the general opinion has prevailed that

the patella in Cormorants is a big trihedral one, in some way
" perforated " for the ambiens muscle,

Garrod found the ambiens muscle present in the family Phala-

crocoracidfe ; and, in noting that Meckel had not done so, he states

that " it is peculiar in that [in the Cormorant] it runs through

the substance of the large triangular patella, in a bony canal"*.

In another paper this gifted ornithotomist is still more positive,

and in speaking of the " Steganopods," he says :
" The ambiens is

of fair size ; it deeply grooves the large ossified patella ; and some
of the fibrous ligament ovei'lapping this groove shows traces of

ossification ; so that in aged birds the groove may be converted

into a foramen, as is always the case in Phalacrocorax, where the

made thereon. There is a curious slip in this paper with respect to the description of

tlie patella of the Gannet {Sula bassana). On page 362 I state that " Professor Marsh
tells us that the patella of Szila is perforated by a large foramen for the passage of

the tendon of the ambiens muscle." On pages 329 and 330 1 quote the entii e para-

graph from Marsh's ' Odontornithes ' (p. 93) wliere he gives this description of the

patella of Szila and states on page 327 that " I fail to find any such foramen in the

patella of the specimen of Sula before me, although it has a shallow, oblique groove

across its anterior face that seems to correspond with the one described when speaking

of the patella of the Penguin." This statement is supported by a con'ect figure of

the patella in Sula bassana (No. 16643, Coll. U.S. Nat. Mus.), and I must believe

that the description left us by Prof. Marsh is another of those curious slips of his in

the osteology of modern birds.
* Garrod, A. H. " On Certain Muscles of the Thigh of Bird:--, and on their value

in Classification," Pt. 1. P. Z. S. 1873, pp. 636, 637 (footnote).
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tlius formed foramen is far from superficial " *. This is a very
interesting statement, and will be commented upon further on in

this Y)aper.

Forbes, in describing the anatomy of £iziu7~a, makes the state-

ment that " The ambiens muscle is large, and peculiar in that its

tendon 'perforates the large-sized triangular patella, just as it does

in Phalacrocorax and the extinct Hesperornis "
t.

When referring to this sesamoid in the Cormorants, Coues says,

in the fifth edition of his ' Key '
(p. 961), that " There is a bulky,

free patella, coexistent with a short cnemial apophysis or rotular

process of tibia, but perfectly distinct therefrom, as in Grebes."

This somewhat ambiguous description is made clearer by an illus-

tration of the patella in ^^Phalacrocorax hic7~istattis" which he
borrowed from a previous paper of mine. Nothing is said with
regard to the ambiens or the " perforation "in the patella, so this

note is quite useless for present purposes.

Fi'om my own various accounts of the patellae in Cormorants
I select the following as best suited to throw light upon the
facts I propose to here set forth.

In my above-cited article on the patella3 in birds (Proc. XT.S.

Nat. Mus. 1884, p. 330, fig. 7) I remark :
" In No. 41 of ' Science,'

I presented a lateral view of the leg-bones of a Cormorant (Phala-

crocorax), showing the form of the patella in these birds. The
same specimen is given here, only an anterior view is chosen
instead of the lateral one.

" This form is a particularly interesting one, and I am not

aware of any bird at present that can show a similar condition of

the parts in question.
" On the face of it, it almost looks as if a patella had developed

of a size equal to the rotular process, and subsequently the two
became thoroughly united, and formed one large patella, articu-

lating as shown in the drawings I have made of it. I do not say

that this is actually the case, nor were the young of this spe-

cimen, which also belong to the collections at the Smithsonian
Institution, of a proper age to determine exactly the manner in

which this great bulky patella was developed."

Apart from the suspicion expressed in this last paragraph,

which will be put into more exact terms further on, there are but
two opinions extant, at present, in regard to the development of

the patella in the Phalacrocoracidfe. They are the opinions of

Cairod and of Forbes, and have been set forth in their own words
above.

There is but one consti-uction that can be placed upon Forbes's

view of a Cormorant's patella, a,nd tha,t view cannot be success-

fully defended. It will be noted above that, in his calling

* Garrod, A. H. "Notes on the Anatomy of FlnUis atiJiinaa" P. Z. S. 1876,

p. 340, pi. xxviii. figs. 5, 6. The figures give the patella, indicating the position of

the foramen.

t Forbes, Wm. Alex. " Note on some points in the Anatomy of an Australian

Duck {Bizhira lohata)," P. Z. S. 1882, p. 457.

I regret to say that I have never had the opportunity of examining the patella in

this duck, and I doubt if \vc have a skeleton of it in the United States.
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attention to the fact that the tendon of the ambiens miiscle

passes through the patella in Cormorants, he uses the word
" perforates" (emphasizing it by the use of italics). Surely he

could not have meant that the tendon really did " perforate " or

bore its way through the patella as the Cormorant grew and

developed ? And, after finding its w^ay through the bone (or

cartilage) that it duly made attachment at its point of insertion ?

ISo such thing has ever occurred in anatomical development, and

Forbes was altogether too good an anatomist to have set up any

such ridiculous explanation. This being true, arid disregai'ding

entirely any such theorj^ or such another possible suggestion as

that, in suhadult life, the patella of a Cormorant, forming first

in elementary cartilage, does, when in that condition, surround

the tendon of the ambiens muscle, and afterwards, when the

patella has completely ossified in old birds, the aforesaid tendon

runs through a foramen, which passes through the middle of

it. Barring this, too, as I say, as being a totally untenable sug-

gestion, we are left with but two other possible ways by means of

which the ambiens comes to pass through the foraminal canal in

the patella of Cormorants.

In discussing these, we are at once confronted with Garrod's

opinion in regard to it—an opinion which had never, apparently,

occurred to Forbes. GaiTod took the vieAv that, inasmuch as

in anhinga (Flotus) the anterior face of the patella is somewhat
deeply grooved, and as ligament stretches across that groove to

confine the tendon of the ambiens muscle which passes through

it, and as this same ligament sometimes " shows traces of ossi-

fication,"—hence in Cormorants this also takes place, and the

fibrous ligament in them becomes, in old individuals, thoroughly

ossified, and we thus find the tendon of the ambiens passing

through the bone.

Such an opinion will not hold for an instant in the face of the

necessary material to examine into it.

Now in some Cormorants the patella is very large and thick,

and the aforesaid foraminal passage, passing through it from side

to side, is found but slightly in advance of the middle and above

the centre of the bone ; so that, had it been a "gi^oove" in the

young bird spanned by fibrous ligament, and this ligament sub-

sequently ossified in the adult, that groove must have been a very

deep one, and the patella in old birds w^ould, through its form
alone, after ossification was complete, exhibit the manner as to

how it had come about. Moreover, in connection with this it is

very clear that, were the foramen in the patella in Cormorants
formed by a groove in front of it being covered over by fibi-ous

ligament in the subadult bird, which ligament later in life ossified,

that ossification would be smooth on its anterior face, which is by
no means the case, as one may see by a study of the figui'es in the

plate accompanying this paper. For instance, a fibrous ligament,

sti'etching across a deep, narrow groove as a retaining band for

the tendon of a muscle, would not, in ossifying, take on any other

shape beyond that possessed by the flat ligamentous band ; for
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instance, as I say, such as has occurred in the patella shown in

PI. LXI. fig. 11 and others. It must stand to reason, then, that
Garrod entertained an untenable opinion in this matter.
Coming to the second way in which this foramen could have

been formed, it is clear that, in young and subadalt individuals,

the tendon of the ambiens muscle could be confined by an
additional piece of bone or cartilage being placed in front of it,

and this added part subsequently ossify and not only form, in

the adult, a foraminal passage for the aforesaid muscle or its

tendon, but largely add to the bulk of the patella. It might, too,

—from the thoroughness of the coossification—cause the atrophy
of the muscle and its tendon at that part of the course of the
latter across the front of the true patella ; and such a result would
be brought about by the entire sealing up of the foraminal
passage, which not only actually takes place in the patellse of

some Cormoi'ants, but again proves Garrod to have been wrong
when he stated that such a foramen or foraminal passage was
always present in the patella of Cormorants. See PI. LXI.
fig. 3

—

Fhalacrocorax jpeiiicillatus—whei-e it has been sealed up
entirely, leaving not so much as a trace or a suspicion of its ever
having been present there.

In my opinion, the foraminal passage for the ambiens muscle,
passing transversely through the patella in the Phalacrocoracidse,

when pi-esent, is formed as set forth below, which formation can
be demonstrated by the material figured in the plate accompanying
this paper. When the foraminal passage is entirely absent it

has been absorbed, atrophy of the ambiens probably having
ensued.

It would appear that in young Cormorants the ambiens passes

in a groove, of the required depth only, obliquely across the
anterior face of the patella, which latter is very closely adpressed
against the posterior surface of the long cnemial process of the
tibio-tarsus,—a condition that persists throughout life in Grebes
(Colymbidfe). Coossification between the patella and the upper
two-thirds of the cnemial process of the tibio-tai-sus, in the case

of the growing Cormorant, next sets in, which, owing to the
morphology of the parts involved, would, in time, depreciate

the action of the knee-joint. This is clear when we come to

consider the origins and insertions of the various muscles about
the knee-joint anteriorly, posteriorly, and laterally*. These,
during their continued action in locomotion—especially during
the act of swimming—tend to overcome the aforesaid danger,
militating against the complete freedom of action of the knee-
joint. Coossification steadily proceeds ; the individual grows ; a
constant tugging is exerted during locomotion at the tibio-tai-sal

cnemial apophysis. This eventually results in its becoming
dissociated from the bone to which it belongs along a transverse

line, at a short distance above the level summit of the tibio-

tarsal shaft, thus leaving the lower third of the cnemial

* Slmfcldt, K. W. ' The Myology of the Raven/ p. 187, figs. 51-53, London
1890. i
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process where it occurs in all birds when such an apophysis is

present*.

In the Phalacrocoracidfe, then, the patella is a compound bone,

consisting of the true patella posteriorly, and the upper two-
thirds, more or less, of the cnemial process of the ti bio-tarsus

anteriorly, which latter has become dissociated and thoroughly
coossitied with the former. By this union, a foraminal passage

is formed for the ambiens muscle, and this, in some species, may
gradually, but entirely, disappear, whereupon, in time, the muscle
meets its usual fate.

For very obvious reasons, the patella is very large in Harris's

flightless Cormorant (^NannojJterum harrisi) ; indeed, in so far as

I have been enabled to discover, it is larger in this species than in

any other existing form of the entire family (PI. LXI. figs. 1 &l 2).

It has an average height of 25 millimetres, the longest diameter
of its base being 19 or 20 millimetres, and is nearly a square in

outline. Posteriorly, it is flat and ti-iangular, the acute angle

being above. Above its middle, and nearer its posterior surface

than its anterior margin, it is pierced, transversely, by the foramen
for the ambiens, which is of considerable size. Externally, its

exit is almost flush with the surface of the bone, while on the
inner aspect it is situated at the base of an extensive concavity.

Antei-iorly, this compound bone exhibits a uniform longitudinal

excavation which, when the patella is articulated as in life, is the
continuation with the similar excavation between the pro- aiid

ectocnemial processes of the tibio-tarsus. On the anterior face

of this patella, at the lower-internal angle, there is a transvei'se,

triangular facet which is intended for articulation with the
superior border of the cnemial crest of the tibio-tarsus. In fig. 2

we have the mesial or inner aspect of the left patella of

iV. harrisi, from the same skeleton (No. 19719), where the
perforating foramen for the ambiens is seen at the base of the
aforesaid extensive concavity. A study of these two patellfe

reveals the nature of the composition of the bone as a whole, as

described above.

Fhalacrocorax penicillatus possesses only a medium - sized

patella, which is elongate and wedge-shaped. It has the general
form of the patella in Nannopterum : but the transverse fora-

minal passage for the ambiens has been entirely absorbed,—not
a vestige of it remaining in an individual of the age to which
this patella belonged. The union of the two parts composing the
bone is very complete, and all traces of their origin have been
entirely obliterated,—that is, beyond the anterior rotular channel,
and the here extensive facet below it for articulation with the
cnemial process of the tibio-tarsus.

This is a most excellent example of the patella in a Cormorant

* This is the part referred to by Cones in his 'Key' (5th ed. vol. ii. p. 961),
where he describes the patella in the Phalacrocoracidge in the following words :

"There is a bulky free patella, coexistent with a short cnemial apophysis or rotular
process of tibia, but perfectly distinct therefrom, as in Grebes." It is very evident
from this definition that Coues had never given the patella of a Cormorant any very
close stud3^
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showing the conditions described as they occur in a very old

bird (iigs. 3 & 4), and they axe equally well shown in the patella

of P. punctatus (figs. 5 & 6), where the foraminal passage has

likewise entirely disappeared. The rotular channel in front is

very narrow and pointed above, as in a Grebe or Loon, and there

is a rounded notch on the superior border of the cnemial process

of the tibio-tarsus, which marks the limitation, externally, of the

facet for articulation with the patella on that border (fig. 6,

where this " notch " is plainly seen). This patella gives barely

any hint as to the two parts of which it is composed.

This is to a less degree true of the patella of Phalacrocorax

Qiiagellanicus (figs. 7 & 8) ; for here again we find the foraminal

passage in its very last stages of ultimate absorption, while the

continuation of the rotular channel on the anterior face of the

patella, and the evidence of this part of the patella once having

belonged to the tibio-tarsus, is very complete (fig. 7, which

should be compared with fig. 6, the former in no way recalling

the form of these bones in the Grebe).

Phalaa-Gcorax im-ile (Nos. 19655 k 18982) has, in old individuals,

a rather bulky patella (figs. 9, 10, & 11), in which, in the

specimens selected, the foraminal passage is reduced to caj)i]lary

proportions, and the sutui'al traces of the elements composing

it have become nearly obliterated. Fig. 10, which is from the

right limb of P. urile, No. 18982 of the Collection of the U.S.

National Museum, shows the minute entrance to the foraminal

passage; while in fig. 11, it being the left limb from the same

skeleton, the opposite opening is in view,— posterior to two
other foramina which occur here. Fig. 1 1 is given on the plate,

to the exclusion of the patella of Phalacrocorax ca9-bo, for the

reason that in no Cormorant, other than P. urile, do we find,

on this anterior view, a better example of the intercnemial

channel on both the big sesamoid and the tibio-tarsus, and the

line between them where they eventually parted company.

Phalacrocorax carlo (No. 18850, Coll. U.S. Nat. Mus., not

figured) has a patella that is an interesting one in several

particulars. On its inner aspect the surface is flat and smooth,

the minute opening of the almost entirely absorbed foraminal

canal being situated far posteriorly upon it. In size and general

form the patella of this Cormorant is much like the one shown
in figs. 18 & 19 of P. pelagicus ; while it likewise possesses

characters peculiarly its own. It has the usual trihedral form,

and makes rather moi'e than the average articulation with

the tibio-tarsus in extent, especially on the proximal margin of

the procnemial process. Its posterior face is triangular and flat,

while the external one is pierced near its middle by the outer

opening of the foraminal passage. Anteriorly, the usual inter-

cnemial channel is present, it being continuous with the same on
the tibio-tarsus. On the patella it is unusually narrow, and
faces very much to the outer side.

Phalacrocorax carlo (No. 18851) has the patella almost

exactly like that in P. urile (figs. 10 & 11.) The former,
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however, in this particular individual, has completely lost the
foraminal passage, while otherwise the morphology is quite the
same.

One of the most interesting forms of the patella among
Cormorants is found in Phcdacrocorax vigua (figs. 12 & 13) ; for

it is not only very small and chunky, but the facet on its

infero-anterior aspect for the tibio-tarsus is relatively, as well as
actually, large. On the inner aspect, the big foraminal opening
is situated at the base of a fossa, as in Rannoj^terum harrisi,

while on the external side it is small again, and has, leading
down from it to the lower border of the bone, a deep gi'oove,

which not only indicates the suture between the two elements
composing this bone, but apparently the continuation of the
groove for the ambieiis as well.

Passing to Phalacrocorax auritus (ISTo. 19262), the patella of

which species is shown upon two views in figs. 14 & 15, we find

that that sesamoid is rather small for a Cormorant of its size.

In it, the foraminal passage has gone entirely, while the bone,
upon the other hand, shows better than any other Cormorant's
patella I have examined, the two parts of which it is composed.
These are very plainly to be seen in the figures,—indeed, equally

as well as in the specimens themselves.

There is a large patella in Phalacrocorax alhiventris (No. 18437,
figs. 16 & 17), where again we find, in the adult bird, the
foraminal passage almost obliterated, having been reduced to a
capillary calibre throughout. Sutural traces between the bone
are faint, while anteriorly the rotular excavation is broad and
deep, being but slightly wider at the top than it is at the distal

border.

A most instructive patella is found in Phalacrocorax pelagicus
(No. 19032, figs. 18 & 19). Once more we find the foraminal
passage reduced to a very small calibre, though the entrances on
the inner and outer surfaces of the bone are still in evidence,
though very small. What is to be specially noted among other
things is, however, the position of the foraminal aperture on
the inner aspect (fig. 18); this is but 4 millimetres from the
posterior margin of the patella, while it is 9 millimetres from
the anterior margin, which is sufiicient to render the theory of

the "anterior" groove being filled in by an ossified fibrous liga-

mient—ridiculous.

In its amalgamation and coossification of its parts, this patella

became to a large degree twisted,—a twisting that cannot well

be appreciated in the figures. Still, the bone fits most accurately
on the superior border of the cnemial process of the tibio-tarsus,—
its lower border, antero-posteriorly, being no thicker than is that
of the leg-bone, while everything in its morphology plainly
indicates its origin. On the front of the patella, the rotular
channel is somewhat shallower than usual, and is as bi"oad above
as it is below, where it, in all particulars, directly continues the
corresponding channel separating the pro- and ectocnemial
apophyses of the tibio-tarsus.
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The obliquity of the foraminal passage for the ambiens is

easily made out, its higher aperture being on the inner aspect of

the bone, and situated, as I have pointed out above, far back
from the antero-internal border of the bone. To best appreciate

the fa,ct that this sesamoid in P. pelagicus is formed as I have
demonstrated it to be in Cormorants of all species, it shoiild be

viewed from above rather than from either side or in front.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXI.

[All the figures are reproductions of photogi-aphs made by the author direct from
the specimens. Each bone is of natural size, and from an adult individual. They
are from skeletons in the Collections of the U.S. National Museum, the Museum
numbers of which are given under the figures.]

Fig. 1. Right patella of Nannoptemm Iiarrisi; antero-lateral aspect. (No.

19719.)

2. Left patella of N. harrisi ; mesial or inner aspect. (No. 19719.)

3. Right patella of PJialacrocorax penicillatus, antero-lateral aspect, or the
same view in which fig. 1 is shown. (No. 18535.) Note that the

foraminal passage for the ambiens has been entireh' absorbed.

4. Left patella of P. penicillatus ; inner aspect. (No. 18535.)

5. Left patella of PAaZacrocora.u jozmctetes; inner aspect. (No. 18282.)

6. Left tibio-tarsus of P. punctatus ; anterior view, with the patella articulated

in situ. (No. 18282.)

7. Right tibio-tarsus, anterior view, of Flialacrocorax magellanicun, with
patella articulated in situ. (No. 18438.)

8. Left patella of P. magellanicus; inner surface. (No. 18438.) Note that

the exit of the foraminal passage points to the fact that it is in the

verj' last stages of its ultimate disappearance. This is an interesting

link in the chain of evidence on the real composition of this bone in the
Phalacrocoracidae.

9. Proximal extremitj^ of tibio-tarsus and fibula of right pelvic limb of

Flialacrocorax iirile; adult. (No. 19655.) Outer aspect, with patella

and femur articulated in situ.

10. Inner aspect of the bones composing the knee-joint of P. urile
;

partly

ligamentous. (No. 18982.) Right pelvic limb.

11. Left patella, tibio-tarsus and fibula (superior moieties), anterior aspect

;

left pelvic limb of P. urile. (No. 18982.) Note the complete union
and the continuation of the rotular channel of the tibio-tarsus on the

anterior face of the patella.

12. Right patella of Flialacrocorax vigua ; outer surface. (No. 18479.)

Note groove leading down from the foraminal opening.

13. Left tibio-tarsus of P. vigua (No. 18479), with patella articulating

in situ.

14. Bones of the knee-joint of Flialacrocorax auritus ("P. dilophus,"

No. 19262.) Right pelvic limb, inner aspect. Femur somewhat
displaced, but patella properly articulated.

15. Bones of the knee-joint of P. auritus (No. 19262) ; left pelvic limb, outer

aspect and articulated in situ. Note the line of demarcation between
the true patella and the anterior part of the bone, which originally

belonged to the tibio-tarsus.

16. Anterior aspect of the proximal extremities of the left tibio-tarsus and
fibula of Flialacrocorax albiventris, with the patella duly articulated

above them. (No. 18437.) The rotular channel is very broad in this

species and rounded above.

17. Right patella, inner surface of P. alhiventris. (No. 18437.) The foramen
is almost closed up.

18. Bones entering the knee-joint of Flialacrocorax jielagicus, adult, nat. size.

Right pelvic limb, outer aspect. Ligamentous preparation with femur
slightly luxated. Patella in situ. (No. 19032.)

19. Skeleton of the knee-joint of P. pelagicus. (No. 19032.) Left limb,

outer aspect ; patella in situ.
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31. Experiments on the Metamorphosis oE the Mexican

Axolotl (^AmJdt/stoma tigriniini), conducted in the

iSociety's Gardens. By E. G. Boulenger, F.Z.S.,

C*nrator of Reptiles.

[Received and Read May 20, 1913.]

(Text-figures 75 & 76.)

During the past year I have been experimenting on points relat-

ing to the metamorphosis of the Mexican Axolotl [Amblystoma
tigrinuin), and have succeeded in obtaining the transformation of

a number of specimens. This paper deals with the methods
employed, and gives a detailed account of the external changes
undergone by the animal during the process, a subject which,

Avith the exception of Dumeril's (1) brief account, has not, so far

as I am aware, been previously treated.

Before describing my experiments, it may not be out of place

to give a short account of the history of the animal. Although
suspected by Ouvier to be but the larva of some unknown air-

breathing salamander or newt, the Axolotl of Mexico was
considered for many years to be one of the Perennibranchiata,

such fts Froteus, jVecturits, and Swen. In the year 1863 a number
of specimens were imported from Mexico to France, where some,
kept in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, bred, and the young were
successfully reared. The conclusion was not uniraturally drawn,
that the Axolotl, having bred in the branchiate condition, could

not possibly be anything but a perfect aquatic animal. It was,

not, however, until over two years later that the subject assumed
a different aspect, for some individuals of the second generation
lost their gills and the dermal folds of the back and tail, developed
eyelids, and yellow spots on the skin, and taking to land, changed
into a land salamander, already well known from North America
as Amhlystoma tigrinwm.

A few years later Weismann (2) tried to solve the question
as to whether it were possible to force the larvpe, if brought into

conditions which rendered the use of the gills difficult and that
of the lungs easy, to change into Amblystomes, and he therefore

experimented with several broods which were placed in shallow
water, and thus compelled to bi-eathe air more frequently.

Although he met with no success Weismann was not discouraged,

and came to the conclusion that the failure of his experiments was
due to his having been unable to bestow the necessaiy care and
attention on the animals : he therefore asked Mile, cle Chauvin,
a lady who had already done much careful experimental woi-k,

to take a" number of larvae, just out of the egg. rear them, and
make an attempt to bring them to the perfect condition. When
the Axoilot.ls were about 6 months old. Mile, de Chauvin placed

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, No. XXYIII. 28
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them in large glass vessels which were so disposed and the

water, so restricted that at one spot only could they dive quite

under, while everywhere else they carae into contact with the

air. The water was then gradually reduced. Within a few

days a change took place, the creatures leaving the water in from
four to fourteen days, the complete metamorphosis following

about ten days later. Mile, de Chauvin (3) summarized her results

as follows :
—" From what I have said, the correctness of the view

suggested by Weismann must be established, namely that most

Axolotl larvse, if not all, complete their meta,morphosis, if in the

first place they come out of the egg healthy and are properly

fed, and in the second place meet with arrangements which
force them to change from breathing under water to breathing

above water."

Dr. J. H. Powers (4) at Doane College, Nebraska, has more
i-ecently conducted numerous experiments on the metamorphosis

of North American examples of the Axolotl, and he has come

to the conclusion that the metamorphosis is not due, as was
thought by Mile, de Chauvin, to a direct response to changes in

conditions of environment, compelling them to resort to aerial

respiration, but to checked nutrition, ai:id that a careful study of

Mile, de Chauvin's methods and results seems to cast a doubt

upon the conclusion that enforced air-breathing caused the

metamorphosis. The following is a passage from Dr. Powers's

paj)er on the subject of this lady's experiments :
—" Fearing that

her charges would die, as indeed they sometimes did, she

always prepared them for the trying ordeal of metamorphosis by

raising the temperature of the water in which they were kept

and feeding to the maximum, for several days, to which she

ascribes no other importance than giving the animals increased

strength. The Axolotls were then brought immediately into

water sufficiently shallow as to force them, at least part of the

time, to breathe air. In this latter condition the experimenter

complains again and again that it was next to impossible to

induce the Axolotls to take any food whatever. Thus in these

experiments we have high feeding followed by practical starva-

tion, and it seems that no control experiments were instituted to

determine what the efiects of over and under nutrition might
have been with Axolotls still in abundance of water. Yet most
interesting is it to note that even the varying factors of nutrition

seem to have been wholly neglected in the final interpretation of

the results."

Dr. Powers's field-notes show that metamorphosis occurs

rarely, if ever, as the result of enforced air-breathing through

the drying up of ponds, and that in spite of repeated search at

appropriate times and places, no Axolotls have been found trans-

forming on the mud of drying ponds.

Dr. Gadow (5), who not long ago visited the lakes near Mexico

City in which this creature lives, and where it is said to retain its

branchiate conditionj has been able to refute the theories framed
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by various zoologists, as to Avliy the Axolotl does not transform
in those localities. The reason he gives is that the inifailing

abundance of food and water, and the innumerable hiding-places

amongst the reeds under the banks, constitute for these

Batrachians a real paradise where tiiey remain, in spite of the fact

that there is nothing to prevent them from leaving the water.

Dr. Gadow's explanation appears to be in keeping with the results

of both Mile, de Chauvin's and Dr. Powers's experiments.
The conflicting conclusions arrived at made it highly desirable

that further experiments should be undertaken. The lack of

success obtained by the majority of those who have attempted to

force the Axolotl to transform, has led many zoologists to believe

that the change is due to some congenital disposition, possessed

only by certain individuals, and that Mile, de Chauvin and the
few others who have succeeded in obtaining Amblystomes from
the larval form were specially fortunate in the choice of their

subjects. Therefore, when I commenced my experiments, I was
by no means sanguine of attaining any definite results.

In August of last year I obtained five Axolotls with very fully

developed gills and fins, ranging in length from 105 mm. to

138 mm., and therefore probably from six to nine months old.

The enforced breathing of air, by the gradual absorption of

the water, and by the gradual elimination of the necessary amount
of oxygen from the water, starvation and irregular feeding, and
increased temperature having all been given or suggested as

means of obtaining the metamorphosis, I placed the animals
under the following conditions:

—

Nos. 1 &, 2.—In shallow water so that after the first week
only the top of the animal's head and fins remained un-
covered, thus forcing the creature to make free use of its

lungs. These I kept at a uniform temperature of between
75° and 80°.

IS'os. 3 &, 4.—Under similar conditions, but at a uniform
temperature of between 55° and 60°.

No. 5.—In deep water fi'om which the necessary amount of

oxygen was eliminated by the gradual substitution of

boiled water and by the introduction of decomposing
vegetable matter.

As at the time I could not obtain any more Axolotls of the size

required, I decided to abstain from experimenting with the
feeding, until I had either obtained negative results with those I

was about to experiment on or had secured more suitable spe-

cimens. Nearly a month later I was fortunate enough to obtain
six further suitable specimens. At the same time some of the
first brood showed signs of metamorphosing in spite of the fact

that they had fed with the greatest regularity. I therefore decided
not to abstain from offering them food as success seemed likely

without resorting to starvation, and placed the individuals of

the second brood, which shall be referred to as numbers 6, 7, 8, 9,

28*
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Text-fi2\ 75.

First stages in the metamorpliosis of Anihhjstoma tigrinum.
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Text-fis-. 76.

Filial stages in the metamorphosis of Amhiystoma tigr'nnun.
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10, and 11, undei- similar conditions to those of brood 1. Nos. 6

and 7 were forced to breathe air, being placed in shallow water,

at a high temperature ; Nos. 8, 9, and 10 were placed under the

same conditions at a normal temperature, and ISTo. 11 was placed

along with No. 5 in foul water, from which the oxygen was
removed by the addition of boiled water. In all, therefore, I

had eleven specimens under artificial conditions with the object

of forcing the metamor]3hosis, and as a result succeeded in

bringing six individuals to transform into the Amblystome
stage, all six specimens being those induced to make free use of

their lungs by being placed in shallow water ; three of these were

kept at a temperature of between 75° and 80°, three at between
55° and 60". The time required for the entire metamorphosis

was from 12 to 16 weeks, periods which all to a remarkable degree

exceeded those taken by Mile, de Chauvin's specimens. Three in-

dividuals kept under identical conditions died in from 3| months
to over 5 months, but not until after having undergone a change,

which, although considerable, did not necessarily suggest, as will

be referred to later, that, but for their death, the entire metamor-

phosis would have taken place. The two specimens kept in deep

water from which the oxygen was eliminated died in the one

case after 19 weeks, in the other after 22 weeks. These speci-

mens, but for a slight reduction in the size of their gills, did not

undergo any change, the fins being at the time of their death as

well developed as at the commencement of the experiment. It

is worthy of note that these specimens, in spite of the fact that

they must have felt exceedingly uncomfortable, did not rise to

the surface for air, even just prior to their death, more frequently

than individuals kept in oxygenated water. Another point of

interest lies in the fact that both specimens grew rapidly during

this period, No. 5 from 136 mm. to 155 mm., No. 11 from

112 mm. to 120 mm. The specimens kept in shallow water, in

the case of those that died, remained stationary, while those that

transformed actually decreased in size.

Text-figures 75 and 76 (pp. 406 and 407) represent eight stages

through which my Axolotls passed in the course of their

metamorphosi s.

Stage 1 represents the perfect larval form, the condition which

all eleven were in before being placed in shallow water. A few

days after the animals had been placed in shallow water, the gills

with their fringes begun to shrink, and the dorso-caudal fin

which lopped over to one side, to the left side in all my specimens,

became reduced in size, the change being plainly visible in from

a fortnight to three weeks (Stage 2).

In from 10 to 20 days later the gills were only half their

normal size, while the fin of the back was represented by a mere
ridge ; that of the tail, although having undergone further reduc-

tion, was still well developed on the upper surface and flopped

over to one side ; on the lower surface, however, it showed con-

siderable reduction (Stage 3). It was not, however, until from

five to seven weeks later (Stage 4) that the metamorpliosis pi'oper
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took place, when the part of the dorsal fin nearest to the head
began to be entii-ely absorbed ; at the same time the head became
shorter, assuming a more Salamander-like shape, Avhile a swelling

above the eye foreshadowed the advent of the upper eyelid ; the

gills at this stage measured but from 3 to 5 mm. ; the fin of the

upper edge of the tail, although now much reduced, still lopped

over to one side ; the lower fin, but for a rudiment at the extreme

end, had entirely disappeared.

Stage represents the conditions seven to eight days later,

when the dorsal fin had retreated to the middle of the back

;

the caudal fin on the lower surface had entirely disappeared ; the

head had quite altered in aspect, having become much shortei',

giving the eyes the impression of having been shifted forwards.

At this stage the upper eyelid had become completely formed,

the lower eyelid being incomplete.

In from seven to nine days later (Stage 6), the fin of the back
had receded to a level with the hind limbs, while on the upper
surface of the tail, where it still lopped over, it measured only

1 mm. Both eyelids were now formed. At this stage the

animals raised their heads completely out of the water, and
the opportunities they were given of getting on land were
taken advantage of. Stage 7 represents the creatures about a

week later, when nothing remained of the fin but a mere rudi-

ment bordering the extreme end of the upper surface of the

tail. The gills were represented by three knobs. Stage 8, the

perfect form, the gill slits having closed up and the tail having
become more or less roundish, was attained five to eight days

later. In the case of both Dumeril's and Mile, de Chauvin's

specimens the yellow spots appeared several days prior to the

complete metamorphosis ; in all my specimens, however, it was
not until after they had attained the perfect Amblystome con-

dition that the yellow spots put in an appearance, these being

situated on the sides of the body, tail, limbs, and throat ; none
appeared on the back.

As I was desirous of ascertaining whether the metamorphosis
could be checked and the shrinking gills and fins made to undergo
fresh development, and if so, at what stage it could no longer be
checked, two specimens were taken out of the shallow water and
replaced in deep water as they reached successive stages in their

development. Ko. 6 was kept at a temperature of between 75° and
80°, and No. 9 at a temperature of between 55° and 60°. Both
these Axolotls were placed in shallow water and then induced to

breathe air frequently by means of their lungs on October 7th,

Stage 2 was reached on October 20th ; they were then replaced

in deep water. The gills grew immediately and the fins developed,

Stage 1 being reached again on October 28th and November 5th.

They were then once more put into shallow vessels, with the

result that the gills and fii:is again began to shrink, Stage 2 being

attained on November 15th and 20th, Stage 3 on December 5th

and 26th. On the latter dates they were again transferred to

deep water, St:ige 2 being attained on December 20th and
January 10th. The metamorphosis was continued on placing the
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Axolotls in shallow water, Stage 3 being reached on January
10th and 25th, and Stage 4, the stage when- the front part of the
fin becomes totally absorbed, on February 12th and 28th. The
Axolotls were then returned to deep water : the development at

this stage, however, could no longer be checked and both creatures

completed their metamorphosis in the water.

From the latter experiment, showing that when replaced in

deep water the previous stages were resumed in about half the
time required to reach them, the conclusion may I think be
drawn that the natural tendency undoubtedly is for the animal
to remain an Axolotl, and that compulsion is needed to bring

about metamorphosis.
It will be noted that at Stage 4, when the front part of the

fin becomes absorbed, the metamorphosis can no longer be checked,

and that this is therefore to be regarded as the critical stage, at

which the further development must proceed whatever the
conditions under which the animal is placed.

During the covu^se of all my experiments, with the exception

of the last stages of the metamorphosis, the Axolotls fed with
regularity twice a week, and in this respect I experienced none
of Mile, de Chauvin's difficulties.

Below will be found detailed accounts of the conditions under
which my eleven specimens wei'e kept, and of the changes which
took place under the circumstances.

Specimen i\'o. 1.

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 75°-80°.

Stage 1. August 17th.—Length 138 mm,
,,

2. September 1st.

,, 3. September 15th.

„ 4. October 17th.

„ 5. October 24th.

,, 6. November 2nd.

,, 7. November 8th.

,, 8. November 14th.—Length 131 mm.

Total length of period—12 weeks.

S'peci'men No. 2.

Placed in shallow water at a, temperature of 75°-80'^.

Stage!. August 17th.—Length 119 mm.
., 2. September 1st.

,, 3. September 15th.

,, 4. November 9th.

., 5. November 16th.

,,
6. November 21st.

„ 7. November 29th.

,, 8. December 4th,—Length 113 mm.
Total length of period—15 weeks
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Specimen No. 3.

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 55"-60°.

Stage 1. August ITtli.—Length 124 inm.

,,
2. September 25th.

„ 3. October 10th.

„ 4. November 12th,

,, 5. November 20th.

,, 6. November 27th.

,, 7. December 5th.

,, 8. December 11th.—Length 118 mm.

Total length of period—16 weeks.

Specimen No. 4-

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 55°-60°.

Stage 1. August 17th.—Length 105 mm.
,, 2. September 25th.

„ 3. October 10th.

Died January 22nd.—Length 105 mm.

Specimen No. 5

.

Placed in foul water frora which the oxygen was removed by
the gradual addition of boiled water.

• Stage 1. August 17th.—Length 136 mm.

Died January 4th.—Length 155 mm.

Speci7nen No. 6.

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 75°-80°, and
replaced in deep water as each successive stage was reached.

Stage 1. October 7th.—Length 134 mm.
„ 2. October 20th.

Replaced in deep water.

„ 1. October 28th.

Replaced in shalloio tvater.

„ 2. November 15th.

,, 3. December 5th.

Eejylaced in deep water.

„ 2. December 20th.

Replaced in shalloto loater.

,, 3. January 10th.

„ 4. February 12th.
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Replaced in deep water.

Stage 5. February 18th.

,, 6. February 25th.

„ 7. March 3rd.

„ 8. March 10th.—Length 129 mm.

/Speci7ne7i jyo. 7

.

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 75°~80°.

Stage 1. October 7th.—Length 98 mm.
,, 2. October 31st.

,, 3. November 25th.

Died January 29th.—Length 98 mm.

Speciinen No. 8.

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 55°--60°.

Stage 1. October 7th.—Length 96 mm.
„ 2. October 20th.

,,3. November 10th.

,, 4. January 3rd.

,, 5. January 10th.

,, 6. January 19th.

,, 7. January 27th.

„ 8. February 4th.—Length 91 mm.

Total length of period—16| weeks.

Specimen No. 9.

Placed in shallow water at a temperatui-e of 55°-60°, and
replaced in deep water as each successive stage was reached.

Stage 1. October 7th.—Length 117 mm.
„ 2. October 25th.

Replaced in deep ivater.

„ 1. November 5th.

Replaced in skalloio toater.

„ 2. November 20th.

„ 3. December 26th.

Replaced in deep ivater.

„ 2. January 10th.

Replaced in shallow water.

,, 3. January 25th.

„ 4. February 28th.
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Heplaced in deep loater.

StMge 5. March 6th.

„ 6. March 13th.

„ 7. March 19th.

„ 8. March 27th.—Length 113 mm.

Specimen JS^o. 10.

Placed in shallow water at a temperature of 55°-60^.

Stage 1. October 7th.—Length 105 mm.
,, 2. October 31st.

,, 3. November 30th.

Died March 24th.—Length 105 mm.

Specimen No. 11.

Placed in foul water from which the oxygen was removed
by the gradual addition of boiled water.

Stage 1. October 7th.—Length 112 mm.

Died March 22nd. „ 120 mm.

The results of these experiments show, I think, in the first

place that, in accordance with Mile, de Chauvin's observations,

and contrary to those of Dr. Powers, the Mexican Axolotl will,

with perhaps a few exceptions, transform into the Amblystome
stage if placed, when about six months old, under conditions

which force it to make frequent use of its kings ; secondly, that

starvation, irregular feeding, and temperature have no influence

on the metamorphosis ; thirdly that, as no change occurs when
the Axolotl is placed in poorly oxygenated vi^ater, owing to the

fact that it will not under the circumstances rise to the surface

and make use of its lungs, the quantity of oxygen in the lakes

of Mexico can have little bearing on the explanation of the

phenomenon of neoteny ; and lastly, that there is a critical stage

in the metamorphosis.
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/Stcggestion as to the Possible Origin of the so-called

Tracheal Lung.

It is suggested that the tracheal membrane has been developed

as a device originally contributing to the required flexibility

of the tube. The cartilaginovis rings being interrupted behind,

or on one side, permit that the structure be subject to a much
greater pressure, especially when bulky morsels are being

swallowed, than would be the case were the rings complete.

The tracheal membrane, being continuous with the lung, appears

to have afforded a convenient foundation for the extension of

pulmonary tissue when the need for an increased breathing

surface has arisen, or when the lung has been encroached upon
by other organs.

In the Hydrophidse an increased pulmonary area is required

both to give buoyancy and to enable the sea-snakes to remain
some time beneath the surface. The most specialized species in

the genus Hydrophis Daudin, those in \\\q fasciatus group, possess

a lung that extends nearly to the vent, and a tracheal lung of

due proportion.

In the Acrochordinfe, the members of which are of aquatic

habits, there is also a highly developed tracheal lung. Owing to

the abnormal size of the heart the respiratory tissue on the

trachea is widely separated from the lung itself.

In the Viperidse the elaboration of venom requires a large

liver. These serpents as a rule have short and thick bodies, and
the liver invades the region just caudad of the heart. As a

* Communicated by Dr. F. E. Beddaed, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.
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result of this the crowded puhnonary tissue seeks the direction

of least resistance, which is along the tracheal membrane.
In recording the position of the viscera it has been found

advantageous to adopt the following routine with the view of

correlating the data obtained. The serial number of the gastro-

stege that underlies the anterior tip or the posterior extremity
of an organ is taken as the external landmark. This number is

reduced to a percentage, the total number of the ventral shields

in the specimen being used as the base. From this procedure
there results a set of figures which will materially aid in com-
paring one species with another or in learning the extent of the
variation which the individuals of a given form exhibit.

It appears that wlienever a serpent varies widely in an
important character from one of the natural groups, a further

investigation regularly results in the finding of several additional

structural features that are well worth making a matter of

record. The single species constituting the family of Xenopeltidte

may be taken as an illustration of this general statement.

Some Notes upon Anatoviy.

Xenopeltis unicolor Reinhardt. (Text-figs. 77 & 78.)

Specimen. No. 16750, California Acad. Sci. Singapore.
Female ; total length 480, tail 58 mm.

Squamation.—Scales in 15 rows anteriorly, and the same
posteriorly, an oblique series commencing at one gastrostege

Text-fio-. 77.

A B ^

Teeth of Xenopeltis unicolor.

A. Maxillary bone viewed at a right angle to the outer edge, and showing the

oblique fashion in which each tooth is set in the jaw.

B. Profile view of the same teeth, showing the lateral cutting-edges of the cusp.

C. Palatine tooth viewed from below, and showing a stout and blunt tip which

exhibits a tendency to assume the arrow-head shape of the cusps.

terminates at the ninth ventral shield to the rear. Gastrosteges

177. Anal divided. Urosteges 32 pairs, the second entire. Loreal

and prseocular absent. Postoculars 2. Anterior temporals 2,

posterior 3. Supralabials 8, the fom-th and fifth entering the

eye. Infralabials 9.
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Anatomy.—There are two dental characters in this species that

are unparallelled among the Ophidia. The most striking is the

shape of the individual tooth, and the fact that the teeth borne

on the palatine bone are decidedly the largest. Each tooth is

set in the alveolar ridge with the anterior surface directed

forward and outward at an angle of 45° with the long axis of the

bone. When a tooth is viewed from the anterior surface, it

appears a trifle constricted at the middle ; towards the extremity

it flares out laterally, and terminates like a blunt spear-head,

with two cutting-edges that meet at a right angle. When
viewed from the side, this anterior cutting-edge is seen as a

narrow, beveled cusp, and from its base the tooth is continued

backwards as a hoiizontal process, the length of which is equal

to the broad diameter of the tooth. The edges of the cusp and

the tip of the backward—directed point are covered with brownish

enamel.

The hypapophyses are present on the anterior vertebrae and

absent on the posterior. They have a moderately long base.

In the writings of Cope * this form is credited with possessing

a coronoid bone. By Mr. Boulenger, however, it is placed in

the category of those in which this structure is absent. Two
specimens have been examined and no vestige of the bone can

be found.

The external landmarks of the principal viscera in terms of

gastrosteges are as follows :

—

Total number of gastrosteges 177 1 00 p. cent.

Apex of heart 52 29-4

Liver, anterior tip 64 35-1

,, posterior end 116 65-3

Gall-bladder, middle 129 73

Kidney, right, anterior tip 146 82-5

,, ,, posterior end ... 155

,, left, anterior tip ...... 150 85

,, ,,
posterior end ... 161

Ileo-csecal valve 157 88"8

The heart is large, and its position is indicated on the thoracic

walls by a distinct bulging. Over the base of the organ there

are two areas in which the scales are enlarged ; each area is

triangular, with the base along the edge of the ventrals and the

apex at the upper border of the fourth row. In the first row are

five scales, each of which is one-third larger than those before or

behind the heart. The scales in the seven dorsal rows are not

altered. The increase in the diameter of the body over the heart

is compensated for by an increase in the size of the scales in the

outer rows, and not by the interpolation of an additional series.

The tracheal rings are complete from the glottis to the ninth

gastrostege. From this point the rings are interrupted, and the

* Croc, Liz. & Sn. N. Amcv 900, p. 731.
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dorsal wall of the trachea is formed by the tracheal membrane
which joins the ends of the incomplete rings. From the 9th

to the 21st gastrostege the ends of the rings are in con-

tact and the membrane lies collapsed above them. From this

point to the base of the heart, the membrane widens and the

ends of the rings are permanently separated. Dorsal to the

heart the tracheal membrane winds around to the right side of

Text-fi^. 78.

Base of tlie lungs of Xenopeltis unicolor.

Viewed from below ; tlie object being to display tlie bridge uniting the two lungs,

the termination of the trachea, the long free apex of the left lung, the adherent

apes of the right lung, with its tiny free tip, and anterior to it the portion of

the tracheal membrane which is lined internally with pulmonary tissue and is

bordered by a branch of the pulmonary artery.

the tube, and 2-5 mm. before the trachea enters the lung it

becomes lined with pulmonary tissue. The two lungs are

adherent for a distance of 10 mm., the connecting bi'idge

extending from the 53rd to the 57th gastrostege. Viewed from
within, this bridge appears as a septum lined with alveoli and
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dividing one lung fi-om the other. There are two perforations

afibrding communication between the lungs ; the larger, measuring
2 mm. in diameter, is at the termination of the trachea, and the

smaller, measuring 1 mm. in diameter, is near the posterior

border of the septuin. The trachea ends abruptly 3 mm. behind

the apex of the heart, and on the lower surface of the bridge.

The right lung extends from the 49th to the 119th gastrostege.

Anteriorly, it reaches 8 mm. beyond the border of the bridge

;

it is adherent to the right side of the trachea for the distance of

6 mm., and has a free apex 2 mm. long. The trachea communi-
cates with the lung 2'5 mm. behind the point where they join.

The left lung extends fi-om the 50th to the 77th gastrostege.

Anteriorly it terminates in an acutely pointed free apex 8 mm.
long, at the level of the auriculo-ventricular septum. Poste-

riorly the lung terminates in a blunt cone, and towards the

end the walls are a trifle thinner and the alveoli larger. There
are two pulmonary veins. The right courses along the angular

ventral border of the right lung and enters the anterior inferior

corner of the auricle. The left commences at the posterior

border of the bridge and enters the posterior inferior corner of

the auricle. This vein is the thicker of the two. It is formed
of two branches that arise along the mesial side of each lung

;

the branch from the right lung is the larger, and it has frequent

anastomoses with the right pulmonary vein.

The liver extends from the 64th to the 116th gastrostege.

There is no trace of segmentation.

The centre of the gall-bladder is at the 129th gastrostege.

The right kidney extends from the 146th to the 155th, and
the left from the 150th to the 161st gastrostege. Each is

semidivided into nine irregular lobes. The right kidnej' is

supplied by two renal arteries, the anterior entering at the

second and the posterior at the sixth lobe. There is a single

renal vein leaving the anterior tip of the organ, and this promptly
unites with its fellow to form a common trunk.

The lining of the rectum is smooth. The ileo-csecal valve is

at the 157th gastrostege. The rectal caecum is 9 mm. long, and
is directed forwards and lies on the right side of the ileum. Its

walls are thin, and the opening into the csecum is just anterior

and to the right of the valve. Its lumen was fdled with fsecal

matter, though the caecum and rectum were empty.
Along the dorsal wall of the cloaca there is a longitudinal,

rounded ridge, which terminates in a papilla 1 mm. in length,

and at the level of the posterior border of the last gastrostege.

This ridge is formed by the two parallel tubes of the completely

divided vagina ; these terminate in two separate orifices at the

tip of the papilla. The lining of the vagina is finely and
longitudinally plicate. According to Cope * the vagina in the

Peropoda is undivided and the walls are nearly or quite smooth,

* Op. cit. p. 7Q0.
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and in the Colnbroidea the organ is bilobate and the walls have

deep longitudinal grooves. Tliis form more closely resembles the

latter.

Cyclocorus lineatus Reinhardt.

Specimen. No. 15240. California Acad. Sci, Olongapo,
Luzon, P.I. Female ; total length 503, tail 81 mm.

Squamatiou.—Scale-rows 17 anteriorly ; the V row suppressed

at the 127th gastrostege on the riglit and the 125tli on the left,

leaving 15 rows which are continuous to the vent. The last

scale in the row that is dropped is before an enlarged scale

in the row below. Anteriorly an oblique series of scales

starting at one gastrostege terminates at the tenth to the rear.

Gastrosteges 163. Anal entire. Urosteges 41, single, Prte-

oculars 2, postoculars 2. Anterior temporals 2, posterior 2.

Supralabials 8 ; the third to the fifth entering the eye. Infra-

labials 9 ; the first to the fifth in contact with the anterior

geneials. Anterior larger than the posterior geneials.

Anatomy.—The hypapophyses on the dorsal vertebrte are

continuous throughout the column. On the vertebra above the

122nd gasti'ostege the base of the hypapophysis occupies

the posterior one-third of the centrum ; the apex is horizontally

truncate, and extends a trifle posterior to the vertical of its

centrum. The caudal vertebra at the level of the 12th urostege

has two triangular hsemapophyses the bases of which occupy the

posterior half of the centrum. The inferior zygapophyses are

developed as broad wing-like plates, 1*4 mm. long.

The maxillary bone at the junction of the anterior and middle
third is bent inwards at an angle of 45°, and the teeth are

arranged in two groups. The first set consists of 7 teeth that

are mounted on the anterior one-third of the bone ; the first five

are very small and increase in size posteriorly ; the sixth is

nearly three times the size of the fifth, and the seventh is larger

still, being 1'5 mm. long. These teeth are inclined backwards.

The two groups are separated by an interval of 1"5 mm. The
second set contains 13 teeth ; the first nine ai^e small and neai-ly

equal ; the tenth to the foui'teenth increase rapidly until the last

is twice the size of the ninth. These teeth are inclined towards
the median line. The anterior tip of the palatine bone reaches

the interval between the fifth and sixth maxillary teeth ; there

are 16 teeth. 'I'he pterygoid bone bears 19 teeth ; these are on
a line that is convex externally; the middle teeth being three

times as far from their fellows on the opposite bone as are the

teeth at the extremes. The dentary bone is also bent inwards at

an angle of 45°, and has the teeth in two groups. The first set

is mounted on the inflexed portion of the bone, and consists of

6 teeth ; the first to fourth gradually increasing in size ; the
fifth and sixth strongly enlarged. The two groups are separated

by an interval which is shorter than the sixth tooth. The second
set consists of 17 very small teeth.

Peoc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XXIX. 29
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The external landmarks of the principal viscera in terms of

gastrosteges are as follows :—
Total number of gastrosteges ... 174 100 p. cent.

Apex of heart 37 21 "3

Liver, anterior tip 44 25*3

„ posterior end 96 55'1

Gall-bladder 114 65-3

Kidney, right, anterior tip 142 81-8

„ „ posterior end ... 149 85-8

,, left, anterior tip 144 82-8

,, „ posterior end 151 86-8

Ileo-cpecal valve 154 88'5

The tracheal membrane begins at the glottis, and for a short

distance lies along the right side of the tube. Almost immediately

it broadens, and at gastrostege 14 it is lined with respiratory

tissue. At gastrostege 22 the membrane alters its position so

that it forms the dorsal instead of the right wall of the trachea.

Well above the apex of the heart the alveoli on the membrane

have assumed the same size and shape as those in the lung; there

is no gross difierence to indicate the ending of one structure and

the bee-inning of the other. The trachea terminates abruptly

7 mm. posteriorly to the apex of the heart. There is no rudi-

mentary lung. Arteriorly the walls of the lung are thick and

lined for the entire circumference with pulmonary tissue
;

posteriorly they become thin and terminate in an air-sac. The

lateral lobes of the liver are distinct. The left lobe is the longer ;

anteriorly it extends beyond the right lobe 6 mm. and posteriorly

1 1 mm. There a,re four transverse fissures on the left lobe near

the anterior tip, the rest of the organ is smooth. The anterior

one-third of the rectum is thickly and regularly plicate ; the

posterior two-thirds are irregularly folded. There is no body to

the vaccina. The organ is bilaterally divided into two separate

tubes that open into the dorsal wall of the cloaca by two separate

orifices, which are 2 mm. apart.

JSfotes.—This species is described as having scales with apical

pits, and an eye with a round pupil. Over a dozen specimens

have been studied and the pits cannot be made out. The pupil

is usually round in the young and frequently vertically oval in

the adult.

Chrysopelea ornata Shaw.

Siyecimen. No. 16707. California Acad. Sci. Cochin China.

Female; total length 910, tail 237 mm.

Squamation.—The number of scale-rows on the body, the

sequence in which they become suppressed, and the gastrostege

level at which they terminate on each side may be thus

presented :

—

1 7 rows lY row ends, right 1 37th, left 1 36th gastrostege, leaving

:

15 „ VlII „ „ _ „ 137th, „ 138th

1

3

which are coritinuous to the vent.
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G.istrasteges 227, tlie last shield divide:!. Anal entire.

Urosteges 120 pairs. Supvalabials 10 ; the fifth to the seventh

entering the eye ; on the right the fourth is reduced and fused

with the posterior inferior angle of the third. Infralabials 10 on
the left, 11 on the right, the a Iditional shield is between the

corresponding third and fourth. Anterior geneials larger than
the posterior, the right in contact with four and the left with
five infralabials. Gular shields in six pairs.

Anatomy.—-Maxillary bone with 20 teeth, the posterior three

with a bi'oad shallow groove ; the five preceding these are

also grooved but less distinctly. Palatine bone with 8 teeth,

increasing in size posterioidy ; the anterior tip of the bone
reaches to the interval between the second and third maxillary

teeth. Pterygoid bone with 28 teeth. Dentary bone with
18 teeth, the anterior enlarged and grooved on the external

quadrant.

In terms of gastrosteges the external landmarks of the viscera

are as follows :

—

Total number of gastrosteges 227 100 p. cent.

Apex of heart 58 25-6

Liver, anterior tip 73 32-2

„ posterior end 112 49-4

Gall-bladder, centre 232 58-2

Kidney, right, anterior tip 183 80-8

,, ,, posterior end 201 89

„ left, anterior tip 196 86'5

,, ,, posterior end 214 94-2

Ileo-cfBcal valve 209 92-2

Vaginal cornua, base 216 95

The cartilaginous rings of the trachea are complete from the
glottis to the angle of the jaw ; from this to their termination
on the ventral surface of the lung, at the apex of the heart, they
are interrupted. The tracheal membrane begins with the semi-
rings ; it is on the right side of the tube, and is continued caudad
to the base of the heart. For the greater part of its length it

comprises more than half the circumference of the tube. At
its termination it becomes continuous with the pulmonaiy pleura.

The elasticity of the rings maintains their free ends in close

apposition, and the membrane lies in a lax state by the side of
the trachea. When the windpipe is dilated, the ends of the
rings are separated and the tracheal membrane becomes a
functioning part of the organ. Under ordinary conditions the
air passes only through that part of the tube that is formed by
the semi-rings. Anteriorly the pulmonary tissue begins at the
level of the auriculo-ventricular septum. In the lung it is

confined strictly to the dorsal half of the circumference.
Posteriorly it is drawn out as a fine streak from which ai'e sent
out transverse septa ; it terminates on the left side of the air-sac,

at the level of the 79th ventral. Posteriorly the lung is continued
as a membranous air-sac ; exactly where it ends cannot be

29*
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ascertained. There is a small rudimentary lung, a mere vesicle

without pulmonary tissue. The anterior tip of the liver is not

divided into lateral lobes
;
posteriorly the left lobe is about three

times as thick as the right, and is 5 mm. longer. The surface is

smooth, there being no transverse fissures. The ileo-ctecal valve

is at the 209th gastrostege ; there is no cut-off tube or rectal-

cjBcum. The lumen of the rectum is longitudinally plicate, with
faint closely-set transverse ridges. The vagina bifurcates at the

level of the 216th gastrostege, the walls are smooth.

Habits.—The observations made by Mr. Shelford *" on the aereal

locomotion that this serpent indulges in afforded one of the most
interesting field-notes on a rejatile that has been published for

some time. Attention was drawn to the hinge-lines along the

gastrosteges, and to the habit of retracting the middle section of

these shields " so that the snake became deeply concave along the

ventral surface ". This sei-pent has been captured several times
in Luzon, and the same performance witnessed. If the lung in

this species had thick walls for its entire circumference, this

radical change in the shape of the body could not be so readily

brought about. On the contrary, it is so modified that when
subject to ventral pressui'e it merely has the lower membranous
wall stove in and no serious interference with respiration takes

place.

Crotalus conpluentus Say.

Specimen. Field No. 8208. U.S. Nat. Mus. Mt. Tamilpais,

alt. 650 M., California. Female ; total length 460, tail 45 mm.
Squamation.—The number of scale-rows on the body, the

sequence in which they become suppressed, and the gastrostege

level at which they terminate on each side may be thus

presented :

—

25 rows, YI row ends, right 108th, left 160th gastrostege, leaving :

23 „ Y „ „ „ 123rd, „ 124th

21 „ YIII „ „ ,, 165th, „ 162nd
20 ,, X ,, intermittent between 124th and 165th ,,

19 ,, which are continuous to the vent.

Yentrals 174. Anal entire. Urosteges 21 entire, the first

and last three paired. Prseoculars 2, suboculars 2, postoculars 4.

Supralabials 14 on the right, 13 on the left side; the reduced

count due to the fusion of the fourth and fifth shields.

Anatomy.—The external landmarks of the principal viscera in

terms of gastrosteges are as follows :

—

Total number of gastrosteges ... 174 1 00 p. cent.

Apex of heart 70 40-2

Liver, anterior tip 70 40*2

„ posterior end 109 62-5

* " A Note on ' Flying ' Snakes," P. Z. S. 1906, p. 227.
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Kidney, right, anterior tip 144 82*8 p. cent,

„ ,,
posterior end ... 163

,, left, anterior tip 146 84

,, ,,
posterior end ... 166

Vagina, apex 164 99-2

The cartilaginous rings of the trachea are complete from the

glottis to the 6th gastrostege. At this point the tracheal

membrane begins on the dorsal quadrant of the tube. Almost

immediately, while still very narrow, it acquires pulmonary
tissue, this rapidly increases and becomes continuous with the

lung. The semi-rings extend along the ventral surface of the

trachea ; viewed from within they appear as a narrow gutter ; they

terminate 15 mm. caudad from the apex of the heart. The walls

of the lung posterior to the heart have a very thin lining of

pulmonary tissue ; the alveoli are large and shallow in contrast

with those in the trachea, which are small, thick, and superimposed.

In other words, the area of the respiratory tissue in the lung is

much less than it is in the trachea. The liver is deeply divided

into a right and left lobe, and these are partially divided by

shallow and transverse fissures. Anteriorly the left lobe is thick

and rounded, extending three gastrosteges beyond the right, and

overlapping the apex of the heart by 1 mm. The peritoneum

covering the liver and the abdominal walls is pigmented, the

remainder is plain. The Viigina, is short, it extends over 10

gastrosteges, and is bilobate. The cornua are adherent to each

other at the base for a distance of 1*5 mm. Externally each

horn gives the appearance of being composed of two adherent

tubes, with the oviduct entering the outer. The lining is

smooth, and is thrown into several longitudinal folds ; two of

these are larger than the rest, and their free edges nearly

touching tend to divide the lumen of each horn into an inner

and an outer compartment.

The Intromittent Organ.

Polyodo7itopMs hivittatus Boulenger.—The hemipenis is un-

divided and the sulcus simple. The base is plicate and is followed

by a spinous zone 4 mm. in length. The spines are about ten in

number ; there are two placed opposite to the sulcus that are

much enlarged, being 2-5 mm. in length. The distal 6-5 mm. of

the organ is calyculate. The calyces are very small and their

borders bear numerous minute spines. The calyces at the border

of the spinous zone and at the tip are enlarged, the latter have

simple borders.

In Cope's classification the enlarged basal hooks place this form

in the Natricinse. The occurrence of these hooks with a calyculate

apex represents a divergence in the direction of the Colubrinse.

Tropidonotus vibakari Boie.—The hemipenis and the sulcus

spermaticus are undivided. The organ is densely spinous; those

on the middle are a trifle the larger, diminishing in size towards
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the apex and the base. Theie are a few enlarged basal hooks

situated close to the sulcus, one being on one side and four on

the other ; of these four the one nearest the base is double the

size of any of the others. The tip of the organ is rounded and

smooth, and the line of demarcation between the bare and the

spinous areas is sharp. On either side of the smooth ai-ea at the

tip, there are mounted two apical papillae, which are one-fourth

the length of the body of the oi'gan. Each papilla is spinous for

three-fourths of its circumference, the inner quadrant being

smooth and continuous with the spineless area at the tip.

Terminal papillae similar to those in this species are of com-

paratively i-are occurrence. Cope has I'eported them in the genus

Oligodon Boie, and in the three following species : Tropidonotits

vittatus Linnseus, Ischnogncdhus lineaius ;Hallowell, and Coluber

helence Daudin. Each of these has been set apart by Cope as

the type of a new genus, established on the groiind that the

intromittent organ differed widely from the type prevailing

among the nearest allies. T. vihaliciri in this respect is clearly

separated from the Far Eastern representatives of the genus.

These have been placed in the genus Bothrodytes hy Cope, and
are characterized by having the organ furcate. The oi'gan in

vibakari most closely resembles that found in Isclmognathus

lineatus Hallowell, and the figure given by Cope* of this

species shows that it differs from vibalcari in the one detail of

being less completely covered with spines. Furthermore, this

serpent is of precisely the same mild-actioned and fearless nature

that is characteristic of the species of Ischnognathus. In this it

offers a marked contrast with the Far Eastern members of the

genus Tropidonotiis. Over a dozen species of these have been

captured and eveiy one showed a nervous, irritable, and snappy

disposition.

To allow this species to remain in a complex genus like

Tropidonotus, after it has been found to differ so radically, is not

good taxonomy. On the other hand, to chronicle promptly each

new anatomical discovery under a new generic caption does not

materially aid our studies. It is believed that the dilemma can

be overcome for the time being by strictly adhering to the

nomenclature contained in the ' Catalogue of Snakes in the

British Museum,' and at the same time by registering a pro-

visional new generic term. This new term is not to become
current xmtil the entire groiip to which it belongs has been

re-examined from the stanrlpoiut of comparative anatomy.

With this understanding it is suggested that the new genus

Hebius be established for Trojyidonotus vihakari Boie, the salient

character distinguishing it from all species of Tropidonottbs

being the densely spinous and undivided hemipenis, bearing two
long apical papillse.

Helicops avgulaius Linna?us.— The total length of the hemi-

penis is 42 mm. ; it is divided into two quadripenes, the length

* Oj3. cit. pi. xx. fig. 12.
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of each being 10 mm. The quadripenis is calyculate, and the

cells are arranged in seven rows that trend obliquely forward

frotn the sulcus. The distal half of the body of the hemipenis is

spinous : opposite to the sulcus there is a septal fold. The
proximal half is plicate. At the border of the spinous area and
close to the sulcus there are two round, flat-topped, and gristle-

like papillaj ; these are closely set and one is distal to the other.

The sulcus is divided at a point 12 mm. from the base, this is

well within the plicate area.

Mr. Rosen * writes that the hypapophyses are absent from the

posterior vertebrae in H. modestus Giinther and H. leopardmus

Schlegel. In this species they are well developed throughout,

one occurring even on the last dorsal vertebra.

Cydoconts lineatus Reinhardt.—The hemipenis is of extreme

length and slenderness, being 38 mm. long and 2 mm. in diameter.

It is not divided and the sulcus is simple. The base for the

distance of 4 mm. is plicate ; the remainder of the organ, even

to the tip, is spinous. Towards the tip there are three slightly

elevated longitudinal ridges, one 8 mm., the others 5 mm. in

length. The spines are nearly uniform in size, being about
•3 mm. to '4 mm. long. Each is mounted on a broad fleshy base,

and is slightly recurved. When the walls are stretched the

spines are seen to be arranged in longitudinal series.

Spilotes pullatus Linnseus.—The structure in this species is

one of the most complicated recorded. The total length of the

hemipenis from the base to the insertion of the retractor muscle

is 77 mm. The organ and sulcus spermaticus are undivided.

From the base to the 20 mm. point are longitudinal plications
;

the folds are thick, at first straight, later becoming wavy. From
the 20 mm. to the 38 mm. point it is densely beset with stout,-

blunt spines, each of which is about 2-5 mm. long. From the

38 mm. to the 54 mm. point on each side of the sulcus are rows

of flounces, these trend obliquely forward and acquire partitions

which convert them into rows of calycvili ; the cells of these

calyculi increase rapidly in size, the largest being situated

opposite to the sulcus. On each side of the sulcus at the 60 mm.
point are two thick flaps 10 mm. long ; these are in the longi-

tudinal plane, hang free in the lumen of the organ, and ai-e

covered with small regular ruches. Between one of these flaps

and the sulcus there is a thin membraneous septum 20 mm. long,

parallel to the sulcus, and hanging free in the lumen. Towards

the extremity of the organ the calyculi change to ii-regular

flounces ; these in tru-n are converted at the extreme tip into

minute frills.

United States Fislieries Steamer 'Albatross ',

Sausalito, California, April 1st, 1913.

* Ann. Nat. Hist. (7) xv. 1S06, pp. 170-171, fig. 1,
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I, Historical Account.

It is perhaps not generally recognized in this country that,

nnder certain circumstances, Polyzoa may be of great economic
importance. But it has long been known to those interested in

the subject, particularly in Germany, Holland, Belgium, and the
United States, that a group of organisms, among which certain

Polyzoa play a leading part, may flourish in the pipes of water-
works which are not provided with an efficient filtering apparatus,

to such an extent as to give rise to the most serious inconvenience,
and may indeed finally throw the whole system out of gear. It

is the object of this paper to show, by means of examples which
have come under my notice during the last two or three years,

that this coiintry is by no means exempt from the risks which
have been experienced in various places abroad.

The first important contribution to the subject was an ex-
tremely interesting paper by Kraepelin (85), published under the
title of " Die Fauna der Hamburger Wasserleitung" ; although,
as Kraepelin himself points out, a list of 18 species of animals
from the pipes of the same water-supply had been published
by Petersen some nine years earlier. The occurrence of such
organisms as Asellus and Gammarus in the water supplied to

houses in Hamburg was no rare event in that city ; while the
pipes were frequently choked by Eels, " Leitungsmoos " and
other organisms. Kraepelin undertook a biological investigation

of the subject, influenced partly by the hope of finding blind

Crustacea among the inhabitants of the water-pipes, to which

* [In view of the difference of opinion as to whether this Phylum should be called

Polyzoa or Bryozoa (see Proc. Linn. Soc. 1911, p. 61), I have accepted the preference
of the author.

—

Editoe.]

f Published by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
J For explanation of the Plates see p. 456.
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light had, of coui^se, no access; and by the further consideration

that he might be able to detect some modifications of structure,

as compared with the ordinary inhabitants of the Elbe, in the

animals which were living under these unusual conditions.

Although the results of the investigation were not of the nature

which he had anticipated as possible, they were nevertheless very

surprising ; since he was able to demonstrate that some fifty

genera of animals occurred, often in enormous numbers, in the

system. The examination was made with the assistance of a

specially devised piece of apparatus which was screwed on to

various parts of the water-mains. A column of water was
allowed to escape through this arrangement, and the animals

which were contained in it were filtered off. The results obtained

were very uniform, in whatever part of the system the apparatus

was used, so that it became clear that the organisms fovind were

not merely a fortuitous collection of individuals which had acci-

dentally been introduced into the supply, but were, on the

contrary, perfectly normal constituents of a definite faiuia in-

habiting the water-pipes under a pressure of 2|-5;i atmospheres.

Among these organisms a conspicuous, and usually the greater,

part consisted of large masses of what had become known to the

workmen as " Leitungsmoos "—a mass of entangled tubes which

belonged principally to Polyzoa of the genera Fredericella, Fluma-
tella and Fcdudicella, but partly to the well-known Hydroid

Cordylophora. Sponges (Ephpdatia JiuviatiUs and Spongilla

lacust7-is) were frequently found. Colourless forms of Hydra
were discovered; but, as might have been expected, ILviridas

appeared to be completely absent. Several species of Freshwater

Oligochsetes were recorded, as well as " almost incredibly large

numbers" of Leeches {Glossiphonia and Nephelis). Parasitic

worms M^ere represented by Echinorhynchus^ found in large

numbers, in its larval condition, in Asellus; and, in its adult

condition, apparently derived from Eels. Among the Polyzoa

the " mossy " appearance of the masses of tubes above alluded to

was generally due to Fredericella sidtana. Traces of Fcdudicella

articidcda were generally found : wdiile Flumatella was represented

principally by a foi'm described by Kraepelin as F. princeps, var.

viuscosa, and by the Alcyonelloid F. fungosa. Almost every

sample contained hundreds, or indeed thousands, of Asellus

aqucdicus, which were found creeping over the Polyzoa " in ngly

crowds." The Freshwater Shrimp, Gammarus pidex, was some-

what less numerous, while various forms of Cladocera, Copepoda,

and Ostracoda were nearly always present. Leander \Palcemo')i\

squilla and Mysis chamceleon were represented by single finds. A
small water-mite and a few Dipteious larvse and pupte were rarely

met with.

Among Molluscs the commonest species was Dreissensia, poly-

morpha ; but Bithynia tentacidaUt was frequent, and othei- fresh-

water genera

—

Fhysa, Limncea, Flanorhis, Ancyhis, and Sphceriimi

(Cyclas)—were also discovered; while Petersen had previously
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recorded Vivipara (Pcdudina), Anodonta and Unio. Planarians

and a JSTemertine (Tetrastemma) were also found, although the

method employed for collecting the samples was not well adapted
for the discovery of the smaller organisms. Rotifers and Infusoria

{Vo7~ticeUa, Stentor, ParaTiiecmniii, and Acineta) were, however,

discovered.

Even the Vertebrates were not unrepresented in this remark-
able fauna. The Eel, up to a foot in length, was common. As
many as six individuals were sometimes present in one sample,

and Kraepelin estimated that there must have been many
thousands in the system. Other fishes were less numerous;
but the Stickleback {Gasterosteus aculeatus) was occasionally

found ; and on one occasion a Burbot {Lota vidgaris), a foot in

length, was discovered. A young Flounder, sevei'al centimetres

long, was found in company with the Prawn [Leander) above

alluded to.

Summarizing his observations, Kraepelin points out that the

constituents of the fauna of the water-pipes consist almost exclu-

sively of forms which feed either on detritus or on one another

;

that in the absence of ordinary green plants, forms which feed on
these are absent ; while animals like insects, which require access

to air, are also absent. For the species which had succeeded in

adapting themselves to their novel environment the conditions

were, on the contrary, exceptionally favourable, and indeed more
favourable than those found normally in Nature. Some of the

fa,ctors specially alluded to, in this connexion, were the absence

of carnivorous insects, and the existence of large surfaces suitable

for the attachment of sessile animals.

Kraepelin proceeds to consider the ultimate source of the food

of the pipe-fauna ; and he points out that this must consist of

the microscopic organisms and other detritus introduced into the

system by the constant flow of water from the Elbe. The absence

of any filtering arrangements, at that time, allowed these particles

to enter without hindrance. In working vip these materials into

new organic substances the Polyzoa played a part of pre-eminent

importance
;
particularly since these animals formed so large a

proportion of the entire fauna. The carnivorous animals natur-

ally depended for their supply of food on the organisms which
were able to make use of the microscopic detritus. Kraepelin

accoi'dingly arrived at the perfectly legitimate conclusion that if

the food- supply were to be cut off by the introduction of an
efficient filtering arrangement, the pipe-fauna would before long

die out. The soundness of this conclusion was amply demon-
strated by the cessation of the trouble at Hamburg on the

introduction of the remedy suggested ; while the experience of

Water -Engineers in many other places has been of a similar

nature.

The presence of Polyzoa in water-pipes is, however, not an
unmixed evil ; since, as has been pointed out by several obseivers,

if floating organisms exist in the water, the Polyzoa serve the
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purpose of removing many of them. But any good they may do

in this way is more than counterbalanced by other inconveiJences.

One of the most obviovis of these is the diminution of the calibre

of the water-pipes, which mray take place to such an extent ns

seriously to interfere with the circulation. Tlius Kemna (99,

p. 46) mentions a case which had come under his own observation

of a pipe 60 cm. (about 24 inches) in diameter, which was en-

circled, on its inner side, by a layer of Polyzoa 15 cm. (6 inches)

in thickness. It has further been found by Water Engineers

who have been confronted with this difficulty that, as the Polyzoa

disintegrate, masses of the tubes are torn off from the walls of

the pipes and pass into the circulation. They thus pass to the

smaller pipes of the domestic supply, where they give endless

trouble by choking the ball-taps and strainers of the meters to

such an extent as to stop the supply of water.

These are, however, by no means the only troubles which
result from the presence of Polyzoa and other organisms in the

water-supply. It is the habit of Freshwater Polyzoa, in these

latitudes at least and in the state of nature, to die towards the

approach of winter. There is evidence that even in the sheltered

conditions under which they live in water-pipes protected from
the weather, they are not entirely insensible to seasons ; although

it may be noted that Kraepelin (85, p. 12) points out that many
of the constituents of the pipe-fauna were found, in the depth of

winter, at a time when the water containing organisms living in

exposed places was covered with ice and snow, in a condition

differing but slightly from that in which he had found them in

the summer. But he adds tha.t the polypides of Plumatella were
all dead at this time (December), although in March the hiber-

nacula of Paludicella were splitting (as a preliminary to germina-

tion), and the statoblast-" embryos" of Fredericella were already

escaping from their shells. Owing to the death of the polypides

of the Polyzoa, at the approach of winter, a certain amount of

decomposition of organic material naturally occurs. This sets up
further troubles, partly by tainting the water and partly by j^ro-

viding material which encourages the growth of Bacteria. The
tainting of the watei-, which may be due to a combina.tion of

these two factors, is sometimes veiy serious. Thus De Yries (90,

p. 38) records a case of this kind in which even horses would
not drink the water.

It is not my purpose to discuss the flora of the filtering-beds

and water-pipes—a subject of great biological interest with

which I do not feel myself competent to deal—but it is neces-

sary to refer to an illuminating study of this question which was
made, in 1890, by Hugo De Vries, in the memoir just referred

to. The town of Rotterdam is supplied by water from the Maas.
The waterworks were established in 1874, and at first gave no
trouble. In the spring of 1877 serious difficulties began to be

experienced as the result of a sudden invasion of " Iron-

Bacteria," and in paiticular of a form described by De Yries
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as Crenothrix Kuhniana {= C. polyspora Colin). A scientific

Commission was appointed to investigate the matter ; and the
memoir cited was the result. The Bacteria in question, which
grow associated in long filaments, flourish in the presence of iron
in solution in the water. Under these conditions, and when pro-
vided with the requisite organic matter, they deposit the iron, in

an insoluble form, in the sheath which forms the outer part of

the filament. Where they are present in sufiicient numbers
they then flake off the inside of the pipes in masses which pass
into the circulation and are delivered with the water into the
domestic supply, where they cause great annoyance. This result

may become a serious calamity by rendering the water extremely
unpleasant for domestic use, and completely unusable for many
industrial purposes (De Vries, 90, p. 9). The remains of animals
and plants which have died in the pipes are said to provide
the organic matter which is required by the Iron-Bacteria. The
growth of these organisms is commoidy associated with the
formation of a hard deposit on the inner sides of the pipes;

and this may give rise to serious trouble by reducing the flow

of water.

I am indebted to my colleague Mr. A. Gepp, of the Botanical
Department of the British Museum, for calling my attention to

some of the special points of interest in connexion with Iron-
Bacteria. A good general account of the subject may be found
in De Vries' memoir and in the works of Lafa.r (98, 04), while
an extensive bibliography is given on pp. 90-92 of one of

Kemna's memoirs (05). One of the special pointsof interest in
this connexion is the theory, first brought forward byWinogradsky,
that the Iron-Bacteria take up iron in solution in the ferrous state

and obtain their energy by oxidizing it to the ferric state, which
appears in the form of iron-rust deposited in the sheaths of the
filaments. The theory has been criticised by some of the more
recent workers, as by Molisch, who claims to have kept Iron-
Bacteria for several generations in iron-free solutions. It has
been suggested that the deposit of iron-rust in the sheath of

Crenothrix and other forms is of the same general nature as the
appearance of silica in the cell-wall of a Diatom : and that it has
not the physiological significance which was attributed to it by
Winogradsky. But whatever the nature of the process may be,

the peculiar property possessed by these Bacteria of depositing
iron in the ferric state is a matter of the utmost practical

importance to Water Engineers.

The removal of the pipe-fauna, or the establishment of condi-

tions under which a fauna of this kind cannot effect an entrance,

appears to be of great importance in preventing the growth of

Iron-Bacteria. As De Viies pointed out, these organisms require
organic matter, which is supplied to them in abundance, in un-
filtered water, by the disintegration of the constituents of the
pipe-fauna. Au instructive case, which appears to be of this

nature, is discussed by Kemna in his account of the troubles
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which have been experienced at Liverpool. In order to increase

the supply of this city a dam was constructed at Vyrny, in

Wales. Filters were installed at Oswestry, thirty kilometres
from the dam ; and the water was then carried for about twice
that distance to Liverpool. In this latter part of the system no
difficulties have been experienced ; but in the part which carries

the water from Lake Vyrny to the filters, constant trouble has
been caused by the formation of a mucilaginous layer which
seriously reduces the calibre of the pipes. In the deposit thus
formed Kemna states (05, p. 78) that he has found Crenothrix,

one of the Iron-Bacteria.

Although De Yries was principally concerned with the study
of Grenothrix, he did not restrict himself to the consideration
of the flora of the system. He points out (pp. 34, 35), as the
result of his observations, that the fauna in the Rotterdam
wa,ter-pipes is closely similar to that which had been found by
Kraepelin at Hamburg. Among the organisms thus recorded,

Cordylophora, Paludicella, a.n(\ two forms oi '^ Plumatella'''' [one
of which may have been Fredericella] were important con-
stituents. Here, as at Hamburg, deficient filtration was the
real cause of the trouble. In parts of the system where the
conditions were favoui^able, owing to faulty construction of the
filters, some of the animals occurred in astonishing profusion.

I may refer specially to certain Crustacea {Asellus and Gam-
viarus), which were found in almost incredible numbers. This
is brought out sufiiciently clearly by the observation recorded on
p. 65 of the memoir cited, that the bottom of one of the filters

wus found to be coated by a continuous layer, of almost the
thickness of a finger, of the fseces of Asellus, while the animals
themselves occurred in " countless millions "

!

De Yries' memoir gives references to other cases of water-
works which have at various times suffered seriously from the
occiurence of Iron-Bacteria or an unduly rich fauna, or both
combined. Among these I may mention the " Bei-lin water-
calamity," in 1878 onwards, which was completely cured by the
introduction of sand-filti^ation in 1883 (pp. 9, 14, 15, 37);
Philadelphia (p. 35); and Lille (p. 37). Further information
with regard to cases which have occiirred in America is given by
Whipple (10), who mentions Boston, where Polyzoa, especially

Fredericella and Phmiatella, were the most important constituents
of the fauna. Other cases recorded are Brooklyn (p. 169) and
Henderson. N.O. (p. 123). In addition to the genera of Polyzoa
which have already been mentioned as occurring in drinking-
water, Whipple gives Pectinatella and Gristatella.

There is some reason to believe that the Corporation of Man-
chester has suffered from troubles of a similar nature to those
experienced at Hamburg and Rotterdam. Hickson (04, p. 675)
has stated that, two years befoi^e the date of his Address, the
mains had become partially blocked by the growth of an organism
which was described as a " moss," but which Hickson had the
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opportunity of inspecting and thus satisfied himself that it was

really composed of Polyzoa. 700 tons of this " moss " are said

to have been removed from the mains by an expensive and

laborious process ; but the subject was not investigated biologi-

cally, and I have been unable to ascertain anything more with

regard to the subsequent history of this case.

At Paris {cf. Kemna, 05, p. 26) the Molluscan fauna of the

water-pipes was investigated by Locard, who recorded 44 species,

belonging to 13 genera.

At Ypres, in Belgium (Kemna, 05, p. 63), a quantity of shells,

with masses of Polyzoa and innumerable Infusoria, could easily be

obtained by opening a hydrant in the streets.

Mr. S. 0. Chapman, M.Inst.C.E., the Water Engineer to the

Boi'ough of Torquay, to whose kindness I am indebted for much
information on the subject of waterworks, is preparing a paper in

which he proposes to give an account of the troubles which have

been experienced in the district supplied by- the system under his

own charge, and of the result of the enquiries which he has made
of the Engineer's of other watei'works, at home and abroad. This

paper is expected to appear in the ' Transactions of the Institu-

tion of Water Engineers.' I believe I am right in saying that it

will contain valuable information tending to prove the correct-

ness of the view, which is held by nearly everyone who has studied

the subject, that the troubles which are caused by the occurrence

of a rich pipe-fauna can be got rid of by the introduction of an

efficient system of filtration.

Enough has been said to show that the occurrence of conditions

favourable to the growth of Polyzoa and other organisms in the

pipes of a water-supply is not a matter to be treated lightly. A
study of the literature shows, moi-eover, that the Biology of

waterworks is a subject of great complexity and of very special

scientific interest. An excellent general account of the problems

involved has been given by \}r. A. Kemna (99, 05), who speaks

with special authority since, in addition to his scientific qualifica-

tions, he has had the advantage of being the Manager of an
important Water- Company which supplies the town of Antwerp.

As the subject is one which has not attracted miich attention in

Zoological liteiature, I may perhaps be excused for adding a few

remarks, based principally on Kemna's account (05), on the

subject of sand-filtration, which is so closely connected wdth the

practical side of the question.

The introduction of sand-filters was due to James Simpson,

Engineer to the Chelsea Company, who gave evidence on the

subject before a Royal Commission on the Water-Supply of

London in 1827-1828, and before a Committee of the House
of Commons in 1828. Kemna comments (p. 109) on the fact

that although Simpson's views on the theory of sand-filtration

were not altogether sound, he nevertheless succeeded at his

first attempt in introducing a system which has not been

materially improved on since.
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In this system the water is introduced into shallow filtering-

beds, which are of large sujDerficial area and have a bottom of
sand through which the water passes befoi'e it is admitted to the
pipes. The efficiency of the filter does not depend on a mechanical
straining action of the sand, but is a biological process, princi-

pally confined to the surface-layer of the sand. In this layer
grows an abundant flora, consisting of Algfe and Bacteria ; and
the beneficial action is the result mainly of the presence of

Diatoms. By means of the slimy or gelatinous investment
formed by these organisms, the intervals between the sand-
grains ai-e filled up, thus increasing the eflectiveness of the
filter as a strainer ; while the surface-film of living organisms has
a very marked eflect in reducing the number of Bactei'ia, and
pi'obably aftects the character of the water in other ways. As
the filter continues in action, the number of organisms in its

floor increases and the surface-film grows in thickness in a corre-

sponding proportion. The filtering surface also tends to become
choked by the accumulation of detritus which has been strained
ofl", until from these causes it ceases to transmit the water so fast

as is necessary. The filter then has to be put out of action and
the surface-film must be removed. The film has to be allowed to
re-form for two or three days before the filter is in a condition
to be used once more.

The organisms which are of importance in the filtering process
undergo seasonal variations. Thus at one time of year Kemna
finds that one species of Diatom is dominant, while at another
time the eflectiveness of the layer depends on some other species

or group of species. The filter thus needs constant observation,
since it may readily get out of working order. An interesting
case is recorded by Kemna (99, p. 48), who found that Dipterous
larvee {Chironomus) may have an important practical eft'ect. In
the observation alluded to, the surface-film was inhabited by
numerous larva3, which were living in tubes constructed out
of sand-grains. So long as the larvpe inhabited their tubes the
filter worked well. But when they left the surface-film in order
to undergo their metamorphosis, their empty tubes formed a
number of perforations which were naturally not closed by
Diatoms, etc., and the filter then ceased to work properly.
Information that the insects were undergoing their meta-
morphosis was given by the appearance of Swallows circling

round the filters in order to feed on the emerging Diptera. On
noticing this indication the filter was put out of use and given
three days' rest, during which the holes left by the emergence
of the Chii-onomus became closed by a new growth of the
surface-film.

The practical importance of sand -filtration is well brought out
by the facts which are cited by Kemna in the two memoiis
already referred to. One of the most instructive cases is the
history of the Hamburg Waterworks during the years which
preceded Kraepelin's investigation of the pipe-fauna. In 1842
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a disastrous fire destroyed a lai-ge part of the city of Hamburg,
including the buildings which contained the machinery of several

distributions of water. The Municipality thereupon took ovei

the supply of water ; and it is satisfactory to learn that the

English Engineer, Lindley, Avho is described as the author of the

project, insisted on having an installation of sand-filtei'S. Partly

owing to financial difiiculties, and partly in consequence of the

objections raised by the manufacturers and vendors of domestic

filters, Lindley's recommendation was not followed for many
years, x^t last, however, the difiiculties were overcome, and the

construction of filters, which were to be completed in 1894, liad

commenced in 1890. Shortly after this date the water taken

from the Elbe became contaminated by a temporary encampment
of Russian emigrants, and cholera broke out in August 1892,

before the completion of the new works. This epidemic, which
claimed 10,000 victims, was clearly traced to the defect in the

water-supply, since the neighbouring town of Altona, which took

its water from the same source but filtered it before using it,

i-emained unaffected. The cases which actually occurred in

Altona were traced to the use of Hamburg water ; while blocks

of houses in Hamburg which were supplied from Altona escaped

infection. Mr. S. 0. Chapman informs me that he has heard

from Professor Kraepelin that the introduction of filtration,

" through extensive gi^avel-beds," was almost immediately suc-

cessful at Hamburg ; the pipe-fauna dying from starvation in

the course of a few months after the installation of the filters.

It might naturally be anticipated that the conditions in the

reservoirs and filter-beds (in the layer of water above the sand)

would be favourable for the growth of numerous freshwater

organisms. These are the sources from which the pipes may
become colonised, if not protected by filters ; and it is thus of

interest to notice that the facts are in accordance with expectation.

A case of this kind is recorded by Hickson (04, p. 675), where
great ti'ouble was caused in the supply of the town of Burnley

by the occurrence of enormous numbers of Lhnncea peregra

in the Hecknest reservoir. An even more striking instance is

described by Kemna (99, pp. 47, 48) from his own experience

in the Antwerp reservoirs, in 1896. In this case the trouble

was caused by the extraordinary multiplication of Gladocera.,

which were so numerous that it was necessary to strain all the

water passing to the filters through screens of wire-gauze. So
great was the number of these small Crustacea that it was found

necessary to keep six men constantly employed, night and day,

in changing the strainers. The quantity of Crustacea thus

removed was estimated by Kemna at ten tons at least.

Another striking case, due, however, to defective construction

of the filters, is the one recorded by De Yries (90, pp. 56 et seq.),

where enormous numbers of Gani'marus and Asellus occurred in

the filter-beds and other parts of the system.

It need not be a matter for surprise if a particular system should

be found to have been free from trouble due to Polyzoa and other
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oi'ga.msms for a long perio.l, and then to have become suddenly
infected. It is at least theoretically possible that Polyzoa are

absent in certain waterworks merely because no statoblast or

embryo happens to have found access to the system ; even though
there may be nothing to prevent these organisms from flourishing

if they succeed in ettectiug an entrance. The means of distribu-

tion of freshwater organisms have frequently been discussed.

Darwin gives important information on the subject in ' The
Origin of Species ', Oh. xiii :— vvitli particular reference to dis-

persal by water-birds and insects. Other facts of the same
nature are recorded by H. Wallis Kew, in ' The Dispersal of

Shells' (Internat. Sci. Series, 1893). A short general discussion

of the subject was contributed by 0. Zacharias to the ' Biologisshes

Centralblatt,' ix. Nos. 3 and 4, April 1889. Reference may also

be made to B. M. Puschkarew's recent paper, " Ueber die Ver-
breitung der Siisswasserprotozoen durch die Luft" (Arch. f. Pro-
tisfcenkunde, xxviii. Heft 3, 1913, p. 323).

It can hardly be doubted that the method by which Polyzoa
most commonly colonize a new place is by means of their stato-

blasts, which from their habit of floating at the surface are

extremely likely to adhere to some part of the legs, beak, or

feathers of a waduig or swimming bird, or to some part of a
water-insect. De Guerne (88), struck by the occurrence in the

Azores of a lacustrine fauna almost entirely composed of European
types, was led to examine the material adhering to the feet of

Ducks; and on one occasion (p. 297) he discovered a half stato-

blast of a Plumatella on the web of the foot of a Wild Duck.
Similar positive information with regard to the dispersal of fresh-

water Polyzoa has been published by Garbini, in a paper which I

have only been able to consult by means of the notices given in

Yol. ii. (p. 195) of the ' Zoologisches Centralblatt', and (by Matz-
dorff) in the " Jahresbericht iiber die Bryozoen fiir 1897 und
1898 "in the ' Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte,' Ixi. Jahrg., ii. Bd.
Heft 3, p. 181. It appears from the latter notice that stato-

blasts of a Plamatella were found attached to the beak of a
Heron ("Reiher").

II. Occurrence of Polyzoa in British Waterworks.

I turn now to the consideration of the cases which have come
under my own observation in this country. I am able to record
five cases, in very different parts of Great Britain, in all of which
serious trouble has been experienced. I commence by giving
some account of the occurrence of the organisms, reserving the
question of the determination of the specimens to Part III. of

this paper. The cases are as follows :

—

(1) Torquay and jSTewton Abbot.

Towards tlie end of September 1910, I received samples of a
Flumatella {P. emarginata, var. mibscosa) from Mr. »Samuel

Proc. ZooL. Soa~1913, No. XXX. 30
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C. Chajjman, M.In!^t.C.E., Water Engineer to the Borough of

Torquay. I am greatly indebted to Mr. Chapman for the

trouble he has taken in giving me the fullest information with
regard to this particular occurrencej and in calling my attention

to similar instances in other places.

The Torquay case is one of the usual kind, in which no efficient

system of filtration had been in opei'ation. In spite of this fact

no trouble had been given by the growth of Polyzoa or other

organisms, in sufficient quantity to give lise to anxiety, during
fifty years. The apparently sudden invasion may perhaps have
been due to the fact that the Polyzoa in question had not
previously effected an entrance into the system. The Plumatella

was first observed in pipes which had been in use a little moie
than two years. The pipes were at the bottom of a steep hill, on
a trunk-main which supplied a large part of Newton Abbot, and
where the fl.ow of water was constant and of considerable velocity.

The Polyzoon was soon traced in every direction all over the

system, both at. Torquay and at Newton Abbot. It quickly

began to give rise to serious inconvenience, by becoming detached

from the walls of the pipes and by being carried to the ball-taps

and the strainers of meters, which became blocked and were thus
thrown out of work. The trouble became specially acute imme-
diately after a frost in the early part of 1912. This is entirely

in accordance with expectation ; the Plumatella which had been
growing on the walls of the pipes having no doubt broken up
during the cold weather, its branches having then passed into the

flow of water and so having given rise to the choked taps and
meters which were reported in large numbers. In one case men-
tioned to me by Mr. Chapman, eleven houses in one block of

buildings were without water owing to this cause. It need
hardly be remarked that the well-known habit of dying a,t the

end of the year gives these freshwater Polyzoa special advantages

in distributing themselves over a wide area of a system. It is

only necessary for statoblasts or fragments of branches containing

them to remain attached to some irregularity on the inside of a

pipe to make it practically certain that some of them will have
the opportunity of germinating in the next period of warm
weather.

No complete examination of the pipe-fauna has been made in

the Torquay Waterworks, but a few other animals have been
observed in them. One of the most conspicuous of these is a

Freshwater Sponge, which has been found growing on the insides

of some of the pipes, and has been detei-mined by Mr. R. Kirk-
patrick as Ephydatia fluviatilis. In some of the samples there

were large quantities of a Dipterous larva, of a bright red colour.

These have been determined by Mr. F. W. Edwards as a species

of Chironomus. The majority of these larv«, and perhaps nearly

all of them, could hardly have succeeded in completing their

metamorphosis ; and it seems probable that, as in the case of the

Dipterous larva; recorded by Kraepelin (85, p. 11), the trans-
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formation into the imago, or at least the eniei-genoe of the adult

form into the air, could not take place except by some chance

combination of circumsta.nces whicli would hardly occur very

often. It may be noted that Kraepelin, in commenting (p. 11)

on the absence of Chirojwmas -hirvse from the underground pipes

of the Hamburg system, points out that, according to his obser-

vations, these larvae are the most dangerous enemies of fi-eshwater

Polyzoa, whose delicate branches they tear to pieces. This might
have an important bearing on the distribution of the Polyzoa,

since, even in the most active period of tlieir growth, branches

containing statoblasts would be liberated by the Chiroiwmus-
larvse, and some of them would come to rest in places where a

new growth of the Polyzoa would, be started.

In at least one of the samples, considerable numbers of a small

freshwater Oligochaste were found ; but I am not able to deter-

mine it from the preserved specimens in my possession.

From the descriptions which have been given to me by
Mr. Chapman, there can be no doubt of the occurrence in the

Torquay system of small Gasteropods (perhaps Bithynia or

Limncea, and almost certainly Flanorbis), and of Asettus, Gani-

inarus, Cladocera, and Oopepoda. I have not had the opportunity

of examining specimens of any of these animals.

I have no certain evidence of the occurrence of Iron-Bacteria,

but the appearances suggest that these occurred. In some places

the pipes were found to be coated with a thick black layer of

" peaty substance," cemented by iron-compounds. My colleague

Mr. A. Gepp, who has kindly examined one of the samples, tells

me that its condition is not such as to make the demonstration

of Iron-Bacteria ceitain, but from his experience of other similar

cases, he ha.s little doubt but that these had really been present.

It may be remarked that the Torquay authorities have now
instituted a filtration-system ; and, judging from the experience

of other water companies, it may be presumed that the trouble

fi'om which they have suflered will soon be a thing of the past.

(2) Lord Powis's Styche Estate (at Lydbury, North Shrop-

shire, near Market Drayton).

In May 1912 I received information, through Dr. Augustus
Voelcker, of the Royal Agricultural Society, of the occurrence of

a Polyzoon which had been giving serious trouble near Market
Drayton. I later received specimens, in the fresh condition,

through the kindness of Mr. B. H. Newill, Lord Powis's agent.

The specimens in question were well-grown examples of Fluma-
tella fungosa, var. coralloides. In this case a feed-tank received

its water from a small open pool in which the Polyzoon was
proved to be growing. The water pa.ssed to the tank thi'ough a

strainer, which did no more than filter ofl:" the coarse detritus.

From the tank the water passed down an incline, in an under-

ground pipe, to a ram-chamljer situated about thirty-three vards
30*
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away. The ram is a pump wbicli raises spring-water from another

source for use in the house and other buildings. From infor-

mation suppUed by Mr. Newill, the Plumatella is found in the

open pool (from which the sample examined was obtained), in

the copper strainer at the beginning of the pipe from the pool to

the tank, in the same pipe, in the feed-tank, in the pipe leading

from the tank to the ram, and in the ram-house. The middle

parts of the pipes were said to be less afiected than the parts

near the tank and the ram. Considerable trouble had been

experienced in 1911 ; and it is expressly pointed out that the

Polyzoon ceases to grow about August. In May 1912, when I

received the sample, the Polyzoon. was in vigorous growth. The
nature of the trouble was of the same kind as at Torquay, and

consisted in the choking of the pipes and in the blocking of the

ram to such an extent that it ceased to work. Unsuccessful

attempts had been made to check the growth by the use of copper

sulphate. With the Polyzoon were found multitudes of bright

red " worms," of a greenish hue when young and dark red when
mature. They are described as being marked by dark bands, as

growing to a length of one-half to three-quarters of an inch, and

of having the habit of changing their skins, " which float on the

water." From these indications tliere is a high probability that

the animals in question were Dipterous larvfe, probably of some

species of Chironomus, as in the case of the Diptera found at

Torquay.
Mr. Newill infoi-ms me that sand-filters will be installed in the

spring of the present year.

(3) Batley.

The first intimation of trouble at Batley was received from the

Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew ; but I later obtained

samples from Mr. J. C. Barrowclough, the Waterworks Engineer

at Batley, who kindly gave me information on the subject. The
Polyzoa sent belonged to Fredericella sultana, and they had been

responsible for trouble of the usual kind—namely, blocking of

the meters, strainers, etc. In the sample examined the meter

had been' fixed on Aug. 19, 1912, and was removed on Oct. 16

completely choked by branches of the Fredericella. The supply

of these waterworks is obtained from a moorland gathering-

ground on the Pennine Chain, " having large impounding

reservoirs, but no form of filters." The trouble had been known
to exist for a long time, but it had been ascribed to peat and

other deposits. An examination of the trunk-main had recently

been made on account of its reduced capacity through incrus-

tation. The large quantity of iron-compounds found in a dry

sample of this incrustation points to the presence of Iron-

Bacteria, though no certain evidence of their presence was dis-

covered. It is stated by Mr. Barrowclough that the autumn is

the time when special trouble is experienced. As in the other
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oases, tliis is no doubt due to the fact that that time of yeai^

is the period at which the tubes of Polyzoa naturally disin-

tegrate, with the result that branches are set free and clioke

the meters.

(4)

At the end of October 1912 I received, through Mr. S. C.

Chapman, a sample from an English waterworks installation, the

locality of which I am not permitted to mention. It consisted,

in the main, of a mass of tubes of Paludicella articulata. The
polypides had already disappeared owing to the lateness of the

season ; but the sample was a particularly beautiful specimen,

covered with a profusion of hibernacula or winter-buds, which
were developed on every branch. Among the branches of the

Paludicella there were disintegrated fragments of Fredericella

sultana, Mr. Chapman informs me that serious trouble had been
experienced for some time at the locality in question, although

the nature of the organisms causing it had not been recognized.

(5) Aberdeen.

At the end of March, in the present year, I received a sample,

very similar to the last one, fi'om the Aberdeen Waterworks,
again through the kindness of Mr. Chapman. This consisted

principally of a tangled mass of Paludicella articulata,, composed
of empty zocecia bearing numerous hibernacula. The sample

also included a few pieces of Sjiongilla lacustris (determined by
Mr. R. Kirkpatrick), crowded with gemmules, a few young speci-

mens of Limncea peregra (determined by Mr. G. C. Robson), and
some Dipterous larvae. These were referred by Mr. F. W.
Edwards to a species of Chironomus, which was, however, not

the same as the species found at Torquay. There were also a

number of tubes, formed of cemented mud, which appear to

have belonged to the Ch,i7'oiiomus-liirvse.

The following case may also be mentioned, because, although

not illustrating the occurrence of Polyzoa in waterworks, it has

an obvious bearing on the importance of filtration :

—

(6) Hampton-on-Thames.

On May 22, 1912, ' The Daily Mail' published a short account

of the occurrence of enormous numbers of " freshwater mussels "

in a 36-inch water main at Hampton-on-Thames. It was stated

that 90 tons of these animals had been removed from a length of

a quarter of a mile of this main, the diameter of which had been
reduced by them from 36 inches to 9 inches. The " mussels "

were examined by Mr. G. 0. Robson, who found them to belong

to Dreissensia j^o^y^'f'Orpha, a Lamellibranch which has been
recorded in the pipes of the Hamburg water-suj)ply and elsewhere.

Mr. H. B. W. Stent, A.M.Inst.C.E., the Resident Engineer of
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the Metropolitan Water Board, has kindly given me some addi-

tional information with regard to this case. Without certifying

the exactness of the above recorded computation of the weight

of the Molluscs removed, he admits the existence of large

numbers of these animals in the main. He emphasizes the fact,

however, that no trouble of this kind has been experienced in

the water which has been admitted to the pipes after filtration.

The Molluscs are found only in the mains which are used for

conveying water from the Thames to the storage reservoirs, or

from the reservoirs to the filter-beds. The importance of filteiing

the water before admitting it to the pipes is admirably brought

out by this case, since the Molluscs in question have been unable

to get past the barrier of the filter-beds.

The consideration of the above cases is sufficient to show that

the risks which might be caused by the entry of animal life into

the pipes of a water-system are not confined to any particular

part of the country. The cases which I have examined come
fi"oni Aberdeen in the north to Torquay in the south-west. It

is obvious that if the water is unfiltered and thus contains micro-

scopic organisms in sufficient quantity, the chance inti'oduction

of a few Polyzoon statoblasts or embiyos might be followed by a

jyrowth in the pipes sufficient to interfere very seriously with the

circulation, and ultimately to choke the taps. It is important

to notice, as has been so well shown by Kraepelin, that the

Polyzoa play a leadin^:;' part in promoting the growth of animal
life in the pipes. They are specially adapted by the disposition of

their ciliated tentacles to catch the diatoms and other microscopic

organisms on which they habitually feed, or, as Kemna, * has

expressed it, they are " microphagous." They serve in their turn

as the food of larger animals ; and, unless they prepared the food

in this way, it is hardly likely that animals such as Eels would be

capable of flourishing in the pipes of a water-system. The great

quantity of Polyzoa found at Hamburg, Torquay, and elsewhere

justifies the conclusion that in any discussion of this question

the occurrence of Polyzoa is a fact of cardinal importance.

Sponges are perhaps the organisms which rank next in im-

portance to the Pol^yzoa in this respect.

The practical and theoretical interest of this subject has

received very little attention in this country. Professor S. J.

Hickson, in his Presidential Address to Section D of the South-

port Meeting of the British Association (04, p. 675), has, how-
ever, used Avords to wliich I can completely subscribe. He states

" that our ignoi^ance of the general balance of animal and vege-

table life in the large reservoirs is profound, and that a systematic

inquiry conducted by competent persons would most certainly

lead to knowledge which would be of great scientific importance,

and in the long run remunerative to the community."

* Kemna, A., " Octacnemus, Une Ascidie ni6gopliage," Ann. Soc. roy. Zool. et

Malacol. de Belgique, xli. 1906, p. 57.
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It is a curious coincidence that, at the same Meeting of the

British Association at which Professor Hickson's address was
delivered, the Presidential Address of IMr. Charles Hawksley to

Section G (Engineering) dealt specially with water-supply and
the construction of waterworks. In this address it is stated

(Report, p. 767) that " mosfc waters obtained from gathering

grounds are much improved by filtration " ; and the mode of

construction of sand-filters is indicated. But there is no i-efer-

ence to the importance of the filter as a means of depriving the

water of the microscopic organisms which would otherwise supply

nourishment to Polyzoa and other " microphagous " animals

capable of flourishing in the pipes if they are supplied with
appropriate food in sufficient quantity.

I am indebted to Mr. S. C. Chapman for having put at my
disposal the result of an extensive enquiry which he has made as

to the occurrence of Polyzoa and other animals in the waterworks
of this country. As he proposes to publish the result of his

enquiries I will not attempt to anticipate him; but he returns

show that organisms of the kind indicated occur more fi-equently

than has generally been supposed, and that the occurrence of

trouble due to their presence can usually be ti-aced to the want
of an efficient system of filtration.

III. Species of Polyzoa found in British Waterworks.

The species of Polyzoa which I have had the opportunity of

examining may be referred to the following four species :

—

(1) Paludicella articidata ^hrh.

(2) Fredericella sultana Blumenbach.

(8) Plumatella. fangosa Pall., var. coralloides Allman.

(4) Plumatella einarginata Allman, var. viuseosa, Kraepelin.

I subjoin a few notes on the synonymy of the species and on
the specimens which form the subject of this paper.

(]) Paludicella articulata Ehrb. (PI. LXII. figs. 1-10.)

Alcyonella articulata Ehrenberg, " Symbolas Physicae," "' Ani-
malia Evertebrata," Dec. 1, " Phytozoa Polj^pi," 1831, fol. a.

Paludicella Ehrenbergii Dumortier & Van Beneden, " Hist.

Nat. des Pol. Comp. d'eau douce," ii. Partie, Nouv. Mem. Acad.
Bruxelles, xvi. 1843, p. 38.

Although Allman, in his classical monograph (56) on the

Freshwater Polyzoa, accepted the specific name ehrenbergi—and
has been followed in this respect by many other writers—the

reasons given by Dumortier and Yan Beneden for rejecting

Ehrenberg's name are not in accordance with modern principles

of zoological nomenclature. They state as their motive for intro-

ducing a new name that " articulata " refers to a generic character,

and tiiei'efore cannot be used as a specific name. The invalidity
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of this argument lias not escaped the notice of some other

Avriters.

The first specimens examined were received from a waterworks
system (No. 4, above), which does not permit itself to be men-
tioned by name, at the end of October 1912. They were remai-k-

able for the extraordinary freedom with which hibernacula were
developed. In correlation with the lateness of the season, the
polypides ha.d degenerated, and the zocecia were represented
merely by their empty ectocyst. Nearly every zooecium, through-
out the whole of the material, bears one or two hibei'nacula in

the place of the ordinary lateral daughter-zocecia ; and, if it

happens to be at the end of a branch, a terminal hibernaculum
as well. These hibernacula (PI. LXII. figs. 1-10) are, almost
without exception, of an elongated fusiform shape, although
varying much in length and, to a less extent, in breadth. They
thus differ strikingly from most of the figures of these structures

which have previously been published.

The hibernacula were originally described, under the name of
" hybernacles," by Dumortier and Yan Beneden, in the memoir
cited above (p. 51, pi. i. fig. 1"; pi. ii. figs. 24-35). Although
shown as replacing lateral bvids, and therefore in the same
position as in the specimens which have come under my notice,

they are described and figured as short bodies, not more than
about one-fifth of the length of the zocecia. They are pointed at

their free end, and were said to be always strongly compressed.

In colour they were greyish black.

Kraepelin, who states (87, p. 76) that the hibernacula do not
appeal- to have been found by any observer since Van Beneden,
describes and figui'es them (pi. iv. fig. 117) as swollen and ellip-

soid or irregular, and states that they are j^ellowish in colour,

and that they have a considerable amount of calcareous matter
in their cuticle. Several of the specimens figured by Kraepelin
resemble the hibernacula described by Van Beneden in their

form, but one or two of them are fusiform, although riot so elon-

gated as most of the hibernacula which have come under my own
observation. Some of them remain attached to the substratum
when the zooecia, which have meanwhile lost their contents, dis-

integrate and break up. In the second part of his monograph
(92, p. 61) Kraepelin refers to the irregular form generally

possessed by the hibernacula. He describes the occurrence in

them of an elongated polypide-bud (pi. y. fig. 163), which is

formed early in their development, in readiness for germination
in the ensuing spxing ; and he mentions the yolk-like material

b)'^ which the polypide-bud is surrounded. He was unable to

discover the mode of formation of the hibernacula.

Levinsen (94, p. 85, pi. viii. figs 24-26) gives figures of the

hibei'nacula Avhich are much like those of Kraepelin.

Wesenberg-Lund (96, pp. 321, 363, xxiv: pi. iv, figs. 44, 45)
found the hibernacula in large numbers in October. They were
all of the same fonn and colour as in Kraepelin's description,
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and wei'e attached to tlie substratum, none being discovered on

the erect shoots. Their mode of development was not ascertained.

Chirica (Oi, pp. 7, 8, sep.) does not describe the development

of the hibernacula, but records one or two interesting observa-

tions. He obtained them, not only at the beginning of the

winter, but also attached to branches of dead zocecia, floating at

the surface of the water in April, and he regards this as the

means by which the species is distributed in the spring. He
adds that colonies which have resulted from the germination of

hibernacula develop ovaries and testes at once {cf. also Kraepelin,

87, p. 86).

The hibernacula of the mateinal examined by myself are, as a

rule, very different in form from those which have been described

by Dumortier and Yan Beneden, Kraepelin, Levinsen, and
Wesenberg-Lund. Althonghi varying much in their proportions,

the great majority have an elongated fusiform shape, as shown
in the figures on PI. LXII. It does not, however, seem to me
necessary to conclude that there is any specific difference between

the form examined by me and those of which hibernacula have

previously been described. Although FahocIiceUa is a light-

shunning organism (Allman, 56, pp. 114, 115), these specimens,

obtained from the interior of the pipes of a waterworks system,

must have been growing in absolute darkness, and under condi-

tions which were otherwise different from the normal habitat of

the sj)ecies. It would thus not be surprising if the hibernacula

were found to show some differences from those growing in a

normal environment. The conclusion that the specimens under
consideration should be referred to P. articulata is confirmed by
the fact that a single branch observed bore two hibernacula (one

of them shown in fig. 1) which have the form described by
Dumortier and Van Beneden.

It remains to be seen, however, whether the hibernacula

usually developed by Paludicella in this country are typically

spindle-vshaped or not. Mr. C. F. Rousselet has kindly allowed

me to examine specimens of hibernacula, collected in Norfolk

by Mr. H. E. Hurrell, in his own collection. These hibernacula

are all of the general form described below, although they are on
the average rather less elongated than the specimens which have

come under my own observation. >Some of them have germinated,

in the manner desciibed by Dumortier and Van Beneden and
by Kraepelin. The distal end of the hibernaculum splits into

two valves, in order to allow of the escape of the tissues of the

young zooecium which grows out of the hibernaculum. It is of

some interest to notice, in connexion with what is said below,

that the stalk of the hibernaculum remains unsplit during the

process of germination.

Mr. Rousselet informs me that he has never seen hibernacula

of any other form than the spindle-shape here described.

The hibernacula observed by me are white in colour, although

some of them show sisfns of becomins: darker. The material was
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obtainerl towards the end of October, and therefore soon after the
hibernacula had been formed. It is not improbable that they
wonld ail liave become darlver as tlie season progressed. All were
growing on erect branches of the colony, and most of them were
quite free, although some show the habit which has been described

by other observers of attaching themselves to foreign objects

;

in this case zocecia, or even other hibernacula, of the Paludicella

itself, or zocecia of the Fredericella with which the species was
associated. Allusion has already been made to the fact that one,

two, or even thi'ee hibernacula are boi-ne on nearly every zooecium.

They vary much in length and to a less extent in breadth.

Leaving out of account the two hibernacula of which one is

shown in fig. 1, they are nearly all spindle-shaped, although
occasionally showing some irregularity of form, and vary in

length from 608 ju (fig. 4) to about 1968//. They are usually

pointed at their free end, the broadest part being as a rule beyond
the middle of their length. The proximal stalk-like portion is

generally slender, but vai'ies in breadth from about 72 p. to 96 p.

Measured at their widest part, the width varies from 144/,(to

160/x. They are usually developed in the position occupied by
either the lateral or the terminal daughter-zooecia ; but, as shown
in fig. 7, the hibernaculum may originate more proximally than
the position normally occupied by a lateral bud ; and the bases

of the lateral hibernacula ai'e not always opposite one another
(fig. 8). Most of the hibernacula contain an elongated polypide-

bud, in agreement with Kraepelin's statement (92), of the form
which also occurs in the development of the polypide-buds of

ordinary zocecia, I have not observed any calcareous matter in

their wall.

It has often been suggested that the statoblasts of Phylolacto-

]8ema,ta may have been evolved from structures like the hiber-

nacula of Paludicella {cf. Kraepelin, 87, pp. 163, 167; 92, p. 62).

But while the mode of origin of the statoblasts, from the funi-

culus, is well understood in its general outlines, I have not been
able to discover any account of the development of the hiber-

nacula. The material at present under discussion enables me to

make a contribution to this subject, although the facts could have
been interpreted with more certainty if the specimens had been
collected slightly earlier in the year. There is, however, enough
evidence to show that the hibernaculum is not a modified terminal

zocecium, as is assumed by Braem (90, p. 112) in criticizing

Kraepelin's opinion, but is something which is left when the

distal part of a zocecium has been thrown off'. The evidence of

figs. 2, 3, '9, 10 seems to be unmistakable on this point. In these

cases the hibernaculum is well formed, with its thick cuticle and
inclusions of yolk-like material. But although its stalk appears

to be constituted, in some cases at least, by the proximal part of

the zooecium, the distal end of the hibernaculum lies freely in the

cavity of the zooecium, which is prolonged in its normal fo>m
beyond it. The interpretation which natui-ally suggests itself is
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that the formation of the hihernaculum is inaugurated by a con-

traction of the endocyst or body-wall from the original ectocyst

of the zocecinm, in the distal part at least, and by the deposition

of a new cuticle over that part of the hibernaculum which lies

freely inside the old ectocyst. In some cases, as in fig. 10,

the hibernaculum has a wall of its own which is distinct

throughout from the original ectocyst. In the specimen shown
in fig. 2 a single zooecium has developed two hibernacula., the

first of which is attached to the pa.rent-zocecium in the position

of a terminal bud, while the second, or distal hibernaculum, lies

freely in the cavity and has no base of attachment. It can

hardly be doubted that the hibernacula represented in figs. 3, 9,

and 10 would have assumed the appearance shown by most of the

hibernacula in this material by the loss of the empty caps formed
by the zooecia within which they have severally been developed.

I regard it, theiefore, as pi'obable that the hibernaculum owes
its terminal position to the loss of the distal part of its own
zocecium, which, as shown in fig. 10, is not necessarily the

terminal individual of a branch.

There are, however, certain appearances, shown in figs. 6-9,

that are in need of explanation. In these cases most of the

ectocA'st of the zocecium which precedes the definitive hiber-

naculum has split into two valves, in the manner characteristic

of a germinating hibernaculum. Like the other zooecia of this

material, these zooecia are destitute of cellular contents ; the only

living tissues left in the colonies being those which constitute the

hibernacula. It Is important to consider whether the bivalve

arrangement indicates that a process of germination has actually

taken place. In view of the close resemblance between these

zooecia and a hibernaculum germinating after the end of the

winter and arrived at the stage of having completed the formation

of the first regenerated zooecium, it seems legitimate to assume
that germination of a hibernaciilum has occurred in spite of the

fact that the material was collected in the autumn. It would
appear that a new zooecium has been completely formed, since

the remains of its tubular orifice are present. But the develop-

ment of a new colony has stopped short with the formation of a

single zocecium, and a second process of hibernaculum-develop-

ment has taken place, resulting in the definitive winter-buds.

The living material of the regenerated zooecium has passed into

tlie hibernaculum, or hibernacula, which have been formed from
it, though there is no evidence to show whether the transference

of the material took place en masse or by the more gradual process

by which a bud is ordinarily supplied with its living contents.

It is perhaps not impossible that no polypide was formed by the
regenerated zooecium, but that on the splitting of the hiber-

naculum which jjreceded it the contents of that structure passed

bodily into the newly-formed hibernaculum. Some such ti^ans-

ference of cellular material may be indicated by fig. 10, Avhere

each of the hibernacula is seen to traverse the septum which
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occurs between two zocecia. In fig. 8 the definitive hibernaculum
may be proved by measurement to be of exactly the same length
as the hibernaculum which is indicated by the split valves in the
wall of the preceding zooecium. The material of the first hiber-
naculum would thus just fill the cavity of the second one. In
fig. 9, however, the second hibernaculum is distinctly smaller
than the first one ; while in fig. 7, what is assumed to have been
the first liibernaculum has had to provide the material for two
new hibernacula. Further observations on material collected at
a more favourable season will be required to settle these points.
The great majority of the zooecia in a PcdadiceUa-colony give

rise to a pair of lateral buds, situated opposite one another and in
a position which has a definite relation to the orifice of the parent-
zooecium. It may be significant that in all the cases shown in
figs. 6-9 there is some abnormality in this respect. In figs. 6
and 9 only one of the lateral zocBcia is indicated ; while in figs. 7
and 8, where two are present, they are not opposite one another,
and in fig. 7 one of them is much nearer the proximal end of the
parent-zooecium than is normally the case. I have observed
similar ii^regularities in other zocecia of the same kind which have
not been figured ; and these cases perhaps support the view that
germination of the hibernacula first formed has taken place, since

it is well known that in young Polyzoon colonies the zooecia first

developed frequently fail to give rise to the full number of buds
which are formed by the zooecia in an actively growing branch.

If the explanation above suggested is correct, the germination
of the first set of hibernacula may perhaps have been induced by
tlie occurrence of warm weather succeeding a cold period, which
induced the formation of the first set. But the explanation in
question is not the only one which can be imagined ; and it is

not inconceivable that as the time of hibernaculum-formation
approaches, some of the zooecia make an abortive attempt to

develop hibernacula, and that the bivalve arrangement seen in

figs. 6-9 implies an unsuccessful efibrt of this nature.
In the majority of the zooecia of this material the definitive

hibernacula have been produced at the first attempt, and the
zooecia which respectively precede them show no appearance of a
bivalved arrangement. But in all cases the zooecia are empty of

cellular contents, and there has obviously been a centrifugal

passage of the living material of the colonies into the hibernacula,
which are finally left as the outermost members of the series.

It remains to be considered whether these observations have
any bearing on the question of the homology, if any corres-

pondence really exists, between the hibernacula of Paludicella

and the statoblasts of Phyla ctolfemata. It has frequently been
maintained that statoblasts have been evolved from structures

more or less resembling the hibernacula of Paludicella^ which on
this view is regarded as related to the ancestral form from which
the Phylactoljemata have been derived. This argument has been
specially developed by Kraepelin (87, pp. 163, 167 ; 92, p. 62),
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who based his conclusions on the general simiUirity of the hibei--

iincula to statoblasts, particuliU'ly those of Fredericella in wliicli

no annulus is present. He did not, however, bring forwaid ;iny

evidence to show how the hibernacula are developed. Braem
(90, p. 112) has disputed Kraepelin's conclusions, basing his

objection largely on the assumption that the hibernacula are

complete, specially modified, tei'minal individuals of the colony.

On this assumption there would be a considerable difference

between them and the statoblasts, which are essentially buds
produced internally within the body-cavity of a zooecium.

Braem's objection loses some of its force if his assumptioir as to

their mode of origin can be shown to be incorrect. I think that

the evidence here brought foi'ward is sufficient to render the

conclusion that the hibernaculum is typically an end-bud of the
colony very doubtful. Although the proximal part of its ecto-

cyst is commonly a modification of the corresponding part of the
ectocyst of the parent-zocecium, cases like those shown in figs. 2

and lO appear to prove that the hibernaculum may be formed as

an internal bud-like structure, with a complete cuticle of its

own ; and there is indeed no very essential difference between
the proximal hibernaculum shown in fig. 10 and the statoblast

of a Fredericella. I do not, of course, overlook the fact that the
statoblasts of Phylactoleemata are developed in a peculiar way
from the funiculus of a polypide. But FcdiKlicella is, in any case,

only distantly related to the Phylactolpemata
; and the difference

between the winter-buds of the two forms is not, apparently, so

great as has hitherto been assumed by most observers who have
considered the question.

When one considers the facility with which freshwater
organisms, from Protozoa upwards, develop some special cyst-

like coat which enables them to survive the winter or periods of

drought, one must no doubt be cautious in assuming that the
homology suggested is a probable one. But my observations
seem to show that the hibernaculum of Pahulicella, like the
statoblasts of Phylactolpemata, is a special form of winter-bud
which is developed inside the pai-ent zooecium out of a mass of

liviug tissue which becomes surrounded by a chitinous coat ; and
that thus the two kinds of winter-buds are morphologically com-
parable. In view of this consideration it does not appear to me
impossible that the hibernaculum and the statoblast represent
two different conditions which have been evolved from a common
starting-point.

Tho specimens of this species received from Aberdeen (jSTo. 5,

above) agree closely with those just described. Numerous hiber-

nacula of an elongated type are present, although they are
perhaps more variable in length than in the other sample.
Some of them are even longer than the longest described above.

Faludicella articulata has previously been recorded as an
inhabitant of the pipes of waterworks, both at Hamburg
(Kraepelin, 85, p. 6) and at Ptotterdam (De Yries, 90, p. 25).
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(2) Frederi:;ella sultana Blumenbacb. (PI. LXIII. fijjs. 11-

14.)

It is unnecessary for me to discuss the synonymy of this

species, since there is a general agreement with regard to it

among practically all recent writers. Excellent accounts of the

species are given by AUman (56), Kraepelin (87), a,nd many
others. It was recorded by Kraepelin (85, p. 6) as one of the

commonest forms found in the Hamburg Waterworks system
;

and I suspect that one of the species of " Flumatella " recoi-ded

by De Vries (90) from the Rotterdam Waterworks may have been
really Fredericella.

I have myself found F. sultana in two English waterworks
;

namely the system (No. 4) in which the Pahidicella above described

occurred and at Batley. In both cases the material was collected

in October, and the polypides had already degenerated, leaving

empty tubes containing statoblasts. The tubes show the septa

which have been described by Allman (56, p. 112), Kraepelin (87,

p. 100), and othex'S, at the point where a tube diverges from the

main stem. The statoblasts are developed in both localities with

greater profusion than is sometimes the case in this species.

Kraepelin has commented (pp. 103, 104) on the variability of the

statoblasts of F. sultana. He states that it is hardly possible to

find two alike in the same colony ; and that they may be reni-

form, almost quadrangular, or even nearly circular. The average

length is given by him as 430 /^, and the average breadth as 300 /^(.

The length varies between 380 jj. and 570 ^ ; and the breadth

between 210 fx and 370 /x.

Figs. 11-14, taken from the Batley material, show that my
own results are in close agreement with Kraepelin's. The varia-

tion in form is sufficiently obvious from these figures. The
average length of nine statoblasts from Batley was 444 jjl, a

measurement almost identical with Kraepelin's. The exti'eme

measurements were 416 ^ and 480 yu. The average breadth of

the same nine specimens was 242 ^—somewhat less than Kraepe-
lin's figure,—while the extremes were 200 // and 272 //. Some
were more than twice as long as broad (fig. 14) ; while the

statoblast shown in fig. 11 is almost circular.

Kraepelin states that the funiculus of Frede^-icella generally

gives rise to one or two statoblasts, rarely to three. In my own
material, while many of the zooecia contain a single statoblast,

and others contain either two or three, one of the tubes in the

Batley material contains four statoblasts, which certainly belonged

to one polypide. In several instances it can be seen that the

statoblasts are closely adherent to one wall of the tube. In cases

where two tubes are connate, the statoblasts are adherent to the

common wall which separates the two tubes. In the Batley

material the statoblasts are almost black in colour, and a large

proportion of them, although still contained in the zooecia, have

split into their two valves, between which can be seen a mass of

living tissue. This is a clear sign that the statoblasts are ready
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to germinate. It is well known that the statoblasts in this species

ordinaiily germinate without leaving the tubes in which they

have been produced. It need hardly be pointed out that the

state of the winter-buds, here as iii the Paludicella described

above, is such as to give every opportunity for the dispersal of

the species throughout the system into which it has effected an
entrance. In the Batley case at least (and probably in the other)

the branches examined were not taken from the places where
they had been growing in the pipes, but had become free by the

disintegration of the colonies at the approach of winter, and had
accumulated in the meters and taps to such an extent as to

block them.

(3) Plumatella fungosa Pallas, var. coralloides Allman.
(PI. LXIII. figs. 22-25.)

I follow Braeni (90, p. 3) in regarding Plumatella coralloides of

Allman as a form of F. fungosa. This seems to be indicated by
Allman's fig. 4 (pi. vii.) of the floating statoblasts. It should,

however, be noted that Annandale, in his recent account of the

Indian species (11, pp. 217, 218), gives P. coralloides asasvnonym
of P.fruticosa.

In dealing Avith representatives of the genus Plumatella one
is confionted with numerous difficulties ; since there is no
general agreement with regard to the species which ought to be
recognised. It is worth remembering that Plumatella has three

different kinds of reproductive bodies, namely, the embryos
produced by the development of the eggs, the floating statoblasts,

provided with an " annulus " of gas-containing cavities, and the
sessile statoblasts. We are in almost complete ignorance with
regard to the question whether the form of the colony depends
to any extent on the particular kind of reproductive body from
which it has been developed. As Braem has pointed out (90,

p. 8; 11, p. 9), experimental evidence on this subject is urgently
needed ; and it is probable that a well-conceived series of bi-eeding

experiments carried out with statoblasts and embryos of Plumatella
might resolve some of the difficulties which at present exist.

Braem (90, p. 6) has recorded the important observation that in

cases where the remains of the statoblast from which a colony
has germinated can be detected at the pi-oximal end of the
colony, the form of that statoblast can sometimes be proved to

be identical with those which are being produced in the tubes of

the same colony. There are reasons for believing, as has been
remarked above, in dealing with Paludicella, that ovaries and
testes are usually produced early in the summer from colonies

which have resulted from the germination of statoblasts or
hibernacula (cf. Ki-aepelin, 87, p. 85). But it has not been
sufficiently ascertained how far, if at all, these sexually mature
colonies differ from those produced by statoblasts ; nor is it

known whether there are any difierences between colonies
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produced from floating statoblasts and those which have developed

from sessile statoblasts.

It is believed by most recent authorities that AlcyotieUa is not

geiierieally separable from Phimatella. Alcyonella is character-

ised by its compact form, resulting from the airangement of its

crowded, more or less paiallel, tubes, more or less at right angles

to the substratum. It has been suggested that this habit of

growth is largely, if not entirely, the result of the simultaneous

germination of a number of statoblasts situated close together.

But I am not aware of the existence of any experimental

evidence to show whether a large colony of Alcyonella fungosa
can be produced by the germination of a single statoblast. Some
evidence that the completely paiullel tubes of the typical /^m(/osa-

form owe their arrangement to want of room, is given by the fact

that the peripheral parts of Si fuiigosa-co\or\y may have the form

of the var. coralloides, which is characterised by a looser habit of

growth.

The conclusion that ''Alcyonella" is merely a form of Phima-
tella seems to me to be well founded. The only generic distinction

which can be maintained is the habit of growth ; and in this

character P. fungosa var. coi^alloides is intermediate between

''•Alcyonella'^ and Phimatella. Kraepelin (87) has gone so far

as to regard P . fungosa as merely a form of P. repens, which is

termed by him, on insufficient nomenclatorial grounds, P. jooZy-

morplia. In this conclusion he was at one time criticised by

Braem (90), who pointed out dilSerences which led him to believe

that P. fungosa is specifically distinct from P. repens. Braem
has more recently (11, p. 9) retracted this view, and he now
regards P. repens and P. fungosa as varieties of one species.

The specimens which may be referred to the P. fungosa type

were sent on May 31, and were received alive, with their

polypides in full vigour. As has been pointed out above, they

were taken from the pool which supplies the system, and I have

not seen specimens from the pipes themselves, whei-e great trouble

has been caused. Mr. R. H. ISTewill, to whose kindness I owe

the specimens and as much information as he was able to give,

has, however, assured me that the specimens which blocked the

pipes and ram resembled those which had been taken from the

pool supplying the system. There is thus a strong presumption

that the specimens examined belonged to the same species as

those which occurred in the pipes ; a conclusion which is rendered

all the moi'e probable by the fact that this foini has a very

characteristic habit of growth, which Mr. Newill cannot have

failed to notice.

I have 1 ad some difficulty in deciding whether the specimens

in question should be regarded as typical examples of P. fungosa

or should be referred to its variety coralloules (= Pliimatella

coralloides Allman, cf Allman, 56, p. 105). In the more central

parts of the masses the tubes have the/«?igfos«-arrangement. In

the more peripheral parts of the mateidal they may be less
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intimately connected with one another, and are therefore like

the form which has been described as var. co7'aUoides.

Braem (90, p. 4) has stated that the floating statoblasts of

P.fungosa (typical form) have an average length of 410 /x, and

an average breadth of 320 |U ; the corresponding measurements

for var. condloldes being respectively 380 /.i and 300 f.i. In my
own material the average length of eleven floating statoblasts, in

one series of measurements, was 371 ^ ; and the average breadth

was 240 ju. The extreme measurements were :—Length, 328 /j and

416 M ; breadth, 224 /u and 264 ^u. In another series of measure-

ments, in which the statoblasts of the compactly arranged tubes

were distinguished from those of the peripheral, more coralloides-

like tubes, the average length was 388 jj. and the average breadth

rather more than 280 ju * for the former ; while for the latter the

length was 358 jj. and the breadth was 266 /li. There is thus some

difference between the sizes of the statoblasts in different parts of

the same mass of tubes ; the looselj'' arranged zooecia at the

periphery having somewhat smaller statoblasts than the more

centi-ally placed ones. But even the largest statoblasts agree

more closely in size with those of var. coralloides (from Braem's

measurements) than with those of the typical fimgosa-iovui (as

given by the same author). I refer the specimens, therefore, to

var. coralloides ; and this conclusion is confirmed by the measure-

ments which I have made of a very typical fungosa-iovm. from

a pond at Upper Norwood (Brit. Mus. 85.7.28.5-8), in which

the average length of the floating statoblasts was 431 fx, and the

average breadth 307 ij. : in close agreement w'ith Braem's figures.

The floating statoblasts of the material from Styche have the

form shown in fig. 22. They do not vary much in form, although

in some of them one of the sides is more convex than the other.

The annulus leaves a considerable part of the central capsule

exposed on both surfaces of the statoblast. The average ratio of

length to breadth (11 cases) is 1*543 : 1.

The sessile statoblasts are considerably larger than the floating

statoblasts. On the attached sxirface (fig. 23) the central capsule

gives off an irregular peripheral ring of cementing substance,

which forms a vertical ridge by which the statoblast is fixed to

the wall of the tube in which it has been produced. On the free

surface (fig. 25), a saucer-like shape is produced by the develop-

ment of a thin marginal collar. This I'epresents the annulus of

the floating statoblasts, as is shown by its structure.

In some statoblasts the gas- cells are represented by only a small

proportion of the number found in a floating statoblast ; and these

occur in isolated groups, of irregular and obviously inconstant

form (fig. 25). In other cases, as in fig. 24, the annulus forms a

complete band, which is almost as well developed as in the floating

statoblasts.

* The uncertainty about the breadth is due to the fact that the statoblasts

measured were not resting accurately on one of their flatter surfaces.

Pkoc. Zool. See—1913, No. XXXI. 31
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The sessile statoblasts are very variable in shape and size

(figs. 23-25), but they are all larger than the floating statoblasts

of the same specimens. The largest one found measured 640 /.t

by 432 p, giving a ratio of 1-481 : 1. A shorter and broader

one was 560 /x by 480 fx, with a ratio of l'I66 : 1. The average

of seven measurements was 554 ^ by 434 /u, with a ratio of

1-276: 1.

(4) Plumatella emarginata Allman, var. muscosa Kraepelin.

(PL LXIIL figs. 15-20.)

In his well-known work on the German Freshwater Polyzoa,

Kraepelin (87) refers the forms of Plumatella which have come
under his observation to three species. These are described

respectively as P. princeps, P. polymorpha, and P. punctfitcc.

For the last, with which it is not necessary for me to deal, he
has adopted Hancock's name. The first two were renamed by
him, on the ground (pp. 118, 119) that the older names, from
which a choice might have been made, have been used in so

many difierent senses by previous authors that it would only

have introduced additional confusion to have made use of any of

them for the species as characterised by him. I do not think it

necessary to follow Kraepelin m this conclusion.

P. princeps and P. poh/morpha were distinguished principally

by the form of the floating statoblasts. In P. pi^lnceps these n.re

relatively long and narrow, and the ratio of length to breadth is

said to vary from 1"53 : 1 to 2-79 : 1, the typical ratio being given

as about 1-8 : 1. The species thus characterised includes P. einar-

ginata Allman and P.fntticosa Allman.

In P. polymorpha the floating statoblasts are broader in pro-

portion to their length, and the ratio of length to breadth is

described as varying from 1-1:1 to 1-42 : 1 ; the average being

about 1-25:1. tinder this name Kraepelin includes P. repens

and P. fungosa auctt.

The forms of Plumatella with relatively broad statoblasts are

represented in the material which I have received from English

waterworks only by a variety of P. fungosa, which, following

Braem's earlier opinion, I have treated above as a species distinct

ffom P. repens. Those with elongated statoblasts ai-e i^epresented

by the material from Torquay, and it thus becomes necessary

to discuss the question of the name which should be used in

describing them.
Braem (90, pp. 9, 10) has brought forward arguments to show

that P. frtiticosa and P. emarginata ai-e distinct species ; and he
points out the following differences between them :

—

(1) P . fruticosa has relatively slender tubes, which grow into an
erect form ; while P. emarginata has broader tubes, which ai'e

more adherent to the substratum. (2) The floating statoblasts of

P. fruticosa are more than twice as long as broad (average ratio ;
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length to breadth, 2'497 : 1 *), while the annulus does not cover

so much of the central capsule as in the other species. In
F. emarginaia, on the other hand, the floating statoblasts are

less than twice as long as broad (average ratio : length to breadth,
1*868 : 1), while the annulus covers nearly the whole of the
" upper" side, leaving only a small portion of the centi'al capsule

uncovered. (3) In P. fruticosa the sessile statoblasts have a broad
vestigial annulus, and ai'e more than twice as long as broad (ratio,

2 "461 : 1), while those of F. emarginaia resemble the sessile stato-

blasts of P. repens, and have no annulus, while they are less than
twice as long as broad (ratio, 1-312 : 1).

Through the courtesy of the authorities of the Hamburg
Museum, I have had the opportunity of examining specimens of

both var. viuscosa Kraepelin and var. sjjongiosa Kraepelin, from,

the original material described by that author. I have figured

a floating statoblast (fig. 18) and a sessile statoblast (fig. 20) of

var. muscosa, from the Hamburg material, for comparison with
the Torquay specimens. The measurements which I have made
of the statoblasts from Hamburg agree closely with those given
by Kraepelin, and are as follows :

—

Vav. viuscosa ...

Var. spongiosa...
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The sessile statoblasts have the following measurements :—

•

Length, 432^t-448^, average 442/^; breadth, 320/a-368u,
average 336 ^t ; average ratio, L : B, 1'317 : 1.

If Braem is right in separating P. emargiiiata and P. fruticosa,

the proportions of the sessile statoblasts would alone justify the

reference of the Torquay specimens to P. emarginata rather than
to P. fruticosa. I am confirmed in the belief that they belong to

the former species by the fact that the annulus covers nearly the

whole of the central capsule on one sui'face of the statoblast

(figs. 15-17), as shown by Allman (56, pi. vii. fig. 7) in one of his

figures, and by Braem (90, pi. i. fig. 12), who has called special

attention to the importance of the character in question.

In Kraepelin's series of measurements of the forms regarded

by him as belonging to P. princeps (87, pp. 112, 113) the average

ratio of length to breadth is given as 1'8:1, But he admits a

considerable variation in this respect, the limits given being from
2'79 : 1 to 1'53 : 1. It will be seen that my own measurement of

1'543 : 1 falls within these extremes, although it is much nearer

Kraepelin's lower figure. The highest ratio of length to bi-eadth

measured by me is 1"666 : 1, and the lowest is 1"333 : 1. The latter

ratio would bring the statoblasts well within the limits given by
Kraepelin for his P. poli/morpha, which includes P. repens auctt.

It thus becomes necessary to consider whether the Torquay speci-

mens should be referred to P. repens instead of to P. emarginata.

I have accordingly compared the Torquay statoblasts with the

variety of P . fimgosa described above and with what I regard as

a typical form of P. repens^ obtained at Cringleford,near Norwich.
It will be seen from the figures that the floating statoblasts of

the Torquay specimens (figs. 15-17) are distinctly longer, in pro-

portion to their breadth, than those of either P. rep)ens (fig. 21)

OY P. fungosa var. coralloides (fig. 22), and that the annulus
covers much more of the central capsule. It will be remarked,
moi-eover, that in the Torquay specimens the annulus extends

over the central capsule further on one side than on the other

side of the statoblast, in agreement with P. emarginata var.

muscosa (fig. 18, from a Hamburg specimen) ; while in the other

two forms the annulus is about equally developed on both sides.

The floating statoblasts of P. fungosa (fig. 22) are distinctly larger

than those of P. repens (fig. 21). I have not obtained sessile

statoblasts of P. repens for comparison. Kraepelin denies the

existence of this form of statoblast in the typical P. repens, but
Braem (90, p. 6) claims to have found them. In P. fungosa the

sessile statoblasts (figs. 23-25) are very large, and possess a rather

well-developed annulus ; while they are smaller, and with a more
vestigial annulus, in the specimens of P. emarginata var. mus-
cosa, both from Hamburg (fig. 20) and from Torquay (fig. 19).

I fully admit that the floating statoblasts of the Torquay
specimens are short as compared with those of moi-e typical

specimens of P. emarginata ; but it appears to me that the result
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of the above comparison, is to support the conclusion that the

Torquay material should be referred to that species, and I lay-

special stress on the unequal development of the annulus on the

two sides of the statoblast. Kraepelin's var. muscosa was
characterised by him as a luxuriantly branched form of Plmna-
tella in which the branches were not cemented together (in this

respect differing from his var. spongiosa *). The Torquay sj)eci-

mens seem to me to agree closely with those from Hamburg in

their mode of growth, and I have accordingly thought it best to

refer them to the same variety.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LXII.

Showing hibeniacula of Faludicella artioulata from the pipes of an English
waterworks-system.

The figures were drawn with a Zeiss A objective, and were then reduced two and a
half diameters. The scale represents hundredths of a millimetre.

Zooecium bearing a hibernaculuni of the t.ype described by Dumortier and
Van Beneden. (Only two hibeniacula of this type were found in the
whole of the material examined.)
A zouecium, accidentally folded, which has developed two hibernacula,

while it bears two other hibernacula (bases shown) in the place of the
ordinary lateral buds. The preceding zooecium also bears two lateral

hibernacula.

Zooecium bearing three hibernacula. The distal one is small, and is still

enveloped distally by the remains of the zooecium in which it has been
formed.

The smallest hibernaculuni found. It shows distally the remains of the
zooecium m which it was formed. The elongated polypide-bud is seen in

its interior.

Zooecium with three hibernacula, each of which shows a polypide-bud.

Basal view of a zooecium which shows two split hibernaculum-valves in its

ectocyst.

Fig. 7. A similar zooecium, in basal view, with a terminal and a lateral hiber-

naculuni. The latter is developed nearer the proximal end of the
zooecium than is usually the case.

Fig. 8. Side view of a similar zooecium, showing the septa from which lateral

zooecia have broken off. A fully-formed hibernaculuni is present distally.

Fig. 9. A similar zooecium, bearing a terminal hibernaculum, which is still enclosed,

distallj% in the remains of the zooecium inside which it has been formed.

Fig. 10. A series of three zooecia, with the proximal end of a fourth zooecium.

The proximal zocecium has developed a hibernaculum which has passed
partly through the terminal septum. The third zooecium bears a terminal
hibernaculum, the proximal end of which partly traverses the corre-

sponding septum.

Fig.
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Plate LXIII.

Statoblasts of various Phj lactolaamata (detailed structure of the annulus not repre-

sented).

The figures were drawn with a Zeiss C objective, and were then reduced two and a
halt diameters. The scale represents hundredths of a millimetre.

Figs. 11-14. IPredericella sultana, showing the variable form and size of the stato-
blasts. liatley Waterworks.

Figs. 15-17. Plumatella emargmata vnr. miiscosa; floating statoblasts. Torquay
Waterworks.

Fig. 15. " Ventral" view ofa young statoblast. The central capsule is represented
by the deeper shadiiig. The line concentric with the outline of the
central capsule, and nest inside that line, indicates the extension of
the annulus on the " ventral " side. The inner circle represents the
edge of the annulus on the " dorsal " side, as seen through the central
capsule.

Fig. 16. " Ventral " view of an old statoblast. The outline of the central
capsule is obscured b}' the annulus, and is not seen.

Fig. 17. " Dorsal " view of an old statoblast. The annulus covers nearly the
whole of this surface of the central capsule.

Fig. 18. FlumateJla emarc/iuata var. muscosa. Hamburg Waterworks (from
Professor Kraepelin's material). The annulus covers most of the central
capsule on this surface of the statoblast.

Fig. 19. Fliimatella emarginata var. muscosa. Torquay Waterworks. Sessile
statoblast, showing the vestigial annulus ; from the unattached surface.

Fig. 20. Phimatella emarginata var. muscosa. Hamburg Waterworks (from
Professor Kraepelin's material). Sessile statoblast ; from the attached
surface.

Fig. 21. Plumatella repens. Floating statoblast; from a potid, communicating
with the River Yare, at Cringieford, near Norwich.

Figs. 22-25. Plumatella fungosa var. coralloides. Styche Waterworks (from the
pool supplying the system).

Fig. 22. Floating statoblast.

Fig. 23. Sessile statoblast, from the attached surface ; showing the cement-
substance by M^liich it is attached to the inner wall of the zooecium.

Fig. 24. Sessile statoblast, with well-developed aanulus, the details of which
are represented in a small area on the right side of the figure ; from
the unattached surface.

Fig. 25. Sessile statoblast, with vestigial annulus, w^hich shows remains of the
gas-containing cavities (only represented at the upper and left parts
of the figure) ; from the unattached surface.
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34. The Marine Fauna of British East Africa and Zanzibar,

from Collections made by Cyril Crossland, M.A,, B.Sc,

F.Z.S., in the Years 1901-1902. Bryozoa *—Cheilo-

stomata. By Akthur Wm. Waters, F.L.S., F.G.S.f

[Received March 13, 1913 : Read April 22, 1913.]

(Plates LXIY.-LXXIII.J and Text-figures 79-82.)

Index.
Systematic

:

Page

Srettia tropica, sp. n 465

Synnotum pemhaensis, sp. n 465

S. contorta, sp. n 466

Sicellaria chualcensis, sp. n 467

Stirparia zanzibariensis, s]). \\ 469

S. dendrograpta, sp. n 470

Scrupocel laria tvasinensis, sp. n 479

Yittatioella elegans, var. Zanzibariensis, nov 485

Cellarla gracilis, \ax. tessellata, wov 495

C. wasinetisis, sp. n 495

OstJiimosia zanzibariensis, sp. n 508

Smittina sp 514

Lepralia tuasinensis, sp. ii 516

Petralia chuakensis, sp. ii ..., 518

F. vultur, \aY. armata, nov. 518

Mhyncliozoon profimdum, ya.Y . laminatum, nov 523

Adeonellopis orosslandi, sp. n 531

Scrupocellaridse 472

Catenicellidae 483

Cellaria 493

Scliizoporella 505

Cellepora 509

Lagenipora 510

Lepralia 515

Myriozoidea 520

Retepora 524

The collection made by Mr. Cyril Crossland in the neighbour-

hood of Zanzibar contains 76 species or varieties of Cheilostomata,

and all are from shallow water, in fact with the exception of two
are from 10 fathoms or under ; so that, for a purely shallow-water

collection, it is a very large one.

Points of Special Interest.

(1) In Stirparia the first zooecium of a tuft has the character

of a primary zooecium (p. 470).

* [In view of the difference of opinion as to whether this Phylum should he

called Bryozoa or Polyzoa (see Proc. Linn. Soc. 1911, p. 61) I have not interfered

with the preference of the author.

—

Editoe.]

t Communicated by Cyril Ceossland, M.A., B.Sc, F.Z.S.

X Vov explanation of the Plates, see p. 532.
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(2) The nature of the articulation can be xised in grouping the

Scrupocellaridpe, the other chai-acters being the ovicells, vibracula

(especially the number at a bifurcation), and the band, perhaps a

spermotheca at the distal end.

(3) The difference in form and position of the ovaiia in Bvgida

and Scrupocellaria gives a generic character, and the same is the

case in other genera (p. 476). The form of the ovaria is likely

to give us considerable assistance in classification, but as the

ovaria pass through various stages of development, time and
caution are requisite to make it fully available.

(4) In Memhranijjora armata Hasw. there are two mature
polypides in most zooecia, and on one side of the zooecium there is

a long chambered avicularium, whereas on the other side there is

a similar long chamber containing a secreting gland (p. 488).

(5) In some species of Schizoporella a bar curving towards the

siniis is seen across the operculum. This is the commencement
of the lower wall of another zooecial layer, and in many cases the

distal walls are seen to extend over the operculum (p. 504).

(6) In Dijjlodidymia complicata Rss. a small ovum starts in

a small sac hanging down from the opercular region. Both grow
lai'ge, and the larva ultimately fills up a large portion of the

zooecium (p. 491).

Some of the species in this collection were also found in

Crossland's Red Sea collections, and my report thereon is quoted

with a shortened reference *.

This communication may be considered as part of a series

dealing with tropical forms, of which three papers on the Red
Sea etc. have been published ; and I have a small collection from
Cape Verde, also collected by Orossland.

From the locality Wasin about 60 species were procured, and
from Ras Osowamembe about 30 in all.

Since the examination of this Zanzibar collection was com-
menced, Levinsen has published his ' Morphological and Systematic

Studies on the Cheilostomous Bryozoa,' and we have for some time

been anxious to see his ideas on classification developed. He has

given the particulars of much valuable detail examination of the

calcareous parts of the Bryozoa, and doubtless many of the cha-

racters he deals with will receive increased attention, and our

knowledge is much advanced by the wealth of observation.

Unquestionably much of his altered classification will be

adopted ; but if any of us thought that all our troubles would
be ended as soon as Levinsen published his results, we find that

this is far from being the case. We have to examine each new
grouping, and see whether, when other characteis are examined,

they uphold suggested alterations ; also, do other species of the

groups fall into place ? I already see where some modifications

will be required, and no doubt other workers who have carefully

* Jouni. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi, pp. 123-181, 231-256.
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examined Levinsen's great work are coming to similar con-

clusions, and in this way our starting from Levinsen's standpoint,

and using it as a stepping-stone, should ultimately advance the

correctness of the classification very much. At present the

position remains very difficult, since for a large part we are not
sure what will be accepted.

I do not want to be misunderstood as giving an adverse

criticism, and so would add that the task was too great to be

final, as Levinsen must have fully felt ; and we must now be

alive to the fact that, in the future, classifications will to a

large extent be based upon the structure of the soft parts, which
furnish a very large number of characters, some of which are of

great value, while others will not be found very useful. For
every external character there are many internal ones of

importance.

It must be emphasized that, as I have often said *, characters

of great value in one group or family are almost useless in the

next ; and all attempts at fixing certain characters as being

of A 1 importance, others of secondary importance, and so on
down the scale lead to no result, but we mixst get together our

groups of species based upon as many characters as possible, and
gradually build from them larger divisions ; and this process must
be slow, but it will be natural, whereas the attempt to work from

the larger divisions has led to false results.

As a case in point, Levinsen makes great use of the rosette-

plates, which I have found in certain cases to give most usefval

results, in other families none at all; and in tabulating Levinsen's

results we find that the family character is often uni- or multi-

porous, with or without pore-chambers, that is to say, the

character in such cases is of no value for 1;he higher group.

In those families in which we should have been most glad of

help, namely, in Membraniporidpe, Cribrilinidag, Microporidte,

Escharidse, Smittinidse, it is pore-chambers or uni- or multi-

poi'ous rosette-plates, and in eight other families uni- or multi-

porous rosette-plates ; also in genera we find the same range, so

that, while Levinsen's work in this direction is very valuable,

care is required lest we attach undue importance to the rosette-

plates or any one character.

Where the opercular aperture is not on a level with the frontal

surface of the zocecium there is often a shelf upon which the

distal end of the operculum I'ests, and Levinsen has shown that

this is a character of some value ; but here, again, we must not

expect too much. The value of most of the characters used by
Levinsen, even for the main divisions, are still on trial.

Levinsen has followed f Norman in using names given by the

* Page 71, Levinsen expresses these facts as follows :

—
" The same structural

feature in different systematic divisions can have a very different systematic

importance, so that characters which are constant in one genus or family, in

other corresponding divisions are not always constant even within the species."

t Since I wrote the above, Canu has sharply criticised Norman's suggested

alterations of generic names (Rev. Crit. de Paleozool. vol. xvii. p. 49, 1913).
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earlier authors in a sense different from tliat applied to them
for generations ; and not only that, hut genei'ic names now well

established are shifted to be used instead of other well-established

names. Cellaria is to be replaced by Cellularia, a name that has

been used in numerous senses during the lifetime of most of us.

There is no rule obliging us to revert to old names which were

made for genera without any adequate and recognisable descrip-

tion ; but even if a rule were being broken, we should continue

to do so in order to stay the appalling confusion caused by this

desire to keep alive a name in its doubtfully supposed original

sense. Cellaria still means for me what it has meant all my
scientific life. I do not accept Lepralia as meaning Memhrani-
jyorella, and this Levinsen also refuses to do and gives an amended
description of Membraniporella ; but I am not prepared to accept

Aspidelectra, and should place melontha under Alemhranijjorella.

Nor is the variously used Escharoides a satisfactoiy name, seeing

that it was only given for a subgenus of Cellepora based upon
characters seen to be useless. Discopora is another genus that

should have been dropped, as it was quite insufficiently described

at first ; in fact, the name was given by Lamarck to a Cheilostome

and by Fleming to a Oyclostome, so that it has been employed for

all kinds of unrelated things, as Cellepjova, Haloporella^ Membrani-
p)ora^ Mucronella, Smittitia, Palmicellaria, Diastopora, Lichenopora^

Tu}nd\p)ora^ etc., and has been variously used by palaeontologists.

It has not been proposed to retain Discopora on account of the

definition, which now tells us nothing, but from what is supposed

to be the first-mentioned species of an incongruous group.

Such changes back to discarded genera add much to the diffi-

culties of those who are closely following all that is written ; and
are not these premature and puzzling changes of names keeping

back new workers from entering the thinning ranks ? Until we
are sure of the characters, and have enough material to test the

relationships, "vve must often gather information round species

and genera the names of which we know will ultimately be

changed or disappear.

1 have again to thank Mr. Kirkpatrick for allowing me to

make frequent comparison with the British Museum col-

lections. The Plates were mostly drawn before the appearance

of Levinsen's work, otherwise they w^ould have been slightly

differently arranged. Miss Thorn ely's paper, " The Marine
Polyzoa of the Indian Ocean from H.M.S. Sealark," Trans.

Linn. Soc. vol. xv. pp. 137-157, has also appeared during the

preparation of my paper. It materially increases our knowledge
of the distribution of tropical Bryozoa from moderate depths.

Other groups collected by Mr. Crossland from Zanzibar have

already been described by specialists in the Proceedings of this

Society.
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2\il:)le of Distribution from West to East (continued).
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in A. recta from Rapallo* and Naples in the Mediterranean, and
in the ' Belgica ' Antarctic material. Miss Robertson describes

ovicells on the front, some distance down, but was in doubt as to

whether the species was a true A. anguina. Whether she really

had another species before her or not must be left uncertain, but
certainly the front position as drawn by lier is a very strange and
unexpected one.

Miss Robertson has confirmed what I wrote about the ovaria

occurring in the creeping part, and this seems to be the usual
place ; however, in the present specimens I do not find that the
polypide extends far into this part, as it sometimes does in ^. recta

and as Miss Robertson describes and figui-es in A. anguina.
Smitt, Waters, Jullien, and Robertson have all shown that the

polypide etc. does not entirely live in the tubular prolongation
;

but Jullien, although appi-eciating the fact, called this part the
peristome or peristomia. Surely the peristome is something
beyond the operculum and is the part where the polypide is only
to be seen when extended ; so that this term applied to Aetea is

most unfortunate and misleading. This tubular prolongation
has been called the neck, and the terminal portion the spoon, but
no satisfactory name has been given to the creeping portion, which
is only a part of the zooecium. There are 12 tentacles.

The diaphragm does not make an infold when retracted, like

most of the Cheilostomata ; and the appearance of setae, which
has frequently been alluded to, must be caused by a partial

extrusion of the diaphragm. In some respects Aetea appi-oaches

the Ctenostome Cylindroecmm, but no Ctenostome has an external

ovicell

.

I do not altogether understand what Levinsen t says regarding
the ovicells of this species ; for though the wall of the ovicell is so

thin that the embryo can readily be seen, yet decalcified pre-

parations and sections have been studied. If Levinsen means to

suggest that the sacs containing the ova and embryos are only
accidentally at the termination and might adhere in any position,

then this is not the case, as I have now seen a large number, perhaps
hundreds, always in exactly the same position, and see no reason
why we should not speak of them as ovicells. One section shows
the zonecial wall bulging out and the ovum partly in this portion,

which is the commencement of the ovicell J.

Log. Arctic ; Atlantic ; Mediterranean ; Gulf of Manaar

;

Zanzibar [Hinchs) ; S. Africa ; Australia ; ISTeAv Zealand, Tas-
mania ; Pacific ? (Robertson) ; Tristan da Cunha (' Challenger '),

Wasin, Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath. (500 §), collected by Crossland.

Fossil. Upper Tert. Italy (N^eviani), Helvetian of Egypt {Canu).

* " Biyozoa from Rapnllo," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi. p. 5, pi. i. figs. 1-5
(1896).

t Morph. & Syst. Studies on the Clieil. Bry. p. 93 (1909).

X Since tlie above was written, Prof. R. C. Osburn has confirmed the existence of
ovicells in the position described, having found numerous such ovicells in specimens
from Fish Hawk Station : see " Bvyozoa of the Wood's Hole Region," Bull, of the
Bureau of Fisheries, vol. xxx. Document No. 760, p. 220 (1912).

§ These and similar numbers are Crossland's registration numbers.
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Aetea truncata Landsboroiigh. (PI, LXIV. fig. 3.)

There are only small fragments from Prison Island, Zanzibar
Channel. The creeping tube oi' stolon is dotted in just the same
way as the erect tube.

Loc. Arctic ; British ; Danish ; Madeira, Naples, Rapallo,

Cette. Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel (505), 8 fath., collected

by Crossland.

Fossil. Helvetian, Egypt (Canu).

Brettia tropica, sp, n. (PI. LXIV. figs. 4, 5.)

There are only the zocecia figured, and it will be seen that the

species is closely allied to J3. aush-alis Busk, but differs in the

shape of the area, which in B. trojnca is about the length of

a zooecium. There are on the dorsal surface the two light disks *

on each side as in B. longa Waters, but in B. tropica the distal

ones are very minute with the proximal one much larger. The
lower zooecium arises from a calcareous knob, from which stolons

spread out. The zooecium is calcareous, and most of the species

of Brettia are more or less calcareous, but Avith such small

fragments we cannot know much about its relationships.

I found species of Brettia in the Arctic and one in the Antarctic,

and though the differences are very small it does not seem that the
present form can be placed with any of those already described.

Brettia may have avicularia, but then it has been called Coryno-
porella Hincks.

Loc. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501), collected by
Crossland.

Synnotum aviculare Pieper.

Waters, Rep. Sudanese Bed Sea, p. 129.

Log. (additional). Wasin, Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath. (501) ; Ras
Osowamembe, 10 fath. (504) ; Meweni Bay, 6 fath. (510).

Synnotum pembaensis, sp. n. (PI. LXIY. figs. 12-15.)

Zoarium with a spreading ramifying stolon, from ^hich several

erect stems arise, just as in Stirparia etc. The stem is about the
same size as the creeping stolon, and is smooth for about the length

of two or three zooecia, then there is a short zooecium followed by
the pairs of zooecia.

The zooecia are shorter and stouter than those of Synnotum
aviculare P. At one side, at the distal end there is a round
pedunculate avicularium, but no sessile avicularium as in ^S'.

aviculare. The first zocecium of each branch is uniserial, as

is also the case in S. avicidare, Notamia hursaria L., Dimetopia,
and Calicellia, whereas in Gemellaria Im'icata L. there is a pair

of zooecia at each fresh bifurcation. The pairs of zooecia turn
alternately slightly to right and left, and there aie x^adicles from
between the zooecia just as in Synnotum aviculare. There seem

* There are similar disks in Catenaria and Vittatieella.
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to be several pores in the large distal rosette-plate. There are

10 tentacles.

Log. Wasin, Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath. (501) ; Ohuaka, Zanzibar,

2 fath. (508); Chaki-Ohaki Bay, Pemba Island, near Zanzibar

(517), collected by Orossland.

Synkotum contobta, sp. n. (PI. LXIY. figs. 16-18.)

Synnotwm aviculare Robertson. '' Non-Incrusting Bryozoa."

Univ. of Calif. Publ., Zool. vol. ii. p. 286, pi. xiv. figs. '84, 85

(1905).

The zoarium is coiled up, especially at the end. The branches

of the zoarium dichotomise, and consist of pairs of zooecia back to

back directed alternately in the opposite directions at right

angles.

The zoa3cia ai"e wide, subtruncate at the top, diminishing regu-

larly to the base, with a sessile avicularium at one or both sides

near the distal end, and there are a few large rounded, pedun-
culated aviculaiia, replacing one of the sessile avicularia, but none
of these are found in the older zooecia ; the area is large, occupying
more than two-thirds of the front, and the calcareous layer is much
more solid than in any other of the Gemellarid^e examined. The
first zooecia at the bifurcations are single, whereas the next ones

are double, being back to back. There are long radicles from the

side of the zooecia. In the lateral wall there are two rosette-plates

near the distal end.

There are 11 tentacles.

We know Gemellaria loricata L. without any avicularia, S.

pembaensis riov. with terminal pedunculated avicularia, the

present species with sessile avicularia and a few short thick

pedunculated avicularia, and S. aviculare also with both sessile

and pedunculated avicularia. The presence or absence of avi-

cularia is constantly turning out an unsatisfactory generic

character, and I have never felt quite satisfied that a new genus
was required for Synnoixim.

Miss Robertson's figure shows the zooecia more attenuated

below, but it certainly seems that this is the species she

described.

Loc. Chuaka, Zanzibar, 2 fath. (508); Chaki-Chaki, Pemba
Bay, near Zanzibar, low water (517) ; Wasin, Brit. East Africa,

10 fath. (501).

Eucratea chelata Linn.

See Miss Jelly's Catalogue, and add :

—

Scruparia chelata Kiixhcnpauer, Bericht iiber die Unter-
suchungs-Fahrt cler Pommerania, " Bryozoa," p. 181 (1875).

Eucratea chelata Levinsen, Zool. Danica, p. 42, pi. i. figs. 8-9
;

Calvet, Bry. de Cette, p. 12; Robertson, " Non-Incrusting
Bryozoa," IJniv. of Calif. Publ., Zool. vol. ii. p. 248, pi. v. figs. 7-9

(1905) ; Barrois, Emb. des Bry. p. 194, pi. xv. figs. 10-12 (1877)

;
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Osbnrn, " Biy. of Wood's Hole Region " Bull. Bur. Fish. vol. xxx.
p. 22L pi. xxi. fig. 15 (1912); Nordgaard, " Die Biy. des West.
ISToiwegens," Die Meeresfauna vou Bergen, p. 76.

A few zooecia were seen fi-om Wasin.
Loc. As far north as the Lofoten Islands ; Atlantic ; British

;

Mediterranean; California; Australia; S. Africa (^1. IF. IF. co^^.).

Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501), collected by Crossland.

Beania spinigera MacGillivray,

Diachoris spinigera MacG. Trans. Roy. Soc. Yict. vol. iii.

p. 165, pi. ii. fig. 12 (1859); Prod. Zool. Yict. dec. v. p. 32,
pi. xvi. fig. 3 ; Waters, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xx.

p. 94 (1887).

There are some small specimens from Wasin which correspond
in most particulars, though the avicularia are materially smaller
than the type, more like those of B. intermedia Hincks. There
are threo terminal spines and usually 5 6 delicate lateral spines.

Log. Victoria (Australia) ; New South Wales. Wasin, Brit.

East Africa, 10 fath. (501), collected by Crossland.

Beania mirabilis Johnston.

For synonyms see Miss Jelly's Catalogue, and add :

—

Beania mirahilis Hincks, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3,

vol. viii. p. 36 (1862); op. cit. ser. 5, vol. xiii. p.. 357 (1884);
op. cit., ser. 5, vol. xix. p. 215 (1887) ; Waters, Journ. Linn. Soc.

Zool. vol. xxvi. p. 17, pi. ii. fig. 1 (1896); Jullien & Calvet,
' Bry. prov. des Camp, de I'Hirondelle,' p. 38 (1903) ; Thornely,
Ceylon Pearl-Oyster Fisheries, vol. iv. Suppl. Rep. xxvi. p. 109
(1905): Robertson, " Non-Incrust. Chil. Bry." Univ. of Calif.

Publ., Zool. vol. ii. p. 276, pi. xii. figs. 63, 64, & fig. in text (1905).

Loo. Northern ; British ; French coasts ; Atlantic (Jtoll. ^
Calv.); Mediterranean; Ceylon (y/?.) ; Burmah (i/^.) ; Australia;
Pacific coast of N. America yRoh.). Meweni Bay, Zanzibar (510),
collected by Crossland.

Beania has been considered to belong to the Flustridfe by
Busk, and to Bicellaridae by Levinsen, but the large embryo
found by me in B. magellanica* seems to indicate the proba-
bility of the genus standing elsewhere. There are 20-26
tentacles in Beania, whereas in Bicellaridse and its allies there
are usually fewer, 12-18. B. magellanica B. has 23-26

; B. hirtis-

sima Hell., 20-30; B. hyadesi Jull., 20; B. qiiadricornuta H.,
23 (ir.); B. spinigera MacG., 20; B. mirahilis Johnst., 20.

BiCELLARIA CHUAKENSIS, Sp. n. (PI. LXVIII. figs. 7, 8.)

The zoarium arises from a long, erect primary with radicles
;

it frequently anastomoses, forming a colony about 7-8 mm. high.
Tiie primary zooecium has an elongate area with nine short

* Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, ser. 8, vol. ix. p. 493 (1912).

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XXXII. 32
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spines, the next zocecium has seven spines., while the younger

zooecia liave usually three spines, two outer ones and one inner,

though there may be occasionally two or four spines instead of

three. The area is less than half the length of a zooeciuni, and

the pedunculate avicularia are placed at about half the height

of the area, whereas in B. ciliata they are much below it. The

avicularia ai^e of moderate size and similar in shape to those of

B. ciliata ; however, avicularia do not occur on any of the lower

zooecia, so that, counting from the primary, no avicularia will be

found before about the 18th zoa3cium.

The pedunculate ovicell, directed laterally as in B. ciliata, is

situated on the inner side near the distal end.

Loc. Taken in tow-net, Chuaka Bay, Zanzibar (515); Wasin,

Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath. (500), on Steganoporella magnilahris;

Chuaka, 2-3 fath. (512), collected by Crossland.

Stirparia exilis MacGillivray. (PI. LXYI. figs. 1-3.)

Stirparia exilis MacG. " Desc. of New or Little-known Polyzoa,"

pt. xiii. Proc. Roy. Soc. Yict. n.s. vol. ii. p. 107, pi. iv. figs. 1-1 b

(1890).

In the Wasin specimens the lower part of the stem is buried

in sponge and cannot be completely examined ; the upper part is

annulated for a short space ; the rest is smooth, unjointed, and

without any strengthening rods, but at irregular intervals there

are contractions, or sometimes two or three together, with rosette-

plates across the stem in places. Although these stems differ

from those of the other two species found, yet they are divided

up by these contractions into lengths often about equal to those

of S. dendrograpta ; however, the growth is much simpler, so

that, perhaps, /S'. exilis may ultimately have to be placed in

another genus. Fresh branches are given off at right angles

to the main stem and start from an expanded disk (fig. 3).

The tuft is 5-6 mm. long, and the zocecia face to the outside

of the tuft. There are about 12 tentacles. The area is about

two-thirds of the length of a zooecium ; there are three spines,

or, in parts two; and oidy a very few, almost globular, avicularia

have been seen (about two in each tuft), and these are short with

apparently a wide mandible rounded at the end. The avicularia

are attached just below the area and there are no ovicells, only

the commencement of one. MacGillivray found neither avicularia

nor ovicells.

The opercular opening is low down. At a bifurcation one

zocecium extends up a short distance on the opposite side of the

bifurcation (fig. 1), and this is well shown in the British Museum
specimens of S. exilis MacG., from Port Phillip Heads.

The mounted specimen from the ' Challenger,' named S. glabra,

is S. annulata Mapl., though there are mounts of a stem of a

species which are like those of S. glabra and S. dendrograpta.

Busk's figure, however, seems to show S. glabra H., so that we

have a puzzle ; but we may be right in concluding that S. glabra
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and S. annulata were both obtained from the ' Challenger ' Station,

oif Bahia. In the British Museum ' Challenger ' specimen there
are six spines to the primary of the tuft, not a number as figured

;

there are no avicularia or ovicells, but there is a central spine in

the same position as the aviculaiium in S. glabra H.
Loc. Port Phillip Heads [MacG.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa,

20 fath. (522), collected by Crossland.

Stirparia zanzibariensis, sp. n. (PI. LXVIII. figs. 1,2;
PI. LXIX. fig. 14.)

The stem throws ont branches which may bear a tuft 6-7 mm,
long, and the internodes of the stem are approximately equal.

The zooecia are alternate and turn partly away from each otlier,

that is, the central line of the branch is raised so that the zooecia

slope laterally downwards. The zooecium is much wider at the
distal end than below, and the area is rather more than half

the length of a zooecium. The first zooecium of a tuft has 9-11
long spines, usually six on one side and four on the other
(or dorsal side) with the central spine long; then the second,

third, and sometimes fourth zooecium have several spines, whereas
the normal zooecia have usually only one stout spine at the upper
inner angle, though occasionally there is also one at the outer
angle.

There is sometimes an avicularium to the second zooecium, and
this and the subsequent avicularia, which are long and narrow,
are situated close to the base of the zooecium.

There are about 14-15 tentacles.

On the lower part of the stem or stolon the radicles are some-
times replaced by capsules, similar to those described in my paper,
" Bryozoa from Rapallo," * and they may be filled with bright
yellow homogeneous contents. Levinsen f refers to similar

capsules as occurring in Bugida caliculata Lev.

The ovicells are pedunculate, and there is a calcareous cover
over a part only, not exceeding the half of a globe, so that the
embryo is thereby but slightly protected, sometimes not at all.

The calcareous wall of the ovicell is made of plates deposited

from centres and looking like the shell of a turtle.

The ovaria are central immediately proximal to the caecum,

and the testes fill up the proximal part of the zooecium. Ko
ovarium in my sections has more than one ovarian cell.

The zoarial growth is similar to that of S. dendrograpta, sp. n.,

with the long nodes as depicted in PI. LXVI. fig. 4 ; but the

tufts are longer, and both the stout spinous processes and the
long avicularia are distinguishing characters. There is no line of

chitinous thickening as in S. dendrogra'pta.

Loc. West Australia, some imperfect specimens in my col-

lection. Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath. (506), collected by Crossland.

* Joiirn. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi. p. 19, woodcut fig. 6 (1896).

t Morph. & Syst. Studies on Cheil. Bry. p. 102.

32*
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Stirparia dendrograpta, sp. n. (PI. LXVI. figs. 4-9.)

The stems grow from spreading stolons, and at frequent

intervals branches occur which may bear tufts of zooscia or may
produce other branches, and both the original stem and the

branches are divided into segments approximately equal, though
an internode below a tuft is frequently shorter than the others

From the base of most of the internodes there is a radicle or a

pair with frequently a cervicorn grapnel at the end. The colony

may grow to at least 50 mm. long, and the tufts 3-5 mm. long

originate from a zocecium entirely different from the later zooecia,

having more or less the character of a primary zooecium. When
first described the stem of Stirparia was considered to be the

equivalent of i-adicles, but this is not the case.

The first zooecium (figs. 4, 6) has the area a little more than
half the length of the zooecium and is surrounded by eight very

long spines, often attaining about four times the length of a

zooecium. The spines of the first zooecium of a tuft are, however,

not bilateral, but are five on one side and three on the other, the

smaller number being on the side from which the next zooecium

grows. The next zooecium has a somewhat similar area, with
about five spines, and the avicularium is near the base of the area,

while the following zooecium approximates to the later zooecia in

having the avicularium somewhat higher than in zooecium no. 2,

thouglr still low down. In subsequent zooecia they are placed

still higher, their normal position in the older zooecia being at

the distal end on the outside corner. Typically they may be

terminal in the fourth pair of zooecia, or they may continue

lateral until the eighth, and after the appearance of a terminal

one subsequent zocecia are also generally at the corner of the

distal end.

The avicularia are short with a distinct beak.

The branches of the tufts do not form a complete cup as in

S. exilis MacG. and S. zanzibariensis, sp. n., and the zocecia are on
the inside of the cup, whereas in the others they are on the

outside. The branches of the tuft dichotomise, and the spread-

out fan-shaped tuft is 3-5 mm. long, having often ten pairs in

succession.

The zooecia are alternate and diagonal with the area a little

more than half the length of a zooecium, and the full number of

spines is three long ones at the distal edge, though many of the

lower zocecia may have one and the younger zooecia two spines

;

nor do the same number occur on both sides of a branch, the
zooecia on the outer zoarial side having more spines than those

on the inner ; with three on the outer, there is often only one on
the inner side.

The ring-shaped oblique chitinous thickening, to which
Levinsen * refers as occurring in Bicellaria ciliata L., is often

* Morph. & Syst. Studies on Cheil. Bry. p. 101. Levinsen puts B. caUculata
Lev. under Bugnla, but his PL iii. fig. 1 shows the character of Bicellaria in

having the long tubular proximal part.
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quite distinct on the dorsal sui-face without being seen on the

anterior surface ; in other cases a mark is seen all round
(fig. 4). When put into Eau de Javelle the zoacium often

breaks off at this line, and it is geen that this proximal tubular

part is connected at the base with the lower zooecium through a

rosette-plate. A rosette-plate higher up connects with the next
younger zooecium (fig. 7).

The ovicell is lateral and pedunculate, and there are about
12 tentacles.

Radicles may occur in abundance on the lower zooecia and not

merely from the normal position at the proximal end of the node.

Immediately below the cfecum there is a small globular body
which, as it grows, is seen to be the ovarium, but in no case has

more than one ovarian cell been seen. The same thing occurs in

various Cellularidse.

In many respects S. dendrograpta resembles S. glabra Hincks,
but that species has the stem internodes long and short alter-

nately and also there is no avicularium at the distal end in

<S'. glabra. From S. exilis MacG., it differs in the internodes

being approximately equal and in the different character of the

avicularia. S. exilis has 6-7 spines on the primary zooecium.

The graptolite, Dendrograplus serpens Hopkinson *, has similar

colonies growing on a stout stalk, and the subcolonies and branches
a.re about the same size as those of the Stirparia ; and some sub-

colonies I collected in Llandrindod Wells of D. serpens H., or a
closely allied species, have the branching quite similar to this

Stirparia and might have been an impress of it, but as competent
authoi-ities have found it to be a graptolite, it shows how identical

the growth may be in widely different classes. The name is

given on account of the superficial likeness.

Log. Chuaka, Zanzibar, 2 fath. (508), collected by Crossland.

There is a specimen of aS'. dendrograpta from Port Phillip in

the British Museum.

BuGULA NERiTiNA var. MINIMA Waters.

Watei'S, " Rep. Sudanese Red Sea," p. 136, pi. xi. figs. 4-7,

for syn., and add Thornely, " Mar. Polyzoa of the Indian Ocean,"

Ti-ans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 141.

Loc. N". S. Wales (TT^.^ ; Red Sea (TF.) : Cargados Reef,

Providence, 50-78 fath. {Th.). Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel,

8 fath. (505); Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10-20 fath.

(514) ; Chuaka, Zanzibar, tow-net (515), collected by Crossland.

BuGULA ROBUSTA MacGillivraj. (PL LXIX. figs. 15, 16.)

Bugida robusta MacG. Trans. R. Soc. Yict. vol. ix. p. 129

(1868) ; Prod. Zool. Vict. dec. viii. p. 29, pi. Ixxviii. fig. 1 (1883).

Bugukc capensis Busk, MSS.

* Hopkinson & C. Lapvvorth,"On the Crraptolites of the Arenig and Llancleilo

Rocks of St. Davids," Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xxxi. p. 665, pi. xxxvii. fig. 3
(1875).
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Tliere is a specimen from Wasin wliich has the zooecia a trifle

smaller than the South African and Australian specimens, and
the avicularia are somewhat smaller ; however, in a specimen in

my collection, determined by Busk as B. capensis *, there is one
small avicularium, while the rest are large. There is no real

spinous process at the outer angle, but neither do I find more
than a projection in any of my specimens from other localities.

The distal rosette-plates are all close to the basal wall and very
small, so that it is difficult to distingviish them. In some other

J3ugv,lce they are similarly situated, though in others thev are

spread over the wall. There ai'e no ovicells in this specimen,

but the species has lateral ovicells like those of £. neritina L.,

and the brown colour suggests its belonging to the neritina group.

The primaiy zooecium is very long and narrow, followed by a
second long one, then a zooecium about the ordinary length, after

which the gi-owth is biserial. The first two zooecia remind us of

the segments of the stem of vai-ious Stirparice.

Bugida, as a I'ule, shows no articulation, but B. reticulata B.

is distinctly articulated—that is, at the bifurcation there are

distinct thick articular chitinous tubes.

Other tropical species of Bugula are :

—

B. deniata Lamx.,
B. inirahilis B., B. versicolor B., B. reticulata var. unicornis B.,

B. gracilis B., B. neritina var. rubra Thornely, B. neritina var.

tenuata Th., B. neritina var. ramosa Th. These last two in

many particulars resemble B. reticidata Bvisk. Most of the

tropical species have a very wide distribution.

Log. Victoria (McG.); South Africa (as capensis); Port
Elizabeth, S. Africa {A. W. W. coll.). Wasin, Brit. E. Africa

(501), collected by Crossland.

SCRUPOCELLARID^.

Levinsen f does not consider that Menipea can be divided up,

as I J proposed, by the character of the jointing, and on p. 133
gives his account of the aiticulation of " all Bryo/oa that occiar

in jointed colonies," but his account is not exhaustive. Dealing
now with much more material than on the previous occasion,

my suggestion is more fully tested.

The jointing in the Scrupocellaridte varies considerably, giving

useful specific characters, and it is most important that we should
trace it from its simplest to its most complicated condition.

As I have shown, in most articulated Bryozoa the branches
are at first continuous, and the last two or three biftu-cations

may show no sign of rupture, which only takes place after

the chitinous tubes have been formed ; and in most articulated

Bryozoa the chitinous tube is formed within the calcareous wall,

though in some it may be formed merely within the membranous

* See my remarks, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 137 (1909).

t Morph. & Sj-st. Studies on the Clieil. Bryo/oa, p. 133 (1909).

X Jouru. Liuii. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi. p. 2 (1896).
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wall. Usually, in Scru2:)ocellari(l£e, the inner zofficium of the new
pair is jointed close to the proximal end (PI. LXVIII. fig. 14),

but the position of the articulation of the outer zocecium varies

considerably, having the part below the articulation much larger

than the similar portion in the inner zocecium. There ai-e three

exceptions to this rule

—

Menipea cirrata Ell. & Sol., M. smittii*

ISTorm., M.Jlagellifera Busk—all three of which are without a

scutum t.

A.—Beginning with what seems to me the simplest form of

articulation, namely, that found in Ganda retiformis Pourt.

(PI. LXIX. fig. 6), though both genus and species have previously

been described as non-articulated in consequence of the chitinous

tube being often entirely covered by the calcareous wall, in which
as yet there is no rupture, so that decalcification is necessary in

order to study the articulation. As mentioned on p. 480, in the

younger bi'anches no articulation is found, but in the older ones

there is a chitinous tube on the inside of one of the two branches

and a similar tube on the opposite side in the next branch, and
so on alternately (fig. 6).

B.—From the simple form of Ganda, we pass on to that of

Scriqjocellaria with two chitinous tubes, but with the outer

zo(iecium having the articular tube near the middle of the

zooecium (PI. LXIX. fig. 8). As an example, S. jolloisii Aud.

C—In the following group the chitinous tube in the outer

zocecium is very much lower than in B, but is not, however, close

to the proximal end of the zooecium. The articular tubes are

here narrower, more distinct, and often separated as in Menipea
])atagonica Busk (PL LXIX. fig. 11). As examples, M. ternata

Ell. & Sol., Bagulopsis peachii Busk (PI. LXIX. fig. 10), M. occi-

dentalis Trask, M. porteri MacG.

D.—We pass next to a group in which both articular chitinous

tubes are close to the proximal end of the zocecia. I spoke of

the proximal fends of these new zocecia as small chambers, but

now consider that it would be better to compare them with the
" basis rami " [Harmer) of Grisia, and think the designation may
be used here, remembering that they are really the beginnings of

new zooecia. As examples, Menipea buskii W. Th. (PI. LXIX.
fig. 12), M. crystallhia Gray, M. cervicornis MacG., M. occi-

dentalis Trask, M, cirrata Ell. »& Sol,

* Waters, " Bryozoa from Franz Josef Land," Journ. Linn. Soc, ZooL vol. xxviii.

pi. vii. fi?. 8 (1900).

t As I have alwa3's noticed the articulation when opportunities have presented

themselves, several have been carefully figured. In my paper on " Bryozoa froiu

Kapallo," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi. pi. i. the position of the polypides in

the zooecia of Scrupocellaria iriermis is shown, figs. 11, 12, and op. cit. vol. xxviii.,

the joints of Menipea gracilis, pi. vii. fig. 12, Scrupocellaria scabra, fisr. 14, and
S. smittii Norm., fig. 8, are shown. In the last the articulation only occurs

beyond the distal end of the outer zocecium. In the present paper the articulation

is shown in PI. LXVIII. fig. U.
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E.—Lastly, Mevipea cyathtis Wy. Thomp. lias only one chitinous

tube (Pi. LXIX. fig. 13). In Scrupocellaridpe there is, in some
species near the dist;il end, a long body which may be folded

back as in *S'. ferox And. (PI. LXVIII. fig. 14), or it may be

very long, extending to the proximal end of the zooecium as in

M. JiagelUfera Busk. There is much to suggest that this functions

as a testis, and that it should be compared with the organ in

Flusira aoyssicola Sars, and Crihrilina figtdaris Johnst.

The classificatory groups may now be considered :

—

1. Oanda. Articulation simple as A, p. 473 ; ovicell smooth,
imperforate; vibracula have the setae serrate. Two vibracula at

a bifurcation. Levinsen considers that the ovicell is enclosed in

the widened proximal half of the avicularium, whereas I should

say that the avicularium is on the ovicell.

2. Oaberea. Articulation internal tubes, ovicell imperforate,

vibracula with smooth setae.

3. ScRUPOCELLARiA (div. 1). Articulation as B, p. 473 ; ovicell

smooth, imperforate, usually with two vibraciila at a bifurcation

;

setae smooth. This includes S. delilii And., S. scruposa L.,

S. scabra Van Ben., iS*. cervicornis Busk, S. rtiacandrei Busk,

S. orniiiiorhynchus W. Th., S. so^upea var. dongolensis Waters.

{^S. scabra has sometimes one vibraculum at a bifurcation.)

4. ScRUPOCELLARiA (div. 2). Articulation as B, p. 473 ; ovicell

perforated, usually one vibraculum a,t a bifurcation, setag smooth.

This includes S. heriholettii Aud., S.jolloisii Aud., 8. mansueta
"Waters, *S'. reptans L., *S'. ferox Busk, S. ohtecta Haswell, and
probably S. porteri MacG., and S. occidentalis Trask.

5. BuGULOPSis. Articulation as C, p. 473 : ovicell imperforate,

no vibra,cula. Example, B. peachii Busk, I follow Levinsen in

using this genei'ic name for the present, but have not had the

opportunity of fully studying the genus.

6. Menipea (div. 1). Articulation as D, p. 473 ; ovicell truly

endozooecial, showing no external diflference, no vibracula

;

avicularia sometimes suboiul and sometimes lateral, short inter-

nodes. This includes Af. cirrata Ell. & Sol., M. crystallina Gray,

M. cervicoimis MacG.

7. Meistipea (div. 2). Articulation as E, p. 474. Two zorecia

in an internode, scutum directed downwards from the distal end
of the zooecium *. Possibly a new genus will have to be made for

this. This includes M. cyathiLs.

Flabellaris. Levinsen leaves in Menipea species that cannot

be referred to any other of the genera, and puts under it what I

* Specimens of Nenipea fueqensis Busk and M. aruleata Ruslc have cases of one
zooecium of a new branch arrowing- from the distal end of the terniiiial zooecium and
also one from the side of the lower zooecium.
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placed in a new genus Flahellaris *, and I then showed tha,t

Craspedozoum MacGillivray must be united with one of the types

of Metii})ea Lamx., namely M.flahellum Ell. & Sol., but it seems

better to keep the name Menipea for the first species mentioned
by Lnmouroux, namely M. cirrata Lamx. However, this group

of flahellaris does not seem to belong to the Scriipocellaridie

at all, but to the Membraniporidje, having a, Membraniporidian
ovicell much like that of M. lineata L., M. craticula Alder,

JI. unicornis Flem. The species included are F.flahellata Ell. &
Sol., F. {M.) cuspidata'Bniil^ (PI. LXIX. fig. 9), F. triseriata MucG.
(specimens in my collection have ovicells), F. (^'^ Craspedozoitm")

roborata Hincks, F. (C.) ligidaium MacG., F. inuUiseriata Busk.

F. roborata and F. ligulatum when broken through have at the

articulation interior tubes like the radicles.

The ovaria oi Flabellaris roborata are distal with many ovarian

cells, and one or more grow to a considerable size. Jullienf

considered that Menipea must be merged in Scrupocellaria in

consequence of having found one vibi'aculum on Menipea clausa

Ju\\.=/ScrtipoceUaria marsupiata Busk, and this conclusion he
considered was upheld by the fact that some colonies of /S. sc'ahra

Van Ben. have no vibracula, while others have a few or some-

times many. This seemed quite reasonable, and since then the

idea has received further support, as Levinsen has found one
vibraculum on M. ternata, and, also, he found vibracula on
Menipea benemunita Busk of the ' Challenger,' for which Levinsen

proposed the genus Caberiella. Also, the form and position of

the radicle chamber in Scrupocellaria serrata Waters + suggests

that a recent ancestor had vibracula.

Although these cases prove that the presence of vibracula does

not give a sharp divisional line between what has been under-

stood as Scrihpocellaria and Menipea, yet all the species could

scarcely remain in one genus, and separation can be made on
other grounds. The presence of avicularia gives but very limited

assistance in classification, although there are characters in the

avicularia which are very useful ; so it is, therefore, not sur-

prising to find that in some species vibracula may be found as

an exception.

Most of what have been called Menipea have an anterior

avicularium immediately below the area or slightly to one side,

though there are some species without any, as S. inermis, nor
are lateral avicularia universal.

Levinsen § considered that Caberea and his Caberiella had the

avicularium divided into two chambers, whereas I was unable to

find two, for while there is a prolongation of the vibracular

chamber, this only seems to be for the groove in which the

* Waters, "On Membiaiiiporidpe," .Tourn. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxyi. p. 672,
pi. xlviii. fi^s. 10, 11 ; xlix. fiijs. 7-10 (1898).

t 'Cap Horn,' p. 69 (1888), and Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, p. 507 (1882).

X Report on Red Sea Bryozoa, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 133, pi. x.

%s. 11-14 (1909).

§ Morpli. and Syst. Studies on the CLeil. Bryozoa, p. 134.
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vibracular seta lies. Exactly the same thing, though not so

marked, is seen in Scrtdpocellaria, for in several species the

A'ibraculum extends beyond the median line, as in S. macandrei
Busk, S. incu7^vata Waters, etc.

As I told Dr. Levinsen that I did not find two chambers,
he kindly sent me some vibracula, skilfully separated, which,

however, only confirmed what I had seen in my own specimens.

In the Scrupocellaridse, so far as I have seen, the ovaria a,re

large, situated near the distal end, and contain several ova which
are developed into large ova before they pass into the ovicell.

On the other hand, in Bugula, Bicellaria, etc., the ovaria are, at

the proximal end, lasually very near to the base of the Cfecum
;

they are very small with usually two small ova, and when still

extremely small, an ovum passes into the ovicell. It is very

interesting to find these generic differences in the ovaria, and
undoubtedly the form, size, and position of the ovaria will be
found to furnish useful characters in many species of Bryozoa.

The direction of evolution of the Scrupocellaiidse seems to be

indicated in the articulation, and a comparison of the changes in

this family may help us to understand the Catenicellidse better.

SCRUPOCELLARIA FEROX Busk. (PI. LXYIII. figS. 11-15;
PI. LXIX. figs. 7, 20.)

Scrupocellaria ferox Busk, B. M. Cat. Mar. Polyzoa, p. 25,

pi. xxii. figs. 1, 2, & 5.

The avicularia vary considerably in size, being largest just

below a bifurcation, and smallest or wanting in the younger
zooecia. The avicularian chamber has the lateral projection to

which I referred and figured in S. mansueta Waters*, from the

Red Sea, and the long dorsal opening of the vibracular chamber
in the older zooBcia has a calcareous band across dividing it in

two (^see fig. 14). There is one vibraculum to a bifurcation some-

what directed towards the front, as in >S'. cyclostoma Busk, and
the radicle, which is hooked at the end, is not ringed as in

S. cyclostoma^ but there are only a few complete radicles in the

specimens. No ovicells occur on the Zanzibar specimens.

There are about 24 tentacles.

The rosette-plate into the vibracular chamber is at the base of

the chamber and has many pores ; as this rosette-plate is not

always veiy distinctly marked ofi^ these pores might be looked

upon as several plates. Each zooecium has its own lateral wall,

so that when prepared in Eau de Javelle they may separate.

Stained preparations show a band near the distal end bent

back upon itself (fig. 12 6). The contents are granular, with

hollow places at intervals, and proba.bly the function is the same
as in the bodiesf I mentioned in Bugula bicornis BuskJ, and they

* .Tourn. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 134, pi. x. fig. 15 (1909).

t Those on page 474 are compared with somewhat similai' structures in

M.flaqellifera Ix, Flustra ahijssicola Sars, and Crihrilinajiqularis Johnst.

X Result, du Voyage S.Y. Belgica, " Bryozoa," p. 21, pi. i. fig. 4 (1904).
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are probably testes, or connected with the testes, nnd in all the

specimens prepared these bands are found in all the zocecia, but

tliere are no traces of ovaria, so it may be that the male organs

are on one colony and the female on another.

In one mount with about 130 zooecia i\\\ contain fully developed

polypides, showing that degeneration does not always take place

at such short intervals as has been often stated. There are,

however, large buds developing by the side of the active

polypides.

Loc. Louisiade Archipelago, Bass's Straits (B.). Prison Island,

Zanzibar Channel (505), 8 fath. ; Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar

Channel, 10 fath. (504 & 514) ; Wasin, Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath.

(507), collected by Crossland.

Other species of tropical Scrupocellaria, not however found in

the Crossland collections, are S. delilii Aud. ; *S'. ornithorhynchtis

B. ; S. ciliata Aud. ; S. annectans MacG.; /S. diadema B.; /S. mimtta
Kirkp. ; S. clypeata Hasw. ; 8. obtecta Hasw.

Scrupocellaria cervicornis Busk. (PI. LXIX. figs. 3, 4.)

Waters, " Rep. Sudanese Red Sea," p. 166.

Log. add Ras Osowamembe, 10 fath. (504) ; Wasin, Brit. East

Africa, 20 fath. (522), collected by Crossland.

Scrupocellaria macandrei Busk, (PI. LXVIII. figs. 5, 6.)

Scrupocellaria ')nacandjrei Busk, B. M. Cat. Mar. Polyzoa, p. 24,

pi. xxiv. figs. 1-3
; and add to Miss Jelly's synonj'-ms :—Haswell,

W. A., " Polyzoa from the Queensland Coast," Proc. Linn. Soc.

N. S. Wales, vol. v. p. 37 ; Philipps, " Rep. on the Polyzoa,"

Willey's Zool. Results, pt. iv. p. 442 (1899) ; Calvet, ' Exp. Scient.

du Travailleur et du Talisman,' p. 375 (1907); Thornely, " Mar.
Polyzoa of the Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv.

p. 140 (1912).

This belongs to the S. scrupea group. There are three outer

spines and one inner near the peduncle of the scutum. The
outer spines are often very long. The groove of the vibraculum

is continued beyond the vibracular chamber, passing the median
line of the zooecium, in this respect somewhat resembling aS'. in-

aurvata Waters. There are two vibracula at a bifurcation. The
ovicell is smooth, placed somewhat diagonally, and has a clear

space on the front. The vibracular seta is about the length of a

zooecium, smooth but flat in the middle, so that perhaps we may
call it sickle-shaped. The oi'al aperture is placed diagonally

back, as in Caberea darwhiii Busk.
Loc. Cape Verde Island, 1070-1150 fath. {B.) & 110-180 met.

(Calv.) & Crossland Expedition ; St. Paul's Rocks, IST. Atlantic

(B.); Coast of Spain (B.) ; Adriatic {Heller) ; Lifu {Phil.)
;
Queens-

land {Haswell); Providence, 50-78 fath., Amirante, 29 fath.,

Farquhar Reef, Cargardos, 30 fath., and Seychelles, 34 fath.
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(Ind. Ocean, TJiornely). Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel (505),

8 fath., coll. by Crossland.

ScRUPOCELLARiA piLOSA Savigny & Audouin {non Busk).

(PI. LXVIII. figs. 3, 4.)

Crista pilosa And. Description de I'Egypte, Hist. nat. p. 241
;

Savigny's pi. xii. figs. 1,-1,,.

Gellularia spatulata d'Orb. Pal. Fran^., Terr. Cret. p. 50

(1850-52).

Some dried specimens from Wasin, B. E. Africa, seem to be
the species figured by Savigny. The zooecia are narrow, pro-

ducing a wavy appeai-ance, as figured by Savigny. The opesium
has a very narrow border, and the scutum, which varies in shape,

is small and does not nearly cover the aperture. Both the distal

and proximal ends of the scutum are rounded, with the distal end
the larger, and the scutum is without cervicorn marks. There
are two or three oral spines on the outer side and one or two on
the inner, the outer ones, especially the lower one, which is

stouter, are sometimes long, though in the specimens they are

mostly broken ofi". The vibraculum is small, partly free at the

outside of the zoarium, with the groove extending slightly beyond
the vibracular chamber, but not as much so as in S. macandrei B.

The vibracular setae are smooth and rather longer than a zocecium.

The zoarium at a bifurcation has a medium spine and one vibra-

culum. The lateral avicularium is placed somewhat diagonally,

instead of standing straight out. The radicles are large and are

serrate near the ends.

There are no ovicells on the specimens.

Busk in the ' Challenger ' Report, p. 24, describes a species

from the southern hemisphere as S. pilosa Sav., but this seems
a, doubtful determination, for the shape of the scutum is difi"erent

and the vibracular chamber is very wide and large.

Busk speaks of it as the species of Audouin, whereas Audouin
calls it the species of Lamouroux, and supported the identity on
Lamouroux having presented some of the type to M. Bory de

St. Vincent which was compared. However, it was never the

species of Lamouroux but of Pallas, and while his description

would tally with this species, it would equally well cover a large

number of other Scrupocellarice. D'Orbigny gave the name
spatulata to Savigny's figure, and in the same way he named
many of Savigny's other figures, althoiigh already named by
Audouin. Savigny having given recognisable figures, we may
suppose that Pallas and Lamouroux were dealing with the same
thing, although this can never be known with certainty.

This is much like Sa-upocellaria pusilla Smitt, which, however,
has cervicorn markings on the scutum.
The various species now considered might well be ranged round

>S'. scrupea a,s varieties.

Log. ? Mediterranean {Pallas., etc.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa,

10 fath. (500), collected by Crossland.
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SCRUPOCELLARIA WASINENSIS, Sp. n, (PI. LXVIII. figs. 9, 10
;

PI. LXIX. tigs. 17-19.)

Zoaiium usually with 5 or 7 zocecia in an internode. Zooecia

wide, with the round area occupying more than half the length

of the zocecium ; at the distal end there are three exterior spines

and one interior; the anterior avicularia are medium-sized,
raised, tubular, with a narrow triangular mandible ; the latei-al

avicularin. a.re very small ; the vibracular, together with the i-adi-

cular chamber, is about half the length of a zooecium, the delicate

vibracular setse are smooth and slightly longer than a zooecium
;

the vibracular chamber is separated near the base from the
radicular chamber, and the distal end is contracted. There is

one vibraculum at a bifurcation. A few large lateral avicularia

have been seen which are divided at the end, and the mandible
is forked like that of >S. serrata Waters *.

The globular ovicell has numerous pores.

The radicles sometimes pass from one branch to another, as in

Caberea retiformis Sm.
There are about 16 tentacles.

The ovaries containing many ova are at the distal end, while

testes in the same zooecia are at the proximal end. The ovaria

in Scrxifocellaria contain several ova, but the ovaria in this

species are peculiar, as there are at first a number of large homo-
geneous cells of which usually only one or two show any nucleus
(PL LXIX. fig. 19). The ovaria at this stage show no follicular

wall, but at a later stage, when the yolk-mass of an ovum has
become very large, then the follicular wall is distinct.

In this species, as in other Scrupocellai-ice, a large ovum passes

into the ovicell, whereas in Bugula the ovaria instead of being
distal are proximal, and a small ovum in a very early stage passes

into the ovicell f. The ovarian cells, which are frequently far

apart, are often surrounded by a protoplasmic netwoik which
passes up to the rosette-plate of the next zooecium (figs. 18, 19).

This species is of about the same size as aS'. mansueta Waters, but
has four distal spines and a much smaller vibraculum, with setie

more delicate, and about half to one-third the length of the latter

form. The large lateral avicularia are known in S. varians
Hincks, S. serrata Waters, and S. ohtecta Haswell, but apparently
are only the ordinaiy avicularia more developed.

Log. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 20 fath. (522), collected by
Orossland.

Canda retiformis Pourtales. (PI. LXIX. figs. 1, 2, 6.)

Cancla retiformis Pourtales, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard
Coll., I., No. 6, p. 110 (1867) ; Philipps, "Rep. on Polyzoa," Willey,

* " Bryozoa of Sudanese Red Sea," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. sxxi. p. 133, pi. x.

fig. 11.

f In Bugula there are two small ova in each ovarium, occasionally three, or even
four, small ones; however, in B. niurrayana Johnst., now called Dendroheania
by Levinsen, the ovarium is distal, and the ova in the ovarium grow to a large size,

so that the material ditferences in the ovaria would alone suggest that murrai/ana
does not belong to the same genus as B. avictdaris, etc.
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Zool. Results, pt. iv. p. 441, pi. xlii. fig. 1 (1899) ; Thornely,
" Mar. Polyzoa of the Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool.

vol. XV. p. 141 (1912).

Caberea retiformis Smitt, "Floriclan Broyzoa," pt. i. p. 16, pi. v.

figs. 43-46 (1872); Thornely, "Ceylon Pearl-Oyster Fisheries,"

vol. iv. Suppl. Rep. xxvi. p. 109 (1905).

? Cauda fossilis Waters, Q. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xxxvii. p. 322,

pi. xvi. figs. 51, 52 (1881); MacG. " Tert. Polyzoa of Victoria,"

p. 25, pi. iii. figs. 12-14, Trans. R. Soc. Vict. vol. iv. (1895).

The specimens from Zanzibar have the scutum very narrow,

pointed distally, and rounded proximally, as described by Miss

Philipps, and I follow her in considering them to be the form
described by Smitt, and although allied to C. arachnoides they

seem quite distinct. It occurs in the Atlantic, the Indian Ocean,

and the Loyalty Islands, without any connecting links being

known. Caberea crassimarginata B., of the ' Challenger,' and
Scriqjocellaria clypeata Haswell, seem to belong to this group.

No anterior avicularium has been described, but sometimes

there is one attached to the inner side of the zocecium, and then

it is usually just below a bifui-cation. The avicularian chamber

is wide, and the mandible is triangular. There are two vibracula

at a bifurcation.'

Both Smitt and Levinsen have considered this species as having

no articulation, and as the chitinous tube is often entirely covered

by the calcareous wall in which there is as yet no rupture, it

requii^es decalcification to study the articulation, which is peculiar

and seems to difler from that of any other species examined.

In the younger branches there is no sign of articulation, but in

the older ones there is one chitinous tube on the inside of one of
the tioo branches, but not of both, and a point to be noticed is

that when the chitinous tube is on one side, say to the right, it

is in the next branch on the left, in the one following on the

right, and so on alternately, though in a few cases in the older

parts of the colony I have seen a chitinous tube to each branch.

In C. arachnoides Lamx., as I have shown*, there are two
chitinous tubes, one on the inside of each branch. The articula-

tion of C. tenuis MacG. is somewhat similar.

When decalcih'ed, a chitinous tube is shown in the peduncle of

the scutum, just as is seen in the base of many spines.

Near the base of the vibracular seta there is a projecting

delicate free arch at right angles to the axis of the seta, and in

other species of the Scrupocellaridao there seems to be a similar

structure, though not so pronounced.

One of the cross radicle tubes usually connects the two new
branches at a very short distance from the bifurcation, and this

may partly account for rupture at the articulation so seldom

taking place (see fig. 1).

* Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xx. p. 89, pi. iv. fig. 7.
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There ore about 16 tentacles.

The vibi'aciilum of Cancla retiformis is of the same chai-acter as

that of Scrivpocellaria, in which genus some of the vibiacular

chambers extend beyond the median line of the zoarium, though
not quite as much so as in the two species of Cauda ; also the
vibraculum of Caherea has the same general character.

I have several times maintained* that there are material dif-

ferences between avicularia and vibi-acula, but that the length of

the mandible or seta is of no importance in indicating which they
are. The distinctions are in the chamber and the basal part of

the chitinous organs. While the mandibles of avicularia are
symmetrical and have the closing muscles attached by tone or

two long tendons, the base of asymmetrical seta of the vibia.cula

is very complicated with a large number of curiously shaped pro-

tuberances, to some of which the muscles are attached by a
fascia, but without any long tendon, so that instead of there

being two main mviscles, there are more attached by a short band
to various parts of the base of the seta. The vibracular base is

very small, so that it is difficult to follow this complicated
mechanism ; the reason for this complication is found in the seta

being movable in all directions, whereas the mandibles of the
avicularia only move in one. The mandibles all have a straight

proximal edge, but this is not the case in the seta ; further, the
avicularian mandible works from this straight base either against
the calcareous bar, or, in case this is not complete, then fi-om two
teeth. The universal movement could not take place with a
cross-bar, and none has been found, nor must we ever expect to

find one in vibracula. The vibracular chambers of this group
are different from those of Ciipulariat, etc., in which the vibracular
chamber takes the place of a zooecium.

Loc. Florida, 68 & 270 fath. ; Loyalty Islands (Ph.); Galle,

deep water (Th.); Amirante, 23-29 fath., Saya de Malha, 55 fath.,

Seychelles, 39 fath., Cargados, 30 fath. {Thornely). Wasin. Biit.

East Africa, 10 fath. (501); Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel
(505), 8 fath., Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504),
collected by Crossland.

Catenaria lafontii Audouin. ,

Waters, " Rep. Sudanese Red Sea,'' p. 131.

Near the distal end there are small ovaria with two ovarian
cells.

Log. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501); Prison Island,

8 fath. ; Chuaka, 2 fath. (508), 3 fath. (526) ; Meweni Bay, 6 fath.'

(510); Zanzibar town, shore (527).

* R(5sultats du Voyage du S.Y. Belgica, " Biyozoa," p. 27. Zool. Cliall. Exp
vol. Ixxix. p. 22, pi. i. fig. 12.

f See page 529.

X Veiy minute glands occur in the vibracula of Cupularia.
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Cate-YAria diaphana Bask. (PI. LXIV. figs. 6-11.)

Scruparia diaphana Busk, Q. J. Micr. Sc. vol. viii. p. 281,

pi. xxxi. fig. 1 (1860).

Catenaria diaphana Busk, " Polyzoa," Zool. Ohall. Exp. vol. x.

pt. xxx. p. 14, pi. ii. fig. 3 (1884).

Halysis diaphana Norman, " Polyzoa, from Madeira," Journ.

Linn. Soc," Zool. vol. xxx. p. 296 (1909) ; Levinsen, Morph. &
Sjst. Studies on Cheil. Bryozoa, p. 274 (1909).

The ovicell has not before been described, in fact Levinsen says

it is Avanting. A growth of the outer calcareous wall of this recum-
bent ovicell projects forward from the distal end in the middle

and also from the sides, forming at first one elongate space which
is subsequently divided, making two vacant spaces or laige pores.

The node with an ovicell or ovicells is never a single zooscium,

and there are often many zooecia with ovicells in a node (fig. 9) ;

six together have been counted many times. We have seen

many ovicelligerous zooecia in a node in Catenicellidge. The node

may, however, be only one ovicelligerous zocecium follow*ed by an
ordinary zooecium. As a rule, from the distal end of the older

zooecium a new zocecium arises in the median line, and there

may also be one growing laterally from very near the end, or

occasionally one on each side.

The front wall is but little raised and is perforated, the per-

forated part being bounded on each side by a raised ridge, and on

the dorsal surface there are two lines of pores. The parietal

muscles start under the longitudinal ridge. The operculum has

a dark mark in the proximal part (fig. 8), and there are 20-22

tentacles. There are radicles attached to the side of the zooecium,

with the attachment elongate in the direction of the long axis.

None of the ovaria seen in sections are surrounded by the

follicular cells occurring in nearly all species. The ovarium

(fig. 10), with many ovarian cells, is found near the basal wall,

a short distance below the ovicell. The ovum is seen in the

upper part of the zooecium, where there are strong muscles ready

to force it into the ovicell from below internally, and sometimes

there is an embryo or ovum in the ovicell as well as a large ovum
below in the zooecium. Levinsen * considers that in some species

of Bryozoa the ovum comes out of the zooecium and then enteis

tlie ovicell, but until proof is brought forward we may hold a

position of doubt, as the contrary is known in so many cases.

All the characters given by Norman for his genus Halysis

apply to Catenaria lafontii Aud., and it is not clear that a new
o-eniis is required. Levinsen ijiakes the absence of the avicularia

aird of ovicells a reason for separating this species from his genus

Savignyella= C.lafontii K\x(\., but in a large proportion of genera

there is sometimes an avicularium, sometimes none. The genus

Catenaria was discussed in my Report on the Sudanese Biyozoa t.

* Lnc. cit. p 67.

t Jouni. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. yxxi. pp. 130, 131 (1909).
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Loc. Madeira (-5.); St. Paul's Rocks, IST. Atlantic {Challenger),

shallow water. lias Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath.

(504) ; Prison Island, Zanzibar, 8 fath. (505), collected by
Crossland.

Oatenicellid^.

In the Oatenicellidae the ovicells are of much more use in

classification than has been generally recognised, but Levinsen
has ignored them in his synopsis of the genera, nor has he used

the shape of the opercula.

Based upon the form of the ovicells, there are two main
divisions :

—

First, those in which the ovicell is a terminal gonoecium, as

Scuticella Lev., Costaticella* Maplestone, Crihricella 'f Lev., all

three of which have an operculum with a straight or but slightly

curved edge, and Galpidmm, which has a sinus. In all these

genera the ovicelligerous zooecium has a much wider operculum
than the ordinary zooecium, but the proximal edge is straight,

although in both the gonoecium of all of these, and the ordinary
zooecium of the first three, there may be an apparent sinus in

the calcareous wall.

Second, those in which the ovicell occurs in a node with other
zooecia ; divided into

I. Species with the ovicell occurring between two zooecia in a
straight line and the operculum straight or nearly so on the
proximal edge ; and here we have Vittaticella t Maplestone, in

which the ovicell is partly imbedded in the superior zooecium and
is surrounded by a beaded structure ; also Catenicella delicatula

Wilson and Claviporella pulchra MacG. have the ovicell in the same
position but perforated all over. Perhaps a new genus is required

for these two, and C. %mxhonata% B. may have to be included.

II. Species with the tuberculate imperforate ovicell at the end
of a mother zooecium of a biglobulus, namely, C. perforata B.,

C. taurina B., G. cornuta B., but very few ovicells have been seen

in this group, and perhaps it is a matter of secondary importance
whether they are on a biglobulus or a triglobulus.

III. Species with the ovicell belonging to the mother zooecium

of a triglobulus, mcXnding Pterocella Lev., which has a double area

to the ovicell and the ovicelligerous aperture difierent from those

of the ordinary zooecia ; Strongylopora \\ Maplestone, with a per-

forated ovicell and the operculum straight at the proximal edge

* " Further Desc. of the Tert. Polyzoa of Victoria," Proc. Roy. Soc. Vict. vol. xii.

n. s. p. 9 (1899). Levinsen, in making the genus Gosticella, evidently overlooked
the fact that Maplestone had already made a genus Costaticella, of which the type
was lineata, a species included bj' Levinsen in his Costicella.

t As indicated in the ' Zoological Recoi'd,' the name Grihricella has already been
used by Canu for a fossil belonging to the family Adeonidse.

X The surface of none of tlie Vittaticella seem to be perforate, but smoath or
papillose, but some have wrongly been described as perforate.

§ Described vmfusca bj' MacGillivra^y.

II
This Levinsen calls Tlincksiella, but Maplestone has priority, as his gen is was

described in 1899 (Proc. Rov. Soc. Vict. vol. xii. p. 4).

Piioc. ZooL. Soc— 1913, No. XXXIII. 33
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of both the oixlinary zooecia and the ovicelligerons zooecia, although

tlie notch in the calcareous wall has been taken for an oral sinus;

Claviporella Lev., with a perforated ovicell and triangular aperture

to both forms of zooecia,.

The characters relied upon by Levinsen are none of them now
mentioned, as my object is to show the importance of the ovicell

and of the operculum in classification, though of course all

available characters must be used.

Levinsen (p. 254, pi. xiii.) mentions a closure in Vittaticella

and other genera which he calls an " occlusion." 1 have not seen

anything quite like Levinsen's description, in which it is said to

start from tliree processes, which, of course, is the youngest stage,

but in a specimen of Catenicella cornuta B. from Western Port,

Yictoria, tliere is in the older zooecia a calcareous closure which

is, however, under the operculum and quite independent of it.

There are two round openings near the distal end, that is, one

at each side, and a rather larger one at the proximal end.

In a few very old zooecia these two distal pores coalesce and the

proximal opening becomes much larger, as if it were being dis-

solved away. I have only been able to find this closure in

C. elegans, in var. zanzibariensis, nov., and in C. cornuta as men-
tioned, although I have looked through the Oatenicellidse in my
collection and the British Museum, though Levinsen gives it as

a character of Vittaticella (Catcnaria Lev.). However, it only

occurs in the older and empty zooecia, and now, knowing this,

I might on re-examination find some which had been overlooked.

On p. 505 it is suggested that certain closures of Melicerititidse

should be compared.

Vittaticella elegans Busk. (PI. LXY. figs. 1-7, 12.)

Catenicella elegans Busk, Brit. Mus. Cat. Mar. Polyzoa, p. 10,

pi. ix. (1852); Zool. Chall. Exp., Polyzoa, vol. x. pt. xxx. p. 12

{pars) ; Ortmann, " Die Japanische Bry.," Arch, fiir Naturgesch.

vol. i. p. 27 (1890); MacGillivray, Prod. Nat. Hist. Yict.

dec. iii. p. 23, pi. xxiv. fig. 10 (1895) ; Thornely, Ceylon Pearl-

Oyster Fisheries, Suppl. Bep. xxvi. p. 109 (1905).

Vittaticella elegans Maplestone, " On a new name

—

Vittaticella—
for the Polyzoan genus GalojJorella McG.," Proc. Roy. Soc. Vict,

vol. xiii. n. s. p. 203 (1900).

Specimens from Zanzibar growing on seaweed seem to be this

species. There is sometimes on one side of the zocecium a veiy

long, raised avicularium with the mandible directed distally

(figs. 1,2). A similar avicularium occurs in a specimen in the

British Museum from Arafura Sea. On the dorsal surface there

are the two small dots as figured by me in Vittaticella contei Aud.
(also in Brettia), and the radicles are in the same position as in

V. contei. In one case a new zooecinm springs from, the anterior

surface of a.n older zooecium, and this I have seen in other species

of Vittaticella.

The operculum is larger than that of V. co)itei, and is more
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curved on tlie proximal eclge ; on the other hand, it is not so

large as that of V. huskei W. Th. These are all nearly related,

but the difference in the operculum and the number of tentacles,

besides other characters, indicate tliat the}^ must be separated.

There are often many ovicelligerous zocecia in one node. In
one specimen there are two cases of a node having six ovicelli-

gerous zocecia in one continuous line, and in both cases a lateral

zooecium grows from the side of the unjointed node. In the
ovicelligerous zooecia the avicularia near the oial aperture are

directed forwards instead of laterally, as in the other zooecia.

In the Tertiary beds of Cui-dies Creek, Australia, there is a form
with long biserial nodes which I described as Catenicella inter-

nodia* , but for which MacGillivray has since made the genus
Ditaxipora ; also from tlie North Italian tertiaries I have described

two forms with long biserial nodes as C. septentrionalisf and
C. contimta, of which continua is probably Vittaticella, but,

septentrionalis will require a new genus, so far as we ca,n see at

present.

Among recent forms no long nodes have previously been
described, but in the specimen from Madeira, which Norman
considered to be C. contei Aud., there are two zooecia with ovicells

following one another in an internode. Long ovicelligerous nodes
are also found in C'ateiuiria diaphana B. (see p. 482).

The ovaria commence at the proximal end at one side, whereas
the testes are near the distal end to one side. There are ciliated

embryos in the ovicells, and below the ovicells there are several

fleshy bands or tubes by which, no doubt, material for growth is

transferred to the ovicell.

Loc. Bass's Strait, 47 fath., Banks' Peninsula, Algoa Bay,
Port Dalrymple ; Tasmania (i?.), Victoria [AlacG) ; Sagamibai,

Japan [Ort); Gulf of Manaar, on floating oj^ster-cages (Th.);

Arafura Bay (Brit. Mios.). Prison Island, Zanzibar shore (503)

;

Has Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504), collected by
Crossland.

Vittaticella elegans, var. zanzibariensis, nov. (PI. LXV.
figs. 8-11.)

Zoarium about 40 mm. high, with the branches curved over.

Zocecia elongate ovoid, surface smooth or slightly papillose ; large

lateral avicvdaria with a large pore at the base, in this respect

differing from the type. There are on the dorsal surface near

the distal end, and often resting on the large avicularia, two
minute oval avicularia or an oval raised tubular opening. The
radicles arising from the dorsal surface form a thick bundle.

No ovicells are known.
It is very similar to V. elegans B., but the larger beaked

* "Foss. Chil. Bry. from S.W. Victoria," Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xxxvii.

p. .318, pi. xvi. figs. 78, 79 (1881).

t " North Italian Bryo/.oa," Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlvii. p. 5, pi. i. figs. 1-8

(1891).
33*
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avicularium with the lai-ge pore at the base and the minute
dorsal avicularia suggest its being separated as a variety.

The structure of the vittse has not received much attention,

though Harmer * has aUuded to it ; but in this species it has

been possible to obtain some explanation. The vittse are sunken
perforated grooves in the calcareous wall, and along each groove

there is a cylindrical tube, and within this, from the pore-tubes

(the perforations just mentioned), organic cords spread out and
reach the upper free surface at definite spots or pores (fig. 10).

It thus seems that the vittae should be compared with pore-

chambers of many Cheilostomata in so far as there is indirect

communication from the interior to the water-surface, through
the vittfe.

Loc. Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel, 8 fath. (505); Wasin,
Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500), collected by Crossland. Algoa
Bay and Natal (Brit. Mus.).

Membranipora savartii Audouin, (PI. LXXI. figs. 1-4.)

In my Repoi-t on the Bryozoa from the Red Sea (Journ. Linn.

Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 138), I refer to the astonishing amount
of anastomosing protoplasmic threads in a specimen from Zanzi-

bar, and as some from the Sudan are also very full, this seems to

be a specific character. It certainly seems strange to find such
an extraordinary quantity, for though in my collection there are

preparations of a large number of species showing the threads

exceedingly well, I have never seen anything approaching these,

and further study of the funicular cords is desirable.

These threads are very abundant in zooecia with active poly-

pides having digestion in full activity. In these threads are

included small granular patches, either round or filiform, and
where the polypides have degenerated or are degenerating there

are large masses of this granular substance also surrounded by
and connected with the protoplasma (fig. 2). In earlier stages

the protoplasmic threads are in some cases surrounding the

granular cord (fig. 4) ; in others there are only one or two plasmic

thi'eads by the sides of the granular cord or mass.

Tiie collecting together of these masses naturally suggests that

waste products are thus brought together and afterwards got

rid of.

Loc. Zanzibar Channel from the under side of buoy (528)

;

Has Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504) ; Prison

Island, Zanzibar Channel, 8 fath. (505), collected by Crossland.

?Membranipora armata Haswell («o?i-Koschinsky). (PI. LXYII.
fig. 10, & PI. LXXI. figs. 5-10.)

Biflustra armata Haswell, " On some Polyzoa from the Queens-
land Coast/' Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, vol. v. p. 38, pi. i.

fig. 7 (1880).

* " Morph. Cheil.," Quart. Journ. Micr. Sc. vol. xlvi. p. 306 (1902).
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Memhran'i'pora panhopUtes Ortmann, " Die Japan. Biy.,'" Arch.
Naturgesch. vol. i. p. 28, pi. ii. fig. 4 (1890).

Mem.branipo7'a armata Waters, " On Membraniporidse," Joui'n.

Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi. p. 687, pi. xlvii. fig. 3 (1898).

The specimen fi^om Wasin is in parts in the hemescharan stage,

in others in the bilaminate, and one in my collection from Port
Molle is also bilaminate. This specimen from Wasin starts from
a unilaminate incrusting layer, but in places the zoarium is

tubular.

The distal wall of the zooecium is slightly prominent, somewhat
reminding us of what Busk calls the penthouse projection in

Aspidostoma gigajiteum B. There are no ovicells in any of the

specimens examined, and on most of the zooecia an avicularium
occurs on one side only, at the distal end, dii-ected pi-oximally,

while on the other side, in a long chamber, thei^e is a long gland
with distinct seci^eting cells (figs, 8, 9), but usually without any
lumen. These glands are irregular in shape, sometimes lobed,

and there may be two elongate lobes side by side. In all the

specimens seen there is a distinct calcareous bar or arch to the
avicularium, and there ai-e two openings on the front of the avicu-

larium, though sometimes the lateral projections in the aviculai-ium

do not meet, when there is, consequently, only one opening
(fig. 7). In the membrane covering the avicularian chamber
there is, under the mandible, a ehitinous ring wheie the peculiar

body* ends (fig. 9, pb.), and there are other species of Cheilo-

stomata with a ehitinous ring or other thickening. As we have
seen, there is at one side an extremely long avicularian chamber,
at the proximal end of which there are stout muscles (fig, 9 a)

attached to a very long tendon by which the mandible is closed
;

further up there are muscles also on bath sides of the chambei-,

but much more delicate than the last (fig, 9 b), and attached to a
shorter tendon fastened to the base of the mandible with a median
attachment, whereas in some species of Cheilostomata this muscle
is attached at each side.

The chamber containing the glands (fig. 9, gc.) is also very long,

and may be close to the avicularian chamber of the zocEcium next
above or below, but no connection with the avicularia has been
found after careful examination of many microtome sections.

On the inside there are pores like rosette-plates, and the proto-

plasmic threads from these are sometimes seen passing to the
gland, but no other internal opening has been found. Externally
there are three or four minute pores along the line of junction of

the zooecia, which, however, were onl}' noticed when carefully

sparching for openings. There are similar small pores over the
avicularian chamber. We have here another Bryozoan puzzle,

for the gland is not the same as the oral gland, and is contained
in a calcareous chamber without any openings except small pores.

* This peculiar body is in many Cheilostomata contained in a slieath, liomologous
with the tentacular sheath, bnt in this species no sheath was found.
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The operculum is membranous, with a diagonal band or sclerite

on each side to which the muscle for closing the operculum is

attached ; but also attached to the same sclerite there is a muscular

band fastened to the tentacular sheath. I have not noticed a

double attachment like this before, but examination may show
that it occurs in other species.

In a large proportion of zooecia thei'e are two polypides of

about the same size, so that 20-30 zooecia with two polypides

may be seen adjoining one another, whereas other pieces may
show a much more limited number of double polypides. Although
budding polypides in the same zorecia as mature polypides are

known to us all, and have been described by Haddon*, OstromofFt,

and HarmerJ, they are only in a limited number of zooecia ; nor

have I been able to see that they are the same as the two zooecia

described by Prouho § in Alcyonidium duplex P. The two tenta-

cular sheaths are side by side, and are attached to the operculum

and the neighbouring wall. No ovaiia or ova have been seen,

and only in a very few cases were testes found occurring in round

masses near the lateral wall.

From the lateral walls there are bundles of muscles (6-12)

attached to the frontal membrane of the zooecia.

In all the lateral walls there are pores at fairly regular

intei-vals all over the walls, and besides there are in some cases

disks with numerous pores near the opercular wall. Further, in

a bilaminate piece of M. armata, there are in several cases large

perforated disks on the basal walls, like those described in

Petralia for the radicle attachment, though, strangely, in the

unilaminate parts no distinct perforated disks have been found.

This form cannot remain under Membranij)ora^ though I am not

suggesting that it is Petralia, but call attention to various similar

characters in forms placed far asunder.

There are about 30 tentacles, which is a larger number than

has been found in any true Memhranipora. Memhranipora nigraiis

Hincks and M. marginella H., with avicularia similarly placed

near the distal end, have also curious large vicai-ioiis avicularia.

Loc. Port Denison, Holboi^n Island, 2<"» fath. { Jlastoell) ; Port

MoUe, Australia ; Sagamibai, Japan, 40 fath. (Ortniann). Wasin,

Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500) ; Zanzibar Channel, from under-

side of buoy (528), collected by Crossland.

Membranipora catenularia Jameson.

For synonyms see Miss Jelly's Catalogue.

Although the Arctic M. monostachys Busk from Franz Josef

Land has many points of similarity, the operculum in M. catenu-

laria from Zanzibar is only about half the width of that of the

* Quart. Journ. Micr. Sc. vol. xxiii. p. 520 (1883).

t Arch. Slaves de Biol. vol. ii. p. 341 (1886).

X
" Excretory Processes in Marine Polyz.oa," Quart. Journ. Micr. Sc. p. 139 (1891).

§ "Cent, a riiist. des Bry.," Arch, de Zool. Exp^r. et Gen. 2nd ser. vol. x. p. 581

(1892).
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former species, and does not reach to the border of the opesiina,

so that they can be distinguished by this character. *

Log. Widely distributed, but there is much uncertaint}' about

some of the determinations. Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath. (506),

2 fath. (508), on the dorsal surface of Steganojjorella magnilabris B.,

collected by Crossland.

Farcimia oculata Busk. (PI. LXYII. figs. 8, 9.)

For synonyms see :

—

Farcimia ocidata Waters, " Rep. on the Mar. Biol, of the

Sudanese Red Sea, Bryozoa,'' Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi.

p. 167 (1909) ; and add Canu, "Bry. des Terrains Tert. des Env.

de Paris," Ann. de Paleont. vol. ii. p. 20, pi. ii. figs. 36, 37 (1907)

;

" Bry. Helv. deTEgypte," Mem. a I'lnst. Egyptien, vol. vi. p. 191,

pi. X. figs. 16-19 (1912).

Nellia tenella Lavinsen, Morph. & Syst. Studies of the Cheil.

Bry. p. 120, pi. i. figs. 13a-13 e (1909).

The growth is from a spreading stolon from which, at intei-vals,

sub-colonies grow (figs. 8, 9), commencing with short calcareous

nodes joined by chitinous tubes. There are usually three or four

nodes in the stalk, though ther-e may be only one. Quite simi-

larly sub-colonies on a stalk with internodes grow from delicate

stolons in C/ilidonia cordieri Aud., Diplodidymia complicata

Reuss (PI. LXVII. figs. 11, 12), Catenaria parasitica Busk*.
I figured it some years ago for Ghlidonia cordieri Aud. T, aud

since then Calvet and Levinsen have dealt with the species. All

these species have a somewhat similar opei'culum, about the same
size, and the number of tentacles in all is 11-12. They are

probably more nearly related than we have imagined.

There are two very thick chitinous tubes connecting each new
branch.

The ovarium, with several ovarian cells, often in a row, is near

to the inner wall, about equidistant from the distal and proximal

ends. One ovum grows extremely large, and is pressed into all

kinds of shapes through want of room. The ovum passes into a

sac near the basal wall and the distal end, and before an ovuia

has passed into it muscle-threads are seen radiating over this sac,

Levinsen has figured the ovicell, which is a small cap-like

growth, and this I have seen in a few cases, but often in zooecia

with ovicelligerous zooecia no external difierence is i-ecognised.

There is, however, often a vertical division separating the ovi-

cellular wall from the rest of the zocecium.

The triangular mandible of the avicularium is found with

difficulty and is extremely minute, being about 0*006 mm., while

a large number of the mandibles, such, for example, as in Retepora

cellidosa, are 35 times as long ; some, as for example iu Lepralia

* The Hnnourable Mary Palk informs me that Catenaria lafontii Ami., grows on
a similar stalk.

f Jouru. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi. pi. i. fig. 8 (1896).
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occlusa B., are 60 times as long. In many cases there seems to

be no mandible, only a disk, to which the peculiar body is attached,

and this peculiar body is relativ^ely very large. Smitt refers to

the mandible of the Floridan specimens often being wanting,
" presenting the opening closed only by a membrane."
There is no possibility of knowing what the Cellaria tenella of

Lamarck was, and it certainly may have been Cellaria *, so that,

as I have previously said, it is better to retain the name oculata.

The genus Nellia was not satisfactorily described, and therefore

various authors have adopted the genvis Farcimia of Pourtales

and Smitt. Fleming had made a genus Farcimia which might
include Nellia, but as he made it for Cellaria, with C. fistulosa

as type, it was always a superfluous genus, and Smitt considered

it non-existent. Although Levinsen adopts Nellia, it seems

better to adhere to Farcimia, the name used in my recent papers,

and which has been used by most workers recently.

Loc. See my paper referred to, and add Wasin, Brit. East

Africa, 10 fatti. (501) ; Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel, shore

(503), 10 fath. (505) ; Has Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel,

10 fath. (504) ; Meweni Bay, Zanzibar, 6 fath. (510); Chuaka,
Zanzibar, 3 fath. (526), collected by Crossland. Texas and
St. Thomas, W. Indies (^Levinsen).

DiPLODIDYMIA COMPLICATA Reuss. (PL LXYII. figs. 11-15, k
text-fig. 79.)

Diplodidymia complicata Reuss, " Foss. Fauna der Oligoc. von
Gaas," Sitzungsber. d. k. Ak. der Wissensch. Wien, math.-nat. CI.

vol. lix. Abth. i. p. 469, pl. iii. figs. 6-9 (1869).

Micropora ratoniensis Waters, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5,

vol. XX. p. 185, pl. iv. fig. 5 (1887).

Micropora articulata Waters, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlvii.

p. 14, pl. ii. figs. 5, 6 (1891).

From Chuaka, Zanzibar, there are several pieces throwing
light on this form, which has only been seen in fragments
previously.

The zoarium has a stalk consisting of long barren internodes,

sometimes as many as eight, followed by long articulated inter-

nodes with the zocecia placed diagonally on the four sides. The
contents of the barren internodes send out a branch to the

surface, jvist as we have seen in Chlidonia cordieri Aud. From
near the starting-point of each sub-colony a number of narrow
radicles radiate, and sometimes from one of these radicles a
fresh sub-colony grows, as is frequently the case in species with
creeping stolons.

The branches are dichotomous and articulated, having two
chitinous tubes forming each articulation. Occasionally ther6

are more than the four rows, but this will only be for a short

distance near the articulation, and in one piece there is a median

* Busk gives it with ?s3'non}'m of Cellaria gracilis Busk.
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line on the dorsal surface with the zocecia on each side. The
front wall has a minute pore on each side below the oral aperture

(fig. 13), but these are only seen in Eau de Javelle preparations,

and in the same way the long slit-like pore on the one side i^>

scarcely seen so long as the membrane covei^s the walls. The
muscles passing through this slit are wide, and are attached to a

Diplodidymia complicata Reuss.

A. Sliowiug small sacs hanging from the opercular region, and in each an ovum

grows (oy.). At y. there seems as yet no ovum iu the small sac; w., the

muscles of the opesium. X 50.

B. Section showing an ovum in the small sac. X 250.

C. Section in which the ovum has segmented and a blasluta is formed. X 250.

chitinous thickening or sclerite on the front membrane, and are

partly protected by a calcareous wall. Thei-e are two rosette-

plates in the entire lateral wall. On the avicularian chamber
there is a concave pit with a central perforation, no doubt indi-

cating that radicles can be given off from this pit, and thereby
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the two pores desciibed in the fossil Micropora articulata Waters
ai-e explained, the one being the avicularian and the other the
radicular opening. The avicularium is by the side of the aperture,

and the mandible is triangular.

There are 11-12 tentacles.

The testes extend all down the lateral wall. A very few small

ovaria with one to three small ovarian cells were found.

A small ovum is found in a small sac hanging from the

opercular region (text-fig. 79). The sac and ovum grow until

ultimately the embryo nearly fills the zooecium, and now there

are small muscles from the opercular wall to the ovicell and
a strong lateral band. There is no external indication of any
ovicell nor of which cells contain an embryo. The embryo is

relatively large, with the couronne very large and distinct, and
the way in which the embryo grows in the pendant sac may
throw light upon the development of the ovum and embryo in

Adeonella, but no stage has been found with a sac hanging from
the opercular region in Adeonella.

The present species, as T have previously indicated, is closely

allied to the fossil Celhdaria diplodidymoidjes Meun. & Pergens
from the Chalk, and both belong to the same genus *. Canu has
described four fossil species from the Paris Basin, but, unfor-

tunately, he has not given figures as well as photoglyphs. In
the work there are a number of magnificent photographs,
showing the characters most beautifully, but some of the Paris

authorities are making too hard and fast a line that everything
must be photographed. The specimens in question (pi. v. figs.

6-10) do not lend themselves to photography, and require either

figures or full description for elucidation.

These Zanzibar specimens are so difi^erent in the younger and
older joints that with fossils several species might be made from
one colony.

Canu t says that the genus DIplodidymia is the Poricellaria of

d'Orbigny, but the description of this latter leaves recognition

impossible without direct comparison, and therefore Canu is quite

right in retaining the name Diplodidymia Reuss.

Loc. Off Ka.tow, New Guinea, 7 fath. ; Singapore (fide White-

legye, in lit.). Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath. (506), collected by
Crossland.

Fossil. Gass, near Dax, S. France, Oligocene ; Montecchio
Maggiore, IST. Italy, Bartonian.

Chlidonia cordieri Audouin. (PI. LXV. figs. 15, 16.)

Eua-atea cordieri Aud. Descrip. de I'Egypte, Hist. nat. p. 242,

2nd ed. p. 74 ; Savigny's pi. xiii. fig. 3.

Chlidonia cordieri Waters, Journ, Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxvi.

* " Bryozoaires du Systfeme Montieii," Louvain, p. 3, pi. ii. fig. 3

t " Bryozoaires des Terrains Tertiaires des Environs du Paris," Ana. de Pal^ont.

t. ii.-v. p. 39 (1907).
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p. 18, pi. i. figs. 8, 9 (1896), which see for synonyms, and add:

Calvet, "Bry. Mar. de Cette," Trav, de I'Jnst. de Zool. de I'Univ.

de Montpellier, ser. 2, mem. 11, p. 13, pl. i. figs. 1, 2 (1902);

"Bry. Mar. des Cotes de Corse," op. cit. mem. 12, p. 6 (1902) ;

Levinsen, Morph. & Syst. Studies on the Cheil. Bry. p. 197,

pl. viii. figs. 6a-6 2/(1909).

From the front wall to the zocecial wall, through what has been

called a second chamber, but is the equivalent of a compensation

sac, there is a bundle of three, four, or more muscles (see fig. 15).

The attachment of these on the front has been mistaken for a

suboral pore, and in dried specimens there is frequently an
opening here.

JSTo ova or ovaria have been found in any of my sections,

wdiereas some show an embryo about half filling the zooecium,

though no external difference has been noticed.

The operculum is interesting, as it has at each side a projection

or wing at right angles to the operculum (figs. 15, 16); also at

each distal corner there is a slight projection. The wing reminds

lis somewhat of the thin membranous growth of many Mem-
braniporge and some Microporaj.

There are 9-11 tentacles.

Log. Red Sea (Aud.) ; Naples, Trieste, Rapallo, Nice, Cette,

Corsica, Algiers, Tunis, Tyre, Calvados, Egypt, Victoria (Aus-

tralia), Cape York, New Zealand, Atlantic (fide Carus) ;
Canaries

(d'Orb.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500), on calcareous

seaweed, collected by Ci-ossland.

Cellar lA.

Levinsen, following Norman, uses Cellularia for what we
luidersta.nd as CeUaria, but as these names have long been used

for widely distinct genera I must certainly, in the most definite

manner, refuse to use the name Cellularia for what we have for

many years understood as Cellaria.

Cellublaria of Pallas was a simply ridiculous jumble of forms for

which a place had not been found elsewhere. The species men-
tioned by him are now placed in nine genera, one of which is the

Cyclostome Crista., and as the description of the genus refers to

the ovicell of Crisia, -perhaps the least objectionable thing would
have been to have retained the name Cellularia for Crisia. The
real difficulty, however, is that the name Celhdaria has been

retained for a quite diflferent group, and to interchaiige and now
use a name long understood in a different sense would cause the

greatest confusion.

Solander employed the name Cellaria for a group approxi-

mately, but not absolutely, similar to the Celhdaria of Pallas,

giving a definition also not quite the same, and it has been con-

sidered to be only a change of spelling, though cui-iously, Ellis &
Solander never indicate that they considered it was the same as

Cellularia of Pallas, nor thi'oughout the description of the genus
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do tliey ever refei- to Pallas, although many of the species dealt

with had been mentioned by that author. This is certainly

difficult to understand, and perhaps would have been different

if Solander had lived to complete the work himself.

Hincks considered that the species in Solander's genus had all

found places elsewhere, and that the genus of Solander had lapsed.

He therefore took Cellaria as the genus of Lamouroux, who vmder
Cellaria put Cellaria (as now understood) with the type C. sali-

cornia and also Ttihucellai^ia. Lamouroux says of all genera none
seems to contain as widely distinct species as this, and that

it seems to have been formed to contain everything that could
not be placed under Flustra or Sertularia.

Instead of dropping Celhdaria as hopeless, Busk unfortunately
retained it for a small division, and this has been accepted.

The first species mentioned by Pallas in his genus is tuhu-
cellaria, which also is included in Lamouroux's Cellaria, though
not as the type, which was Cellaria salicornia; and Stoliczka*, in

a long discussion of the subject, took the view that as tubucellaria

Avas first mentioned the genus must be called Cellaria, and
Cellaria, as now understood, must be separated as Salicornia.

We now see that it is unfortunate that Hincks should have
retained Cellaria, though it then appeared that this would not be
challenged, and it has been adopted generally, and no genus
seemed more firmly established. However, it is now clear that if

Hincks had continued to use Salicornaria there would have been
no possibility of the name of a now long recognised genus being
replaced by one used in most various ways, and now limited to
another small group.

Those who are at work upon the class know how often the
descriptions of the earlier authors are now meaningless, for the
characters then used are found to be useless ; but this can hardly
be appreciated by those who have not had occasion to consult
such descriptions. It is as if some well known tree had genera-
tions ago received a name and a few lines of description which
would apply to a quarter of our phanerogams and some cryptogams.

I have previously shown that we are brought into a perfectly
ridiculous position by being asked to adopt such names at all

costs, when we often have no idea what they meant. It is not
science, and since Cellaria as modified by Hincks is well established
I shall still use it f.

* Foss. Bry. aus dem tert. Griinsand. der Orakei Bay bei Auckland, pp. 142-149
(1864).

t Norman (" Polyzoa of Madeira," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxx. p. 293
(1909)) challeng:es tlie correctness of considering that Tubucellaria opuntioides
should have been considered the type of Celhdaria, but I cannot agree with his
conclusions as to what I say being contrary to the British Association Rules of
Nomenclature. My edition is later than Norman's, but apparently is only a reprint,
and it says " When they omit doing so " (i. e. fixing a type), " it may still in many
cases be correctly inferi'ed that the first species mentioned on their list, if found
accurately to agree with their definition, was regarded by them as the type." This
rule of course means that if the generic diagnosis is taken from some one species,

and that an error has been made in including the first, then common sense may be
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CbLLARIA GRACILIS, var. TESSELLATA, nov. (PI, LXVII. fig. 7.)

For synonyms of Cellaria gracilis see Miss Jelly's Catalogue

and add :

—

Meissner, " Lists der von Herren Pi-of . Simon bei Amboina und
Thursday Island ges. Bry.," Jena Denkschr. vol. viii. p. 730.

A specimen from Ras Osowamembe growing on Hydrozoa

seems to be a variety of C. (jracilis. In this specimen the trabe-

culte mentioned by Busk enclose an ai'ea formed of large tessellated

divisions, about 20 (fig. 7); and curiously, another species, which I

ca.ll C. wa^inensis, sp. n., has also a tessellated area, but the

avicnlarium of that species is triangular with an acute mandible,

and belongs to the C. tenuirostins group. These large tessellated

ai-ens are unusual, and have not been found in various species of

Cellaria in my collection ; nor in the British Museum ' Challenger
'

collections ai-e they found in C bicornis B., G. duhia B., C. malvi-

nensis B., C. variabilis B., G. dAvaricata B., G. australis Hincks,

G. rigida MacG. The significance both of the trabeculse and of

the divisions is at present obscure.

The opercula are a trifie larger than the type from Holborn

Island, but the mandibles are the same.

Loc. Type : Cumberland Island ; Cape Capricorn ; Victoria,

8 fath. ; Torres Straits; Holborn Island (Queensland); Katow,

New Guinea, 7 fath. Variety : Has Osowamembe, Zanzibar

Channel, 10 fath. (504), collected by Grossland.

Cellaria wasinensis, sp. n. (PI. LXVII. figs. 1-6.)

Zoa.rium about 25 mm. high, with small branches dichotomously

jointed and connected by two or three stout straight chitinovis

tubes and a " knot." The zoarium swells out where the ovicells

occur, as is frequently the case in Cellaria, there being sometimes

two such swellings in an internode ; and it will be seen on fig. 6

how these are equidistant from the joint in the two branches.

The zooecia are rather elongate, hexagonal, or rhombic, with the

lateral walls of the zooecium much raised, surface finely granular
;

oral orifice wide, with two teeth on the distal edge, which is

slightly turned up, forming a lip.

The ovicellular aperture is large, round, with a plate from the

proximal border spreading out and partially closing the apei'ture.

used in saying the first is not the type, but surelj^ it never meant that any individual

could subsequently pick and choose which was the t.ype among those agreeing

equally well. However, in my work, to which Norman refers, I and other specialists

were under an obligation to follow the rules of the Zoological Congress, and the rule

in question is "other things being equal the name is to be preferred which stands

first in the book or article." In anything I write now the same obligation does not

exist, though the rule entirely commends itself, and it does not seem to clash with

the rules previously mentioned, drawn up by Strickland. Both practically say that

when there are adequate reasons to indicate which was the type intended, that maj'

be considered the type although not first mentioned, but without good cause to the

contrary the first is the type, and independently this is what workers are constautb*

doing.
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The ovicellular opening of C gracilis Busk, var., C. australis

MacG., G. rigida MacG., and C. hirsuta MacG., is similar; but in

the few cases where the ovicelkilar aperture is mentioned, it is

often only the incompleted opening in an early stage which is

described

.

The avicularia are triangular with mandibles like those of

C. tenuirostris B. In the aviculaiium the calcareous sub-

mandibular wall rises up to the proximal edge of the mandible
with a notch on each side, perhaps for the muscles (fig. 5), so that

the submandibular part of the avicularium is almost entirely

closed ; and this is an interesting point, for Levinsen considers

that the Melicei'ititidse differ from the living Cheilostomata in

having the submandibular portion entirely calcified.

As I have mentioned *, there is, however, a specimen in the

Museum d'histoire naturelle in Paris from the Bancs des

Aiguilles, S. Africa, which is probabl}^ the Macrofora crihrilifera

Maplestone tr fossil fi-om Mitchell River, in which the large

vicarious avicularia have the submandibular part entirely

calcified. Maplestone mentions that three of the zooecia have a
" calcareous closure." I have previously stated that there seem
to me to be some points of relationship between Cellaria and
Melicerititidae.

Levinsen deals but very shortly with the avicularia of Cellaria,

and I am not quite sure that I follow what he means about the

avicularium of C. malvinensis. He, however, says that the sub-

mandibular cryptocyst reaches up to the operculum in Cfistulosa.

I have not seen it lise as it does in C loasinensis in any of my
specimens of Cfistulosa L., but there is a similar wall rising to

the base of the mandible in C. variabilis B., C. hirsuta MacG.,
and C. gracilis B. ; C. variahilis has two slits in the submandibular

part. More frequently there is an open rounded submandibular
space as in C. dennanti MacG.J, C malvinensis B.J, C. australis

H., Cfistiolosa, C. tenuirostris Brisk, and C toandeli Calvet. In
Cfistulosa this is not much more than a wide round sinus.

There are two species which have been taken for C. nuilvinensis

B. The fii-st, which I have from Wanganui, New Zealand, has a

fairly large submandibular space with a distinct ridge where the

proximal end of the mandible comes, in fact in a few cases this is

continued, forming a bridge across. The mandible soon contracts,

with the distal end lanceolate. The other form is slightly

smaller, from Bale Orange, S. Africa, and mentioned by Jullien as

C. malvinensis. It has the sides of the zooecia straight, the distal

end rounded, and the submandibular part of the avicularium rises

up to the mandible, having two diagonal slits. The mandible is

shorter than in the other species, sloping gradually to the apex.

Whenever this is figured it might be called C.jullieni. The

* Resultats du Voyage du S.Y. Belgica, " Bryozoa," p. 35 (1904).

f
'• Fuither Desc. of the Tert. Poly, of Victoria," Pi'oc. Roy. Soc. Vict. vol. xiii.

n. s., p. 204, pi. xxiv. fig.2 (IflOl).

+ Res. du Voy. du S.Y. Belgica, pi. ii. fig. 9 « & pi. viii. iigs. 4, 5.
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forms from Cnrdies Creek which I considered to be malvlnensis

h.ive since been separated by MacGillivray as C. coiitiyua, but the
fossils from Bairnsdale and New Zealand are C mcdvinensis.

The operculum of C. wasinensis is nearly semicircular with
large hollows fitting on to the teeth, and is similar to the

operculum of C gracilis. The trabeculfe (figs. 3, 4) enclose in the

lower part large divisions, about 7 in number, and the divisional

walls are yerj thick, whereas in C. gracilis var. tessellata, nov.

(fig. 7), they are linear with numerous divisions.

There are about 13 tentacles. In Cellaria we find * the number
of tentacles is approximately the same throughout the genus, only

C. dennanti MacG., a species showing other difterences, has 20.

Now Cellaria is a well marked genus having opercula of a special

form, with a hollow cup fitting on to the teeth in the oral

aperture, and the ovicell has a characteristic chamber, and also a
charactei'istic ovicellular aperture.

Le\'insen t states that a zooecium does not correspond with an
area, but with this I cannot agree, as I find the superficial

divisions appi'oximately mark off the zooecia, even though they
may in parts extend somewhat under the divisional line, and this

is the case in many geneia.

The ovarium usually has two ova, though there may be one or

three, and the ovum is large when it enters the ovicell.

Loc. Wasin,. Brit. East Africa (501) (507), 10 fath.; Ras
Osowamembe, 10 fath. (504); Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel
(505), 8 fath.

Cellaria teniiirostris B., C. salicorniokles Aud., C. inagvifica^.,

C. malvinensis B., C. gracilis B., have been previously described

from tropical regions.

Thairopora mamillaris Lamouroux.

Flustra mamillaris Lamouroux, " Polyp, corall. flexibles," p. 1 10

(1816) and add to Miss Jelly's synonyms :

—

Thairopora mamillaris MacG. Prod. Zool. Vict. dec. xx. p. 351,

pi. 196, fig. 2 (1890).

Membranipora inaviillaris Hincks, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6,

vol. viii. p. 91 (1891).

Thidamoporella mamillaris Levinsen, Morph. & Syst. Studies

on Cheil. Bry. p. 194, pi. vi«. figs. 5 a-5 e (1909).

. There is a small piece from Chuaka, Zanzibar, which was de-

calcified when received. It was preserved in HgCl,, but no
doubt there was acid as well. The main points could, however,
be seen, and the opercula and mandibles were separated, and
although the mandibles are smaller than in the specimen received

from the Red Sea, to which reference is made below, yet they are

quite characteristic of T. mam.illaris. Levinsen has shown that

there are calcareous spicules in all the Thalamoporellidje, affbrding

* Resultats du Voyage du S.Y. Belgica, " Bryozoa," p. 37 (1904).

t Morph. & Syst. Studies on the Cheil. Bryozoa, p. 211.
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good specific characters, and the way in which he has dealt with
them is one of the most important features of his book.

Loc. Victoria [AlacG.) ; South Australia {iny coll.) ; a weed,

brought up on the sounding-line in the Red Sea, covered with this

species, was given to me by a passenger. We may take it that

there is every probability of its being from the Red Sea, though
we cannot record it as such without pointing out the possibility

of its having remained on the line from some previous locality.

Ohuaka Bay, Zanzibar, 2 fath. (509), collected by Crossland.

Steganoporella magnilabris Busk. (PL LXXII. figs. 12-20.)

Memhranijyora magnilabris Busk, Brit. Mus. Cat. Mar. Polyzoa,

p. 62, pi. Ixv. fig. 4, in the explanation of the plate called

M. grandis.

Stega7ioporeUa ')nagnilahris Harmer, " Rev. of Gen. Siegano-

jwrella," Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci. vol. xliii. p. 279, pi. xii. fig. 10,

p'i. xiii. figs. 31, 44-46, which see for synonyms. Add Thornelj^,

" Mar. Poly, of the Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv.

p. 145.

Specimens from Wasin agree in most respects with the descrip-

tion of this species, though the mandibles of the A zooecia having

no teeth are more like those of aS'. huskii Harm. However, a

comparison with the British Museum specimens has led to my
leaving them under magnilabris, though some workers might *

separate them as a variety. The zoaria are bilaminate, irregularly

contorted, and evidently attain to a very considerable size, as

some pieces, evidently only fragments of larger ones, measure

two or three inches across.

There are very few B zooecia, in fact two mounts, each con-

taining about 300 zooecia, had no B zooecia. On examining ail the

remaining material a few scattered B zooecia were found, and it is

interesting to find that from these zooecia, which are somewhat
larger than most A zooecia, two new zooecia usually arise, that

is the row here bifurcates, and to this but few exceptions were

found in all the material examined.

I called attention to this duplication from the B zooecia occurring

in some fossils, but Harmer f has shown that it is by no means
univei^sally the case. At the time I wrote very little material

was available for comparative study. It, however, is a fact that

in many species two zooecia usually, or at any rate frequently,

grow from the distal end of B the zooecia. In this species, when
the operculum is removed, it is often not possible to be sure which

are B zooecia, as there are large A zooecia, with a large shelf, in

all respects similar excepting the operculum, so that with fossils

there will often be uncertainty. In most other species there is a

greater difference between the A and B zooecia. The A opercula

vary considerably in size. In a specimen from (508) the B zooecia

are much more common than in those from (500).

* " Bryozoa from Aldinga," Quavt. Jonni. Geol. Soc. vol. xli. p. 292.

t Revision of the geuus Stegaiwporella, p. 266.
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According to Hanner the A zocecia are in most species of

Steganoporella more abundant than the B, and he says there are

no B in S. simplex H., and goes on to say that they are rare

in S. sulcata H., S. lateralis H., and S. •niagnilabris B. In
S. truncata KT. the ratio of A to B is 4-5 to 1 ; on the other hand,

in S. alveolata H., there are few A zooecia, and *S'. connexa H. has

only B zocecia.

As Harmer* has shown, there is considerable difference in the

teeth of A opercula of magnilabris from various localities, and we
have opercula of this Wasin specimen without any, also the B
opercula may be with or without lateral teeth. The A opercula of

a ' Challenger' specimen (208-90-4.16.13) has the teeth so minute
that they would be overlooked with a low power, but are seen

with a quarter-inch objective.

The operculum of Steganopoyella can scarcely be compared with
the opercula of other Bryozoa, as it closes the whole of the distal

chamber', and in a zoarium there is an amount of variation in size

of the opercula which is unknown in other genera of Bryozoa.

In a British Museum specimen of &'. truncata Harm, from Port
Dalrymple, there are a few cases where the operculum is thrown
back, and then the whole of the opercular opening (that is over

the distal chamber) is covered by a membrane with a, large round
opening, thus furnishing a most interesting form of closui-e.

The wall, dividing the two chambers, passes vertically from the

opercular wall to the basal wall, and in the middle there is a
round opening, sometimes with a slight tubular projection through
which the polypide passes. The polypide rests partly in the two
chambers, that is the tentacles are not entirely withdrawn into

the proximal chamber. The embryos develop at the base of the

distal chamber, but this chamber can by no means be spoken of

as an ovicell.

The Wasin specimens show some blind zooecia either entirely

closed or with a central opening, and the same occurs in a speci-

men of S. tubulosa H., where two zooecia are about the normal
size, one with a large round opening, the other with an oval one,

and in these the whole of the frontal wall is granular. On the

other hand, a British Museum specimen of S. sulcata H. has two
zooecia entirely closed by the perforated cryptocyst.

The S. magnilabris from Wasin has floating in the pr-oximal

chamber many small oval bodies, surrounded by a membrane
containing diatoms and other detritus. These are the excre-

ment pellets, and they are evidently frequently ejected within
the zooecium.

Stud 3^ of the growing ends is instructive. At first there is

an absolutely empty oblong zooecium covered with a plain mem-
brane, and in this either A or B opercula may be formed, but at

first the operculum has no basal sclerite (fig. 20), as this is

formed subsequently. Next the proximal part of the cryptocyst

* Loc. cit. p. 2iL

Proc. Zool. Soc.—lOlS, No. XXXIV. ;J4
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is formed (fig. 20, z 1-z 3), then the tvibe or opening between the

two chambers (fig. 20, z 4) which is at a much lower level than

the operculum, next the lip is formed, which at last reaches up to

the operculum. The muscles are formed after the opercvilum,

and the polj^pide not until after the tube and lip.

It has not been mentioned that the part between the main
sclerite of the operculum is covered by a membrane, thus enclosing

a space (fig. 1 7), and the tentacular sheath is fastened * between

the two muscular attachments of the operculum, having a tissue

across from one muscular attachment to the other (fig. 19,

from r-r). As mentioned, the large distal muscle is attached to

the operculum, but the large muscle just proximal to it in the

A zooecia is fastened by a tendon to the frontal membrane (fig. I'd d)

close up to the operculum, wliere there is a slight thickening or

sclerite. Harmer t speaks of this muscle as perhaps inserted into

the frontal membrane immediately adjacent to the basal sclerite.

Further back (proximally) there is on each side a diagonal

sclerite (fig. 14, sc), to which the tendons of a smaller muscle are

attached, which draws down the frontal membrane %. These are

called depressor muscles by Harmer §|i.

In the B zooecia the retractor muscles are much larger than in

A, and are in two groups instead of one, but in the present species

I am unable to find any very material difi'erence between A and

B zooecia.

The embryos develop at the base of the distal chamber, but

this chamber cannot be spoken of as an ovicell, for the polypides

are, even when retracted, partly in this chamber. It seems that

the embryo may exceptionally be in the proximal part of the

zooecium surrounded by a membrane, really an internal ovicell.

This requires investigation.

The first polypide buds in the growing terminations are in the

proximal end of the young zooecia as usual, and are nearly always

in one of the corners, consequently the polypide grows diagonally

across the zooecium, causing a slight amount of asymmetry in the

zooecium. The buds of the Bryozoa visually grow from near to a

rosette-plate, the position of bud and polypide being thusafiected

by the position and number of these plates. In /6'. magnilahris,

and probably generally in the genus, there are two large distal

rosette-plates. In decalcified preparations a curious large fleshy

* We must keep in mind that in the Cheilostomata the tentacular sheath is

fastened to the operculum and to the zocecial wall.

f " Morph. of the Cheilostomata," Quart. Journ. Micr. Sc. n. s., vol. xlvi. p. 318

(1902).

X This was not readilj' made out at first, but some thick sections stained in

Chlorazol blue enabled me to see it all clearlj-. This is a stain that will be found

useful for staining muscles and some other tissue, but it is not a good nuclear stain.

Material can be stained and decalcified at the same time, as acid does not affect the

colour and it maybe used for intra vitam staining. This stain was given to me b)''

mv friend Mr. Waddington, who has been unable to find out particulars as to its

constitution.

§ Loc. cit. p. 320.

|]
It is interesting to find that the large " pores " in the cryptocjst of Cupidaria

oweni Busk are only for the passage of depressor muscles.
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structure is found in connection with them (fig. 16). On the

inner side (towards the older zooecium) there is a large saucer-

like portion with a fleshy club-like projection on the other. The
wall of the zooecium and the rosette-plate passes between the two.

From the tissue round one of these rosette-plates the pol3'pides

of the growing parts start, but many of the polypides have the

retractor muscles always attached to the lateral wall. The ten-

tacular part of the bud seems to be growing in one distal corner

while the gut parts are growing in the other, and in the matui-e

polypide a long tube connects the two (fig. 1 2). This narrow tube

connecting the two parts is a character of the mature polypide,

and is somewhat like that of the oesophageal tube of the

Ctenostomata.
There are very few secondary buds to be seen (as the zooecia

nearly all contain perfect polypides) ; they, however, arise from

tissue on the membrane crossing the opercidum.

There are about 25 tentacles, four of which near the base are

larger and broader than the others.

In other species of Steganoporella there is also considerable

variation in the teeth of tlie opercula ; for example, in a specimen

of *S'. buskii H. from Algoa Bay, South Africa, in the British

Museum, there is a B operculum without any teeth whatever,

whereas the other opercula have small teeth.

Steganoporella is not yet known before late Tertiary, whereas

Thalcnnioporella is much older.

Log. Brazil ; Jamaica ; St. Vincent ; Florida ; China Seas
;

Singapore ; Philippine Islands ; Trincomalee ; Amirante Isl., 20-

25 fath. {Thornely). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500)

(520) ; Chuaka, Zanzibar Channel, 2 fath. (508), collected by

Crossland.

Fossil. Australian Tertiaries.

Cribrilina radiata Moll.

Log. Cosmopolitan. Has Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel,

10 fath., on Adeonella platalea, collected by Crossland.

HiPPOTHOA DiVARiCATA Lamouroux.

Log. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (520), on shell, collected

by Crossland.

HiPPOTHOA DiSTANS MacGillivray.

For synonyms see Waters, " Bryozoa," Besultats du Voyage du
S.Y. Belgica, p. 54 & pi. iii. fig. 8 (1904).

Log. Wasin, Bi-it. East Africa, 10 fath. (520), on shell, collected

by Crossland.

SCHIZOPORELLA UNICORNIS Johnstou,

Waters, " Bryozoa of the Sudanese Red Sea," Journ. Linn.

Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 143, pi. xii. figs. 12, 13 (1909).

Some pieces are either one or two lavered, and here again I
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have been able to see the zooecia superimposed, so that both lateral

and distal walls of the upper layer are above the similar walls of

the lower layer*. Reuss has shown the same thing in Gtimuli-

pora angidata v. M., and I have in previous papers referred to it

in Melicerititidse,

In some other species of ScJikoporella the superimposed layers

gi-ow quite differently (see p. 504).

Loc. Add :
" From bottom of S.s. ' Juba,' which always remains

in Zanzibar waters " (511), collected by Crossland.

SCHIZOPORELLA PERTUSA Esper.

See Miss Jelly's Catalogue, and add :

—

Lepralia pertusa Calvet, " Bry. Mar. de Cette," Trav. Inst, de

Zool. de rUniversite de Montpellier, ser. 2, vol. i. p. 51 ;
" Bry.

Mar. de Corse," op. cit. vol. ii. p. 26 ; JuUien & Calvet, " Bry.

prov. des Camp, de I'Hirondelle," pp. 69, 134.

Schizoporella pertusa Calvet, " Exp. Sc. du Travailleur et du
Talisman," p. 416.

Loc. British ; Labrador ; Atlantic ; Florida ; Mediterranean
;

Mazatlan ; Australia ; Samoa ; China Seas. Wasin, Brit. East

Africa, 10 fath. (500) (520), collected by Crossland.

SCHIZOPORELLA NIVEA Busk. (PI. LXX. figS. 1-3, 7-9, &
PI. LXXIII. fig. 16 ; and text-fig. 80.)

Schizoporella nivea Busk, Zooh Chall. Exp. voh x. pt. xxx.

p. 163, pi. xvii. fig. 1 (1884) ; Philipps, in Willey's Zool. Results,

pt. iv. p. 440 (1889); Thornely, Ceylon Pearl-Oyster Fisheries,

vol. iv. p. 114 (1905); Rec. Indian Mus. vol. i. pt. 3, no. 13, p. 189

(1907); Waters, Rep. Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red Sea,
" Bryozoa," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 168, pi. xvii.

figs. 2-4 (1909); Thornely, " Mai\ Poly, of the Indian Ocean,"

Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 148 (1912).

Zoarium in Hemescharan form. Zooecia quadrate, distinctly

separated, fairly large pores over the surface, an aviculai-ium

near each upper corner with broad triangular to nearly semi-

circular mandibles, sometimes a small avicularium at one of the

lower cornei-s, Below the aperture there is frequently, in the

older zooecia from (501), a mucro which may be long spreading

out at the ends, or there may be a thin lamina radiating in four

directions the whole length of the mucro. These mucros are

moi"e frequent on the ovicelligerous zooecia. The oral ajjerture

is nearly circular, has a wide poster, and there are fine lines

across the operculum (fig. 2).

The ovicell is large, raised, globular, with a ridge from the

middle of the proximal edge, shortly bifurcating to each side, at

any rate in the older zooecia. The pores over the surface of the

* Reuss, " Zui- Fauna des deutschen Oberoligocans," pt. ii., Sitzb. d. k. Akad. der

Wissensch., Wien, math.-nat. CI., vol. 1. Abth. 1, jj. 644 (31), pi. ix. iig. 1 (1864)

;

" Die Foram., Anth. und Brj'ozoen des deutecheii Septarieiitliones," Deiik. s. d.

k. Akad. der Wissensch., Wicii, math.-nat. CI., vol. xxv. p. 179 (63), pi. viii. fig. 12

(1865).
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ovice! I are fairly large, though slightly smaller than those

of the zocecia.

The small aviculariiun at the distal corner (figs. 7-9) has short

and wide glands which at the lower part are joined together,

and no other aviciilarian glands yet seen quite resemble these

(text-fig. 80). Avicularian glands occur in Lepralia foliacea Ell.

& Sol., L. clivosa Waters, L. margaritlfera, Smittia trispinosa

Johnst., Forella plana Hincks, P. acutirostris Smitt, Retepora

cellulosa L., and other Reteporm. In all these cases there are also

oral glands. The oral glands of S. nivea are hut small with the

end cells the larger and darker (PL LXXIII. fig. 16, gl.).

Text-fig. 80.

^ ' B

D

Avicularian glands of the small avicularia of Scliizoporella nivea.

A, the two glands separated, X 320. B, the same, X 100.

C, glands united,X 320. D, gland, X 820.

There are 16 tentacles, no pore-chambers, but on the lateral

walls there are about eight rosette-plates near the basal wall, also

on the distal wall there are about six situated near the base.

The internal membrane of the zooecium projects in a sac-like

manner into the ovicell (fig. 16). This sac is about the width of

the zocecium, and is provided with a large number of muscles
(fig. 16, sc.) radiating from near the operculum. From a whole
preparation it seems that the ovum passes into this sac, which
is then ruptured (fig. 16, r) to allow of the passage of the large

ovum into the ovicell. I think there is no doubt of my intei--

pretation, although a ruptured membrane has only been seen in

one case. The ovarium consists of a number of large ovarian
cells.

Some of the older zocecia are closed by a calcareous layer over
the operculum, with a calcareous bar or lamina, extending from
side to side (PI. LXX. fig. 3) curving round to the sinus, a position

which is fairly constant, not accidental. In older zocecia there is

sometimes a calcareous bar straight across the aperture, and there
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may be no operculum remaining underneath it. Frequently a
tubular projection occurs in the middle of the supra-opercular
calcareous layer, and there is a closure of the same kind in Schizo-

porella unicornis and other Schizoporellidse and various otiier

genera besides some Tertiary fossils ; and a similar structure has

been described in '''Leprcdia"* syringopora Rss. and is found in

various Adeonidfef. It can be seen inS. nivea that these raised

ledges across the operculum are the basal lines for a superimposed
layer even though the layer is seldom completed ; and a South
African species which, though a larger and distinct form, is very
similar to S. nivea, explains the growth across the operculum
more fully. In it we have the commencement of a superimposed
new layer of zotecia, and in one specimen there are about fifty

zooecia together on which the walls for another layer are all

mapped out, and the wall passes over the operculum, nearly

always Avith the same curved line as in aS'. nivea.

I described and figaired a similar growth in Meliceritiies% «n(l

apparently it occurs in various other cases. On the other hand, I

have specimens of 8cMzop>orella %inicm^nis Johnst. from Cape Verde
Islands and Zanzibar, in which there are many layers, and ea,ch

following layer is foi'med by the new walls, nearly always
growing exactly above the walls of the older layer. Nevertheless,

there is, in some cases, a curved calcareous ridge over the oper-

culum for which there seems no object. In S. xmiicornis there is

often a tubule on the calcareous closure.

Some stained sections of Adeonella contorta Mich, in which
there are superimposed layeis, show this tubule as an inverted

funnel with a long tube (over the operculum) attached to the

tissues below the operculum. These closures can only be compared,
in a limited sense, with the tubules of the closures of the Cyclo-

stomata, as the operculum is unaltered and there is no perforation.

There are also membranous closures, and the subject deserves

further study. The Schizoporellidge and the Adeonidse are

apparently the two families most likely to throw light on the
closures of the Cheilostomata. Of course we do not find the

closures in the younger zooecia, only in the older ones. In both
these families blind cells are very frequent §.

The Zanzibar forms ai-e not separated as varieties or species,

although the one with the tall mucro might perhaps be called var.

wasinensis (PI. LXX. fig. 1) on this account. It may be the Schizo-

porella linearis of Hincks, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. vii.

p. 159, pi. ix, fig. 2, to which there is no description or locality.

* Waters, " North Italian Br3'ozoa," Q. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xlvii. p. 20, pi. iii.

figs. 3, 4 (1891).

t Waters, " A Structure in Adeonella contorta Midi.," Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

ser. 8, vol. ix. p. 498 (1912).

X "On Cheilostomatous characters in fossil Bryozoa," Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

ser. 6, vol. viii. p. 52, pi. vi. fig. 4 (1891).

§ Since the above was written Levinsen has published an important work, " Studies

on the Cyclostomata Operculata," D. Kgl. Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. 7 K., Nat. og
Math. Af'd. vol. x. pt. 1, 1912, dealing with Melicerititidaj.

What he calls the opercula of these fossils I should speak of as the closures, for
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Frequently a liydroid is growing over the surface. This seems

to be a species of Clava and may be the same species as one

growing in Holoporella columnaris B., and H. pigmentaria Waters,

in which it may pass through several layers of zooecia. Sections

showed that the stolons were spread under the H. columnaris,

indicating that the growtli of the Holoporella occurred over

established colonies of Clava round which the Holoporella formed
calcareous tubular walls *.

(1) S. nivea belongs to a group in which all the species

have a wide sinus or arc, the surface is perforated as is

also the ovicell, there are quite small oral glands or but very

moderate sized ones. The opercula have the muscular attach-

ment close to the border and fairly near to the distal end. This

group I referred to f as including the types of Schizoporella,

and belonging to it are S. sanguinea Norm., S. linearis Hass.,

S. harmsworthii Waters, S. auriculata Hass., S. galeata B. ? etc.,

and a new species from S. Africa. Levinsen includes several other

species under Schizoporella, but I am by no means sure that all

his species will remain in the same genus, for in (2) ^S*. unicorrds

Johnst. and var. errata Waters, *S'. longirostris Hincks, S. spon-

gites, /S. biaperta Mich., the sinus is much narrower, and what is

of most importance, the muscular attachments are some distance

from the border of the operculum. In S. hiaperta the ovicell

has a flat area with perforations round the border.

(3) In the group *S'. vulgaris Moll., S. viridis Thorn., there is a

similar operculum, and it is in part the Escharina of Levinsen.

In the same place I showed that there was a group which
might be placed in a modified Bioffonella Jullien, in which the

surface of both the zoarium and the ovicell is imperforate, also

there is a small suboral avicularium, and the opercula have the

muscular attachments some distance from the border as in the

last group. It is represented by aS'. ridleyi MacG., S. simplex

I consider that the chitinous operculum was under the closure, and I should like to

see the name operculum confined to the movable chitinous appendage. Levinsen
on Plate i. figs. 15, 16, shows Meliceritites vielhanci d'Orb. with tubules to the
closures, such as 1 have seen in recent Cheilostomata, and a number of similar

closures are figured. Without there being perhaps any wide divergence of view I

should not describe these as being regenerated zooecia, for while Levinsen has de-

scribed regenerated zooecia, I have not seen an3'thing to suggest their being common,
and further, although we know that the polypides are regenerated in the closured

zooecia. this bj^ no means always takes place, as, for example, in the older parts of

stems and when there is more than one layer. It thei-efore seems unadvisable to

speak of them as regenerated zooecia when they are frequentlj- permanently closed.

I have suggested to Professor Levinsen that the sunk walls with few openings as in

Meliceritites magnijica {op.cit. PI. i fig. 7), may be comparable with the perforated

wall or closure UffDEE the opeeculum in Vittaticella (see page 484). These are

also to be compared with the partial closure I described in M. roi/ana Waters,
Ann. Masr. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. viii. pi. vi. figs. 2, 6 (1891). Levinsen in his most
valuable work has given full figures and descriptions of the structure of Melicerititidas,

and as I believe that many analogous structures are found in the Cheilostomata, a
thorough examination of the closures of living forms is much to be desired.

* Waters, Report on Sudanese Bryozoa, p. 254.

t Waters, Resultats du Voyage du S.Y. Belgica, " Bryozoa," p. 42 (1904).
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.•d'Oi'b., aS'. rimosa Jull., S, tnarsu'p'ifera Busk, ^S^. tumida H.,

S. levata H., *S'. Icevigata Waters.
It is quite clear tliat there are several groups that can be

separated off from the old Schizopo^'ella, but until more living

and spirit specimens have been examined important characters

i-emain unconsidered.

Log. Since I gave the localities of S. nivea Miss Thornely has

reported it from Amira,nte, 29 fath. ; Seychelles, 39 fath. ; Provi-

dence, 50-78 fath. It was procured from Wasin, Brit. East

Africa, 10 fath. (501) ; Has Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel,

10 fath. (504); Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (505),

and with the large mucro from Wasin, 10 fath,, which may have

to be called var. wasinensis : collected by Crossland.

SCHIZOPORELLA MONTPERRANDI Audouin.

Lepralia moniferrandi Waters, Rep. Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese

Keil Sea, " Bryozoa," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zooh vol. xxxi. p. 171,

pi. xvii. figs. 15-18 (1909). To which add :^
ScMzoporella pachnoid.es MacG. Trans. Roy. Soc. Yict. vol. xxiii.

p. 180 (1886); Prod. Zool. Victoria, dec. xix. p. 314, pi. 186,

fig. 6 (1889).

This must go to ScMzoporella as now limited (see p. 505).

It is closely related to S. galeata. but as I have said they must
probably be separated.

Add:

—

Loc. Victoria {MacG.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10

fath. (520), collected by Crossland.

Gemellipora protusa Thornely. (PI. LXX. figs. 4-6.)

Gemellipora protusa Thornelj^ Ceylon Pearl-Oyster Fisheries,

vol. iv. Polyzoa, p. 119, pi. iv. fig. 7 (1905).

Zoarium incrusting. Zocecia rhomboidal, raised, with pores

round the border ; surface with few pores and granular. Oral

aperture clithridiate, very long, with large lateral contractions,

and the peristome frequently much raised, especially at the

side. At one side of the zooecium directed downwards a short

wide triangular avicularium with a stout bar, and sometimes a

second roundish avicularium near to the side of the aperture.

Ovicell small, raised, globose, with veiy thick walls, perforated,

much open in front and not closed by the operculum.

Loc. Gulf of Manaar {Th.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath.,

received dry (520), collected by Crossland.

Trypostega venusta Norman.

Lepralia venusta Norman, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 3,

vol. xiii. p. 84, pi. x. figs. 2, 3 (1864).

Schizoj^orella, venusta Hincks, Brit. Mar. Poly. p. 276, pi. xxx.

figs. 6, 7 (1880) : Kirkpatrick, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist- ser. 6, vol. i.

p. 76 (1888); " Hyd. & Polyzoa from the China Sea," Ann. Mag.
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Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. v. p. 17 (1890) ; Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc. n. s.

vol. vi. p. 612 (1890) : Calvet, Exped. Scient. du Travailleur et du
Talisman, vol. viii. p. 416 (1907).

Trypostega venvsta Levinsen, "Studies on Bryozoa," Vid. Medd.
f. d. Naturh. Foren. i Kj<^benhavn, p. 23 (1902) ; Morph. & Syst.

Studies ou Chil. Bry. p. 281, pi. xix. figs. 1 a~\d, pi. xxii.

figs. 13 a-\'6d (1909) ; Norman, " Polyzoa from Madeira," Journ.

Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxx. p. 299 (L909).

Gemellipora glabi^a, form striaivla Smitt, ' Floridan Bryozoa,'

pt. ii. p. 37, pi. xi. p. 207 (1873) ; Thornely, " Mar. Poly. Indian
Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 149 (1912).

Gemellipora striatula MacG. Prod, Zool. Yict. dec. xiv. p. 150,

pi. 138. fig. 10 (1887).

Lepralia striatula MacG. Tr. Roy. Soc Yict. p. 134, pi. iii. fig. 17

(1882).

Schizoporella striatida Waters, Q. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xli.

p. 301 (1885) ; Philipps, " Poly. Loyalty Isles, &c.," Willey's Zool.

Results, pt. iv. p. 440 (1899).

Mollia t'uhercidata d'Orb. Paleont. Franc, p. 388 ; see Waters,
Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, vol. xv. p. 6.

Lepralia inornata Gabb & Horn belongs to this group.

. I should have hesitated, at present, to put this in a new genus
merely on account of the small chamber above the zocecium,

which no doubt must be considered as a vestigial avicularium,

but as a genus may be required it will now cause less confusion
to use Levinsen's name. Lepralia tu7-gescens Reuss, " Foss. Bry.
Oest.-Ung. Miocans," Denlc. K. Akad. der Wissensch. Wien,
math.-naturwiss. Class., vol. xxxiii. p. 36, pi. viii. fig. 7, has an
avicularium, whicli, judging from the figure, corresponds to

the small chamber above the zooecium in T. venusta, and also

the avicularium of Chorizopora hrongnia^'ti Aud. is often

similarly situated.

Sections of the specimen from Wasin show that there are no
bands of muscles in the chamber above the zooecium, but there

are protoplasmic bands to the frontal disk, starting from two
rosette-plates at the proximal end of the small chamber, and
near the distal end there is a small group of cells at each side,

which must probably be considered as glands. There are a few
irregular large chambers almost as large as the ordinary zocecia

closed in the same way as these small supra-zooecial chambers.
There are but few ovarian cells in the ovarium, usually two,

sometimes three or four, and one may be seen developed to a
considerable size. The embryos develop fully in the ovicell.

No suboral glands have been found.

Log. British ; Guernsey ; Calvados ; Florida ; Madeira [Nor-
man); Azores; Cape Verde Islands (C); Lifu, Loyalty Isl. (PA.);

China Seas (Tizard Bank), 27 fath.; Torres Straits (^'.); Amirante,
22-85 fath., Saya de Malha, 29-125 fath. {Thornehj); Mauritius.

Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500), collected by Crossland.

Fossil. River Murray Cliffi^, South Australia.
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Arthropoma cecilii Avuiouin.

Flustra cecilii Aud. ' Zool. Egypte,' p. 66 (239), pi. viii. fig. 3
;

see Miss Jelly's catalogue.

Arthropoma cecilii Levinsen, Morpli & Syst. Studies on the
Cheil. Biy. p. 332 (1909).

Schizoporella cecilii Thornely, " Mar. Poly of the Indian Ocean,"
Trans, Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 147 (1910).

In m}^ Report of the Antarctic Bryozoa from the Voyage du
S.Y. Belgica, p. 50, I called attention to this group and now
Levinsen has given it a name. As I previously said Phonicosia
JuUien may belong here, but Jullien's specimens are not suf-

ficiently complete to settle the question.

Log. Distribution general in the north temperate zone, the
tropics, and Australia. Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel, on the
shore (513), collected by Crossland.

Fossil. European and Australian Tertiaries.

OSTHIMOSIA zanzibariensis, sp. n. (PI. LXXIII.figs. 9, 15.)

Zoarium incrusting seaweed, small, irregular. Zocecia sub-

globose, smooth. Oral aperture with distinct sinus, otherwise

nearly circular, a small semicircular avicularium at each side of

the aperture, and when there is an ovicell usually a second pair

of avicularia. Surface of the zocecia imperforate with longi-

tudinal ribs in the older zooecia, vicarious avicularia among the
zocecia having expanded spatulate mandibles. Ovicell large, wide,

globose, pei'forated all over.

In having the perforated ovicells this is like Cellepora avicularis

Hincks, to which it is closely allied, but the median avicularium

is absent. A perforated ovicell occurs in G. avicularis H.,

C. coroncpus B., C. megasovia MacG., C. conica Busk, G. re-

doutii * Aud. In the early stages this form resembles Schizo-

j)07-ella hiaperta Mich., but vicarious spatulate avicularia are

unknown in S. hiaperta. The operculum is thinner than that

of G. conica, and the walls also are thinner, I find that G. conica

is the young form of a species determined by Busk as G. simo-

nensis t B,, an erect cylindrical species. The oral aperture of both

C. conica and G. avicularis is slightly larger than that of this

species from Prison Island.

After removing from Gellepora the genera Holoporella and
Lagenipora there is the present group with a triangular sinus,

the ovicell perforated and the surface of the zooecium imper-
forate except near the border, and the group includes G. avicularis

H., G. conica Busk, G. coronopus S. Woods, leaving still another
group with imperfoi'ate ovicells, but a small semilunar area or

mark near the proximal part, and a marked sinus in the oral

aperture, as, for example, G. evexa JulL, G. eatonensis B.

* This is only a variet}' of C. avicularis H. I have a specimen from a sonnding-
liiie in the Red Sea,

t Waters, Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. xxxi. pt. Ixxix. p. 35 (1889),
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Hiiicksin his ' Brit. Mar. Polyzoa' says that the type of Cellejyora

WRSpmnicosa, but this is not the case, for as Levinsen points out in

his hii'ge work, Linnpeus refers to C. ramulosa as the first species

of Cellepora. Hincks incorrectly considered it the genus of

Fabricius. Levinsen is, however, mistaken in supposing that

C ramulosa is schizostoraous, as it belongs to the holostomatous

group, though not to Holoporella *. I have not as yet had any
oppoitunity of cutting sections of C. ramulosa, but the operculum

has the proximal border but slightly curved, and the small

muscular attachments are close to the thicker part of the border.

In most lioloporellce the attachment is a little neaier to the

edge, on the other hand it is much closer to the distal edge than

is usual in the Schizostomoiis groups.

The ovicell of ravnuJosa is cap-like as in Holoporella etc., and
although Hincks says perforate or imperforate, none of the speci-

mens in my collection, nor any in the British Museum general

collections, including Busk's and Hincks's,' have a perforate

ovicell ; also in the Norman collection a few from each locality

were examined without finding any perforate. There are two or

three species externally corresponding with C. ramulosa, so that

a mistake is easily made, and in three cases fiiends have sent me
specimens so marked, of which only a part were ramulosa.

By taking (even if provisionally) C. ramulosa as definitely

described by Hincks, and perhaps by some before him, as the

type of Cellepora, we get out of a difficulty, for when Schismopora

was created by MacGillivray Cellepora remained for the holo-

stomous division. C. ramulosa is the first of Linnaeus' species,

the others being spongites, ptimicosa, ciliata, hyalina. Linnaeus'

description of ramulosa would do for several species of branching

forms, and we are doubtful what the other species were meant
for. In Linnseus' copy of the 12th edition of Syst. Naturse,

there is in his small writing, under C. ramulosa, a reference
" nidros pi. i. fig. 6," which was hieroglyphic to me until

l)r. Daydon Jackson kindly explained that it refei'red to Det
Kongelige Norske Videnskabets Selskabs Skriften, 4th part,

1768-1774, in which there is a paper by Gunnerus, who supplied

Linnfeus with both C, ramulosa and C. jnomicosa. In this work
(pi. i. fig. 6) is a figure of a Cellepora, which, jvidging from the

locality, " Oceano Norvegico," is probably f 0. incrassata Sm.,

although C. coronopus S. Woods, an entirely different species

from the Mediterranean, corresponds equally well with this

figure, which shoves nothing but zoarial shape. It is, however,

what LinufBus described as C. ramulosa. On the same plate

the figure 7 shows a similar growth, though with smaller

branches, and to this under C. j^umicosa Linnseus refers by a

* Tlune ave various species of holostomous Bryozoa which do not belong to

Holoporella Waters, as, for instance, C. sardonica Waters, which will fall into

Holoporellidse.

t Waters, " Hry. from Franz Josef Land," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxviii.

p. 94 (1900).
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similar note. A long time ago I showed * that the C. pumi-
cosa as we have unrlerstood it had nothing whatever to do with
6", pamicosa L., as it does not in any way correspond with
Linnseus' description, besides which he refers to a figure by
Marsigli which probably is a figure of C. coronopus. I then
referred to it as C. pimiicosa Busk {non L.) and have continued
to do so. Fig. 7 may be a figure of C ramulosa Hincks, etc.

though called pumicosa by Linnseus ; there are, however, several

other species that it might represent. After this record of mis-
takes about two well known species, showing how little we can
know what the earlier writers meant, we should be allowed to

return to our senses, and use these long established specific

names for thoroughly described and well recognised species,

namely G. pumicosa Busk, C. ramtdosa Hincks, but if we retain

Cdlej)ora for ramvlosa the C. pumicosa Busk becomes OstJihnosia

Jullieu. This group was divided oft' in the same year by Jullien

as Osthimosia, and as Schisrnopora by MacGillivray, but it seems
that JuUien's name was published a few months the earlier. The
opercula of this group are all of the same type, with the opercular

a.ttachment some distance from the border of the operculum.
The group is left by Levinsen under GeUefora^ through mis-

understanding C. ramulosa. The ovicell of Osthimosia is, at any
rate, nearly always punctured.

This leaves the Cellepora of Hincks divided into Holoporellidfe

(holostomatous), and the schizostomatous forms into Osthimosia

and Lagenipora.

Loc. Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel, 8 fath. (505) ; Ras
Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504), collected by
Crossland.

Lagenipora rota MacGillivray.

Cellepora rota MacG. Trans. Roy. Soc. Yict. vol, xxi. p. 116

(11) pi. iii. fig. 6 (1885) ; Prod. Zool. Vict. dec. xv. p. 184, pi. 148.

fig. 3 (1887).

Levinsen would call this Siniopelta, but it is what I have
previously put under Lagenipora^ as the position and character of

the ovicells of L. socialis Hincks seem to me to be the same as in

the group which Levinsen calls Siniopelta. As Levinsen has not
agreed with me, I have also, besides again examining the British

Museum specimens, through the kindness of Professor Hickson,
examined the specimens from Miss Jelly's collection in the

Victoria University Museum. Miss Jelly first found L. socialis

in Hastings, and presumably all known Hastings specimens were
collected by her. The Hastings specimens in the Victoria

Museum did not show the ovicell, but one so named by Miss Jelly,

from Guernsey, has some ovicells and also shows the spinous

processes well.

The ovicell of the Guernsey specimen is situated on the wall

* Waters, "Bryozoa of the Bay of Naples," Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. iii.

p. 198 (1879).
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of tlie peristome, which fi^equently extends beyond it as a com-
plete tube, and the ovicell has an ai'ea which is flat or slightly

rounded and is surrounded by a ridge, while at each corner
inside the ridge there is a pit. It seems justifiable to call the
part surrounded by the ridge an area, bvit if there is any
objection to this it might be called a tabula. In this case the
" calcareous base" is very slightly developed and might be over-

looked, and except that the Guernsey specimen is slightly

granular or rather nodulated there is but little difference

between it and Lagenipora lucida Hincks from Madeira, except
that L. lucida has pores round the area as figured b}^ me *, but
I have not the opportunity of now comparing any L. lucida

having ovicells.

Now in Lagenipora nitens MacG. from Port Phillip Heads,
which I considei^ed only a variety of lucida, the ovicell is just

the same shape and in the same position, while close to the ridge
of the area there is a I'ow of pores ; also L. boryii And. from the
Mediterranean has a row of pores in the same place, whereas in

L.rota MacG. and some other species there are radiating grooves.

An Australian species of Lagenipora has the area evenly perforated
all over. The pores or pits of L. socialis, though difficult to

ti-ace, are no doubt small and close to the edge. When I first

thought I saw pores it was puzzling not to find a complete row,
and there was a doubt whether they might only result from
accidental damage, but no doubt the explanation is that there is

only one at each corner. There must be something wrong if

Lagenipora socialis and L. lucida are placed in dififerent genera.

Loc. Victoria (3IacG.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath,

(507), collected by Crossland.

Haswellia australiensis Haswell.

Myriozoum australiense Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S. Wales
vol. V. pt. 1, p. 43, pi. iii. figs. 9-11 (1880).

HasroelUa australiensis Busk, "Polyzoa," Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. x.

pt. XXX. p. 172, pi. xxiv. fig. 9 (1884); Kirkpatrick, Proc. Roy.
Dublin Soc. vol. vi. p. 612 (1890); Meissner, M., aus Semon
"Zool. Forsch. Reisen in Australien und Malay," Jena. Denkschr.
vol. viii. p. 731 (1902) ; Levinsen, Morph. & Syst. Studies of the
Cheil. Bryozoa, p. 297, pi. xvi. figs. 2 a-2 b (1909).

Porina coronata var. lahrosa Waters, Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. xxxi.
pt. Ixxix. p. 32 (1889).

Levinsen places this in Myriozoidfe f, but it seems somewhat
doubtful whether the genera grouped together by Levinsen will

i-emain in the same family (see p. 520).

The series of zocecia in H. australiensis are all on the same
horizon, and usually at the beginning of each branch there are
six zooecia in a whorl, there is then another whorl with six, then
one with eight when a bifurcation takes place, and then again

* Journ. R. Micr. Soc. 1899, p. 13, pi. iii. figs. 25, 27,30 (1899).

t Loc. cit., see page 296.
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each of the new series commences with six. H. cmstraliensis has

19-21 tentacles. Unfortunately none of the specimens now

examined have ovicells. The Hasioellia group is well represented

in the North Italian Tertiaries, and although some appear to be

almost identical with living species, it seems better to keep them

distinct, as all the structures cannot be compared.

There is over the surface an outer membrane, and then under

this there are membranes of the two walls of the shell showing

when decalcified the position of the pore-tubes. Some specimens

from Wasin have a pink colour.

The operculum of the species and of the H. coronata H. or

H. gracilis, whichever we may have to call it, is identical, having

the opercular attachment very high up and elongate (see my
figure in Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xx. pi. vi.). The

operculum of H. aicriculata B. has the muscular attachments much

lower down and not so near the edge ; further, the ovicell which is

but slightly raised, has a semicircular area, and the surface of

the zooecium has not pores all over. It seems exceedingly doubt-

ful whether R. auricidata should remain in Uasv)ellia, bat I have

never had sufficient material in my hands for a complete

examination. H. grandipora Waters is HasiveUia, and I now

think must stand as a species.

Log. Holborn Island, Queensland (Ilastv.) ; near Torres Straits

(Chall.); Thursday Island, Torres Straits {Meissner) ;
Formosa

Channel {Levinse7i). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500,

501, 507, 520), collected by Crossland.

TUBUCELLARIA CERE0IDE3, Var. CHUAKENSIS Waters.

Tubucellaria cereoides var. chuakensis Waters, ' Tubucellaria,"

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxx. p. 130, pi. xv. figs. 10-13, 18,

19, pi. xvi. figs. 20-25 (1907); Thornely, "Mar. Poly. Indian

Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 146 (1910).

Tubiocellaria fusiformis Busk {non d'Oi"b.), Zool, Chall. Exp.

vol. X. p. 100 (1884).

Loc. Torres Straits (Busl'); Grahamstown, S. Africa; Provi-

dence, 50-78 faths. Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath. (512, 524);

Wasin, Brit, E, Africa, 10 fath. (501); Chaki-Chaki, Pemba
Island (517), low water, collected by Ci'ossland,

Tubucellaria fusiformis d'Orbigny.

Waters, loc. cit. p, 131, pi. xv. figs. 1, 2, 3, 14,

Loc. Malacca, Amirante Is., Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath. (528) ;

Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (520), collected by Crossland.

Tubucellaria zanzibaribnsis 'V^''aters.

Waters, Zoc. cit. p. 131, pi. xv. figs. 4-7 ; Thornely, " Mar. Poly.

Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 146 (1912).

Loc. Saya de Malha, 145-150 faths.; Farquahar Reef;
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Cargados, 28 fath. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501);

Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504, 514); Prison

Island, Zanzibar Channel (505) ; Chuaka Bay : collected by
Crossland.

Smittina trispinosa, var. protecta Thornely.

Smittia trispinosa, var. protecta I'hornely, Ceylon Pearl-Oyster

Fisheries, vol. iv. Polyzoa, p. 123 (1905); Waters, "Mar. Biol,

of the Sudanese Red Sea," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi.

p. 173, pi. xvii. figs. 5, 6(1908).
Smittia nitida Hincks, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. vii.

p. 159, pi. ix. fig. 5 (1881).

There are two specimens with the large avicularia situated

diagonally distal to the oral aperture. The ovicells of this vai-iety

and of typical nitida are similar, and there are some specimens

with a large, almost spinous, process at the proximal part of the

peristome, with a similar process on the ovicell just distal to the

area of pores. An identically similar form occuis off the Cape
Verde Islands, and Osbiirn * mentions an umbo in some forms of

nitida " behind the orifice," and he shows how *S'. trispinosa var.

nitida is subject to great variation with regard to the avicularia

and the peristome.

Loc. Gulf of Manaar {Th.) ; "Africa" (J.); Red Sea (W.).

Wasin, Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath. (520), collected by Crossland.

Smittina trispinosa, var. spathulata MacGillivray.

Waters, " Mar. Biol. Sudanese Red Sea," Journ. Linn. Soc,
Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 156.

The ovicell has a distinct area, the border of which sometimes
rises as an umbo, or is divided into two sharp, erect processes.

S. trispinosa var. biniucronata Hincks belongs to this group, but
it is doubtful whether it should be separated as a variety, as there

is normally such considerable variation in the zooecia. From
(504) there are very large vicarious avicularia, directed either

distally or proximally.

Smittina is used instead of Smittia, though not including all

that Levinsen refers to it, for I consider it a group in which the
operculum is usually very thin, almost membranous, with the
lower edge straight. In the species so far examined, the oral

glands are quite small and usually more or less attached to the
tentacular sheath. In the aperture a lyrula is usually found with
the operculum under the cardellfe but over the lyrula. Pseiidn-

/lustra solida Stimp., and Lepralia jjaUasiana, together with its

allies, show many difi'erences and do not seem to belong here.

Loc. Bass's Straits ; Torres Straits ; Red Sea. Wasin, Brit. E.
Africa, 10 fath. (520) ; Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel,
10 fath. (504), collected by Crossland.

* "The Brvozoa of the Woods Hole Region," Bull. Bur. of Fisheries, vol. xxx.

p. 246 (1912)."
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Smittina tropica Waters.

Sviittia U^opica Waters, " Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red
Sea," Joui-n. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 174, pi. xvii. figs. 10-14

(1909).

Loc. Red Sea. Wasin, 20 fath. (520), collected by Crossland,

Smittina sp.

There is a small piece of Smittina encrusting Adeonella platcdea,

which has the peristome very much raised, especially at the distal

part, and there is apparently a triangular avicularium in the lip.

There are perforations round the ])order of the zocecium, and the

small ovicell is not much raised and is at the base of the peristome,

and at each side of the ovicell close to the edge there is a small

clear spot. There are two openings in the ovicell of S. ocidata

MacG., and sometimes others; and I find in a specimen sent me
by Jullien as iS. longirostris J., there is a similar spot at the side

of an ovicell. Jullien's species has large frontal avicularia,

whereas none are found on the small fragment. The lyrula is at

first very narrow but spreads out widely on each side. I hesitate

to give it a name until better specimens are found.

Loc. Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504).

Lepralia feegensis Busk. (PL LXX. figs. 21, 22.)

Leprcdia feegensis Busk, Zool. Ohall. Exp. vol. x. pt. xxx.

p. 144, pi. xxii. fig. 9 (1884); Philipps, in Willey's Zool. Results,

pt. iv. p. 446, pi. xliii. fig. 7 (1889); MacGDlivray, Proc. Roy.

Soc. Yict. n. s. vol. iii. p. 81, pi. x. figs. 1, 2 (1891); Thornely,

Ceylon Pearl-Oyster Fisheries, vol. iv. p. 121 (1905); Rec. of

Indian Mus. vol. i. pt. 3, no. 13, p. 190 (1907) ;
" Mar. Polyzoa

Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 150 (1912).

Uipijopodina feegensis, Levinsen, Morph. & Syst. Studies on

the Cheil. Bry. p. 353, pi. xxiv. figs. 3a-3/(1909).

Miss Philipps described and figured the ovicell as with opaque

granulations, globular and depressed ;
and Miss Thornely, not

aware that the ovicell had been seen, described it as with large

circular pitted areas punctured in their centres. In a specimen

in my collection, from " Singapore or Philippines," the ovicell has

the pores fairly similar to, and about the same size as, the poi'es

of the zooecia. MacGillivray had previously described the ovicell

of his L. feegensis, but as the avicularium, which is directed down-

wards is in quite a different position, I doubt whether it is the

feegensis of Busk. He described the ovicell as large, rounded,

prominent, and marked similarly to the zooecia. In the specimens

from Zanzibar (501) thei'e are no ovicells, glands, ovaria, or

testes but in those from (511) there are many ovicells which are

perforated, though when the ovicell contains an ovum or embryo

these perforations look dark and opaque.

There are about 2(5 tentacles, and the operculum closes the

ovicell. There are several ovarian cells in an ovarium.
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In the submandibular part of the aviculavium there is a
liammer-sbaped thick chitinous piece for attachments of muscle.

The proximal muscles are in several bundles and are attached to

the base of the tentacles.

Lepralia is a genus which we have long wanted to see brought
into order, but certainly further work is required, Hincks made
a group Lepralia^ and, no doubt, on the whole the species of his

gi'oup are closely related, but he unquestionably placed some
there which should have gone in his Schizoporella and other

genera. Neviani, taking species with a horse-shoe aperture,

made a genus Hippoporhia^ but he still retained some which
must be separated, and ver}^ little was gained by his new
name. In Lepralia the operculum is usually thick and has a
strengthening band at each side with the muscles attached near
the distal end of the band. The sides of the operculum are either

straight or much contracted where the lateral teeth of the
aperture occur. This will remain a fairly large group even when
extraneous species have been removed, but we hardly know where
Levinsen would place them, as hardly any of them are mentioned.
L. adpressa, L. Mppopus, L. rectiliveata Hincks, find no place.

Lepralia feegensis is made the sole rejDresentative of a new genus
Hippopoclina^ but the characters given seem insufficient for

separation, as there are a considerable number with the same
general characters.

Some Lepralia Levinsen places under Smittiiia, a new name for

S'mittia, but the true Smittia to which he alludes have a very
thin membranous operculum with straight pioximal edge hardly
separated from the frontal membrane, and there is usually a lyrula,

which is perhaps a structural correlation with the thin mem-
branous operculum ; further, there are very small oral glands

often partly attached to the tentacular sheath. I find it quite

impossible to place Lepralia jxdlasiana and its allies side by side

with Schizoporella auriculata Hass., S. linearis Hass., S. triangula

Hincks, etc., as the group seeims ver}^ unnatural.

Levinsen's Cheilopora* contains species some of which have the
ovicelligerous zooecia with a quite differently shaped aperture fi'om

that of the ordinary zoceoia, as, for instance, Lepralia circumcincta

Neviani, a species found fossil, but also living, fi'om Naples,

Capri, and Oran (Algiers) ; whereas L. longipora MacG.= Z. prce-

lovga Hincks, and L. prcelucida H. have large raised perforated

ovicells. This dimorphism occurs in several Lepralidte, but in

Schizoporellidaj I only remember it in ;S'. subimmersa MacG. We
hardly know yet how far these characters are reliable for generic
divisions.

Such forms as L. adpressa Busk, L. liip)popus Sm., L. recti-

lineata H., and the bulk of Avhat we have known as L'kpralia

should remain there until ample living and spirit material of

numerous specimens has been examined.

* Hnime made a genus ChiJopora and Miclielotti called one CJieilopora..

Froc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XXX.V. 35
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Loc. Philippines, 18 fath. {Chall.) ; Singapore oi^ Philippines

{A. W. W. coll.); Hong Kong; Lifu (Ph.); Manaar (Th.)

;

Andamans (7%.) ; Cargadoa (Ind. Ocean) (Th.) ; (?) Nichol Bay,

N. W. Australia {MacG.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, on Adeonella,

10 fath., from bottom of s.s. ' Juba,' which always remains in

Zanzibar waters (511), collected by Crossland.

Lepralia turrita Smitt. (PI. LXXIII. fig. 10.)

Lepralia turrita Smitt, Floridan Bryozoa, pt. ii. p. 65, pi. xi.

figs. 226-228 (1873); Kirkpatrick, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6,

vol. V. p. 16 (1890) ; Thornely, "Mar Poly, of the Indian Ocean,"

Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 150 (1912).

The small specimen from Wasin has four long calcareous

spinous processes, irregularly placed round the aperture. One
or more of these processes may bear an aviculaxivim at one side

near the base, as in the spinous process of H. albirostris Sm,
Besides these avicularia there are on the surface of the zoarium

numerous small semicircular avicularia, irregularly scattered.

The ovicell is not much raised and has an elongate elliptical

opening in the front. A specimen of Lepralia turrita in my
collection has short blunt processes with similar semicircular

avicularia, and the ovicell, which is morei-aised, has a similar wide

opening in the front. Perhaps, on account of the different

character of the ovicell, it should at least be made a variety, but

until more material is available it is allowed to stand.

The operculum has the sides nearly straight with the proximal

edge curved ; there are two muscular dots a little distance from

the edge and two articular thickenings ; the width is about 0*2 mm.
This opercukim does not correspond with any with which I am
acquainted, for though in many respects it is like those of what I

should call, in a restricted sense, Lepralia, there is no lateral ridge

for the muscular attachment, which is not close to the border.

In the British Museum there is a specimen marked turrita,

which is Holoporella, and it seems as if there were more than one

with a series of calcareous processes round the oral aperture.

What Ridley and what I called L. turrita may each have to be

placed elsewhere.

Loc. Ascension Island ; Florida {Sm.) ; China Seas ; Amirante,

29 fath.; Cargados, 30 fath. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 20 fath.

(522), collected by Crossland.

Lepralia wasinensis, sp. n. (Text- fig. 81.)

A small piece with only seven zocecia was found on re-examin-

ing some material, when the paper was almost completed. Only

the calcareous part remains, which was probably bilaminate, but

this cannot be stated with certainty. The zooeeia have the sides

straight and the distal end somewhat rounded, with thick borders

to the zooeeia. The oral aperture is subrotund with a wide

curve on the distal end surrounded by a thick band. The frontal
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surface is closely pitted, and at each side of the oral apei'ture,

somewhat below it, there is a large subtriangular chamber which
is probably avicularian. In the band surrounding the oral

aperture there is an opening at the proximal end which appears
to be avicularian.

Text-fiff. 81.

Lepralia wasinensis, sp. n. X 25.

The species seems most nearly related to Lepralia (Mucronella)
pnelucida Hincks, which has a Jarge avicvilarium by the side of

the oral aperture as seen in my specimens, and as Professor R.
Osburn * mentions in Ms specimens from Labrador.

Loc. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 20 fath. (520), collected by
Crossland.

Lepralia cleidostoma, var. inermis Ortmann.

Lepralia cleidostoma, var. inermis Ortmann, " Die Japanische
Bry.," Archiv fiir Naturgesch. vol. i. p. 49 (1890),

Lepralia cleidostoma, var., Hincks, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5,

vol. xiii. p. (41) (1884).

This form has the surface smooth a,nd silvery with fi^equently

an umho below tlie aperture and often one on the ovicell. The
ovicell is scarcely at all raised and is also smooth and imperforate,

and has a small semilunate area. There is sometimes a small

knob on each side of the apertui^e. Both the aperture and the
operculum are about the same size and form as that of L. cleido-

stoma Smitt from Madeira t, which also occurs at Florida (Sm.),

Japan {Ort.), and Bermuda {my coll.) ; but L. inermis var. differs

in having no avicularia, and it is a question whether it is advisable

to consider it a species or a variety,

Norman says + that L. cleidostoma is the L. porcellana Busk, but

* " Bi'j'ozoa from Labvadoi', etc.," Proc. U.S. Nat, Mus. vol. xliii. p. 283,

pi. xxxiv. figs. 3, 3 a, 3 c (1912).

+ Waters, "Brj^ozoa from Madeira," Journ. R. Micr. Soc. 1899, p. 10, pi. iii.

%. 16.

X
" Polyzoa of Madeii-a," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxx. p. 305, pi. xl. figs. 1, 2

(1909).

35*
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as ifc has been impossible to recognise it from Busk's figures the
name cleklostoma must stand.

Loc. Queen Charlotte Island (Hincks) ; Japan, 100 fath.

(Ortmann). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (520), collected by
Crossland.

Petralia japonica Busk.

Lepralia japonica, Waters, Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red Sea,

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 149, pi. xiii. figs. 10-12.

Loc. Add (Natal, as Hemeschara gigantea Busk MSS. in the

Brit. Mus.) Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501), collected by
Crossland.

Petralia chuakensis, sp. n. (PI. LXX. figs. 10-14.)

Specimens from Chuaka correspond in most particulars with

Busk's description of Leprcdia dorsiporosa *, but the notch at the

distal end of the zooecium is wanting, and in chuakensis the

proximal edge of the aperture is serrate. The aviculariura

at the side is curved and is larger than those figured by Busk.

The Zanzibar specimens have ovicells which are unknown in

dorsiporosa, and the wall, which is not much raised, is finely

perforated.

The perforated area in the dorsal surface is for a broad radicle,

which, however, is not always developed ; a similar area occui"S in

Petralia vultur var. armata, and also in Petralia japonica there

is often a similar large radicle. Levinsen refers to the radicle

tube in P. dorsiporosa. There is a complete bar to the avicularia

often disappearing in Eau de Javelle preparations. There are

numerous uni- or few-pored rosette-plates scattered over the

distal wall. On the lateral wall, about halfway between the frontal

and basal walls, there is a row of about 5 few-pored rosette-pla.tes.

There are about 28 tentacles. In the ovarium there are but

few ovarian cells.

It has been thought best to give a specific name, although there

is much in common with P. dorsiporosa from the Torres Straits.

Loc. Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath. (502), collected by Crossland.

Petralia vultur Hincks, var. armata, nov. (PI. LXX.
figs. 15-20).

Type, Mucronella mdtnr Hincks, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 5,

vol.'x. p. 98, pi. viii. fig. 2 (1882).

From Chuaka, Zanzibar, there are unilaminate specimens

difllering from the Mucronella vidtur as described by Miss

Thornelyt, in having a triangular mandible to the avicularium

attached to the mucro. There are also a large number of raised

round avicularia, with semicircular mandibles, and a distinct

ci'oss-bar. These avicularia are sometimes on the top of a raised

* Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. x. p. 143, pi. xviii. fi°;. 4.

t Ceylon Peavl-Oyster Fisheries, vol. iv. p. 124 (1905).
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tube. There are a few large spatulate avicularia at one of the

distal corners, and these also have a distinct cross-bar. Speci-

mens of M. vultur in Miss Thornely's collection show the mandible
serrate.

There is a fairly broad lyrula and two cardellse, and the lyrula

is formed before the front wall is complete. Only one ovicell has

been seen, and that is partly broken, but it is broad and minutely
perforated.

Oil the dorsal surface there are perforated spaces, no doubt for

radicles, but there are usually sevei'al small ones instead of one
large one as in Lepralia dorsiporosa B.

Similar ovicells with minute perforations occur in Petralia un-
data MacG., P. japonica Busk, F. vidtur Hincks, P. ellet-ii MacG.,
P. (M'uci'onella) magnifica Busk, P. (^Escharella) bisiimata Smitt

(no7i Busk), P. thenardii Aud., P. {M.) porosa Hincks, P. {M.)

castanea Busk, L. crassa Thornely; and these Levinsen would
place in his family Petraliidse, and thus it would seem as though
a genus can be separated based largely on the ovicell. In the

species of this group which it has been possible to examine, there

are a large number of tentacles, viz., Petralia undata MacG.,
about 26 ; P. japonica B., about 25 ; P. castanea B., about 23

;

P. vidtur var. armata, nov., about 25 ; P. chuahensis , nov.,

about 25.

There seem to be two tentacles larger than the rest (figs. 1 5-17),
and these, instead of being triangular, have the inner surface

nearly straight, with a number of long nuclei. On this inner

surface there are cilia, but unfortunately the condition does not

admit of exact study of this point. These two larger tentacles

occur in all the species examined of the group, and larger tentacles

occur in other groups to which I have previously alluded. These
large tentacles are most marked near to the base of the tentacles

when they are commencing to divide, whereas nearer to the ends
there is but little difference.

Log. Ohuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath., 29.3.1901 (506), collected by
Crossland.

? ESCHAROIDES OCCLUSA Busk.

See "i. Lepralia occlusa Waters, " Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red
Sea," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool, vol. xxxi. p. 152, pi. xiii. fig. 15,

pi. xiv, figs. 1-9, 13 (1909).

The distal and lateral walls have numerous scattered uniporous
rosette-plates, especially near the inner borders. At the side of

the zoarium there are often two large spatulate opposite avicu-

laria, whereas in Adeonella the avicularia are usually on a median
line.

Levinsen would put this under Myriozoidea, but I hardly think

he can have had sufiicient material before him when writing about
the family, and that is often our dilficulty in considering classi-

fication.
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The type of Myriozoiom must, of course, be 21. irtmcahtm, and
I am not sure that any other living species can be put in the

same genus. It has a large number of tentacles, 26-27, which
should lead us to consider carefully whether the species with about

16 tentacles belong to the same genus, though we cannot conclude

from that alone that they do not.

Levinsen makes one of the characters of Myriozoidea, " de-

pendent avicularia seem always to be present," but in the type

J/, truncatum no aviculai-ium has been fovind ; another of his

characters of Myriozoutn and Myriozoella is no transverse bar in

the avicularium, but Schizoj^o^^ella biturrita H. and what I have
called S. tibberosa Rss. and Escharoides occlusa have a distinct bar.

In M. truncatum. the ovicell is a very large swelling with the

covering wall resembling the zooecial wall. S. crtistacea has a

prominent round ovicell with radiating ornamentation, S. bitur-

rita H. and S. tuberosa have very large wide raised ovicells. In
M. simplex Busk no ovicell is externally apparent, though cal-

careous sections reveal a concealed ovicell. In ^S". polymorpha the

ovicell is also under the calcareous wall, giving, as a rule, no
external sign (see my suppl. 'Challenger' Rep. vol. xxxi. pi. ii.

figs. 22, 23). In aS*. biturrita and S. polymorj^ha B. there is an
avicularium at each side of the oral aperture, and in M. mario-

nensis B., at each side well within the peristome, there is a

small avicularium with a mandible rounded at the end.

Now, in ? Escharoides occlusa there is an avicularium on the

lip of the peristome at one side *, the ovicell is but moderately

raised, with a few large openings, the avicularia have a bar and
there are very large glands, at first paired, but often ultimately

uniting to form a large multilobvdar gland. So far as my sections

go, namely, aS*. Crustacea, M. coarctum, M. subgracile, and M. trunca-

tum, there are no glands in the species considered as Myriozoidea

except in E. occlusa, and these are quite different from any others

known. Also the general absence of glands indicates that Mj'rio-

zoidea of Levinsen are not, as considered by him, closely allied to

the Reteporidfe, in which glands are so well developed, and which
iisually have a sublabial pore and a lamina to the ovicells, also

vibices indicating two distinct layeis. The operculum of E. occlusa

is quite different from that of any other sf)ecies placed by Levinsen

under Myriozoidea. It has a thick boi'der all round, and near

the distal edge are two knobs for the attachment of the muscles.

Myriozoum truncatum has a very large operculum of a shape

quite different from that of the others mentioned, the proximal

portion of the operculum being somewhat triangular with the

attachments near to the proximal end. M. subgracile, M. coarctum,,

and M. Crustacea have the sides of the moderate-sized operculum
nearly straight, with the muscle near the side. Hasimllia

australiensis has the muscular attachment near the border of the

* The position of the avicularium is similar in HJiampJwstomeUa , etc., but we do
not yet know the systematic value of this character.
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operculum. Myriozoum marionensis would seem to be Cellarinella

or related to it. Gephyrophora folymorpha has a large operculum

neai-ly round, with a wide vanna fitting into the poster, and the

muscular dot is some distance from the edge, in fact it is of a

Schizoporellidan character.

It seems probable that E. occltisa must be made the type of a

new genus, and I expect that the examination of material suit-

able for cutting will result in a re-arrangement of classification

of the Myriozoidea of Levinsen, as the ovicells present such great

differences. I am loth to make new genera until we can see from

sufficient material what is to be grouped together ; at any rate, I

fail to see good reason for placing Escharoides occlusa * under

Myriozoum.
Log. See Waters, "Red SeaBryozoa" p. 156. Wasin, Brit.

East Africa, 10 fath. (501) (520); Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar

Channel, 10 fath. (504), collected by Crossland.

HOLOPORELLA COLUMNARIS Busk.

Cellepora columnaris Busk, Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. x. pt. xxx.

p. 194, pi. xxix. fig. 11, pi. xxxv. fig. 16 (1884); Waters, Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, vol. iv. pi. ii. figs. 1-6 (1889) ; Ortmann,
"Die Japanische Bryozoenfauna," Arcliiv f. Naturgesch. vol. i.

p. 55 (1890).

Cellepora ciclaris MacG. Prod. Zool. Vict. dec. xvii. p. 243,

pi. 165. fig. 4 (1888) ; Thornely, "Ceylon Pearl-Oyster Fisheries,"

vol. iv. Poly. p. 126 (1905); Records of Indian Museum, p. 195

(1907).

The oral aperture has a denticle at each side. As shown in my
paper mentioned above, the columns are often very thick, ex-

tending through several layers of the zoarium. A specimen
of Holo'porella in my possession, named in manuscript celosia by
Busk, has similar columns passing through several rows of zooecia,

and the avicularian mandible has a double columella, while the

shape of the operculum also shows that it is a distinct species.

This is not, however, the species so named in the Busk collection

in the British Museum, where there are two other species named
celosia, MSS.

I have had the opportunity of comparing Busk's types and
MacGillivray's co-types (?'. e., duplicates) in the British Museum,
and there can be no doubt as to the identity of columnaris and
ciclaris.

In a specimen of columnaris from Wasin there are numerous
small hydroids extending far into the zoarium within, protecting

internal walls, formed by the Holoporella, prolonged slightly

* Hincks considered Escharoides, a name given by Milne-Edwards for a subgenus
of Cellepora, as being now the genus of Sniitt, who used it for species with an
avicularium in the lip on one or both sides, but Smitt never fully diagnosed it. As
Escharoides, a name originally meaningless, has been used in a quite different sense

from Levinsen's, it would be much better if he recalled his genus Feristomella and
used it instead of Escharoides.
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beyond the zoarium. Sometimes they start from the base, and
the poiypides stand out from the upper surface of the zoarium,
A similar case fi-om the Red Sea is mentioned in the addenda to

my Report*. Probably the hydroids in both are Clava.

There are about 18 tentacles. There are a great number of

ovaria with two small ovarian cells, and in only one or two xBases

has a moderate-sized ovarian cell been seen, and the ovaria are of

the Bugula, type. The ovaria may be surrounded by testes.

Log. Bass's Straits, 38 fath. (Chall.) ; Port Phillip Heads
(MacG.) ; Port Jackson. N.S.W.

(
Waters) ; Sagamibai, Japan

(Oh.) ; Manaar, 34 fath. ; Ceylon Coast, 32-34 fath. ; off Port
Blair, 100 fath.; St. 59, 32 fath., St. 77, 35 fath. {Thornely).

Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501), collected by Crossland.

HOLOPORELLA APERTA Hincks.

Waters, "Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red Sea," "Bryozoa,"
Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi, p. 161, pi. xviii. figs. 20-23

(1909).

Log. Additional. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500) ; Ras
Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (504), collected by
Crossland.

HoLOPORELLA ALBIROSTRIS Smitt. (PI. LXXIII. fig. 11.)

Celle'pora alhirostris, forma tyinca Smitt, " Floridan Bryozoa,"

pt. ii. p. 70, pi. xii. figs. 234-239 (1873).

Cellepora alhirostris Busk, Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 347,

pi. xxvi. fig, 2 {no7i fig. 1) (1881) ; Zool, Chall. Exp. vol. x. pt. xxx.

p. 193, pi, xxxiv. fig. 7, pi. XXXV. fig. 3 (1884) ; Waters, Quart.

Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xli. p. 304 (1885); op. cit. vol. xliii. p. 68

(1887); Ann, Mag, Nat. Hist. ser. 5, vol. xx. p. 197(1887);
MacGrillivray, Prod. Zool. Yict. dec. xvii. p. 249, pi. 167. fig. 1

(1888) ; Mon. Tert. Poly. p. 109, pi. xiv. fig. 11 (1895) ; Tliornely,

"Mar. Poly. Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. ser. 2, vol, xv.

pt. 1, p. 155 (1912).

In //. alhirostris there is great variation in the colour, some
being very dark with the ends of the rostra white, others may be

nearly white.

There are vicarious duck-bill avicularia and the border of the

rostral avicularia is denticulate ; the oral glands (fig. 11) are very

long, and there are 16-17 tentacles.

A specimen is partly adnate, from which bilaminate branches

arise. The unilaminate portions, when seen from below, are quite

regular with the sides of the zooecia parallel, as in so many
Schizoporellida3.

Both Smitt and Busk expressed doubt as to whether H. alhi-

rostris and H. hispinata were synonyms, but this is not the case,

for alhirostris has a long spine below the oral aperture, while

hispinata has a short avicularium ; further, in H. alhirostris there

* Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 254, p. 163, pi. xv. fig. 16 (1910).
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is a pair of the minute aviciilaria at the si<le of the zooeciuin

to which I referred in my lieport of the Sudanese Bryozoa, but

none were found in H. bispinata. Further, the operculum of

H. albirosli-is has a muscular ridge turning sharply inwards and
ending off sliort, whereas the operculum of H. bispinata has a

ridge, very thick at the base, extending as a thin band nearly to

the apex. U. albirostris has a veiy long oral gland nearly the

length of the polypide, while the gland of S. bispinata, though
also cylindrical, is much smaller.

Loc. Florida, 25-35 fath. (Sm.) ; Heard Island, 35 fath. (ChalL);

New South Wales [IVaters); Victoria (2IacG.) ; Amirante, 12-18
inth. (I'korneli/). Wasin, B. East Africa, 10 fath. (501); Ohuaka,
Zanzibar, 3 fath. (525), collected by Crossland.

Fossil. Australia, N. Zealand (11^) ; Victoria [31acG.).

MiCEOPORELLA CILIATA Pallas.

Loc. ISTorthex-n Seas ; British ; Atlantic ; Mediterranean ; Red
Sea ; Ceylon ; Australasia and varieties in Japan, Australasia

;

Zanzibar (ff.), the IST. Indian Ocean. Wasin, Brit. E. Africa, 10

fath. (500), collected by Crossland.

Fossil. Pliocene and Miocene of Europe, and Tertiary of

Australia and New Zealand.

Rhynchozoox profundum, var. laminatum, nov. (PI. LXXII.
fig. 11.)

The specimens from Wasin may be the i?. j)'>'ofundu'm as first

described by MacGillivray, but it is not the profundum of the

Prodromus, which MacGillivray considers is the same as R. longi-

rostre Hincks.

The species of Rhynchozoon are difficult to distinguish, but the

ovicell has a lamina in the front like the lamina of Retepora, to

which it is related, and the shape of the lamina furnishes specific

characters of value. In this Zanzibar variety the lamina is long

and rounded at the end, whereas in R. profimdtiin it is shorter,

very broad, and spreads out at each side. In R. bisjnnosum Johns,

it is quite short.

In this variety as in R. pi'ofundum the denticle is broad and
uncinate, and the ovicell is but little raised above the general

surface. There are narrow pointed avicularia over the surface,

as usual in Rhynchozoon.

Loc. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath, (520), collected by
Crossland. Noumea (in A. W. W. coll.),

Retepora hirsuta Busk.

Reiepora hirsuta Busk, Zool. Chall. Exp, vol. x. p, 119, pl.xxvi.

fig. 4 (1884) ; Waters, " Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red Sea,"

Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxxi. p. 175, pi, xviii, figs. 24-26

(1909),

Specimens from (500) and (520), which are undoubtedly the
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same as Busk's ' Challenger' jR. hirsuta, have besides minute cir-

cular avicularia round the fenestrse, also on the inner side of each

of the zooecia bordering a fenestra., an elongate avicularium with
the beak bifurcate but with an acute mandible. This was de-

scribed by Busk for B. hirsuta and is one of the most important
characters. Large pieces were examined without finding any of

the long antenniforin spines described by Busk, and then in

some places they were found in abundance. This is much like

R. monilifera var. umbonata MacG., but in that there are only

occasionally the long bifid avicularia on the zooecia bordei'ing on
the fenestrse, and they must be separated because, among other

reasons, the branches have more zooecia in A*, umbonata ; the

more delicate hirsuta is a tropical form, whereas umbonata is

Australian.

The mo)iilifei^a group of Retepora seems to be well defined, and
perhaps should have generic value given to it. All have the

well known " trifoliate stigma " on the ovicell, and in most there

is a minute avicularium on the lip to one side ; the opercula

genei^ally are fairly similar with a nearly straight proximal edge,

and in shaj)e rather wider than long, with the muscular attach-

ments rather high up and near the border. In R. formosa
MacG. and R. contortitplicata B., the operculum is more curved

on the proximal edge, and no labial avicularia have been found
in these ; apparently all have the labial pore, which is often tlie

end of a long tube opening into the zocecium * proximally to the

operculum, and I agree with Jvillien and Calvet in speaking of

this as the Reteporidan pore, as it is characteristic of a lai-ge

number of ReteporcB.

There is another group with widely open ovicells, and in these

none have a labial avicularium, unless R. incrustata Calv. belongs

here ; the proximal edge of the operculum is not straight, and in

some it is contracted in the middle like the opercula of some
Lepralia (for example L. hippopus Sm.). In this group are

R. imjierati B., R. elongata Smitt, R. tessellata Hincks, R. solan-

de7-ia Risso, R. inordinata Calv., having a broad thickened border;

while R. sinuosa Kirkp., R. novcezelandioi Waters, R. hippocrepis

Waters, R. gelida Waters, R. lepralioides Waters, have longhands
at the sides of the operculum, for the muscular attachments, and
lateral contraction of the oral aperture. The Reteporidan pore

has only been observed in this group in R. solanderia Risso.

Another group has a fissure in the ovicell as in R. celhdosa L.

and the proximal edge of the operculum is nearly straight, and
very similar throughout this group, labial avicularia occur in

some but not in all. There are a few Reteporce with imperforate

ovicells. Throughout the genus the oral glands are very well

developed.

The minute round or oral avicularia with thin membranous

* Waters, " Medit. & New Zeal. Reteporidse," Jonrn. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxv.

pp. 255-6 ; Exped. Aiitarct. Beige, pi. vi. fig. 6 a (1904).
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inn.ndibles occur very frequently in the genus and may be called

Reteporidaii aviculai'ia,. There are other small avicularia with

solid chitinous semicircular mandibles like those near the oral

aperture. These have two muscular tendons, whereas the large

triangular ones have a single tendon, and this muscular distinc-

tion between the round and triangular mandibles is very frequent

in the Cheilostomata.

In the monilifera group the growth of the ovicell can be well

followed. Looking down the peristome the opening of a large

pore is seen in the distal wall (PI. LXXII. fig. 1) until the ovicell

commences to grow (figs. 1 & 2), when the pore is more or less

hidden by a disk growing on a small stalk (fi.g. 2). This disk

becomes concave as it grows, showing this to be the commence-
ment of the inner wall of the ovicell (fig. 3), then in a later

stage part of the front is open (fig. 5), next the slit of the upper

part of the trifoliate stigma is seen (fig. 6), and soon the ovicell

is complete (fig. 7).

More or less similar commencements of the ovicell occur in

other genera, and sometimes specimens show these disks when
no ovicells are developed.

There is one large rosette-plate at the distal end of the

zooecium, and the muscles for withdrawing the polypide are

arranged on each side of this with a chitinous thickening to

which they are attached.

The avicularia are vqyj variable in Retepora, and we must not

trust to them too much in determining species.

Log. Off Cape York, 8 fath. (i^itsA;) : Red Sea ( IFafers). Wasin,
Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500), 20 fath. (520), collected by
Crossland.

Retepora producta Busk. (PI. LXXII. figs, 9, 10.)

Ketepora producta Busk, Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. x. pt. xxx.

p. 108, pl. XXV. fig. 7 (1884) ; MacGillivray, " Tert. Polyzoa of

Victoria," Trans. Roy. Soc. of Victoria, vol. iv. p. 115 (1895);
Tliornely, Records of Indian Museum, vol. i. pt. 3, no. 13, p. .193

(1907).

Retepora porceUana, var. laxa MacGillivray, Prod. Nat. Hist.

Victoria, dec. x. p. 15,' pl. 95. fig. 6 (1885).

The small semicircular avicularia are very much raised, which
is not usual in Retepora, and are crenulate, as is frequently the

case in the round avicularia of the genus. These avicularia do

not occur on the younger zocecia but are common on the others.

The zooecia are much smaller than those of R. porcellana MacG.
and the spines are ridged, but I am not sure that it is right to

speak of them as articulated. In the zooecia near the border

there are often triangular avicularia with a single beak. The
ovicells in the Wasin specimens are not very much raised and
have a distinct median slit. On the dorsal surface there are

long nan-ow avicularia ; the meshes are large, but " papillary

eminences " are not found as a frequent character.
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Loc. Tongatabu (Polynesia), 18 fath, {Chall.)\ Samboangan,
10 fath. (Chall.); Port Phillip Heads, Victoria (MacG.); San Pedro
Shoal, 25 fath.; Daros Island, Amirante Group (in my collection,

sent to me under another name). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10
fath. (507), 20 fath. (520), collected by Crossland.

Fossil. Victoria, Tertiaries (MacG.).

Eetepora denticulata Busk. (PI. LXXII. fig. 8.)

Retepora denticidata Busk, Zool. Chall. Exp. vol. x. p. 109,
pl. xxvi. fig. 1 (1884); Philipps, "Rep. on Polyzoa," Willey's
Zool. Results, p. iv. p. 449, pl. xliii. fig. 13 (1899); Calvet, " Bry.
d'Amboine,'-" Rev. Suisse de Zool. vol. xiv. p. 620, pl. xxi.

figs. 2-9 (1906); Thornely, "Mar. Poly, of the Indian Ocean,"
Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xv. p. 147 (1912).

The lamina of the ovicell is not quite so long as that figured

by Oalvet, nor has it the orifice mentioned by him. Only a
few ovicells have been found. The trabeculse are not barren.
There are large bifid avicularia on many of the zooecia near to

the distal end, which are probably only the small labial avicularia
modified ; also there are small semicircular or oval avicularia in

the older zocecia, near the middle of the front surface, but in the
younger zooecia they are wanting. Similar avicularia also occur
in the ' Challenger ' specimens.

There are about 11 tentacles.

Internally, at the proximal end on each side of the zocecium,
there is a chitinous thickening (fig. 8) for the attachment of the
muscles which withdraw the polypide, and between these two
sets of retractors there is a thick funicular bundle passing to
the next older zooecium. The interior wall of the zooecium is

lined with very large square cells, and very similar cells line the
zooecial and vibracular chambers and the tube-pores of some
Cupuhtrice, recent and fossil.

Reteporella dendroides Ortmann is similar in many respects.

Loc. Sandwich Is., 20-40 fath. (Calvet); Lifu, Loyalty Is.

(P/i.); Amboina (Calvet); Amirante, 15-35 faths., Seychelles, 34
fath. (Th.). Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (501), collected by
Crossland.

Retepora jerjianensis Waters.

Waters, " Mar. Biol, of the Sudanese Red Sea," Journ. Linn.
Soc, Zool, vol. xxxi. p. 176, pl. xviii. figs. 11-16.

Loc. Red Sea (Waters). Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel (513),
the shore, collected by Crossland.

Retepora tubulata Busk, var.

Retejwra tubidata, type. Busk, Zool. Chall. Rep. vol. x. pt. xxx.

p. 121, pl. xxviii. fig. 2 (i884) ; Thornely, " Ceylon Pearl-Oyster
Fisheries," vol. iv. p. 125 (1905); Records of Indian Museum,
vol. i. p. 193 (1907).
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The furcate aviculai-ium at the pi-oximal end of the fenestra

is not so large or as much divided as in the 'Challenger' specimen,

but this divided avicularium is a character of much use in dis-

tinguishing the species from B. hirsuta B. and some others about
the same size with various zoarial characters similar. There are

no other large avicularia on the fenestral border, and there is a

delicate spine at each side of the oral aperture. As Miss Thornely
found in the specimen from the Indian Ocean, the growth some-
times brings the celluliferous surface to the outside as in

R. philijjpensis B.

Ortmann has described a species as R. axillaris which has
an avicularium at the proximal end of the fenestra, but the

shape of the avicularium and mandibles differs from the species

from Zanzibar in which the avicularia are similar in shape to

those of R. Mrsida.

There are 11 tentacles, and the oral glands are moderately
large but not much elongated.

Log. Cape York, 8 fath. (5t(s^) ; Gulf of Manaar (TVi.) ; Caspar
Straits, Malacca Straits {Th.), var, Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10
fath. (501), Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel, 10 fath. (501),
10-20 fath. (504, 514), collected by Crossland.

?BiFAXARiA VAGANS Thornely. (PI. LXV. figs. 13, 14.)

Thornely, "Mar. Polyzoa of the Indian Ocean," Trans. Linn.
Soc, Zool. vol. XV. p. 145, pi. viii. fig. 7 (1912).

Zoarium erect, cylindrical, about 0'3 -0"4 mm. in diameter,
branches dividing dichotomously at nearly right -angles, continuous
in the younger portions, but in the older the junctions are broken
across and there is a chitinous tube inside the articulation.

Zooecia face opposite all round tlie stem in four directions ; the
surface of the zocecia has longitudinal ridges and large pits. The
secondary orifice is round with a small mucro bearing a small
avicularium, with an acute triangular mandible extending into

it, while the primary orifice, which is some distance down the
peristome, has the proximal edge straight. There are no ovicells

on the specimens examined, which were growing on Retepora,

nor were any ovaria or testes found in the sections made. There
does not appear to be any bar to the avicularium. There are
about 16 tentacles.

This is much like the ' Challenger' Bifaxaria reticulata* Busk,
but in the British Museum specimens there are no avicularia,

and the surface is reticulate and apparently not perforate.

Bifaxaria of the ' Challenger ' is not a satisfactory genus, and
will be broken up. It might be retained for B. submucronata B.

and B. corrugata B., which are closely allied, and have the
avicularia at the proximal end of the zooecia, not at the distal

end as supposed by Busk. B. denticulata B. has been removed

* Busk, Zool. Cliall. Exp. vol. x. pt. xxx. p. 82 (188i).
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to Sderodomus by Levinsen ; B. papillata B. should perhaps be

put to UrceoUfora ; B. ahyssicola B. probably belongs to the

Cellarinella group ; B. Icevis B. must be placed elsewhere ; B.

minuta B. perhaps belongs to the B. reticulata B., B. vagans

Thornely, group.

Loc. Seychelles, 34-39 fath., Aniirante, 34 fath. {Thornely).

Wasin, Brit. East Africa (500) ; Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar

Channel (504), collected by Crossland.

Adeonid^.

In a short paper in the Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist, for May
1912*, I have given grounds for believing that the Adeonidse

will be found to be a much more important group than has

generally been supposed, and this in spite of none of the characters

upon which it was founded being of the importance then svipposed.

A large number of the species are pigmented, most have long

pore-tubes, there are triangular avicularia on the front, and
often vicarious avicularia on tlie zoarial border, and both kinds

are without any cross-bar. There are no external ovicells,

the embryos being developed in an ovicellular sac which about

half, or, in some cases, nearly wholly fills up the zooecium ; and in

a considerable number the zooecium in which the embryo is

developed is larger than the others, with a differently shaped

aperture, together with a difference in the frontal pores, and these

larger zooecia have been called gonoecia. The number of species,

however, in which there is no diflference in the ovicelligerous

zocecia is very large, perhaps as many are indistinguishable as are

externally recognizable. There are no oral glands in any species

examined. I had previously shown that in the Adeonella of

Busk's ' Challenger' Report there were species in which the pore

entered into the zocecial chamber, while in others the pore is

above the operculum, also that the opercula in some are nearly

straight on the proximal border, others have a broad curve. At
the time there was not suiBcient material for complete generalisa-

tion, but it is now clear that I was right in separating from
Adeonella species with a pore entering into the zooecial chamber,

and it is now seen that they also have a more or less sti^aight edge

to the operculum. This group is now known as Adeonellopsis of

MacGillivray ; and Adeonella, much the same as I restricted it, is

accepted.

The wall of the sac (PI. LXXIII. figs. 3, 5, s.) containing the

embryo (figs. 3, 5, emh.) is much thicker than that of the sac in

such species as Lepralia cuccidata B., which also has no external

ovicells. The very earliest stages of this sac have not been seen,

and while it does not ever seem to hang from the opercular

region as a small pendant, yet a comparison with the sacs of

* Ser. 8, vol. ix. p. 493 (1912j.
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Diplodidymia conipllcata Rss. (text-fig. 79, p. 491) may throw
some light upon the growth.

Blind cells, that is cells without an oral aperture, are very-

frequent throughout the family, and sometimes the central or

stalk portion is composed of such cells, A few have a closure

somewhat like those of the Cyclostomata, but not entirely so, as

a membrane from below the operculum spreads to the front to

make the funnel-like closure. Membranous closures are also

occasionally found, and these may be perforated. These closures

with tubuli occur in Adeonella conlorta Mich,, and I have found

them in Lepralia syringopora Rss., one of the Adeonidje.

The goncecia in Adeonidse, when distinguishable, frequently

are situated near the border, but in one species they are all

situated on the median line, while in another they are in groups

in various places, distinguishable by the naked eye.

In my recent paper dealing with Adeonidse I alluded (p. 496)

to the occlusor muscles being, as a rule, single in triangular

mandibles, whereas the semicircular mandibles usually have two
tendons. A slightly different statement would have been better,

as I was aware of some exceptions, and since writing I have come
upon more—in fact in Cellepora and Holoporella many of the

triangular mandibles have two tendons, but in Flustra, Membrani-
pora, Retepora, and Grihilina, etc., and in most genera the rule

seems to be, only one tendon to the triangular mandibles. Some
of the exceptions may be in semicircular avicularia modified

into triangular ones. I have not got a record on this point of all

the mandibles prepared, and must make further examination.

Adeonella platalea Busk. (PI. LXXIII, figs. 3-5, 8 k
text-fig. 82.)

Eschara platcdea Busk, Brit. Mus. Oat. Mar. Pol. p. 90, pl. cv.

figs. 1, 2 3, pl. cviii. fig. 4 {fide Busk) (1854); MacGilHvray,
Prod. Zool. Vict, dec, v. p. 41, pl, xlviii, fig, 4 (1880),

Eschara hexagonalis Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S.Wales, vol. v.

p. 41, pl. iii. figs. 1, 2(1881).
Adeonella platalea Busk, Zool. Chall, Rep, vol, x, pt, xxx,

p. 184, pl. xxi. figs. 4, 4 a (fe fig, 50 (1884) ; Meissner, M., "Liste
der von Herrn Prof. Semon bei Amboina und Thursday Island

gesammelten Bryozoen," Jenaische Denk. vol. viii. p. 731 (1902);
Waters, " A Structure in ^cZeo?^eZ/a {Laininopora^ contorta Mich.,"

Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 8, vol. ix. p. 489 (1912),

Escharinella cecilleana d'Orb, Pal. Frang, vol. v, p. 207 (1850)

;

and see Waters, Ann, Mag, Nat. Hist, ser. 7, vol, xv, p, 5

(1905),

I have not had the opportunity of re-examining the E, cecilleana

d'Orb. since this collection was taken in hand, but the name
cecilleana cannot be retained, as the description was insufficient.

The ovicellular sac (fig. 3) is formed near the distal end
and ultimately fills up nearly the whole of the zocecium, but
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the very earliest stage has not been seen. The wall of the
sac is formed of short cells and at one part touches the embryo.
The embryo in early stages (fig. 5) is surrounded by large and
long cells, and in some cases is filled up by formative tissue. In
later stages, when the embryo is nearly ready for a free existence

the large cells of the calotte are readily followed (fig. 6).

Text-fig. 82.

Lateral surface of Adeonella platalea. X 25.

"When the ovicellular sac lias grown to a moderate size thei'e

may be, near to the opercular wall, an ordinary polypide, but
often there is only a very small one looking like a simple bud,

being sometimes not more than a straight tube. There are strong

muscles at the distal end on one side for contracting the walls of

the ovicellular sac, to which they are attached, as well as to the

distal wall. The ovicells of A. polystomella Rss., are smaller than
those of the other species, but there is the same thick-walled

ovicellular sac. Also, in a specimen of Beania viagellanica B.,

from Chatham Islands, there is a, large embryo in a thick-walled

cellular sac nearly filling the zooecium. This I do not find in any
of my specimens from Naples, but there is a pair of sac-like

bodies near the distal end, and in the Antarctic specimens these

bodies are large and were thought to be for the formation of

testes, although there are ordinary testes near the distal end in

which the spermatozoa can easily be seen.

It has been supposed that all the large zooecia of the Adeonidae,

namely the gonoecia, are merely for embryos, but this is by no
means certain, as some may be for the testes, with which some are

nearly filled, but the material available does not permit of my
saying much on this point. However, it is only in a limited

number of species that there are large zooecia, and the same changes

may take place in these as in ordinary zooecia ; for as the gonoecia
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contain polypides and buds, the embryos are only a stage in the
life of the goncecia.

In the present species the two outer rows of zooecia are, in parts

of the colony, larger than the rest, forming goncecia with a larger

and wider oral aperture, also the pore below it is wider, and a

short tongue fi'om the distal end sometimes divides the pore into

two. In many sj^ecies of the Adeonidfe where there are gonoecia

they occur at the border of the zoarium or near a bifurcation, but
apparently in no species are they continuous all along the border.

When the zooecia are blind or closed there is often a disc with a

central tubule in about the position of the oral aperture.

In A. platalea there ai-e at the border of the zoarium, besides

the large avicularia, very minute ones between the two zocecia,

and sometimes the small chamber has a round opening and no
mandible.

Loc. Bass's Straits ; Cape Capricorn ; Victoria, Queensland
{3IacG.) ; Port Darwin {Brit. Mus. Coll.) ; China Seas, 82-102
fath. (Chall.) ; Thursday Island {Meissner) ; Ye, Burmah Coast

(Thorneh/); Basilan, Indian Ocean (d'Orb.). Wasin, Brit. E.

Africa, 10 fath. (501, 520) ; Ras Osowamembe, Zanzibar Channel,

10 fath. (504) ; Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel, 8 fath. (505)

:

collected by Crossland.

Adeonellopsis crosslandi, sp. n. (PI. LXXIII. figs. 1, 2, 6, 7,

12-14.)

This is, in many respects, like A. suhsulcata Smitt, but there

seems sufficient reason for separation, for the ridge surrounding
the area in siobsulcata is here wanting and the suboral avicularium

is directed laterally.

The zoarium consists of fiat branches (a little over 1 mm. wide
and less, than 1 mm. thick) frequently bifurcating and sometimes
anastomosing.

All the zooecia are about the same size, no difference being-

discoverable externally in the ovicelligerous zooecia, although in

sections zooecia nearly filled by the embryo ai'e found occurring

indifterently in any position except in the outer zooecia. The
proximal border of the aperture is crenulate and this, as mentioned
by Miss Thornely, is the case in suhsulcata ; also the broad median
pore is denticulate ; however, in some zooecia, especially those next
to the outer row, there is no apparent pore.

There is a small triangular avicularium immediately below or

within the aperture, and often a few of the zooecia near a bifui'ca-

tion, and some of the bordering zooecia have also an avicularium

at the proximal edge.

The zooecia at the sides of the zoarium are opposite as, in fact,

are all the zooecia, so that the oral apertures on both sides rise to

the same height. On the side of the zoarium there are no
vicarious avicularia, whereas they occur in A. distoma, A. suh-

sulcata, and A. hnperforata.

Proc. Zool. See—1913, No. XXXYI. 36
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The tentacular sheath is attached to the operculum close to its

border, and on the inner side of the opercular region there is a

small globular body (fig. 2), immediately below which the new
bud grows. We see the same thing in various species, among
others, in "i Bifaxaria vagans Thorn., J. poli/stomella Rss., etc.,

and it is very large in Adeona foliacea vdv . fascialis Kirchenpauer,

being about 0*4 mm. in diameter, which is about double the

diameter of the globe in the present species. The wall is thick

and it may give support to the new bud.

There are about 13-14 tentacles. A. distoma has 14-16.

It would seem that the ovicellular zooecia very frequently occur

near to a bifurcation, and there may be a group of three or four

ovicellular zooecia close together. The few ovaria seen consist of

two very small ovarian cells, at first situated at the distal end of

the zocecium, but others, no doubt older, occur by the pi-oximal

end of the ovicellular sac. The ovaria are similar to those of

Bugula, and are of about the same size in Adeonella platalea,

A . polystomella *, and A . crosslandi. The early stages of develop-

ment have not been made out.

The ordinary zocecia may have the polypide entirely surrounded

by a testis, in fact, may be practically filled with it.

Loc. Wasin, Brit. East Africa, 10 fath. (500, 501), collected by

Crossland.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LXIV.

Fig. 1. Aetea anguina L. Showing the ovicell {ov.) at the end of the tubiilar pro-

jection ; the retractor muscles (rjw.) attached just

below the tentacles, and also attached at the other

end near the commencement of the basal expansion,

where the ovaria {oa.) also occur. X 85. Frosn
Wasin (500).

2. Do. do. Front view, showing the operculum and the tentacular

sheath {ts.) to which the muscles are attached. X 250.

3. Aetea trimcata Landsborough. X 25. From Prison Island (505).

4. Brettia tropica, sp. n. X 85. Dorsal surface. From Wasin (501).

5. Do. do. X 25. Anterior surface.

6. Catenaria diaphana Busk. X 25. From Eas Osowamembe (504).

7. Do. do. Lateral view, X 25.

8. Do. do. Operculum, X 85.

9. Do. do. X 25. Section showing embryos (l.) in the ovicell;

also an ovum (ov.) in the zocecium, and ovaria below
the ovicell {oa.).

10. Do. do. Ovarium, X 250.

11. Do. do. X 85. Section of zooecium showing ovicell {ov.),

diaphragm {d.), compensation-sac (es.).

12. Synnotum pemhaensis, sp. n. X 25. From Chaki-Chaki Bay, Pemba
Island (517).

13. Do. do. Mandible, X 250.

14. Do. do. Avicularium, X 85.

15. Do. do. X3.
16. Synnotum contorta, sp. n. X 25. From Chaki-Chaki (517).

17. Do. do. Avicularium, X 150.

18. Do. do. Mandible, X 250.

* A. polystomella occurs in the Red Sea, as I find from the examination of a

specimen in the British Museum, since m^^ Red Sea paper was written. There is

also a specimen from Brisbane (65.5.29.4).
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Fig. 10. llembranipora armata Haswell. Opercular region, seen from the interior..

The opercular muscle is attached to a linear sclerite {sc.) on the mem-
branous operculum, and from the sclerite there is also a muscular band
to the tentacular sheath (f.s.). Two protoplasmic bands (h.) pass to the:

distal rosette-plate. X 50.

11. Diplodidymia complioata Uss. X 6. Colony from Chuaka (506).

12. Do. do. X 25. Lower part of colony

.

13. Do. do. X 85.

14. Do. do. X 250. Operculum.
15. Do. do. X 250. Mandible.

Plate LXVIII.

Fig. 1. Stirparia zanzibariensis, sp. n. X 85. From Chuaka, Zanzibar, 3 fath.

(506).

2. Do. do. X 2.

3. Scrn/pocellaria pilosa Aud. X 85. Dorsal surface. From Wasin, Brit.
E. Africa, 10 fath. (500).

4. Do. do. X 25. Anterior surface.

5. ScrupoceUaria macandrei Busk. X 85. Dorsal surface, showing the
groove extending beyond the vibracular chamber.
From Prison Island, Zanzibar Channel (505).

6. Do. do. X 85. Anterior surface.

7. JBicellaria cliuakensis, sp. n. Avicularium, X 250.

8. Do. do. X 25. From Chuaka Bay, Zanzibar Channel, (515).

9. ScrupoceUaria wasinensis, sp. n. X 25. Dorsal surface. From Wasin^
Brit. E. Africa, 10 fath. (522).

10. Do. do. X 25. Anterior surface.

11. ScrtqMceUaria ferox Busk. X 25. Anterior surface. From Prison
Island, Zanzibar Channel, 8 fath. (505).

12. Do. do. Mandibles—(«) anterior, {h) lateral, X 85.

13. Do. do. Base of vibracular seta, X 250.

14. Do. do. Decalcified piece, showing the articulation with the
chitinous tube already formed to the inside zocecia

of the new branch, X 25.

15. Do. do. Dorsal surface, X 25.

Plate LXIX.

Fig. 1. Cauda retiforniis Pourt. X 25. From Ras Osowamembe, (504).

2. Do. Do. Dorsal surface, X 25.

3. ScrupoceUaria cervicornis Busk. X 25. From Wasin (522).

4. Do. do. Dorsal surface, showing the articulation, X 25.

5. Caberea eUisii Flem. Vibracular chamber seen from the inside: a, by
vibracular chamber ; b, c, continuation of the groove beyond the
chamber.

6. Candaretifor7)iisVoart. Dorsalsurface, to show the articulation. X about 6^
7. ScrupoceUaria ferox B.

~

8. ScrupoceUaria joUoisii Aud.
9. FlabeUaris (Menipea) cuspidata B.

10. Sugulopsis peacMi Busk.
11. Menipea patagonica B.

12. Menipea buskii W. Th.

13. ? Metiipea ci/atJius W. Th.
14. Stirparia zanzibariensis, sp. n. Showing basal stalk from which there are

delicate rootlets, and also capsules nearly filled with a bright 3-ellow

substance. X 12.

15. Swgula robusta MacG. Showing the earlier zooecia, X 25 ; a, natural
size. From Wasin (501).

16. do. do. Avicularium, X 85.

17. ScrtipoceUaria wasinensis, sp. n. Zooecia showing the position of the
ovaria (ov), testes (#.), rosette-plates (?•.). X 85.

18. Do. do. Ovarian cells with protoplasmic threads from the
rosette-plates, X 250.

19. Do. do. Ovaria showing two nucleated ovarian cells, X 250.

20. ScrupoceUaria ferox Busk. Band which starts near the distal end and
passes down the side of the zooecium ; also small bundle of protoplasmic
threads running parallel with the granular band. X 350.

Do.
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Plate LXX.

Fig. 1. Schizoporella nivea Busk. X 25. From Wasin (501). This may perhaps

he called var. ivasinensis.

2. Do. do. X 85. Operculum.
3. Do. do. X 85. Oral aperture closed by calcareous wall.

4. Gemellipora protusa Thornely. X 25. From Wasin (520).

5. Do. do. X 85. Operculum.
6. Do. do. X 85. Interior of the zooecium showing the oral

aperture.

7. Scliizoporella nivea Busk. X 25. From Wasin (501).

8. Do. do. X 150. Basal avicularium.

9. Do. do. X 150. Lateral avicularium.

lO.lFetralia chuakensis Busk. X 25. From Chuaka, Zanzibar.

11. Do. do. X 85. Operculum.
12. Do. do. X 85. Mandible.
13. Do. do. X 250. Mandible showing the creuulated border.

14. Do. do. X 25. Dorsal surface showing spaces for the attach-

ment of radicle tubes.

15. Petralia vultur, var. armata, nov. X 85. Section through the zooecium,

showing the tentacles, with two larger than the

others.

16. Do. do. do. X 85. Operculum.
17. Do. do. do. X 550. Section of tentacles ne.<ir the base

showing the two large fan-shaped tentacles with
long nuclei near the edge.

18. Do. do. do. X 25. Eau de Javelle preparation. From
Chuaka.

19. Do. do. do. X 85. Mandible of oval avicularium.

20. Do. do. do. X 85. Mandible of round avicularium.

21. Lepi-alia feegensis Busk. X 85. Operculum.
22. Do. do. X 85. Mandible.

PlATE LXXI.

Fig. 1. Memlranipoi'a savartii And. Zooecia showing the network of protoplasmic

threads. In the upper zoojcium histolysis of the

polypide has commenced, and in the right hand
zooecium (}•) histolj^sis has progressed further, and
now considerable granular masses are formed. In

the lower zocecium, of which only the distal end is

shown, the polypide is in full vigour with digestion

active and the tentacles unaltered. Drawn from a

decalcitied mount, X 85. From Zanzibar Channel

(528).

2. Do. do. Section showing plasma threads by the side of finely

granular cord and parts of nanower cords, X 1000.

3. Do. do. The granular masses shown in the right zooecium in

fig. 1, X 150.

4. Do. do. A similar mass shown in transverse sections sur-

rounded by protoplasmic threads, X 1000.

6. ? Membratiipora armaia H&iweW. Mandible, X 85.

6. Do. do. Decalcified avicularium showing retractor muscle (a),

divaricator (6), with tendon attached to the mandible
in the middle of the base, and the "peculiar body"
(c), X 85.

Avicularium, X 85.

Lower portion of lateral gland, X 320.

Decalcified zooecium showing the avicularian chamber
on the left with muscles as in fig. 6, and the glan-

dular chamber (cfc.) on the right, X 85.

10. Do. do. X 25. From Wasin, Brit. East Africa (500).

Do.
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Plate LXXIII.

J?'ig. 1. Adeonellopsis crosslawU, sp. ii. X 250. Showing an ovarium in the
distal end of the zocecium. From Wasin.

2. Do. do. X 250. Showing- round body under the operculum
with the protoplasmic tlu-eads to the buds below.

3. Adeonella platalea Busk. X 150. Showing the earl.y stage of the ovicel-

lular sac (s.) near the distal end containing the
embryo {einb.). From Wasin (501).

4. Do. do. X 85. Section showing the ovicellularzooecium nearly
filled up by the embryo, with an ovarium [ovar.)

now proximal to the embryo. Froin Wasin (501).

5. Do. do. X 150. Section of embryo showing the zorecial wall

{z.w.), the ovicellular sac (s.), and the embryo
(emb.). The muscles are seen at the distal end on
the right in the zooecial chamber. From Wasin (501 )

.

6. Arleonellopsis crosslandi, sp. n. X 250. Thick section of embryo
showing the aboral end. Fig. Qa, X 250. Diagram-
matic outline of vertical section.

7. Do. do. X 85. Operculum.
8. AdeoneUa platalea Busk. X 85. Operculum.
9. Osthimosia zansibariensis, sp. n. X 85. Operculum.

10. Lepralia tnrrita Sm. X 85. Operculum.
11. Holoporella albirostris Sm. X 85. Polypide showing the long oral

glands.

12. Adeonellopsis crosslandi, sp. n. X 25.

13. Do. do. X 50. Transverse decalcified section showing the
opposite zooecia at about the same stage of develop-
ment.

14. Do. do. Natural size.

15. Osthimosia samibariensis, sp. n. X 50.

16. Scliizoporella nivea Busk. X 50. The two zooecia figured were near
together but not in the same row, and are placed
together to save space. A sac-like structure (so.) is

shown at the base of each ovicell (oe.), but of the
numerous muscles in this sac only about half of
those in focus are drawn. It seems that the ovum
(oc.) passes into this sac which is then ruptured (r.),

and the ovum is pressed forward into the ovicell

where it segments. The small oral glands are

shown {gh).

35. Notes on Albinism in the Common Reedbuck {Cervi-

capra arundinum), and on the Habits and Greo(]jraphical

Distribution o£ Sharpe's Steenbuck (^RajMceros sharpei).

By Major J. Stevenson-Hamilton, C.M.Z.S,, Game-
Warden of the Transvaal.

[Received April 8, 1913 : Read April 22, 1913.]
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Albinism hi the Common Reedhuch (Cervicapra arundinum).

During the early weeks of 1911 a rumour reached me of three

white Reedbucks having been seen near the south-western border
of the SaV)i Game Reserve. I gave orders that they should be
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kept under observation so far as possible, though the very broken
and hilly nature of that area rendered any close following of

their movements impracticable.

A month or two later a troop of hunting dogs {Lycaon pictus)

passed through that part of the country and, it is believed, killed

one of the animals, as only two were afterwards seen. I then
made preparations for an expedition to capture the survivors, if

possible, for the Pi'etoria Zoological Gardens, but almost imme-
diately afterwards heard that they had wandered out of the
Game Reserve and that the male had been shot by some unknown
persoii. Towards the end of 1911, the last survivor, a female,

came back to the Reserve. The Museum authorities having
expressed a desire to obtain the skin, failing success in capturing
the animal alive, I proceeded to the giound. Under the circum-
stances it seemed that the capture would be very difficult, and
that failure would abxiost certainly drive the animal out of the
Reserve, where it would be killed at once by natives or white
men, and so be irretrievably lost. I therefore shot it, and
sent the skin, bones, and measurements to the Pretoria Museum,
where it is now set up.

The animal proved to be a female about two years old, and of

a perfectly pure white colour throughout. The muzzle and inside

of the ears, membrane round the eyes, etc., were pinkish or flesh-

colour.

The skin on the back of the ears was scabby and unhealthy-
looking. Eyelashes white. Pupils reddish black. Inner irides

grey blue. Outer irides pearly with darker rays. White of eyes
normal. Hoofs and lateral hoofs pale horn colour, the former
nearly white at bases.

Measurements for a two year old animal about normal.
Head and body 52 inches ; tail 7^ ; fore girth 32.

When found she was running with an ordinary lam, and
contained a perfectly formed male fcetus, which Avas noimal in

all respects. I should he inclined to think, in view of the time
which had elapsed since the disappearance of the male albino,

that she had been impregnated by the normal i"a,m with which she

was found ; but this is a point I cannot speak on with any certainty.

It is worth recording that within a mile of the spot where I

saw this animal, and in the midst of the comparatively small

area where these Reedbucks had been born a,nd bred, was a
village in which lived an albino male native, his hair nearly

white, and his eyes of almost the same curious light grey-blue

shade as those of the Reedbuck. Native information states that
albino children have been born before in the same village, and
that white Reedbucks have also been seen in former years in the
district.

Some two months later (January 1912) a report came to hand
of another albino Reedbuck at a, point 60 or 70 miles north of

where the female was secured. This animal was always noticed

alone, and was repeatedly seen by passengers by the Selati train.
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I sent a ranger up to endeavour to capture it alive, but attempts

were unsuccessful, owing to the mesh of our net being too lai-ge.

It Avas seen close enough, however, to be recognized as a female,

nearly pure white and about one year old. After the unsuc-

cessful attempts to capture her alive, she was noticed at intervals

for another month ; but before another attempt could be made,

she disappeared, probably killed by wild dogs.

These animals, which may have been born in 1909 in the first

case and 1910 in the second, were found at a considerable distance

north and south of one another, and the incidents almost certainly

had no connection whatever, but both occurred within a few miles

of or among the foothills of the Drakensberg Mountains, on the

western border of the Reserve. In nearly eleven years' careful

observation of Reedbucks in the Reserve, these are the only

cases of albinism that have been bi"ought to my notice.

Sharpens Sleenhuck (Raphiceros sharpei).

Spiti-jnte or Pltsi-pitsi of the Thonga tribes of the North-

east Transvaal and neighbouring Portuguese East Africa.

Isigulane of the Swazis.

Geographical Distribution.—The most northei-ly habitat of the

species appears to be British Nyasaland, where it was discovered,

and recorded by Sir A. Sharpe. Thence it extends down through

Mashonaland, possibly hugging the vicinity of the eastern hilly

country, to the North-eastern Transvaal. It is there found all

along the course of the Lebombo Hills (but never in the Drakens-

berg Mountains, sixty miles further west) as far as the Crocodile

River at Komati Poort. It becomes very numerous between the

Limpopo and Letaba Rivers, a,nd is there spread through broken

ground to as much as thirty miles from the Lebombo. South of

the Olifants it becomes progressively scarcer, and is very rare

indeed between the Sabi and Crocodile Rivers. It reappears,

however, in Swaziland (Mr. R. T. Coryndon), and is found all

along the border of that country and Portuguese East Africa on

both sides of the Lebombo. Mr. Coryndon is of the opinion that

it occurs also in Northern Zululand—that is to say, as far as the

end of the Lebombo Hills.

Whatever be the case in Nyasaland and Mashonaland, in the

Transvaal and Swaziland it occurs only in one narrow strip com-

prising the Lebombo Hills and their immediate surroundings.

No antelope answering to the desci-iption seems to be reported

from Natal or Northern Pondoland, and in the south of the latter

we arrive at the extreme known northern limit of the Grysbuck

(/?. melanotis), at Port St. John's.

The geographical distribution of Sharpe's Steenbuck, therefore,

seems to be between 14° and 28° south latitude, and between

about 81 1° and 33|° east longitude, the line of distribution

following more oi- less the south-westerly trend of the coast,

though at some distance fi'om it.
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There seems to be a gap of 4° of latitude in which no small
grizzled antelopes are found between the most southerly habitat
of Sharpe's Steenbuck and the most northerly of the Grysbuck
(32° south).

Description.—The animal found in the North-eastern Trans-
vaal has been described from specimens obtained by Mr. Grant
(collector for Mr. Rudd). Females and immature males are,

generall}' speaking, of a brighter red colour than old males.

The distribution and profuseness of the white in the coats tends
to vary in different specimens, and some show more than others.

Individuals display small patches of white hairs here and there
on back or sides.

In a half-grown female the dark horseshoe mark on the crown
was found to continue backwards in the form of a narrowing dark
brown line as far as the centre of the back, where it suddenly
broadened and then disappeared. In the same animal the face-

markings were much more highly contrasted than in older
specimens.

There are four mammte present in the females.

I fancied that I detected a very slight thickening of the tissues

at the points where the lateral hoofs are found in other species.

The horns of the males are very short and rather conical in

shape. They seldom exceed an inch and a half in length, and
I should imagine two inches to be about the maximum length.

Mr. Selous has recorded shooting certain small grizzled animals
in the Mashonaland Hills which possessed horns over three inches
long, and this seems to point, perhaps, to an interesting variation

of the type in that countr}^

Habits, etc.—Sharpe's Steenbuck is found either in patches of

thick bush, which may be at a considerable distance from any
hilly country, or among the stones and boulders of the lesser

ridges of the Lebombo Hills and the thick covert sometimes
growing at their bases (North-eastern Transvaal). In no case has
it been noticed at any very great distance from water. In the hill-

country it especially favours the rough boulders interspersed with
rank grass and bushes, crowning the crests of long stony ridges
which gradually merge into grassy slopes on either side. Its

colour almost exactly matches the red tint of the Lebombo rocks,

and consequently, when it chooses to lie close, it is a most difficult

creature to see. One or more individuals have a custom of

returning to the same spot to deposit their droppings, but the
habit is not a constant one. It feeds at night or in the very late

evenings and early mornings, and, except on dull days, always
lies up for the daylight hours among boulders or long grass.

In cloudy weather, especially in spring, when the grass is young
and fresh, it may be observed quite late in the day feeding close

to one of its refuges, moving slowly about, and lying down at
frequent intervals. In the stomachs examined, I have found
about half the contents to consist of young grass and the rest of
the small leaves of ground-shrubs.
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When disturbed while lying up for the day, Sharpens Steenbuck
usually springs up 30 or 40 yards away, and makes off at once.

Occasionally, however, when well concealed, it lies very close,

and only gets up when approached within a few yards. In no case

that I have observed did it ever pause before going, resembling
many other small buck and liares in this resjDect. It always goes-

at best pace for a considerable distance, squatting again suddenly
when it has found suitable covert. Its gait is a scuttling run, and
it never bounds like a Steenbuck or a Duiker. Nevertheless, its

speed is considerable, and, in the rough country aftected, it takes

a very good dog to run down an adult of either sex.

It is very solitary in habit, and even when a pair are put out
of the same patch of bush, they seem generally to have been lying

in different parts of it. Bush and rocks seem to be regarded
equally as natural refuges, and in following up individuals I

could not discover any preference for one over the other. Even
in the heat of the day the shade of a large stone on a hillside^

destitute of a blade of grass or a scrap of bush, is sometimes
sufficient for the animal's requirements.

Most of the females appear to be in lamb (North-eastern Trans-
vaal) in October and November, and I imagine the bulk of the
young to be born in the early or mid summer months, though I

should hesitate to affirm that they do not, like many other small

buck, breed more or less all the year i^ound.

From observation of appearance and habits in the field it would
be impossible to recognize its kinship with the true Steenbuck.
In habit it approximates much more closely to the Grysbuck, for

which it used often to be mistaken by hunters. The native

(Thonga) name is tSpiti-jnte or Fitsi-pitsi for Sharpe's Steenbuck,.

while they call the Steenbuck Inginana and the Livingstone

Antelope Inhlengana.

Mr. R. T. Coryndon, the Resident Commissioner of Swaziland,

confirms these observations of the animal's habits in the North-
eastern Transvaal as being applicable to what he has himself
observed in Swaziland, and gives the Swazi name for it as

Isigidane, for the SteenVjuck Tngcina, and for the Livingstone
Antelope Inhlengana. The Zulus call the common Steenbuck
Iqina. The natives therefore recognize, judging as they do
merely from habits and outward appearance, no affinity between
the two species of Steenbuck.

Sharpe's Steenbuck is generally spoken of by Colonists in South
Africa as " Grysbuck" or " Grys Steenbuck," and in this Province
it received its proper title for the first time in the Game Laws.

of 1912.
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

April 8, 1913.

Sir John Rose Bradford, K.C.M.G., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Vice-Pi'esident, in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions tliat

had been made to the Society's Menagerie daring the month of

March, 1913 :
—

The number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie
during the month of March last was 133. Of these 45 were
4icquired b}' presentation, 58 by purchase, 11 were received on
deposit, 6 in exchange, and 13 were born in the Gardens.
The number of departures during the same period, by deaths

and removals, was 167.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

1 Kandt's Cercopitheque {Cercopithecus kandti), from Lake
Kivu, new to the Collection, deposited on March 7th.

2 Canadian Porcupines (Bt'ithizooi dorsatus), from North
America, presented by W. O. Danckwerts, Esq., K.C., F.Z.S.,

on March 19th.

1 Kordofan Giraffe (Girqffa camelopardcdis anUquorum) J

,

born in the Menagerie on March 13th,

1 Greenland Falcon {Hierofalco candicans), captured in Mid-
Atlantic, and presented by Lt.-Col. F. B. Drage, R.H.G., and
the Hon. John Hubert Ward, C.V.O., on March''30th.

2 Purple Kaleege Pheasants (Gennceus horsfieldi), from the
Himalayas, presented by the Marquess of Tavistock, F.Z.S., on
March 3rd.

2 Keysser's Cassowaries {Casuarius keysseri), from German
New Guinea, received on dejjosit in immature plumage last

September, but identified as new to the Collection on March
12th.

4 Banded Trichogaster {Tricliogaster fasciatus), fi'om India, new
to the Collection, pui-chased on March 14th.

1 Central-African Mud-fish {Protopterus athiopicus), from
Uganda, new to the Collection, presented by C. W. Woodhouse,
Esq., on March 1st.

2 Gibbous Scoi'pions {Bitthus gibbosns), from Sai'dis, Asia Miuoi',

new to the Collection, presented by Miss Flora Russell on
March 11th.

Mr. H. J. Elwes, F.R.S., F.Z.S., exhibited the head of an
Asiatic Wapiti (text-figs. 83 &, 84), remai-kable for the outward
extension of the bay or bez tines, and made the following

i-emarks :
—

" The antlers I exhibit were bought in Moscow on my return
from Formosa in May 1912 of Mr. Lorenz, who informed me that
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they had come direct from the Sayansk Mountains, east of tlie

Upper Yenesei River. The only original account I know of the

Deer of this region, though no doubt more recent information

exists in Russian, is by Radde in ' Reisen im Siiden von Ost-

Sibirien,' St. Petersburg 1862, vol. i. p. 284. Radde considered

the species to be C. elcqyhus, and saj's that it was found up to

Text-iig. 83.

Front view of antlers of Asiatic Wapiti from the Sayansk Mountains.

and above tree-level on the Sayansk, Baikal, Apfel, and Chingan

Mountains, frequenting the thickest forests and islands on the

Amur, but wandering in summer as high up as the glacier

of Munku-Sardik and over the bare peaks of the Sayansk

Mountains.
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Text-fiff. 84.

Bemi-proiile view of antlers of Asiatic Wapiti
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"He gives the rutting cry, as imitated by the native hunters
vi'ith a hollow stem of Calisace daurica,i\^ follows, which seems to

me to have some I'esernblance to that of the American Wapiti :
—

"In a paper read by me at the Linnean Society on Dec. 15,

1898*, I spoke of some horns from the Yenesei Yalley in the

St. Petersburg Museum, which I thought had more resemblance
to those of Cervus elcqyhus, having a distinct cup or crown
of 6 or 7 tines branching from the same point on the beam, as

sometimes seen in old European specimens of C. elajyhus, but
never, so far as I know, in any other Asiatic form of Wapiti.
But I have not been able to examine them recently ; and the
horns shown to-night belong, without doubt, to a race of the
Asiatic Wapiti known as C. eustephanus Blanford, which name I

think preferable to C canadensis, var. siberica Severtzoff, though
the latter has priority. But until the races of Asiatic Wapiti
are better known, I think it is premature to name them definitely,

and it cannot be done without careful examination of specimens
in the St. Petersburg Museum.

" The bez or bay antlers in my specimen (text-fig. 83) are

clearly abnormal in their position. The development of the back
tines, though clearly of Wapiti type, is also poor."

April 22, 1913.

E. T. Newton, Esq., F.R.S., in the Chair.

Mr. R. PI. BuRXB, M.A., F.Z.S., exhibited two pairs of

malformed antlers of an Axis Deer {^Cervus axis), lately presented
to the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons by Capt. Stanley
S. Flower, F.Z.S. The deer vvas born in the Giza Zoological Gardens
in 1899, the malformed antlers being shed in 1905 and 1906. The
second pair showed a common malformation, i. e. duplicity of the
brow tine, but the first pair suggested rather an injury during
growth than a congenital malformation. At a similar point in

each antler the beam was abruptly bent inwards upon itself at a
very acute angle. The apical tines also were stunted, probably
owing to an interference with the blood -supply brought about ))y

the sharp bend in the beam.

* Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvii. p. 23.
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Mr. E. G. BouLEXGER, F.Z.S., Curator of Reptiles, exhibited a

number of living specimens of the Leaf-Insect [Phylliuvi cruri-

folmm), presented to the Society by Dr. Alfred Russell, which

had been reared from eggs laid in captivity, and which showed
various stages of development.

May 6, 1913.

Dr. Henry Woodward, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. E. G. BouLENGER, F.Z.S., Curator of Reptiles, exhibited a

living melanistic specimen of the Green Lizard {Lacerta viridis)

recently received from Dalmatia.

A neto Sj'iecies of Golden Mole*

Dr. R. Broom, C.M.Z.S., exhibited an example of a new species

of Golden Mole from the Transvaal, of which he gave the following

account :

—

" For a couple of years I have known that a species of Golden

Mole occui-red near Johannesburg in the Transvaal, but until a

feAv weeks ago the only specimen I had seen was a badly stuSed

skin without the skull. Recently I found that two specimens

had been ploughed out on the faim Vischkuil, near Springs, and
had been skinned by a native. Fortunately the complete carcase

of one was still to be had, and most of the skin. On examining

the skull I found to my great surprise that the Mole is not a

typical Chrysochloris, but belongs to the subgenvis Bematisciis,

hitherto only known from Natal and Eastern Cape Colony. The
species is a near ally of Bematiscus villosiis Smith, one of the

least known South African forms.
" So few specimens of B. villosus are known that we do not at

present know the degree of variability of the species, and thus

cannot be quite sure whether the few specimens at present placed

under that specific name really all belong to one species. The
type specimen described by Smith is in the British Museum. It

is nearly full grown, and is stated to have come from Natal. The
underfur is of veiy fine texture, and of a slaty-grey colour.

The long hairs, which ai-e comparatively few in number, have the

outer, flattened portion 10 to 15 mm. in length and of a pale

greyish-bi'own tint, rather darker towards the tips. The fewness

of the bristly hairs and their length give the fur a rough harsh

feeling.

* [The complete account of this new species appears here; but since the name
and a preliminary diagnosis were published in the 'Abstract,' it is distinguished by

being underlined.—Editok-I
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" The skull of Smith's type is well figured by Dobson, and
though barely mature is sufliciently near full size for purposes of

comparison.
" JDobson described and figured a second specimen which he

believ'ed to be Chri/soc/doris villosa, but he recognised difierences

which he thought might be specific. When working at the
Golden Moles some years ago, I thought it well to keep the
varieties of B. villosus under the one species, though I called

attention to the fact of one of the specimens in the Maritzburg
Museum having a dark slaty, almost black fur. The specimens
are so few in number—there being, so far as I am aware, only

five skins in the museums of the world—that one hesitates to split

up the Natal supposed B. villosus specimens into two species, but
it seems likely that when more specimens are obtained at least

two subspecies and possibly even species will be recognised.
" Whatever be the case with the Natal specimens, there is no

doubt that the present Transvaal specimen is not fSmith's C'hryso-

chloris villosa, and almost as certainly it is not the same as

Dobson's ty]3e.

" The Transvaal specimen, for which I propose the name

Bematisous transvaalensts,

Abstract P. Z. S. 1913, p. 25 (May 13),

has a thick soft fur very unlike that of Smith's B. villosus. The
underfur is much shorter and less woolly, and the terminal

flattened portion of the hair is less bristly and very much shorter,

being only about 7 or 8 mm. in length, instead of 10 to 15 mm. as

in B. villosus. The terminal portion of the hair is a rich reddish-

brown, becoming very dark towards the tip. The whole dorsal

side of the animal has thus a reddish-brown tint. On the

abdominal su,rface the i-eddish tinge has almost disappeared and
the fur has a slaty tint. The fur from the sides of the head
and nose has been destroyed.

" The claws of the manus of B. transvaalensis measure

:

1st, 3-7 mm.; 2nd, 16-5; 3rd, 10; 4th, 1-5. The hind foot

measures 16 mm., and the length of the body is about 155 mm.
The type is a female.

" The skull difiers from that of B. villosus in a number of

characters. The huge crest which rises up from the zygomatic

arch is even better developed than in B. trevelyani, and a plane laid

across the tops of the crests is 2 mm. above the cranial wall. In
B. villosus the crests pass forwards and outwards, and at a distance

of 7 mm. in front of the top of the occiput are 10'5 mm. apai-t

in Smith's type. In Dobson's type they are 10 mm. apart. In
B. transvaalensis the crest runs forward for some distance nearly

parallel, and at a point 7 mm. in front of the occiput are only
6*5 mm. apart. Another important point in the skull is the very

much larger temporal bulla. In B. villosus the bulla is about

7 mm. in diameter, in B. transvaalensis it is 10 mm. in diameter.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, No, XXXYII. 37
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" The following skull measurements (in millimetres) indicate

the slight dilferences in size :

—

Length. Breadth. Height. Dental Series.

"Smith's type 33 20-5 15-5 13-5

Dobson's specimen 34 22 17 13

B.transvcmlensis 34-5 23-5 17-5 14-5

" The teeth in the specimen of B. transvaalensis are in front

partly the milk and partly the permanent set. The 1st upper

premolar has no internal cusp. The molars are appreciably larger

than in B. villosus. In B. villosus the 2nd molar measures 2 mm.
in width ; in B. transvaalensis it measures 2*5 mm. ; and there

is an even greater difference in the size of the last molar.
" The type has been deposited in the British Museum."

Dr. Broom also exhibited an adult female of the large S. African

Lizard, Zonurus giganteits, with two newly-born young (PI.

LXXIV.), and three adult male specimens of the allied species

Pseiulocordylus tnicrole'p idotus.

He gave the following particulars of Zomtrus giganteus

:

—
" The mother Avas given to me by Mr. F. W. Fitzsimons, F.Z.S.,

of the Port Elizabeth Museum. On opening the box containing

the specimen on arriA^al in London it Avas found that two young

had been born on the voyage. The young differ in appearance

very considerably from the mother, being much more bi-ightly

coloured. Young specimens in the British Museum collection

are described by Mr. G. A. Boulenger as "light yellowish,

marbled and cross-barred with blackish brown ; the spines not at

all developed, and all the scales more strongly imbricate."
' These young also show the marked imbrication of the scales

which is largely due to their having no supporting dermal ossi-

fication. This gives the tail especially a very different appearance

from that of the adult. The colour may be described as yellowish,

with, on the back, irregular cross-bands of black. The top of the

head is blackish, but in most of the antorbital region the yellowish

colour predominates. The scales round the eye are mostly bright

yellow, but there is a black spot on the upper eyelid and a less

distinct one on the lower. The 4th lower labial has a large black

mark, and a black mark extends above this on the upper jaw to

the eye. The scales above the tympanum are yellow. On the

back the light bands, especially towards the lower half, become

very distinctly reddish, and on the tail about half the scales are a

light brick-red. The legs are irregularly banded yellow and

black, and the front of the body is pale straw-coloured except the

neck, which has a number of large black spots. The young

measure about 5 inches in length. Mr. E. G. Boulenger assures

me that the young are feeding satisfactorily and look lively."
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An examination of the small intestine of a Dongolan Genet
{Genetta dongolana) yielded about a dozen small tapeworms and
the hinder part of the body of a larger worm. The latter I have
not studied ; the former belong to two species which are described

in the present paper. Inasmuch as the Genet, which died in
November of last year, had been about four years in the Gardens,
it is uncertain whether the parasites are to be regarded as indi-

genous to Africa or had been acquired in captivity. From this

particular variety of the Genet I believe that no tapeworms have
been recorded ; but from allied forms species of Cestodes are
known, v. Linstow, in his ' Compendium der Helminthologie,' *

mentions three from " Viverra genetta," \iz. Jlesocestoides ambigitus
Vaillant t, Tcenia platyclera and T. genettce, both of Gervais t. The
latter, as I point out later, may be identical Avith my Dijjylldium.

Tcenia platydera seems § to have no rostellar hooks, and may
qiiite possibly be an Anoplocephalid. I refer later to other species

fiom Genets in my description of Dipylidium dongolense.

(1) Dipylidium dongolense, sp. n.

There were altogether five specimens of this species, all of

which I have carefully examined either entii'e or cut into series

of transverse and longitudinal sections. Tlie largest sj^ecimen,

after preservation in alcohol, measures just 5 mm. in length
and 1 mm. in breadth at the broadest part. During life

individuals reached a length of 6 mm. The accompanying
illustration (text-fig. 85) represents the individual referred to as

the lai'gest. The scolex is not shai-ply marked ofi;" from the
ensuing neck, which is very short and soon passes into the

* Hannover, 1878, p. 37.

t Coraptes Rend. Soc. Biol. Paris, 1863, p. 48.

X Mem. Ac. Sci. Montpellier, 1847.

§ Cf. Diesing, Svst. Helminthuni. i. p. 519.

37*
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stvobiln. The neck is at once wider than the scolex. The pro-

truded rosteHum has several rows of the usual minute thorn-like

spines characteristic of the genus Dvpylidiuni. Therostellum has

a three-pointed appearance, which will be obvious from the

drawing, the narrowest part being the apex.

Text-fie-. 85.

^^.

r'^p.

«-—
™^

J

\

\ r

\r

Dipylidium dongolense.

View of entire worm, magnified.

f. Extruded cirrus, r. Eostellum.

I believe that there are four rows of spines upon the rostellum.

The four suckers are not very large. The shape of the terminal

segment of the body seems to me to prove that the specimen

which I here figure is a complete individual with no posterior

segments shed. It will be noticed that the proglottids are

nowhere longer than broad, and that they overlap laterally. The

segmentation of this species is thus very different from that of
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the type species of the genus, Dipylidiwin canimivi. An in-

spection of the figure will render a detailed description of the

pvoglottids of the present species vinnecessary ; it will be noticed

that their number is small, not moi-e than 28. In another

specimen I only found 22. In this example (or in one very like

it) the last nine segments became suddenly very much more
•elongate, and were three to four times as long as broad. In
transverse sections the body shows an elliptical form pointed at

the two ends laterally and nearly as deep as wide.

The general structure of the body shows certain differences in

the less mature and more mature segments, which do not appear

to me to be altogether due to the greater tension in the latter.

The specimen which I selected foi" examination by means of

transverse sections was much like that of which I give an entire

view in text-fig. 85. But in the posterior segments, though
short, the sexual organs were well developed, and there were
ripe ova lying in cavities (of which a full description will

be given later). In these transverse sections the cuticle is

very thick and the layer of subcuticular cells very conspicuous

and deeply stained ; they have the usual flask-shaped form
and lie in a dense layer, being closely adpressed. Their thinner

outer ends are in contact with the cuticle above them. Upon
this layer follows a layer of lax tissue, and then a strong

longitudinal layer of muscular fibres, which are themselves

separated from the medulla by a thinner layer of transverse

muscular fibres. These fibres are associated together in bundles

of three or four fibres, which are very stout ; there appear to be

also a few fibres to the outside, which are not associated in

bundles but implanted singly. In longitudinal sections it is

rather easier to count the number of fibres which lie in a single

I'adial row of this longitudinal layer, and I find that there are not

inore than five or six. Here and there between the bundles are

parenchymal cells whose deep staining as contrasted with that

of the muscular fibres emphasizes their existence. In sagittal

sections the subcuticular layer is also obvious in the more anterior

proglottids. I have not been able to get any transverse sections

of the more elongated posterior proglottids (owing to the limita-

tion of my material) ; but in longitudinal (sagittal) sections I

could find no trace whatever of elongated flask-shaped subcuticular

cells. The general cortical parenchyma reaches absolutely up to

the (here) very thin cuticle. There are, I think, only two possible

explanations of this appearance of vanished subcuticular cells.

First, that they have altered their form owing to the pvilling

out of the segment, and have become broader and round like the

cells which secrete the calcareous bodies ; or secondly, that they
are really absent from this region of the body. It is clear from
the observations of Lonnberg that the subcuticula varies among
tapeworms. It is, for example, in Tetrarhynchus tetrahothrius *

"

* "Anatomische Studien iiber Skandinavische Cestoden," K. Svensk. Ak. Handl.
xxiv. 1891, pi. i. figs. 6, 11.
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a layer two or three cells deep, of which the outer ones are close

to the cuticle. On tire other hand, in Ptychohothrium belones the
moi-e scanty subcuticula lies in the parenchyma some way below
the cuticle. I find on a re-examination of sections of Hyracotcunia
hyracis * that the subcuticula occurs in patches on the mature
segments, and seems, therefore, to be in course of disappearance.
It is, moreover, mentioned by Gough t that in Stilesia the sub-
cuticular layer is not to be foimd in "^ older portions of the strobila.

in segments where the paruterine oi'gan is fully developed."

Gough holds that this absence of the subcuticula in mature
segments is a secondary character. The state of aflairs seems to-

bear out the suggestion that in my Dipyliditmi the subcuticula

has actually disappeared in the mature segments.
The testes occupy all the available space in the proglottids, and

are thus mainly between and posterior to the ovaries. In the
more elongated and riper proglottids the testes are only one row
deep and not more than 6-9 (according to the length of the
segment) in a single row; they are thus evidently not so

numerous as in some species.

The two generative orifices lie one on each side of the body not
far from the anterior boundary of the proglottids. The cirrus-sac

is in front of the vagina, and, as is shown in sagittal sections, in

the same straight line with it, being neither dorsal nor ventraL
The cirrus-sac has very definite, rather thick muscular walls,,

which are even quite obvious when the sac is dilated in mature
segments, though not so thick in appearance. The cirrus is long
and mucli coiled within the cirrus-sac. The sperm-duct is also

much coiled, and the two sperm-duct coils very nearly come into-

contact in the middle of the segment.
The ovaries of this Dipyliclium are, as a rule, clearly two in each

proglottid lying rather laterally and anteriorly. They are, in fact,,

like those of other species, such as D. zscTioTikei of Hungerbiihler,,

as to their position in the proglottid. But I do not find in cases-

which I have particularly examined that there is an absolutely

complete separation between the two ovaries of a given proglottid.

In this matter I refer to rather anterior proglottids which are
not elongated and stufied with ripe eggs containing embryos.
However, in other proglottids I found a distinct separation between
the two ovaries, the fact being that they approach very near to-

each other in the middle line of the segment. There is, however,,

no doubt about the entire separation of the vitelline glands, each
of which lies behind the ovary of which it is an adjunct. The
ovaries occupy a good deal of the space in the short jDroglottids.

where they occur when full sized. They are posterior to the coils

of the vas deferens, but reach very nearly to the posterior end,,

where the testes occur ; the testes also occupy the available space
between them.
The receptaculum seminis penetrates the middle of the ovary

* For species, see P. Z.S. 1912, p. 593.

t " A Monograph of the .... Avitellina?," Q. J. M. S. Ivi. 1911, p. 345.
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and is greatly swollen so as to be almost spherical in this region.

It is several times the diameter of the vagina.

The uterus in the genus Bipyliduan is thus described by Ran-
som in his definition of the genus * :

—" Uterus at first reticular,

later breaking up into egg capsules, each containing one or more

Text-fig. 86.

^

— t.

JjipijUdiinn dongolense.

A complete! 3' mature proglottid seen in sagittal section.

m. Longitudinal muscles, o. Ripe embryos, each in a separate cavity.

t. Remains of testes.

eggs." Nearly the same definition, but not quite so explicit, is

given by Fuhrmann t, who writes :
—" Der Uterus lost sich in

* "Cestodes of N. American Birds," Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. no. 69, 1909.

t " Cestoden der Vogel," Zool. Jalirb. Suppl. vol. x. 1908.
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einzelne ein oder mehrere Eier einschliessende Siickchen auf."

These definitions are, as I presume, chiefly based upon the many
observations made upon the best-known species of the genus,
viz. Dipylidium caninum {=.Tainia cucitmerina, mult, auct.),

of which they are a correct restatement. But Fuhrmann has
himself described in an Avian Dipylidium * a series of sinuous
uterine tubes preceding a series of egg-capsules each containing a
single egg. Furthermore, although he gives no details, Diamare t
asserts that the development of the uterus in other species is as
in D. caninum.

Text-fie-. 87.

Dipi/lidium dongolense.

A portion of the section represented in text-fig. 86, more highly magnified

to illustrate the absence of a special lining membrane to the egg-holding spaces.

Lettering as in text-fig. 86.

In the species of which the present paper is an account I can
find no confirmation of Diamare's statement concerning the de-

velopment of the uterus, though his figures of the completely

mature uterus of D. trinchesii and D. pasqualii agree very closely

with what I have seen in mature proglottids of D. dongolense (see

text-fig. 86). In the largest specimen which I have been able to

examine, in which the last nine proglottids were elongated, it was
only the last two which agreed really closely with the figures given

by Diamare and just referi'ed to. In these alone the embryos were
contained each in its own separate compartment, which it did not

by any means fill. I lay particular stress upon the fact that they

* " Taenien der Raubvogel," CB. Bait. n. Paras, xli. 1906.
\ " II geuere Dipi/lidium," Atti R. Ace. Napoli (2) vi. 1894.
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were embryos, since in Diamare's figures they are clearly eggs
which have not yet segmented to form embryos. In Dipylidhmi
caninum (as I suppose), an example of which I have studied from
the Asiatic Jackal, the separate chambers of the mature uterus
were very plainly lined with a cellular layer. I may observe of

this Dipylidhmi incidentally that the number of embryos in a
given chamber was very much greater than what is figured in

that species by Diamare, who only represents 3-7. I found quite

30 or more.

Text-fio-. 88.

Dipylidium caninum.

A portion of uterus in a mature proglottid.

ejL). Epitlielial lining of uterine cavities. O. Embrj-os.

In Dipylidmm dongolense there was not, so far as I could see,

any special lining membrane to the small chambers which lodged,

each of them, a developing embryo. It will be obseiwed in the

text-figure (text-fig. 87) which illustrates the mature " uterus

"

of the present species, that the appearances presented are con-

sistent with the view that the chambers which contain the eggs

are merely interstices in the general medullary network. Their

walls are perfectly continuous with the medullary tissue lying to

the inside of the longitudinal muscles and foi-ming the peripheral

layer of the medulla. Though the walls of the cavities often

contain imbedded in them crowded nuclei, it must be borne in

mind that the peripheral layer of the medulla is also crowded
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with quite similar nuclei. Furtbermove, tlie nuclei (see text-fig.

87, p. 554) do not give the impression that they line the cavities

;

they belong rather to the tissue of the walls ; there are, moreover,

often considerable tracts without any nuclei at all, as is often

the case with the medullary tissue of tapeworms. This is, of

course, opposed to the idea of a lining membrane.

Text-fie-. 89.

m.

9 V

•O

Dipylidhm dongolense.

A portion of a section througli a proglottid less mature tlian that represented

in text-figs. 86 & 87.

m. Longitudinal muscles, o. Egg-holding spaces.

All this contrasts greatly with the uterine spaces of D. caninum
(see text-fig. 88, p. 555), where there is invariably a close row
of nuclei with accompanying protoplasm actually lining the
cavity and in which the nuclei of the medullary tissue are

not numerous and, as a rule, different from those of the lining

membrane. The medulla, in fact, forms a reticulum in the
meshes of which lie the developing embryos ; there is not,

at any rate in the fully mature stage, any uterus at all, A
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consideration of the disposition of the eggs in proglottids anterior

to the two that have just been described bears out this view.

In the two j^roglottids anterior to the two terminal ones, the

arrangement of the eggs, or rather developing embryos, in the

medullary parenchyma was as follows :—The medullary region is

not so entirely given up to these eggs as it is in the case of the

last two segments that have been described above. In the two

latter but slight traces are left of the testes ; in the less matuie
proglottids moi'e testes are found. They have, however, com-

menced to disappear, for in the proglottids antecedent to these the

testes are more abundant and therefore take up more room. The
space apparently thus left by the degeneration of the testes is

occupied by the developing eggs. It is not, however, a continuous

cavit}' running from end to end of the proglottid (see text-fig. 89).

It is divided here and there by delicate trabeculse into compart-

ments, each of Avhich contains a considerable and varying numbei"

of developing embryos*. Further forward still, the embryo-con-

taining spaces are less conspicuous owing to the full development

of the testes, which thus occupy more room. I can draw no line

of demarcation between these cavities in which lie the developing

embryos on the one hand, and spaces which lodge ova and form

actually a part of the ovary on the other hand, in the more
mature proglottids which have begun to become elongated.

As already mentioned in describing the ovary of this species

of Dijjylidiuvij the ovaries are mature or, at any rate,

possess plenty of full-sized ova in proglottids which are not

at all elongated and are, indeed, still broader than long. In
these proglottids, however, there is no trace that I could find

of a definite uterus, and nothing at all like the obvious retiform

uterus of not fully mature proglottids of D. ccmhium. However
we maj interpret the embryo-holding spaces of D. dongolense, it

is clear that they cannot arise in the same way that the egg-

sacs of D. caninum arise, i.e., by a breaking up of a continuous

I'etiform uterus into a number of discontinuous sacs.

With what, then, can we compare the spaces which surround

the developing ova in this and other species of Di2')yUdmm—in

fact, possibly in all with the exception of D. caninum ? I do
not think that any genus has been described as possessing an

exactly similar mode of lodgment of the developing eggs. But
there are nevertheless some comparisons to be made with other

forms.

The final stage shown in Dipyliditom dongolense, where the

eggs ai-e uniformly scattered through the medullary region, each in

its own separate compartment, is suggestive of Ooc/io7-istica, with

which genus Dipylidium is usually considered to be properly

associated. The comparison, hoAvever, can hardly be exact, since,

as we have seen, this final stage is preceded by larger spaces con-

taining each of them many developing embryos. It seems to-

* In one specimen I have also seen ova enclosed bj' threes and fours in cavities in

the cortical layer. But this seems exceptional.
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me that we must come to the conclusion that a growth of the

medullary parenchyma between the individual eggs produces the

final result seen in the terminal and penultimate proglottid of

the specimen which I have studied. It might be argued that

this process is really comparable to the formation of paruterine

organs which are growths of medullaiy tissue encapsuling the

eggs though with histological change. In Dipylidimn we have
no histological change, but all the same encapsuling growths of

parenchyma.
Having given an account of the structure of this D'qyjjlidium,

it remains to be decided whether it be a new species or identical

with one of those already described. It is, as I think, hardly

necessary to say much of D. cctninum, with which there can be no
possibility of confusing the present species. The much greater

size of that species and the form of its uterus at once distinguish

it from that which is the subject of our present communication.
It seems indeed to me that the genus Dijjylidhmi I'equires really

division into two genera

—

D. caninum belonging to one, and all

the other species that are adequately known to the other. It is

from the latter that it is not so easy to distinguish D. dongolense

of the present paper. If D. geneitce of Gervais * and B. gervaisi

of Setti were not much larger .species than mine, I should have
been inclined to identify it with one or possibly both of them.

D. echinorhynchoides (from Megcdotis cet'da) is much larger than
my species, has a much longer rostellum and a longer neck.

D. trinchesii is a smaller species, but still considerably larger

than D. dongolense, measuring 2*5 cm. ; it has, however, a

short rostellum, like that of my species ; but it is to be

distinguished by the greater length of the mature segments,

which do not ovei'lap, and the invariable inclusion of each ripe

ovum in a separate compartment. Though a receptaculum
seminis is said to be present, it is hardly represented in the

figure t. D. pasqualii, on the other hand, has an obvious recep-

taculum J, but it is a much larger species, i.e. 200 mm. The
uterus is as in the last, and therefore differs from that of D. don-

golense ; but it is to be noted that the ripe ova extend into the

cortical layer, as do the egg-chambers of D. dongolense. Occurring

as it does in the intestine of a closely allied species, it might be
expected that D. gervaisii of Setti § would be more closely allied

to D. dongole7ise than the other species of Dipylidium referred to.

It is not, however, as it would appear, any nearer in structui-e.

For in this species, as in most others, the ripe ova are figured as

embedded sepai-ately in the parenchyma, without any previous

inclusion in larger cavities. It is also rather larger, being from
1-4 cm. in length.

Nor can the present species be confused with D. zschokkei \\.

* Mem. Ac. Sci. Moiitpellier, 1847.

•f Diamare, loc. cit. pi. i. fig. 9. % Loc. cit. pi. i. fig. 8.

§ " jDijii/lidium gervaisii," Atti Soc. Lig. Sci. Nat. vi. 1895.

II
Hungei-biihler, "Studien au Gyrocotyle iind Cestoden," Denkschr. Ges. Jena,

xvi. 1910, p. 516.
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For the latter reaches a length of 120 mm., and the ripe pro-

glotticis may be four times as long as broad. Moreover, the neck
of D. zschokkei " muss als sehr lang bezeichnet werden." It

appears also that my species has a much more pronounced
receptaculum, which is mentioned by Hungerbiihler as existing

in D. zschokkei, but is hardly indicated in his figure*. This
species occurs in Gynictis penicillata. Dipylld'mm triseriale of

Liihe also appears to differ—a species which occurs in the African
Civet cat f. For Liihe says of that species that the ripe eggs are

imbedded singly in the parenchyma, and makes no mention of

previously existing spaces, a state of aflairs which I have described

in my species. Moreover the genital pores of D. trisericde are
further back than in my species, and it is lai'ger in size. In
D. trisericde, moreover, the proglottids are described by Liihe

as being " ungefiihr quadratisch," which I presume means that
they do not overlap as in my species.

A second species, Di2}ylklvu7n inonoojihorum, is also described by
Liihe from the same host, Avhich only measures 10 cm. in length

and therefore more nearly approaches the dimensions of D. dongo-
lense of the present paper. But in this species, as in D. trisericde,

the length of the ripe proglottids is much greater ; and further-

more, the two separate small rovmd ovaries (with the vagina to

the outside of each) are not what I have seen in D. clongolense.

Diamare % has described, besides the well known D. caninum,,

D. echinorhynchoicles Sonsino, two species named by himself,

viz. D. trinchesii and D. pasqiicdii (botli from the common cat),

and two doubtful species, which are D. (?) genettce Gervais and
D. monticellii.

Diplopylidium genettas, gen. et sp. n.

I refer what I believe to be a new species of Tapeworm to the
new genus Dijjlojyyliclmm for reasons which I shall discuss after

setting forth the structure of this worm. The intestine of the
Dongolan Genet contained fewer specimens of this worm than of

the Bipyliclmm which has been described above. They were,

however, of about the same size, measuring up to 6 mm. or so

in length, and consisting of about 28 segments at most.

The accompanying drawing (text-fig. 90) represents an average
sized example to which the above statements apply. The scolex

is as broad as the body which follows, and there is only a slight

increase up to the end of the body. The worm has thus a sturdy

form, and is so far much like the Dij^ylicliu.m which has just been
described. It agrees with it, moreover, in thickness, the trans-

verse sections being oval in outline and not much flattened from
above downwards. The scolex is furnished with an armed ros-

tellum, which is large in contrast to the comparatively small

* Loc. cit. pi. xix. fi^. 18.

t " Beitriige zur Helmintlienfanua des Bevberei," SB. Ak. wiss. Berlin, 1898

p. 626.

X
" II Geneve BipyJidiim" Atti R. Ace. Napoli (2) vi. 1894.
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suckers. These latter are unarmed and show no peculiarities of

moment ; they face outwards and slightly forwards. The hooks

of the rostellum are lai'ge and arranged in two I'ows, 17 to each

row. Their shape and relative size can be understood from an in-

spection of text-figure 91, which represents a longitudinal section

Text-fig. 90.

"v,_.: .,/

i \

Diploptjlidium genettce.

View of entire worm, magnified.

J?. Extruded cirri, r. Eostelluni.

through the retracted rostellum of this species. The rostellum is

a muscular one, but with fewer external layers of muscles than is

sometimes met with, which act as protractors of the i-ostellar bulb.

The stout retractors (see text-fig. 91) are of course continuous
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with the longitmliiial muscular layer of the hod^y, which is poste-

riorly not thick but quite evident. In comparing the present

species with Dipylidium dongolense in the living state, I noted a
(lifi'erence in the dispei'sion of the calcareous corpuscles. In both
species they were abundant throughout the body generally ; but
in the Dijilopi/lld'atm alone did I succeed in detecting any in

the scolex.

Text-fiff. 91.

Uiplopi/lkUum ffenettee.

Longitudinal section tlirougli anterior end of bodj-.

H. Hooks on rostellum. >S'. Sucker.

The testes of this species are numerous in proportion to the
size of the proglottid. They are ripe in the earlier seg-

ments, where the ova are not mature, but still attached to the
ovaries. In such segments the testes are closely ci^owded

together and fill all the available space of the proglottid from
one end to the other. They lie, however, within the ovaries,

thus occupying the middle of the proglottid. I counted up to

twelve or so in a single longitudinal row. The cirrus-sac of
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the worm is large and has an obvious and thick muscular coat.

A peculiarity about this organ is that it does not lie in a straight

line extending inwards from the point of opening on to the

exterior, and thus at right angles to the long diameter of the

proglottid, as is so usually the case. The sac, on the other hand,

often bends at right angles near to its external pore and passes

backwards ; at other times it is more irregular in its folding.

Its large size is responsible for this folding, as the two cirrus-sacs

of a given segment would meet in the middle line did they run
straight inwards from the external pore. The cirrus itself is a

very fine tube upon the end of which I could detect no spines ;

it is coiled within the cirrvis. The sperm-duct after emerging

from the cirrus-sac forms a coil which is anterior to the sac and
near to the front of the segment.

The vagina of this Cestode together with adjacent parts of the

genital system is shown in text-fig. 92. The most remarkable

fact is that that tube opens anteriorly to the cirrus, a position

which is made plain in the text-figure referred to. It would
also appear from a study of a series of sagittal sections—which
are the best in which to study these particular relationships

—

that the vagina has not a separate orifice on to the exterior of

the body. But the truth of this conclusion will be doubted after

an inspection of text-fig. 92. For in that figure the vagina

seems to open separately, and of course anteriorly to the cirrus-

sa,c. It may be that this is at times the case ; but it is also

clear that in tracing the vagina in a series of sagittal sections the

tube is lost sight of in the walls of the male duct before the latter

reaches the exterior. I believe that among the Tetracotylea the

genus Tetrahothrium is the only genus in which the female

openings are in front of the male. It is true that in the Iciithyo-

tfeniidae generally, if not universally, there is an irregular alter-

nation in these conditions, the female duct lying in one segment

in front of and in another behind the male pore. But it is

doubtful whether this family is to be safely referred to the

Tteniadae. The figure referred to (text-fig. 92 C) shows the narrow
vagina lying in front of and parallel with the stouter cirrus-sac,

the two forming in this region a perfectly straight line, so that

their relative positions is a matter of ease to ascertain. I found

the same relations in other series of sections besides that from
which the text-figure referred to has been taken. Thus I am
able to state that there is not an alternation in the positions of

the male and female openings, as in Ichthyotainia. The vagina

is darkly stained and of small calibre in this tapeworm, the small

bore of the tube bearing a relation to the fineness of the cirrus.

Another remarkable circumstance is the nature of the recep-

taculum seminis and less mature and more mature proglottids.

In text-figure 92 C the slender vagina is seen to oj)en into a minute
spherical chamber or dilatation and to issue from the opposite side

as an equally slender tube. This chamber is, as I suppose, to be

compared to a receptaculum seminis ; but it has in this section
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the appearance of the mere beginning of such a chamber. There
is no trace of sperm to be found in it, and it is so small that I

have not been able to detect it in other sections of neighbouring
segments. The particular section to which attention has been

Text-fie-. 92.

B

I f ^•^•..,..
/

A ^1

C c.

Three sections through the generative region of Biplopi/lidium genettcB.

A. Section to show relations of vagina (?) and cirrus-sac ( c?), the latter lying

behind the former.

B. A transverse section through the receptaculuni seminis and adjacent parts

of the generative system.

c. Cirrus-sac. o. Vitelline gland, r.s. Receptaculuni seminis. v. Vagina.
vit. Ovary.

C. Transverse section showing immature receptaculuni seminis {r.s.) and
anterior position of vagina (u.).

c. Cirrus-sac.

X.B.—There is an appearance of a diverticulum of the cirrus probablj- due to

irregular staining.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XXXVIII. 38
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called is of a proglottid filled with completely matui-e eggs,

enclosed in their shell, and which have developed into embryos.

It is rather remarkable to find that the receptaculuni is so small

and immature in a section which is otherwise quite ripe. For
the receptacvilum does not suggest a reservoir from which the
contents have been recently expelled ; it distinctly suggests an
incompletely developed receptaculuni. On the other hand, text-

figure 92 B is from a section of which the maturity was less

advanced. The testes were fully ripe, and the ovaries quite

developed ; but thei'e were no ova scattered through the paren-

chyma at all. And if I have missed any in the examination of

the section, they mvist at most have been few. Yet in this

section, as will be seen from the drawing cited, the receptaculum

seminis is very large and quite distended with abundant sperm.

Nor can this difiiculty be explained away on the assumption that

one of the two vaginae in the fully-ripe pi-oglottid was more
mature than the other, and may have been the storehouse of the
sperm after copulation. For I ascertained that the vaginse on
both sides of the body were in an identical state of maturity.

The ovaries in this species are distinctly double, and lie one on
each side of the progiottids a little way behind the point of

opening of the generative ducts. The ovary is in each case

immediately followed by the vitelline gland. There seem to be no
features of special interest about either the ovaries or the vitelline

glands. On the other hand, the cavities lodging the ripe eggs are

remarkable, and like those of but few other tapeworms that have
been described. I do not give to these cavities the name of
" uterus," for it does not seem to me to be proved that they
actually correspond to the uterus of such genera as Choanotcenia,

Hymenolejns, etc. The spaces indeed to which I here refer are more
comparable, as it appears to me, to those of the Dipylidium, which
have already been described in the present paper, and to be rather

lacunee in the medullary network than deliberate pre-existing-

cavities at first united to form a single cavity. I believe, indeed,

that there is no such fragmentation here of a pre-existing uterus

as, for example, I have lately described * in my genus Otiditoenia.

For it is hard to believe that a uterus like that of so many
tapeworms can exist in the present species. As already men-
tioned, in the more anterior progiottids, where the testes are

fully ripe and the ovaries fully formed, there is no trace of any
sac which might be considered to be a uterus. Nor, indeed,

among the closely adpressed testes which occupy so much of the

interior of these progiottids does it seem that room exists for

the development of a uterus. In any case nothing obvious of

the kind is visible. It is in riper progiottids which are more
elongated in their form that the " uterine " spaces referred to are

first visible. They lie (text-fig. 93) scattered among the testes,

* " On a New Genus of Tapeworms {Otiditcenia) from the Bustard {Eupodotis
Tcori)," P.Z.S. 1912, p. 194.
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and are developed in the posterior region of the proglottid

only, but all the same occupy the greater part of such proglottids.

There is no regulaiity in the dispersal of these cavities, so far as

I have been able to make out. They lie here and there, and are

never crowded like the testes ; among them lie the remains of the

testes in the most posterior segments, where the testes are most
fully reduced. The cavities increase in size 7J«?'^ |9rtss^t with the

development of the embryos contained within them. In the more
anterior part of the body the spaces are small and contain but a

single egg or embryo just commencing to divide, which does not

nearly fill the cavity.

Text-fiy. 93.

Diplopijlidium genettce.

A portion of a nearly ripe proglottid showing ova (<?.) Ij'ing- in spaces in

the medulla.

In the centre of the field is one ovum which has no cavity round it.

Further back the cavities are lai-ger to accommodate the large

embryo with its wide egg-shell. Nowhere is there anything of

the nature of a lining membrane to these cavities. No nuclei

are distinguishable as forming a layer immediately suri'ounding

them, though the nuclei of the medullary parenchyma are, of

course, to be found frequently in the neighbourhood of the

limiting layer of the cavities ; but in these cases there is no
38-
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relation to be observed between these cells and tbe egg -holding

spaces. I have never found more than a single embryo in one
cavity ; if there are occasionally more, such instances must be
rare. The accompanying drawing (text-fig. 94) shows a number
of the embryo-holding spaces in a fully ripe pr-oglottid. It will

be noticed that between the embryo itself and the wall of the sac

in which it lies is a tuiubled mass of a membranovis appearance.

Text-fia-. 94.

m.

Diplopi/lidium genettce.

A portion of a more full}- mature proglottid. The embryos are now surrounded by
a delicate often crumpled membrane, and the spaces in which they lie are

larger.

e. Eml)r3'o. m. Egg-membrane, v:. Cavity surrounding embr^'o.

This is not all stained by the h8ema,toxylin, which has amply
stained the embrj^o itself and the surrounding tissues of the
medulla. The inference, therefore, appears to be that this

membranous material is in reality the egg-shell and is of

a chitinous nature. In some cases it has a more regular
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appearance, and seems to lie in concentric layers surrounding the

embryo ; in others this is not apparent, and it even simulates a
retiform tissue in the Lixity of its arrangement.
The ultimate aiTangement of the uterine spaces in this worm

is, therefore, the same as we find in the species of Dipylidium
that has just been described. But the two genera diifer in the

fact that this is preceded in Dijyylidhtm by another developmental

stage not repi^esented in Diplopylidium. In the latter we find

the scattered cavities lying among the remains of the discharged

testes, and as both a final and an initial stage. There is no inter-

mediate condition that I have found where the ova are contained

in larger cavities, which subsequently become reduced to chambers
each containing a single egg, such as is found in Dijyylidium.

The cavities in the two cases are, therefore, not exactly equiva-

lent ; otherwise, as has been said, there is a close agreement
between the two worms. In neither can any lining membrane
be detected forming a wall to the egg-cavities. The actual size

of the individual spaces is much the same, but in Di.pylidumi

they are more closely packed together. In formulating this

difference between the two genera I rely upon what I have seen

and not seen in my sections. It would be unwise—because of

the negativity of my conclusions—to assert this fact in a more
positive way by using it as part of the generic definition of

Diplopylidium. It is not only in Dipylidium that we find a

series of egg-holding spaces like those of Diplojjylidium. The
same kind of arrangement occurs in Oochoristica, so named
on account of the scattering of the mature ova through the

parenchyma. But in this genus there is an obvious uterus which
exists before the final scattering of the eggs. Moreover, when
imbedded in the parenchyma, the appeaiance is as if the eggs

were firmly imbedded in the homogeneous ground material of the

medullary tissue and not received into cavities. The eggs, in

fact, are immediately surrounded by solid tissue and not by the

rest of a cavity. More like the disposition met with in Dipy
lidittm and Diplopylidium is that which is to be seen in Mono-
pylidium, a genus to which the present genus, as I point out

later, is probably related. But it should be remarked, first

of all, that the absence or presence of a cavity round the singly

imbedded ova is not a matter of great importance. For, as will

be seen by an inspection of text-fig. 93, it happens occasionally

in DiplojjylidAum that imbedded ova have no cavity round them.

This may well be a preliminary state of affairs, the subsequently

appearing cavities being due to the growth of the egg into the

embrj'o. In this case there will be no doubt whatever that the

egg-holding cavities of Diplopylidium axe totally different from
those of Dipylidium dongolense, since the latter are formed as

subdivisions of an earlier larger cavity.

In 3Iono23ylidium the ova are in the same way scattered

through the parenchyma in cavities which contain one, or in

some cases more than one, ovum. It is evident, however, from
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the definition of this genus by Ransom *, that he regards these

spaces a,s disjected portions of a pre-existing viteras. It seems
clear, from the illustrations given by Mola t, that the egg-holding

cavities are not lined by cells in Tcenia marcJiali (a species which
Fuhrmann refers to the genus Monopylidmni), and in this fact

we find an agreement with the two tapeworms described in the
present paper. A very remarkable condition is described and
figured by Fuhrmann + in Monopylklhmi rostellatum. In this

species the eggs are scattered singly th:^jough the medullary region,

and each egg fits closely into a hexagonal mass of delicate tissue,

which itself fits equally closely into the medullary parenchyma,
leaving no gaps or spaces anywhere. It seems to me to be just

possible that this " parenchyma vacuolaire " which immediately
surrounds the egg may be simply the outer egg shell, which
I have myself observed in Di2)lo2)ylidmm, when crumpled, to

present quite the appearance of a retiform tissue. It is finally

to be noted that the disposition of the mature ova in Diplo-

pyliclium is perhaps also to be compared to the scattering of the

eggs in Inermiccqjsifer capensis § befoi-e the inclusion of these in

the parenchymal organs. But it must always be borne in mind
that in the case of Diplopylidium., Oochoristica, and Monopylidium,
completely mature j^roglottids may not j^et have been seen. A
final stage may be the formation of paruterine organs, though
this does not seem to be very likely.

We may characterise this new form as follows :—Size small, np
to 6 mm. ; number of segments up to 28. Scolex with retractile

muscular rostelhim armed with two rows of hooks, 17 in each

row. Suckers unarmed. Neck short
;
posterior j^roglottids two

or three times as long as broad. They do not project posteriorly

or overlap. Generative orifices lateral and paired in each pro-

glottid, opening at or i-ather in front of the middle of the

proglottid. The ducts pass between the longitudinal water-

vascular tubes. The female orifice is situated in fi'ont of the

male. The water-vascular tubes are two on each side, the dorsal

being of narrower calibre ; they are placed one above the other.

A longitudinal muscular layer, only a few fibres thick, separates

the cortical and medullary regions. The testes az'e numerous and
large, filling up all the proglottid not occupied by other parts of

the generative system ; testes disappear in posterior proglottids

when egg-chambers appear. The cirrus-sac is large, with muscular

walls, not lying in one straight line, but bent backwards in rela-

tion to the fact that there are two in each proglottid. The cirrus

is very slender and coiled within its cirrus-sa,c. The sperm-duet

is coiled and lies on each side in front of cirrus-sac. Ovaries

distinctly paired in each proglottid, lying laterally behind the

* " The Tgenioid Cestodes of N. American Birds," Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. no. 69,

1909, p. 76 :
" Uterus breaks down into egg-capsules."

t Bull. R. Ac. Belg. 1907, p. 806.

J
" Nouveaux tienias d'Oiseaux," Rev. Suisse Zool. xvi. 1908.

P. Z. S. 1912, p. 586, text-fig. 76.
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generative pores and at the middle of the segment ; each ovary-

lies in front of the corresponding vitelline gland. The vagina is

narrow and passes forward, rnnning in front of and parallel to

terminal section of cirrus-pouch
;

posteriorly it dilates into a
receptaculum seminis lying close to and in front of ovary and
behind dilated region of cirrus-sac. Uterus as a simple cavity is

absent (?). The developing ova are lodged singly in cavities of

the medullary parenchyma, which they nearly fill, and are without
any lining epithelium. Eggs with veiy wide but delicate shell.

From this general resume Ave may now endeavour to form a
generic definition of DijjilopyUdmm by eliminating from the a,bove

characters those which are in all probability to be regarded as

only specific in value.

Diplopylidium, gen. nov.

Retractile nvuscular rostellum armed tvith tivo circles of hooks.

A double set of reproductive organs in each proglottid. Genital

canals j^ciss hetiveen dorsal and ventral excretory tubes. Vagina
lying in front of cirrus-sac. Cirrus-sacs large and mtoscular, bent

upon themselves : cirrus coiled, very slender, and unarmed ; sperm-

duct forms a coil. Testes numerous, filling up available space in

proglottid. Ovaries two, in front of vitelline glands. Vagina
narrow, loitli receptaculum seminis. Uterus represented by nume-
rous cavities, each containing one egg only.

We have now to consider the afiinities of this tapeworm and
the family within which it should be placed.

There is not a very lai-ge number of genera in which the
reproductive organs are double in each segment. We find, how-
ever, such forms in nearly all of the families into which the

Tetracotylean Cestodes are divided. We may at once place on
one side those genera, such as Cittotcenia and Monieza, which
belong to the Anoplocephalidas ; for in the genus which forms the

subject of the present communication there are not, as in these

forms, persistent uteri ; and, moreover, the worms of the family

Anoplocephalidfe are not pi'ovided with a hooked rostellum. Nor
can we place the present genus, which 1 propose to term Diplo-

pylidium, with either Diplophallus * or I)iplop)osthe, two genera
which are nearly allied to each other, though placed by Ransom t
in separate families, viz. the Acoleidse and Tfeniadse. It must be
noted, however, that Fuhrmann %, in his well-known revision of

the tapeworms of birds (those belonging to the Cyclophyllidea),

regards Biploposthe as not strictly referable to the Tteniadse, but
as forming an intermediate type between this family and that of

the Acoleidfe.

* For anatomjf of Diplophallus, see Colin, Zeitschr. vviss. Zool. Ixvii. 1897, p. 277,

and Wolfhiigel, " Beitr. z. iCenntniss d. Vogelhelminthen," Inang.-Diss. Freiburg-

im-Br. 1898.

t Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1909, no. 69.

X Zool. Jahib., Suppl. vol. x. 1908.
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Both of these genera have a rostelkim which is armed with
ten hooks. The greater number of hooks in Diplopylidmm
might be regarded as a difference of merely specific value. But
while in Biplo'posthe * and Diplojyhcdlus the uterus is persistent,

and in mature segments occupies an enormous amount of space
in each ripe proglottid, Diplopyliclium has probably not a per-
sistent uterus at all ; or, if the spaces containing eggs which have
been described above are to be looked upon as remnants of a
uterus or of uteri, the conditions are obviously very different.

This important difference, as it appears to me, renders any con-
fusion between these forms quite impossible. I have referred

above to certain other comparisons between my genus and the
two that have just been compared with it.

My genus presents certain points of likeness to the genus.

Cotugnia, founded by Diamare in 1893 1. The chief point
of likeness is that in Diplopylidmm the ripe eggs are imbedded
singly in the medullary parenchyma, as is stated to be the case
with Cotugnia. But in the latter genus, Fuhrmann J, though he
gives no figures showing detail, speaks of a " parenchymkapsel

"^

as surrounding the eggs. This is probably to be compared to
that of the allied Davainea, and, therefore, presumably is not
like that which I describe in the present paper. The vagina, too,,

of Cotugnia has a dilated receptaculum seminis. Otherwise I do.

not think that the two genera can be confused. The worms are
rather large species, and the rostellar hooks are numerous and
minute, and have the typical Davaineid form which is unlike
that which I find in Diplojjylidium. Biit Cottignia appears to^

differ from other Davaineids in having no hooks upon the suckers
[" Ventose grandi e inerme" (Diamare)], and thus to approach
Diplopylidixim^ to which its double generative pores and possibly

the nature of the egg-cavities affine it.

It may be furthermore pointed out that the genus Cotugnia
seems to be characterised by its short and broad proglottids, in

which it clearly differs from the worm upon which I report ia

the present communication. Diamare t, in his paper upon
Cotiignia (and other tapeworms), assigns to his new genus
a species described by Monticelli § from material named by
von Siebold. This species (" Tcenia bifaria^') has, as it appears
to me, rather more claims to be allied to my genus Diplopylidium
than to Cottcgnia, if Diamare is right in supposing Monticelli to
have overlooked the rostellar hooks. For in his figure

||
of the

generative oi'gans (which is repeated in Bronn's ' Thierreichs '

%),.

* For the anatomy of BipJoposthe, see Jacobi in Zool. Jahvb. x. Anat. Abtli-

1897, p. 287 ; Kowalevsky, Bull. Ac. Cracow, 1903, p. 518, for a brief account of
Diplopostlie sui-generis n. sp. (?) ; and Fulirmann, Centralbl. Bakt. xl. p. 218, for
a general resume of this genus.

t Boll. Soc. Nat. Napoli (1) vii. 1893, p. 11.

X "Neue Davaineen," Centralbl. f. Bakt. u. Paras, xlix. p. 115; and Zool. kwr.^
xxiv. 1901, p. 273.

§ Boll. Soc. Nat. Napoli (1) v. 1891, p. 151. 11 Loc. cit. pi. viii. fig. 12.

t PI. ivi. fig. 9.
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Monticelli places the vagina in front of the cirrus-sac as I have
found it in D'qylopylklium. But this tapeworm has a cirrus

which is armed with spines which I have not found, and which
also does not seem to occur in C'otugnia. Nor does Monticelli

say anything of the eggs : which makes any comparison more
difficult. The segments, however, are more elongated than in

Gotugnia and thus like those of Dijjlojyylidium.

Passing by the family Amabiliidas, of which the type-genus
Amahilia has double reproductive organs, and to which Diplo-

2yyliclium does not, as it appears to me, show any affinities, we
come to the Hymenolepidse. To this family, and especially to the
subfamily Dipylidiinfe (in the sense of Ransom), Diplopylidhmy
shows points of likeness. In this subfamily there are two genera,

viz. Dipylidmm and Fancerina, which have reduplicated gene-
rative organs. After the description of a Dipylidium, which I

have given in the present paper, I do not think it necessary to

emphasize further the distinctness of Dipylidh.mn and Diplo-

jjylidiuin. As to Pancerina, that genus has no hooks'^ upon the
rostellum ; it may be merely an Oochoristica with double gene-
rative organs, or, as I have suggested elsewhere *, an Ichthyo-
taeniid. Our knowledge of its anatomy is at present insufficient

to place it with accuracy.

But although Dijylopylklmin is certainly not identical with
DipylidAtcvi, it agrees with that genus and some other Dipylidiinse

in the characteis of the egg-holding spaces (which I do not term
uterus for reasons given above) t. It is obviously quite near in

this respect to the species of Dipylidium which I describe in the
present paper. Oochoristica also has the ripe ova scattered at

random through the medullary parenchyma %. Monopylidium has
also the same type of egg-holding cavities which I have referred

to more at length above in describing this part of the generative

system of Biplopylidiimi. Furthermore, in Monopylidium there

are species (e. g. M. macracanihum §) where the hooks are not
very numerous (22) and arranged in two circles. On the whole,

I am inclined to place my genus in the near neighbourhood of

Dipylidium and Monojjylidium.

* P. Z. S. 1913, p. 6.

t Svpra, p. 567 etc.

X Cf. e. cj. Beddard, P. Z. S. 1911, p. 633, text-fig. 150 e.

§ Fulirmann, Centralbl. f. Bakt. u. Paras, xlv.
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(Text-figm-es 95-118.)

Salmonid.e : Structure, Development, Ethology.

The above title indicates what is pei'haps a somewhat hold

venture on the part of one who lives on the east side of the

Atlantic, and who has only once seen a freshly killed Pacific

salmon during a short visit to Vancouver in 1893. The
reasons for my undertaking it are that, so far as I have been
able to ascertain, the study of salmon scales has not yet made
much progress in America, that undoubtedly much may be dis-

covered from them, and that even such inadequate observations

as I have been able to make may afford most valuable hints to

others better able to procure materials for the study of the habits

of the so-called salmon of the Pacific. I say so-called, because with
one exception, Salmo gairdneri, the Steelhead Trout, the Pacific

salmon do not belong to the same division of the genus Salmo as

the salmon of the Atlantic Ocean. Excepting the Steelhead,

they belong to the subgenus Oucorhynclvus, while our salmon and
trout belong to the subgenus Salmo.

I shall have to notice five species of Oncorhynchus which
breed in the rivers and streams of Western North America.
They are 0. quinnat, or 0. tscJiaioytscha, the Quinnat, King, Tyee,

or Spring Salmon ; 0. nerha, generally known as the Sockeye,

from the sunken appearance of the eyes, and also called the

Blueback and the Red Salmon ; 0. hisutch, the Cohoe, Silver,

White, or Fall Salmon ; 0. gorhuscha, the Humpback, so called

from a peculiar hump which appears on the backs of the males
at spawning time ; and 0. keta, the Dog or Chum Salmon. A
sixth species, 0. masu, is found on the Siberian coast and in

Japan, but I shall not deal with it here, as I intend to confine

my remarks to the salmon of the Pacific coast of North America.
It is there that full knowledge of the habits of the Pacific salmon
is of the gx'eatest importance on account of the magnitude of the

canning industr}^, to which every one of the native species

now conti'ibutes its quota.

When the canning industry was first started in the West, the

<5uinnat only was cared for, but soon the Sockeye was recognized

as a fish of much greater importance. The value of the remaining
species has only recently been appreciated.

It is generally believed that none of the fish of the genus Onco-

rhynchus that go to the rivers ever return and that all die after

* Communicated by the Seceetaex.
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spawning. But although the upper tributaries of the Fraser River

are ahiiost unapproachable for some time after the spawning

season, on account of the numbers of dead and putrefj'ing fish

which they contain, I do not think it is absolutely proved that

all the fish do die after spawning. Later on I shall produce

.something approaching a proof that they do not. Most of them
undoubtedly do die then. Many of our Atlantic salmon are so

exhausted after spawning that they promptly die. Much more

so must that be the case with these Pacific salmon, which ascend

the rivers not for a few tens of miles as our fish do, but for some

hundreds, or even for many hundreds of miles. The probability

certainly is that when they go very far from the sea, none of them
retuni. But they do not all ascend to extreme distances ; and I

can see no reason why some of those which have not haxl far to

go, or great difiiculties to surmount on the journey, should not

have sufiicient strength to recover and to spawn again. I well

remember the manager of one of the largest canneries on the

Fraser saying to me that the idea that all the fish died was based

on the statements of Indians only ; that no one else knew any-

thing about it (I speak of twenty years ago), and that millions of

kelts might come down the middle of the Fraser with the stream,

and not a soul be any the wiser. To my mind the fact that no
kelts are ever seen does not 23i'ove their absence. No netting is

going on when the kelts would come down, so, as no Pacific

salmon can jump, and as no Pacific salmon has ever been known
to take a bait in fresh water, it is most improbable that they

would be seen.

It was in the hope that some definite evidence might be forth-

coming upon this point that I first took up the study of the

scales of Pacific salmon. One certain spawning mark would
disprove the idea tliat eveiy fish dies. But even on our Atlantic

Coast the percentage of fish that are recaptured after having

spawned is very small ; and on the Pacific Coast the percentage

must, for the reasons mentioned, be much smaller. Supposing

it to be as high as one in a hundred, which it probably is not, it

might be necessaiy to examine the scales of some thousands of

fish before that one happened to be among them. I have not

been able to examine the scales of more than a few dozens, but I

think that I have been so lucky as to find a spawning mark
on the scales of a laige Quinnat. One of its scales is shown
in text-fig. 95 (p. 574), and I believe that the mark about a

quarter of an inch from the edge of the photograph is a spawning
mark. I shall have more to say about it later on when I come to

•deal with the Quinnat salmon in detail.

As against the general belief that Pacific salmon never survive

spawning, I have heard the argument that the largest Quinnats,

which weigh from 50 to 100 lbs., must be very old fish and that

they must almost certainly have spawned. In text-fig. 96 (p. 575)

is shown the scale of one which weighed 62| lbs. It has certainly

not spawned, and it is also certainly not old. It appears to be
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only in its fifth year but to have grown very regularly and fast

both in summer and winter throughout its life.

As I have to i"eason largely from analogy, I must now digress

for a time from my immediate subject to say a little about

what has been discovered from the scales of our salmon, Salmo
scdar^ which is also the salmon of the east side of the American
continent.

Text-fiir. 95.

JM-

Scale of a Quiunat {Oncorhynchus tscJiawyf.icha) 33^ lbs. Length 41^ ins. ;
girth

25j ins. Captured at New Westminster, B.C., in 1912. Supposed spawning

mark shown at S.

It appears to have occurred to Leuwenhoeck so long ago as

the year 1696, and to Reaumur in 1716, that the concentric lines

Avhich are to be found upon the outer surface of the scales of most
fishes are formed with some relation to the age of the scale, and
therefore must s^ive an indication of the age of the fish to which
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were made until

a few years ago.

anything he has

the scale belongs. But no very close or reliable investigations as

to how the ages of salmon might be read from their scales

Mr. H. W, Johnston took up the study
Although I am not actually quoting from
written, I think his authority for every-

thing I am going to say, unless I may quote someone else, will

be found in one or other of his contributions to the Reports of

the Scottish Fisherv Board. (See Parts II. of the Reports for

1904, 1906, and 1907.)

Text-f]o-. 96.

Scale of a Quimiat (O. tschawytscha) 62j lbs., <?. Length oO| ins.; girth 31 ins.

Captured at New Westminster, B.C., in 1912.

A salmon scale is divided into two areas, one, the anterior and
larger part, being enclosed in a pocket in the skin, to Avhich it is

loosely attached ; the other, the posterior area, being the only
part of the scale which we see while it is still attached to the
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fish. The anterior part is covered by a mass of concentric lines

or ridges, from the relative positions of which much may be

learned. The posterior part is almost without lines. This

formation is common to the scales of all members of the

genera Salmo and Oncorhpnchics. The whole scale is covered

by a membrane and grows with the fish. When the fish—and
with the fish, the scales—grows slowly the concentric lines, which
seem to be produced at a fairly uniform rate as to number, are

situated closely together ; when they grow quickly the lines are

placed further apart. When the fish does not grow at all, the

scales also cease to grow, and no lines are added to their surfaces.

The scales first appear upon young salmon as minute bony plates

under the skin. They may first be noticed when the fish is

about three months old, and about | inch in length (Yogt,

'Embryologie des Salmones,' 1842, Klaatsch 1890, and Dahl,

'Age and Growth of Salmon and Trout in Norway,' 1912).

When about four months old and 1^ inches long the little fish

may have from 2 to 5 rings round their scales ; and when about

eight months old, that is just before the winter comes on, there

may be, roughly speaking, from 8 to 20 lines already visible on

each of their scales. Within small limits the number of lines

varies in diflerent scales even from the same fish. We know that

the yearlings when kept in ponds feed well and grow rapidly

during the summer months, and that as winter approaches they

take less nourishment, finally at times fasting completely for

three or four days on end. We also know that their growth

progresses in proportion. This mode of life is clearly depicted

on their scales. Surrounding the nucleus, the lines formed in

summer are at some small distance from each other, and each

line can usually be traced right round the scale. The lines

formed in winter are much closer together and are usually more
numerous on the anterior portion of the scale.

When the growth of the next year begins in the spring, the

lines first formed are again wider apart and generally continuous

all round the scale, and, later on, the winter formation of the

first year is repeated. Thus there is formed an area of well-spaced

lines followed by a band composed of lines very close together.

This band is usually most noticeable in front, and is followed by
another area of open lines and a second band which is probably not

quite so well defined as the first. The accompanying photograph

(text-fig. 97) of the central part of the scale of a Steelhead Trout

(^S*. gairdneri) well illustrates the formation. The line A points

to the completion of the first winter band, B of the second winter

band, C of the third, and the end of the line D shows the point

in the next year when the smolt left the i^ver and commenced to

grow rapidly in the sea.

In the sea growth proceeds as before, but at a much increased

rate, and the difierence between fast summer and slower winter

growth continues to be apparent on the scales.

Fish that are born, and spend all tlieir lives in the sea, show
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annual winter bands like the others ; but, except for these bands,

the spacing between the lines shows no sudden increase due to

any abrupt change in the mode of life. Compare text-fig. 98,

the photograph of a scale of a large haddock, with the other

photographs illustrating this paper, and the difierence in the

Text-fio-. 97.

•^^«

te:^A2im.-

Ceiitve of scale of a Steellitad Trout {S. gairdiieri) from the Fvaser River, much
magnified, showing three winter bands before migration to the sea. (For references

see the text, p. 576.)

centres will be at once apparent. I wish to emphasize
this difference because the Pacific salmon scales, if we except
those of 0. keta, the Dog Salmon, show a sudden change
of growth just as do those of the true salmon ; and this, to my
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mind, at once disposes of the idea that these fish go down to the

sea ahnost as soon as they are hatched and commence feeding-

only when they get there.

Text-fis-. 98.

V^i'

J^'{

Scale of a large Haddock {Gadus aglefinus). X about 40.

Mr. Johnston kindly gave me some of the scales taken from
salmon which had been marked as smolts in the estuary of the

Tay in the early summer of 1905, The smolts were then on
their way to the sea, and the marks wei-e still attached to the

fish when subsequently recaptured as salmon. Thus the exact

times spent by them in the sea were known, and it was found,

as had been expected, that the summer and winter bands on the
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scales agreed with the known times. Text-fig. 99 is a scale from
one of these fish which was captured in the Tay nets on May 7th,

1907. It had been marked as a sinolt when the scale had grown
to the point C, and when the fish was just over two years old.

The winter band formed in the winter 1905-6 is apparent

between the points marked D, and the band formed in the winter

Text-fi£r. 99.

Scale of 12^- lb. salmon {Salmo salar) caught in the Tay nets on Maj^ 7th, 1907.

Previously marked as a smolt in May 1905. (For references see the text, supra.)

1906-7 between the points E. Outside the last band is seen

the quick growth made in the summer of 1907 previous to

May 7th, when the fish was netted. Summer growth is the term

used in distinction to winter growth. It does not mean growth

taking place only in June, July, and August, our summer months.

It evidently starts and finishes at varying times, the probable

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, No. XXXIX. 39
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limits being about the middle of March and the middle or end
of September.
The foregoing remarks may suffice to explain the regular

markings on salmon scales, and how they show the age and time

of migration of the salmon. )Scales, however, may show much
more.

Mr. Johnston noticed that the scales of the older fish some-

times seem to have stopped growing, and become jagged and
broken at the edges, and then to have gone on growing again.

When this has happened the lines of the new growth do not

exactly follow the contours of the lines of the old growth, and
thus a clear mark is formed round the anterior portion of the

scale, often also apparent as a thickening round the posterior,

the unlined, portion. Further, it was noticed that when such a

mark occurred the number of lines between the winter bands on
each side of it was frequently far fi'om normal. Tlie normal
number differs somewhat in different fish, and also within certain

limits on scales from difTerent parts of the same fish ; but nevei-

theless it is fairly constant, and any wide departure from the

usual state of things required explanation. A reason for the

mark suggested itself to Mr. Johnston from the known fact that

salmon, whether or not they take food in fresh waber, do not

take it in sufficient quantity, after the smolt stage is passed, to

nourish them. Therefore neither salmon nor their scales can

grow in fresh water. It was further noticed that most scales

taken from kelts—that is to say from salmon which, having

spawned, have not yet returned to the sea—Avere broken and
torn at the edges, from these facts Mr. Johnston argued that

the sort of marks illustrated at and D on the accompanying
photographs (text-figs. 100 & 101) showed that the fish bearing

them on their scales had entered fresh water and stopped growing-

there ; that they had spawned and become shrunken after

spawning, so that, from mechanical reasons, the scales being im-

bricated, i.e. overlapping each other like tiles on a roof, had become
frayed at the edges ; and, lastly, that on the salmon's return to

the sea the new growth had started again evenly round the scale

and thus left the mark. Spawning operations mean a winter

at least spent in fresh water and, therefore, if the fish enters

a river early in the year there will be fewer than the normal
number of lines between the winter bands formed on each side

of the spawning mai-k. If it comes in early in the spring there

will be none in that year, and in the year following there will

be fewer than usual on account of the fish taking some time
after its return to the sea to make up lost condition before it

starts again to increase in size. Of course, the later the

salmon came into the river the more lines would have been

formed behind the mark, and the later it returned to the sea the

fewer would there be in front of it.

Besides the irregular arrangement of the lines on the scales

when a fish has spawned, there is a thickening round what was
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the edge of the scales at the time the salmon left the sea, and
this chickening is apparent both on the anterior and posterior

parts of the scales if the edges have not become too much
worn during the sta-y in fresh water, I account for it by
supposing that the materials which go to foi-m the scales

are still being secreted in fresh water, and that as the skin

Text-fio-. 100.

^

l^-ffr-fi-

Scale of 33 lb. Saluiou {Salmo salar) caught in the Taj' in August 1903.

This fish had spawned twice, and the marks are shown at C and D.

pockets have ceased to grow they can be deposited only on the

scale edges already formed. The cells from which the concentric

lines on the upper surface are evolved are already dead, except

close to the periphery of the scale (Klaatsch, ' Zur Morphologie

der Fischschuppen,' 1890, and Stuart Thompson, ' Journal of the

Marine Biological Assoc' vol. vii. no. 1, 1904). This in itself

39*
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would account for the marginal thickening if the cells still remain
active in fresh water and the scale cannot expand.

Text-fiij. 101.

Scale of a 33i lb. Salmon {Sahito salar) cauglit at Povt Gordon, Aberdenshire, on

August 19th, 1908. Pveviousl}' marked as a kelt on the Deveron, March 23rd,

1908. This tisli had also spawned in the previous year, and the two marks

are shown at C and D. The original scale has been lost at the end of the first

summer in the sea, and its position filled by a new scale without lines.

On both text-figs. 100 & 101 two spawning marks are to be

seen, but the figures illustrate what I have just said as well as if

they had but one mark. Scales which like these show two marks
are far from common. The central part of text-fig. 101 is

without lines, so that the paiT scale does not show at all. This

is because the original scale was lost by the fish towards the end

of its first summer in the sea, and the place occupied by it in the

,

skin pocket was filled by a new scale which, the line producing
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cells having died, i.s devoid of concentric lines. In botli text-

figs. 100 & 101 the first winter band formed in the sea is shown
between the ends of the lines AA. The second winter band is

between the lines BB. The first spawning mark in each case

is at the end of the line marked C and the second spawning mark
at D. Text-fig. 100 is a scale from a 33 lb. salmon caught in

the Tay in August 1903. It can be seen, from the few wide!

v

spaced lines between the band BB and the spawning mark C,

that when it first spawned it was a summer fish about 4| years

of age. After spawning the scale had become much worn, so

much so that, except in front, not only the summer growth but

the band BB had disappeared, and the new growth formed after

the fish returned to the sea can easily be distinguished, its lines

being again continuous round the scale. In text-fig. 101 the

winter band of the 5tli year had begun to form before the

spawning mark C, so it was evidently a late autumn salmon.

In text-fig. 100 the second spawning mark is indicated by the

line D. The fish must have returned to the sea after the first

spawning eai-ly in the year, and the lines between the two
spaAvning marks show it to have come in to spawn the second

time late in the summer of the same year. The following summer
it was coming back to spawn a, third time when it was captured.

The thickening on the posterior part of this scale, due to both

spawning periods, is clearly visible in the form of dark lines.

In text-fig. lOl the second mark D, like the first mark C, denotes

an autumn fish. It is not a very cleai- spawning mark, but I

have chosen it for that very reason, because it is so like the mark
on the scale of the Quinnat which I believe to have spawned
(see text-fig. 95, p. 574) and because I have undoubted evidence

that mark D on text-fig. 101 is a true spawning mark. The fish

was caught as a kelt, weighing 22^ lbs., and marked by my own
gamekeeper, Peter Bowie, at Netherdale on the River Deveron,

on Mai^ch 23vd, 1908. He put in its fin one of the Scottish

Fishery Board labels numbered 3613 B. The scales then showed
only the first spawning mark 0. The fish was recaptured as a

clean salmon, weighing 33j lbs., in a bag-net at Port Gordon on

the Aberdeenshire coast on August 19th, 1908, after only five

montlis' interval. The mai'k I) thus certainly represents the

second spawning period during which my keeper caught and
marked the fish.

Manj^ other instances have occurred in which fish that have

been marked with distinctive numbers as kelts have been caught

again, and in every case they have proved the truth of Mr. John-
ston's theory by showing a spawning mark on their scales. On
the other hand, no fish that one knows from its age could not

have spawned has ever been found to bear quite the same sort

of mark, although various marks indicating sudden checks in

feeding may appear.

I have entered somewhat fully into the above description of

spawning iiiarks, because I ^ope that now many scales of Pacific
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salmon will be examined upon the chance of finding one. Much
can be done with an ordinary high-powered pocket-lens, and for

close obsei-vation only a very low-powered microscope is either

necessary or desirable. I find a l|-inch objective powerful
enough for all purposes. One wants to be able to see as much as

possible of the scale at the same moment.
Mr. Knut Dahl (' Age and Growth of Salmon and Trout in

Norway,' London, 1912) has shown that the size of a fish at

any period of its life may be deduced from its scales.

A fish does not change its scales. From the time they form
they are retained through life unless removed accidentally. If a
fish does by chance lose one it is replaced by another of the same
size and shape but without the coi:icentric lines—see text-fig. 101.

It follows that as the fish grows, but remains covered by the same
number of scales occupying the same relative positions, the scales

must grow with the fish, and the growth of each scale be pro-

portionate to the growth of the fish. If, then, the protected

part of the scale be measured along its length from the centre to

the anterior edge and again from the centre (by which I mean
the nucleus) to, say, the first winter ba,nd, the lengths of the
scale at these two points will be proportionate to the lengths of

the fish at corresponding ages. An example will make this more
clear. Suppose we have a salmon 75 cm. long and that one of

its scales, when magnified, measures 55 mm. from the centre to

the anterior edge, and 1 1 mm. from the centre to the point at

which the rapid growth, consequent on migration to salt water,

is seen to begin. Then as 55 is to 11 so is 75 cm. to the length
of the fish when it entered the sea. The smolt was therefore

15 cm. (or just under 6 inches) long. Another scale from the
same fish magnified to the same degree, might be only 45 mm.
long, but then the other measure would be found to be 9, and the
sum would work out just the same.

Dahl has proved his theory by measuring the scales of

hundreds of salmon and trout from different rivers. He has
always found that the actual average lengths of the fish in

difierent rivers at various ages, agree almost exactly with the
lengths calculated by him from the scales of the older fish.

I have been trying to apply this method of measurement to

the scales of Pacific salmon, and I will give the results when I
come to deal with each species separately. First, however,

I must make some criticisms on what I have set out above as

my understanding of the claims made by Dahl. I tried to

check his theory on the scales of two salmon which had been
marked as kelts and subsequently captured as clean salmon.
Photographs of both of these scales form illustrations to

Mr. Johnston's second paper on salmon scales in the 25th
Annual Report of the Fishery Board for Scotland. The lengths,

on the occasion of each capture, are given elsewhere in the

24th and 25th Reports, so it is known that the salmon marked
No. 9194 was 27 inches long when taken as a kelt, and 31 inches
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long when recaptured. The other fish, marked 1180, was

26| inches long as a kelt and 36 inches long when recaptured.

The measurements on the photographs of the scales from the

centre to the anterior edge, and from the centre to the spawning

mark are 130 and 116 for No. 9194, and 198 and 175 for No. 1180,

the unit of measurement being ^^^^th inch. This would give the

kelt measures as 27| inches and 32 inches respectively. The
former measure is only ^ inch wrong, but the latter is nearly

<5 inches wrong, and shows either that the scale is abnormal or

that Dahl's system of measurement is not applicable to a fish

that has spawned.
Another criticism is that measurements from several different

scales of the same fish seldom all agree exactly, and I have there-

fore come to the conclusion that it is very unsafe to rely on the

measurement of one scale in estimating the size of the fish at

various ages. The reason may be that it is not easy to recognize

•either the exact centre of growth, or the exact limits of the

Text-fia-. 102.

'^.

iA

J^\

Quiimat (O. tschaioytscha). 25 lbs. 13th October, 1911. Shuswap,

South Thomson Kiver.

The black lines show the variations in the long axis of the scale.

various bands, but I do not think that the scales grow quite

equally. Still the idea seems so well founded in theory, and to

have worked out so exactly in practice on a large scale in Norway,

that I believe I may consider myself justified in drawing con-

clusions from the average measurements of a considerable number

of scales taken from the same fish, and whenever possible, I have

measured 20 scales. A smaller number might sufl&ce in the case

of a true salmon, but the scales of the Pacific salmon are more

difficult to read. As a rule, the limits of the bands are less
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clearly defined, and the change of growth, which I can only
suppose to be due, as in the case of the true salmon, to the
commencement of sea, life, is more gradual and not so Avell marked.
In addition to this, the long axis of the scale frequently shows
more than one change of direction, the scale apparently being
liable to get turned round in the skin-pocket. The accompanying
photograph (text-fig. 102) will show my meaning. I have not
measured such scales as these.

To come now to what is known, and to what I think I may claim
to have found out about the various species of Pacific Salmon.

The Sockeye. {Oncorliynclms nerha.)

First I take the Sockeye, because it is the mainstay of the
canning industry of the West. The number of Sockeyes canned
oia the Pacific coast in 1909 must have attained to the enormous
total of about 50 millions. The exact weight was 2 14,980,448 lbs.,

or nearly 100,000 tons.

Text-fig. 103.

. ^^-. .- - -
.

- --^1

Sockej^es {Oncorliynchus nerka) running up Scotch Creek, a tributary- of the Fraser

River, British Cohimbia. (Photograph reproduced by kind permission of

Mr. Frank Parry.)

The Sockeye is not much in evidence south of the Columbia
River, in which it is known as the Blueback, but is plentiful from
there the whole way north to Bering Sea. In Alaska it is known
as the Red Salmon. The chief Sockeye stream is the Fraser
River, which these fish ascend to spawn in countless myriads.
The feeding-ground of the Sockeyes is somewhere far out in the
Pacific, and the fish seem to cease feeding before they approach
the coast, for even when caught in the sea near the coast their
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.stomachs are invariably empty. This, however, may be from
lack of means rather than from want of will. When one hears
of a shoal of fish, seven miles broad and of unknown length,

heading for the land through the Straits of San Juan, one can
well imagine difficulties in the commissariat. Part only of this

l)ig shoal enters the Fraser River, the remainder moves on up the

coast of British Columbia. The photograph (text-fig. 103), which
I give by kind permission of Mr. Parry, late of Granite Creek
Hatcheiy, shows a detachment on its way up Scotch Creek, a
subtributary of the Fraser River, about 300 miles from the sea.

The big run of which I have been speaking strikes the south-

west coast of Vancouver Island in July and August, coming from
the north-west, but a few Sockeyes run as early as April. In
the Fraser River itself the main run is in August, and some con-

tinue to come in until October. In the far north of Alaska the

main run is as early as June, which goes some way towards
showing that the feeding-grounds ai-e in the north, unless a

natui-al instinct to get spawning over before the winter sets in has
determined the habits of the fish frequenting the most northerly

rivers. In the Fraser district spawning begins in August, and
may go on until November ; spawning takes place only in streams
I'unning into or out of lakes. In this district, from which
most of mv information and all my specimens have come, several

hatcheries have been established, which in 1910 liberated

134,639,200 Sockeyes in British Columbian waters. Besides these

4,544,825 were liberated from U.S. hatcheries in Puget Sounds
and 257,021,790 in Alaska.

I am indebted to Mr. W. J. Sim, who was emplo3^ed at Granite

Creek for some years, for the information that the fry are liberated

from the Canadian hatcheries as soon as the yolk-sac has been
absorbed, at a period of the year which varies from January to

April, according to the date of spawning. The main liberation is

about the first week in February. In that district the fry may
remain in the creek for two months or less ; then they move into

Shuswap Lake. The exodus from the lake takes j)lace from June
to September. The fry are supposed to be under one year old at

the time of their exodus from Lake Shuswap, but no one really

knows how long they may have remained in this, or in an}^ other

lake, and it is admitted by some observers that they maj^ be in

their second year. Dr. Greene, writing in the Bulletin of the U.S.
Bureau of Fisheries, vol. xxix. 1909, on the Migration of Salmon
in the Columbia River, and quoting Evermann, says the fry

begin their seaward journey not sooner than September of their

fi.i*st, and not later than July of their second year. That means,
I presume, that they leave the lakes when from nine to eighteen

months old. But others, e. g. Rutter, Bulletin U.S. Bureau of

Fisheries, vol. xxii. 1902, p. 102, say that they begin to descend the
rivers as soon as they can swim, and I'each the sea in about three

months. Mr. Sim says he is certain that there are no fry in the
rivers after September, and that they could not possibly avoid
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being swept down with the current as soon as they leave the
lake.

The question as to the age at which the fry enter the sea is

•one which scale-readings should easily settle. So far, I have been

Text-fig. 104.

^'

^.
''^.

.A1

Scale of Sockeye (O. nerka), $, 3^ lbs. Length 20| inches; girth lOi inches.

A=eiid of first year's growth. B= migration to sea.

C= end of second winter, D=end of third winter.

unsuccessful in my attempts to procure any specimens of fry of
known ages for the purpose of seeing how their scales do actually
grow, but I give some illustrations of Sockeye scales from full-

grown fish (text-figs. 104-106). I have no doubt but that each
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one of these Sockeyes spent a year at least in fresh water, and
the first of them probably not less than 15 months. I can
conceive of no other way in which scales with centres similar to

these could have been formed. The}^ are the only Sockeye scales

which I have from measui'ed fish, but I have others from six fish

of which I know only the Aveights, and a great many more from
Sockeyes that unfortunately were neither weighed nor measured.
All have similar centres.

Text-fio-. 105.

fP^^V';:^

<K^<^

Scale of Sockeye (O. iierka) $ . 5i- lbs. Length 24^ inches
;
girth 12^ inches.

A=end of first winter.

C= end of second winter.

B=migration to sea.

D= end of third winter.

The Sockeye from which the scale, .shown in text-fig. 104, was
removed, was caught last August at New "Westminster, near the

mouth of the Fraser River. It weighed 3| lbs. and measured

20| inches in length and lOg inches in girth when captured.

I have measured 20 scales from this fish, the average length of

the enlarged images to which I applied the measure being 33 mm.
from the centi-e to the anterior edge. The other average

measurements to the points denoted by the lines drawn on the
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figure were 5 mm., 6"5 mm., 10 mm., and 20 mm., and the lengths

of the fish at the various ages indicated work out as follows :

—

At the end of the first j^ear 2| inches ; when it entered the sea

3 5 inches, at the end of the second year 6 inches, at the end of

the third year 12-i- inches, and wlien caught it was as state^

20| inches. The points indicated by the lines drawn on text-

fig. 104 ai"e calculated from the averages of the 20 scales, and
they appear to coincide absolutely with the points I should have
marked from examination of this scale alone.

Text-fig. 106.

^ -*T3^g;-«i*«?—. ic-™*~

JP\

Scale of Socke^^e (O. nerka), $ . 7 lbs.. 26^ inches long; girtli 14f inches.

A=mignition to sea at end of 1st j-ear. B= end of 2nd year. C= end of 3i'd jear.

The next scale, text-fig. 105, is from a iSockeye caught at the
same place and time. In the illustration the parr or fingerling

scale is not very clear, but the examination of 20 scales enables

me to put the lengths of the fish at the various points and times
indicated by the lines drawn on the picture as follows :— 1st year

2| inches, entered the sea during the second year when 3 inches
long, was already 9 inches long at the end of the 2nd year,

191 inches long at the end of the 3rd year, and, as was known.
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244 inches at the time of capture near the end of the fourth
svimmer.

The scale of a .Sockeye, also taken at New Westminster in

August, is shown in text-fig. 106, In the case of this fish, the
entry into the sea seems to have coincided with the end of the
first year's growth. That is to say, it was some time during the
winter 1909-10. The readings from 20 scales show it to have
been then 2| inches long. At the end of its second year it was
11| inches long, at the end of its third year 21.j inches, and when
captured 26| inches.

The great difference in growth of the three fish in the second
year is very noticeable, but it seems quite natural, and goes far

to confirm the accuracy of my leading of the jDarr scale, when it

is observed that the fish which aj^pears to have spent the whole
of its second year in the sea has gi'own most, and that the one
which spent the longest part of it in frtsh water has made the
least progress.

It is further to be noticed that these fish all returned to spawn
wlien of the same age, namely at the end of their fourth year. I
have the scales of nine Sockeyes from the Fraser Rivei-. They
varied in weight from 3^ to 8| lbs., but all are in their fourth

year. In British Columbia the Sockeyes weigh from 3 to 10 lbs.

Fish up to 17 lbs. have been caught, but over 10 lbs. they are very
rare. I thei-efore seem to have got specimens of all the average
weights. That they are all of the same age may be an accident,

but much more probably it is not, and if it is not an accident it

is a fact of the utmost importance to the Fraser River District.

In the Fraser River the run of Sockeyes in eveiy fourth year,

the year after leap year, is almost six times as large as in any of

the intervening periods of three years, and this has been the case

as long as records go back. Whether the fourth years have shot

ahead of the others, or whether all years were once eqvial to them
will never be known, but most likely adverse breeding seasons in

the intermediate years have gradually diminished the stock. If

it proves upon fui'ther examination of scales that every Sockeye
returns to breed in its fourth year in this district, it might well

be centuries before the breeding stock, once diminished, increased

to its original numbers. British Columbia has now only one
season out of four up to what might be the mark ; and, if I am
right, the inference is obvious that the efforts of the hatcheries

should be devoted chiefly to the collection of ova in the lean years
even if they have to import them from other districts. In the
springs of 1906 and 1910, the years following the last two big
years, 100,479,000 and 105,312,500 Sockeyes were liberated from
British Columbian hatcheries. In the intermediate yeais the
numbers were only 36,965,900; 51,855,200; and 41,909,500.
My contention is, that if it is humanly possible the numbers
hatched out in the seasons following the lean years should be
made even greater than after the fat years. Some people may
say, " But how do we know that if we tui-n out fry in the Fraser
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River or its tributaries, they will return there when they grow
up ? " The very fact that it is in that district alone that three

years out of every four are lean years shows that the fish return

to their own river. If it were not so, the shortage in these years

would have gradually spread itself over a wider area. It seems all

the more wonderful that it has not done so, when it is remembered
that the big shoal which comes in in the summer is by no means
solely composed of fish making for the Fraser. The facts further

appear to show that not only do the fish return to the Fraser,

Text-fio-. 107.

£.7 -Ti

'ii

tAl

Scale of Sockej-e (O. nerka) removed after spawning.

but to the very creek in which they were hatched, for how
otherwise can one account for many of the creeks which are full

of spawning fish in the big years being always absolutely un-
tenanted in the years between them. Salmon marking in our
own country has now shown almost conclusively that when the
access to a river is unimpeded the salmon born in it invariably

return to it. The fish that have been marked in one river and
subsequently recaptured in another have all been from some
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compavatively small stream, or from some river with a bad mouth
which they might well find difficulty in entering again when
they wished to do so.

The value of hatcheries is a much-disputed point on Avhich I

will not express any opinion. For the moment I am content

to assume that they are of some value on the Fraser, and that

being so, to point out how they ca,n best be utilized. But I will

say that if the falling off in the catches which has been apparent
since about 1900, when each year is compared with the fourth year
before it, proves to be more than a mere temporary fluctuation,

hatcheries alone will certainly not remedy the evil, and it will

be necessary for a time at any rate to restrict the number of

fish that are permitted to be caught.

Text-fiff. 108.

Piece of skin taken from a Sockej'e (0. nerka) after spawning-.

I should mention that I have scales from Sockeyes in their

fifth year, but they came from the State of Washington, not

from the Fraser.

In text-fig. 107 is shown the scale of a Sockeye which weighed

6| lbs. and was caught at Morris Creek near Lake Shuswap,
about 300 miles from the coast. So far as I can judge it is quite

typical, and its interest is in showing, from the worn condition

of its edge, that if a Sockeye ever returned to the sea after

spawning and was caught again, a clear spawning mark should be

ajjparent on its scales. The scales lie so far apart, and are so
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flexible, that unless one saw how mvich they may become worn
one would hardly believe it possible.

It will, I think, be news to most of those employed on the

hatcheries that the spawning Sockeye possesses scales at 'all.

Last year when I asked for scales from a hatchery, I was told

that it was well known that the Sockeyes absorbed all their

scales as food in the course of their run up the river and never

had any when they reached the spawning beds. I ai'gued the

point, and the hatchery people ultimately sent me the piece of

skin shown in text-fig. 108 taken from a Sockeye that had
spawned, to convince me that I was wrong. The scales were
there, but are by no means so clear in reality as they are in

the photograph. They are very deepl}^ imbedded in the skin,

and, in order to remove some of them for examination, it Avas

necessary first to soak it well and then to pull and stretch it so as

to open the skin-pockets. After that the scales were still invisible

and adhered closely to the skin which formed the top of the

pockets. It was possible, however, to remove them with a pair

of forceps without much further difliculty. So even those Avho

have handled spawning Sockeyes for years may be excused for

thinking them to be without scales.—How many fishermen in

this country know that eels are covered with scales ?

The Quinnat {Oncorhynchus tschawytscha).

The known range of the Quinnat on the American Coast is from

the Ventura River in California to Norton Sound, Alaska. It

probably really extends into Arctic regions. The Quinnat is also

known as the Chinook Salmon, the King Salmon, the Tyee, the

Red or the White Spring Salmon, and the Black Salmon. The
flesh is generally of a deep salmon-red colour, but in the south of

Alaska and down to Puget Sound, sometimes as many as one-

third of these tish have white flesh. Sometimes one half of the

body is red and the other white, and sometimes the flesh is

mottled. The white-fleshed flsh are of little use. All the scales

sent me and marked as from either Red or White Spring Salmon
are from fish which have spent three winters, and a considerable

part of the feeding season following the last winter, in the sea.

Analogy from the true salmon would lead one to suppose that

the white and mottled fleshed Quinnats might be fish that had
spawned, but I can find no trace of a spawning mai'k on any of

their scales. It has been suggested that the Red and White
Spring Salmon are distinct varieties and that the specimens

with mottled flesh are crosses, but upon this point I can oft'er no
opinion. Diflferences in food might account for much, as in the

case of the Brown Trout {Scdmo fcm-io).

The name Black Salmon ai-ises from the colour assumed by the

Quinnat at spawning time.

In 1909 the weight of Quinnats canned on the Pacific Coast

was 12,640,344 lbs.
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As a rule Quinnats weigh from 18 to 30 lbs. in British

Columbia, but much larger specimens are taken, and in Alaskan

waters they have been caught over 100 lbs. in weight, and average

23 lbs. in some seasons.

Quinnats are very powerful swimmers and ascend fast- running

streams in preference to othei's, making for the head waters, and

sometimes running up for many hundreds of miles.

Text-fig. 109.

JVl

Scale of Quinuat {Oiicorhi/nclms tschaioi/tscha). 15 lbs. Length Slj inches ;

;-irth IQj inches. New Westminster, Aug-vxst 1912. (For references see text, p. 596.)

Most of the principal rivers have spring and autumn runs,

and some of them a summer run also, so Quinnats may be said

to run from January vmtil October.

The scales I have examined show the running Quinnats to be

in tlieir fourth and fifth years, those over about 30 lbs. in -weight

being a year older than the others. Numbers of them are

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, ^^o. XL. 40
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spawned in the hatcheries, from which it was estimated that

90,740,472 were liberated in 1910.

I have ah'eady shown photographs from scales of Quinnats
Avhich weighed 33| lbs. and 62| lbs. (see text-figs. 95 and 96,

pp. 574 & 575) and I now append another' (text-fig. 109) from a

fish which weighed 15 lbs. The parr or fingerling stage of each

scale shows that the fish spent a year (A) and the greater part of

a second year (B) in fresh water.

I have examined scales from eighteen Quinnats varying in

weight from 10 to 62| lbs., and all show about the same duration

of the freshwater stage.

When the little fish enter the sea they seem to be already

larger than the Sockeyes, and to mea.sure from 4 to 6 inches in

length. The lengths of the 62| lb. fish at various ages, deduced
from the measurement of eleven scales, were as follows :—At the

end of the first year 2| inches, when it entered the sea in its

second year 4^^ inches, at the end of the second year 13g inches,

at the end of the third year 25 inches, at the end of the fourth

year 39 inches, and when captured it measured 50| inches. The
scale illustrated (text-fig. 96) agrees exactly with these averages

up to the end of the third year, but the j)osition of the fourth

winter band on it would show the fish to have been about
40 inches long at that time instead of 39 inches, if that scale

alone were to be depended upon.

The lengths of the 15 lb. fish, as shown from 22 scales, were, at

the end of its first year 3| inches, when it entered the sea

5J inches, at the end of its second year 13| inches, at the end of its

third year 26 inches, and when captured it measured 31 1 inches.

Text-fig. 109 shows the points from which the measurements were
taken, the scale being exactly an average one.

The measurements of the 33^ lb. fish, averaged from 16 scales,

were, at one year 3;^ inches, when it entei-ed the sea 4| inches, at

the end of the second year 12| inches, at 3 years 21| inches, at

4 years 31 inches, and when captured 41 1 inches.

The above seem to be about the average lengths of Quinnats at

the ages given. None of the twelve specimens I have measured

depart far from them.*

The Sjyaioning MarJc.

On the scale of the 33j lb. Quinnat (text-fig. 95, p. 574), a

check in growth (aS') may be observed beyond the fourth winter

l)and (E). It is equally clear on every scale of this fish, and

I think it must be a spawning mark. One might expect

* Note

:

—Since this paper was written I have ascertained that in the Natural

History Museum, South Kensington, there are specimens of Quinnat parr, about

4 inches in lengtli, wliich came from a lake near the head waters of the Fraser River.

I have had the privelege of examining the scales of one of these specimens which

measured about 4^ inches. The first winter band is quite clear, and five lines

formed in the second summer are apparent.
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a better defined scar, but Quinnat scales are very thin and

flexible, and besides are well protected by a great thickening of

the outer skin at spawning time, so they may never become much
worn at the edges. That they mny not have become much worn

lap to the actual time of spawning is shown by text-fig. 110, a

photograph of a scale removed from a 12 lb. Quinnat after it had

spawned in the South Thomson River, about 300 miles from the

sea. That scale not only sustained the wear from the shrinkage

of the fish owing to lost condition between the time at which it

left ofF feeding, which the lines following the last winter band

Scale of 12 lb. Quinnat (O. tscliaivytscha) from South Thomson River.

Fish speared after spawning, 13th October, 1911.

show to have been quite early in the year, until it was speared

for me under the supervision of Mr. John Brown of Celista, B.C.,

on the night of 13th October, 1911 ; but the skin was sent to me
dried and folded, and I removed the scales from it myself. As this

scale shows so little sign of wear at the edge, it seems to me quite

conceivable that the mark *S' on text-fig. 95 is a spawning mark.

If it is not, I am unable to suggest any other explanation of it.

Compare text-fig. 95 with text-fig. 109. These scales were

taken from fish caught at the same place at the same time. There

are more lines after the last winter ring on the former than on
40*
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the latter, and that in spite of what is a very obvious check in

growth. The check clearly lasted long enough for the edges of the

scales to become somewhat worn, for the lines following it do not
at all points exactly follow the contours of those immediately
preceding them. This fish cannot in these circumstances have
grown faster than its fellow, which was feeding all the time,

and yet there are 20 lines as against 12. If, however, it

spawned it added the twelve lines between the winter band and
the scar in the early part of the year 1911, and the eight lines

outside the scar in 1912. It would have spent the early part of

1911 in the sea, then come in to fresh water to spawn, and
remained there after spawning for some little time. It would
then have returned to the sea in poor condition and possibly not
very earlj^ in 1912, so that by the time it had made up condition

and started to grow again it would add but another 8 lines or so

to its scales before the spawning instinct again induced it to seek

fresh water, and thus brought it to the place of its capture.

Text-fiff. in.

bs. /V:'/ "-'-7.

Piece of skill taken from a Quiiinat (O. tschawiitscha) after spawning.

Compare this mark also with the outer spawning mark on
text-fig. 101, and note how like they are.

A Quinnat of about 30 lbs. is just the size on which I think a
.spawning mark is most likely to be found. The larger fish, like
the 62| pounder, a scale of which is shown in text-fig. 96, have
most probably attained their size on account of the feeding
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instinct being more pronounced than the sexuaL Scale reading,

so far as it has gone, has shown that our own very large salmon
are all maiden fish.

Text-fig. Ill shows a piece of Quinnat skin taken from a fish

that had lately spawned.

The Cohoe [Oncorhynchus kisutch).

The salmon with which I shall next deal is the Cohoe, also

known as the Silver Salmon and the Fall Salmon. The photo-

graph of its skin (text-fig. 112) shows that the scales overlap

much more than those of either of the species already described.

A spawning mark should therefore be better defined if one were
to be found.

Text-fio-. 112.

Piece of skill of the Cohoe (OneorJii/ncJ/ns kisufcJi)

The Cohoe Salmon gets the name of "silver" salmon from its

appearance when it first comes in from the sea. It is then a

most brilliant silver with a greenish tint on the back. As
spawning time approaches it becomes a dirty red. The Cohoe is

found in almost all the Pacific Coast streams from Monterey Bay
northwards. The run in the Fraser River is in September and
October, but the Cohoes are on the coast from July to November.
The weight of Cohoes canned in 1909 was 17,789,890 lbs., but

large numbers, 1,152,452 lbs. in United States waters alone, were
dealt with in other ways. The Cohoes in British Columbia
weigh usually from 3 to 8 lbs., but larger specimens are by no
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means uncommon and may weigh as much as 30 lbs. More
Cohoes wovild pi^obably be canned if the run did not occur so late

in the year, at a time when most of the canning stations are

closed for the winter.

The number liberated from the hatcheries in 1910 was
50,424,386, but in some years the numbers have been much
greater.

Text-fiff. 113.

Scale of Colioe (O. kisutch), $ . 5 lbs. 6 oz. 17tli November, 1911.

I find the scales of the Cohoes the most difficult of all to read.
I have specimens of scales from eighteen fish from Puget Sound
and from Shuswap, on the Fraser River. These fish varied in
weight from 3 to 18 lbs. What strikes one as most curious is

that, with the possible exception of one fish of 5 lbs. 6 oz.

(text-fig. 113) in which a few close lines between B and 0, which
I think due to a slight check in feeding, may really be the second
winter band, their scales show them all to have been of the same
age, namely nearing the end of their fourth year.

I am satisfied that the Cohoes spend the whole of their first

year in fresh water. At the end of it they measure, according
to their scales, from 2| to 3 inches. One rapid grower, which
weighed 15 lbs. near the end of its fourth year, measured as

much as 4 inches at the time of migration. The growth in the
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second year is very difficult to make out. I feel convinced that
the greater part of it (I mean as to time) has taken place in fi'esh

water in nearly every instance, and in no instance am I quite

convinced that the whole of it did not do so. If the whole of the
second year's growth took place in fresh water, the fish are a year
older than I have stated above. In all cases (I speak, of course,

only of the fish I have examined) the first entry into the sea

appears to have taken place between 18 months and 2 years

after hatching. Further certainty is added to this statement
hy the measurements of the scales, which show the second year's

growth to have been comparatively small. In three instances in

which, from the arrangement of the rings, I think the fingerlings

entered the sea when about 18 months old, the little fish were
three times as long at the end of their second year as at the end
of their first. Kone of the others even quite doubled their

length. That is what one would expect at that stage from fresh-

water feeding, but not from seafood. In the third year growth is

very rapid, and hardly diminishes even as winter comes on.

Text-fi^r. 114.

S^>^'-^53?^C

Scale of Cohoe (0. Usutch), $ . 14. lbs. Puget Sound, 18tli October, 1911.

Text-figs. 114 and 115 are typical Cohoe scales.

All the scales from Puget Sound are from fish captured on
18th October, 1911, and all show at their edges the lines coming
close together to form the next winter band, see text-fig. 114.

A similar formation may be noted on text-fig. 113, which reached
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its sjDawning ground a month later. But compare tkese scales

with text-fig. 115. This fish was forwarded to me from Toronto
on October 17th, so that it must have been procured at Lake
Shuswap some days earlier.

Text-fia-. 115.

;~A.

Scale of Cohoe (O. hisutcli). $ . 3^ lbs. Shuswap Lake.

Weighed after spawning.

According to Dr. Greene (Migration of Salmon in Columbia
B-iver, Bulletin of U.S. Bureau of Fisheries, vol. xxix. 1909), a
Silver Salmon travels about 7 miles per diem. This fish, then,

to reach Shuswap by, say, October 12th, must have ceased feeding

in the sea not later than 23rd August. It will be noticed that

the outer lines of the scale are still widely spaced, showing that

summer feeding aiid growth were still in progress up to the time
at which the fish left the sea for the river.

The Humpback Salmon {Oncorliyncli%is gorhuscha).

I have biit little to say at present about the Humpback, the
Dog Salmon, and the Steelhead Trout.

The Humpback has flesh of a pale pink colour. It was not
used for canning purposes until quite lately, but now there is

a good trade in it with China and Japan, where it is much
esteemed. The Chinese, not being accustomed to red-fleshed

fish, were very shy of the canned Quinnats and Sockeyes when I
was in China in 1893, and this may account for their partiality

to the Humpback.
The total weight of Humpbacks canned on the Pacific Coast in

1909 was 100,32(5,144 lbs., and over another 3,000,000 lbs. weight
was used in other ways.
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Humpbacks were first dealt with in the hatcheries in 1904, and
since then have been turned out from them intermittently, but

never in very large numbers, compai'atively speaking.

They take their name fi'om a peculiar hump which appears

behind the heads of the males at spawning time. They are from
3 to 11 lbs. in weight, and have very small scales.

The main run is in Alaska. South of Puget Sound the

Humpback is almost unknown. In the Fraser River the runs
in the big Sockeye years and in the years next but one after them
are much larger than in the other years. The fish, however,

Text-fig. 116.

Scale of Humpback Salmon {O. fforbtischa), from Puget Sound.
(For vef'erence see text, p. 604.)

seem to come in at various ages, so this state of afiairsj will

probably gradually right itself again if the netting is not too

severe. I am judging from possibly but a few specimens. A
large number of Humpback scales have been sent me, but,

unfortunately, with no further information than that they were
taken from Humpbacks in Puget Sound on their way to the
Fraser River. I append a photograph (text-fig. 116) of one of

these scales. The centre is only moderately well defined, but in

all the othei's it is even less clear, so that I have not been able to
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form any definite opinion as to the time spent in fresh water.
This scale shows clearly one winter band formed in the sea (AA).
I presume that it represents the growth of the second winter.
All the scales show a similar band, and many of them another
evidently formed a year later.

I can give no measurements as I do not know the length, or
even the weight, of any of the fish when caught.

The Dog (Salmon [Oncorhynchtis keta).

The Dog Salmon frequents the Pacific Coast all the way from
San Francisco to the Arctic Circle, but is most plentiful between
Puget Sound and South-East Alaska. This fish is also called the
Chvim Salmon, and is known in Japan as Sake, and in Siberia as

.Kita.

I have not before referred to the pi-evalence of any of the
species on the other side of the Pacific, and only do so now
because the Dog Salmon has long been a staple food of Japan,
and it is because this fish is white-fleshed, or almost white, that
the red colour of the other varieties has caused them to be
viewed with suspicion when exported to the East. This fact

was ascertained by me when I was in China and Japan in 1893.
The Dog Salmon gets that name from the distorted appearance

of the mouth of the males at spawning time. They then look

not unlike snarling dogs. The average weight of the Dog Salmon
is about 8 lbs. In British Columbia it is higher, from 10 to

12 lbs. 16 lbs, would be about the maximum weight.

The weight canned in 1909 was 25,660,845 lbs., and over

4,000,000 lbs. weight was otherwise dealt with for export.

It is only in Washington State that these fish have been
spawned in the hatcheries. There an average of about 7,000,000
fry have been turned out in recent years beginning Avith the
year 1900.

As a general rule the Dog Salmon comes in late in the year,

September to November. But in Alaska the run begins in June,
and in the Eraser River in the middle of August.

In British Columbia they spawn close to the sea. This I had
gathered from the appearance of the scales before I found out
that it was known to be the case. I have received scales from
two specimens weighing 11| and 12 lbs. respectively, both caught
in Puget Sound on their way to the Eraser River. They show
no indication of fresh water feeding at all. The fry evidently
descend to the sea as soon as hatched out. The measurements of

10 scales of the 11 ^ lbs. fish, one of which is shown in text-

fig. 117, enable me to give the rate of growth as follows :—At
the end of the first year 7\ inches, at two years 13 inches, at

three years 22 inches, at four years 27| inches, and when caught
in its fifth year it measured 31 inches. Its capture was evidently
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an early one, as the summer growth is only just complete. Un-
fortunately I have not got the date. The 12 lbs. fish was caught
at the same time and place. It was shorter, 30f inches, but
thicker, 17 inches. Its length at the end of each winter was

5^, 11, 20|, and 26 j inches. From a smaller beginning it was
steadily overtaking the other fish in length, and had already done
so in Aveight when caught.

Text-fiir. 117.

M.
JVL

Scale of Dog Salmon (Oncorhynchus kefa). $ . 11^ lbs.

Length 31 inches
;
girth 16j inches.

The Steelhead Trout {Salmo gairdneri).

The last of the Pacific Coast salmon with which I am dealing

is the Steelhead, which is there called a trout, but is the only

Pacific member of the sub-genus Salmo, to which the true salmon

belongs. It is believed to be a misfratorv form of the Rainbow
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Trout. The flesh is pale-coloured, and is not much used for

canning.

The Steelhead is found from Carmel River, California, north-

wards to Central Alaska. In California it may be fished for only

with hook and line. In 1909 4,229,704 lbs. weight was canned
and 1,960,000 lbs. weight was otherwise used in the United
States fisheries, without counting those frozen or salted in British

Columbia.

Text-fis'. 118.

y\^

Scale of Steelhead Trout [Salmo gairdneri), $ . 12f lbs. Length 33 inches ;

girth 16i inches. New Westminster. Autumn, 1912. (Forreferencesseetext,p.607.)

In 1910 there were liberated by the U.S. hatcheries 12,023,646,
but none was turned out in Canada.
The spawning season is in the spring, but Steelheads are to be
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found in fresh water at most seasons of the year. They weiah, on
an average, at different places from 8 to 15 lbs., with a maximum
of about 45 lbs.

The scales, of which I have specimens from several fish, but
from only two that had been weighed and measured, show that
life in fresh water before the first migration to the sea may be of

considerable duration. In this species, as in the case of our own
salmon, no doubt is possible as to the limits of the part of the
scale formed in fresh water. From examination of a large

number of scales from my two measured fish, I judge them to be
about 7 inches long when they enter the sea. As spawning takes
place in the spring, the number of lines on the scale at the end of

the first winter is naturally very small. The scale illustrated in
text-fig. 118 shows five up to the point A, and that seems the
usual number, but the first band is not always visible on all the
scales, which is not to be wondered at seeing how minute they
are, -^ inch long at the most, at that time.

A second winter in fresh water is shown in text-fig. 118 by the
band B, and a third by the band C. Outside of it are two or
three more lines added to the parr scale in the fish's fourth
year, before it entered the sea. All the Steelhend scales which I
possess show similar lines and bands, so I suppose one may take it

that these fish remain in fresh Avater until well on in their fourth
spring, counting that in which they were spawned as one. They
would then be just three years old.

When they get to the sea they grow very rapidly. The first

band completed in the sea within a year of migi'ation shows my
two measured fish to liave been then already from 19^ to 20| inches
long (see text-fig. 118, E), and the second winter band shows a
length of from 29 to 304 inches (text-fig. 118, F), but I am not
sure that I have identified this band correctly on the scale

illustrated. These two fish were both caught near the mouth of
the Fraser River in the autumn of 1912, when they measured

31f and 33 inches respectively and weighed 12|^ and 13 lbs.,

the shorter and thicker fish being a female. They had then done
a considerable amount of feeding in their sixth year.

This completes for the present my review of the salmon of the
Pacific Coast of North Amei'ica.

It must always be borne in mind that my observations have
been made on the scales of fish from the Fraser River district

alone, and that readings from the scales of salmon caught else-

where might show considei-able differences. Some divergence is

almost certain in the duration of freshwater life, for observations
of the scales of the true salmon {Scdmo solar) have shown that
the further north one goes the longer does the young salmon
remain in fresh water, and it is not at all unlikely that the
Pacific salmon are influenced in the same way l^y climatic
conditions.
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The strongest argument which I have heard in favour of the

prevailing idea that Pacific sahnon migrate to the sea as soon as

they can swim, is that many of the rivers which they frequent

are small, and, at times, are either dried up or frozen hard. This

argument was put before me by a gentleman who is largely

interested in the Pacific Coast fisheries and generally recognized

as an authority thereon. It therefore seems to demand an
answer. My answer is that I have examined only the scales of

fish hatched in the large watershed of the Fraser River, and that

possibly the fry of the Pacific salmon can adapt themselves to

varying conditions. It is known that our own salmon, which
generally migrate to the sea at two years of age, may enter it at

one year without hurt, or may remain in fresh water for three,

four, or even five years where the circumstances, as in Norway,
make it desirable for them to do so.

But, even supposing that they can adapt themselves to a

certain extent, I fail to see how any salmon can perpetuate its

species in a river which is frozen absolutely solid in wintei', or

which is bone-dry in summer. In fact, I believe that the fish

that run into small rivers where such conditions prevail have not

been hatched in them at all, but are really natives of one or other

of the large river systems, and that, Avhen they get into one of

these small rivers, they become at once of no further use to their

own species, and might as well all be promptly utilized as food

for the good of ours.

For a fact which supports this belief I have only to refer to

what Mr. W. L. Calderwood says in a communication to the

'Salmon and Trout Magazine' for December 1912, page 24. He
thei-e describes Capt. Callbreath's hatchery in Alaska. I am not

now concerned with the hatchery itself, but with the fact that it

is on a river, the Jadeska, only half a mile long, which runs out

of a small lake. A dam has been thrown across the river, only

100 yards from the mouth, so as to intercept all fish, and enable

the operators to select the Sockeyes and refuse the other salmon.

In addition to this dam a fence of racks has been erected having
at one place a trap. Here the Sockeyes have been taken out and
lifted over the dam, if not required for the hatchery, while the

other species have been left below. This selection has gone on for

eighteen years, and still continues, although the Sockeye hatchery

was a failvu'e and hatching ojaerations were discontinued in 1906.

Mr. Calderwood says :
—" It is an interesting point that, although

the natural and artificial propagation of the Hmnpback and Dog
Salmon were entirely discouraged, the number of these fish

continued apparently undiminished." He adds, and this is my
point, " The moral may be that the fish in this river, like the

fish in other small rivers, are largely drawn from other sources."

But, in this case, as none but Sockeyes have been admitted

to breed, it would seem proper to substitute the word " entirely
*'

for the word " largely," and I submit that what applies to one

small river may equally well apply to them all.
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If the perusal of ^vhat I have written induces others to pursue
this fascinating stud}'- of scales upon the lines I have suggested,

my work will have served its chief jjurpose.

That the study is a most inqDortant one cannot l3e denied. The
salmon fisheries of the Pacific Coast are a source of vast wealth to

the countries so fortunate as to share in them. But that source

of wealth, like our own salmon fisheries, already shows signs of

having been too lavishly drawn upon. It is easy to kill the goose

that lays the golden egg. By legislation much may be done to

prolong its life, but legislation can effect its purpose only if based

upon thorough knowledge. In this country, if salmon scales had
been studied before the Acts which regulate our fisheries had been
passed, these Acts would have been very difierent from what they
are. The study of scales has so revolutionized our knowledge
that, of the eleven facts in the life of the salmon, mentioned by
Mr. Cholmondeley Pennell in 1886 as ahsolutely proved, one,

the most important, has now been shown to be absolutely

wrong, and two others, hardly less important, require much
modification.

I have not made myself familiar with the various fishery laws

and regulations of the Pacific Coast, but I know that many
experts think them insuflicient. If the regulations as to netting-

are to be made more stringent, let it be done with as complete
knowledge of the various salmon as possible ; and in order that

that knowledge may be obtained let their scales be systematically

studied. For months, or years, the fish are hidden from our eyes,

but from their scales we can fill in the gaps while they are out
of view, for it has been well said that every salmon carries a

record of its life on each of its scales. Whether I have read the

records written on the scales of the Fraser River salmon correctly

or not, I can at least claim to have proved that the records are

there.

In conclusion, I have to thank Mr. W. J. Sim of Northville,

Kings Co., jSTova Scotia, for much valuable information, and for

having procured me numerous specimens through his friends

Mr. Frank Parry, now also of Northville and formerly of Granite
Creek, Mr. J. Brown of Celista, B.C., and Mr. Josephson of

Bellingham, Washington, U.S.A., and Mr, J. Kirkpatrick of

Vancouver. The various statistics I have given have been
compiled mainly from " The Salmon Fisheries of the Pacific

Coast," by J. N. Cobb, Bureau of Fisheries, Document 751,

Washington, 1911, and partl}^ also from the Report of the
Connnis.'?ion of Conservation on " Lands, Fisheries and Game,
and Minerals," Ottawa, 1911.

The following table may } rove of interest:

—
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38. Notes on Peripatoides woodwardi Bouvier.

By Kathleen Haddon *.

[Received April 11, 1913 : Read May 6, 1913.]

This species has been described by Prof. Bouvier t. It may
readily be distinguished from other Austi^alian species by the
fact that it has 16 pairs of legs; in this respect this species and
P. siUeri from New Zealand are unique among all the Australasian

Peripatoides.

The material was obtained through Prof. J. Stanley Gardiner,

from Western Australia.

There are twenty specimens, well preserved and extended, but
they tend to be rather bent, thus making exact measurement
difficult. The approximate measurements (in millimetres) are as

follows :

—

Females ... 46, 43, 43, 41, 37, 37, 33, 23, 21, 17.

Males 31, 30, 30, 29, 27, 24, 24, 24, 23, 22.

It will be seen, therefore, that these specimens are considerably

larger than those described by Prof. Bouvier J, the greater

number of which measured from 10'5 to 17 mm., only one
reaching the length of 21 mm.

Bouvier recognises the following types of coloration :

—

1. Uniform, with predominance of blue-green pigment,
yellowish pigment being strewn in spots equally dis-

tributed over the dorsal surface.

2. Striped, with the yellow spots more numerous, sometimes
becoming predominant, and forming a longitudinal

band, with or without dark papillse, on each flank above
the base of the legs.

A variation of the first type had the ground colour light

reddish yellow, almost all the papillse being darker, at any rate

at the summit ; some were quite black and arranged in short

transverse rows. Thus the general tone was a dingy grey-black
with small spots of yellowish pigment round some papillse.

A variation of the second type showed a yellow-red ground
colour, with stripes of dark papillse in transverse rows in the
dorsal region and no mixtui-e of dark pigment in the lateral

stripe.

All his specimens showed two large light-coloured papillse on
the flanks between each paii- of legs, arranged parallel to the
long axis of the animal.

These types are all represented in my specimens and also all

* Communicated by Prof. J. Stanley Gardinek, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

t 'Die Fauna Siidwest-Australiens,' Bd. ii. No. 18, Onychophora. M. E.-L.
Bouvier. Jena, 1909.

X Loc. cit. p. 315.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XLI. 41
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the intermediate stages between them. Those belonging to the
first type show in addition a well-marked lateral stiipe of a

greenish-blue colour. The antennae are also of a greenish-blue,

thus differing from those of Prof. Bouvier's specimens which he
describes as always being black. Four of the animals are

very dark in colour, one being practically black, but all have a
brownish-green tinge ; the ventral surface is lighter, but even
then darker than the backs of the other specimens. The darkest

specimen, which is a male, diifers from all the others in having
the crui-al papillte black instead of white. All the animals show
a patch of green pigment on the inner side of each leg which is

extended on to the ventral surface of the body. In most cases

the ventral and pre-ventral organs are not well-marked, but some
of the smaller specimens show the ventral organs distinctly.

The two light coloured papillpe described by Prof. Bouvier a.s

situated between each pair of legs are not apparent in these

specimens.

The coloration of these Peripatus agrees faii"ly closely with
that of Peripatoides orientalis *, except that the dark variety is

by far the most common in the last-named species (77| per cent,

according to Steel t), whereas in P. tooochoardi they are in the
minorit}^, as far as our present material goes.

With regard to the exteimal features, these specimens of

P. ivoodtoardi agree with those described by Prof, Bouvier J in

every respect except for the number of crural papillfe in the male.
These are very prominent and capable of reti-action within the
leg, and he describes them as present on all the legs with
the possible exception of the 15th and 16th, that is the last two
pairs, while he found coxal glands in all the legs except possibly

the 15th pair.

T have examined all the males in my material, and although
the papillfe show extremely clearly in most cases, I can find no
traces of them on the 4th or 5th legs ; they appear to be entirely

absent from these legs, as Avell as from the 15th ; the last pair

of legs may show a small papilla. In the male that I dissected

the coxal glands showed very clearly in the other legs, but no
trace appeared in the 4th, 5th, or 15th pairs. The absence of

these glands in the 4th and 5th paii-s of legs seems to be correlated

with the great development of their nephridia,, which open by a

urinary papilla on the proximal of the three spinous pads of the

foot.

As described by Prof. Bouvier, the first pair of crural glands

are extremely long and lie in the lateral sinus with the nephridia
;

the last pair are elongated and iridescent and lie in the lateral

sinus or in the general cavity of the body, while the remaining

* " Moiio^raphie des Oiiycliopliores." E.-L. Bouvier. Ann. des Sc. Nat. vol. v.

9th series, 1907, p. 233.

t ''Observations on Peripattis," Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales (2) vol. xxi. 1896,

p. 94.

J
' Die Fauna Siidvvest-Australiens,' p. 320.
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ones are of the same type as those of P. orientalis, a vesicular

gland with a narrow duct lying in the leg.

The only other particular in which my specimens differ from
those of Prof. Bouvier is in i*espect to the female generative

organs. In the two examples that he dissected there was little

or no trace of a receptaculum seminis, but he points out that the

ovaries were veiy large, thus making the dissection diificult.

In both the females that I dissected it was easy to trace the

oviducts for the whole of their course, and shoi-tly after their

emergence from the ovarian sac, where they at once diverge from

one another, there was a well-marked receptaculum seminis on
each side, full of sperm. This is another point of resemblance

between this species and F. orientalis, which seems on the whole

to be the most nearly related form.

39. Field-Observations on the Enemies of Butterflies in

Ceylon. Bj J. C. F. Feyer, M.A., F.E.S. ; Fellow of

Gonville and Caius College, Balfour Student in the

University of Cambridge,*

[Received April 22, 1913 ; Read May 6, 1913.]

Ethology (Birds and Butterflies).

The subject of Birds and Butterflies in Ceylon has already been
admirably dealt with by Col. N. Manders in his paper entitled
" An Investigation into the Validity of Miillerian and other forms
of Mimicry, with special reference to the Islands of Bourbon,
Mauritius, and Ceylon " f. In spite of this, however, I venture
to place on record a few further notes from the island, partly

because they deal more fully with the butterfly-eating habits of a
most interesting bird, the Wood-Swallow {Artamv.s fiuHcus VieilL),

but also because the subject, with its direct bearing on the various

theories of mimicry, is essentially one which requires as many
observations as possible before any fair generalisations can be
made.
A residence of a year and nine months, largely devoted to

entomological research, gave an opportunity for keeping a con-

tinual watch on certain of the more common insectivorous birds

;

and the following notes comprise every observation made during
that period. The locality in each case, unless otherwise stated,

is the celebrated Botanical Gaixlen at PeradeniyaJ. Other
localities mentioned are Yavonia-Valunkulam, Maha Ulupalama,
and Trincomalee— all places in the hot dry northern country,

which is characterised by the large area of jungle it contains,

* Communicated bv Prof. J. Stanlet Gaedixeu, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

t Proc. Zool. Soc. 1911, p. 696.

X Elevation about 1600 feet.

41*
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and also, in my experience, by a greater quantity of butterflies

and other insect life than can usually be found in the hills.

The notes are given in chronological order, and are extracted

from my journal practically without alteration, as this method,

though possibly wearisome, places a check on the personal pre-

judices of the observer, the introduction of which it is difficult to

avoid in a mere summary of results.

Peradeniya.

1911. Aj?ril 7th. A drongo* took a Papilio jjolytes Linn. S ,

which could hardly fly, as it had only just emerged ; it then

caught a Melanitis ismene Cram., also released soon after it had
left the pupa.

April Ind-^th. General note that "drongos were only observed

to take small butterflies, chiefly Yphthhna ceylonica Hewit.,

Lycsenicis, and occasionally Precis iphita Cram." " Of the various

attempts quite one out of two missed their object, while in many
cases the swoop at a butterfly seemed to be taken more for amuse-
ment than to gain food." " Paradise fly-catchers {Terpsephone

paradisi Linn.) being more retiring, were harder to observe ; they

certainly took Yjjhthima ceylonica and small Lycsenids, but were
not observed to attack anything large." [This week, April 2nd-
9th, was spent mainly in bird observations, and the above is the

residt.]

April \^th. A drongo was seen to attack Catopsilia pyranthe

Linn., but apparently without success.

May 9th. A drongo was seen to take an Yphthima ceylordca in

the garden. . . . Three drongos chased a Papilio parinda Moore,

but did not catch it. . . . Two bulbuls {Molpastes hoimorrhous Gm.)
chased an orange-coloui'ed moth, probably Argina sp., but lost it.

Jtme 25th. A Paradise fly-catcher swooped at a Limenitis

calidasa Moore, which escaped.

July 9th. A magpie-robin {Copsychus saidaris Linn.) took a

specimen of the Chalcosiid moth, Heterusia cingala Moore t, and
flew away with it.

October \^th. A drongo chased a Papilio parinda, but lost it.

October \9th. A drongo caught a Papilio polytes S , and ate it.

October list. A scanty P.-polytes migration for the last three

days. ... A drongo swooped at a P. polytes $ form polytes%, but

missed it. Many females of the roimdus form § with the entire

hinder portion of the hind wings missing.

November \st-\bth (at Yavonia-Valunkulam). A continual

migration of Appias {A. paulina Cram, and A. albina Boisd.),

* Throughout, the word "drong:o" is used for either Dicrurus leucopygialis

Blyth, or I). ccBrulescens Linn. The former was more common ; but the species

in most cases was not ascertained.

f This should undoubtedly be an " inedible " species, as it has all the Chalcosiid's

nauseous characters to a marked degree.

X P- polytes 9 poli/tes resembles Papilio aristolochiee Fahr.

§ P. poli/tes $ romuhis resembles Papilio hector Linn. Both P. aristolocliice

and P. hector are common Ceylon insects.
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Catopsilia {G. crocale Ciam. with a few G. pyranthe Linn.),

Fajnlio polytes, P. ja^on Linn., P. nomius Esper, and P. hector

Linn. Bee-eatei^s [Merojys sp. ?) were common, but were only

observed to chase buttei'flies (P. jason, Ajipias sp.) on three

occasions, each attempt being unsuccessful. Wings of all the

above butterflies were found occasionally along the roads, but not

in any numbei*.

November 1'bth (at Peradeniya). A drongo seen to take a

Papilio polytes $ romulus, which was flying badly.

November 29fA. A number of wings of Euploea and Banais
found on the ground in the garden. The only birds seen near

were wood-swallows {^Artamus fuscus Yieill.). The wings iden-

tified were :

—

Euploea core Cram., fore wings 6 ; E. kollari Feld.,

fore wings 2 ; E. coreta God., fore wing 1 ; Danais septentrionis

Butl., fore wings 5, hind wings 3.

November 30th. Spent an hour, 11 a.m.-I 2, watching the wood-
swallows hawking butterflies, which appeared to be forming their

sole food. The birds sat on the top branches of a leafless tree,

and swooped out after their prey, usually efl^ecting a capture.

The successful attempts were estimated at two out of three. The
butterfly was carried to the perch and the wings there discarded.

Butterflies on migration were extremely abundant, and indi-

viduals of the genus Gatopsilia were perhaps most numerous,

though Euplojas, Danaids, Papilio polytes and P. demoleus Linn.

were all quite common. The wood-swallows limited themselves

almost entirely to Euploeas and Danaids, only three swoops at

Gatopsilia and one at Papilio demoleus being observed, and these

were all failures. The majority of the discarded wings were
blown into the river, but the following were collected, practically

all of which must have fallen during the morning.

Result :

—

Danais septentrionalis : fore wings 61, hind wings 9.

Eupl(Ea core : fore wings 48.

E. coreta

:

„ ,, 29.

E. kollari

:

„ ,, 6.

Euplceine hind wings 9, fragments 4.

Papilio demoleus : fragments 2.

P. polytes d or $ cy7-ics-iorin *
: fragments 7

(2 fore wings).

P. polytes $ romulus : fragments 5 (3 fore wings).

P. polytes 2 polytes: hind wing 1.

The predominance of fore wings is explained by their greater

weight, hind wings being blown fui'ther.

A pair of bee-eeters were feeding near the wood-swallows.

Most of their attacks were on small insects ; but four attem^^ts

on Gatopsilia and two on Papilio demole^ts were noted, all

of which failed. These bee-eaters were either unskilful or

only amused themselves with butterflies. A young Pai'adise

* Papilio polytes 9 t'.'/J'MS-fonii resembles the J

.
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flycatcher and a drongo confined themselves to small insects,

in spite of the swarms of butterflies passing.

December \st. Again visited the wood-swallows, bvit they left ofl"

feeding early ; the buttei'fly migration was larger, with a higher

percentage of Euploea. It was distinctly observed in one case that

the bird carried the butterfly, a Danais sej^tentrionis, to its perch

and then held it with its feet while it pulled the wings off with its

beak *. Watched the bee-eaters again, and saw one attack first

a Papilio agamemnon Linn, and then a Eujjlcea, but it missed

each time. They were continually hawking small insects, which

they presumably caught. No count could be made of discarded

wings, as all had been blown by a high wind into the river.

December 2nd. Again watched the wood-swallows hunting.

The butterfly was always carried back to the perch before the

wings were removed, and it was noticed that portions of the wings

were often left on and eaten. . . . After failing in a stoop, the birds

I'arely made another at the same insect. . . . Butterflies at some
distance were usually taken, perhaps to allow the bird to attain

greater pace. ... If a butterfly noticed that it was being pursued,

it. at once dodged and, flying rapidly downwards, frequently

escaped. Wings were again collected :

—

Danais septentrionis : fore wings 35.

D. limniace

:

„ ,, 4,

Euploea core: ,, ,,18.
E. coreta : one whole insect and fore wings 10.

E. kollari : fore wings 4.

Papilio pohjtes § roniulus: fore wing 1.

December 7th. Wood-swallows hunting in the afternoon ; they

usually stop before midday.

December 10th. A young Paradise flycatcher swooped at two
Papilio polytes, a J and a $ pohjtes form, which were flying round
inside a large breeding-cage, bvit of course could not get at them.

December \^th. A drongo was seen to attack a Pap>ilio aga-

memnon and snap off a portion of the hind wings. The butterfly

escaped.

1912. January Ist-Qth (at Maha Illupalama). Bee-eaters

were very common and butterflies, notably of the genera Cato-

psilia and Appias, were abundant. The only attack observed was
that of a bee-eater on a Leptosia xiphia Fabr., which was caught

and eaten.

January \Qth (at Peradeniya). A drongo caught a Papilio

polytes $ cynts-form, which had just emerged and had escaped

from a breeding-cage.

February llnd. A Pajnlio polytes 5 cyrus escaped fi'Oin a cage

and was eaten by a drongo ; it was flying very weakly, as one
wing was broken halfway down the costa.

* Legge, 'Birds of Ceylon,' vol. ii. p. 668, states that tlie wood-swallow beats off

the wings of its prey.
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March 6th. Noticed three wood-swallows sitting on the

telephone-wiies crossing the River Maha-Weliganga. They weie
hawking butterflies continually, and during the time they were
watched selected species of Etvplcea only from a passing migration
which consisted largely of Apjnas paiditia. A search for winsfs

failed, as the birds confined themselves entirely to the i-iver. The
reason for this seemed to be that the butterflies were only caught
with ease when away from cover ; among vegetation they dodged
their pursuers nine times out of ten. This fact was specially

evident during this migration, as species of Eujdoea and Danais
were uncommon, and the birds were often forced to swoop at

butterflies travelling along the river-bank instead of waiting for

individuals to come out into the open.

March 8th. The migration of butterflies almost ended; but to

obtain confirmation, by a fresh witness, of the fact that wood-
swallows attack especially membei'S of the geneia Euplcta and
Danais, Alexander * and I watched three wood-swallows for an
hour, and we both plainly observed them eat over a dozen iiVf^tea

and one Danais. We also saw one bird with a Papilio, either

F. j^ohjtes 5 polytes or P. aristolochicB, but were unable to

ascertain which. As before, the birds usually carried the butter-

fly in the beak, though occasionally it was transferred to the
claws when the distance back to the perch was great.

March I5th. Watched the wood-swallows for three-quarters of

an hour ; Appias spp. common, Euploea and Danais scarce. There
were only two birds feeding, one probably young, for when the
other caught a Danais aglcea Cram, the young one opened its

beak and fluttered its wings as if asking for food, though it

gained nothing by this proceeding. The old bird then ceased
feeding, but the other, possibly encouraged by the sight of the
Danais, worked steadily, soaring round in cii'cles over the river.

It caught five Euploeas out of seven attempts.

March IQth. Watched a wood-swallow for a quarter of an hour
and saw it take two Euploeas.

March I7th. Watched a wood-swallow from 11.30-12. It took
two Euploeas, but then seemed to have no room for more, as it sat

for a long time with the abdomen of the last victim protruding
from its mouth like a cigar.

March 18th. In five minutes saw two wood-swallows take three
Euploeas and a Fapilio, either F. 2yolytes $ j9o/yies or P. arisio-

lochice, almost certainly the former.

March 22nd. Species of Euploea and Danais abundant on
migration. A wood-swallow picked out tw'o Danaids {D. limniace
and D. sepitGntrionis) and then a Euploea, after which it stopped
feeding.

March 23rd. Watched the wood-swallo-v<''^s from 11.40 a.m.-12
;

two were under observation most of the time, occasionally foui-.

They took six specimens of Eiqiloea and two D. sp.ptentrioons.

* Mr. Alexander, Assistant Curator of the Perth Museum, VV.A., to whom I am
indebted for much critical assistance durina: his hrief visit to the island.
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Ap7'il 23rcl. A drongo swooped at and probably took either a
Papilio polytes $ ])olytes or a P. aristolochice.

April 2Uh. Mr. Pole of Maskeliya * wrote that he saw two
large dragonflies take two Appias sp. ? and one F. polytes 6 -

July 7tk (at Maha lUupalama). Noticed the remains of Danais
septenti-ioriis, Fapilio jason, Appias j)ct'ulina and A. alhina, killed

probably by Asilid flies (Scleropogon piceus and other species), as
the bodies were intact though empty. Asilid flies were twice
seen carrying Appias sp. ? <S .

August Sth (at Maha Illnpalama). Caught an Asilid fly with a
medium-sized dragonfly f, which it was sucking through the eye,

and later saw another Asilid killing a large Cicada J which was
flying madly about, shrieking (stridulating) all the time. A
slight bite from an Asilid was most painful, and felt as if

poisonous matter had been injected.

August I3th (at Maha Illnpalama). Noticed Asilid flies kill

Appias sp. ? c? and Papilio jason.

August 28i/i (at Habarana, Maha Illnpalama District). An
Asilid attempted to kill the formidable Ceylon hornet, Vespa
cincta, which, however, escaped.

August 3\st (at Trincomalee). A few Euploea wings were found
scattered about Fort Ostenburg ; they were probably dropped by
wood-swallows, which were hawking round the inner harbour.

September \st (Trincomalee). On the Nilavelli-Kuchivelli road
bee-eaters were numerous. One was seen to catch an Appias sp.,

and wings of Euplcea^ P. jason, and Appias spp. were occasionally

found on the ground.
Septemher 7th (at Peradeniya). Released an Actias selene <S .

It flew fairly well, but was soon snapped up by a drongo, which,
before eating it, first pulled oflf the " tails " and then the rest of

the wings.

The observations having now been given at length, it is

perhaps permissible to summarise the impressions gained in their

making :

—

i. Butterflies do not form any large percentage of the food
of the more common insectivorous birds in Ceylon.

ii. With the exception of the Wood-Sw^allow, birds are by no
means clever in capturing butterflies.

iii. The Wood-Swallow is the only bird which actually lives on
butterflies, and it almost always chooses butterflies of the
so-called nauseous genera Danais and Euploea ; it seemed,
however, that this preference was due to the difficulty of

catching faster-flying butterflies, and not to the superior

flavour of the Danais or Euplcea.

* Hill district, elevation about 4000 feet.

t This and one or two subsequent notes, though not dealing with butterflies, are
included, as they seem worthy of record and yet are insufficient for a separate
contribution.
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The various species of Bee-eaters, when attacking butter-

flies, usually choose members of the Papilioniclae and
Pieridse.

The Asilid diptera are formidable enemies to all other
living insects. They are, however, present in large

numbers only in the northern country, and then only for

a limited period of the year.

In Ceylon a resemblance to the genera Danais and Euplcea

is doubtfully of value ; in fact, in the neighbourhood of

Wood-Swallows it is a distinct danger.

The mimetic females of Papilio polytes are not obviously
protected by their mimicry, and as a whole probably
sutler about as much, or as little, from the attacks

of birds as any other fast-flying butterfly in Ceylon.

40. On the South-African Pseudosuchian Euparheria and

Allied Genera. By K. Broom, M.D., D.Sc, C.M.Z.S.

[Received and Read May 20, 1913.]

(Plates LXXY.-LXXIX.*)
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EuPARKERiA CAPENsis Broom. (Pls. LXXY., LXXYI.,
LXXVIII., LXXIX. figs. 1-8, 17-20, 22, 24.)

In the collection of Mr. Alfred Brown of Aliwal North are

a number of imperfect skeletons of a small Rhynchocephaloid
reptile of very great interest, which he discovered in Upper
Triassic beds about four years ago. Mr. D. M. S. Watson examined
them a year ago, but unfortunately he mistakenly regarded them
as belonging to the little acrodont-toothed reptile named by
him Mesosuchus broicni. Though the two forms were met with
together and are of about the same size, they certainly belong to

different families, if not to different suborders. In a short note

commmunicated to the ' Records of the Albany Museum '

(6), I

have called attention to the confusion and proposed the name
Eitparkeria cajjensis for the Thecodont form.

As the type, I take a specimen showing a beautiful skull

with most of the skeleton. Though this specimen was in the

* For explanation of the Plates see p. 633.
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collection as seen by Watson, it was scarcely at all developed,

and he did not recognise that the block of stone contained an
almost perfect skull which, had he seen it, would have prevented
the confusion of the two animals.

In the type specimen is preserved the skull almost complete

but slightly crushed, and with the bones in beautiful condition and
showing nearly eveiy detail of structure. A number of cervical

and dorsal vertebrae are shown, both coracoids, the interclavicle,

the right clavicle and scapula, and the light humerus, radius, and
ulna. There are also seen in the specimen the whole of the

abdominal ribs in perfect condition, the pelvic bones in good con-

dition, but displaced, and most of the left hind limb. Other
specimens show the pelvic bones in position and most of the tail.

One specimen shows a dentary with a perfect right pes.

The skull is very similar to that of Ornithosibchus ivoodivardi,

and there can be little doubt but that Ettparkeria belongs to the

same suboixler and to the same family, though the two genera
inust be regarded as distinct. From the snout to the occipital

condyle the skull measures about 83 mm. From the snout to

the front of the orbit is about 45 mm. The orbit is almost round
and has an antero-posterior diameter of 23 mm. There is a

large antorbital vacuity about 20 mm. in length. The infra-

temporal opening measures 18 mm. in height and its greatest

antero-posterior length at its lower part is 17 mm. The supra-

temporal fenesti'a is small, measuring 13 mm. by 10 mm. The
width across the frontals between the orbits is 14 mm., and the

width across the squamosals where they form the temporal arch

is 34 mm.
The front part of the premaxilla is missing from the type, but

it was probably somewhat similar to that in Ornithosuchus and
other allied types. It forms the lower half of the posterior

margin of the rather large nostril. It supports at least two and
most pi-obably three flattened pointed thecodont teeth.

There is no evidence of a septo-maxillary on the face.

The maxilla is a long slender bone, which forms the lower

and anterior borders of the antorbital vacuity. The anterior

ascending process passes up behind the prema,xilla and the

descending antei'ior portion of the nasal, and meets the anterior

end of the large lacrymal. The posterior horizontal portion

passes back to below the middle of the orbit and meets the jugal.

It supports apparently 13 thecodont teeth, of which 5 are

preserved in the specimen. These are pointed flattened teeth,

very similar in genei'al shape to those of carnivorous Dinosaurs.

They are feebly serrated behind and probably also in front.

The nasal is rather peculiar in shape. When viewed from
above, it appears as a long narrow bone about twice as wide
behind, where it meets the frontal, as in front. In reality the

front is as wide as the back part, as it forms a cuiious downward
process behind the nostril to meet the premaxilla. The peculiar

shape will best be luiderstood from the figures.
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Tile lacrymal is an unusually large bone. It forms most of the

anterior orbital margin. Above, it has a long articulation with

the prefrontal, and below, a short one with the jugal. Anteriorly,

it has a large development which forms the upper margin of the

antorbital vacuity meeting the ascending process of the maxilla.

Of tne anterior process much is below the level of the general

surface of the face, suggestive of the antorbital vacuity having

lodged a large gland.

The prefrontal is a small narrow bone which forms about half

of the upper orbital mai'gin. It is bounded above by the frontal

and nasal and below by the lacrymal.

The fi'ontal is a long narrow bone. Behind, it articulates with

the parietal and laterally with the postfrontal, and in front

with the nasal and laterally with the prefrontal. It only forms

a small part of the orbital margin.

The postfrontal is a small triangular bone which articulates

with the frontal, parietal, and postorbital, and forms a small part

of the upper orbital margin.

The postorbital is a triradiating bone. The upper process

passes upwards behind the postfrontal and meets the parietal.

The inferior process passes downwards and aiticulates with the

jugal, partly lying in front of it and forming with it the post-

orbital arch. The posterior process is short. It meets the

squamosal and forms with it the temporal arch.

The jugal is also a triradiating bone. The anterior process is

the strongest. It forms most of the infraorbital arch, forming a

long suture with the maxilla and meeting the lacrymal. The

upper process meets the postorbital and forms with it the post-

orbital arch. The posterior process is long and slender and

forms the zygomatic arch meeting the quadrato-jugal.

The quadrato-jugal is an angular bone which supports the

quadrate and the jugal and binds them together. Above,^ it

meets the squamosal. A large foramen is present between the

quadrato-jugal and the quadrate near the lower part of the

bone.

The squamosal is small but fairly strong. It maj^ be regarded

as a clasping bone which holds together the quadrate, quadrato-

jugal, postorbital, parietal, and opisthotic. A small upper

process lies in front of the lateral process of the parietal. The
relations to the quadrato-jugal and quadrate will be better

understood by the figures given.

The quadi-ate is a long, well-developed bone. Its upper end

is firmly ai-ticulated with the squamosal and possibly also with

the opisthotic, and also meets the quadrato-jugal. The lower

end forms the articulation. There is a large opening between

the quadrate and quadrato-jugal. The shape of the bone is seen

in the drawings given.

The parietal is smaller than the frontal. It forms the back

part of the upper ci-anial wall and has a postero-lateral process

Avhich foi-ms much of the posterior wall of the upper temporal
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fossa, and at its outer end meets the squamosal. There is no
trace of a pineal foramen.

Behind the parietals and partly wedged between them is a small

interparietal. It forms the upper part of the occiput, and partly

divides the parietal from the supraoccipital.

The supraoccipital forms the middle part of the occiput. It

articulates with the exoccipitals, the interparietal, and the

parietals.

The exoccipital forms part of the occipital condyle and passes

outwards, fusing with the opisthotic.

Only a small part of the basioccipital shows in the specimen

as the middle part of the condyle.

The lower jaw is well preserved. The dentary forms the

anterior half, and the angular and surangular the greater part

of the posterior half. A large oval opening is seen on the outer

side of the jaw between the angular and surangvilar.

A pair of long rib-like bones represent portions of the hyoid

apparatus. These are evidently the ceratobranchials, and indicate

that Euparkeria had a birdlike tongue.

There are well-developed sclerotic plates in the eye, which are

curved as in the bird.

Two slightly displaced bones are probably the proatlas and
portion of the atlas. There are probably about 9 or 10 cervical

vertebrae, of which the upper 3 or 4 are hidden by matrix. The
lower cervicals have comparatively short centra. They are

practically amphiplatyan or incipiently procoelous. The ribs are

double-headed and have small uncinates. There are 2 sacral

vertebrae, and apparently 26 presacial. The tail is very long and
has powerful chevrons.

The shoulder-girdle is well preserved. There is a long slender

interclavicle which is apparently narrow even at its anterior end.

The clavicle is also long and slender. The coracoid * is large,

measui"ing 24 mm. in antero-posterior diameter and 16 mm. in

its transverse diameter. There is a large oval foramen near the

scapular articulation and a little in front of the median plane of

the bone. The scapula is long and slender. It measures in

greatest length 38 mm., and its lower end is 15 mm. across and
the upper end 12 mm. in width. There is no distinct acromion
process, and the clavicle has been probably rather loosely attached

to the front of the lower third of the bone.

The humerus is very slender. Its length is 36 mm. Only the

outer aspect is displayed, and it cannot be seen whether there

is an entepicondylar foi-amen. There is no indication of an
ectepicondylar foramen. The deltopectoral ridge is very short.

The radius and ulna are slender straight bones. The radius

measures 32 mm. in length and the ulna is probably slightly

longer. The manus is lost from the specimen.

* Thougli to avoid any confusion I have used the universally accepted term
" coracoid," as I have elsewhere recently shown the bone ought more properly' to be

called the " precoracoid."
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There is a large broad plastron of abrlominal ribs which

occupies the whole of the front of the abdomen, from a little

behind the coracoid to the front of the pubis. The riblets are

all slender and arranged in series of threes—a long outer riblet,

a shortei- middle one, and a still shorter inner one. In front the

innermost series remain free, but on passing back they become

anchylosed into united groups of two, three, and four. There

are probably four seiies of riblets to each vertebra. Altogether

there are 31 groups of ribs.

The pelvis is preserved in two specimens besides the type, and

every detail of its structure is known. The ilium is similar to

the type found in Belodon and Erythrosuchus. The acetabulum

is large, and closed, and the ilium has a well-marked supra-

acetabular ridge. The iliac crest is developed mvich more back-

wards than forwards, and the whole crest measures 28 mm. in

length. The pubis is comparatively short and broad. It forms

a complete symphysis with its neighbour, and the outer border,

which is considerably thickened, passes almost directly down-

wards. A very remarkable feature of the bone is the presence of

two pubic foi^amina. The upper one, which is apparently the

homologue of the normal pubic foramen, is the smaller of the two
and is fairly close to the acetabulum. The other is close to the

symphysis. In the type specimen both pubes are well preserved

and the foramina are exactly similar on both sides. The ischium

is a variety of the plate-like form, but long and slender. It has

a complete symphysis with the other ischium.

The femur measures in the type 58 mm. : in a second specimen

55 mm. It has a slight double curve as in most reptilian femora.

The ends have been largely cartilaginous. On the inner and
posterior side, near the union of the upper and middle third, there

is a well-marked small trochanter.

The tibia and fibula are not perfectly preserved in any of the

specimens, but in one or other both upper and lower parts are

shown. They are apparently a little shorter than the femur and
considerably more slender.

The tarsus consists of two proximal elements, and probably

four distal tarsals. The astragalus is irregularly cubical, and the

calcaneum considerably broader than long. There appears to be

little in the way of a heel. Of the distal tarsals the 4th is the

only large one.

The metatarsals are all well developed, and the 5th has the

peculiar Rhynchocephalian development. Of the others the 3rd is

the longest. The 4th is slightly longer than the 2nd, and the 2nd

considerably longer than the 1st. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd digits

have well-developed claws, but the 4th has the phalanges rather

weak and the claw, if present, was very small. The 5th toe

also has a small claw, though larger than that of the 4th. The
digital formula is 2, 3, 4, 5, 3.

Dermal ossifications are present along the back from the head

to at least well down the tail. These are arranged in pairs, one
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on each side of ench vertebral spine. All the best preserved
scutes are about twice as long as broad and have the long axis
lying antero-posteriorly.

Some at least of the ribs of the middle region of the body
appear to have uncinate processes. These are little ossifications

about 3 or 4 mm. in length and about 1 mm. in width. They
are firmly attached to the posterior side of the ribs but not
anchylosed. Just possibly, though much less probably, they are
small lateral dermal scutes.

Befoi'e discussing the affinities of Euparkeria and the Pseudo-
suchians generally, it will be well to consider some points in the
structure of the allied genera from Elgin. These very interesting
specimens, preserved in the British Museum, reveal a few points
in the structure of the group not seen in the specimens of

Eii,2xirkeria, and afford a very thorough knowledge of the sub-
order. Aetosaurus ferratus, on which the suborder Pseudosuchia
was founded, has never been very thoroughly described, but
Mr. Watson assures me that there is no doubt that it has two
temporal vacuities like those of Euparlceria and Ornithosuchus,
and not one as described and figured by Fraas. Though there
is thus little doubt that AetosauriijS belongs to the same suborder,
it diff"ers in a good many points from the Elgin and South-African
forms.

Ornithosuchus woodwardi Newton. (Pis. LXXVII.-
LXXIX., figs. 9, 10, 16, 25.)

The type of this Pseudosuchian is a fairly complete skeleton from
Elgin, described in 1894 by Mr. E. T. Newton, The specimen is

preserved in the British Museum, and through the kindness of

Dr. Smith Woodward I have been enabled to make a fresh study
of it in the light of the new knowledge obtained from the allied

South-African form. Newton's study of the type has been so

thoroughly and carefully done that there is very little in the
specimen he has failed to observe, and the points where I incline

to differ from him are very few in number. Fortunately the
British Museum has recently obtained a second specimen which
supplies a number of blanks in our knowledge.
The skull, on the whole, resembles that of Euparli-eria in all

essentials, so far as can be seen, though the cranial sutures are
less easily made oiit in OrnitJiosuchus and the palate is unknown
in Euparlceria. The skull of O^^niihosuchus woodioardi is more
slenderly built, and it differs in having apparently no inter-

parietal, in the shape of the jugal, in having a much larger

antorbital vacuity, and in having the teeth differently arranged.

In the restored side view of the skull which I give, and which
difffers only slightly from that given by Newton, the shape of

the various openings and bones can readily be seen. The dental
formula of Ornithosuchus appears to be i. 3, m. 9 as against

i. 3, m. 12 in Euparlceria; and there is the further difference

that, while in the South African genus only one mandibular tooth

overlaps the upper jaw-border, in Ornithosuchus thei'e are two
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teeth wliicli pass to tlie outside between the premaxillaiy and
maxillaiy teeth.

The palate of OrnitJiosuchi(.s is well preserved but not com-
pletely displayed in front. The restoration of it which I give is

hypothetical only in the prevomerine region and in the basi-

occipital. The pterygoids are large, as are also the palatines

and ectopterygoids, and these three bones of the two sides foi'm a.

large vaulted bony roof to the mouth. On each side there is a

pair of oval openings—one between the palatine, the ectopterygoid,

and the pterygoid, and the other between the pteiygoid and the

palatine. This latter is regarded by ISTewton as the posterior

nares. In this, I think, he is in error. The opening has the

borders quite flat, and was probably covered by membiune in life

and did not transmit any structure of importance. The pteiy-

goid sends forward a long slender process along the innei- side of

the palatine which doubtless meets the prevomer as suggested

in the figure.

The shoulder-girdle and anterior limb, though lost from the

type, are fairly well preserved in the second specimen. The
scapula differs from that of Euparl^eria in being veiy narrow in

the middle and much more expanded at the base. It is much
more Dinosaurian in appearance. The coracoid has a rather

small foramen, and the posterior border below the glenoid cavity

is deeply notched. The interclavicle is narrow and not expanded'

in front apparently. The clavicles are also slender.

The humerus measures 57"5 mm. in length. There is a well-

developed deltopectoral crest, and the general appearance of the

bone suggests a comparison with that of the Theropoda. The
radius and ulna are not very well preserved. The former
measures 47 mm. and the latter 49 mm. Only a few bones of the

manus are preserved, and these are apparently displaced. A
cast of a specimen obtained by Mr. Watson shows rather more
of the manus. There are pretty certainly three well-developed

digits, and, I think, evidence of a fourth. The carpus is badly

preserved : possibly it was imperfectly ossified.

I have given a restoration of the pelvis for most of which,

I think, there is clear evidence in the specimen. The pubis is

essentially similar to that of Euparl:eria, but much more elongated.

It has a large single pubic foramen. There is evidently a com-
plete symphysis.

The bones of the hind foot of the type, though much displaced,

have been separated out and identified by ISTewton with marvellous

care, and the foot is seen to resemble that of Eiqxirl-eria pretty

closely, the main difference being that the fifth metatarsal shows
less of the peculiar Rhynchocephalian development, and the

phalanges of this, too, are feebler.

Ornithosuchus taylori, sp. n, (PL LXXYII. fig. 11.)

In 1904, Mr. G. A. Boulenger described some rather badly

preserved reptilian remains from Elgin as a large example
of Or)}ithosvchiis iroorhcardt. Mr. Taylor, when sending the
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specimen to the British Museum, recognised that it was a near ally

of Ornithosuchus woodwardi, though about 2g times as large.

Mr. Boulenger discusses at some length the question whether the
specimen is merely an older example of 0. woodivardi or a new
species, and comes to the conclusion that there are no other
differences than those that might be accounted for by difference

of age. My comparison of the specimens has led me to con-
clude that the animals, though allied, are at least distinct

species, and I have therefore much pleasure in naming the form
after the discoverer.

The specimen shows most of the skull. The jugal is probably
perfect but is partly hidden by matrix, and the quadrato-jvigal

is also nearly perfect. The squamosal and postorbital are much
crushed, but the side view of the back half of the skull can be
restored with moderate accuracy. Most of the vipper side of the
skull is preserved, but partly broken and not well displayed. A
fairly complete snout with maxilla and premaxilla of what may
perhaps be a second individual is also preserved. And as we have
the remains of the last maxillary tooth in the first specimen, and
the corresponding tooth in the snout-fragment, we can make a

fairly complete restoration of the skull. When this is done, the

very marked differences between it and the skull of Ornithosuchus
tvoodioardi are apparent. The arches are seen to be massive
instead of slender bars, and the snout relatively much more
powerful. The fact of the two animals being distinct is further
confirmed by the fact that the British Museum has recently

obtained from Elgin two new specimens—the one exactly

corresponding in size to the type of Ornithosuchus woodivardi,

and the other, so far as can be made out, agreeing in size

with the large form. In the new specimen of 0. taylori part
of the palate is preserved, and it agrees essentially with that of

0. ivoodwardi. Thei-e are two similar openings in the back part,

and the pterygoid sends forward a similar but relatively larger

anterior process,

Hebpetosuchus granti Kewton,

This small Pseudosuchian from Elgin is less satisfactorily pre-
served than Ornit/wsuchus woodwardi, but there is sufficient to
show that it is a fairly near ally. The skull differs considerably
in its proportions, but probably the essential structure is similar.

The palate is narrower, and the anterior process of the pterygoid
is relatively broader, and there is only a single opening in the
pterygoid region. The shoulder-girdle and anterior limb are
difterently proportioned, being much more slender, and indicate
that the habits of the two genera were different. An interesting
point revealed by this specimen is the fact that the manus has
five well-developed digits. In the carpus there are at least three
elements. The five metacarpals are well pi^eserved, but most of

the phalanges are missing.
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Browkiella africana, gen. et sp. n. ' (PL LXXIX. fig. 21.)

In Mr. Brown's collection there are portions of at least two
skeletons of an animal rather larger than Euparlceria capensis

but closely allied to it. The only parts well preserved are the
shoulder-girdle, pelvic girdle, and femur. These indicate an
animal nearly a half larger than the better known African
form.

The following measui'ements will illustrate the differences in

size of the two forms :

—

Euparkeria BroivnieJla
capensis. africana.

inm. mm.
Width of base of scapula 15 20
Length of coracoid 24 30
Length of ischium 36 about 50
Length of femur 56 74

In general structuie there is a close similarity between the
bones, but those of Broioniella are more massive, and there are
numerous minor differences.

The ischium differs in shape in being constricted near its

middle, and the pubis, besides being much broader and stouter,

differs in having only a single pubic foramen. This difference

seems of sufficient importance to justify the placing of this

species in a separate genus, and I have much pleasure in naming
it after Mr. Alfred Brown, the veteran collector, to whom Science
owes such a deep debt.

Mesosuchus beowni Watson. (Pis. LXXVIII., LXXIX.
figs. 12-15, 23.)

Though Mesosuchus hroumi differs considei'ably from JEujjarheria

and is probably not a Pseudosuchian, it has nevertheless some
interesting affinities, and, both from its association with Eu-
parkeria and from the fact of the two forms having been confused,

it seems well to consider the one along with the other.

As already mentioned, Watson, in his description of Mesosuchus
hrowni, had regarded some of the imperfect skeletons associated

with it as belonging to the same form. As we now know that
most of these skeletons belong to the similar sized but distinctly

different Euparkeria capensis, it is necessary to redefine Meso-
suchus to some extent.

The type specimen consists of a badly crushed skull showing
the premaxilla and maxilla of the left side in good condition,

with most of the lower jaw and most of the palate badly crushed.
Much of the rest of the skull is present, but so badly distorted

that a restoration is difficult. Of the rest of the skeleton of the
type individual almost the whole of the vertebral column from the
head to about the middle of the tail is preserved. ' Of the shoulder-
girdle there is practically nothing preserved, though much of the

Proc. ZooL. Soc— 1913, No. XLII. "
42
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T'ight arm is seen. The pe^lvis is barllj? preserved, but botli ischia

iire well seen and most of the left hind leg.

The pi-emaxilla is particularly interesting in having no inter-

nasal process, and in this resembling the bone in lihynchosaurus

jind Ifyperodapedon. It has two well-developed acrodont teeth,

which are round and blunt. The maxilla is long and narrow,

nnd has 13 irregularly arranged rounded blunt acrodont teeth.

A disarticulated quadrate, which is not that of Euparlceria and
pretly certainly that of Mesos'uc/uis, is nearly as broad as long,

a,nd much more massive than the quadrate of Euparkeria. There

ar3 two moderately distinct condyles. Wa,tson's description of the

palate cannot at present be added to. " Pterygoid of remarkable

whape with a deep posterior ramus applied to the inner side of

the quadrate, small external ramus (not well exposed) and long

anterior ramus which bears a closely-set series of small pointed

teeth. Vomer apparently narrow, with a series of small pointed

teeth articulated with anterior end of pterygoid. Other bones

of palate not shown. Epipterygoid widened with a deep notch

for the optic nerve, touching the top of the deep posterior ramus
of the pterygoid. Parasphenoid very large and placed high up in

the skull." Most of the postcraiiial skeleton desciibed by Watson
are really bones of Etiparkeria^ while the supposed scapula is

rea,llv the ischium of Broumiella africcma.

The lower jaw is fairly well presei'ved in the type specimen.

It differs from the jaw of Euparkeria in having a relatively

small latei'al opening and in having the part of the jaw behind

the opening la.rger than the dentaxy portion. The surangular

forms more than the upper half of the outside of the back of the

ja.w. a.nd the rest is mainly formed by the a.ngular.

The vertebrae are not well preserved. They a,re of about the

same size as those of Euparkeria capensis. The cervicals have

fairly long spines, and the whole neck is relatively l^^nger than in

Eitptwkeria—probably 11 vei'tebrse may be cervical. Altogether

tliere appea.r to be, as in Euparkeria, 26 pre-sacral vertebrae, and
apparently 2 sa,cral.

The humerus, radius, and ulna, are much more massive than in

Eii/parkeria, but not very well preserved. The humerus measures

;-i7 mm. in length.

The ilium differs considerably from that of Euparkeria, and
resembles mTich more closely that of Hoimsia. Though imperfectly

preserved, the upper part of the ilium is manifestly about twice

as deep as in Euparkeria. The ischium also differs markedly fiom

that of Euparkeria in being relatively much shorter, and having

only a short symphysis. The pubes are veiy badly preserved,

but have ma,nifestly been much broa,der tha,n in Euparkeria,,

though essentially similar in type. The illusti-ations given show
the specimen as preserved and the pelvis restored.

The femur, tibia, and fibula are not unlike those of Euparkeria.

The femur probably measures 49 mm. in length, and the tibia

47 mm. The tarsus has the bones displaced, but is apparently
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better ossified than in Euparkeria. There are three large

elements and at least two small ones. The rest of the pes is

probably of the Rhynchocephalian type.

There seem to have been no dermal ossifications in Mesosuchus.

ScLEROMOCHLus TAYLORi Smith Woodward,

One of the most remarkable of the double-arched reptiles from
the Elgin sandstone is the little form named by Dr. Smith-
y^ooi\\\i\.v([ Scleromochlus iaylori. Though there are preserved in

the British Museum the remains of five individuals, and tliough

something is known of most of the skeleton, the animal is too

small to be well preserved in the coarse sandstone, and hence our
knowledge of the detailed structure is very imperfect. Smith
Woodward's description and restoi-ation give practically every-

thing one can be sure about. The skull seems to be essentially

similar to that of Ornlthosachus.

Affinities of the Psetodosuchia.

Mr. E. T. Newton, in describing Ornithosv,chus and Ilerjyeio-

suchtos, discusses the afl^inities of the forms. He calls attention to

the marked resemblances of the forms to Aetosaici^us, and even
thinks it possible—as we now know to be the fact—that Aetosaurus
has an infratemporal vacuity, and also discusses the relationships

with Stagonol&pis and others of the Parasuchia. A comparison is

also made with the Dinosaurs Com2)sognathus, A7ichisaurns, and
others, and with the skull resemblances in the Pberosaurian

Scyphognathus. In summing up the evidences he says :
—"The

many points of resemblance between the Parasuchia and certain

of the forms usually included among the Dinosauria, have also

been noticed by other writers ; and the difficulty of sepai-ating

the two groups is increased by a study of this new Elgin reptile,

which holds, as I think, a more intermediate position between
the two series than any form hitherto described, for although the
characters of its skull and teeth find their nearest counterpart
among the Dinosaurs, and the pelvis and limbs might belong to

either a Theropodous Dinosaur, or a' Parasuchian, the form of

the free asti-agalus is more Crocodilian than Dinosaurian. While
acknowledging the difficulty of assigning this new reptile to either

of these groups, it seems most in accordance with the facts to

place it provisionally with the Dinosaurs."

Mr. G. A. Boulenger, when describing the lai'ge specimen of

Oniithosioc/ms, ciiticises Newton's conclusions. He says :

—

" Much as I admire Mr. Newton's description of Omithosiochus

.... I cannot .... endorse his conclusions as to the systematic
position of the reptile." " Dr. Smith A¥oodward was nearer the
truth when he compared it with Aetosaurus." Boiilenger argues
that Ornithosnchus should be placed with Belodov., Stagonolepis,

and Aetosaurus in the order named by Owen, Thccodontia—

a

42*
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group which agrees quite as much with the Rhynchocephalia and
the Carnivorous Dinosaurs as with the Crococlilians.

Though tliese two opinions seem at fii-st sight to be at variance

they are I'eally pretty similar. Practically, it amounts to this,

that in the Pseuclosuchia we have a group of primitive reptiles

which, while they do not fit into any of the later specialised

orders, have affinities with quite a number of other groups.

There cannot, I think, be the slightest doubt that tlie Pseudo-
suchia have close affinities with the Dinosaurs, or at least with
the Theropoda. This has been recognised by Marsh, v. Huene,
and others. In fact there seems to me little doubt that the
ancestral Dinosaur was a Pseudosuchian. The skulls of such types

as Eiqyarkeria or Ornithosuchus are practically Dinosaurian even
in detail, and the skulls of the early Dinosaurs, ^ch as Anchi-
saurus, differ less from the skulls of Pseudosuchians than those

of the early Dinosaur^i do from many of the later types. And
there is nothing in the post-ci'anial skeleton that is not just what
we should expect to find in the Dinosaur ancestor. The shoulder-

girdle is more primitive in retaining clavicles and interclavicle,

but these are elements which we know from the history of other
groups are ver}^ variable and readily lost. The pelvis is almost
Dinosaurian, and differs only in having the acetabulima closed.

This is an important character ; but when we consider the con-

dition in the two nearly allied Monotremes—the one with the
acetabulum closed, the othei' with it open—we see how easily even
this character may change. The hind limb is almost Dinosaurian
in Eaparkeria. The ankle is less specialised and the fifth toe is

sbill well developed and retains the Rhynchocephalian characters.

Ktijparkeria is in my opinion potentially bipedal, and was probably
partly bipedal in its habits. The fourth toe of the hind foot is

more feebly developed than the third and the axis of the foot is

down the third toe, which would seem to indicate that the feet

were at least not so laterally placed as in lizards, and that the
animal possibly ran on its hind feet. The relative shortness of the
toes also seems to confirm this view, as well as the feebleness of

the fore limbs. I believe Kvpavke.ria fed on some large forms of

insects like locusts, and captured them with its front feet.

Ornithosuchus was probably very similai' in habit to Euparlieria
a,iul was even a little better adapted for running on its hind feet

;

the large species 0. taylori coulcl hardly have had the same habits

as tlie small 0. looodioardi. It is too massively built, and probably
had become largely carnivoious, adding to the larger insects various
small vertebrates, and perhaps, like the vulture, the flesh of

animals too large for it to kill.

The affinities of such small Pseudosuchians as Euparkeria,
Ornithosuchus, and Aetosaurus with the Belodonts through such
an intermediate form as Erythrosuchus is very manifest. And as

Boulenger stated, the Pseudosuchians are about as near to the
Parasuchians as to the Dinosaurs. The series of dermal plates

down the back, though suggesting affinity is, however, not a
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character on which too much weight must be placed. As we
see in the Lacertilia, dermal ossifications are subject to great

variation in even allied forms.

, Another group to which the Pseudosuchians seem to have
affinities as suggested by Newton, is the Ornithosauria. In general

proportions the Pterodactyles differ very greatly, but the form
fi'om which they arose must have been very much like that seen

in Pseudosuchians. The Pterodactyl and Pseudosuchian skulls are

almost exactly similar in essentials. As pointed out by Newtou,
tlie skull in Scyphognathus resembles pretty closely that of Ornitho-

sachiis. The Pterodactyl manus is simply an ordinary reptilian

manus with the 5th digit lost and the 4th greatly specialised,

and there can be no doubt that the 5th digit was lost before the

wing-membrane was developed. Tlie pelvis of the Pterodactyl

is not thoroughly known beyond doubt, but seems to be a modi-

fication of the ordinary plate-like type with the prepubis ossified,

Scleromochlus is a very lightly built Pseudosuchian evidently

adapted for taking leaps, and not for bipedal progression on the

ground. The limbs are long and slender, and the length and
slenderness of the fore limb suggest that possibly there was a
membrane stretched between the fore and hind limbs and pei-liaps

between the hind limbs and tail, which would enable the little

animal to take sustained leaps like Petaiirus.

Although Sderomochhis is already too specialised in the hind

foot structure to have been in any way ancestral to the Ptero-

dactyls, it may suggest how they liave arisen, just as Galeoiyithecus

suggests how the bats arose.

There is still another group to which some Pseudosuchian has

probably been ancestral, namely, the Biixls. For a time one or

other of the Dinosaurs was regarded as near the avian ancestor.

The resemblance of the hind limb and pelvis seemed to make this

extremely probable, and Huxley, Marsh, Cope, and others have

all favoured this view. Otliers, however, were more impi'essed by
the apparently avian characters in the skeleton of the Ptero-

dactyls, and especially in the striking avian appearances in the

brain, and have argued in favour of a close affinity between
the Birds and the Pterodactyls. Osborn, while recognising

the affinities to both groups, and especially to the Dinosaurs,

believed that the Birds and the Dinosaurs had a common ancestor,

probably in the Permian. Seven years ago, when describing the

skeletogenesis of the Ostrich, I argued that the bird had come
from a group immediately ancestral to the Theropodous Dinosaurs,

The Pseudosuchia, now that it is better known, proves to be just

such a group as is required. In those points where we find the

Dinosaur too specialised we see the Pseudosuchian still pi'imitive

enough. The bird pelvis has probably developed from a tyyie

like that of Ornithosiickus by the pubis turning fui-ther back a.nd

the symphysis becoming lost. Whether the union of the meta-

tarsals is a pi'imaiy or a secondaiy character is a debatable point.

The question is really whether the bird ancestor was a hopping
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l)ipe(lal animal before it flew, or if it only hopped after the wing
had become specialised- I am strongly of the opinion that it was a

hopping animal first, and that the metatarsus became strengthened

to support the weight of the body entirely boi'ne by the hind feet.

It is easy to understand a hopping animal taking to an arboreal

life and ultimately developing a wing out of a four-toed hand,

while it seems unlikely that the hind foot could ever have

developed by arboreal habits. It is interesting to note that

while the ancestor of the Pterodactyls had four toes in the manus,
there is very clear evidence from the skeletogenesis of the bird

that the latter also had a four-toed ancestor.

A Pseudosuchian which through a bipedal habit had developed

a strengthened ankle-joint and a firm metatarsus, and had lost

the 5th digit from the manus would meet all the requirements of

the avian ancestor.

We know at present too little to discuss the relationship of the

Pseudosuchians with Sjjhenodov and with Gnathodonts, nor can

Ave say whether Hoivesia and Mesosuchus should be placed with

the Pseudosuchians. There is evidence of a generalised Permian
liliynchocephaloid order which gave I'ise to the more specialised

Triassic groups, but at pi'esent we know too few foims and very

few even of these are well known, and until our knowledge has

much advanced it seems unwise to attempt any further classifi-

cation. In South Africa we can trace through the Lower Triassic

and Upper and Middle Permian beds forms that mny be ancestral

to the Pseudosuchians, and when these are better known a

satisfactoiy classification will be possible.

I am much indebted to Mr. E. S. C. Dyke for the photographs

of Euparkeria.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
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PL.4.TE LXXV.

Fuparlceria oapensis.

Fig. 1. Side view of type specimen. § nat. size.

2. Top of skull of type specimen. Nat, size,

3. Left dentary of a second specimen. Nat. size.

4. Kiglit hind foot of this second specimen, Nat. size,

Plate LXXVI.

Fuparkeria capensis.

Fig. 5. Side view of skull, Nat. size.

6. Upper view of skull.

7. The quadrate viewed obliquely from behind, showing the relations to tlie

adjoininff bones. Small portions of the squamosal and opisthotic are
broken oif.

8. Shoulder-girdle, slightly restored and with the probable cartilaginous sternum
added iu dots. Nat. size.

Plate LXXVII,

Fig. 9. Side view of skull of Ornithosuclncs wondivardi. Nearly nat, size.

10. Under view of skull of OniithosueJms tuoodiuardi. Nearly nat. size,

11. Side view of skull of Ornitlios'uclius taylori. About f nat. size, llestored
from the type specimens.

Plate LXXVIIL

Fig. 12. Side view of imperfect skull of Ilesosuchus hrowni. Nat. size.

13. Impression of the teeth of the right maxilla of Mesosuchus broivni. Nat,
size.

14. Fragment of ilium, and left hind limb of Mesosii.chus brotvni. Nat. size.

15. Fragmentary pelvis of Ilesosuchus browni. Nat. size.

16. Shoulder-girdle and fore liijib of Ornithosuclms ivoodwardi. About 5 nat,

size. Slightly restored.

17. Top of left ilium oi Euparkeria capensis. Nat. size.

18. Acetabular portion of left ilium of JSitparkoria capensis. Nat. size.

19. Portions of three lower dorsal ribs of Fuparkeria capensis showing unci'

nates. Nat. size,

20. Right femur, tibia, and fibula of Euparkaria capensis. Nat. size,

Plate LXXIX.

Fig. 21. Right pubis, left ischium, portions of both ilia and of two dorsal vertebra)

of Srowiiiella africana, Nat. size.

22. Right pubis of Euparkeria capensis. Nat, size,

23. Pelvis of Mesosuchus broivni. Nat. size.

24. Pelvis of Euparkeria capensis. Nat. size.

25. Pelvis of Ornithosuohus woodivardi. About
-f nat, size,

26. Pelvis of G-i'j/ponijx afrioanus. Much reduced.
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41. On some Cases of Blindness in Marine Fislies.

By G. E. BuLLEN, the Hertfordshire Museum, St. Albans'^.

[Received April 24, 1913 : Read May 20, 1913.]

Of recent years considerable attention has been given by
numerous ichthyojoathologists and iish-culturists to the sporozoic

and bacterial diseases affecting those species of fish which in a

live state form an article of commerce.
The important work of Hofer t, and the Monograph now

appearing from th6 pen of de Drouin de Bouville J, are perhaps

two of the best known contributions of a general character

upon the subject. There are, moreover, numerous more or less

important works upon those organisms giving rise to disease : the

Myxosporidia, for example, have received considerable notice

from such investigators as Balbiani §, Thelohaii |i, Doflein ^,
and Gurley **, to quote but a few of the authors upon the

subject.

Work which has been performed, even within the past decade,

upon the bacterial aspect of fish diseases is of too extensive a

character to be cited, however briefly, here. The same applies

to Saprophytic and other fungoid growths attendant upon
bacterial lesions.

The investigations of J. Hulme Patterson and certain others

upon Salmon disease are well known and important contributions

to economic science in this respect. But with the exception

of certain papers by G. H. Drew and Patterson's findings, so

far as they apply to Salmon installed in sea-water, most of

the literature dealing with disease in marine fishes is confined

almost entirely to the oecology of pathogenic organisms. For,

whereas there is no inconsiderable amount of the literature

directed solely to the pathology of freshwater fishes, there is

at present a remarkable paucity dealing with those of marine
ha,bitat.

The present paper, therefore, is put forward largely with a

view to associating the pathological aspect of certain forms of

eye diseases observed in marine fishes with those already

described, in more or less general terms, in the case of freshwater

species.

* Communicated by John Hopkinson, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

t ' Handbuch der Pischki-aiikheiten.'

X ' Les Maladies des Poissons d'eau douce d'Europe.'

§ ' Lemons sur les Spovozoaives,' Paris, 1884, etc.

II

" Recherches sur les Myxosporidies," Bull. Soc. France et Belgique, ser. 4, vol. v.

Paris 1894. etc.

% 'Die Protozoen als Parasiten und Kraukheit Serrigers,' Jena, 1901. "Studien
zur Naturgeschichte der Protozoen," Zoologische Jalirb. xi. 1889, etc.

** " Myxosporidia, etc." Rep. U.S. Commissioner for Fish and Fisheries, 1892.
Washington, 1894.
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Tlie several subjects deseiilied hereinnfter were received by
the writer from tlie Superintendent of the Brighton Marine
Ar|ua.rium, Mr. E. W. Cowley, to whom thanks are due.

Acknowledgment of much assistance in the preparation of thi.s

paper is a,lso accorded to Mr. John Hopkinson and to the late

Mr. G. Harold Drew.

Hofer* traces the progress of the more usual foi-m of blindness
in freshwater fishes in the following manner : (a) Corneal
"cataract" due to injury or pathogenic bacteria attacking the
integument

; (/3) gradual necrosis of the cornea-epithel and
outer surface of the cornea; (y) perforation of the cornea.

Complications which may occur are " Keratoglobus " in the
earlier stages, and Saprophytic growth attendant upon the
bacterial lesions.

In the case of several freshwater fishes, the same author
describes a not uncommon form of blindness due to parasites

{Diplostomum larvae), but of all the marine fishes which herein
receive notice, none has been aifected in this manner. More-
over, it may be recorded that no evidence of Saprophytic growth
occurred on even the woi-st examples t.

1. Traumatic Corneal Opacitis in a Conger Eel

(Conger vulgaris).

The subject of this note was a Conger Eel which measured
.3 feet 7 inches. It had lived in the Aquarium for nearly six

years, retaining complete health until November 1912, when,
accoi'ding to the Superintendent of the Aquarium, Mr. E. W.
Cowley, it went completely blind within the space of a week.

It was destroyed immediately, when, from an observation of its

behaviour, both eyes appeared to have become wholly useless.

An examination of the head of this specimen showed that the

right cornea-epithel was perforated in two places and the left in

five, each perforation being just large enough to admit a seeker
•5 mm. in diameter. Extensive peneti-ation of sea-water followed

probably by bacterial lesions had occurred throughout the under
surface of the cornea-epithel, those on the left side extending to

the adjacent epidermis of the gill-covers, destroying the colour-

cells, and rendering the part affected opaque white. The eye

itself, when superficially examined, was so completely dimmed
as to render observation of the characteristic yellow iris difiicult,

except in strong light.

The term " corneal opacitis " would be somewhat loosely

applied in this instance, since upon removal of the integument

the cornea pi-oper was found to be completely free fiom injury,

and but slightly affected with opacitis.

* Op. clt. p. 291 etc.

f For a deteviiiination of tliis fact the writer's thanks are due to Miss Lorraine

Smith, of the British Museum.
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The condition termed by Hofer * " Keratoglobus," ?'. e. out-

M^ard bulging of the cornea away from the pupil, did not afiect

either eye, the lenses retaining their normal position.

Blindness, therefore, in this instance was due apjjarently to

mortification and bacterial lesions of the integument of the head
passing over the eye attendant upon perforation of the cornea-

epithel.

Hofer t remai'ks :
" In the case of a fish weakened by disease,

or in a dying condition, the organs of sight are deeply sunk
in their orbits, whereas in a healthy fish the eyes somewhat
protrude." In the present example this condition was wholly

apparent, the eyes presenting the flabby appearance to be seen in

a fish some hours after death.

It is highly probable, therefore, that perforation of the integu-

ment above the cornea, resulting in blindness, was largely due,

in the present instance, to the susceptibility of the fish, already

weakened by graver organic disease, to injury ; and that incipient

corneal opacitis may sometimes be taken as a diagnostic of other

disorders.

2. Corneal Opacitis in a Greater Weever
(Trachinus draco).

The chief difference between the condition of the eyes in the

present example and that of the Conger Eel already described,

lay in the fact that apparently no lesion of the cornea-epithel

appeared to have taken place. The subject under consideration

had lived for some years in the tanks at Biighton, and had
attained the considerable measurement of 15| inches. In this

case partial blindness onlj- had come about at the time when the

specimen was examined. The left eye was less affected than
the right, this showing a more or less evenly distributed film of

dimness, as if the specimen had been immersed for a short time

in weak formalin. The right eye, however, not only showed
distinct spots of necrosis unevenly distributed throughout the

surface of the cornea, but there was also a pronounced " kerato-

giobe." With reference to this latter feature, it may heie be

remarked that a gathering of aqueous humour in front of the

pupil, causing the cornea to bulge outward to a considerable

extent, may occur, doubtless as the result of concx;ssion, in fish

the eyes of which are otherwise ajjparently unaffected. At the

Brighton Aquarium occasionally numbers of a shoal of mackerel
may be observed with both eyes proti-uding in this way, but
their undoubted lack of efiectunl vision appears in no way to

interfere with their ca.pability for maintaining position in a
moving shoal. But it is a noticeable fact that they appear
much thinner than their fellows consequent upon a more limited

* Op.cH. p. 293.

t Op. cit. p. 290. The translations adhere as nearly as possible to the ori\;inal

te.xt.
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jihsoiption of food. Not uii frequently, moreover, such examples
}>ret-eut a cei'taiu broken-backed appearance, which, so it is stated

by the attendant in charge of the tanks, is due to the fish, when
fii'st installed, persistently hammei'ing themselves against the
glass

!

3. Cornecd Ojjacitis and Cataract in Pollack

(Gadus pollachius).

The Pollack forming the subject of the present note wei'e four

young specimens ranging from 74 to 85 inches in length. At
the time when they came under the writer's obsei'vation (in Sept.

1912) they had lived in the Aquarium, in a tank apart from
otlier fish, for a period of about nine months. When first

installed their sight apjjeared to be normal ; but it seems that

these particular fish had been taken on a position close inshore

off" Shoreham, where there is an outflow of chemical waste.

Mr. E. W. Cowley informed the writer that fish which were
known to have come from this locality were as a laile refused for

stock purposes, in view of the fact that, after a shoi't period in

the Aquarium, they invariably showed signs of disease. Hofer*
states :

" Trout, etc., have been frequently attacked by perforation

of the cornea and cataract through existing in waters impreg-
nated with ii'on from drains "

; and goes on to sfiy, '' It is not yet

established whether these consequences ai'e to be ascribed to

ii-on salts in general or to any particidar one." A lack of

similar observation, viz. : the effect of industrial wastes,

sewerage, etc., upon tliose marine fishes often frequenting

estuaries and tracts of water in which such impurities are known
to occur, prohibits any comparison. Yet it is a noticeable fact

that the examples a.bout to be described exhibit a form of

l)lindness most frequently met with in various freshwater fishes

((?. g. Pike, Perch, Car23, etc.).

At the time when the present specimens came under the

Avriter's obsei'vation, they wei'e without doubt totally blind, both
eyeballs of each example presenting the opaque white appearance

similar to that seen in the case of fish which have been boiled.

The cornea in every case was but slightly affected, no apparent

lesion being discernible on any part of the integument covering-

it. The geiieral transparency, moreover, was considerably greater

than it was in the case of either of the two pi'cceding examples.

On dissection it was found that the cornea protruded in front of

the lens to a considerable extent (cir. 2| mm.). A transverse

section, taken through the centi'es of both eyeballs from two of

the specimens, showed that the extent of necrosis attacking the

interlocking fibres was practically tlie same, viz., equivalent to

tw'o-thii'ds of the entii-e diameter of the section. Vei-tical

sections, ;'. e. from anterior to posterior aspect of the lens, showed

* Op. cit. p. 291.
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a slight increase on the anterior margin, the total extent, how-
ever, being slightly less than that observed in the transverse

sections, amounting i-oxighly to slightly less than half the diameter

in affected tissue. The term " cortical cataract,'"' as applied to

the human subject, would perhaps aptly describe the condition

observed when in its earlier stages*.

The behaviour of these fish in the Aquarium is a matter

deserving of some coniment. Habitually they were observed to

swim in mid-water, maintaining one position often for several

minutes together, and seldom exhibiting much activity in move-
ment. It is a somewhat remarkable fact, but one which the

present writer, by an observation extending over several weeks,

can personally vouch for, that on no occasion were any of the

specimens seen to come in contact with each other, the sides

of the tank, or the glass. Pollack with normal vision installed

in an adjacent tank were easily attracted Avhen a moistened
finger-tip was rubbed rapidly up and down the glass causing

vibration thereby, less freely by gentle tapping. The blind fish,

even when situated within a, few inches from the glass, made no
effort to respond to this attraction.

When food, in the form of finely-cut fish, molluscs, etc.,

vffis offered, it was allowed to sink to the bottom and remain
there for several minutes before a search after it was made.
This took the form of a wholly haphazard grubbing about on the

bottom, the fish often making a vigorous " bite " immediately
beside a fragment, this operation being repeated until the morsel

was secured. Although a sufficiency of food was placed in the

tank daily, and on one occasion one individual fish was observed

within the spa.ce of 15 minutes to secure three fragments of

moderate size, all the specimens when examined post-mortein were
found to be very ill-nourished and considerably below normal
weight.

Note:—The writer is indebted to Mr. J. 0. G. Ledingham, of

the Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine, for the following

report respecting the histological condition of the lens in one of

the above specimens. This gentleman writes " I cut Celloidin

sections of the fish's eye you sent to me in formalin. They were
very difficult to cut owing to the fact that the lens provetl to be
completely calcareous. This was the only obvious lesion I could

detect. I saw no micro-organisms in the sections ; but, as you
will understand, the sections were not satisfactory for the

demonstration of micro-organisms."

* Vide L. B. llarman, " Aids to Ophthalmology," p. 83.
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42. Notes on Turacin and the Turacin-Bearers.

By Sir Aetpiur H. Church, K.C.V.O., F.R.S.*

[Received May 26, 1913 : Read June 3, 1913.]

In bringing, at the suggestion of the Secretary, these notes

before the Zoological Society I have a threefold object. • First,

to give a sumniaiy histoi-y of our knowledge of the occurrence in

the Plantain-eaters of turacin, the remarkable (I may say, the

unique) decorative pigment which is distinctive of the three genera

Musophaga, Taracus, and Gallirex ; secondly, to describe the

properties of the pigment ; and, thirdly, to correct some prevalent

errors on the subject of turacin—errors due in part to initial

mistakes made by observers, and in part to incoriectness in the

transmission of facts by copyists.

Although the earliest observation as to the occurrence in

certain Tui'acoes of a singular i-ed pigment seems to be assignable

to the year 1818, yet I have not found any publication of the fact

by the original observer until more than half a century later.

Then, on January 17th, 1871, a Corresponding Member of this

Society, M. Jules Yerreaux, described at a meeting his observa-

tions and experiments on the subject, referring them back to

the year 1818. Verreaux's remarks are to be found in the
' Proceedings of the Zoological Society ' for 1871 (pp. 40 et seq.)

;

they refer to the Corythaix albia'istata of Strickland. Many of

these Turacoes were met with in the Knysna district of the Cape
of Good Hope, and were carefully observed by Verreavix. He
noticed that, in the torrential rains that prevailed at the time,

these birds left the tree tops and sought refuge in the dense lower

branches. One bird, which he had seized by the wing, escaped,

and he says that great was his surprise to see the inside of his

hand coloured a blood-red. Some days later the experiment was
repeated with three more specimens caught in a soaked condition

;

it was easy to remove the pigment from the feathers by friction

and to reduce them to a pale rose hue. What M. Verreaux here

adds to his observation as to the solubility of the red pigment in

rain-water is, I venture to think, hard to believe. He wrote in

French, and I give his own words :
—" Mais ce qui nous surprit

le plus, fut de voir cette meme coloration rouge vif revenir d^s

que I'oiseau etait compl^tement seche. Nous avons renouvele

cette operation deux fois par jour, et chaque fois nous avons eu

le meme resultat." M. Verreaux further extends his observa-

tions to other species of Turacoes, finding in them the same
colouring-matter, possessed of the same mobility and of the same
power of renewal when the feathers became dry. He even

affirms such recovery of colour in the case of birds that have been

killed as well as of those that have been captured. One cannot

* Communicated bv the Secketakt.
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but ask, how is it possible for a mature feather to be ngain

suppUed with this localized red pigment after it has lost its

original charge and after the vessels in the quill have dried up,

their function having been fulfilled ? The opinion of Y. Fatio,

as to an oil making its way up the mature feather and dissolving

and distributing pigmentary deposits ah-eady present, does not

apply to turacin which is insoluble in oily media. As to the case

now being considered, I have not been able to obtain any con-

firmation of this renewal of the pigment (apart from a moult)

from any trustworthy naturalist. The late J. J. Monteiro, the

late Dr. Benjamin Hinde (of Bathurst on the Gambia), and many
other competent observers of these birds in their native haunts

and in captivity have expressed themselves sti-ongly on this

point. It may be admitted that in the folded pinion which has

had its pigment moved hy soaking, some of the red solution niny

travel from the feathers beneath to the surface as it dries ; thus

we should have a case of transference of pigment, not of its

renewal.

Amongst those who, after Verreaux, have observed this want
of fixity in the red pigment of the Turaco I may name the late

Rowland Ward, the late W. B. Tegetmeier, also J. J. Monteiro
and Dr. B. Hinde. The last-named, in a letter dated May 1865,

said the laaoment soap touches the feathers the colour runs,

although it is difficult of extraction by pure water. But he

added " the birds which I sent home washed themselves nearly

white in the water given them to drink." In my memoir of

1869, I mentioned Mr. Tegetmeier as having introduced the

subject now being discussed to my laotice. His own attention

had been drawn to the matter by a correspondent of ' The Field,'

who sent him a washed-out feather. Mr. Tegetmeier forwarded

this feather to me and asked me to ascertain if there Avere any
possibility of its having been dyed.

Such, in brief, was the position of the problem when in 1866 I

began my researches. The chief results of these were published

in'the Phil Trans, of 1869 and 1892, while in 1894 a Friday

Evening Discourse in the Royal Institution presented a digest of

the whole enquiry *. Although it would be unbecoming in me,

a. chemist, to enter into classificatory questions before a company
of zoologists, I may venture to remind you that, according to

many system atists, the Order Cuculifoi'mes inchides two suborders

of equal rank, the Cuculirlfe or Cuckoos and the Musophagidae or

Pla,ntain-eaters. The former is an extensive suborder and
cosmopolitan in range, while the latter contains less than 40 species

and is confined to the Ethiopic region of Continental Africa. Of

* "Tuvacin, a new Animal Pigment containing Copper," 'Student,' i. (1868)

pp. 161-168 ; with a coloured plate.

" Researches on Turacin, an Animal Pigment containing Copper," Piiil. Trans,

clix. (1869) pp. 627-636 (with 4 figs, of spectra).
" Reseai-ches on Turacin, an Animal Pigment containing Copper," Part II.,

Phil. Trans, clxxxii. A. (1892) pp. 511-530 (with 9 figs, ot spectra).

Proc. Roy. Inst. xiv. (1894) pp. 44-49.
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the six genera of MusopbagidEe three contain the crimson jiigment

which 1 named turacin. These are:

—

Musoplicuja, 2 ; Taracus,

21; Gallh'ex, 3 ; or 26 turacin-bearers in alL The three remain-
ing goneia from, which turacin is absent are :

—

Cori/ihceola, 1
;

C/dzcerhis, 4 ; and G>jinnoschizorhis, 2 ; or 7 in alh There are

two remarks that may be interposed in this connection. The first

is that the crimson pigment is identical in all the species, and
occurs not onl}^ in from 6 to 18 of the primary and secondary
pinion-feathers, but also in all other similarly-coloured feathers

or parts of feathei'S which are found on some of these birds-—for

example, in the head-feathers of Musojyhaga violacea, in the ci-est-

feathers of TuracihS donaldsoni, T. Jischeri, and T. meriani, and
ill the head-feathers of Gcdlirex johnstoni behind the crest. The
second remark refers to the pinion-feathei-s of three out of four

species of ChizcerJiis, which have white patches bare of any pig-

ment pretty much in the same position as the crimson patches m
the turacin-bearers, although mostly confined to one side of each

shaft—a curious coincidence, at all events.

I mny now turn to the properties of turacin. We have already

seen that it is soluble in wa,ter. Not, we ma}^ add, in hard water,

but in clean rain water or, better, in distilled w^ater. It is still

more easily dissolved by weak alkaline liquids, extremely dilute

ammonia being the best solvent. From this crimson solution, the
colouring-matter, the turacin, is precipitated as gelatinous flocks

on neutralization by hydrochloric or other acid. The flocks that

separate when collected and dried form a deep red amorphous
mass, crimson by transmitted light when in thin layers, but
exhibiting a surface-lustre of a purplish hue, not unlike that

reflected from crystals of potassium permanganate. Thus the
appeai'ance of solid turacin cannot be said to be accurately de-

scribed when it is spoken of as " a metallic red oi* blue powder,"' as

in the Enc. Brit. 11th ed. vol. x. p 226 a. Turacin is insoluble

in alcohol, ether, chloroform, petroleum-spirit, Ijenzol, and the

usual solvents of resins and oils. In order to obtain it in a pure
state special procedure is required to prevent its contamination

Avith the natviral oil of the feathers, while it is not possible to free

it completely from all traces of non-essential mineral matter.

The action of lieat on dry tuiacin presents seveial points of

interest. It sufl^ers no change at a temperature rather above that
of boiling-water, but at or near the boiling-point of mercury it is

profoundly modified without loss of weight and becomes insoluble

in alkaline liquids. If this altered tui'acin be now exposed to a
higli tempei'ature in the presence of air its combustible con-

stituents burn away,lea.ving a black ash, amounting in the purest

samples to about 9'8 per cent, of the original weight. This ash

consists almost entirely of oxide of copper, the amount corre-

sponding to at least 7 per cent, of that metal in the tiu-acin itself.

Here again the statement in the Enc. Brit. {loc. cit.) needs correc-

tion, for this is a fixed percentage, not one that varies from " 5 to

8." In furtlier describing the action of heat upon dry turacin it
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ninst be mentioned that this colouring-matter, when suddenly and

sti'ongly heated, yields a volatile, red, copper-containing derivative,

v^rhich, undissolved by weak ammonia-water, is not only soluble

in, but may be crystallized from, ether. It is the vapour of this

substance catching fire which gives rise to the green flame so con-

spicuous when a particle of turacin is heated in the air. If I

were discussing the nature and relationships of turacin from a

chemical view-point, much would have to be brought forward as

to its composition and probable formula. Here let it suffice to

say that analysis gives these percentage-numbers :

—

Carbon 53-69

Hydrogen 4"60

Copper 7'01

Nitrogen 6'96

Oxygen 27-74

These figures, though deduced from many careful determina-

tions, do not lead unmistakably to one definite empirical formula.

With a colloidal compound like turacin, which does not admit of

purification by distillation or crystallization, there is always the

chance of a disturbing factor being present in the shape of a trace

of some impurity. Possibly such an expression as C^gHgylSr^^CuO^g

is worth suggesting. In this the ratio of nitrogen to metal is as

4:1, the same ratio which occurs in haematin from blood between
nitrogen and iron, and between nitrogen and magnesium in some
chlorophyll constituents and derivatives. With all these bodies

turacin is also brought into relation when its absorption-spectrum

is considered, especially in regard to that broad band in the violet

and ultra-violet (between the lines A and M) which is common to

all these colouring-matters, and which was figured and described

by the late Prof. Arthur Gamgee in a paper read before the Royal

Society in 1896—a paper in which the author confirms my results,

especially those relating to the discove3y of turacoporphyrin.

The spectrum of turacin may now engage our attention : in

the feather itself the pigmented web shows two broad bands, one

with its centre at wave-length at or near 585, the other with its

centre near 538. A solution in water containing a trace of

ammonia shows the same two bands somewhat shifted towards

the violet end of the spectrum ; there is also seen a very faint

band about the solar line F, but nearly as broad as band No. 2.

When turacin which has been precipitated from its alkaline

solution by strong hydrochloric acid is again dissolved in weak
ammonia-water, and the solution spectroscopically examined, a

narrow and faint fourth band situated on the less refrangible side

of D makes its appearance. It is almost certain that this band is

due to an alteration-product of the original turacin. The two
well-mai-ked bands, as they are shown when examining a feather

with the spectroscope, closely resemble those of the oxy-hfemo-

globin of the blood ; while the corresponding bands seen in the
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spectrum of an alkaline solution of turacin are not unlike those
of CO-haemoglobin. However, the absorption-spectrum of tiu-acin

is sufficiently characteristic to enable one to use it as a criterion

of the presence of this pigment in the red feathers of birds. So
when Dr. C F. W. Krukenberg announced the occurrence of

turacin in a species not belonging to the Musophagidae, and not
even African, it became necessary to test the assertion. The bird

in question is a Cuckoo from the Philippines, Dasylophus super-

ciliosus. I obtained a skin, then an assurance of identity from
the Bird Department of the British Museum. I removed the
sparse red feathers from the head of this Cuckoo and submitted
them to spectroscopic scrutiny. They did show an absorption-

band, but it was situated midway between the two bands of

turacin. Moreover, the colouring-matter, which is orange-red, not
crimson, cannot be extracted by ammonia and contains no copper.

Hitherto, therefore, turacin has not been found to occur outside

the Musophagidaj. It is right to mention here that Dr. Kruken-
berg's statement as to its occurrence in a Dasylophus was made in

consequence of a report addressed to him at his request by the
authorities of the Senckenberg Museum in Frankfurt, and was
not the result of an experiment made by himself*. It has
unfortunately found its way into various articles and books, e. g.

Enc. Brit. x. p. 226 a, where we read " But turacin is not, as was
supposed, confined to the feathers of the Plantain-eaters, since it

has been obtained from a Cuckoo, Dasylophus superciliosus.^' I

have been able to secure a thi-eefold disproof of this statement,
for although the occurrence of this pigment in any bird other than
a Plantain-eater seemed unlikely, the closely-allied Cuckoos might
have supplied an instance.

The occurrence of so large a percentage of copper as 7 in

isolated turacin needs a word of comment. It does not imply a
large amount of this metal in the plumage of a single bird ; a
high estimate gives less than -14 of a grain of the metal. And it

must be remembered that many recent analyses of vegetable
and animal matters show the wide distribution of copper in both
kingdoms. Two of the latest researches in this direction were
made by Mr. J. W. Dougalf in 1911 and by M. B. Guerithault
in 1912 J. In fact, there is no difficulty in accounting for the
presence of copper in Turacoes and for its amount.

I purposely exclude from the present paper any discussion of

the curious green pigment named turacoverdin by Krukenberg
;

of the relationships between htematoporphyrin and the turaco-

porphyrin obtained from turacin by the action of acids ; and of

the supposed synthesis of turacin by treating hfematoporphyrin
with an ammoniacal copper solution.

* C. F. W. Krukenberg, Vergleichend-Physiologische Vortrage C1886), Bd. i.

p. 152.

t Pharm. .T. 1911 (4) xxxii. pp. 405-7.
+ Bull. Sci. Pharmacol. 1912, xviii. pp. 633-639.

Proc Zool. Soc— 1913. Ko. XLIII. 43
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43. Observations on the Anatomy of the Shoe-bill (Balami-

ceps rex) and allied Birds. By P. Chalmeks Mitchell,

M.A.^ D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., Secretary of the Society.

[Received and Read June 3, 1913.]

(Plates LXXX.-LXXXIII * and Text-figures 119-132.)
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In the end of June, 1912, a young example of the Shoe-bill

(Balceniceps rex) arrived at the Gaixlens as a gift from the

Sirdar, Sir Reginald Wingate, G.O.Y.O., Honorary Member of

the Society. It was not quite adult, but stood between three

and a half and four feet in height. It was placed in a warmed
enclosure communicating with a grassy paddock containing

a small pond, and it fed well, although its appetite was small,

on fish, frogs and pieces of meat. It appeared to thrive through
the winter, but in the end of March, 1913, it showed difficulty

in breathing. It was removed to the Sanatorium and kept for

a few days in a warm, moist atmosphere, but died. The j^ost

mortem examination showed the presence of mycosis in the

lungs, although not in sufficient quantity to cause mechanical

obstruction to respiration, and the interior of the larynx and
bronchi was nearly fi'ee, but subsequent microscopic examination

by Mr. Plimmer, F.R.S., the Society's pathologist, revealed

extensive infiltration of the tissues by the mould. As Dr.

Beddard, the Society's Prosector, was engaged on other work, I

gladly took the opportunity, of inaking some observations on the

anatomy of this rare bird, and give the results here. My work
was to a certain extent limited by the necessity of not injuring

the skeleton, which was destined for the British Museimi
(Natural History). Certain portions of the viscera were sent to

the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons.

I am indebted to my colleague Mr. D. Seth-Smith, the Society's

Curator of Birds, for leave to reproduce on Plate LXXX. the

excellent photograph of this bird, which was an immature male.

Pterylosis.—A. D. Bartlett (1) discovered and described the

powder-down patches, and Professor Giebel (21) has written a

* For explanation of tlie Plates see p. 703.
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careful account of the external characters and pterylosis, but

fortunately I finished my examination and notes of the pterylosis

before having the oppoi'tunity of consulting Professor Giebel's

paper, and find that my observations and inferences follow his

very closely.

The down feathers are distributed practically uniformly over

the pterylae and the apteria as in Steganopods and Storks, where-

as in Scopus and Herons they are found only on the apteria.

The oil-gland has a tuft of feathers as in nearly all the members
of the group. The contour feathers have a small aftershaft

;

this structure is present in Herons and S'copus, variable and

sometimes absent in Storks.

The feathered tracts generally are in marked contrast Avith those

of Herons and resemble those of Storks in being relatively wide

and fading off into the apteria, those in Herons being remarkably

narrow and very sharply defined at their lateral and posterior

edges. The neck is continuously feathered for almost the whole

of its length, and shows no trace of the long lateral apteria

characteristic of Herons and present in Scopus. Far back, near

the base of the neck, there is a lateral space at each side. The
spinal tract forks between the shoulders, leaving two parallel bands

of feathers continuous with the neck area, and separated by a

wide median apterion. These dorsal bands are wider than those

of Herons and cease about the level of the axilla. Parallel with

them at each side is a very broad and strong humeral tract, wider

even than in Storks and much wider than in Herons. The dorsal

tracts reappear again as a narrow diamond-shaped band, weaker

in the middle line, and stretching between the powder-down
patches to the oil-gland. The powder-down patch at each side is

an enormous, elongated oval area extending from a little way
behind the axilla to the rectrices, and reaching some way down
the side of the rump. The patches are sejoai-ated in the middle

line. The feathei's are long, very thickly set, and break down
into a yellowish powder. When the bird had been in spirit, they

formed unpleasant, greasy masses. Their discovery led Bartlett

to associate Balceniceps with Herons as opposed to Storks. As,

however, there are only two patches in Balceniceps as compared
with four to six in Herons generally, eight in Cancroma,

as they are absent in Scopus and exist in many other birds,

e. g. Eurypyga, Rhinochetits, Mesites, some Tinamus, Birds of

Prey, Parrots, and Goatsuckers, it is difficult to attach any

systematic weight to their presence. Nitzsch's observation that

they may disappear with age (e. g. Gypaetus) still further destroys

their systematic importance.

The femoral tracts bordering the powder-down patches are

rather badly defined. The arrangement on the ventral surface is

almost identical with that given by Nitzsch for Ciconia. The
median apterion is rather indefinite except at the base of the

neck and near the vent. On each side of it is a veiy broad

feathered tract.

43*
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The rectrices are 12 in number as compared with from 8 to 12

in Herons, and 12 in Scopihs and Storks.

The primary quills of the wing are 11, not 10 as Giebel states.

Of these six are on the metacarpal, three on phalanx 1 of digit

II and two on phalanx 2 of digit II, the last being much smaller

than the others. There are 11 in Herons, 10 in Scopus and 11 or

1.2 in Storks. There are 19 secondaries as compared with 11 to

18 in Herons and 14 to 25 in Storks.

Text-ficr. 119.

Wing-strncture of Salee7iiceps.

DiagTam of the distal secondary quills and coverts, showing the diastataxic condition.

Right wing; external view. The quills are in outline, the major coverts are

shaded ; the transverse rows are represented by dots, showing the insertion.

S. First Secondai'y.

.r. Diastataxic gap.

C.C. Carpal covert.

C.R. Carpal remex.

P. First Primary.

In the figure (text-fig. 119) I give a diagram of the distal

secondaries, showing the arrangement known as " aquintocubital
"

until W. P. Pycraft and I showed simultaneously (28, 36) that it

was not due to the loss of a secondary feather, after which my term
" diastataxic " has been used. The major coverts are inserted

proximally to the quills and cross over them, and this arrange-

ment is repeated in the case of the degenerate carpal covert and

carpal remex, whereas the major coverts of the primary quills

are distally placed. The diastataxic gap is very evident and the

major covert, which occupies the gap, is tied down to the

membrane supporting the quills by a special slip. In the same
fashion the carpal remex has a membranous slip supporting it.
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There is nothing peculiar in this arrangement ; the diagram
resembles closely the similar diagrams that I have given for

other diastataxic birds {e.g., 32, fig. 23). There is some difference

of opinion as to whether the secondary quills, major and minor
coverts, and the feathers nearer the outer border of the wing
represent hoiizontal or transverse series. Most writers, following

the obvious lead given by the quills and major coverts, have
preferred to regard the rows as horizontal. I have taken the

other view, seeing in the quills merely the enlarged membei's of

the transverse rows which happen to lie along the margin of the

wing and to have become the flight feathers, and the points of

insertion of the feathers in the plucked wing have always
appeared to me to lie in transverse or rather diagonal rows
stretching upwards from the quills and reappearing on the under
side of the wing in the feathers with reversed surfaces. These
diagonal rows were plain in the wing of Balceniceps., but I was
surprised to find what I have not noticed in any other bird,

although I am by no means prepared to say that it does not

occur, that there was a transverse row too many. The row
corresponding to the carpal covert and remex cui'ved upwards and
backwards ; the next most proximal row had a similar curve and
belonged to the distal secondary quill ; then there appeared to be

an extra row in front of, and not behind the second secondary
quill. More proximally the rows were in regular correspondence
with the quills and gradually changed their inclination. I tried

to correlate the arrangement with what W. P. Pyciuft has called

the "intercalary row " (a ti-ansverse row which in his opinion is

associated with the mode of origin of the diastataxic gap by
" faulting " of the horizontal rows in development), but was
unable to make anything of it. No one appears to have pub-
lished any observations on the theory of diastataxy since Pycraft
and myself. In our communications to the Linnean Society (28,

36) we showed that the condition was not due to the loss of a

feather, Pycraft arguing from ontogeny and I from comparative
anatomy. I showed that whereas most pigeons were diastataxic,

a few were eutaxic and had arrived at this condition by a secon-

dary closing of the diastataxic gap. I also showed that the

eutaxic pigeons were in other respects more specialized than
their diastataxic allies. In later papers (29, 31) I showed that

similar conditions existed amongst Kingfishei^s and amongst
Gruiform birds. The general inference seems to be clear : that

the eutaxic groups are more specialized birds and that in

association with their general specialization they have lost the
primitive diastataxic arrangement. My argument, however,
may be anatomically sound with regurd to the groups presenting

both conditions, and yet not applicable to birds generally. All

birds may have been eutaxic originally ; certain families may
have become diastataxic, and amongst these certain members
may have secondarily reverted to the eutaxic condition. Pycraft

assumes that the eutaxic condition was primitive, and if he be
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coi-1'ect, my facts would have to be interpreted according to the
alternative I have just given. But I am not convinced by
Pyci'aft's deduction from his observations on the ontogenetic
changes in the wing. The development of the individual is

partly a process of latent differences becoming visible, and
because a diastataxic bird appears to be eutaxic at a very early

stage, it does not follow that eutaxy was primitive. I am mucii

more impressed by the general view that passerine birds are

plainly the most specialized of all birds, that they are eutaxic,

and that the members of diastataxic groups which have become
eutaxic are in other respects most passerine-like. In the absence
of any convincing theory of the phylogenetic origin of diastataxy,

all peculiarities in the arrangement of feathers are interesting

and may come to have siguiticance, and so I have digressed

with regard to the wing of Bcdamiceps.

It is plain that the pteiylosis of Balceniceps is of the same
general chai'acter as that in Storks, Herons and Sco'jnts. To my
eye, the general appearance and coloration suggest affinity with
Herons rather than with Storks. The sedate habit of standing

silently on aiiy little eminence, the absence of the habit of

clattering with the beak, which we noticed in the Gardens, and
the reported heron-like bending of tlie neck in flight, confirm

this view. But the actual details of the feathering do not
confirm it ; without any doubt, so far as pterylosis can be relied

upon as indicating affinity, Balceniceps is more Stork-like than
Heron-like.

Petherick, however, (34) has recorded that the young ran about
with extended wings making a " rattle-like noise produced by
the snapping of their bills."

Foot and Claro.—The hind toe (hallux) is usually carried

pointing backwards, but is freely movable in eveiy direction. It

is on the same level as the other toes, as in Herons and Scopus,

not slightly elevated as in Storks. There is no trace of a web
uniting any of the toes, whereas in Herons and Scopus there is

usually a distinct web uniting the third and fourth toes, and in

Storks all three front toes are united by web.

A good deal of confusion, which I am able to dispel, has crept

into the liteiatin^e with regard to the condition of the claw of the
third digit of the foot. It is well known that the inner edge of

this claw is pectinated in Herons and unbroken in Storks.

Professor Reinhardt (37, p. 378) stated that Balceniceps had not
a comb on the middle claw, adding that this absence afforded " a
strong warning not to class it with the Boatbill, as this peculiar

serrature never fails in any member of the Heron tribe." Gadow
(16, p. 137) divided the Ardete into Family 1. Ardeidte, dividing

the latter into the sub-families Ardeinse and Balaenicipitinae,

mentioning as a character of the former " Mittelkralle gezjihnt,"

and of the latter " Mittelkralle nicht gezahnt," and Family 2.

Scopida% including in the definition of the latter, " Mittelkralle

gezahnt." Beddard (3, p. 289) cites Professor Reinhardt s opinion
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that "as the middle claw is not pectinated, Balceniceps cannot

be referred to the Herons," adding " Piofessor Reinhardt would
associate Balceniceps particularly with Scopus," but omitting to

mention that in the same paper Reinhardt stated that the claw

was pectinated also in Scojnis. Mr. A. H. Evans (8, p. 87)

divides the Sub-order Ardese into the Families Ardeidae (in

which he places Balcenicejys) and Scopidfe, and states that in the

Sub-order the " claw of the middle digit is toothed on the inner

side, save in Balceniceps." It is surprising that as Gadow,
Beddard, and Evans all seem to have thought the matter worth
comment, they should have omitted to notice Giebel's (21, p. 351)
very definite description. Giebel stated that in the two examples
of Balceniceps he had examined the pectination was clear and
sharp, the actual teeth being not so small, numerous and deeply

incised as in Canc^^oma and Nycticorax, but larger, separated by
wider intervals, and, beginning at the point, reaching nearly the

middle of the nail. He described them as closely corresponding

with those of b'cojnis, adding that the latter had not received full

attention from systematists.

I hope that the drawings reproduced in the figure (text-fig.

120), which were made by Mr. Berridge from the actual specimens,

will explain the matter. In a large number of birds belonging

to different groups, the claw of the third toe of each foot is not

symmetrical about the middle line ; the ulnar or abaxial edge is

i-elatively straight, and the radial edge, that nearest the body, is

curved out into a sharp-edged scoop. The foot of the White Ibis

(fig. 120, 1) shows this condition well. In Balceniceps (fig. 120, 2),

owing to the lateral compression of the claws, the scooped edge is

not quite so conspicuous in a dorsal or lateral view, but it exists.

Moreover, as Giebel described, this sharp edge is marked by a few
serrations between each of which there is rather a wide space,

but which are so conspicuous on the claw that they can be felt

not only along the edge but as slightly ribbing the surface. In
Scopus (fig. 120, 3) the condition of the claw is almost exactly

similar to that in Balceniceps. In the examjDle I examined and
from which the drawing was made the serrations were cut a

little deeper than in Balceniceps, but according to Giebel, in the

specimens of Balce?iiceps he examined, the sensations were deeper.

The exact amount of serration is no doubt subject to individual

variation. In the corresponding claw of the left foot of the

Timbre I examined, each tooth was much narrower and moi-e

pointed, resembling the Balceniceps condition more closely. In
the Little Bittern (fig. 120, 4) and in the Goatsucker (fig. 120, 5),

the teeth are much more numerous, regular, smaller and moi'e

closely set together, and when the comb is highly developed,

it may stand out conspicuously from the edge of the claw,

sometimes by not being developed along the whole edge, and
sometimes because the thin edges of the teeth give the comb a

yellow semi-transparent coloration, readily visible against the

duller and more opaque unbroken part. Almost every gradation
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between the sharp unbroken edge and a fully formed comb can
be found in nearly allied birds, and it must be a matter of

individual taste at what particular stage of elaboration it is

possible to describe the serration as a comb. It is at least certain

that Balceniceps cannot be separated from Scopus and the Herons
and associated with the Storks because of absence of pectination.

Text-fi<r. 120.

Modified Claw in some birds.

Claw of 1 he third toe of the right foot, in each case the left-hand figtire showing the

dorsal aspect, the right-hand figure the axial side.

1. Red-billed White Ibis (Eudociinus longirostris).

2. Shoe-bill {Balasniceps rex).

3. Tufted Unibre (Scopus umhretta).

4. South American Little Bittern (Butorides cyanurus).

5. Nacunda Goatsucker {Podargus nacunda).

It seems obvious, however, that the forma,tion of a comb falls

in the category of what I have termed " muitiradial apocentri-

cities," modifications from the normal or primitive type, which
as they have occurred repeatedly and independently, afford no
information as to the systematic position of the animals in which,

they occur. By the kindness of Mr. Seth-Smith I have looked

through a number of the skins in the collection of the Society,

and with the assistance of Mr. Ogilvie-Gi'ant a still lareer number
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in the Bird Department of the British Museum. Most of the

Steganopods have a scoop-like edge forming a primitive stage

like that shewn in the figure (fig. 120, 1), but some of them, for

instance the common Cormorant, have a well-formed comb. The
small claws of Storks seem to have no trace even of the initial

asymmetry, but Ibises are certainly more nearly allied to Storks

than to Spoon-bills, and although the White Ibis (fig. 120, 1) has

only the scoop-like edge, the Glossy Ibis [Plegadis falcinelhis)

has a well-formed comb. Eurypyga and Rhinochetus have the

curved edge but no serration ; Ctcrsorius, Dromas and Glareola

have well-marked combs. Among the Strigidas, Scops and some
of the smaller owls have the curved cutting-edge without serra-

tion ; Ketupa is in the same condition. Biibo has a well developed

cutting-edge with a few slight serrations ; Strix JIammea has a

well-marked comb occupjdng the upper part of the edge of the

claw. By a curious accident of nomenclature I was led to

examine some of the Birds-of-Paradise. Fiirbringer mentions

Falcinellus as a genus in which the claw is pectinated, and as I

had forgotten that that name had been used for a genus of Ibis,

and knew that it was used for a Bird-of-Paradise, I examined the

latter, and found that the claw in the Rifle-birds usually showed
a sharp cutting-edge and that occasionally (e. g. Ptilorhis and
Epimachus) there were slight nicks in it.

H. R. Davies (7, p. 368) in discussing the function of this organ

remarks that the " pectinated claw should not be regarded as a

structure peculiar to nightjars, owls, herons, cormoraa:its and
gannets, and diflferent from anything found in any other bird,

but merely as a highly modified form of a structure found in a

less modified form in many birds." There seems to be no doubt

but that the chief use of the modification of the claw is for

scratching, possibly for removing parasites, and its presence

may be compared in a general way with the condition in the

mammalian Dassies, in which all the digits are protected by
flat nails, except the inner digit on each hind foot which is

provided with a sharp claw used in scratching.

Rhamphotheca.—The horny covering of the beak is compound in

Bcdcenicejis, the premaxillary portion being separate, as in Scopus.

In Storks and Herons it is simple. The edge of the horny lower

jaw is delicately serrated.

The Syrinx.—This has been studied and figured by Beddard(3),

and I have to add to his description only that the first two
incomplete bronchial rings are partly calcified, that the bronchi

are relatively rather long, and that the distal bronchial rings

are practically complete. On the most careful examination, I

could find no trace of anything corresponding to what Beddard
took to be fibrous vestiges of the intrinsic muscles present in

Herons ; they were as completely absent as in Storks. I cannot

follow Beddard, moreover, in his view that the structure of the

syrinx is " conclusively in favour of regarding Balcpniceps as a

Heron and not as a Stork." So far as the syrinx of Balceniceps
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agrees in structui-e with that organ in Herons and in Scopus, it

conforms not with a structure that is specially Ardeine, but with
one that is found in so many diiferent groups that Beddard
himself has spoken of it as the typical avian syrinx. Storks, as

he himself has shown, display a series of stages most conveniently

regarded as degenerations in difFei-ent degrees from the typical

avian syrinx. Balceniceps shows degeneration, if not complete

absence of the intrinsic muscles ; it has not degenerated so far as

most of the Stoi'ks, but the fact is that as there is no typical

ciconine and no typical ardeine syrinx, the condition in

Balceniceps aflfbrds no clue to its relationship with either of these

groups.

Carotid Arteries.—The normal condition, present in a large

number of birds of difterent groups, and what development and
comparative anatomy would seem to indicate as the primitive

avian condition, is the presence of both right and left carotids,

separate and well developed. This is the condition usual in

Steganopods, Herons, Scopus and Storks. I was surprised there-

fore to find that only the light carotid was present in Balcvniceps^

and although I searched carefully, I could find no trace of even a

degenerate left artery. I do not attach systematic importance to

the condition of the carotids, as this often varies within a Family.

In Botcmrus, for instance, the two carotids fuse very close to

their origin, and in another member of the Ardeidee [Ardetta)

the right carotid only is present.

Alimentary Canal.

The tongue is only a, vestige as in Storks, Scopus and Cancrotna,

whereas it is long in Herons.
Stomach.—The stomach is a capacious, elongated, rather thick-

walled sac, extending posteriorly in the line of the oesophagus,

from which it is to be distinguished externally only by a gradual

increase of calibre. Distally it ends in a blunted angular point,

and just proximal of this it gives ofi', on the right side, a globular

chamber from which the duodenum arises (text-fig. 122, P, p. 657).

Externally theie is no trace of any specially tendinous ai-ea, and
no constriction to mark ofi" a proA^entriculus from a gizzard. The
interior of the stomach, including the chamber at the pyloric

end, is lined with a thin but Avell-maiked layer consisting of the

hardened seci'etion of the gastric glands. The cavity of the

stomach is distinctly marked off' from that of the oesophagus by
the corrugated edge of the membrane-like layer of secretion. The
general cavity is sharply marked off from that of the pyloric

chamber by a well-marked constriction (text-fig. 121). The
greater part of the interior of the larger chamber is marked by
longitudinal folds, but towards the posterior end these pass into

irregular corrugations which are continued into the pyloric

cavity. When the internal surface is scraped and the wall

squeezed, the large glandular apertures may be seen to be

distributed over the whole area of the stomach and pyloric cavity,
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with a slight tendency to be aiTanged in longitudinal bands, but

there is no indication of separation into a glandular proventri-

culus and a muscular gizzard, and no trace of aggregation into

specialized patches or areas.

Text- fig. 121.

A

Stomach of Balcenice'ps.

The distal end of the stomach and the pyloric chamber have been laid open to show
the constriction separating the general cavity from the cavity of the pjloric

chamber and the minute aperture, A, into D, the duodenum.

We have to recognize in the first place that the absence of

distinction between proventriculus and gizzard gives no clue to

the position of Balcenicejys in the assemblage of Pelargo-Colym-

biform birds. F. S. Leuckart (23) discussed this formation in

1841, citing the earlier authors, such as Blasius and Cuvier, who
had called attention to it, described it in a number of birds and
associated it with diet. It is tempting to associate such an
undifferentiated condition with a primitive structure, but I do

not think that such a view is tenable. At one time I myself

thought that it might be possible to derive information useful for

systematic purposes from the condition of the stomach, and I

examined and made drawings of the organ in a large number of

birds. But throughout the group, fi'om Divers to Eagles, the

extent to which gizzard may be separated fi'om proventriculus by
external or internal configuration, by specialization of muscle and

tendon, or by aggregation of glandular areas, varies so irregularly

as to suggest adaptation to habit rather than genetic tendency.

The typical fish-eaters on the whole have a bag-like sac, weakly

muscular and diffusely glandular ; those that live more on flesh
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or on mixed diet have the miisculax portion nioi'e specialized and
a tendency to the concentration of the glands. Even a formation
so remaikable as the aggregation of the proventricular glands into

two large circular masses has apparently little or no systematic

significance. Within the groxip generally, the arrangement of

the proventricular glands is diffuse over the whole area, but
there is a tendency for them to lie in longitudinal bands, which
may be numerous, as for instance in the Sea-eagles and in

Balceniceps, or in two bands one anterior and one posterioi'. I

found these bands rather short and rounded ofl" in the American
Grebe {^Echmophorus major) and even more definitely rounded
off in Garden's Night- heron [Nycticorax gardeni). The condition

I described and figured for the African Tantalus (Fsettdoia'/italus

ibis), where the glands are in a couple of rounded bosses, and
which I noted as occui'ring also in Lej)toptilus crumeniferus and
L. argala, and in Carphibis spinicollis (25), is obviouslj^ a. simple

derivative from the pair of rounded bands. The state of affaii'S

noted by Garrod in Levaillant's Darter (20) and by Forbes in the

Indian Darter (11) differs from that in the Storks only by
the circular form of the two patches being a little more advanced
and by a slight tendency for the circular masses to retreat into

eversions of the stomach wall, a condition which is completed in

Plotus anhinga (19) by the two patches having retreated into

a rounded diverticulum. It is clear that the absence of sucli

circular patches in Bcdcenicejos tells us nothing as to the place of

that bird in the system.

When I found that there was a well-marked pyloric chamber,
a fact which appears not to have been recorded before, I at once
remembered the existence of such a chamber in the Pelican from
my own notes, and in Plotus from the observations of Garrod and
Forbes. But as Leuckart (loc. cit.), Gadow (14), Cazin (6) and
many others have shown, a pyloric chamber in varying degrees
of completeness of separation occurs in many birds, notably in

Herons, Storks and Darters ; and even if Ave try to follow Cazin
in limiting the term to cases where the constriction from the
larger chamber is very well-marked, its presence gives no sure

ground for associa,ting Bcdceniceps more closely with any one of

the groups of allied birds.

Liver.—As Beddard (3) has noted, the right lobe of the liver is

very much larger than the left, a condition which he was inclined

to think showed affinity with the Herons rather than with the
Storks. In a later work (4), however, he states that the " relative

sizes of the liver lobes appear to be of no importance syste-

matically"—an opinion with which I concur. There is a large

gall-bladder, and the cystic and hepatic ducts open nearly
together, but the cystic duct distad of the hepatic duct, just

beyond the end of the straight distal limb of the duodenal loop

of the intestines, the disposition being very like that figured by
Beddard in the case of the Indian Darter (4, p. 32) except that

the hepatic duct passes through the substance of the lobulated
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pancreas. On referring to my own notes, I find that a closely

similar arrangement occurs in a very large number of birds

belonging to widely separated groups.

Intestinal Tract.—The most notable general feature of the

alimentary canal is the extremely small bulk it occupied in the

body compared with the size of the bird. The actual specimen
stood nearly four feet high ; when the alimentai-y tract and
inesentery had been removed by cutting the duodenum close to

the stomach and the rectum close to the cloaca, the little handful
of viscera placed on the dissecting board was not so large as the
similar mass from a duck. The calibre of the whole tract was
narrow and fairly uniform, except that the caecum and large

intestine were rather wider. The aperture leading from the
stomach {i. e., from the pyloric chamber of the stomach) to the
duodenum was excessively small (text-fig. 121, A, p. 653); a
grain of millet would have had difiiculty in passing through. The
minuteness of this aperture is no doubt an adaptation similar- in

purpose to the hair-like brush found by Garrod in Plotus anhinga
and the similarly placed plug found by the same anatomist in

Levaillant's Darter (Garrod, 19 and 20), which he surmised to be
devices for preventing the passage of fish-bones into the gut.

The minuteness of the exit from the stomach and still more
the further guarding of the aperture by a plug of hair-like

structures may have another advantage than prevention of the
passage of fish-bones. The hair-plug occurs also in the Turkey-
buzzard {Cathartes aura), which is certainly not a habitual fish-

eater. In his "Last Journal" (12) under the date Aug. 20,

Forbes mentions dissecting an example of Plotus levaillanti and
finding the stomach full of nematodes, none of which, however,
had penetrated beyond the plug, although several had been caught
in it. I found a number of nematodes in the stomach of my
specimen of Balceniceps. We know now that intestinal parasites

may do much damage to the animals they infest, and it is

possible that the plug of hairs in the Darters and the very small

exit from the stomach in Balcenicejjs, serve the useful purpose of

preventing nematodes, which have been eaten with the food,

from entering the intestines, keeping them in the stomach where
they may eventually be killed.

The aperture by which the distal end of the small intestine

communicates with the caecum and large intestine (text-fig. 123, B,

p. 658) is only just a little larger than the opening into the duo-
denum. The structure of the alimentary tract shows that the
Shoe-bill is adapted to make the most of a limited diet, consist-

ing probably entirely of animal food, fish, frogs, or even small

m.ammals ; that the food must be retained for a considerable time in

the stomach until it is very well macerated, for large lumps could

neither enter the intestines from the stomach, nor even if they
reached the intestines leave them by passing into the caecum and
large intestines. From much unpleasant expei^ience in dissecting

the alimentary tract of birds and mammals^ I have learned to
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note dijBerences in the odour on the dissecting table. In the case

especially of vegetarian and omnivorous creatures where the
digestive tract is bulky, and large quantities of food are taken,
there is usually a very offensive odour, showing that putrefaction
attends the processes of intestinal digestion. In other cases, and
amongst birds, notably in birds-of-prey and many fish-eaters like

the Divers, the odour of the alimentary tract behind the stomach
is rarely offensive, and, sometimes, even attractive and aromatic.
Although I was unable to examine this specimen of the Shoe-
bill until it had been dead for several days, the contents of the
intestinal tract were not offensive.

In the figure (text-fig. 122) I represent the course of the ali-

mentary canal, from the stomach to the cloaca, dissected out in a
fashion which, as I have described in former memoii'S (26, 30),
seems to me to give much information as to its morphology and to

afibrd a useful basis of comparison with the conditions existing in

the different grouj)s of birds. The secondar}^ foldings and modes
in which the gut is packed in the body-cavity are naturally not
shown by this method, but the relation of the gut to the primitive
mesentery, the portions of it which have been expanded into

loops, and the configuration of these loops, appear with diagram-
matic clearness. The first specialized loop is the duodenum ; it

is relatively not quite so long as in Herons generally, but it shows
on its distal limb a minor expansion, represented in the drawing
as two short folds, and comparable with the condition which I
have figured in Nycticorax and Ardea. Then follows a second
definite loop with a minor loop on its proximal limb, then a well

marked loop, and then a few irregular twists, after which comes
the portion bearing the remnant of Meckel's diverticulum (text-

fig. 122, m.), the vestige of the yolk-sac, lying in the line of axis of

the main branch of the portal vein. In Balceniceps this was very
slender, and bound closely to the inferior edge of the gut b}^ a
ventral mesentery. It might quite easily have been overlooked, if

it had been sought for in the usual fashion, merely by running
the gut through the fingers, but when the tract was laid out in

the way I recommend, so that the blood-vessels were visible and
the mesentery undisturbed, it was at once obvious. The part of

Meckel's tract between this diverticulum and the usual position

of the caeca is thrown first into a series of short ill-defined loops
and then into a long and definite supra-duodenal loop (text-

fig. 122, S.D.F.) closely attached to the duodenum in the un-
disturbed condition and supplied from the duodenal vein by what
I have termed a "bridging" or short-circuiting vessel, which
traverses the mesentery and must be cut through in pi^ocess of

laying out the gut (text-fig. 122 x, x). Then follows a rather
irregular piece of gut forming two of the folds which I have
described as " supra-csecal " kinks, the presence of at least one
of these being characteristic of the great assemblage of birds
containing the eagles and vultures, herons and storks, penguins
and petrels.
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Just behind the distal extremity of these kinks, the mesentery

narrows so as to bring the distal end of Meckel's tract very

close to the proximal end of the duodenum. This almost circular

Text-fig. 122.

Intestinal Tract of Balceniceps.

S. Stomach.

P. Pyloric chamber.

D. Duodenal loop.

1, 2, 3. The three loops of Meckel's tract anterior to the diverticulum,

tj'pical of the Pelargo-Colymbomorphine Brigade.

m, Meckel's Diverticulum.

S.D.F. Supra-duodenal loop.

X, X. Cut ends of bridging vessels from duodenal loop to supra-

duodenal loop.

K1,K2. Supra-caecal kinks.

Ca. Caecum.

expanse of mesentery grows from the simple primitive loop of

which the main branch of the portal vein is the axis and which
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carries the yolk-sac at its extreme point. If, as happens in many
birds belonging to widely separated groups, Meckel's tract is

twisted in the course of growth, the twist in the mesentery is

seen here with the result that in the dissection of the gut as

shown in ixiy figures, the mesentery carrying the posterior region
of the gut may be tucked or folded under the mesentery carrying
Meckel's tract, so that although the two are morphologically
continuous, the continuity may not be apparent except where the
whole gut is short or very simple. In my diagrams, I have
simplified this region, showing the morphological continuity, as

the secondary twisting was not a part of my argument.
The cfeca (or cpecum) are to be looked for a.t this point, which

marks the transition from Meckel's tract to the hind gut at the

Text-fiff. 123.

Ciiecum of BaJceniceps.

S. I. Cut small intestine.

L.I. Cut large intestine.

B. The lateral wall of the caecum lias been cut away to show at B, the

aperture into the small intestine, lying distally of the point

where the Intestine appears to pass into the ciecum.

beginning of the area drained by the posterior branch of the

portal vein. In Balceniceps only one is present, as shown in the

general diagram (text-fig. 122,0a.). The end of Meckel's tract

meets the large intestine almost at a right angle, and the csecum

is in continuation of the line of the large intestine. The calibre

of the large intestine is rather greater than that of Meckel's tract,

the difference being greater than is represented in the general

diagram and rather less than in the enlarged figure (text-

fig. 123), which was drawn from the specimen after it had been

washed out and slightly stretched in the process of opening. The
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aperture from tlie small intestine to the large intestine (text-

fig. 123, B) is relatively extremely small and is considerably more

posterior (nearer the cloaca) than the region where the one portion

of the gut joins the other, the actual passage running in the

conjoined walls for a certain distance. There is not more than

the very slightest fold or bulge on the wall of the large intestine,

which may be imagined rather than definitely stated to be a relic

of an originally paired condition of the cpeca.

The presence of a single caecum in Balceniceps has already been

noted by Forbes (10) from a prepared specimen of that region

of the gut mounted in the Museum of the Royal College of

Surgeons, and this specimen corresponds in evei-y particular

Avith the example which I have dissected and figure in this

communication to the Society. Beddard, however, (3) wrote as

follows :
—" In the intestines I could not discover any trace of

<;8eca at all ; I believe that the single caecum which characterizes

the Ardeidfe (there are two in the Ciconiee) may be extremely

minute, and might therefore easily escape recognition in the

spirit-preserved alimentary tract." I have probably examined

carefully at least as many cseca of birds as any other anatomist,

fl,nd Dr. Beddard's supposition seemed to me extremely improbable

on general grounds. When I found that the specimen in the

College of Surgeons' Museum was extremely like my own dis-

section, it seemed still more improbable that a structure so

definite and peculiar could be present or absent in different

individuals. Dr. Beddard examined viscera which had been

preserved in spirit and which had been previously handled by
some other investigator. On consulting with him, he was able

to add to the information given in his memoir, that the late

Professor Stewart was i-ather unwilling that so rare a specimen

should be cut about too much, and he agreed Avith me that it was
quite possible that the portion of the gut to which the cascum is

attached had been removed before he examined it. Thanks to

the kindness of Mr. R. H. Burne I have now had the opportunity

of comparing the gut from the example I dissected with the

actual material examined by Dr. Beddard in 1888. Dr. Beddard's

material was in three pieces and the greater part of the mesentery

had been cut away, but enough of the latter had been left to

enable me to identify with complete certainty the general dis-

position of the gut, to recognize the duodenal loop followed by
the subsidiary loops into which the hepatic ducts open, the large

loop with its proximal minor loop, exactly as in the diagram from

my specimen, the short loop with the remnant of Meckel's

diverticulum (which Dr. Beddard, apparently, had not noticed) in

precisely the same relative position on the loop and pointing

forwards, the short twists preceding the supra-duodenal loop, and

the latter loop. It was evident, moreover, that the remainder of

the intestinal tract had been cut away, and that Dr. Beddard had

failed to find the caecum because he had not quite the whole of

the small intestine before him, and no part of the large intestine.

Piioc. ZooL. Soc—1913, No. XLIV. 44
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Examination of the preparation of the caecum in the College of

Surgeons' Museum, which Forbes had seen, as cited by Beddard
in a footnote, made it most probable that that was the portion of

the intestinal tract removed from the specimen Beddard examined.
There is therefore no evidence in favour of Dr. Beddard's
suggestion that the ctecuni in Bcdceniceps may be absent, or so

small as to be unnoticed,.

The large intestine from the c?ecum to the cloaca is relatively

long in Bcdcenice'j)s and is rather wider in calibre than the small

intestine ; it is thrown into a series of short irregular loops,

threaded, so to say, on a mesentery which is much shorter than
the course of the gut itself, and which in the usual way is drained

by a large branch of mesenteric vein.

I have shown on a former occasion (30) that the characters

of the intestinal tract are capable of affording a large amount
of information as to the inter-relationships of the groups of

birds. The primitive gut may be regarded as a tube not much
longer than the length of the body-cavity it traverses and
suspended from the dorsal body-wall by an antero-posterior

mesentery. It is fixed at its anterior end, where it joins the
stomach, at its posterior end, where it enters the cloaca, and near
the middle of its length, on its ventral surface, where it is con-

tinuous with the yolk-sac. The great embryonic vein forms the

chief radius of this crescentic loop, running up to the dorsal wall

from the yolk-sac, and receiving a large tributary, which runs
parallel with the dorsal wall, from the hind end of the body. In
the course of growth the gut becomes much longer than the

distance separating its anterior and posterior fixed parts, and the
lengthening takes place by the outgrowth of subsidiary loops from
the primitive gut. The position of these loops with regard to the

fixed points of the gut, and their rlumber and character, difi'er in

different cases, with the result that when the alimentary tracts

are laid out on the dissecting board in the fashion in which I have
described, they form definite patterns. In their main features,

these are constant in individuals of the same species, closely

similar in the species of a genus, and show definite relationships

in the families and greater groups. A type of pattern persists

thi'ough the large divisions and shows a gradual increase in

defiiiiteness and specialization in the difierent members of these

groups, with the result that the patterns can be arranged in

family trees. These correspond so closely with information that

can be derived from other anatomical characters, that I regard

them as being an extremel}^ useful guide to the relationships of

birds. Obviously patterns are more easy to place in the system
when they are highly specialized and complex, but even the
shortened guts of fi'uit-eaters may retain marked indications of

pattei'n.

In the great assemblage of birds which Gadow (16) has

called the Pelargomorphine Legion, in which Balcenice'ps must
certainly be placed, the pattern of the gvit is relatively complex.
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The duodenum is a definite loop, tending to be rather wide

and further sub-divided in the Falooniformes, to be excessively

long, twisted and rolled up with the first loop of Meckel's tract

in the Ciconiiformes, to be very long, narrow and with a minor

loop on its proximal limb in the Ardeiformes. In Balceniceps, it

is not highly specialized, but the differentiation it displays is

more like that in Herons than in Storks, especially in the forma-

tion of the secondary expansions at the base of its distal limb.

In the same assemblage Meckel's tract is long, and is suspended

i-ound the circumference of an almost circular expanse of mesen-

tery which grows oat from a very short portion of the primitive

dorsal mesentery It is roughly symmetrical about the main axis

which runs out to the remnant of Meckel's diverticulum, the

latter being invariably present. On the proximal half of the

tract there is a tendency to the formation of three minor loops

between the duodenum and Meckel's diverticulum. These tend

to remain comparatively simple and similar in the Steganopods

and in the Falconiformes. In the Ciconiiformes the tendency is for

the first to become very long and secondarily twisted up with the

duodenal looj), the second and third becoming nearly obliterated.

In the Ardeiformes the first and second are generally rather long

and definite and may form minor loops, the third is often reduced

to a little bunch of small loops closely set together. In Balceniceps

the three loops are i-ather more distinct than in either the Storks

or the Herons, remaining in the more generalized Steganopod con-

dition, but such difterentiation as exists approaches the Ardeine

pattern and shows no trace of the Ciconine peculiarities.

In the assemblage Meckel's diverticuluin is actually or very

nearly at the extremity of the axial loop of the tract. When it

is not quite terminal, it is always on the proximal side of the

loop and is then bent pai"allel with it, the free tip pointing

proximally. The axial loop may grow out to a great relative

length. These dispositions are distributed very irregularly

throughout the whole assemblage Avhich I am discussing. The
axial loop, for instance, is long and has the diverticulum at the tip

in some Storks and in many of the smaller Eagles and Falcons.

It is short, but usually has the diverticulum at the tip in some
of the Herons and in Scoptts, Cathartes and Polyhorus. It is

short and bears the diverticvilum proximal to its apex in Phaethon^

Pelecanus, Fregata, Pseudotantalus, Serpentarixis and Neophron.

The latter condition exists in Balceniceps, and it is plain that its

occurrence has no systematic significance.

In the Pelargomorphine Legion the distal part of Meckel's tract

is less highly differentiated, and therefore affords fewer dis-

criminating characters. The portion of it that follows Meckel's

diverticulum is usually thrown into a bunch of short, irregular

loops, and then follows a well-marked supra-duodenal looj^,

supplied from the mesenteric vein, and one or more definite

supra-csecal kinks. In Balcenicej^s, there is first the irregular

region, then a definite short loop, then a long typical supra-
44*
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duodenal loop, and then two supi^a-caecal kinks. This region
supplies no definite information which might help to place
Balceniceps inside the Legion.

In the Legion the colic cteca are much reduced and apparently
practically functionless except in the Anseriformes, in most of

which they are very large and functional. Although reduced in
the Steganopods, they are rather less so than in the Herons
and Storks and occasionally contain ftecal matter. I think the
presence in Balceniceps of a single C£ecum, by no means so large

as either of those in the Anseriformes, but definitely functional,

communicating with the hind-gut and containing feecal matter,
may be taken to be established. The presence of one cfecum,
instead of the normal pair, associates Balceniceps with the Herons.
I should be disposed to guess that the loss of one ceecum of the
pair had taken place whilst botli were functional, as there seems
no particular reason why one of two vestigial organs should be
suppressed, except as an occasional abnormality, and that the
condition in the Herons, where there is a single functionless

caecum, is secondary to that in Balceniceps.

The characters of the large intestine in Birds generally are not
sufiiciently differentiated to afford much information of systematic
value. There seems to have been a general tendency to the
reduction of this area to an extremely short and straight course
from the cseca to the cloaca, a tendency which has been inde-
pendently followed by the higher members of a large number of
groups. Balcenicejys has a relatively long and capacious large
intestine, and in so far has remained in a rather more primitive
condition than most of the members of the Pelargomorphine
Legion.

To sum up, the characters of the intestinal tract of Balceniceps
are those of the Pelargomorphine Legion, and such specialization

as it displays associates it with Ardeine birds rather than with
Ciconine birds.

In a communication to this Society, Dr. Beddard (5) has
made some additions to or corrections of my observations,
particularly with regard to the presence of a specialized supra-
duodenal loop in birds in which I did not record it, which are the
more valuable as my work stretched over a number of years, as
material was available, and it was only in its course that I began
to recognize the significance of the various points and what had
specially to be looked for. Dr. Beddard also on several grounds
throws doubt on the value of my mode of displaying and com-
paring the intestinal tract patterns. These grounds are due to
misapprehension. He thinks that my method of figuring the
tract gives " an appearance of simplicity that is misleading, with
the result that birds which are separated by marked characters
are represented as being almost identical." Certainly the patterns
(even if correct) do not in every case afford enough information
to place clearly, or to separate clearly cases where the patterns
are very simple. I was rather careful to insist on this point in
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my memoir. He also thinks that I do not distinguish sufficiently

between what he terms " fixed loops definitely formed by a narrow
mesentery, and the irreg'ular folds into which any mobile coil of

the intestine may fall when disposed on the dissecting board."

The whole tract is of course supported by mesentery, and
Dr. Beddard's " fixed loops " and irregular folds are merely the

beginning and final result of differentiation. The loops to which
I have called attention are fixed by their morphological position,

and they may be wide or narrow, long or short. More serious,

however, is Di-. Beddard's misapprehension of the morphology of

the gut which leads him into very curious comparisons. He
states " that there are no essential differences between the
intestinal tract in Birds and Crocodiles." He accepts as "per-
fectly correct " a diagram I gave (26, p. 137) of the alimentary
tract in the Alligator, in which the canal is displayed as showing
a series of almost exactly similar loops from the stomach to

the cloaca, suspended on a crescentic fold of mesentery. As
the pancreas lies in the first of these loops, the latter may by
analogy be called the duodenum, but it is simply the first of a set

of regular loops. MeckeFs tract and the delimitation between
that and the large intestine are not shown ; it is quite clear that

Meckel's tract is not differentiated. Comparison with the next
figure, that of the tract in an embryonic pheasant, shows the
essential difference. Immediately posterior to the duodenum a
mesenteric area, corresponding to a very shoi't length of the whole
distance from the stomach to the cloaca, grows out into an
enormous nearly circular tract, of which the great vein from the

yolk-sac forms nearly a diameter. This region is Meckel's tract,

and from the point where it returns to the dorsal line again and
where the. ca^ca, if present, are given off, the large intestine

begins, and corresponds to a much larger part of the primitive

distance from the pyloric extremity of the stomach to the cloaca.,

than the combined length of origin of the duodenum and Meckel's

tract. This mode of development of the gut dominates its adult

morphology. So also Dr. Beddard does not appreciate the mor-
phological importance of the position of Meckel's diverticulum,

the remnant of the yolk-sac. Fortunately it persists throughout
life in most of the different groups, and its presence rules out

such comparisons as Dr. Beddard makes between particular

loops in Rhea and a Tinamu (with a Passerine intervening in

the argument !). He is trying to identify different morphological

material, belonging to different somites of the embryo, and this

error makes his conclusions invalid. It would be of great interest

to examine young chicks of those birds in which the rudiment of

the yolk-sac does not usually persist, and this would clear up some
of my dubious cases. But so far as they go, the gut-patterns afford

an amazingly conclusive body of evidence as to the Avian system.

Cloaca.—The rectal portion of the large intestine expands
suddenly to enter the large cloaca. The first chamber of the

cloaca, called the coprodpeum by Gadow, is separated by a thin
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transvei-se fold (text-fig. 124, A) from tlie second, mucli narrower
urodjeum. The paired uretei's open into the latter (text-fig. 1 24, U)
on the dorsal surface but leather laterally placed. The actual

apertui-es are situated on a small ridge and were very difficult to

see, considering the size of the bird. I found them eventually by
passing a horse-hair backwards through the ureter, and I think

A

U.

^R

\r

Cloaca of Baleeniceps . Ventral view.

The sphinctei- lias been cut through in the middle ventral line and folded outwards;

portions of the dorsal wall of the gut have been removed.

L.I. Cut end of large intestine.

A. E^old separating Coprod^um from Urodaeum.

B. Fold separating Urodteum from Proctodseum.

U. Aperture of Ureter.

G. Genital aperture.

C. Glandular crj'pts.

D. Cut sphincter muscle.

F. Aperture of Bursa Fabricii ; x. Dorsal wall of Bursa.

it possible, although I am not certain, that there were several

very small apertures at each side instead of one lai^ge one.

Rather lateral and slightly j^osterior to the ureters were the

minute openings of the vasa deferentia (text-fig. 124, 0). There
was no genital papilla, but the specimen was a very immatui-e

male, and the testes were minute. The vas deferens accompanied
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the ureter until the latter nearly had reached the wall of the
cloaca, and then twisted outwards. A transverse fold also sepa-

rated the urodseum from the pi'octodseum (text-fig. 124, B). In
the proctodfeum, at each side and just at the edge of the sphincter,

were four or five little glandular ajjertures leading into small
cavities lined with irregular ridges. I find in my notes of dissec-

tions of Ostriches, both male and female, that similar glandular
crypts are 2:)resentin that bird. In the middle line of the procto-

dseum, just behind the fold separating that chamber from the
urodfeum, lies the large, elongately oval aperture of the Bursa
FabricJi (text-fig. 124, F). The bursa is a very large chamber,
lying above the cloaca, running forwards almost to the rectum.
The inner wall is lined by irregular, heavy ridges, making it

resemble the reticulum of a ruminant stomach. In the figure,

part of the dorsal wall of the coprodseum and urodaeum is repre-

sented as cut away to show the cavity. The bursa was empty.
There was no trace of a penis.

Our knowledge of the Bursa Fabricii is due chiefly to Foi'bes,

later writers having added very little to his observations and
conclusions (9). In Struthious birds, especially when they are

young, there is practically no constriction separating the procto-

dseum and the bursa, the latter being simply a forwardly
directed and dorsally placed continuation of the cavity of the

posterior division of the cloaca. In the diflerent groups of birds

there appears to be a genei'al tendency for a convei'gent modifica-

tion of this simple arrangement ; the constriction between procto-

dseum and cloaca becomes more and more pronounced, until the

bursa becomes a tubular or pyrifonn sac opening by a very small

pore into the dorsal wall of the cloaca. This progressive change
is most marked in Passerines and in those birds in other groups
which most nearly mimic the passerine type, and may lead to the

complete disappearance of the aperture and of the bursa. There
is of course no reasonable doubt but that the Passerines present

the most specialized results of avian evolution. To a certain

extent, ontogenetic changes in the bui\«;a show a similar course of

change, the aperture of the bursa narrowing, and the bursa itself

tending to contract and even to disappear with age. There is

probably, therefore, no special significance in the condition of the

bursa in the example of Balcuniceps I dissected, its large size and
wide aperture being perhaps due to youth. Forbes, however,

states that in the Storks and Herons he examined, the bursa was
large and its aperture small. He also mentions the absence in

these birds of the reticulum of ridges in the lining wall of the

bursa, although he found them in Steganopods much as I describe

them in Balceniceps. I cannot draw any systematic conclusions

from these facts.

A small penis is stated to be present in Storks, absent in

Herons, so that in the absence of thnt organ Balcenicejis resembles

the latter group, but I attach no systematic value to this.
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Muscular Anatomy.
Muscles of Head.

Der'nio-temjiorcdis.—This thin but extensive sheet of muscle-

arose at each side by a fleshy, narrow head, behind and above the

temporal fossa and close to the origin of the biventer maxilla?,

and spread out on the skin of the ventral surface and sides of

the neck, precisely as in the Pelican.

Biventer mccxillce was very large and strong, arising from a well-

marked area on the back of the head behind the quadrate and
inserted to the posterior end of the lower jaw. As in the

Pelican, I could not separate this from the underlying digastric

or depressor mandibula?.

Temporal.—External portion. A very strong mass, arising

from the doi'sal part of the temporal fossa back to the biventei,.

runs downwards and forwards, dipping under the ramus of the

maxilla to be inserted to the outer and upper surface of the lower-

jaw opposite the orbit.

Pyramidal portion. Strong fan-shaped muscle arising trans-

versely under the post-orbital process and converging to a rounded
tendon which runs forwards and outwards to the inner side of the

lower jaw. Parallel with this, and possibly a separate portion of

it, is a ilat band of muscle running from close to the articulation

of the quadrate, alongside the tendon of the pyramidal portion to

be inserted just anterior to it.

Quadrato-mandibular portion. "Very strong fleshy muscle-

running transversely from the whole of the anterior surface and
forward process of the quadrate to the ramus.

Quadrato-orbital portion. Long muscle from just behind the

optic foramen across to the whole inner edge of the orbital

process of the quadrate.

Pterygoid.—An enormous mass of muscle, partly separable

into layers, on the lower surface of the jaw, from the posterior

angle and ventral posterior portion of the mandible lunning
forwards to the pterygoids.

The temporal and pterygoid muscles are practically identical

with what I have found in the Pelican.

Biventer cervicis.—I examined this muscle to see if tliere were
any trace of the peculiar formation described by Garrod in the

case of the Darters, but found that the mnscle with its anterior-

and posterior bellies was quite normal.

Hyoid Muscles.

Mylohyoid anterior.—As in the Pelican a very slender and thin
sheet of muscular fibres superficial to the other muscles of the
under surface of the jaws, and running transversely across fi'om

the ramus of the jaw to spread out on the interspace between the
two rami, but without meeting its fellow in a median raphfe.

Mylohyoid jJosterior.—Arises as a broad strap from the outer
surface of the angle of the jaw just below the ear a,nd divides intO'
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a thin wide sheet of fibres which runs over the ventral surface,

meeting its fellow of the other side and forming a platysma

myoides, and a better defined band which runs across to be in-

serted to the ceratohyal, superficial to both divisions of the

geniohyoid.

Geniohyoid.—Two Avell - marked divisions. A very strong

division arises from the last joint and cartilaginous end of the

ceratohyal, round which it is Avrapped, and runs forwards to the

outer surface of the lower jaw just under the orbit. The second

division arises from the first joint of the ceratohyal and runs

straight forwards as a sheet of fibres which meets the corres-

ponding fibres of the same division of the other side. These

fibres can be traced up to the junction of the rami of the

mandible.

Genioglossus.—Probably in relation with the degeneracy of the

tongue, this muscle was absent.

Geratoglossus.—Fleshy from the outer side of the first joint of

thei cei'atohyal to the tip of the tongue. There was no separate

tendon.

The hyoid muscles, like those of the head, of Bcdceniceps were

excessively like those of the Pelican, but I attach no systematic

importance to the similarity, as I have very little material with

which to compare these muscles in a number of difierent groups,

and the material I have shoAvs that, apart from obviously adaptive

features, these muscles are much alike in Avidely separated groups.

Caudal Muscles.

Puho-coccygeus externus.—A flat band of muscle from the

posterior dorsal margin of the end of the pubis, narrowing to its

insertion on the under surface of the sheath of the external

rectrix.

Puho-coccygeus internus.—This is a much wider and thinner

miascle, deep of the externus, and arising from a greater area of

the pubis with a reach on to the ischium. It is inserted to the

ha3mapoph3'Ses of the posterior caudal vertebrfe.

Levator coccygis.—The two levators form a strong diagonal

mass of musculature on the dorsal surface of tlie tail, anteiior to

the oil-gland. They arise from the ilium and the lateral pro-

cesses of the caudal vertebrse and are inserted by a series of

tendinous slips to the spinous processes of the caudals and to the

membi'ane covering the rectrices.

Deqyressor coccygis.—Arises from the transverse process of the

last sacral vertebra by a strong tendon just at the articulation

with the ilium, and from the transverse processes of the first

three free caudals ; insertion to the transverse processes and

hsemapophyses of the posterior caudals.

Ilio-coccygeus.—Onl}^ the outer of the tAvo slips which usually

represent this muscle is present. It arises from the ilium just

dorsal to the origin of the depressor coccygis, and is inserted to

the outer surface of the capsule of the external rectrix.
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I have no standard for comparison in the case of the caudal
muscles. The chief difference from the condition in Leptoptilus

is the absence of the inner slip of the ilio-coccygeus.

Muscles of the Shoulder and Wing.

Cucullaris.—The cervical portion is well developed, forming a
definite sheet of circular fibres which stop abruptly in line with
the proximal edge of the rhomboideus externus where they are
inserted along the clavicle.

Rhomhoideus extermos.—Origin tendinous from the neural
crests of five and a lialf vertebrae beginning at just opposite the
junction of the scapula and clavicle. The fibres run outwards
nearly transversely to all the scapula except the down-turned
posterior end and forwards to part of the clavicle (text-fig. 125,
P.h. 2).

Jihomboideus profundus or internus.—Origin tendinous, a little

short of the externus proximally and reaching just beyond it

distally. The fibres run outwards and backwards to no part of

the clavicle but to the whole length of the scapula including the
down-tui-ned end (text-fig. 125, Rh. 1).

The two rhomboid muscles are nearly equal in thickness.
These tAvo muscles, according to Fiirbringer, and my own obser-

vations confii'm his view, are in pi'ocess of creeping forwards.
Their condition in Balceniceps shows a considerable degree of

specialization, but I have not material to compare the condition
in allied birds.

Latissimus dorsi anterior.—A broad strap of muscle arising
from the anterior dorsal vertebrte only and I'unning downwaids
and forwai-ds, dipping under the anconseus, to a fleshy insertion to

the shaft of the humerus distal of the insertion of the posterior
division of the muscle and unconnected with it (text-fig. 125, L.A.).

Latissimus dorsi 2)osterior.—Fleshy oi-igin, the anterior edge of

which touches but is not fused with the posterior edge of the
anterior division. Origin wider than that of the anterior
division, but not reaching quite as far back as the proximal edge
of the ilium. Its fibres converge to form a band about the same
width as the lat. dorsi anterior (text-fig. 125, L.P. 1), pass under
that muscle with a more proximal slope, to be inserted along a
strong tendon (text-fig. 125, L.P. 2) which is inserted to the
scapula under the scapular anchor of the ancoupeus, proximal to
the insertion of the lat. dorsi anterior, and which joins the
anconasus belly distally.

Latissimus dorsi metapatag talis.—Absent.
The anterior division is like that in Leptoptilns. The connec-

tion of the tendon of insertion of the posterior division with the
a,nconfeus occurs also in Leptoptilus, but I have noted a somewhat
similar arrangement in Bubo maxim.us. The loss of the meta-
patagial division has been noted by Fiirbringer in Plotus, but it

is usually present in the Herons, Storks, and Steganopods.
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Serratus superjicialis anterior.—From the ventral end of the

last cervical rib and the first dorsal rib converging to a flat

Text-fig. 125.

Rh

Shoulder-muscles of Balcenicejps.

Right wing, external aspect. Muscle striped : tendon dotted.

Rh. 1. Rhomboideus profundus, cut across.

Rh. 2. Rhomboideus externus, cut across.

Tendinous anchor of Deltoides major.
Cut surface of Deltoides major reflected.

Distal portion and insertion to humerus of Deltoides major.

Scapulo-huuieralis posterior.

Tendon of insertion of Supra-coracoideus (Pectoralis minor or secundus).

External scapular head of Sub-coraco-scapularis.
Anconeus scapularis, showing scapvUar origin, and anchor to humerus. It

has been divided to show the Latissimus dorsi.

Anconeus scapularis, part of the belly.

Anconajus humeralis.
Latissimus dorsi anterior, insertion.

Cut edge of Latissimus dorsi posterior.

Tendon of insertion of Lat. dorsi posterior from humerus to junction with
Anconeus scapularis.

S. Vestige of Expansor secundariorum. The distinctness of this is exaggerated

in the drawing.

Del. 1.

Del. 2.

Del. 3.

S.P.

Pec.m.
S.C.

A.Si.

A.S2.

A.H.
L.A.
L.P.I.
L.P.2.
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tendon which is inserted to the postglenoid scapula between the
two parts of the sub-coraco-scapularis, its insertion being quite-

covered by the outer part of that.
"^

Serratits sttj)erjicialis 2^oste7'ior.—From the first two uncinate

processes and area of their ribs in line with them to about three-

quarters of an inch of the posterior inferior border of the scapula
;

covered .by the third portion of the serratus superficialis.

Serratus superficialis metajjatagialis

.

—Origin from the same
two ribs as the ser. sujDer. posterior, but entirely from below the

uncinate processes, and reaching down almost to the sternum.
Insertion to the metapatagium, with a strong tendinous slip to

the tip of the scapula.

The first of the three serrati, according to Furbringer, is very
variable even within families. The second is constant in many
families, variable in others. The limitation of the origin ta

dorsal of the uncinates is somewhat rare but has been noted in

Phoe'iiicopterus . The insertion of the serratus metapat. partly to

the scapula appears to be extremely rare. Fiirbringer has noted

it in Crex, where the condition is much as I find it to be in

Balceniceps, and in Fulmartis and Bucorvics, where the scapular

insertion alone occurs. The relation to the scapula is probably a

vestige of the origin of this muscle as a separated portion of the

serratus superfic. posterior.

Serrcdus profundus.—From the last two cervical and first two
dorsal ribs to the scapula in four digitations. According to

Furbringer, this arrangement is normal in Herodii.

Biceps hracMi.—This arises by a flat narrow tendon from the

acrocoracoid (text-fig. 128, B. 1, p. 675), alongside but not covered

by the origin of the coracobrachialis externus and separated by
that muscle from the tendon of insertion of the supi-acoracoideus

(pectoralis secundus). It passes under the insertions of the

pectoralis major without being connected with them, and passing

into a rounded belly (text-fig. 128, B. 2) runs down parallel with
the humerus to be inserted to a knob on the ulnar face of the

radius (text-fig. 127, Bi., 1, p. 672). It is then continued across

to the opposite face of the ulna (text-fig. 127, 4, 5) by a deep
broad tendon and a narrow more superficial tendon, first sending

a strong slip (text-fig. 127, 2) to the radial end of a radio-ulnar

ligament.

The biceps obviously presents a highly specialized condition in

Balceiiiceps, the specialization consisting of the complete loss of

the usual humeral head. The two divisions are well separated

at their origin, and the radial and ulnar tendons of insertion

separate rather high up in most Steganopods, Storks and Herons.
As Fiirbringer has pointed out, the humeral head in such cases

can be traced to the radial insertion. As both radial and ulnar

insertions are well marked, indeed rather unusually complex in

Balcenice^is, I infer that the loss of the humeral head is com-
paratively recent.

BicejJs patagialis.—This slip to the patagial tendons is absent
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xn. Balceniceps, as in Stovks, Herons, Scopus, and most Steganopods.
The absence, however, is not of much vakie ; the slip is present
in some Steganopods, in Spoonbills, in Phoenicopterus, and is

present or absent within the same family in a number of cases,

Deltoides pro2K(,tagialis (text-fig. 126, Del. pat.).

I have already mentioned that there is no biceps propatagialis.

Text-fig. 126.

Deim

Btc. -

Patagial muscles and tendons of Salceniceps.

Del.m. Deltoides major. Anc. AnconaBus scapularis. Hum. Humerus. Bic.

Biceps. Del.pat. Deltoides i^ropatagialis. Pec. Pectoralis major cut across.

P.l. Pectoralis slip to longus tendon. P.b. Pectoralis slip to brevis tendon.

Lon. Longus tendon. Brev. Brevis tendon with the slips named a, /3, and

y by Fiirbringer. Ex. Extensor metacarpi radialis.
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There is no cucullaris propatagialis. The patagial tendons arise

solely from the deltoides propatagialis and from the pectoralis

propatagialis, and there are no anchors to the humerus.

The origin of the deltoides patagialis is from the clavicle,

acrocoracoid ligament and part of the scapula, the latter origin

not being found in Herons. Distally it splits into two peaks, a

smaller from which the longus tendon arises and a larger for the

bi-evis tendon. This is a mor-e specialized condition than in

Steganopods, Storks and Herons generally, where even the longus

and brevis tendons have a short common course, but in Scojms

and Leptoptilus there are separate peaks for the tendons.

Text-%. 127.

Insertion of Biceps ligament.

R. Radius. U. Ulna. Bi. Biceps tendon : 1, insertion to radius ; 2, insertion to

radio-ulnar ligament; 4, insertion to ulna; 5, second superficial insertion to

ulna ; 3, radio-ulnar ligament. L.li. Humero-ulnar ligament.

The longus tendon (text-fig. 126, Lon.), after being reinforced

by a slip from the pectoral, enlarges in Avidth and becomes elastic,

this portion being doubled, and being anchored by a very faint

(much fainter and more diffuse than would appear from the

drawing in fig. 126) set of fibres from the distal portion of the

brevis.

The brevis tendon (text-fig. 126, Brev.) is highly specialized.

The main mass of the muscle passes into a strong rounded tendon
which is reinforced by the pectoralis slip and represents the con-

joined ft and jo slips of Fiirbringer, the beta slip being the direct

continuation of the muscle, but giving off half-way down the

patagium a broader and Aveaker alpha slip. The latter itself

becomes doubled distally, gives ofi" a weak anchor to the elastic

portion of the longus tendon and is inserted to the extensor

metacarpi radialis tendon. The beta slip broadens out as it

reaches the fascia over the extensor, sends forward a stout anchor

which covers and is fused with the tendinous head of the extensor

metacarpi, and sends downwards a branch which forms a forked

fan reaching the distal edge of the forearm. The gamma slip of
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Flii-bi'inger is tlie most proxiraally placed, and is distinct altliough

very flat and weak throughout its whole length from its origin at

the proximal side of the brevis muscular peak to its insertion to

the recuri'ent beta slip.

The course of evolution of the brevis tendon appears to have
been from a wide rather diffused band to first a specialization of

portions of that band into the slips distinguished by Fiirbringer,

then to a separation of these slips, and finally to the loss of one or

more of them. In the Storks, Herons and Scopus the slips are
at least separate distally ; in Storks and Herons the separation of

alpha and beta is only distal and does not begin so high up as in

Bcdcenicejys, in which, although the actual sepai-ation occurs only
about half-way down the patagium, the identity of beta can be
traced right up to its origin. Beddard figures an almost
similar, condition for Scopus (2, fig. 2). So also the very com-
plete separation of gamma and beta occurs in Scopus and
Balceniceps, and is much less distinct except distally in Storks and
Herons. The resemblance between Balcenicp/ps and Scopus appears
to be rather close; the most important differences being the
greater distinctness of the anchor to the longus in Scopus, and
the presence of an anchor to the humerus in the same bird.

Deltoides major (text-fig. 125, Del. 1, Del. 2, Del. 3, p. 669;
text-fig. 126, Del.m.; text-fig. 128, De.).—This large muscle arises

fleshy from the scapula but with a distal tendinous anchor just

external to that of the anconajus, and is inserted flesh}'- to nearly

half-way down the humerus. It is very nearly divided into

the two portions visible in Leptoptihis and other storks. The
tendinous anchor occurs in the Herons and Storks that I have
dissected, and Beddard has recorded it in Scopus.

Deltoides minor.—This muscle, possibly owing to the large size

of the deltoides major, is not to be distinguished as a separate

muscle : probably it is absent. In Storks it is small and quite

separate.

Scajndo-humercdis antetHor.—This small muscle is absent. In
Steganopods, Storks and Herons it lies very close to the teres

major, so that it is possible that it may have fused with this in

Bcdceniceps. Beddard does not mention it in his description of

the shoulder muscles of Scopus, so that possibly it may also be
absent in that bircl.

Sccqndo-humeridis posterior i^Teres major) (text-fig. 125, SP).

—

A strong but relatively rather small muscle arising from about
the distal half of the scapula and inserted to the humerus between
the two heads of the anconeus. A relatively narrow insertion,

according to Fiirbringer, also occurs in Steganopods, Storks

and Herons. In Balceniceps it has no accessory anchors or

attachments.

Suh-coraco-scapidaris.—The coracoid head (Coracobrachialis

brevis of Garrod) is single and much smaller than the scapular

heads. It arises only from the proximal half to third of the

inner face of the coracoid, as in Storks and Herons, and converges
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to join the scapular heads near their tendon of insertion. The
external (text-fig. 125, S.C, p. 669) and internal scapular heads
arise from about the second fifth of the under surface of the

scapula, where they are separated by the insertion of the serratus

superficialis anterior. The three heads unite to form a strong

rounded tendon inserted to the median tubercle of the humerus.

Ancoiiceus.

Anconceus scapularis.— Origin by a strong forked tendon
from scapula' (text-fig. 125, A.S. 1, A.S. 2), passes into a rounded
muscular belly which sends an anchor to the humerus near the
insertion of the latissimus dorsi and receives a strong tendon
from the latissimus dorsi posterior. Passes into a strong flat

tendon just before reaching the elbow.

Anconceus humeralis (text-fig. 125, A.H.).—Origin from the

whole length of the humerus, the origin being cleft proximally.

Passes into a tendon at the distal end of the humerus, and this

runs parallel with but united only by membrane to the tendon of

insertion of the anconseus scapularis. Insertion to the olecranon

of the ulna.

The forked head of the scapular portion, the anchor to the

humerus, and the general relations of the two divisions of the

muscle are very much like what I have observed or find recorded

in Storks and Herons. The absence of any extension of the

scapular head to the clavicle or coracoid is rather a primitive

feature.

Anconceus caput corcicokleum {Exjxmisor secunclciriorum) (text-

fig. 125, S.)—At the elbow there was a slip of muscular fibres

connected with the feathers and giving rise to a very delicate

tendon which I traced up the under surface of the skin close to

the anconceus, but which then appeared to become diffuse and be
lost in the subdermal fasciae. There was no trace of it passing

through the edge of the teres major, as usually happens when it

is well developed, or in the axilla.

This was one of the muscles to which Garrod paid great atten-

tion, hoping to find it iiseful in classification, but further obser-

vations have not justified his anticipations, as it is present or

absent in very closely allied birds. It is usually absent in

Steganopods, but present in a few cases. It is present in Storks,

and in Herons except ArcleMa and Cancroma. According to

Beddard it is absent in Scopus. Its vestigial presence in Bcdceni-

ceps is therefore interesting but of no systematic value.

Pectorcdis thoracicus.—The great pectoral (text-fig. 126, Pec,

p. 671 ; text-fig. 128, Pec.) in Bcdceniceps is an enormous mass of

muscle arising from the clavicle, the membrane between the clavicle

and coracoid, from the whole of the keel and from all the posterior

part of the sternum with a considerable overlap to the ribs. I

could not trace any definite horizontal division of the muscular
mass. The insertion is by two very distinct tendons, which
cross each other in a remarkable fashion. The greater and more
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proximal mass of tlie muscle converges to a strong flattened

tendon (text-tig. 128, 1), wliicli is inserted to the humerus rather
distally and not far from the posterior end of the deltoid inser

tion. The more distal portion of the muscle converges to a macK
broader tendon, which forms the posterior border of the whole
mviscle and then dipping under the first tendon of insertion runs
in to the humerus proximally of it (text-fig. 128, 2). There is

also a strong anchoi' to the humerus, shown as cut and reflected

in the figure (text-fig. 128, 3).

Text-fio-. 128.

r^CRo.

Pectoral muscle of Balceniceps. Tendon dotted ; muscle striped.

AcRO. Acrocoracoid process. Hu. Humerus.

Pec. Pectoralis major, cut across.

1, 2. Insertion tendons of pectoralis to humerus. 3. Anchor to humerus,

divided and reflected.

P.pt. Pectorales propatagiales.

Su. Tendon of insertion of supracoracoideus (Pect. minor).

I)e. Deltoides major.

Cor. ex. Coracobracliialis externus.

]J. 1. Tendon of origin of biceps. V>. 2. Cut bell^' of biceps.

The large area of origin of the great pectoral is of course

associated with a powerful wing, and is probably purely adaptive

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. XLY. 45
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The strong proximal anchor (text-fig. 128, 3) ito the humerus also

occurs in many Steganopods, in Storks, Herons, and is probably

representeil in ScojJits, in which bird Beddard mentions a strong

insertion to a fibrous aponeurosis attached to the crista of the

humerus and covering the biceps. It is characteristic of Storks

as opposed to Herons, that in the former birds the great pectoral

is completely divided into two msucles, as it is in the Pelican

and some other Steganopods. The insertions of these portions as

described by Weldon correspond almost exactly with the double

insertion in JJalceniceps, and I was able to separate the mass of

muscle quite easily into portions corresponding with these inser-

tions, although, in the absence of the separate insertions, I should

not have described the muscle as doubled. But, whatever the
distinction be worth, the great pectoral muscle of Balceniceps in

more Ciconine than Ardeine. Beddard's description of the condi-

tion in Scopus is not sufticiently detailed to follow in this matter,

but he speaks of it as " partly doubled," and the humerus shows^

marks of a, double insei'tion.

Fectoralis propatagialis (text-figs. 126, 128, pp. 671, 675).—As I

have already stated, there are separate slips from the pectoral for

the longus and brevis tendons. Both slips are entirely tendinous,

and that for the longus is smaller and more suparficial (text-fig.

126, P.I., P.b. ; text-fig. 128, P.pt.). In my dissections of Herons,.

I find similaxly distinct slips for the brevis and longus from the

pectoral ; Beddard mentions them for Scopus, but- in the case of

Storks the usual arrangement appears to be the more primitive

condition of a, single slip, which joins the patagial tendon before

that has divided into longus and brevis.

PectoraUs ahclominalis.—This is absent in Bcdcenicejjs as in

Storks. It is present in Herons, but Beddard does not refer to

its presence or absence in the case of Scopus.

Supracoracoideus [PectoraUs minor).—This is a small and
rather naiTOW muscle elongately oval, with a centrally placed

tendon like the mid-rib of a leaf. Its fleshy origin is limited to

a very small part of the sternum, including no part of the keel,

and part of the coracoid and the membrane between the coracoid

and clavicle. It is Avidely separated on the coracoid from the-

origin of the coracohrachicdis 'posterior (pectoralis tertius) and its

tendon of insertion (text-fig. 128, Su.) is free from any fibres-

that could represent a deltoides minor. Its general relations and
small size are closely paralled in Herons and Storks.

Coracohrachialis externus or anterior.—A strong muscle arising

fleshy from the acrocoracoid only (text- fig. 128, Cor. ex.) and
covered only at the extreme edge by the tendon of origin of the

biceps. Insertion on a broadly oval area to the jilanum bici^iitale

of the humerus.
Coracohrachialis internus {Pe?:toralis tertias).—A very stout

almost doubled mass of muscle from the distal dorsal two-thirds

of the edge of the coracoid opposite the origin of the supracora-
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coideus, but quite separate from that. Its fil^res convex'ge to a

sti-ong tendon inserted to a peak of the median tubei'cle of the

humerus.

Muscles op Forearm and Neck.

Brachialis inferior.—A very strong flat sheet of muscle with n

fleshy origin and insertion, occupying the angle between the
humerus and ulna, the insertion to the ulna being twice the

width of the origin from the flexor aspect of the humerus.
Pronator suhlimis or hrevis.—Short muscle from the inner

condyle of the humerus to the first quarter of the radius. This

insertion is rather shorter than in LeptojJtihis.

Pronator frofundus or longus.—As in LejitojJtilus a larger

muscle, from the inner condyle of the humerus to a little beyond
the surface of the radius covered by the brevis and more on the

ulnar aspect than the brevis.

Entejncondylo-ulnaris.—Absent, as in LejJtojMlus, but accord-

ing to Gadow present only in Rasores and Tinamus.
Ectepicondylo-idnaris.—From outer condyle of the humerus to

first third of ulna on its radial face. A very thick and strong

muscle, closely united with the flexor digitorum profundus. As
in Leptoptilus.

Ectepicondylo-radialis.—A thin muscle arising by a flat tendon
from the outer condyle of the humerus along with the extensor
digitorum communis, inserted to a quarter of the radius ; as in

Leptojytilus, except that the insertion is shorter in the latter

bird.

Flexor carpi ulnaris.—From the inner condyle of the humerus
with a sesamoid ; runs down the inner surface of the ulna to the
great tuberosity of the ulnar carpal. Arising as a fleshy belly a
thinner tendon connected with the quills I'uns down to end on
the carpal alongside the great tendon. As in Leptoptilus.

Ulni-metacarjxdis ventralis.—Fleshy from the last third of the
ulna on the radial face ; tendon crosses over a slide on the radial

carpal and is insei^ted on a hump of the second metacarpal near
the attachment of the pollex.

Ulni-metacarpalis dorsalis.—Shoi't muscle arising by a tendon
from the distal end of the ulna on its lateral face ; it divides into

a shorter portion running straight across to the upper part of

metacarpal III and a broader portion inserted to about two-
thirds of the upper surface of metacarpal III, where that is free.

Similar in Leptoptilus., except that the first portion is tendinous,
the second fleshy, while both are fleshy in Balceniceps.

Extensor metacaipi radialis.—Two heads, outer tendinous,

inner fleshy, from the outer condyle of the humerus. The outer
belly is quite separate from the inner belly and is connected with
the brevis tendons of the patagium (text-fig. 126, Ex., p. 671).

Insertion to the base of metacai^pal I, the tendons from the two
4.5*
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bellies remaining separate until their insertion, so that the muscle

is completely double. In Lejytoptilus the tendons fuse distally.

Extensor vietacarpi ulnaris.—Arises from the external condyle

of the humerus by a tendon superficial to that of the ectepi-

condylo-ulnaris ; then a long fleshy belly, then a thin tendon

passing over a groove in the distal end of the ulna from which it

receives a strong anchoring slip, absent in Lejjtojitilus, to its in-

sertion on metacarpal II just where metacarpal III is given off'.

Flexor dlgitorum suUimis.—A strong band of tendon runs

from the inner condyle of the humerus to the ulnar carpal, from

the upper side of which the flexor digitorum sublimis arises as a

delicate fleshy muscle giving rise to a slender tendon which passes

over a groove in the ulnar carpal and is inserted to the base of

phalanx 2 of digit II, but with first an insertion to the base of

the first phalanx of that digit, which I do not find recorded in

ni}" notes on Leptoj^tiliis.

Flexor digitorum profundus.—Arises fleshy from the second

and third fifths of the ulna, very closely connected with the in-

sertion of the ectepicondylo-ulnaris. The tendon begins where

the origin from the ulna ceases, and runs down the radial face of

the ulnar carpal under the ligament from the radius to meta-

carpal II, and then follows the tendon of the superficial flexor to

be inserted just beyond it to phalanx 2 of digit II. It receives

n strong slip from the short extensor of the thumb, which I did

not record in the case of Leptoptilus. Gadow mentions somewhat

similar relations with the thumb in the. case of Owls and

Heliornis.

Extensor digitoriom communis.—Arises tendinous from the

external condyle of the humerus and passes into a slender belly a

quarter way down the forearm, but receives no fibres from the

ulna. Its tendon of insertion passes through a groove in the end

of the ulna and then sends a branch to the base of phalanx 1 of

dip-it I and a stronger tendon to phalanx 2 of digit II. As in

Eepto23tilus.

Extensor pollicis longus.—Two slender fleshy heads from the

adjacent surfaces of the radius and ulna at their proximal ends,

with accessory fibres from a large part of the length of the radius

on its ulnar face. Tendon unites with that of the extensor

metacarpi I'adialis at its insertion. As in Lpptoptilus.

Extensor indicis longus.—One head fleshy from the distal half

of the radius and a second much smaller, tendinous from the

distal end of the radius and from radial carpal. Insertion to the

second phalanx of digit II, but attached by fascia to the first

phalanx. As in Leptoptilus.

Tnterosseus dorsalis.—Arises fleshy from the opposite faces of

metacarpals II and III ; fibres run to a centrally placed tendon,

like the midrib of a leaf, and this is inserted to the base of the

second phalanx of digit II. As in Leptoptilus.

Tnterosseus pcdmaris.—More venti^al and stronger than the

foreo'oing muscle but Avith similar origin and arrangement.
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Tendon inserted to phalanx 2 of digit II, In LeptojAilus I have
noted it as reaching only the first phalanx.

Abductor indicls.—Strong muscle arising fleshy from the whole
of the radial side of metacarpal II. Inserted to the base of the

phalanx 1 of digit II. As in Lej)toptilus.

Flexor digiti III.—Arises fleshy from the ulnar side of meta-
carpal III and is inserted to the base of the first phalanx of the
corresponding digit. As in Leptojytilus.

Adductor jJoUicis.-—-A strong muscle from the metacarpal to

the tip of the pollex.

Extensor poUicis.—This muscle, which is usually described as

single, is represented by two distinct and well-developed muscles,

a condition which has been described in the case of Struthio^ but
not in other birds. Most probably, if it were carefully looked

for, it would be found elsewhere. The first of the two is a strong

slip from metacarpal I and the tendon of the extensor metacarpi

radialis to the radial side of the thumb. It is this muscle that

gives ofi^ a slip to the flexor digitorum profundus. The second

muscle is from the head of metacarpal II to the base of the

thumb.

Muscles of the Thigh and Leg.

Ilio-tihkdis internus (Sartor ius).—A large and strong strap

arising from the anterior and loAver border of the ilium and from
the fascia} over the gluteus medius, and closely imited along its

distal border with the gluteus maximus. Normal insertion to

the tibia. I find no notable difierence as compared with Storks

and Herons.
Ilio-tibialis (Gluteus maximus).—The origin is entirely ten-

dinous and a median tendinous area separates the fleshy anterior

and posterior borders. Posteriorly the origin extends backwards
half-way over the origin of the biceps, that is to say what Garrod

called the post-acetabular part of the muscle, the ilio-tibialis pos-

terior, is present. Garrod tried to use the presence or absence of

this in his systematic arrangements, but without much success.

It is absent in the Steganopods generally, usually absent in Storks

but present in Ciconia, absent or very slightly developed in

Herons. So far as I can judge, the presence of the post-acetabular

portion of this muscle is a primitive condition, and it has been

lost or reduced independently in many groups of birds.

nio-trochanterici.—The externus (text-fig. 129, Gl.a) and the

posterior (text-fig. 129, Gl. 2) are both present in the normal

condition. The minimus and quartus are represented by a single

tendon of origin and muscular belly (text-fig. 129, Gl. 3). In

Le'ptoptilus I found these quite distinct in their origin aiid inser-

tion ; in Nycticorax they had a common tendon to the femur but

separate insertions to the ilium. These muscles, however, vary so

much from bird to bird that I cannot attach any significance to

their distinctness or fusion.
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Text-fiij. 129.

FliM

Fl. Pro.

Diagram of Muscles of tlie leg in Salceniceps.

Left leg, extenial aspect. Tendon is dotted,

FEMUR. Femur. FIB. Fibula.

Gl.a. Ilio-trochantericus externus (Gluteus anterior). Gl. 2. Il.trocli.

posterior (Gluteus minor). Gl. 3. Il.trocli. anterior et medius
(Gluteus minimus and quartus).

Ob. ex. Obturator externus.

Ob.in. Obturator internus, surrounded by Gem., Gemellus.

FE.O. Origin of Femoro-caudal.

A.D. Adductor longus (the upper muscle) and Adductor magnus.

BIG. Insertion of Ilio-fibularis or biceps, passing tlirough a sling.

Gas. External head of Gastrocnemius, cut and reflected to show relation

to short arm of the Biceps sling.

Fl. l.II, Fl. l.III, Fl. l.IV. Tendons to^respective toes of the Perforated

Flexor muscles.

Amb. Ambiens head of Perforated Flexors.

Fl. I.E. External head of Perforated Flexors.

Fl. 2.II, Fl. 2.III. Perforated and Perforating Flexors of digits II & III.

Fl. Hal. Flexor longus hallucis.

Fl. Pro. Flexor profundus.

Ex. Com. Extensor communis.
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Ilio-femoralis internus (^rectineus).—Strong, little fleshy slip

from the A^entral edge of the preacetabular portion of the ilium to

the back of the femur below the neck. As in most birds.

Femori-tihiales {Crmxeus and Vastus).—The external muscles

are fused to form a common mass ; the vastus internus is large,

iirising from nearly the whole length of the femur.

Ca^ul-ilio-femoraUs (Femoro-caudal).—This is a broad thin

strap of muscle arising fleshy from the femur (text-fig. 129, FE.C)
and running upwards and backwards under the biceps and be-

tween the semitendinosus and the semimembranosus and passing

to the underside of the tail, where it becomes a thin tendon

spreading out into a sheet which meets its fellow of the other

side, the combined insertion being to the tendon of the depressor

coccygis where that is inserted to the ha^maj^ophyses of the

posterior caudal vertebrae. There is no accessory femoro-caudal.

The accessory fem.-caud. is, I believe, invaiiably absent in Stega-

nopods, Herons and Storks, although it is j^i'esent in Spoonbills

and the Flamingo. The fem.-caud. itself tends to be degenerate.

It is usually present in Storks, but is very slender in Dissura and
absent in Leptoptilus ; it is weak in the Herons and absent in

.several genera.

Caud-ilio-flexori'us {Semitendinosibs and Accessory semitendi-

nosus).—Origin fleshy from the ischium behind the biceps and
extending on to the fascia posterior to the ischium ; meets the

rather small but distinct accessoiy or femoral head in a tendinous

raphe, and the combined muscles are inserted to the middle belly

of the gastrocnemius (text-fig. 130, C.Il. 1 & 2). The muscle is

much weaker than the semimembranosus.
Ischio-Jtexorius {Seminievibranosus).—This is the usual broad

strap underlying the semitendinosus, and in this case mucb
thicker and wider than the latter. It has a wide origin from the

lower edge of the ischium and the fascia over the obdurator

externus, is unconnected with the semitendinosus, but receives a

.strong tendinous slip (text-fig. 130, SI.) from the inner adductor

and then is inserted to the tibia by a flat tendon.

Gastrocnemius.—There are the usual three heads of which the

tibial head is the strongest. The outer head arises from the

external condyle of the femur in common with the short arm of

the biceps sling (text-fig. 129, Gas.). The middle head is the

smallest and arises from between the condyles of the femur by a.

flat tendon. The tibial head is enormous and arises from the

tendon of the ilio-tibialis and from the cnemial crest of the tibia.

The three heads unite in the usual way rather less than half-way

down the leg to form the tendo achillis.

Relations of the Caud-ilio-Jiexorius, Ischio-fiexorius., and Gastro-

.cnemizis.—Weldon (38) called attention to the varying relations

of these muscles and the difierences they presented in Storks,

Ducks, and Phoenicoptertis. I have noted them in a number
of Storks and Herons and paid a good deal of attention to

them in Gruiform and Limicoline Birds (31 & 32). With
minor variations as to the precise interconnections of the
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semitendinosus and semimembranosus, the condition Avhich I

found in Bcdf^niceps seems to be tj^pieal in Herons and Storks
(text-fig. 130). The middle head of the gastrocnemius is joined

by the semitendinosus just after the latter has been met by
its accessory. The accessor}^ oi-igin from the femur is parallel

to but separate from that of the middle head. The accessory is

present in Herons, Storks, Scopus, and in Ucdceniceps ; it is

frequently absent among the Steganopods. In my opinion the
middle head of the gastrocnemius is a sejoarated portion of the

accessory semitendinosus, and separation of the two, with sub-

sequent disappearance of oiie or of both, is a secondary or

specialized condition.

Ilio-fibularis (Biceps).—Very strong fleshy origin from the
whole of the post-acetabular ridge of the ilium to the beginning
of the origin of the semitendinosus. The strong belly converges
to a rounded tendon which is inserted to the fibula after pa,ssing

through a sling in the usual way (text-fig. 129, BIC). The short

arm of the sling has a strong anchor to the fibula, which I happen
to have noted in Herons, but which is present also in manj' biixls

belonging to widely separated groups.

Ischio-femoralis (Obdurator exteroius).—Arises by strong tendon
from external condyle of the femur (text-fig. 129, Ob.ex.) and
inserted fleshy to surface of the ischium.

Obdurator (Obdiorator internus).—Origin by a strong tendon
surrounded by a gemellus muscle (text-fig. 129, OB. in.Gem.) from
the external condyle of the femur proximal to the obdurator
externus. Garrod (18) believed that in most cases the insertion

of this muscle to the inner aspect of the pubis and ischium
could be distinguished as oval or triangular, and attached some
systematic value to the condition. He described it as oval in

Steganopods and Storks and triangular in Herons ; in Bcdceniceps

it is plainly oval.

P'ub-ischio-femorcdes {Adductor longus iiwdAdd. magnus).—The
external or longus is only about half the width of the inner

or magnus, but their origins and insertions are practically co-

extensive. In ni}'' notes I find that they Avere nearly equal in

Herons and Storks, but I have not paid special attention to the
point. The slips from the magnus to the tibia (text-fig. 130, SI.)

and the slip to the semimembi'anosus (text-fig. 130) I have not
noted in Storks or Herons.

Peroneus superjicicdis (longus).—Strong muscle from crest of

tibia and fascia over the tibialis a,nticus ; usual insertion by broad
tendon to the fascia of the ankle and a long tendon running down
to join with the tendon of the perforated flexor of the third toe.

Precisely the same relations exist in Storks and Herons, but als'o

in so many other bii'ds that no systematic importance can be
attached to them.

Peroneus jjrofundus.—A short but stout muscle from the tibia

below the fibula; its tendon passes over the ankle-joint to be
inserted to a knob on the outer side of the tarsus-metatarsus.
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According to Welclon and my own notes, this muscle is absent in

Le2}topfilus, hntl found it preseiit and with an extension of its

origin to the fibula in Herons.
Tibialis anticus.—The outer head arises by a strong tendon

from the external condyle of the femur and runs in a deep groove

to join the fleshy head from the tibial crest. Insertion by a

forked tendon to the tarsus-metatarsus, in a pit about an inch

below the joint. The conditions ai'e practically the same in

Herons and Storks.

Text-fio-. 130.

Ad.

Isf.

C.Il.l.

Gaatrociiemius and its relations in Balceniceps.

Adductor niagnus SI. Tendinous slips from adductor to tibia.

Ischio-tlexorius (Semimembranosus).

Femoral head of Caud-ilio-flexorius (Accessorj- Semitendinosus).

C. 11.2. Belly of Caud-ilio-flexorius (Semitendinosus).

Gel, external, Gc.2, middle, Gc. 3, tibial portion of Gastrocnemius.

Soleus.—This little muscle has the usual relations, but is

relatively rather stronger than in Storks and Herons ; it arises

fleshy from the inner side of the tibia and is inserted to the

annular cartilage of the ancle-joint.

Extensor comimmis digitorum : arises fleshy from the crest and

external surface of the shaft of the tibia (text-fig. 129, Ex.com.).

The strong tendon passes through a bony and a fibrous bridge

and runs down to the digits where it divides symmetrically into
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two, each branch again dividing into two, the four tendons
running respectively to the second digit, to each side of the third

digit and to the fourth digit. The ari-angement is practically

identical in Storks and Herons.
Flexor perforans et 'perforatus {Flexor secundus) of digit II.

—

Origin is from the external condyle of the femur distal to the
short arm of the biceps sling (text-fig. 129, Fl. 211, p. 680) and
from the fascia over the knee-joint, immediately superficial to the
corresponding flexor of the third digit with which it is closely

connected. The tendon passes in the normal fashion to the
second digit, perforating the tendon of the flexor primus and
being perforated by the branch of the tendon of the flexor

communis.
Flexor jyerforans et perforatus {Plexor secundus) of digit III.

—

This has two heads, one just deej) of the corresponding flexor of

the second digit and practically common with it, and a second
from the edge of the fibula. Its tendon receives a strong slip

from the tendon of the perforated flexor (flexor primus) of its own
digit and then is inserted to digit III in the same fashion as the
corresponding flexor of digit II. I did not record the existence

of the second head of this flexor in my notes on Storks and
Herons, but otherwise the flexores secundi have identical I'elations

in Bcdf&niceps, Stoi'ks and Herons. It must be noticed, however,
that these relations are found in a very large number of birds

belonging to difierent groups.

Flexores perforati {Flexores primi) of digits II, III, IV;
Rudiment of A'iiibiens.—The perforated flexor muscles (text-

fig. 129, Fl. 1. II, Fl. 1. Ill, Fl. 1. lY) are very closely united.

Distally the tendons for the respective digits separate out

;

proximally the common muscular belly arises from three distinct

heads and the arrangement is such that fibres to each tendon can
be traced to each head. The largest head is fleshy from the
intercondylar notch of the femur ; there is an outer rather broad
tendinous head, superficial to the biceps tendon and arising from
the head of the fibula (text-fig. 129, Fl. 1. E). The third head is

a round and very distinct tendon, passing under the biceps tendon
and running partly to the head of the fibula and partly to the
fascia of origin of the flexores secundi (text-fig. 129, Amb.). The
inner fleshy head is normal and occurs in practically identical

form in all birds that I have dissected. The outei' tendinous
head also is usually present, and exists in Storks and Herons, the
chief difierences it presents being in the extent to Avhich it is

muscular. In Bcdceniceps, the tendinous portion is longer and
.the muscular portion relatively shorter than in Storks and Herons,
thus showing a degenerate condition. The rounded tendon under-
lying the biceps is more interesting. In birds where the curious
muscle known as the ambiens is present, the tendon of that
muscle passes through the knee-joint, passes under the biceps
tendon, sometiines with an anchor to the edge of the fibula, and
then forms a third head of origin of the perforated flexors.
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precisely similar in position and relations to the rounded tendon

under the biceps in Balceniceps. But for the fact that the

tendon stops short at the head of the fibula and does not pass

through the knee capsule to a normal ambiens muscle, it can-

not be distinguished from the ambiens head of the perforated

flexors. GaiTod (17) first called attention to the interest of the

ambiens muscle and regarded it as a major key to the classi-

fication of birds. He divided the Class into two Subclasses, the

Anomalogonatse, containing the Piciformes, Passeriformes, and

Cypseliformes in which the ambiens is never present, and the

Homalogonataj, containing all the other groups of birds and

showing that in them the ambiens was normally present. Among
the AnomalogonattB there is no species in which the ambiens has

been found ; among the Homalogonatae there are families and

genera in which it is absent, and Garrod believed that in

such cases it had been secondarily lost. In a much later con-

tribution to the subject (24), I showed that in the Night Heron
and in Edectus, birds without an ambiens but belonging to

Garrod's Homalogonata?, there existed an ambiens head to the

perforated flexors, absent in the Anomalogonatse, and plainly

suggesting that it was a remnant of the ambiens muscle. In

a memoir on the anatomy of the Hoatzin (27) I was able to

desciibe from dissections of different examples of that bird, a case

of this possible degeneration in actual progress. Garrod had

dissected both legs in three examples of the bird and in all cases

found the ambiens small but normal above the knees, but in five

out of the six legs it was lost at the knee-joint. He does not

appear to have had his attention called to the impoi'tance of the

ambiens head of the perforated flexors. I examined each leg in

two examples, and found in every case an ambiens head to the

perforated flexors, but the ambiens muscle in some instances

absent above the knee, in others small and lost at the knee-joint.

It may therefore be taken as established that the ambiens head

of the perfoi'ated flexors represents a vestige of a complete

ambiens muscle, and its existence in Balceniceps is of morpho-

logical rather than systematic importance. The ambiens is

usually present in the Steganopods, present in the Spoonbills,

jDresent in some genera of Storks absent in others, absent in

/Scopus, absent in Herons and Balceniceps, but in the last two

cases its recent loss is shewn by the existence of the vestige to

which I have now called attention.

Flexor profundus or perforans and Flexor longtis hcdlucis.—The

deep flexor as in Storks and Herons arises by fleshy digitations

(text-fig. 129, Fl.Pro.) from the side of the fibula and from down
the shaft of the tibia to form a strong i-ound tendon. The flexor

longus hallucis comes from the inner surface of the outer condyle

of the femur (text-fig. 129, Fl.Hal.) and similarly forms a round

tendon. The two tendons pass down to the flexor surface of the

foot in the usual way. The deep flexor (text-fig. 131, B) breaks

up into a branch for digits 2, 3, 4, and the hallucis tendon,
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crossing over the profundus, runs to the haUux, but sends a long

slender branch which joins the profundus tendon just before

tha,t divides for the digits. The condition corresponds with what
Gadow (16, p. 195) calls type I. The hallucis tendon crosses

over the profundus to reach the hallux, but sends a vinculum to

it. In Storks and Herons tlie condition is essentially similar, but
in the former group the vinculum is stronger and may be in

separate slips ; in Scojncs and the Herons the vinculum is much
more slender and may be absent. For comparison I figure the
condition in a Stork (text-fig. 131, S), a Heron (text-fig. 131, A),

and in JBalcenicej)s (text-fig. 131, B).

Text-fiff. 131.

Diagram of Deep Flexor Tendons in A, Nifcticora.r ; B, Balceniceps :

S, Leptoptilus.

The longus hallucis tendon is in outline, t\\& flexor 'profundus is shaded.

1. Hallux. 2, 3 & 4. 2nd, 3rd & 4th digits.

Popliteus.—There was only one of these little muscles stretch-

ing across between the head of the fibula and the tibia. In
Leptoptilus I noted two.

Summary of Muscular Anatomv.

Garrod's hope, excited by his extraordinarily interesting pioneer
work, that muscular anatomy would furnish a sure clue to the
classification of birds has not been fulfilled. Garrod relied chiefly

on the presence or absence of certain muscles which he found to

vary from group to gi-oup. Gadow, who has attempted on a
complete scale to apply to the system Garrod's group of muscles,
using the additional facts made known by Beddard and other
writers, appreciated that as these muscles Avere a common heritage

of all birds, the presence of any of them in any group of birds

could not be taken as a guide to the systematic position of that
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group. He was disposed, howevei% to attach value to the loss of

any of these muscles, and accordingly regarded the loss of this or

that muscle as one of the charactei'S to be employed in judging of

the relationships of groups. Even this cautious use seems to me
to be going too far. At present I do not know of any i-eason

why we should suppose that a particular muscle may not have
been lost independently many times ; that is to say of any reason
why a bird that has lost its femoro-caudal muscle should be more
nearly related to another bird with a similar loss than to a bird

which has retained the possession once common to all three. The
loss is what I have described as a multiradial apocentricity.

Possibly when we know as much of the development and mor-
phology of the muscles used by Garrod, as Fiirbringer has taught
us iij- the case of the shoulder and wing muscles, we shall be able

to make more definite use of muscular anatomy in systematic

ornithology. As, however, muscular anatomy has been used
freely, I may give a summary of the chief facts from which more
confident anatomists would di'aw inferences.

Comparison of Herons, Storks, Scopus and Bcdceniceps.

Peculiar to Bcdceniceps.

Absence of latissimus dorsi metapatogialis. ("? S'cojms.)

Absence of humeral head of biceps brachii. (Unique.)
Absence of deltoides minor. (^ Scopics.)

Absence of teres minor. C^ Scopus.)

Origin of serratus superficialis posterior confined to dorsad of

uncinate processes. (Same in Fhcenicopterus.)

Accessory oi'igin from tip of scapula of serratus metapatagialis.

Common to Bcdceniceps and Scopus.

Condition of deltoides patagialis and patagial tendons.

Expansor secundariorum vestigial or absent (so also in most
Steganopods).

Common to Bcdceniceps and Herons.
Presence of peroneus profundus.

Arabiens reduced to a distal vestige (said to be absent in

Scojncs, pi-esent in Stoi-ks).

Deep flexor tendons.

Conunon to Bcdceniceps and Stoi-ks.

Peculiar arrangement of tendon of insertion of latissimus

dors. post.

Practical doubling of pectoralis major (also in some Steganopods).

Presence of post-acetabular portion of glutteus maximus (at

least in some Storks ; ? Scopus).

Oval origin of obdurator internus (also in most Steganopods).

Common to Bcdceniceps., Scopus, Herons, Stoi'ks and most Stega-

nopods (but also in many other groups).

Absence of biceps slip to patagium.

Absence of accessory femoro-caudal.
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Clearly, so far as the evidence from muscular anatomy goes,

Balceniceps is an ally of Scojyns, Herons and Storks, and shares

many characters with these birds and Steganopods. The two

facts that impress me most are the close similarity of the rather

highly specialized patagial muscle and tendons in the case of

Balceniceps and Scopics, and the very remarkable condition of the

pectoralis thoracicus found in Balceniceps and Storks, but which

probably also exists in Scopus, and certainly in Peleccmvs and

some other Steganopods.

OSTEOLOGICAL NoTES.

As the osteology of Balceniceps has been described at length

in W. K. Parker's well-known monograph (33), and as I have

not the time at my disposal to make the elaboi^ate study of

the different types of Storks and of Herons which is necessary

before final conclusions can be drawn from the skeleton of

Bcdceniceps, I must content myself with a few notes on some of

the salient points which struck me as requiring special study.

Occipital condyle.—^In Balceniceps this, seen from in front and
below, has much the appearance of a moderately dolicocephalic

human cranium. It is sessile, elongated antero-posteriorly, and
its posterior margin, where it projects slightly into the foramen
magnibm, is convex. In the Herons the condyle is transversely

elongated, and the posterior margin, where it projects into the

foramen magmmiy is the broadest part, is concave and slightly

grooved, as if to form the beginning of two condyles. In Scopus

the condyle is also transversely elongated but not so much as in

Herons, and its foraminal margin is abruptly truncated. In
Anctstoinus, Dissura, Xenorhynchus, and Giconia the long axis is

transverse, and the foraminal mai'gin is concave or notched. In
T'antcdus, on the other hand, the condyle is nearly spherical, and
although a notch may just be indicated, the foraminal mai-gin is

convex. The configuration of the condyle in Bcckvniceps is, there-

fore, unlike Scopus, Storks or Herons, but it is most nearly

approached by the Tcmitalas Storks.

Faroccipitcd processes.—The bi'oad, thin and shell-like pro-

cesses which bend down over the articulation of the quadrate

ai-e repeated on a smaller scale in Tantalus, where however the

laminae are relatively thicker and less extensive. In other Storks

they are replaced by similarly situated, thick and curving ridges.

In Scopus and Herons all a.ppearance of the shell-like arrange-

ment is absent.

Basitempoird plccte.—In Bcdcenicep>s the anterior margin of this

has a crescentic free edge which nearly meets at each side a curved

lamina projecting from the basisphenoid, so that the Eustachian

tubes are nearly floored in below. Parker wrote that " in the

Heron these parts are essentially a miniature" of those in Bcdce-

niceps, adding that this " is certainly not a faint and superficial

mark of aftinity." But the similarity extends to Scopus and
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Storks. In Herons the anterior margin is slightly pointed, and
in Scopus and the Storks, including Tantalus, it is rather more
sharply pointed, but the general relations and particularly the

relations to the lamina? from the basisphenoid, which I shall now
describe, are more like those of Balcenicejys in the case of Storks

than of Herons.

Basisphenoid.—Seen from below this has the usual "T-shaped''

appearance, the ci-oss bar of the " T " being contiguous with the

anterior edge of the basitemporal, the main limb forming the

rostrum. In Balcenicejis delicate crescentic lamell?e pi'oject back-

wards nearly meeting the front edge of the basitemporal plate and
with it forming a floor for the Eustachian tubes. The condition

of these laminae in Tantalus most closely resembles that of

Balcaniceps ; in the other Storks the laminse are less complete,

and they are least comjolete in the Herons' and Scopiis. The
rostrum from the " T " cross bar to the attachment of the

pterygoids is a stout, broad beam of nearly equal width through-

out its length in Balceniceps. The other birds in the set I am
considering present a series ranging from Balceniceps through
Tantalus, the typical Storks, and Scopus, to the Herons which
present the end of the series most I'emote from Balceniceps. The
rostrum gradually in the series changes from an even beam to

a sharply contracting, almost triangular outline, and its smooth
ventral curved surface becomes first slightly lidged, and then

strongly cariiiate as in Herons.

Orbital septum.—This is completely ossified in Balceniceps,

Scopus, all the Storks, including Tanicchcs ; very incomplete in

the Herons, including Cancroma.
Lacrymcd.—As Parker has described, the laciymal of Bcdcenice^ys

is highly peculiar, although no doubt 'the peculiarit}' is partly

adaptive in relation to the enormous beak. It is a stout vertical

strut forming the anterior wall of the orbit, firmly anchylosed

below with the jugal and maxilla., and above with the nasal. On
the roof of the skull it forms the external portion of the fronto-

maxillaiy hinge which runs as a transverse suture across the

forehead, being thus entirely anterior to the hinge. A thin

vertical lamina projects from it into the cavity of the orbit, Avhich

is pierced by a large lacrymal foramen, external to the nasal

cavity. In Scopus the laciymal is a vertical beam scooped out

on its orbital face for the lacrymal canal, biit hanging down
freely along the front of the orbital cavity, until it almost meets
but does not actually touch the jugal. It has no contact with

the maxilla and depends from the oi-bital edge of the frontal,

behind the fronto-maxillary hinge, and with no more than the

minutest overlap to the nasal on the distal aspect of the hinge.

In Storks of the genus Tantalus the lacrymal is suspended from

the orbital edge of the frontal behind the hinge, with just a

trace of overlap across it to the nasal. From this point of

suspension the flat external face hangs vertically downwards,
gradually narrowing, and free fiom the maxilla and not reaching
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tlie jugal below ; it lias a stout lamina projecting into the orbital

cavity transversely to the long axis of the skull and pierced for

the lacrymal canal. In the typical Storks and in Anastonms,

the external face of the lacrymal is roughly triangular, the convex

basal line being attached to the orbital edge of the frontal, but

definitely extending forwards across the hinge to form a very

loose connection with the nasal, not more than a fifth of the

whole dorsal edge of the bone. From this, the rapidly narrowing

triangle hangs down in front of the orbit and is far from reaching

the jugal and has no connection with the maxilla. The inwardly

projecting flange is a very thick beam pierced for the lacrymal

canal. In the Herons, the relations are a still further exaggera-

tion of the difi'erence between Storks and Balceniceps. The outer

surface of the lacrymal is triangular with a very broad base of

attachment to the frontal behind the hinge, a small loose overlap

to the nasal in front of the hinge, and with no connection with

j-Qgal or maxilla. The inwardly directed flange is absent and

there is no lacrymal canal.

In the case of the lacrymal bone, therefore, Balainice'ps and

Ardea stand at opposite ends of a series, Tantalus being nearest

to Balceniceps.

jVasal region.—The nostrils in Balceniceps are impervious, a,

stout nasal septum being developed. C4adow states that they are

pervious in Scopus, but this is a mistake ;
a very thin lamina

of bone ver}^ slightly fenestrated separates them. In all the

Herons and Storks they are pervious, the cavity from one nostril

to the other being large and quite open. The skull is holorhinal

as in Scopus, Ardea, Cancroma and all the Storks including

Tccntalus, but in many, especially the larger Storks, the proximal

end of the nasal bone shows a line of weakness running up

towards the naso-frontal hinge and leading to the schizorhiny

seen in Ibis. From the anterior border of the nostril a groove

runs along the surface of the beak to the extreme anterioi-

end, only the hook of the beak projecting be3^ond it. Beddard

appears to lay some stress (4, p. 434) on this point because he

says that the groove is " precisely like that of Scojnts and Can-

croma." It is like that of Scopus, but in Cancroma the groove

is much wider a,nd more shallow and does not reach the extreme

anterior eiad. It is much more exactly repeated in the Pelican,

the Ibis and the Flamingo. In Ardea it is I'epresented by a groove

Avhich runs about half-way from the nostril to the anterior end

of the beak ; and in most of the Storks it is represented by a

line of weakness in the bone reaching about half-way to the tip

of the beak. This is specially well marked in Tantcdus.

The nasal processes of the premaxillje are so firmly fused with

the adjacent nasals that their exact outline cannot be seen. It

is clear, however, that they do not invade the frontal region but

terminate distad of the fronto-maxillary hinge. This also is the

case in Cancroma, and Storks, including Tantalus, but in Ardea
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and Scopus the nasals break the transverse line of the hinge,

fitting into the frontals.

The anterior tip of the premaxilla is proiluced in Bcdceniceps

to form the strong down-turned hook of the bill. Scopus repeats

this on a smaller scale ; in Cancroma the sharp point is not bent

into a hook. In the other Herons and in Storks it is straight.

Palate.—The palate is desmognathons in Jjalcenicejjs, the

maxillo-palatines being fused in the middle line, and the vomer
represented by a triangular, very thin, ossification, the knife-like

base of which divides the internal nares when seen from below.

The condition in Scopios is almost identical, but at its proximal

end, where it touches the central laminfe of the palatine, the

rather larger vomer shows a broader edge with the faintest

suspicion of doubling. In the Storks, the vomer is relatively

smaller even than in Balceniceps and there is no ti'ace of forking.

In Cancroma and Ardea the vomer is relatively very much lai'ger

and its edge is quite distinctly cleft between the palatines, each

blade being attached to the palatine lamina contiguous with it.

In this respect Balceniceps and the Herons ai'e at the opposite

ends of the series. With regard to the palatines, the most
striking featui-e in Balceniceps^ f'^-^ll}'^ described by Parker, is the

coalescence of the internal laminge to form a strong keel sti'etch-

ing back from the posterior nares to the pterygoid articulations.

Allowiiig for difterences in shape and proportion, the similarity

with 6'copus is close. The median keel is still more sti'ongly

marked in the Pelican and in Flotus ; it is represented in Storks

by a delicate median ridge, but in Cancroma and Ardea the

internal laminfe of the palatines remain completely separate.

Pterygoids.— I notice no significant difierences between the

pterygoids of Balceniceps and those of Scoptis, Storks and Herons.
Basipterj'goid articular processes are absent in all, and I have
not found even any rudimentary trace such as is common in the

Pelican. The ventral distal end of each pterygoid is smoothly
rounded in Balceniceps and Ardea ; in Cancroma, Scopus and
most of the Storks it sliows a sharp keel running out as if to

meet the outer lamina of the palatal.

Quadrate.—This is substantially alike in Bcdceniceps. Scopus,

Herons and Storks, but the orbital process in Balceniceps is aJmost
triangular, the blunted apex j)i'ojecting into the orbital caviiy.

In Scopus the orbital process is luther blunter ; in Tantalus moi'e

acute, but in Storks generally it tends to expand to a spatulate

end, and in the Herons, including Cancroma, the apex is much
expanded.

Quadratojugal bar.—This is enormously stout in Balceniceps,

and the separate portions of which it is composed cannot be dis-

tinguished. In all the other birds I am considering, it forms a

slender, much elongated rod.

Temporcd cavity.— The boundaries of the temporal cavity

present interesting modifications in Bcdceniceps and its allies.

Puoc. ZooL. Soc—1913. Xo. XLYI. 46
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Unfoitnufitely, owing to the very complete union of the bones

concerned, these cannot be interpreted completely without the

examination of very young skulls, but comparison of adult skulls

shows a good deal worth noting. In Balcenice2:>s the size of the

brain is small in proportion to the size of the bird, with the

result that the skull is very short between the orbit and the

posterior end. Attachment for the powerful temporal muscle is

increased by the strength and size of the postfrontal process

(PI. LXXXI. fig. 1), which depends as a triangle of bone behind

the orbit, with the external face strongly ridged. The blunted

apex of the ti'iangle reaches nearly half-way down to the qnadrato-

jugal bar and is continued to a strong tubeicle on the latter by a

fibrous band. The central portion of the band has a separate

ossification, and it would not be surprising to find, in an old bird,

that calcification of the fibrous band had joined this central ossi-

fication with the postfrontal above and the jugal below, to form

a complete beam of bone separating the orbital and temporal

cavities externally. Owing to the complete fusion of the bones,

it is impossible to be certain as to the exact composition of the

postfrontal. A more primitive skull like that of Drovuetts (in

which the propoition of the temporal region to the rest of the

skull closely resembles that in Bakmice^js) shows that the ali-

sphenoid contributes the main portion of the postfrontal, and

that the frontal grows down over it only about half- \^ ay. In
Balcenicejis it appears as if the frontal covered the alisphenoid

right down to the lower end of the postfrontal, and on the

postei'ior face the alisphenoid may itself be covered by a process

of the squamosal. On the other side of the temporal cavity in

many birds the squamosal sends forwards and downwards from

just over the quadrate articulation a stout beam of bone pio-

jecting towaids the point of the postfrontal. In Balaniceps this

is repi'esented only by a nari^ow edge projecting over the quadrate

articulation. Scopus (PI. LXXXI. fig. 2) has like Balceyiicejjs also

a. small brain and narrow temporal space. The postfrontal has

almost exactly the relations of that of Balceoiiceps, but it does not

reach neaily so far towards the jugal. The spur of the squamosal

is minute, and allowing for differences in the strength of the

muscular attachments, this region is almost the same in Scopus

and BalcenicejJS.

In a large Stork like Xenorhynclms (PI. LXXXI. fig. 3) there

is an arrangement strikingly dift'erent in appearance but which,

none the less, can be interpreted easily. The brain is still small

and the temporal cavity narrow. The postfrontal triangle narrows

very rapidly and is continued downwards as a slender bar which
stops short long before the jugal is reached. Clcse scrutiny seems

to show that the frontal contributes a superficial splint-like

factor, running down almost to the tip on the anterior face, and

that the squamosal forms the greater portion of the lower and
posterior part, but how much the alisphenoid contributes it is

impossilile to say. Tho spin- of the squamcsal from over the
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quadrate articulation is enormous and forms a powerful process

which runs downwards and forwards to meet and fuse with the
tip of the postfrontal. In a smaller skull, like that of the Dissura
(PI. LXXXII. fig. 1), the arrangement is practically identical,

but the postfrontal, although it meets the squamosal spur, is

much more slender, and the frontal factor does not appear to

i"each more than half-way down.
In Tantalus (PI. LXXXII. fig. 2) the brain is relatively

slightly longer and larger. The squamosal spur is exactly as in

Xenorhynclius and Dissura, but two things have happened to

the postfrontal. In the first place it is much shorter, and does

not reach the squamosal spur. In the second place the triangular

base is very much wider and is dee]3ly notched in front, with the

result that it has an anterior and smaller portion corresponding

exactly to the anterior margin in all the other birds I have been
describing here, but certainly with no squamosal factor, and a
longer portion running down towards the point of the squamosal
spur, corresponding with the posterior part of the postfrontal

in other birds and certainly consisting chiefly of alisphenoid and
squamosal factors.

The condition in Cancroma (PI. LXXXII. fig. 3) can now be
followed easily. The brain is still larger I'elatively ; the squa-

mosal spur is reduced, and the separation between the two parts

of the postfrontal, only just apparent in Tantalus, is well marked.
The purely frontal, anterior portion is the stouter of the two.

In Ardea (PI. LXXXIII. fig. 1), where again the brain is still

larger, the squamosal spur is relatively rather small, but the

separation between the two parts of the postfrontal is very

wide indeed.

As this matter appears to be of some interest, and as I

have not found it discussed, I shall continue the description

outside the immediate relatives of Balceoiiceps. The Pelican

(PI. LXXXIII. fig. 2) shows a further extension of the series.

The squamosal spur is as in Ardea, but the two portions of the
post-frontal are even further separated, and the posterior of the

two is reduced to a mere tubercle, intermediate in position be-

tween the squamosal spur and what would normally be taken to

be the postfrontal. In Plotus (PI. LXXXIII. fig. 3), which has

a very large brain indeed, the squamosal spur is small, there is a

mere stump to represent the posterior portion of the postorbital

process and this is actually nearer the squamosal spur than
it is to the anterior representative of the postfrontal.

I do not suggest that the series, as I have arranged it, is

phylogenetic, but it is a striking example of the diSerences that

identical morphological material may exhibit in allied birds, and
a warning against the hasty drawing of conclusions as to sys-

tematic position from the comparison of one or two presumably

allied birds. So far as this point goes, Balcenieeps and Scopus

stand together as birds with small brains, with the squamosal

spur sliglit and the postfrontal process simple. Storks form a
46^
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second group also with small brains, with the squamosal spur

very highly developed, frequently reaching the postfrontal, and
with the latter simple, but in Tantalus showing the beginning
of cleavage. Cancroma and the other Herons form a third

group, characterized by larger brains, with the squamosal spur

reduced as in the first group but with the postfrontal split into

two separate processes of which the anterior tends to become the

more important.

Mandible.—The fusion of the component parts is so complete

that I could not see any trace of sutures. The most notable

feature is the absence of the projecting spur of the angle, an
absence which Balceniceps shares with Scopus, all the Storks and
Canc)'07na, in all of which the end of the mandible behind the

ai'ticular cavities for the quadrate is as if abruptly sawn ofi',

while in Ardea and typical Herons it is produced backwards as

a long rounded spur.

Vertebral column.—As Parker (33) and Gadow (16, p. 76) have
pointed out, there are 17 cervical vertebra? in Baloiniceps, 16 in

Scopus, 17 or 18 in Storks, and 18 to 20 in Herons. The carotid

canal is complete in all this group of birds. The individual

vertebra? are very much shoi'ter antero-posteriorly in Balceniceps

than in the Herons and Scopus ; the Storks are intermediate

between Balamiceps and Herons in this respect, which no doubt
is purely adaptive, but it suggests at least that Balceniceps is

not very closely related with Herons. Parker states that there

are no foramina for the vertebral arteries on the sides of

the atlas in Balcenice2)s and in its allies. They are certainly

absent in Balceniceps, but present, although small and limited to

the anterior lateral part of the atlas, in Ardea, Cancroma and
Scojnbs, and present and large in Storks.

The thoracic vertebi-ie have no hfemapophyses in Balcenicejns,

Cancroma, Ardea and Xenorhynchus, but there is a very small

unpaired process in Tantalus.

Sternum.—The posterior lateral processes are very long in

Bcdcenicejjs, projecting well behind the metasternum ; in Scopus,

Herons and Storks, they are short, not projecting behind the

metasternum. The notch separating the posterior lateral process

from the metasternum is rounded in Bcdcenicejys, Scojrus and
Storks, angular in Arcleco a-nd Cancroma. Parker figured a small

posterior intermediate process, and compai^ed it with that of the

Ibis, but it was completely absent in the skeleton I examined, as

well as in Herons, Storks and Scopus.

The internal spine of the sternum is absent in Balcuniceps as in

Scopus, storks and Herons, but the external spine is also absent
in Balceniceps, small in Sco2nos, small or absent in Storks (l)est

developed in Tcciitcdus), large and proiiiinent in Herons including

Cancromct.

Furcula.—In Balcenicep)s the clavicles are joined to form a

very short-stemmed " Y," the stem of the Y as well as the distal

ends of the diverging arms being strongly anchylosed to the
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projecting anterior end of the keel of the sternum. There is no
trace of a median process opposite the hypocleideum between the
arms of the furcula. Anchylosis with the keel may be regarded

as an adaptive character. It is as complete in the Pelican as in

Balceniceps : it exists in some of the large Storks, but in Storks

and Herons genei-ally the connection is by ligament. In Scojncs

the furcula is far short of reaching the keel. In 6'cojnis, Storks

and Herons including Cancroma, the furcula is moi-e "U "-shaped

;

the median forward process between the arms of the " U" is

absent in Sco2>n,s and Storks as in Balcenicejys, but is well-marked

in Herons.
The proximal end of each clavicle where it i-eaches the coracoid

has a very strong flange (text-fig. 132, A, Cl.a.) which articulates

Text-fig. 132.

:-Ac.

Shoulder-girdle Articulation in Bcdaniceps and Scopiis.

A. Salcenicejis. B. Scop^ts.

Ac. Acrocoracoid process of Coracoid.

Cor. Coracoid.

Pc. Procoracoid process of Coracoid.

CI. Clavicle.

CI. a. Acrocoracoid process of Clavicle.

Sc. Scapula.

directly with the anterior border of the coracoid. A similar

flange is present in Scopus (text-fig. 132, B, Cl.a.), and in its place

there is a minute flat articular facet in Tantalus, but it is absent
in Storks generally and in Herons including Cancroma, the
clavicle being attached to the acrocoracoid only by strong liga-

ments. The development of this flange in Balcenice2JS is a very
strongly marked chai'acter, but too much weight canirot be laid

on this similarity with Scojnis, for the acrocoracoid flange of the
clavicle is equally well marked in the Pelican, in Plotus, in.

Cormorants and Gannets, and in Birds-of-Prey.
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The epicleideal plane of the clavicle passes across the median
face of the acrocoracoid and nearly reaches the scapula, with
which, however, it is united only by ligament (text-tig. 132, A, CL).
Its tip, however, does not extend so far as to cross the acro-

coracoid,fand it is therefore wholly concealed when it is viewed
from the outer side, the opposite aspect from that shown in text-
figure 132. ~Lm Sco2ms the tip of the clavicle projects slightly

further. In all the Storks and Herons that I haA^e examined the
tip of the clavicle projects completely across the acrocoracoid so

that its ligamentous connection with the end of the scapula is

freely visible when the shoulder-girdle is viewed from the outside.

Goracokl.—The basal ends of the coracoid, where they articu-

late with the sternum, do not quite meet in Balcenicejys ; they
either do not meet, or just meet in Storks ; in Scopus and Herons
they overlap.

The procoracoid process (text-fig. 132, A, Fc.) is very large in
Bcdceniceps, with a curved border nearly reaching an emar-
gination in the clavicle, with which, however, it is united only
by ligament. This process varies in Storks, being almost as
large but not expanded in some, small in others (e. g. Tantalus).
It is quite small in Scopus (text-fig. 132, B, Pc.) and Herons
including Cancroma.

Pelvis.—Parker lays some stress on the narrowness of the
pelvis in Balceniceps, comparing it in this respect with Herons
and contrasting it with Storks. Certainly such a difi"ei^ence does
exist, but as it was not so striking to my eye as Parker found it,

I measured a numljer of pelves of Storks and Herons, reduced
the measurements of the narrowest and widest portions of each
to a common standard and averaged the results.

Width of Pelvis in percentage of length.

Narrowest part. Widest part.

Pakenice^JS 27 50
Ardea 25 50
Cancroma 28 57
Xenorhynchus ... 35 60
Tantalus 35 56
Scopus 37 62

It will be seen that the width at the widest part differs much
less than the width at the narrowest part. In other respects I
find that the pelvis of Balcenicejjs is rather more like that of
Scopus and Storks than of Herons. There is a well-marked
notch separating the distal ends of the ilium and ischium in
Balmniceps, Scopus, and Storks which is absent in Herons, in-
cluding Cancroma. In Herons, including Cancroma, the dorso-
lateral edge of the post-acetabular ilium projects outwards as a
sharp horizontal ridge, which is very slightly marked in Scopus
and is absent in Balcmiicepis and Storks.
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Uameras.—A good deal of attention has been paid to the
anterior surface of the proximal end of the humerus in birds, and
I have compared the conditions presented by Balo'iiiceps^ Scopus,

Storks and Herons. Bakeniceps is markedly different in this

respect from the others and I'esembles much more closely the

structure shown by the same bone of the Pelican, which has

been adequately figured by Pycraft (35, fig. 6, p. 90). The
expanded end of the humerus is verj^fiat a,nd I'ather symmetrical.

The coraco-humeral groove is extremely faint, rather better

marked than in the Pelican but entirely different from the deep
transverse groove shown by Sco'pns. Storks and Herons. The
crista inferior is hardly raised above the surface ; only the

faintest distal groove separates it from the shaft of the bone.

In the Pelican it is much more salient ; Pycraft's figure rather

under-represents its prominence. In Herons the crista is rather

like that of Bakeniceps, but more prominent ; in Scopus it is still

more prominent, and in Storks, including Taidcdiis, it is even

more prominent. The pectoral crest is still longer and better

marked in Bakuniceps than in the Pelican, but is generally

similar, and in both the oval impression for the insertion of the

second division of the pectoral is very clear. There is no trace

of this in the Herons. In the Storks, including Tantalus, it is

well-marked. This region of the humerus in Scopus is charac-

terized by the enormous development of the pectoral crest, which
is very much larger than in any other of the birds with which I

am dealing here, and there is a faint oval impression which
certainly seems to imply the existence of a divided pectoral in

that bird, as in Storks and Bakeniceps (see supra, p. 676).

Hand.—The hand of birds is usually described as containing

the representatives of three digits, of which that corresponding

with the index finger (on the usually accepted supposition that

the pollex is present) is the largest. The proximal phalanx of

this digit has usually a broad flange on the ulnar side on which
one or more of the primary quills rest. In dissecting this region

in Bakeniceiys I was struck by the way in which the ai-rangement

of muscles suggested that this phalanx represented the phalanges

of two adjacent digits united by a narrow sheet of bone. On
examining the skeleton in Bakeniceps itself, Scopus, Arcka and
a number of Storks, the suggestion is still more striking. The
broadened phalanx is obviously thickened along the ulnar and
radial bordei's, and if these bordei'S were the phalanges of two
digits united by an ossified sheet of fibre the structure would be
intelligible. The point requires investigation, both by com-
parative anatomy aiid embi'yology, and I mention it here, only

to direct attention to it, but I shall be surprised if it does not

turn out that the hands of these and many other birds show four

not three digits.

Tibial bridge.—The bony canal for the tendon of the extensor

muscle of the digits is complete in Bakeniceps as in Scopus, Storks

and Herons.
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Tarsal bridges.—The hypotarsus is complex in Balceniceps,

Scopus and Herons ; that is to say the proximal end of the shaft
is provided with two bony bridges through which the flexor

tendons pass ; in Storks these bridges are absent, and the tendons
lie in a gi-oove.

Summary of Osteological Notes.

Thei'e is a strong general resemblance between Balceniceps, on
the one hand, and S'cojms, Herons and Storks on the other.

Balceniceps stands alone in its general proportions, in the struc-

ture and relationship of the lacrymal, quadratojugal bar, atlas,

posterior lateral process of the sternum, and the humerus.
Balce7iiceps and Scop>us agree, opposed to the others, in the

impervious nostrils, the union of the inner plates of the palatines,

jhe processes bounding the temporal cavity, the acrocoracoid
articulation of the clavicle, and the shortness of the tip of the
clavicle.

Balceniceps, Scojms and Storks agree, opposed to the others, in

the basi-temporal plate, the complete interorbital septum, the
veiy small vomer, the shape of the posterior notch of the ster-

num, the absence of a spina interna, and of a median process
between the diverging arms of the furcula, and the presence of

a notch separating the posterior extremities of the ischium and
ilium,

Balce,7iiceps and Storks agree, opj)osed to the others, in the
large procoracoid, and the smooth edge of the post-acetabular
ilium. Of the Storks, Tantalus shows the closest agreement with
Bakenicej^s in the occipital condyle, the paroccipital processes
and the basisphenoid.

Balceniceps and Herons and Scopus agree, to the exclusion of

the others, in the proportions of the pelvis, and the complex
hypotarsus.

I have been iinable to find any osteological points in which
Balcenicep>s agrees with Herons to the exclusion of the others.

Systematic Position of Bal^i^.niceps.

John Gould (22) named and diagnosed this bird in 1851. He
relied on external characters and compared it carefully with
Pelecanus, Grus, Arcleci and Cancroma. He came to the con-
clusion that it Avas the " Grallatorial type of the Pelecanida?."

He rejected alliance with Arclea and Gancroina apparently because
in the latter the nail of the central toe is pectinated, a character
which he thought to be wholly absent in Balceniceps. I have
shown (supra, p. 648) that much reliance cannot be placed on
this character. Undoubtedly there are many marked anatomical
characters common to Balceniceps and the Pelican. I may
mention the presence of a pyloric chamber of the stomach

:

the division of the great pectoral muscle; the condition of the
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tendons of the wing ; the absence of intrinsic muscles in the

syrinx ; the long lacrymals ; the fusion of the internal lamina}

of the palatines ; the shell-like pai-occipital processes ; the anchy-
losis of the clavicle to the keel of the sternum ; the shape
of the head of the humerus. But these can j)robably be best

explained either as convergent modifications in birds which,

after all, are not very far apart in the system, or the common
inheritance of Steganopods and their immediate allies. Sub-
sequent writers on Balmniceps appear to have been dominated
by the wish to prove Gould incorrect. J. Reinhardt (37) in

1860 came to the conclusion that the nearest ally of Balce-

nicejjs was Scojnis, and that Scopus and Balcenicejis together

were nearer the Storks than the Herons. He appreciated that

the pterylosis, especially of the neck, was similar in Balcenicejys,

Scopus and Storks and markedly diflered from that of Cancroma
and the other Herons. He attached importance to the pectina-

tion on the claw of Cmio^ovia and the Herons : noted that

there was an approach to it in Scopus, but did not recognize

that it also occurred in Balcenicep)s. He noted that the inter-

orbital septum was complete in Scopics and Storks, incomplete in

Cancroma and Herons, but had not information on that point

in the case of Balceniceps. He compared the bills in considerable

detail, and pointed out essential points in which Bakmicejjs and
Scopus agreed, and differed from Cancroma. Parker (33) read his

great paper before Bartlett's contribution, but as the latter was
actually published first, it is more correct chronologically to take

Bartlett (1) first, although, curiously enough, the authors quote

one another, and each relies on the other's opinion. Bartlett in

1861 made the interesting discovery that Balceniceps had a pair

of large powder-down patches on the back, and this for him
settled the Ardeine affinities of the bird. He included, however,
Euryp)yga amougst the Herons, and I have shewn {st^pra p. 645)
that in the present state of our knowledge, the presence of

powder-down patches is no conclusive evidence as to affinity.

I cannot understand why it has been assumed and stated by
writers who had an opportunity of reading the memoir, that

W. K. Parker's osteological examination proved Balceniceps to be

a Heron and not a Stork. In the Introduction to his memoir, he
made the following general statement :

—" It is to the stilted,

wading group of scavengers that Balceniceps belongs, being one
of the Arclece affines, and therefore intimately related to the

White Stork, the Marabout, and the Adjutant. Its nearest

relations, however, are the South American Boat-bill {Cancroma
cochlearia) and the Little South African Umbre (Scojms umhretta),"

In a footnote to his paper he refers to Bartlett's discovery as
" having proved beyond all dispute, that the Balcenicejjs, like the

Boat-bill, is essentially a Heron." But these are ex cathedra

statements. He also gives a list of what he regards as " Ardeine

genera";—including Ciconicc, Lejytojytilus, Mycteria, Anastomus,
Aramus, Arclea, Botaurus, Heroclias, Nycticorax, Scopus,
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Gcmcronia and Bcckeniceps. He selected the Heron as the type-

form as " it is best known, and has the characters of the family

moderately, but markedly developed." In his detailed examin-
ation, he is quite as concerned to prove that Balceniceps is like

jScopus or like a Stork as like a Heron. He came to the very
definite conclusion that Balceniceps Avas not a Pelican, but was
Ardeine, in his broad sense of the word. Quite certainly he did

not prove it to be a Heron as opposed to a Stork ; and in this

I entirely agree, after having gone through his own observations

with the skeletons before me, and having made some further

oompaiisons myself.

C G. Giebel (21) in 1873 re-opened the matter, chiefly after a

full examination of the pterylosis and external characters. He
corrected Gould and Reinhardt (not quoting the latter, howevei')

as to the pectination, describing it carefully and showing that it

was present in IJalcevJceps in much the same form as in Scojyus.

He showed also that these birds agreed in pterylosis, where
they diftered from Cancroma, and came to the conclusion that

Balceniceps was much more closely allied with Scojras than with
Canc7^oincc.

F. E. Beddard in a special memoir and in his treatise on
the anatomy of birds (3 and 4) assumed that Parker's osteo-

logical researches had proved Balceniceps to be a Heron, not
a Stork, overlooked the evidence supplied by Reinhardt and
Giebel as to the Stork-like pterylosis of Bcdceniceps and Scopus,

and although he referred to Giebel's paper, did not note that

Giebel showed Balceniceps and Scopus to be alike in the pectin-

ation of the claw. He placed Balceniceps definitely among the
Herons as opposed to the Storks, I'elying apparent!}^ chiefly

on the syrinx, I have already stated {sup)raj p. 651) that his

argument cannot support his conclusion. Possibly it may show
that Balceniceps is not a Stork ; it does not show that it is

a Heron.
H. Gadow (16) placed both Balceniceps and Scojms imder the

Ardese as opposed to the Ciconife, but placed Balainiceps merely
as a sub-family of the Herons, distinguished from the true

Herons by the abseiice of pectination and various minor characters.

He Avas misled, I think, b}^ the literature, and does not claim to

have made independent observations.

Those who have followed the old and new facts regarding
Balceniceps that I have been able to bring together must be
impressed by the number of characters in which Scopits and
Bcdceniceps agree, and by the much greater number of points in

which these two birds agree with Storks than with Herons. If

we adopt the method made familiar by many of those who have
written most copiously on the anatomy of birds, take characters

on their face value, and regard those birds as most nearly allied

which have the greatest number of characters in common, then
the sub-order Ardese will contain the single family Ardeidfe, and
the adjacent sub-order Ciconiaj will comprise the families Scopidse,
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Balfenicepididte, Ciconiidae and Ibididte. But if we desire that

classification should represent phylogeny, we must await further

knowledge as to the value of the various characters which
anatomists have tried to use. It is no use bringing pectination

or powder-down patches, or a completely feathered neck into an
argument between Storks and Herons, if these chai'acters have
been independently acquired or independently lost in the case of

}nany diflerent groups. It is no use for systematic purposes to call

a particular form of syrinx Ardeine if that be a common type in

many different kinds of birds, or to call a doubled pectoral muscle
Ciconine if that be shared by many Steganopods. The fact is

that Steganopods, Scojnts, Balceniceps, Storks and Herons have a

large common heritage, consisting partly of actual common
structures (some of which they share with a very much larger

asserablage of birds) and partly of the capacity to be modified

in certain definite directions. The characters latent and patent

composing this common heritage ai'e distributed irregularly

amongst them, partly for reasons that we do not know and partly

in response to similar habits. Until the meaning and history

of each set of characters have been worked out very fully we have
less than no idea as to their real value in indicating affinitj^.

The only set of characters on which I have sufficient knowledge to

have any confidence is shown in the disposition of the alimentary

tract. In that respect Balcenicejys seems to me to have passed

through the condition common to Storks and Herons, and to

display specialization in the same direction as the Herons. But
until we have further knowledge, not so much of Balceniceps in

particular, but of the value of anatomical characters, the safe

course is to regard Balceniceps as the representative of a group of

equal value with Storks and Herons.
In my opinion, however, the relation of Storks and Herons

to the Steganopods requires revision. Pending this, I must add
that John Cxould's description of Balcjeniceps as the " Grallatorial

t3'pe of the Pelecanidee " is at least as hap2:)y as the more confident

statements of later writers.
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INTRODUCTION.

The first Calcareous sponges, '^ Spongia ciliata" and ^^ /Spongia

compressa," were described in 1780 by Fabricius, but it was
not until much later that the essential diffei'ences between tlie

Calcareous and Non-calcareous Sponges were recognised. Fleming,

in 1828, however, proposed the genus Grmitia for the former
group, including in it all the forms whose skeleton consisted of

calcium carbonate. (Risso's earlier genus, Sycon, and Gray's

Scyj-)ha were diagnosed difterently.)
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The next important advance in the history of the group was
the erection of the genus Leucosolenia by Bowerhank in 1866,
for certain sponges which we now inchide in the Homoctielidfe, in

addition to other genera no longer employed. From that time
forward numerous investigators studied the group, and manj-
new species and several new genera were described, but no really

serious attempt to deal with the question of the classification of

these sponges was made until the time of Haeckel, who in 1870
published his ' Prodromus,' and in 1872 his famous Monograph
of the group, with extremely detailed, though somewhat un-
successful descriptions of all the then known species, including

many which he described for the first time. Haeckel's so-called
" natural " system, with its three families of Ascones, Leucones,
and Sycones, based upon the type of canal system, and its twenty-
one genera based upon the types of spicules present, is so Avell

known, and has been so often criticised, that it needs no further

description by us, especially as it proved extremely artificial, and
expressed only to a very limited extent the true phylogeny of

the group.

The scheme proposed by Polejaeff in 1883 was considerably

more successful, and his primary division of the gi'onp into

HoMOCCELA and Heterocoela has been ixiade the basis of almost

every classification since proposed. We are now beginning to

realise, however, that this division also is of a very arbitrary

chai'acter.

The next scheme of classification we need notice is that of

Vosmaer, in Bronn's ' Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs
'

[1887], which is almost identical with that of Polejaefl', with
the addition of the Pharetronida? as a fourth family of the
Heterocoela.

In 1891 von Lendenfeld proposed a modification of Haeckel's

system, ei'ecting a fourth family, the Sylleibidje, intermediate in

canal-system between the Leucones and Sycones, and reducing
the number of genera in each family to two, according to the

presence or absence of oxea. This was undoubtedly a con-

siderable improvement upon Haeckel's system, but again it failed

to interpret the interrelationships of the members of the groiip

correctly, and it has since been almost entirely abandoned, though
certain spongologists, notably Breitfnss, retained it with but
little modification for a considerable time.

During the years 1891-1893 there was published by Dendy
[1891 A, 1892 B, 1893 A] a scheme of classification based on
almost wholly different lines. Retaining PolejaefF's Orders
Homoccela and Heteroccela, and, like that author, including in

a. single genus, Leucosolenia, all the species of Homoccela, he
divided the Heteroccela into five families, whose difterentiating

characters were based far more on the structure and arrangement
of the skeleton than on the canal system ; and although this

system has not been accepted by all writers, yet we ourselves feel

that it embodies a moi'e natural arrangement of the group than
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any of its predecessors, and we have made it tlie basijs of the classi-

fication here proposed.

In 1896 Minchin published a paper entitled " Suggestions for

a Natural Classification of the Asconida?," which may fairly be

said to mark a new departure in the taxonomic study of the

Calcarea, in that it introduces for the fii'st time the idea of the

position of the nucleus in the collared cell as a character of

taxonomic importance, a character which has since pr-oved, in

our opinion, to be of great value. We have not been able, how-
ever, to follow Minchin completely in those modifications of

Dendy's classification of the group which he proposed, partly in

the paper referi-ed to, and partly in his well-known article in

Lankester's ' Text-book of Zoology ' [1900].

In 1898 Bidder, in a paper on "The Skeleton and Classification

of Calcareous Sponges," proposed to carry out Minchin's ideas

with regard to the nucleus of the collared cell to their logical

conclusion, and to divide the Calcarea into two great groups

accordingly

—

Calcaronea and Calcinea. Although not actually

adopting this division, which we consider to be somewhat pre-

mature in the present state of our knowledge, we have ourselves

followed much the same line of cleavage. Although he accepts to

a large extent, with regui'd to his families, the system proposed

by Dendy [1892 BJ, Bidder makes certain rearrangements whicli

do not appear to be altogether satisfactory. He does good

service, however, in indicating for the first time the relation-

ship of Carter's Clathrina tripodifera, for which he proposes

the genus Dendya, to HaeckeUs Leiccaltis clalhria {^^Hetero-

pegma nodus-gordii Polejaeff"). In the same paper he discusses

the position of the crystalline optic axis of the radiate spicule

systems, and endeavours to assign taxonomic value to this

character also, but whatever may be the theoretical value of his

conclusions, which have since been accepted by Minchin [1909],

we cannot consider that such a character is of any practical use

to the systematist.

In 1908 Jenkin erected two new families, the Cbijjhoridae and
StaurorrhaphidjB, supposed to be difterentiated by the presence of

what he considered to be a new type of spicule, the " chiactine,"

from all previously recognised families. The peculia,rity of these

spicules was believed to consist in the orientation of the various

i-ays both in relation to one another and to the other parts of the

skeleton, and a special method of development was suggested for

them. Finally, in 1909, one of us (Row) still further elaborated

tlie " Chiact Theory," as it was called, and pi'oposed yet another

family, the Grantillidfe, in which more primitive, but similar,

" prochiacts " were supposed to be present, and which was mfide

by him the starting-point from which the Heteropiid^e were
supposed to have been derived. As we shall show later, however,

we do not now think that the spicules in question are more than

very slight modifications of ordinary types, and we have abandoned
all three families.
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It is now more than forty years since any attempt was made
at a complete revision of the Oalcarea, and in the interval

the number of known species has increased from 111, described

in Haeckel's ' Kalkschwamme,' to 436 recognised by us at

the present time. Having recently been engaged in examining
collections of Calcarea of considerable importance and extent,

we have had impressed upon us the necessity for a complete

systematic catalogue of all the known species, the descriptions

of which are scattered through an immense number of separate

memoirs. In order to supply this want we have had to go
througli practically the whole of the literature of the group,

and there is not a paper, to the best of our belief, which contains

a reference to a new species which we have iiot seen. It is with

considerable satisfaction that we find, as a i^esult of this work,

that the scheme of classification proposed by one of us twenty
years ago [Dendy, 1892 B] is still applicable in its essential

respects, and requires comparatively little revision in order to

bring it up to date.

In the present memoir we propose to give diagnoses of all the

families and genera employed, and to enumerate all the known
species under the genera to which we assign them. We have

decided to confine ovirselves to the consideration of living forms,

since our knowledge of fossil sponges is at present so unsatis-

factory, and the number of described species so great.

We have had access, during the course of our work, to a large

amount of material, comprising a large proportion of the known
species. This has consisted chiefly of the collections in the

Natural History Department of the British Museum, a large

collection brought by one of us from Australia (see Dendy
[1891 A and 1892 B]) ; the collections made by Mr. Cyril Cross-

land in the Red Sea (see Row [1909]), Zanzibar (see Jenkin

[1908 A]), and Cape Yerde (see Thacker [1908]); a collection

made by the ' Sealark ' Expedition in the Indian Ocean (see

Dendy [1913]) ; and the magnificent collection made by the

Hamburg South-Western Australian Expedition in 1905 (see

Row [1913 MS.]). In addition, one of us (Row) visited Berlin

and Jena in 1912, and obtained valuable information from the

study of type specimens at those places.

With regard to the difficult question of synonymy, and the

limits which should be assigned to each species, we have, never-

theless, been obliged to rely in most cases upon the published

descriptions and determinations of the authors responsible, and
we have unfortunately found that these descriptions are fre-

quently very inadequate ; while even where they are more com-
plete, the fact that they have been prepared from the point of

view of a different scheme of classification has sometimes made
them difficult to use. We have, however, assumed that all

descriptions are correct, except in cases where they have been

shown by subsequent authors, from an investigation of type

Peoc. Zool. Soc—1913, No. XLVII. 47
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specimens, to be erroneous. Further, we have felt that we could

not, merely on the basis of these published descriptions, vinder-

take the responsibility of determining whether or not a species

described as new by its author should more properly have been
allocated to a previously known species. Thus we have proceeded

on the principle that all species described as new must be con-

sidered to be distinct, unless they have been proved to belong to

a previously known species by the subsequent reinvestigation of

type specimens or otherwise. We have only given such synonyms
and references as seem absolutely necessary, but where one species

has been merged in another by any authority, and this result

accepted by us, we give the synonym and the appropriate

authority under the species in which it is now placed.

It is thus highly probable that, of the 436 species which Ave

enumerate, a considerable proportion will ultimately prove to be

identical with one another. This question, however, can only be

decided by a very thorough study of the specific chai"acters and
range of variation in each case, probably necessitating in many
cases a reinvestigation and comparison of the original types.

Professor Minchin, in his paper on " The Characters and
Synonymy of the British Species of Sponges of the genus Leuco-

solenia" [1905], has set a good example of the manner in which
this critical revision of the group ought to be carried out.

We have, as a general rule, taken no notice of varieties as

distinct from species, but certain of Haeckel's so-called " Specific

Varieties," to which he has already given distinctive names,
appear to us, after careful consideration of his descriptions, to

deserve to rank as separate species.

In the preparation of this paper we have throughout borne in

mind the requirements of the systematist, and it is hoped that

its publication will greatly assist the determination and arrange-

ment of species in the future. We have had to set aside a great

number of published generic names as synonyms, but it is hoped
that the appended list will enable the student to trace them in

the present system.

We have indicated in the list of species under each genus that

species which we recognise as the type, our method of procedure
being to take, in the case of old genera, that species, of those

which we assign to the genus, to which the name of the genus
was first applied, while in the case of new genera we have
chosen as our type the species which seems to exemplify best

the special characters on which we have founded the genus.

As the publication committee of the Zoological Society has

decided against the use of brackets around the names of authors

of species in all cases, it must be understood that the authors

cited are responsible for the specific but not necessarily for the
generic names employed by us.
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PRINCIPLES OP CLASSIFICATION.

It appears to us that the chief point to be borne in mind in

attempting to arrive at any natural system of classification is the

importance of utilising as many characters as possible. A classifi-

cation based upon a small number of characters mvist necessarily

be arbitrary and artificial, and characters which are of great

importance in some cases may be of comparatively little use in

others. There can be no doubt that there are certain significant

characters which do indicate genetic relationships, but these

characters are by no means the same in all cases, and they have
to be carefully sought for and distinguished amidst a host of less

important features. Sometimes it is the canal system that affords

the best clue, sometimes the ari\'ingement of the skeleton, some-

times the form of the spicules, and sometimes even the position of

the nucleus of the collared cells. There mvist also be remembered
the undoubted fact that the j^henomenon of convergence has

played a large jaart in the evolution of the Calcarea, and has led

in many cases to totally deceptive resemblances, as, for example,

between the genera L&ucetta and Leucandra.

It seems likely, however, that the collared cell, or choanocyte,

which itself is by far the most characteristic histological con-

stituent of the sponge organisation, may ultimately prove, as

suggested by Bidder [1898], to afford a means of dividing the

whole of the Calcarea into two main branches, one having the

nuclei of these cells placed basally, and the other having them
apical. Indeed, the acceptance of this principle, if only in a
tentative manner, constitutes the chief difference between our
present views on the subject and those which we previously held

;

but in the present state of our knowledge it is a, principle which
must not be pushed too far, and we have only been able to make
vise of it as subsidiary to more easily determined characters. The
acceptance of this principle, however, necessitates the wide sepa-

ration of the Lelapiidje from the other Pharetronid sponges with
which they have hitherto been associated.

We shall discuss this question in some detail later on, but it

may serve a useful purpose if we give at once a list of all the
species of Calcarea in which we have been able to determine the
position of the nucleus, and the results of our determination.

This list includes no less than 75 species, as follows :

—

Nuclei apical. Nuclei basal.

Family HoMOCCELiDiE.

Leucosolenia hella Row. Leucosolenia falcata Haeckel.

Leucosolenia compUcata Montagu, Leucosolenia stolonifer Dendy.

fide Minchin. Leucosolenia ventricosa Carter.

Leucosolenia lucasi Dendy. Leucosolenia gardineri Dendy.
47*
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Nuclei apical. Nuclei basal.

Family HoMoccELiDiE (continued).

Leucosolejiia variabilis Haeckel, Leucosolenia coriacea Montagu,
fide Mincliin. fide Minchin.

Leucosolenia depressa Dendy.
Leucosolenia cavata Oai-ter.

Leucosolenia pellicttlata Dendy.
Leucosolenia jivoxi'ma Dendy.
LeucosoleniapulcherrimaVfenAj.

Leucosolenia vitrea Row.
Dendya tripodifera Carter.

A scute uteoides Dendy.

Family LEUCASciDiE.

Leucascus si7nplex Dendy.
Leucascus insignis Row.
Leucascus clavatus Dendy.
Leucetta chagosensis Dendy.
Leucetta expansa Row.
Leucetta microraphis Haeckel.

Leucetta prolifera Carter.

Leucetta pyriformis Dendy.
Pericharax heteroraphis Pole-

jaeff.

Pericharax peziza Dendy.

Family Leucaltid^.

Leucaltis clathria Haeckel.

Leucettusa dictyogaster Row.

Family Minchinellid^.

Minchinella lamellosa Kirk-

patrick.

Family Muerayonid^.

Murrayona phanolepis Kirk-
patrick.

Family Sycettid^.

Sycon boomerang Dendy.
Sycon carteri Dendy.
Sycon gelatinosum de Blainville.

Sycon giganteitm Dendy.
Sycon lendenfeldi Row.
Sycon ramsayi von Lendenfeld.
Sycon rajyhanus 0. Schmidt.
Sycon setosum 0. Schmidt.
Sycon veruni Row.
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Nuclei apical. Nuclei basal.

Family Heteropiid^.

Grantessa erinaceus Carter.

Grantessa hastifera Row.
Grantessa hispida Carter.

Grantessa poculum PoUjaeff.

Grantessa polyperistomia Cai'ter.

Grantessa sacca von Lendenfeld.

Grantessa intusarticulata Carter.

Heteropia glomerosa Bowerbank.
Heteropia simplex Row.
Vosmaeropsis dendyi Row.
Vostnaeropsis depressa Dendy.
Vosmaeropsis miacera Dendy.
Vosmaeropsis primitiva Row.
Vosmaeropsis wilsoni Dendy.

Family Grantiid^.

Grantia compressa Fabricius.

Gratitia genuina Row.
Grantia vosmaeri Dendy.
Grantia indica Dendy.
Teichoiiopsis lahyrinthica Carter,

Grantioj)sis infrequens Cai-ter.

Ute syconoides Dendy.
Ute spiculosa Dendy.
Synute pulchella Dendy.
Leucandra hispida Carter,

Leucandra australiensis Carter.

Leucandra echinata SchufFner.

Leucandra meandrina von Lendenfeld,

Leucandra minima Row.
Leucandra phillipensis Dendy.
Leucandra thulakomorpha Row.
Aphroceras cataphracta Haeckel.

Family AMPHORisciDiE.

Amphoriscus ohlatus Row.
Leucilla australiensis Carter.

Leucilla princeps Row.

Family Lelapiid^.

Lelapia australis Gray.

With the exception of this important feature, which in the

main harmonises very well with our previous conclusions, the

principles that we have followed in arriving at the classification

set forth in the present paper are almost exactly those which
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were expovmded by one of us some twenty years ago [Dendy
1891 A, 1893 A], as the following review of our present position

will show.

The canal system, including the form of the flagellate chambers,

is, we are convinced, of comparatively little taxonomic value in the

higher Calcarea. In the lower forms it necessarily determines the

arrangement of the skeleton, which must lie in the walls of the

ascon tubes, however these may be arranged, and in the Sycet-

tidpe the arrangement of the radial tubes has undoubtedly been

the determining factor in the development of the articulate tubar

skeleton. With the appearance of a definite dermal cortex, how-
ever, the arrangement of the skeleton begins to vary more or less

independently of the canal system, so that with an identical

canal system we find such different types of skeleton as that

of the Grantiidse, the Heteropiidse and the Amphoriscidse. In

each of these families, while the type of skeleton remains fairty

constant, the canal system ranges from syconoid to leuconoid, or

at least sylleibid. The syconoid type is again met with on a

totally difi'erent line of descent in the homocoel genus Dendya,

and also in Leucaltis, and again gives rise to a leuconoid type

both in the Leucascidaj and the Leucaltidse.

Our view that it is the canal system rather than the skeleton

that has repeatedly undergone convergent evolution is strongty

supported by the distribution of the different types of spicules

and of the two types of collared cells. The form of the spicule,

however, must be used with great caution as a guide to genetic

relationships, for it is largely a question of adaptation. The tri-

radiate is undoubtedly the fundamental spicule form in the group,

but one might almost say that it tends to become quadiiradiate

on the slightest provocation. Thus we almost invariably find

quadriradiates in the gastral cortex, whose inwardly directed

apical rays are undoubtedly of great value as a protection against

enemies, such as small crustaceans, approaching through the

osculum. Then, again, the ordinary triradiates of the dermal

cortex not infrequently develop a more or less conspicuous,

centripetally directed, apical ray; and this latter tendency appears

to have led, in the case of the Amphoriscidse, to a constant

skeletal character which foi-ms the most chai-acteiistic feature of

the group. Similarly with regard to the distinction between

equiangulai- and sagittal trii-adiates, we find that the latter can

always be developed, when the situation in the sponge demands
this form, by the bending back of the oral rays during growth.

This nearly always takes place, for example, in the oscular collar,

where there is no room for the oral rays to extend forward at the

usual angle.

Whether or not there is a fundamental difference between an

equiangular triradiate, however its rays may be bent, and an

alate one in which the primitive oral angle is really different

from the paired angles, and in which there is a correspond-

ing difference in the position of the crystalline optic axis, as
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maintained by Bidder and Minchin, is another and much more
difficult question to decide. The presence of regular equiangular
triradiates seems most certainly to be very characteristic of the
Leucascid-Leucaltid line of descent, and we have made use of it

as one of the distinguishing features of the members of those
groups. It is, however, extremely difficult in practice to distin-

guish between a sagittal spicule which owes its sagittal character

merely to the backward bending of the oral rays, and one which
is sagittal owing to a real inequality between the primitive

angles.

There can be no question that a superficially sagittal condition

may be attained in different ways, and one of the most interesting-

results at which we have arrived in the preparation of the present

paper is that the so-called subdermal sagittal (pseudosagittal)

spicules of the Heteropiidte have a quite different oiigin from
the ordinary sagittal form, the basal ray not being homologous
in the two cases.

With regard to Jenkin's [1908 B] supposed families Chiphoridse

and Staurorrhaphidse, we have come to the conclusion that these

are based upon purely imaginary distinctions. It Avill be re-

membered that Jenkin maintained that in these families a special

type of spicule, the " chiactine," constitutes the first (or only)

joint of the tubar skeleton. It seems highly improbable, from
purely a priori reasons, that this joint should be diffei-ently con-

stituted in different syconoid sponges. As a matter of fact, no
one, so far as we are aware, has demonstrated how it arises in

ordinary cases, such as Sycon or Grantia, but everybody has been
content to speak of it as being composed of subgastral sagittal

trii-adiates. It is, moreover, well known that these triradiates

may develop an apical ray, as they do in many species (e. g.

Sycon ensiferum, /Sycon verum and Grantia indica), and thus
become quadriradiates. Jenkin thought that he had demon-
strated that in certain cases the subgastral quadriradiates aiise

by rotation and re-orientation of the basal rays of gastral quadri-

radiates, owing to the pressure of the developing chambers, and
regarded this mode of origin as distinguishing his so-called

chiactines from other subgastral tri- and quadriradiates. As,
however, he made no attempt to show how the subgastral tri-

radiates and quadriradiates arise in other cases, this distinction

cannot be regarded as having any value ; and we ourselves are of

opinion, from our own observations, that the spicules which con-

stitute the first joint of the tubar skeleton pi-obably arise in the

same wa}'^ in all cases, although we are not disposed to accept

without further evidence the exact mode of origin described by
Jenkin.

It is certain that, in some cases at any rate, the spicules at the

growing margin of the osculum have not yet assumed their defi-

nitive orientation, but exhibit a confused arrangement. Some of

them gradually become oriented as dermal cortical spicules, with
their three rays lying parallel to the surface, others as subgastral
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spicules, with their basal rays centrifugally directed and their oral

rays lying in the deeper part of the gastral cortex. The spicules

of the other joints of the tubar skeleton, on the other hand,
appear to arise in the walls of the chambers themselves, and this

difference in mode of origin probably accounts for the difference

which undoubtedly exists between them and the subgastral

spicules.

We consider that the abolition of the families Chiphoridae and
Staurorrhaphidse will effect a much needed simplification in the

classification of the group, and also that it is highly desirable to

do away with them from the point of view of practical con-

venience, for to draw a real distinction in practice between a

so-called chiactine and an ordinary subgastral sagittal qviadri-

radiate is quite impossible. The bending of the apical ray,

whereby it is brought to lie neax'ly or quite in the same straight

line as the basal ray, is merely a question of degree, as may be

seen from the examination of the apical rays of ordinary gastral

quadriradiates in various species.

The family Grantillidpe, proposed by one of us [Row, 1909]
has, of course, also been a.bandoned by us. The rejection of

Jenkin's chiact theory and the fact that we attach little import-

ance to the mere presence of subdermal quadriiadiates, have
removed both the characters on which the family was founded,

and it has consequently been merged in the Heteropiida?.

The presence, however, of subgastral sagittal spicules (tri-

radiates or quadriradiates) appears to be very characteristic of

the Sycettid as contrasted with the Leucascid-Leucaltid line of

descent.

The distribution of oxea in the Calcareous sponges pi'esents an
extremely difiicult problem, as species possessing them occur side

by side with species that lack them in almost all the large genei^a

throughout the gi'oup. As a result we have found it impossible

to assign to this character any such important place in our scheme
of classification as previous authors have suggested, though as a

matter of practical convenience we have used it as a basis for

arranging the species of a genus in sections. Certainly the ability

of some sponges to produce oxea may be looked upon as differ-

entiating them, at any rate to some extent, from others which
either have lost this power, altliough descended from oxea-bearing

ancestors, or else have never possessed it.

Further, we have found that two types of oxeote spicules

can be distinguished—the comparatively large, usually radially

arranged form, and a much smaller for which we employ the term
'microxea.' In typical cases the latter are less than 0"1 mm. in

length, and they are usually of a- very definite hastate shape,

with an enlargement at a short distance from the distal extremity.

They thus form very characteristic and well-defined skeletal

elements, and it is remarkable to find them recurring in so many
perfectly distinct genera, belonging to most of the families within
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the group. It would obviously be impossible, in any natural

systematic arrangement, to associate together all the species

which possess microxea, for these species differ amongst them-
selves in nearly every other respect. It is noteworthy that in

some cases these spicules occur in very small numbers, so that

they might easily be overlooked, while in others they are ex-

tremely numerous ; and it seems by no means impossible that

some individuals of a species may possess them while others do
not. Nevertheless, as a matter of convenience, we have decided

to make use of the presence or absence of these spicules for the
purpose of distinguishing sections of genera.

In this connection, however, it must be observed that we do not
include, in our conception of the term microxea, those long, hair-

like spicules frequently found surrounding the osculum, or some-
times echinating the surface. These we believe to be merely
slightly modified or imperfectly developed large oxea, and we
include them under that head, under the term ' trichoxea.'

One is tempted to explain the sporadic distribution of oxea by
speculations which, in the pi-esent state of our knowledge, are

perhaps unjustifiable ; but we may perhaps venture to suggest
that the presence of oxea constituted a characteristic feature of

some remote ancestor, and that the faculty of producing them has
never been entirely lost, but requires special genetic conditions

of which we know nothing before it can become active in any
particular species. It is quite possible that our sections are

somewhat artificial, but a grouping of the species by easily

recognisable characters, especially in the larger genera, can hardly
fail to be of use to the systematist.

Further discussion of the principles of classification may con-

veniently be left until we come to deal with the various sub-
divisions of the group.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF THE CALCAREA.

Class and Order CALCAREA.

Diagnosis. Sponges in which the spicules are composed of car-

bonate of lime (calcite), and consist of either triradiate or

quadriradiate systems, or are oxea (monaxons).

For many years past it has been the almost universal practice

amongst spongologists to divide the class Oalcarea into two
sharply contrasted oi-ders, viz. Homoc(ela, in which the whole
of the gastral cavity is lined by collared cells, and Heteroccela,
in which the collared cells are confined to special flagellate

chambers, a practice which was first initiated by Polejaeff in
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1883. It appears to us that the time has come, owing to our

greatly increased knowledge of the group, to abandon this primary
division, and we now propose to consider the class as consisting

of a single order only.

One reason for taking this step lies in the discovery of various

intermediate forms. Such are the species of Deoidya, which in

the radial arrangement of the ascou tubes approach closely to the

Leucascid type of Heteroccela, and the species of Leucascus itself,

which are but slightly modified from homocoel ancestors and
form the starting-point of a distinct evolutionary series within

the group Heteroccela ; while von Lendenfeld's Homoderma
sycandra is obviously merely a Sycon in which the collared cells

persist in the central gastral cavity throughout the life of the

sponge.

Another even more important reason lies in the fact that, as

noted above, the group Heteroccela is at least diphyletic in

origin, the genus Dendya and the family Sycettidte forming two
distinct starting points from which the evolution of the higher

Leviconoid forms has proceeded.

We therefore propose to divide the class Calcarea straightway

into families, of which the first will be the Homoccelidse, practi-

cally co-extensive with the Homoccela of Polejaeff. His group
Heteroccela, on the other hand, is here definitely abandoned,

being represented by the families Leucascidse, Leucaltidse, Min-
chinellidse, Murrayonidfe, Sycettidae, Heteropiidte, Grantiidse,

Amphoriscidse and Lelapiidse.

Family 1 . HOMOCCELID^ nov.

Diagnosis. The whole of the gastral cavity and its various out-

growths lined by collared cells throughout the life of the

sponge. Sponge colony rarely radiate, and, if so, the central

individual retains the primitive ascon structure, with a

lining of collared cells and without a special gastral cortex.

No true dermal membrane or true dermal cortex is ever

developed.

In 1872 Haeckel proposed seven genera of " Ascon" Calcarea,

based upon the permutations and combinations of triradiate,

quadriradiate, and oxeote spicules. This constituted his so-called

" natural " system, but he also had an " artificial" system based

upon the type of colony formation. Both systems have shown

themselves far from satisfactory in practice and have long since

been abandoned.

In 1883 Pol6jaefl", recognising the extreme difficulty of sub-

dividing the group, placed the whole of the species in the genus

Leucosolenia of Bowerbank, which takes priority over all Haeckel's

genera and is the only genus recognised by Polejaeff" in his order

Homoccela.
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In 1891 von Lendenfeld proposed^^Baodification of Haeckel's
"natural" system, retaining only two genera, Ascetta and
Ascandra, the former genus lacking oxea, the latter possessing

them.
In the same year Dendy, in his " Monograph of the Victorian

Oalcarea Homoccela," while accepting Polejaeff's conclusion that

only a single genus could be recognised, proposed to divide that

genus into sections and subsections, according to the type of

colony formation and canal system. Three sections were re-

cognised, Simplicia, Reticulata and Radiata, and the Retictdata

were further subdivided into Indivisa and Suhdivisa, according to

the absence or presence of an endogastric network. Of these

sections the Radiata now constitute the genus Dendya of Bidder,

while the other two are of little value to the systematist.

In 1896 Minchin proposed to distinguish three genera of

Homoccela, Glathrina, Leucosolenia and Ascandra, and in 1900,

in Lankester's 'Text-Book of Zoology,' he recognised two distinct

families, Clatlmnida? and Leucosoleniidee, and gave (p. 110) the

following classification and diagnosis :

—

"Grade A. HOMOCCELA, Pol., s. Ascones, H.

" Gastral layer continuous.

"Family 1. Clathrinid^e, Minchin. Porm reticulate. Tri-

radiate systems always present, equiangular ; monaxons present

or absent. Collar-cells with nucleus at base. Larva a parenchy-
mula. Genera

—

Clath7-ina,Grcij (=^ Ascetta, H., pars, Ascaltis, H.,

pars, etc., and Leucascus, D.) ; Figs. 2, 6, 7, 8 ; Ascandra, H.,

emend. { = Homandra, Ldf., for Ascandra falcata, H.) ; Dendya,
Bidder, for Clathrina trijjodifera, Crtr. Family 2. Leuco-
soLENiiDiE, Minchin. Form erect ; monaxons always present

;

trii'adiates, if present, alate ; collar-cells with nucleus apical

;

larva an amphiblastula. Genera

—

Ascyssa, H. ; Leucosolenia,

Bwk. ( = Ascandra, H., pars, etc.) ; Figs. 3, 4, 5."

In 1909, Zool. Anzeiger, xxxv. p. 280, in response to criticisms

by Hammer [1908] and Dendy as to the position of the nucleus
in the collared cells, he emended his diagnoses as follows :

—

" Class Calcarba. Sponges with the skeleton composed of

calcite, in the form of spicules either monaxon, triradiate or

quadriradiate in form.
" Grade 1. Homoccela. Calcarea with the gastral layer of collar-

cells continuous, not forming separate flagellated chambers.
" Family 1. Clathrinidje. Oscular tubes generally short,

arising as shallow vents from the network of tubes, form of the

body typically reticulate, Triradiate spicules always present,

equiangular, and with the crystalline optic axis vertical to the

facial plane of the rays ; monaxon spicules present or absent.

Collar-cells with the flagellum arising cjuite independently of the
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nucleus, which is spherical in form, and situated at the base of

the cell. Larva a parenchymula.
" Family 2. Leucosolbniid^. Oscular tubes long, arising as

distinct individuals from the stolon-like system of basal tubes
;

form of the body erect. Monaxon spicules always present ; tri-

radiates, if present, typically bilateral in form, with two paired,

and one unpaired angles, and with the crystalline optic axis never
vertical, but always inclined, to the facial plane of the rays.

Collar-cells with the flagellum arising directly from the pear-

shaped nucleus, which is situated at, or near, the apex of the cell.

Larva an amphiblastula."

Without entering into a long discvission as to the theoretical

value of these diagnoses, we may point out that in some respects

they are in actual practice very difficult of application. Only
very few of the numerous described species of homocoel sponges
have been examined with reference to the mode of origin of the

flagellum in the collared cells, the nature of the larva, or the

direction of the cr3rstalline optic axis in relation to the facial

plane of the spicule. If it were necessary to investigate these

very obscure characters in every case, the classification of the

group would indeed make slow progress.

The more obvious characters which Professor Minchin first

made use of for the subdivision of the group, viz., the equiangular

or alate character of the triradiates and the position of the nucleus

of the collared cell, together with the erect or reticulate form of

the colony, lose their value when we extend our investigations

beyond the familiar British species. The Australian species,

Leucosolenia lucasi, L. stolonifer and Ascute uteoides all have
the characteristic non-reticulate, " Leucosolenia " form, and all

possess oxea (monaxons) ; L. stolonifer and A . uteoides, however,
have collared cells with basally placed nuclei, while in L. lucasi

the nuclei are apical, though unfoi'tunately the position of the

basal granule is—as is always the case in specimens preserved

without very special precaiitions—indeterminable. In L. stolonifer

and L. lucasi, again, some at any rate of the triradiates are

apparently equiangular and indistinguishable from clathrinid

spicules. The test concerning the direction of the optic axis is

far too difficult to apply accurately to be of any general value.

As to the larvse, again, not only are these rarely met with in

the HomoeoelidsD, but Professor Minchin himself has shown that

there is a transition from the one type of larva (parenchymula)

to the other type (amphiblastula). He says] (Lankester's ' Text-

Book of Zoology,' part ii. p. 75), " The type of parenchymula
larva exemplified by Clathrina reticulum (Fig. 59, 1), afibrds an
easy transition to the so-called amphiblastula found in Leuco-

soleniidce, and in the great majority of the Heteroccela."

The genus Clathrina of Gray [1867] was originally based on

the reticulate form of the sponge colony, and this is still almost

the onl^' chai-acter which could be made use of in practice as a
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distinction from Leucosolenia, but here again we know that no
sharp separation can be drawn between the two types of external

form, for one and the same colony may be reticulate in its lower,

and non-reticulate in its upper portion.

In short, we do not think that any spongologist who has

examined a large and representative collection of Homoccelidje

would be prepared to maintain Professor Minchin's subdivision

of the group into Olathiinidse and Leucosoleniidse. It appears to

us that the most that can be done at present is to pick out and
diagnose in a more or less satisfactory way certain more or less

isolated and well-characterised generic forms, and to leave the

vast bulk of the species in the genus Leucosolenia.

At the same time we are of opinion, as already pointed out in

the introduction, that Professor Minchin has indicated some
characters at any rate which will in the future prove to be of

very great value for taxonomic purposes, and we ourselves have
made extensive use of the position of the nucleus in the collared

cells, as roughly determined from the spirit material, in support

of our views as to the evolution of the heteroccel Calcarea. The
reason why this character appears to be of less value amongst the

Homocoelidfe will be discussed in the section dealing with the

phylogeny of the group.

There can be no doubt that the Homoccelidse have all been

derived from a common Olytithus-like ancestor, from which a

number of lines of descent have branched out in various directions.

Colony formation seems to have played the chief part in the

process of evolution and many different types of colony have thus

arisen.

At present we are only able to distinguish four genera in this

family, Leucosolenia, Ascute, Ascyssa and Dendya. Three of

these, Ascute, Ascyssa and Dendya, are easily and clearly definable,

possessing well-marked charactei'S, bvit the remaining genus,

Leucosolenia, is distinguished almost entirely by negative cha-

racters, and contains a veiy large number of species, presenting

a very great diversity amongst themselves, both in colony-form

and spiculation.

Genus 1. Leucosolenia Bowerbank [1864-1882].

Diagnosis. Diverticula of the gastral cavity, if any, never radially

arranged around a central tube. Skeleton composed of tri-

radiate or quadriradiate spicules, to which oxea may be

added. No uteoid dermal skeleton. Nucleus of collared

cells basal or apical.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1891 A].

The external form in species of this genus ranges from simple

Olynthus-like individuals, which may be connected together by a
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basal stolon as in L, lucasi and L. stolonifer, to complex reticulate

colonies which have acquired by integration a new individuality

of a higher type, sometimes with pseudogaster, pseudosculum,
pseudoderm and pseudopores, as in L. ventricosa, and sometimes
with reversal of the canal system as in L. cavata. It may happen
that one and the same colony exhibits a reticulate structure in

one portion, and a non-reticulate in another, as in several forms
figured by Haeckel [1872]. For further information as to the

variations in the mode of colony formation the reader is referred

toDendy [1891 A].

Haeckel's Ascandra fcdcata, which we include in the genus
LeuGosolenia, has been made by both Minchin [1896] and von
Lendenfeld [1891] the type of a special genus (with the generic

names of Ascandra and Homandra i-espectively) on account of

the peculiar appearance of the gastral layer, which is thrown into

folds in such a way that in transverse section there appear to be
present a series of shallow radial tubes. These endodermal ridges

are always supported by the large apical rays of the gasti-al

quadriradiates, which have either pushed the layer of collared

cells out before them as they grow, or formed a foundation upon
which the collared cells have spread. It may be pointed out that

other Homocoelidje also show this type of structure, e.g. L. canar-
iensis and L. gegenbauri. We ourselves do not consider that this

character is of sufficient importance, per se, to take generic rank
;

nor do we consider that there is any relationship between the
" pseudoradial " character thus given to the gastral layer, and a
true syconoid canal system, since, in the radial tubes of Sycon, for

example, both dermal and gastral layers are folded, while in

Leucosolenia falcata the gastral layer only is a fleeted. Further,
embryology shows that the radial tubes of Sycon are outgrowths
from the central gastral cavity, and not formed by ingrowths
into it. Had the syconoid type of canal system originated from
some such condition as that of Leucosolenia (Ascandra) falcata,

the sycon person would have been provided with a dermal cortex
ab initio, whereas the more primitive Sycettid^e have the ends
of the chambers freely projecting on the surface of the sponge.
The position of the nucleus of the collared cells in this genus

is not, so far as we are aware, correlated with any particular
type of spiculation or canal system, and we cannot, if only for

practical reasons, make use of this character by itself for sub-
dividing the genus. As a means of grouping the various species

of the genus into sections, however, we may, as in the higher
forms, adopt the criterion afibrded by the presence or absence of

oxea.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus :

—

Section A. Oxea present.

1. L. AMCEBOiDES Hacckel.

Ascandra complicata, var. amcehoides Haeckel [1872].
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2. L. ANGULATA von Lendenfeld.

Ascandra angulata von Lendenfeld [1891],

3. L. ARACHNOiDES Haeckel.

Ascandra variabilis var. arachnoides Haeckel [1872].

4. L. ARMATA Haeckel.

OlyntJms pocillum Haeckel [1870],y?cZe Haeckel [1872].

Ascidmis armata Haeckel [1872],

The earlier name is a nomen nudum.

5. L. ATLANTICA TJiacker.

Leucosolenia atlantica Thacker [1908].

6. L. BELLA RoiV.

Leucosolenia hella Row [1913 MS.].

7. L. BOTRYOiDES {ElUs and Solander). Type species of the genus.

Spongia hotryoides Ellis and Solander [1786].

Leucosolenia hotryoides Minchin [1905].

8. L. BOTRYs Haeckel.

Ascandra hotrys Haeckel [1872].

9. L. CERVicoRNis Haeckel.

Ascandra. variabilis var. cervicornis Haeckel [1872].

10. L. CLARKii Verrill.

Ascortis clarkii Verrill [1873].

11. L. COMPLICATA Montagu.
Sjyongia complicata Montagu [1812].

Grantia botryoides Lieberkiihn [I85^],jide Haeckel [1872].

Olynthus hispidus Haeckel [1859], Jide Haeckel [1872].

Leucosolenia complicata Minchin [1905].

12. L. coxFERVicoLA Haeckel.

Ascandra variabilis var. confervicola Haeckel [1872].

13. L. CONTORTA Boioerhank.

Leucosolenia contorta Bowerbank [1864-1882].

Ascandra contorta Haeckel [1872],

14. L. CORALLORHIZA Haeckel.

Sycorhiza corallorhiza Haeckel [1870].

Auloplegma haeckeli 0. Schmidt MS., fide Haeckel [1872].

Ascortis corallorhiza Haeckel [1872].

15. L. coRDATA Haeckel.

Ascandra cordata Haeckel [1872].

16. L. DENSA Haeckel.

Tarrus densus Haeckel [1870].

Nardopsis gracilis Haeckel [1870], /cZe Haeckel [1872].

Ascandra densa Haeckel [1872].
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17. L. DiscovERYi Jenkin.

Leucosolenia discoveryi Jenkin [1908].

18. L. DUBiA Bendy.
Letmosolenia dubia Dencly [1891 A].

19. L. ECHINATA Kirk.

Leucosolenia echA^iata Kirk [1893].

20. L. ECHiNOiDES Haeckel.

Leucosolenia echinoides Haeckel [1870].

Olynthus cyathus Haeckel [1870], j/icZe Haeckel [1872].

Ascandra echinoides Haeckel [1872].

21. L.ELEANOR Urban.

Leucosolenia eleanor Urban [1905].

22. L. PABRicii 0. Schmidt.

Leucosolenia fabricii 0. Schmidt [1870].

23. L. FALCATA Haeckel.

Ascandra falcata Haeckel [1872].

24. L. FRAGiLis Haeckel.

Ascortis fragilis Haeckel [1872].

Leucosolenia botryoides James-Olark [1869], fide Haeckel

[1872].
^

Leucosolenia thamnoides Haeckel [18/'0], fjde Haeckel

[1872].

Haeckel's earlier name is a nomen nudum.

25. L. HERMESi Breitfuss.

Ascandra he%mesi Breitfuss [1896 B].

26. L. HispiDissiMA Haeckel.

Ascandra variabilis yh,y. hispidissima Haeckel [1872].

27. L. HORRiDA Haeckel.

JVardopsis horrida 0. Schmidt MS., fide Haeckel [1872].

Ascortis horrida Haeckel [1872].

28. L. INCERTA Urban.

Leucosolenia incerta Urban [1908].

29. L. IRREGULARIS Jenkin.

Leucosolenia irregidaris Jenkin [1908 A].

30. L. LACUNOSA Johnston.

Grantia lacimosa Bean WS.,Jide Johnston [1842].

Grantia lacunosa Johnston [1842].

Ascortis lacu7iosa Haeckel [1872].

31. L. LAXA IGrk.

Leucosolenia laxa Kirk [1895].
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32. L. LiEBERKDHNii 0. Schmidt.

Grantia hotryoides Lieberkiihn [1859], fide 0. Schmidt

[1862], and Haeckel [1872].

Grantia lieberkuhnii 0. Schmidt [1862].

Leucosolenia robusta Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel [1872].

Ascandra lieberkuhnii Haeckel [1872].

33. L. LucAsi Bendy.
Leucosolenia lucasi Dendy [1891 A].

34. L. MiNCHiNi Jenhin.

Leucosolenia minchini Jenkin [1908 B].

35. L. NiTiDA Haechel.

Olynthium nitidum Haeckel [1870].

Olynthium splendidum Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Ascandra nitida Haeckel [1872].

36. L. PANis Haeckel.

Ascandra panis Haeckel [1872].

37. L. piNUS Haeckel.

Leucosolenia botryoides Lacaze-Duthiers ME.,fide Haeckel

[1872].

Ascandra pinus Haeckel [1872].

38. L. RETICULATA Hacckel.

Tarrus 7'eticulatus Haeckel [1870].

Ascandra reticulum, var. reticiolata Haeckel [1872].

39. L. RETICULUM 0. Schinidt.

Nardoa reticulum 0. Schmidt [1862].

Ascandra reticuhmi Haeckel [1872].

40. L. SERTULARIA Haeckel.

Ascandra sertidaria Haeckel [1872].

41. L. STOLONiFER Dendy.
Leucosolenia stolonifer Dendy [1891 A].

42. L. TENUiPiLOSA Dendy.
Leucosolenia tenuipilosa Dendy [1905].

Leucosolenia canariensis Thacker [1908], pars, fide

Row [1909].

43. L. TENUIS Schuffner.

Ascandra ieJ^ms Schuffner [1877].

44. L. VARIABILIS Haeckel.

Leucosolenia variabilis Haeckel [1870].

Ascandra variabilis Haeckel [1872].

Leicconia somesi Bowerbank [1864-1882], fide Minchin
[1896],

Leucosolenia variabilis Minchin [1905].

Prog. Zool. Soc—1913, No. XLVIII. 48
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45. L. VENTRicosA Carter.

Clathrina ventricosa Carter [1885-1886].

ZeuGOSolenia ventricosa Dendy [1891 A].

Section B. Withovit oxea.

46. L. AGASSizii Haeckel.

Ascaltis lamarckii var. agassizii Haeckel [1872].

47. L. BLANGA MicMucho-Maclay.
Guancha hlanca Miclilncho-Maclay [1868].

Olynthus {&c.) guancha Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Ascetta hlanca Haeckel [1872].

48. L. CANARiENSis Micklucho-Maclay.

Narcloa canariensis Michlucho-Maclay [1868].

Nardoa szt^^^/wtreo. Michlucho-Maclay [1868],^rZe Haeckel

[1872].

Nardoa rubra Michlucho-Maclaj^ [1868], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Ascaltis canariensis Haeckel [1872].

Leucosolenia nanseni Breitfuss [1896], fide Thacker

[1908].

Ascaltis compacta )Schuffner [1877], fide Thacker [1908].

Leucosolenia canariensis Thacker [1908].

49. L. CANCELLATA Verrill.

Leucosolenia cancellata Verrill [1873].

50. L. CAROLi Haeckel.

Ascaltis darivinii, var, caroli Haeckel [1872].

51. L. CAVATA Carter.

Clathrina cavata Carter [1885-1886].

Leucosolenia cavata Dendy [1891 A].

52. L. CEREBRUM Haechcl.

Ascaltis cerebrum Haeckel [1872].

53. L. CHALLENGERi PoUjaeff.

Leucosolenia challengeri Polejaeff [1883].

54. L. CHARYBD^A Haeckcl.

Ascaltis gegenbauri var. charyhdcea Haeckel [1872].

55. L. CLATHRATA Carter.

Leucetta clathrata Carter [1883].

Clathrina tripodifera var. gravida Carter [1885-1886],

fide Row [1913 MS,].

Grantia cUftoni Bowerbank MS., fide Row [1913 MS.].

Leucosolenia intermedia Kirk [1895],yicZe Row [1913 MS.].

Leucosolenia clathrata Row [1913 MS.].
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56. L. CLATHRUS 0. Schmidt.

Grantia clathrus 0. Schmidt [1862],

? Clathrina stdphurea J. E. Gray [1867J, fide Haeckel

[1872].

Tarrus labyrinthus Haeckel [1870], ^c?e Haeckel [1872].

Nardoa labyrinthus 0. Schmidt MS., ^ic^e Haeckel [1872].

Ascetta clathrus Haeckel [1872].

57. L. coNVALLARiA Haeckel.

Ascilla gracilis var. convallaria Haeckel [1872].

58. L. coRiACEA Montagu.
Spongia coriacea Montagu [1812].

Grantia multicavata Bean MS., j'^cZe Johnston [1842].

Clathrina sidphurea Carter [1871 K\,fide Haeckel [1872].

Ascetta coriacea Haeckel [1872].

59. L. DARWiNii Haeckel.

Leucosolenia darwinii Haeckel [1870].

Ascaltis darivinii Haeckel [1872].

60. L. DECiPiENS Haeckel.

Ascaltis cerebrum var. decipiens Haeckel [1872].

61. L. DEPRESSA Bendy.
Leucosolenia depressa Dendy [1891 A].

62. L. DiCTYoiDES Haeckel.

Lt%icosolenia dictyoides Haeckel [1870].

Ascetta primordialis var. dictyoides Haeckel [1872].

63. L. FALKLANDicA Breitfuss.

Leucosolenia falklandica 'Qve\ti\\?,& [\Q^d>^\

64. L. FLEXiLis Haeckel.'

Ascetta flexilis Haeckel [1872].

65. L. GARDiNERi Dendy. '

Leucosolenia gardineri Dendy [1913].

66. L. QEGBNBAURi Hacckel.

Leucosolenia gegenbauri Haeckel [1870].

? Nardoa spongiosa KoUiker [1864], ^cZe Haeckel [1872].

Ascaltis gegenbauri Haeckel [1872].

67. L. GOETHEi Haeckel.

Leucosolenia goethei Haeckel [1870].

Ascaltis goethei Haeckel [1872].

68. L. GRACILIS Haeckel.

Ascilla gracilis Haeckel [1872].

69. L. GRANTii Haeckel.

Leucosolenia grantii Haeckel [1870].

Ascaltis solanderii (^=: Ascaltis botryoides var. solanderii)

Haeckel [1872], fide Haeckel [1872J.
48*
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70. L. HiMANTiA Johnston.

Grantia hotryoides var. himantia Johnston [1842].

Ascetta coriacea var. himantia Haeckel [1872].

71. L. JAPONicA Haeckel.

Ascilla japonica Haeckel [1872].

72. L. LAMARCKii Haeckel.

Leucosolenia lamarckii Haeckel [1870].

A'idorhiza intestinalis Haeckel [1870],^cZe Haeckel [1872].

Ascaltis lamarckii Haeckel [1872].

73. L. LOCULOSA Haeckel.

Ascetta primordialis var. loculosa Haeckel [1872].

74. L. MACLEAYi von Lendenfeld.

Ascetta macleayi von Lendenfeld [1885 A].

75. L. MiNORiCENsis Lttckschewitsch.

Leucosolenia m,inoricensis Lackschewitsch [1886].

76. L. MULTIFORMIS Breitfuss.

Leucosolenia multiformis Breitfuss [1898 B].

77. L. oscuLUM Carter.

Glathrina osculum Carter [1885-1886].

78. L. PEDUNCULATA von Lendenfeld.

Leucopsis pedunculata von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

79. L. PELLicuLATA Bendy.
Leucosolenia pelliculata Dendy [1891 A].

80. L. PHiLLiPiNA Haeckel.

Ascetta hlanca Ysa\ phillipina Haeckel [1872].

81. L. POTERiUM Haeckel.

Ascetta primordialis var. poteriiom Haeckel [1872].

Ascandra conulata von Lendenfeld MS., fide Breitfuss

[1897].

82. L. PRIMORDIALIS Hacckel.

Prosycum primordiale Haeckel [1870].

Olynthus simplex Haeckel [1870'], fide Haeckel [1872].

? Grantia pidchra 0. Schmidt [1862], _;^cZe Haeckel [1872].

Nardoa arahica Michlucho-Maclay MS., fide Haeckel

[1872].

Ascetta primordialis Haeckel [1872].

83. L. PROTOGENES Haeckcl.

Ascetta primordialis var. protogenes Haeckel [1872],

Ascetta procumbens von Lendenfeld [1885 ^\fide Dendy
[1891 A],
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84. L. PROXiMA Dendy.
Leucosolenia proxima Dendy [1891 A].

85. L. PSAMMOPHILA Row.
Leucosolenia psammophila Row [1913 MS.].

86. L. PULCHERRiMA Dendy.
Leucosolenia pulcherrima Dendy [1891 A].

87. L. ROSEA Kirk.

Leucosolenia rosea Kirk [1895].

88. L. SAGiTTARiA Haeckel.

Ascetta sagittaria Haeckel [1872].

89. L. scEPTRUM Haeckel.

Ascetta sceptrxmi Haeckel [1872].

90. L. SPiNOSA von Lendenfeld.

Ascetta spinosa von Lendenfeld [1891].

91. L. STiPiTATA Dendy.
Leucosolenia stipitata Dendy [1891 A].

92. L. VESICULA Haeckel.

Ascetta vesicula Haeckel [1872].

93. L. VITREA Row.
Leucosolenia vitrea Row [1913 MS.].

94. L. wiLSONi Dendy.
Leucosolenia wilsoni Dendy [1891 A].

The following species are of doubtful value :

—

95. L. LAMiNOCiiATHRATA Carter.

Clathrina laminodathrata Carter [1885-1886].

Too imperfectly described to be recognisable.

96. L. PULCHRA 0. Schmidt.

Grantia pulchra 0. Schmidt [1865].

Possibly identical with L. primordialis Haeckel, fide Haeckel
[1872].

97. L. sPONGiosA Kolliker.

Nardoa spongiosa Kolliker [1864].

Possibly identical with L. gege7ibauri Haeckel, fide Haeckel

[1872].

98. L. SULPHUREA Gray.

Clathrina sulphurea J. E. Gray (non Carter) [1867].

Possibly identical with L. clathrus O. Schmidt, fide Haeckel

[1872].
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Genus 2. Dbndya Bidder [1898].

Diagnosis. Sponge colony consisting of a large central individual

lined by collared cells, from which radially arranged diver-

ticula are given off. Skeleton composed of equiangular
trira,diates to which quadriradiates may be added. Subgastral •

sagittal radiates never present. Nuclei of collared cells

probably always basal.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1891 A].

Carter's Clathrina tripodifera was included by Dendy [1891 A]
in the genus Leucosolenia, as the sole representative of the
"Radiate" section of that genus. Bidder [1898] proposed for

its reception a new genus, Denclya, and the recent discovery by
the ' Sealark ' Expedition of a closelj' allied, but quite distinct,

species in the Indian Ocean seems to justify the retention of

Bidder's genus. Unfortunately Bidder associated his genus with
PolejaefF's Heteropegma {=: Leucaltis) in a new family Hetero-
pegmidse, of which Dendya was made the type genus. While
admitting a certain degree of relationship between Dendya and
Leucaltis, we cannot agree that this is so close as to justify

placing them in the same family, for not only is Leucaltis

corticate, while Dendya is non-corticate, but Leucaltis is also

heterocoel, while Dendya is homocoel.

The chief interest attaching to the genus Dendya lies in its

radiate structure, which, at first sight, seems to suggest a possible

starting point for the Sycettid as well as for the Leucascid-
Leucaltid line of descent. We no longer consider, hoAvever, that
Dendya stands very near the origin of the Sycettidse, from the
simplest of which it difiers widely in the structure of the skeleton,

especially in the absence of subgastral sagittal radiates, in the
fact that the radial tubes tend to anastomose, and in the basal
position of the nuclei of the collared cells. The tendency of the
radial tubes to form reticulations is indeed a difiiculty in the way
of separating the genus sharply from Jjeucosolenia^ a fact well
illustrated by Carter's Leucetta clathrata {=Leii,cosolenia clath-

rata), which is intermediate between the two as regai^ds the
canal system while resembling Dendya in the presence of the
characteristic dermal tripod spicules. [Row, 1913 MS.]

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus :

—

1. D. PROLiFERA Dendy.
Dendya prolifera Dendy [1913].

2. D. TRiPODiFERA Carter. Type species of the genus.
Clathrina tripodifera Carter [1885-1886].
Leucosolenia tripodifera Dendy [1891 A].
Dendya tripodifera Bidder [1898].
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Genvis 3. Ascute nov.

Diagnosis. The diverticula of the gastval ca.vity, if aiiy, never

radially arranged around a central tube. With a uteoid

dei'mal skeleton of colossal longitudinal oxea. Nuclei of the

collared cells (? always) basal.

As the presence of a uteoid dermal skeleton is considered to

form a good generic character in other families, we see no reason

why it should not be used in the same way amongst the Homo-
coelidse, and therefore propose this genus for Dendy's Leucosolenia

uteoides, with which Carter's Ajyhroceras asconoides is doubtless to

be associated. The nucleus of the collared cells is basal in the

former sjtecies, but its position is not known in the latter.

In both the known species of this genus the sponge has the

form of a group of simple ascon persons, attached to one another

by their bases, and without any anastomoses in the colony.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus V—
1. A. ASCONOiBBS Garter.

Aphroceras asconoides Carter [1885-1886].

2. A. UTEOIDES Bendy. Type species of the genus.

Leucosolenia uteoides Dendy [1892 C].

Genus 4. AscYSSA Haeckel [1872].

Diagnosis. Diverticula of the gastral cavity, if any, never radially

arranged around a central tube. Skeleton consisting entirely

of oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

We consider the entire absence of radiate spicules as affording

sufficient reason for the generic separation of Haeckel's two
species of Ascyssa from all the other Homocojlidse.

We assign the following species to this genus:

—

1. A. ACUFERA Haeckel.

Ascyssa acufera Haeckel [1872].

2. A. TROGLODYTES Hacckel. Type species of the genus.

Ascyssa troglodytes Haeckel [1872].

Family 2. LEUCASCID^ Dendy [1892 B] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Sponge typically forming a massive colony, usually

with several or many oscula, but sometimes integrated into

a single individual with definite external form. Without
any large central gastral cavity lined by collared cells, but
with an exhalant canal system devoid of collared cells.
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Flagellate chambers ranging from long and possibly branched,
with a tendency to radial arrangement round the exhalant

canals, to small, approximately spherical, and scattered.

With a distinct and independent dermal membrane (or

cortex) pierced by true dermal pores. Skeleton consisting

mainly of equiangular and equiradiate spicules, which may
become sagittal at the oscular margins. Radiates of the

chamber' ayer without definite arrangement, but irregularly

scattered in the walls of the elongated chambers, or between
the small, scattered chambers. No subgastral sagittal

radiates. Nuclei of collared cells probably always basal.

This family was provided by Deudy [1892 B] for the reception

of the genus Leucascus with its two species, L. simplex and
L. clavatus. Minchin [1900] refused to recognise either the

genus or the family, and included the two species in his Clathrina,

apparently ignoring the fact that none of the known species of

Glathrina, or indeed any other homocoel sponge, possess an
independent dermal membrane or cortex. It is true that many
Clathrinas develop a pseudoderm, but this is invariably formed
from the outermost tubes of the reticulation, and therefore

includes a layer of endoderm (gastral layer). In Leucascus, on
the other hand, the dermal membrane is formed exclusively of

ectoderm and mesogloea (dermal layer), and does not consist

merely of the outer tubes of the reticulation. Moreover, the

radiate and non-reticulate arrangement of the elongated chambers
in Leitcascus indicates a relationship with Dendya leather than
with the Olathrinoid Leucosolenias.

We here extend our conception of the family Leucascidse to

include, not only the genus Leucascus and allied genei-a with a
similar type of canal system, but also a number of species with
a leuconoid tj'pe of canal system, which we have hitherto assigned

to the genera Leucandra and Leucilla. The skeleton of these

species, in the absence of all ti-aces of syconoid ancestry such as

subgastral sagittal trii'adiates, cleai-ly indicates a wide phylo-

genetic separation from the typical Leucandras and Leucillas,

such as Leucandra aspera and Leucilla amphora, and closely

resembles that of Leucascus.

It will be remembered that Haeckel, in " Die Kalkschwamme "

(vol. ii. p. 122, [1872]), placed his Leucetta primigenia (one of the

species which was formerly assigned to Leucandra, but now placed

in the Leucascidse) at the beginning of his Leucones, which he
derived directly from a,n Ascon ancestry. He says : ^^ Leucetta

primigenia, als die wahrscheinliche Stainmform der Leuconen,
steht in ihre Skeletbildung der gemeinsamen Stammform aller

Kalkschwamme, der Ascetta primordialis, so nahe, dass man sie

unmittelbar von der letzteren ableiten kann." We agree with

these vioAvs so far as the relationship -to the "A scones "is con-

cerned, but we can no longer agree that the more advanced types

of "Leucones" (such as Leucandra) have had a leucettid ancestry.
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There is certainly no indication whatever of the genus Leucetta

having passed through a syconoid stage in its evolution, as we
believe to be the case with the true Leucandras and Leucillas,

and we therefore propose to re-establish this genus for certain

leuconoid Leucascidse.

We have also placed in this family the genus Pericharax

Polejaeff [1883], on account of the similarity of the skeleton and
the basal position of the nucleus in the collared cells, while the

genus Leucoinalthe can only be placed here provisionally.

It should perhaps be mentioned here that von Lendenfeld's

genus Leucopsis [1885 B] was also supposed by its author to

represent a "Transition form between AsconidsB and Leuconidae."

The genus, with its single species, Leucopsis pedimcidata, was,

however, so imperfectly described that it is impossible to form
any definite opinion as to its systematic position ; it is very
possibly merely a reticulate Leucosolenia with well developed

mesoglcea and pseudogaster, an opinion which is supported by an
examination of some of von Lendenfeld's type specimens, which
one of us was able to make in Berlin. At all events, it appears

to differ widely from any of our Leucascidse, and it has been
placed by us among the Leucosolenias.

We have been able to determine the position of the nucleus in

no less than ten species of this small family, including five species

of Leucetta, and in all cases have found it basal, a fact that affords

strong support to our view that the genus Leucetta should be very
widely separated from Leucandra, in which the nucleus is, so far

as we are aware, always apical.

Genus 5. Leucascus Dendy [1892 B].

Diagnosis. Flagellate chambers greatly elongated, tubular, and
sometimes copiously branched.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1893 A].

We recognise the following species in this geniis :

—

Section A. Without oxea.

1. L. INSIGNIS Row.
Leucascus insignis Row [1913 MS.].

2. L. SIMPLEX Dendy. Type species of the genus.
Leucascus simplex Dencly [1892 B].

Section B. With lai-ge radially arranged oxea.

3. L. clavatus Dendy.
Leucascus clavatus Dendy [1892 B].
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Genus 6. Leucomalthe, Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Colony individualised, with definite external form
and large central gastral cavity opening by a large single

osculum. Flagellate chambers greatly elongated, tubular,

copiously branched. Skeleton consisting of regular radiates,

large longitudinally placed oxea scattered throughout the
sponge body and not confiired to the cortex, and minute,
irregularly hastate microxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

The name Leucomalthe, originally applied to one of Haeckel's

subgenera, is retained for his Leucandra bomba, which presents

many peculiarities distinguishing it from the rest of the species

of that genus. Of these, the most important from the point of

view of our present classification is the very unusual type of canal

system figured by Haeckel, which shows a number of large and
very much branched flagellate chambers radiating from a central

gastral cavity. This is very diflerent from the normal leuconoid

canal system, and is fairly similar to that of Leucascus. On this

account, and on account of the regular ti-iradiates of the skeleton,

we have placed this species among the Leucascidse, though, it

must be acknowledged, on somewhat doubtful grounds, and the
peculiarities of its spiculation have necessitated the provision of a
special genus to receive it.

The only known species is :

—

1. L. BOMBA Haeckel.

Leucandra bomba Haeckel [1872].

Genus 7. Leucetta Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

non Leucetta FolejaefF [1883].

non Leucetta von Lendenfeld [1891].

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid, with small, spherical or sub-
spherical flagellate chambers irregularly scattered through
the chamber layer.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872] and
Dendy [1913].

Haeckel [1872] proposed the genus Leucetta for calcareous

sponges with a leuconoid canal system and a skeleton composed
of trii-adiate spicules only, taking L. primigenia for his type
species.

Pol^jaefi" [1883] abandoned Haeckel's classification, but re-

tained the name Leucetta in an entirely difl^erent sense, equivalent
to our Ljeucettusa, taking one of Haeckel's species, L. corticata,

for the type species of his genus.
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Yon Lendenfeld [1891] vised the genus Leucetta to include

" Leuconidfe with triacts or tetracts or both."

Dendy [1893 A] included Haeckel's species of Leucetta in the

genus Leucandra, on the ground that the mere absence of quadri-

radiate or oxeote spicules, or both, could not be regarded as of

generic significance.

As a result of further study of the Calcarea, we are convinced

that the genus Leucandra, as used hitherto by Dendy, is not a

natural one, but must be subdivided, although on lines diflerent

from any that have previously been suggested. It appeai-s to us

that certain species, namely those which we now assign to

Leucetta, have originated, quite independently of the remainder,

from the homocoel sponges through a leucascid ancestry, and

have consequently never passed through a Sycon stage in their

phylogeny. The species in question are characterised by their

equiangular triradiates, and by the absence of any trace of the

typical Sycon skeleton.

As regards the canal system, it appears that the same course of

evolution, from a condition with elongated and more or less

radially arranged flagellate chambers, to a condition with small

scattered spherical chambers, has taken place in both cases, so

that there has been a very complete convergence between the

genera Leucetta and Leucandra as now understood by us. The

true Leucandras, however, are distinguished by more or less

distinct traces of the skeletal structure exhibited by their

syconoid ancestors.

This view, so far as our present information goes, is supported

by histological evidence ; for, as already indicated, the position

of the nucleus of the collared cells in Leucetta is basal, while in

typical Leucandras it appears to be apical.

We also include in the genus Leucetta, as now conceived,

certain species which we have hitherto regarded as belonging

to the genus Leucilla. These species are characterised by the

development to a varying extent of an inwardly pointing apical

ray on some of the trii-adiates of the dermal cortex. They are to

be distinguished from the true Leucillas on the same grounds as

those on which the other Leucettas are distinguished from the

true Leucandras, and we do not consider the mere presence of

such apical rays by itself as a suflicient justification for generic

separation.

As we are taking Haeckel's type species of Leucetta as the

type of the genus as understood by us, we consider that we are

justified in retaining his name for the genus, although that name
has been used in different senses by subsequent writers.

We allocate the following species to this genus :

—

Section A. Without oxea.

1. L. CHAGOSENSis Dendy.

Leucetta chagosensis Dendy [1913].
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2. L. FLORiDANA Hcteckel.

LeucaltisJloridana Haeckel [1872].

3. L. INFEEQUENS RoW.
Leucetta infrequens Row [1913 MS.].

4. L. MiCRORAPHis Haeckel.

Leucetta primigenia var. microrapMs Haeckel [1872].

Leuconia dura Polejaeff [1883], >Ze Dendy [1892 B].

5. L. PRIMIGENIA Haeckel. Type species of the genus.

Sycothamnios fruticosus Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Lipostomella clausa Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel [1872].

Leucetta primigenia Haeckel [1872].

Leuconia fruticosa Polejaefi" [1883].

Haeckel's two earlier names are nomina nuda, as they were

not accompanied by diagnoses, and we have rejected them,

although Polejaeff has revived one of them.

6. L. PYRiFORMis Dendy.
Leucetta pyriform,is Dendy [1913].

7. L. PROLiPERA Carter.

Teichonella prolifera Carter [1878].

Leucilla prolifera Dendy [1892 B].

Leucetta prolifera Row [1913 MS.],

8. L. SOLIDA 0. Schmidt.

Grantia solida O. Schmidt [1862].

Leuconia nivea J. E. Gray \\8'6T],fide Haeckel [1872].

Leucaltis solida Haeckel [1872].

9. L. TRiGONA Haeckel.

Leucetta trigona Haeckel [1872].

Section B. With large, usually radially arranged oxea,

btit without microxea.

10. L. CARTERi Dendy.
Leucaltis fioridana var. australiensis Carter [1885-1886].

Leucandra carteri Dendy [1892 B].

Section C. With both large oxea and microxea.

ILL. EXPANSA Bow.
Leucetta expansa Row [1913 MS.].

The following species is doubtfully assigned to Leucetta :

—

12. L. HOMORAPHis Polejaeff.

Pericharax carteri var. liomoraphis Polejaeff [1883].

The name carteri cannot be vised for this species, as it is

already employed in this genus.
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Genus 8. Pericharax Polejaeff [1883].

Diagnosis. Sponge colony individualised, with large central

cavity (probably a pseudogaster) opening by a wide vent
and surrounded by a very thick wall. Oanal system leuco-

noid, with sub-spherical, scattered, flagellate chambers, and
with subdermal cavities whose walls are supported by a
special skeleton derived partly from the inturned rays of

tangential dermal triradiates. Skeleton of the chamber
layer confused, composed of equiangular triradiates of two
very different sizes.

For illustrations of this genus see Polejaeff [1883] and Dendy
[1913].

This genus was proposed by Polejaeff [1883] for a species,

Pericharax carteri, from Tristan da Cunha, but recent authors,

for the most part, have not accepted it. The discovery by the
' Sealark ' Exj)edition of the original species, and of a new one
closely allied to it, has enabled us to make a careful study of

the question, and we are convinced that the genus is valid.

The position which we assign to it is justified, not only by the
character of the skeleton, but also, as in the case of Leucetta, by
the basal position of the nucleus of the collared cells in both
species.

The dermal triradiates in both species are very curious spicviles,

with a strong tendency to irregular curvature of the rays, often

resulting in one or more of them dipping down deeply between
the subdei-mal cavities.

Pericharax heteroraphis (Polejaeff 's P. carteri var. heterorwphis)

must be taken as the type of the genus. The same author's

P, carteri var. homoraphis, as we have noted above, appears to be
quite distinct, and is not a Pericharax at all, but probably a
Leucetta. Pericharax poUjaevi Breitfuss [1896 A], placed by its

author in this genus on account of the presence of subdermal
cavities, is really a typical Leucandra, for the presence of sub-
dermal cavities without a special supporting skeleton cannot be
regarded as of generic importance. Polejaeff also included in the
genus Haeckel's Leucandra citcumis, the position of which is

discussed by us under the genus Paraleucilla.

We recognise the following as species of this genus :

—

1. Po heteroraphis Polejaeff. Type species of the genus.

Pericharax carteri var. heteroraphis Polejaeff [1883].

2. P. peziza Bendy,
Pericharax peziza Dendy [1913].
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Family 3. LEUCALTID^ nov.

Diagnosis. Sponge colony tubular and ramified, or even anas-

tomosing, with many oscula, or individualised with large

central cavity and single osculum. Wall of colony composed
of at least two distinct layers, namely, a dermal cortex with

strongly developed skeleton of tangential radiates, and a

chamber layer with a skeleton greatly reduced or even

absent. A thin gastral cortex or membrane may or may
not be present. Skeleton composed, mainly at any rate, of

equiangular radiates. ISTo sub-gasti"al sagittal radiates.

Nuclei of collared cells probably always basal.

The members of this family appear to have been derived from
a Dendya-\\\ie ancestor by the development of a thick dermal

cortex with a strongly developed coi-tical skeleton, and the con-

sequent more or less complete reduction of the no longer necessary

skeleton of the chamber layer. As in other families of Calcarea,

the flagellate chambers range from greatly elongated and even
branched, and more or less radially ari-anged, to small, sub-

spherical and scattered.

Bidder [1898] has already pointed out that the nuclei of the

collared cells in Leucaltis clathria Haeckel {Heteropegma nodus-

gordii Polejaeff) ai-e basal in position, and w^e are able to confirm

this observation and to add that they are basal also in Lettcettiosa

dictyogaster Row [1913 MS.].

The reduction of the skeleton of the chamber layer, correlated

with the development of a thick dermal cortex with a special

cortical skeleton, finds its parallel in the genus Gra7itiopsis

amongst the Grantiidfe, but in that case the syconoid ancestry

is very clearlj'- indicated in the remains of an articulate tubar

skeleton, while in Leucaltis the vestigial skeleton of the chamber
layer shows no indications whatever of an articulate origin.

The characters above mentioned, in our opinion justify the

close associatioia of Leucaltis with Leucettusa, and the wide
separation of these genera from both Leucandra and Leucilla

in our scheme of classification.

We prefer to derive the Leucaltidse directly from a Dendya-
like ancestor, rather than indirectly through Leucascus, because

Leucaltis still preserves the more primitive type of radial colony

formation with what we presume to be a true central gastral

cavity, while Leucascus has adopted a massive type of colony

formation in which the exhalant canals are possibly to be regarded

as pseudogastral in nature.
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Genus 9. Leucaltis Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

HeteropegTna Polejaefi' [1883].

Diagnosis. Sponge colony tubular, ramified and anastomosing,

with many oscula. Flagellate chambers elongated and
branched, more or less radially arranged round the central

gastral cavities of the tubes.

For illustrations of this genus see Polejaeff [1883] and Dendy
[1893 A].

Dendy [1892 B, 1893 A] placed this genus in the family Am-
phoriscidse, on account of the large subdermal quadrii^adiates

possessed by the only known species. He also regarded the
vestigial triradiates of the skeleton of the chamber layer as the
remnants of an articulate tubar skeleton, being misled by the
radial arrangement of the flagellate chambers. We are now
convinced that in both these respects he was wrong, and that

the genus is probably, as Bidder [1898] maintained, related

to Dendya, from which it has been directly derived without
passing through an intermediate syconoid stage.

In arriving at this conclusion we lay great sti-ess vipon the
regular and equiangular form of the triradiates of both the
chamber layei- and the dermal cortex, and also upon the basal

position of tlie nuclei of the collared cells. The genus may, in

fact, almost be regarded as a Dendya with a thick dermal cortex.

Dendy [1913] has shown that only one species can be re-

cognised in the genus. A re-investigation of the type specimen
of Haeckel's Leucaltis clathria has convinced us that it is not

only generically, but also specifically identical with Polejaeff's

Heterojiegma nodus-gordii, and the latter name thus becomes a
synonym of Leucaltis clathria Haeckel. As the other species of

Haeckel's genus Leucaltis must be removed to older genera,

L. clathria must be taken as the typical species, and we are

therefore unable to retain Polejaeff's name Heteropegtna. Again,
Carter's Clathrina latituhulata is only a vaiiety of Leucaltis

clathria, diftering in some slight details of spiculation. Mr,
Carter seems to have been led into provisionally placing his

species in the genus Clathrina by the external foi'm of the whole
colony, which resembles a reticulate Clathrina on a gigantic

scale. The reticulation, however, is not composed of simple

ascon tubes as in Clathrina, but of a colony of a higher order,

with numerous true ascon tubes lying in the thickness of the
wall. Finally, Ridley's Leucaltis hathyhia var, mascarenica is

evidently, from his description, and from the slides which we
have been able to examine, nothing but the same species.

The extent to which apical rays are developed on the tangential
radiates of the dermal cortex varies greatly in different in-

dividuals.
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We recognise only the following species in the genus :

—

1. L. CLATHRiA Eaeckel.

Leucaltis clathria Haeckel [1872].

Hetero'peg'ma nodus-gordii Polejaeff [1883], Jide Dendy
[1913].

Glathrina latitubulata Carter [1885-1886], Jide Dendy
[1913].

Leucaltis bathybia var. mascarenica Ridley [1884], Jide

Dendy [1913].

Leiocaltis clathria Dendy [1913].

Genus 10. Leuoettusa Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Leucetta Polejaeff [1883].

Diagnosis. Sponge colony individualised, with definite external

form and large central cavity opening by a large single

osculum. Canal system leuconoid.

For illustrations of this genus see Polejaeff [1883] under the

name Leucetta, and Row [1913 MS.].

The remarkable reticulate type of colony formation found in

Leucaltis prevents us from regarding that genus as directly

ancesti'al to L&ucettibsa, but as regards canal system the two are

related in the same way as Grantia and Leihcandra.

Within the limits of the genus Leucettusa, however, we find

considerable variation with regard to the form of the flagellate

chambers. Polejaeft''s figure of the canal system of Leucettusa

{Leucetta) vera shows the flagellate chambers in the outer part of

the chamber layer elongated and radially aiTanged, while those

in the inner part are subspherical and scattered, so that this

species appears to be intermediate between Leucaltis and the

more typical Leucettusas in this respect.

Leiicetticsa (Leucetta) haeckeliana, on the other hand, has the

flagellate chambers all small and subspherical, and lying in the

irregular trabeculse of the chambei- layer, which are separated by
very wide, irregular exhalant lacunae. In Leucettusa dictyogaster

Row [1913 MS.] the trabeculae bearing the flagellate chambers
form a network which almost completely blocks up the central

gastral cavity as an altogether askeletal layer. A section of this

askeletal chamber layer, isolated from the cortex, would be almost
indistinguishable from a similar section of Oscarella, which also

has large collared cells with basally placed nuclei, so that the
possibility presents itself that Oscarella may be nothing but a
calcareous sponge which has lost the whole of its skeleton.

We also find in the genus Leucettusa various stages in the
development of the subdermal quadriradiate spicules, which are

entiiely absent in L. cot^ticata and L. dictyogaster, very sparse

in L. haeckeliana and large and very numerous in L. vera. As
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already indicated, we no longer consider the presence of sub-

dermal quadriradiates, taken by itself, to be a character of generic

importance, being convinced that the addition of an apical ray

to a triradiate spicule may take place whenever and wherever it

may be required.

It will have been noticed that our genus Leucettusa is identical

in scope with Polejaeff's Leucetta [1883], but as we have found it

necessary to retain Haeckel's name Leucetta for another genus,

as previously explained, we have been obliged to adopt his

subgeneric name for the group of species which Polejaeff quite

rightly separated out.

"We recognise the following s]3ecies as belonging to this genus:

—

Section A. "Without oxea.

1. L. COKTICATA Haechel. Type species of the genus.

Leucetta corticata Haeckel [1872].

2. L. HAECKELiANA PoUjaeff.

Leucetta haeckeliana Polejaeff [1883].

3. L. imperfecta Polejaeff.

Leucetta imfjerfecta Polejaeff [1883].

4. L. SAMBUCUS Preiwisch.

Leucetta samhucus Preiwisch [1904].

5. L. vera Polejaeff".

Leucetta vera Polejaeff [1883].

Section B. With microxea but Avithout large oxea.

6. L. DICTYOGASTER RoW.
Leucettusa dictyogaster Row [1913 MS

Family 4. MINCHINELLID^ nov.

Lithonina Doderlein [1892].

Lithoninoi Kirkpatrick [1911 A].

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid (in all known forms and
presumably always so). Main skeleton composed of quadri-

radiates cemented together in various ways by calcareous

cement. Apparently without subgastral sagittal radiates.

Nuclei of collared cells (probably always) basal.

"We have been able, owing to the kindness of Mr. Kirkpatrick,

to examine preparations of Minchinella and Murrayona, in which
the collared cells are sufficiently well preserved to enable us to

determine the position of the nucleus. We find that this is basal

in both cases, whereas in Lelapia we find it to be apical. As
Proc. Zool. See— 1913 No XLIX 49
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Lelapia difters widely in other chai-acters also from both Min-
chinella and Murrayona, Ave are forced to the conclusion that the
so-called Pharetronid sponges are at least diphyletic in origin,

and we have removed the Lelapiida? to a position in the Sycettid
line of descent. We shall, however, discuss the question further
under the head of phylogeny.

The genera Minchinella, Petrostroma and Plectro7iinia all

agree in the possession of a stony skeleton composed of fused
quadriradiates, and thus differ widely from Murrayona. We
therefore unite them in one family under the name Minchinellidae,

while relegating Murrayona to a special family of its own.

Genus 11. Minchinella Kirkpatrick [1908].

Diagnosis. Sponge lamellar, with pore-bearing chimneys on one
side and oscular chimneys on the other. The quadriradiates

of the main skeleton cemented together . into a compact
network and completely embedded in the enveloping cement.
Dermal skeleton of radiates, including tuning-fork spicules,

and oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Kirkpatrick [1908].

The only known species of the genus is :
—

1. M. lamellosa Kirkpatrick.

Minchinella lamellosa Kirkpatrick [1908].

Genus 12. Petrostroma Doderlein [1892],

Diagnosis. The quadriradiates of the skeleton of the chamber-
layer fused together laterally by calcareous cement into a
network. Dermal skeleton of separate quadriradiates and
triradiates and bunches of tuning-fork spicules.

For illustrations of this genus see Doderlein [1897].

The only known recent species of this genus is :

—

1. P. schulzei Doderlein.

Petrostroma schulzei Doderlein [1892].

Genus 13. Plectroninia Hinde [1900].

Diagnosis. Quadriradiates of the main skeleton with their facial

rays truncated or expanded terminally and fused end to end

with the facial rays of adjacent spicules, while the apical

rays remain free and pointed. Dermal skeleton of separate

radiates, including tuning-fork spicules, and oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Kirkpatrick [1900 B],
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The only known recent species of this genus are :

—

1. P. DEANSii Kirkpatrick.

Plectroiiinia deansii Kirkpatrick [1911 A].

2. P. HiNDEi Kirkpatrick.

Plectroninia kindei Kirkpatrick [1900 B],

The type of the genus is F. halli Hinde [1900], a fossil species

•from the Eocene of Victoria.

JFamily 5. MURKAYONID^ nov.

Murrayoninm Kirkpatrick [1911 A].

Diagnosis. Canal system presumably always leuconicl. Skeleton

of the chamber layer a rigid calcareous network, not com-
posed of spicules. No subgastral sagittal radiates. Dei-mal

skeleton composed chiefly of overlapping calcareous scales.

Nuclei of collared cells basal.

This family seems to mark the culminating point of the

Leucascid-Leucettid line of evolution, and there is no other

known calcareous sponge with a skeleton so highly specialised as

Murrayona.

It is at any rate possible that the aspicular main skeleton of

Mtirrayona is derived from the cement-covered fibres of spicules

which are known to occur in many of the fossil forms, by a

-gradual disappearance of the spicular core, analogous to what we
find among the Ohalininre, during the evolution of the group.

It is, however, a far cry from the one to the other, and we do not

doubt that there are many other ways in which the Murrayonid
skeleton may have arisen.

Genus 14. Murrayona Kirkpati-ick [1910],

jyiagnosis. "With a definite pore-zone in which the dermal skeleton

consists of small triradiates. Tuning-foi^k spicules present

beneath the dermal scales.

For illustrations of this genus see Kirkpatrick [1910].

The only known species of this genus is :—

1. M. PHANOLEPis Kirkpatrick.

Mitrrayona phanolepis Kirkpatrick [1910].

49*
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Family 6. SYCETTID^ Dencly [1892 B].

Diagnosis. Flagellate chambers elongated, arranged radially

around a central gastral cavity, their ends projecting more
or less on the dermal surface and not covered over by a

continuous dermal cortex strengthened by tangential dermal
spicules. Tubar skeleton articulate, with subgastral sagittal

radiates. Collared cells usually confined to the radial

chambers in the adult, and probably always with apical

nuclei.

The Sycettidse, in our opinion, form the starting point of a

distinct line of evolution, embracing the great majority of the

recent heterocoel Calcarea. This view is supported by the fact

that in all the 44 species of Sycettidfe, Hetei-opiidse, Grantiidag,

Amphoriscidse and Lelapiidfe in which it has been determined,^

the position of the nuclei of the collared cells is apical.

It would appear therefore that this line of evolution must
have originated from homoccel ancestors with apical nuclei. Such
forms are known to occur amongst the simple {i. e. non- reticulate)

species of Leitcosolenia, as for example L. hicasi and Z. bella.

Why the transition from the simple homocoel to the radial

heterocoel condition originally took place we can only guess.^

That it was by the outgrowth of radial buds is clearly indicated,

however, by the ontogeny of the genus Sycon (compare Schulze

[1875]). No real intermediate forms are known, however, for we
can no longer consider that Dendya is on the same line of

ancestry, while von Lendenfeld's Homoderma sycdndra is already

a highly specialised Sycon with the typical Sycon skeleton, and
differing from other Sycons only in the persistence of the collared

cells in the central gastral cavity. According to Minchin the
Sycettidse have arisen from his homocoel family Leucosoleniidae,

but we have already endeavoured to shew that in the present state

of our knowledge it is impracticable to distinguish this family
from his Olathrinidse.

The presence of sagittal radiates in which the oral angle is

wider than the lateral angles appeai-s to be a very constant
character of the Sycettidge and their derivatives. It would seem,
further, that the occurrence of such spicules in the articulate

tubar skeleton is correlated Avith the development of very definite

radial tubes, but it is extremely difficult, at any rate in practice,

to distinguish such spicules individually from equiangular
radiates which have become sagittal by bending of the oral rays.

The presence of subgastral sagittal radiates is, however, especially

characteristic of this line of evolution. The oxeote type of

spicule also tends to assume more importance in the skeleton of

this family than in the Leucascidte and Leucaltidpe, in which
families it but rarely occurs.
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Genus 15. Sycetta Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

JDiagnosis. The radially arranged flagellate chambers always

completely separate from one another, and never possessing

tufts of oxea at their distal ends. With no properly defined

inhalant canals leading to the prosopyles.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872] under
Sycaltis conifera and Sycetta primitiva.

This is the simplest of all the genera with syconoid canal

system, its primitive nature being shown by the absence of fusion

between the flagellate chambers and by the absence of tufts

of oxea at their distal ends, unless, indeed, this absence is due to

the disappearance of ancestral oxea.

Sycetta asconoides Breitfuss [1896 B], to judge by the published

description, apparently occupies an intermediate position between
Sycetta and Sycon, as these genera are understood by us. The
description states that the flagellate chambers are fused together
laterally, but that they have no tufts of oxea at their distal ends.

During a recent visit to Berlin, however, one of us (Row) had
the opportunity of examining one of the type slides Of this

species, and found that Breitfuss had overlooked the presence of

a few tangentially placed dermal triradiates. The occurrence of

these spicules, of course, places the species in the genus Grantia in

the family Grantiidae, of which it is one of the simplest forms.

We include the following species in this genus :

—

1. S. CONIFERA Haeckel.

Sycaltis conifera Haeckel [1872].

2. S. PRIMITIVA Haeckel. Type species of the genus
Sycetta p7-imitiva Haeckel [1872].

3. S. SAGiTTiFERA Haeckel.

Sycetta sagittifera Haeckel [1872].

Genus 16. Sycon Risso [1826] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Radial chambers usually more or less united at places

where they come into contact with one another, and always
crowned distally with tufts of oxeote spicules. Properly
defined inhalant canals usually present, the outer ends of

which may be covered by a thin pore-bearing dermal
membrane without special skeleton.

For illusti-ations of the structure of this genus see Schulze

[1875] and Dendy [1893 A].

As pointed out by Dendy [1893 A] the most characteristic

feature of this genus is aflforded by the tufts of oxeote spicules

which crown the distal ends of the radial chambers, taken in
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conjunction with the absence of a dermal cortical, as distinct

from a tubar, skeleton. In the more specialised species a pore-

bearing dermal membrane stretches between the distal ends of the

radial chambers, covering over the ends of the inhalant canals, but
this contains no special skeleton of its own. The flagellate

chambers may also exhibit a considerable amount of branching
towards their distal extremities, but they never lose their

elongated character and i-adial arrangement.
The genus is sharply distinguished from Sycetta by the presence

of the tufts of oxea at the distal ends of the chambers, less

sharply from Grantia by the absence of a special dermal cortical

skeleton.

We include in our conception of the genus Sycon von.

Lendenfeld's genera Homoderma and Sycantha, and Jenkin's.

Tenthrenodes antarcticus, Sireptoconus av,strcdis and Hy])odictyon

longstaffi. We have ah-eady mentioned that Ho'taoderma is.

merely a Sycon with persistent collared cells in the central

gastral cavity. Jenkin [1908 B] has .shown conclusively that

Sycantha tenella is a typical Sycon, but has erected a new genus
Tenthrenodes for " Sycettidse with linked chambers," an almost

identical character with that on which the genus Sycantha was
founded; and although Dendy [1893 A] retained Sycantha on
these grounds, we no longer consider that such "linking" can be
regarded as of generic importance. We may point out here that

Tenthrenodes scotti, the other species included by Jenkin in his

genus, is placed by us in the genus Grantia, on account of the

presence of tangential triradiates in the dermal cortex. Strepto-

conus aiostralis and Hypodictyon Zowg's^a;^ are " chiact" -bearing

forms which were placed by Jenkin in his family Chiphoridje.

We assign the following species to the genus :

—

1. S. ALOPECURUS Haeclcel.

Sycum alopeciortis Haeckel [1870].

Syca.nd,ra ampulla var. alopecurus Haeckel [1872].

2. S. AMPULLA Haeckel.

Sycarivm ampulla Haeckel [1870].

Sycon petiolatus 0. tSchmidt MS.,j^fZ6 Haeckel [1872].

Sycum petiolat%im Haeckel [1870],^c?e Haeckel [1872].

Sycandra ampulla Haeckel [1872].

3. S. ANTARCTicuM Jenkin.

Tenthrenodes antarcticus Jenkin [1908 B].

4. S. ARCTicuM Haeckel.

Sycum arcticum Haeckel [1870].

Sycon ra'phanus 0. Schmidt [1870],j^fZe Haeckel [1872]..

Sycandra arctica Haeckel [1872].

5. S. ASPERUM Gibson.

Sycandra aspera Gibson [1886].
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6. S. AUSTRALE JenJchi.

StreptoGonus australis Jenkin [1908 B].

7. S. BARBADENSE Schuffner.

Sycmidra harhadensis Schuffner [1877],

8. S. BOOMERANG Bendy.
Sycon boomerang Dendy [1892 B],

9. S. BOREALE Schuffner.

Sycandra horealis Schuifner [1877].

10. S. CAMiNATUM Thctcker.

Sycon caminatum Thacker [1908].

U.S. CARTERi Bendy.
Sycon carteri Dendy [1892].

Sycantha tenella von Lendenfeld MS., fide Breitfuss

[1897].

Sycon carteo-i Row [1913 MS.].

12. S. ciLiATUM Fahricius.

Spongia ciliata Fabricius [1780],

Sycum, giganteum Haeckel [1870], ^o?e Haeckel [1872].

Sycocystis oviformis Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel
[1872].

Sycodendrum ramosum Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel
[1872].

Sycandra ciliata Haeckel [1872],

13. S. COACTUM Urhan.

Sycand.ra coacta Urban [1905].

14. S. COMMUTATUM Haeckel.

Sycandra coronata var. cotwrnutata Haeckel [1872].

15. S. COMPACTUM Lamhe.
Sycon compaction Lambe [1893].

16. S. CORONATUM Ellis and Solander.

Spongia coronata Ellis and Solander [1786].
Grantia ciliata Bowerbank [1864-1882], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Sycandra coronata Haeckel [1872],
Sycon coronatum Dendy [1892 B].

17. S. EGLiNTONENSis Lamhc.
Sycon eglintonensis Lambe [1900 B].

18. S. ELEGANS Boioerhank.

Btmstervillia elegans Bowerbank [1845].
Bunstervillia lanzerotce Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Sycandra elegans Haeckel [1872''.
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19. S. ENSiFERUM Bendy.
Sycon ensiferum Denclj [1892B].
Sycon ensiferum Row [1913 MS.].

20. S. PORMOSUM Haeckel.

Dunstervillia formosa Haeckel [1870].

Sycandra elegans v?a\ formosa Haeckel [1872].

21. S. GELATiKosuM de Blainville.

Alcyoncellum gelatinosum de Blainville [1834-1847].
Grantia virgtdtosa Bowerbank M.^.,fide Haeckel [1872].

Sycandra alcyoncellum Haeckel [1872], fide Dendy
[1892 B].

Sycandra arhorea Haeckel \\9>12'],fide Dendy [1892 B].

Sycon gelatinosum Dendy [1892 B].

22. S. GIGANTEUM Dendy.
Sycon giganteuin Dendy [1892 B].

23. S. HELLERi von Lendenfeld.

Sycandra helleri von Lendenfeld [1891],

24. S. HUMBOLDTii Risso. Type species of the genus.
Sycon humboldtii Risso [1826].
Dunstervillia corcyrensis 0. Schmidt [1862], fide

Haeckel [1872].
Dunstervillia scJimidtii Haeckel [1870], fid^e Haeckel

[1872].

Sycandra humholdtii Haeckel [1872].

25. S. IMPLETUM Haeckel.

Artynas villosum, Haeckel [1870],^fZe Haeckel [1872].
Sycandra villosa var. im.pletum Haeckel [1872].

26. S. iNCONSPicuuM von Lendenfeld.
Sycaiidra inconspicua von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

27. S. INCRUSTANS Breitfuss.

Sycon incrustans Breitfuss [1898 E].

28. S. KARAJAKENSE Breitfuss.

Sycon karajakense Breitfuss [1897].

29. S. KERGUELENSis Urban.
Sycon kerguelensis Urban [1908].

30. S. LAMBEI, sp. n.

Sycon asperum Lambe [1896].

The new specific name has been given to the above
species on account of the fact that the name as2)erum is

already occupied in this genus. (See above.)

31. S. LANCEOLATUM ZTaec/l-e?.

Sycum lanceolatum Haeckel [1870].
Sycandra ciliata var. lanceolata Haeckel [1872].
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32. S. LENDENFELDI RoiO.

Sycon lendenfeldi Row [1913 MS.].

33. S. LINGUA Haeckel.

Sycortis lingua Haeckel [1872].

34. S. LONGSTAFFi Jetikin.

Hypodictyonlongstaffi Jenkin [1908 B].

35. S. MAXIMUM Haeckel.

Sycandra arctica var. maxima^ Haeckel [1872].

36. S. MINUTUM Bendy.
Sycon minutiwi Dendy [1892 B].

37. S. MUNDULUM Lamhe.
Sycon rnunduhim Lambe [1900 B].

38. S. MUNITUM Jenkin.

Sycon m.unitum Jenkin [1908 A].

39. S. ORNATUM Kirk.

Sycon 07-natum Kirk [1897].

40. S. OVATUM Haeckel.

Sycum ovatuin Haeckel [1870].

Sycandroj ciliata var. ovata Haeckel [1872].

41. S. PARVULUM Preiwisch.

Sycandra jHirvida Preiwisch [1904],

42. S. PEDICELLATUM Kirk.

Sycon pedicellatum Kirk [1 897].

43. S. PETioLATUM Haeckcl [1870].

Sycimi petiolattbtn Haeckel [1870].

Sycandra ampulla vsa-. petiolata Haeckel [1872].

44. S. POLARE Haeckel.

Sycandra arctica var. j^olaris Haeckel [1872].

45. S. PROBOSCIDEUM Haeckel.

Syconella prohoscidea Haeckel [1870].

Sycandra raphanus wpiv. jjvohoscidea Haeckel [1872]

46. S. PROCUMBENS Hacckcl.

Sycum procumhens Haeckel [1870].

Sycandra raphanus var. procumhens Haeckel [1872].

•47. S. PROTECTUM Lamhe.
Sycon p>rotectum Lambe [1896].

48. S. QUADRANGULATUM 0. Schmidt.

Syconella quadrangidata 0. Sclimidt [1868].

Sycandra quadrangidata Haeckel [1872].
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49. S. RAMOSUM Haeckel.

Sycandra ramosa Haeckel [1872].

Leuckartea natalensis Michlucho-Maclay M.^.,fide Haeckel'

[1872].

50. S. RAMSAYi V071 Lendenfeld.

Sycandra ramsayi von Lendenfeld [1885 A].

51. S. RAPHANUS 0. Schmidt.

Sycon raphanus O. Schmidt [1862].

Spongia injtataVfeWe. Cliiaje [1828],/rfe Haeckel [1872]..

Sycarium vesica Haeckel [1870],j(?fZe Haeckel [1872].

Sycandra raphanus Haeckel [1872].

52. S. SCHMIDTII Haeckel.

Sycandra schmidtii Haeckel [1872].

This species must be distinguished from Dimstervillia

schmidtii Haeckel, a synonym of Sycon hitmholdtii Risso.

53. S. SCHUFFNERI, sp. n.

Sycandra quadrata Schviifner [1877].

We propose this new name in order to avoid confusion

with Haeckel's variety quadrata of Sycon quadrangulatum

(0. Schmidt).

54. S. SETOSUM 0. Schmidt.

Sycon setosum 0. Schmidt [1862].

Sycandra setosa Haeckel [1872].

55. S. STAURiFERUM Preiwisch.

Sycandra staurifera Pi'eiwisch [1904].

56. S. SUBHISPIDUM Carter.

Grantia suhhispida Carter [1885-1886].

57. S. SYCANDRA von Lendenfeld.

Homoderma sycandra von Lendenfeld [1885 A].

Leucosolenia (?) sycandra Dendy [1891 A].

See also Row [1913 MS.], under Sycon lendenfeldi.

58. S. TABULATUM Schuffner.

Sycandra tahidata Schuffner [1877].

Veiy probably identical with Haeckel's variety tahulata of
Sycon elegans Bowerbank.

59. S. TENELLUM von Lendenfeld.

Sycantha tenella von Lendenfeld [1891].

Sycon tenellum Jenkin [1908 B].

60. S. TERGESTiNUM ILaeckel.

Sycum tergestinum Haeckel [1870].

Sycandra raphanus var. tergestina Haeckel [1872],
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61. a. T'ESBEhLATVM Bowei'bank.

Grantia tessellata Bowerbank [1864-1882].

Sycandra elegans var. tessellata Haeckel [1872].

62. S. TESSERARiuM Haeckel.

Sycandra quadrangidata var. tesseraria Haeckel [1872].

63. S. TUBA von Lendenfeld.

Sycandra tuba von Lendenfeld [1891].

64. S. TUBULosuM Haeckel.

Sycandra coronata var. tuhidosa Haeckel [1872].

65. S. VERUM Roiv.

Sycon veruin Row [1913 MS.].

66. S. viLLOSUM Haeckel.

Sycarmtn villosimi Haeckel [1870].

Sycum clavatum Haeckel [1870],^fZe Haeckel [1872].

Sycandra villosa Haeckel [1872].

67. S. viRGULTOSUM Hueckel.

Sycandra alcyoncellum var. virgtdtosa Haeckel [1872].

Genus 17. Sycandra Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis. The radially arranged flagellate chambers more or less

united where the}^ come into contact with one another.

Gastral cavity ti-aversed by strands of tissue containing

bundles of parallel oxea and forming a more or less strongly

developed endogastric network. Radially arranged dermal

oxea present.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

We propose to use this generic name for O. Schmidt's Ute

utricidus {=Sycandra iitriculus Haeckel), which is sufficiently

sharply distinguished by its skeletogenous endogastric network.

There is only one other species in which this character is known
to occur, namely Leucettaga locidosa, a member of the family

Grantiidfe.

The species of Sycandra which precede ^S^. utricidus in Haeckel's

monograph having been relegated to earlier genei-a, such as Sycooiy

Ute and Grantia, this species becomes the type of the genus.

The only known species is :

—

1. S. UTRicuLus 0. Schmidt.

Ute utricidics O. Schmidt [1870].

Sycandra iitriculus Haeckel [1872].
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Family 7. HETEEOPIID^ Dendy [1892 B].

Diagnosis. With a distinct and continuons dermal cortex covering

over the chamber-layer and pierced by inhalant pores.

Subgastral sagittal and subdermal pseudosagittal radiates

are present. Flagellate chambers varying from elongated

and radially arranged to sphei-ical and irregularly scattei'ed.

"With or without an articulate tubar skeleton. Nuclei of

collared cells probably always apical.

This family is identical in scope with the family as oi'iginally

proposed by Dendy [1892 B], and the diftei*ence now made in the

diagnosis is due to the fact that our conception of the subdermal
triradiates has changed. Up to the present we have considered

the characteristic subdermal spicules in this family as being truly

sagittal, with the basal ray centripetally directed. We have now
convinced ourselves, however, by a careful examination of a

number of species, that this is not the case, but that the

inwardly pointing ray is really one of the oral rays, and that

the oi-iginal basal ray has taken on the appearance and position

of an oral ray. In other words, we find the clearest evidence

that these spicules are derived from ordinary distally situated

triradiates of the articulate tubar skeleton, which have undergone
rotation followed by the acquisition of a secondary pseudo-

symmetry. We therefore propose for them the name of

pseudosagittal. It will be remembered that Polejaeft' [1883]
recognised, in the case of Grantessa (Amphoriscus) p)ocidum and
G. jiamma, that the subdermal triradiates are not ordinary

sagittal spicules and that the centripetal ray is really one of the

lateral (=oral) rays and not the basal ray. He, however, con-

sidered that they are trira^diates of the dermal cortex which
have undergone re-orientation, and not, as we maintain, tubar

triradiates.

Various species of the genus Grantessa show quite clearly how
the change has taken place. In Grantessa hirsuta we have a

primitive type with long chambers and an articulate skeleton of

many joints. At the distal ends of the chambers are tufts of

oxea, towards which the basal rays of the triradiates of the distal

joint of the tubar skeleton are inclined, as indeed occurs also in

the genera Sycon and Grantia. Moreover, the whole spicule has

become tilted until in some cases one of the original oral rays has

assumed a position at right angles to the surface, while the other

has come to lie nearly parallel to the surface, where it probably

serves to guard the entrance to the inhalant canal. In more
advanced cases, such as Grantessa sacca and G. hispida, the great

elongation of the now inwardly directed oral ray increases the

resemblance to an ordinary sagittal spicule, but a characteristic

asymmetiy of the outwardly dii"ected (apparent oral) rays,

accompanied by a definite kink or angulation in one of them,
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(which appears to be due to change of position during individual

growth), affords a clear indication of what has really taken place.

Finally, in the most advanced types, such as Grantessa intusa7-ti-

citlata, we find the pseudosagittal subdernial spicules assuming
great dominance, almost to the exclusion of the typical articulate

tubar skeleton, so that we arrive at the so-called inarticulate

type.

The development of these characteristic spicules appears to

antedate the ajjpearance of a definite dermal cortex, for we
find in Sycon ensiferum Dendy a similar canting of certain of

the distal tubar triradiates, which renders this species almost
indistinguishable from Grantessa. Indeed, it is this out-turning-

of one of the rays of the distal tubar triradiates that has, in our
opinion, led to the formation of a dermal cortex, probably by the
drawing out of the soft tissues of the sponge with the rays in

question. Thus the origin of the dermal cortex in this family
would be intimately connected with the developmei^t of these

subdermal pseudosagittal triradiates. In the Grantiidse, on the
other hand, the dermal coi-tex appears to have originated in the
development of tangentially placed triradiates in a previously

aspicular pore-bearing dermal membrane.
These views undoubtedly tend to bridge over the gap between

the Sycettidse and the Heteropiidpe, and indeed the more pi-imitive

species of Grantessa are differentiated from Sycon and Grantia by
very slight characters, and difficult to separate from them, but
the rotation of the triradiates in question appears to have formed
the starting point of a new line of skeletal evolution which seems
to us to deserve recognition as marking a distinct family.

We consider the views here put forward as to the origin of the
subdermal pseudosagittal spicules of the Heteropiidao to be more
in accordance with observed facts than those previously suggested
by one of us (Row 1909) in regard to the "subdermal secondary
sagittal triradiates " of Grantilla, which seem to be pseudosagittal

spicules really similar to those of Grantessa.

We have changed the spelling of the name of the family from
Heteropidse to Heteropiidae, the latter being more in accordance
with the usual practice.

Genus 18. Grantessa von Lendenfeld [1885 B] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. No colossal longitudinally

placed oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see von Lendenfeld [1885 B]
and Dendy [1893 A].

The tubar skeleton in this genus ranges from articulate, with
very numerous joints, as in Grantessa sacca, G. erinaceus, G. hirsuto-

and G. hispida, to inarticulate or nearly so, as in G. glabra and
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G. polyperistomia. This character might indeed be used as a
basis for the subdivision of the genus, were it not for the
impossibility of drawing a satisfactory line between the two types

of tubar skeleton.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

^envis :
—

Section A. With large, usually radially arranged oxea

but without microxea.

1. G. COMPRESSA Garter.

Heteropia compressa Cai'ter [1885-1886].

2. G. ERECTA Garter.

Heteropia erecta Carter [1885-1886].

3. G. ERiNACEUS Garter.

Leuconia erinaceus Carter [1885-1886]

4. G. FLAMMA PoUjaeff.

AmphoriscusJiamma PolejaefF [1883].

5. G. GLABRA Roiv.

Grantessa glabra Row [1909].

6. G HASTIFERA EolV.

Grantilla hastifera Row [1909].

Grantessa hastifera Dendy [1913].

7. G. HiRSUTA Garter.

Hypograntia hirsuta Carter [1885-1886].
Grantessa hirsuta Row [1913 MS.].

8. G. HiSPiDA Dendy.
Grantessa hispida Dendy [1892 B].

9. G. LANCEOLATA Breitfuss.

Ehnerella lanceolata Breitfuss [1898 B].

10. G. NiTiDA Arnesen.

Ebnerella nitida Arnesen [1901].

11. G. PELAGICA Ridley.

JS'ardoa pielagica Ridley [1881],

12. G. PLURIOSCULIFERA. Garter.

Heteropia plwiosGuUfera Carter [1885-1886].

13. G. POCULUM PoUjaeff.

Amphoriscus 2J0culum Polejaeff [1883].

Heteropia patidoscidifera Carter [1885-1886], ^cZe Dendy
[1892 B],

Grantessa poctihtm Dendy [1892 B].
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14. G. POLYPERiSTOMiA Carter.

Heteropia polyperistomia Carter [1885-1886].

Grantessa polyperistoinia Row [1913 MS.].

1 5. G. SACCA von Lendenfeld. Type species of the genus.

Grantessa sacca von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

16. G. SYCILLOIDES Schuffner.

Sycortis sycilloides Schuflher [1877].

Section B. Without large oxea, but with microxea.

17. G. INTUSARTICULATA Carter.

Hypograntia intusarticidata Carter [1885-1886].

Hypograntia medioarticulata Carter [1885-1886], Jide

Dendy [1892B].
Grantessa intusarticulata Dendy [1892 B].

Sectiox C. With large, usually radially arranged oxea
and with microxea.

18. G. KiJKENTHALi Breitfuss.

Ehnerella kukenthali Breitfuss [1896 A],

19. G. PREIWISCHI, sp. 11.

Ebnerella compressa Preiwisch [1904].

This new specific name has been given to the species, as

compressa is already occupied. (See above.)

20. G. SPissA Carter.

Heteropia spissa Carter [1885-1886].

21. G. THOMPSON^i Lamhe.
Amphoriscus thompsoiii Lambe [1900 B].

Section D. Without any oxea.

'22. G. GLACiALis Haeckel.

Sycaltis glacialis Haeckel [1872].

-23. G. MURMANENSIS Breitfiiss.

Amphoriscus murmanensis Breitfuss [1898 B].

24. G. SIMPLEX Jenkin.

Grantessa simplex Jenkin [1908 A].

.25. G. STAURiDEA Haeckel.

Sycetta stauridea Haeckel [1872].

Djeddea violacea Michlucho-Maclay MS., ^de Haeckel
[1872].

2Q. G. ZANZiBARENSis Jenkin.

Grantessa zanziharensis Jenkin [1908 A].
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Genus 19. Heteropia Carter [1885-1886] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Dermal cortex with colossal

longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Row [1913 MS.].

This genus stands in precisely the same relation to Grantessa

that Ute does to Grantia. It is noteworthy that, in all known
species of this genus, as in the more highly developed species of

Grantessa, the tubar skeleton has been reduced to the subgastral

sagittal triradiates, supplemented by the subdermal pseudosagittal

triradiates, and has thus become " inarticulate."

The genus Heteropia was diagnosed by Carter in July 1886 as

follows :
—" Calcareous sponges in which the wall is simply

composed of sarcode supported on large sagittiform triradiates,

whose heads are fixed in opposite sides of it respectively, and
whose long shafts, extending perpendicularly across it, more or

less overlap each other."

Most of the species placed by Carter in this genus belong

to the earlier genus Grantessa of von Lendenfeld. There is^

however, one of his species, Heteropia ramosa, which is dis-

tingtiished by the presence of colossal longitudinal dermal oxea,

and which may be regarded as the type of Carter's genus. It is

curious that Mr. Carter himself [1886] described it under the

name of Ajj/iroceras ramosa, whilst saying at the same time that

it belonged to his genus Heterojna.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus :

—

Section A. Without microxea.

1. H. GLOMEROSA Boiverhank.

Lettconia glomerosa ^owevhsaAz. [1872-1876].

2. H. RAMOSA Garter. Type species of the genus.

Aphroceras ramosa Carter [1886].

3. H. SIMPLEX Roui.

Heteropia simplex Row [1913 MS.].

Section B. With microxea.

4. H. RODGERi Lamhe.
Heteropia rodgeri Lambe [1900].

Genus 20. Amphiute Hanitsch [1894].

'anal system syconoid. Both gastral

with colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Hanitsch [1895].

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Both gastral and dermal
cortices with colossal loneitudinal oxea.
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This genus may be regarded as derived from some more
primitive type of Grantessa by the addition of colossal longitudinal
oxea to both dermal and gastral cortices. Those in the gastral
cortex are probably to be regarded as having been derived from
the oxea of the oscular fringe, by downward extension. In the
only known species microxea are present, and the articulate tubar
skeleton still persists.

The only known species is :

—

1. A. PAULiNi Hanitsch.

Amphvute j)aulini Hanitsch [1894].

Genus 21. Yosmaeropsis Dendy [1892 B].

Diagnosis. Canal system sylleibid (or leuconoid ?). Skeleton of

the chamber layer composed of the centrifugally directed

rays of subgastral sagittal ti-iradiates and the centripetally

directed rays of subdermal pseudosagittal triradiates, which
may be supplemented or partially replaced by confused
triradiates. No colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1892 B].

In all the known species of Vosmaerojjsis we find that the

canal system has not developed beyond the sylleibid condition,

and there can still be distinguished in the chamber layer very
clear indications of an inarticulate tubar skeleton ; in fact, the

genus seems to have reached almost exactly the same level of

evolution as Megapogon in the Grantiidse, when allowance is

made for the different type of skeleton in the two families.

This would at any rate seem to suggest that the family Heteropiidse

is of comparatively recent origin, and that more complex forms,

comparable to the higher types of the Grantiidse, have not yet

made their appearance, unless, indeed, they have merely escaped

observation.

We recognise the following species in this genus :

—

Section A. With large oxea and microxea.

1. Y. DEPRESSA Dendy.
Yosmaeropsis depressa Dendy [1892 B].

2. Y. MACERA Carter. Type species of the genus.

Heteropia maoera Carter [1885-1886].
Yosmaeropsis m^acera Dendy [1892 B].

3. Y. wiLSONi Dendy.
Yosmaeropsis wilsoni Dendy [1892 B].

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. L. 50
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Section B. With large, usually radially arranged oxea,

bub without microxea.

Although the author's description does not conform to the

above diagnosis, we include Polejaeff"s Leucilla connexiva in this

section of the genus, for the figures given by him show oxea

present, though no reference is made to them in the text, and

our own examination of the type specimen revealed the presence

of occasional trichoxea.

4. y. CONNEXIVA Polejaeff.

Leucilla conriewiva Polejaeff [1883].

5. V. CYATHUS Verrill.

Leucandra cyathus Verrill [1873].

6. Y. DENDYI Row.
Vosmaerojasis dendyi Row [1913 MS.].

7. Y. PRiMiTivA Roto.

Vosmaeropsis primitiva Row [1913 MS.].

8. Y. SERiCATUM Ridley.

Aphroceras sericatiom Ridley [1884].

This species has been placed in Vosmaeropsis as a result of an

examination of the type specimen made by us at the Natural

History Department of the British Museum, which revealed the

existence of typical subdermal pseudosagittal trii-adiates, though

the author's original description does not mention them.

Genus 22. Grantilla Row [1909] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Tubar skeleton ( ? always) in-

articulate, composed of subdermal pseudosagittal triradiates

and subgastral sagittal triradiates, supplemented by
subdermal quadriradiates. No colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Row [1909].

This gen\is was originally proposed by Row for two species,

G. qiiadriradiata and G. hastifera, which were supposed to possess

certain features that necessitated the provision of a new family,

Grantillidfe. We now consider, however, that the characters in

question do not represent any fundamental peculiarities of

structure, and we have therefore abandoned the family, as already

stated in the Introduction.

One of the two species originally assigned to Grantilla, G.

qundriradlata, however, presents an association of subdermal

quadriradiates with subdermal pseudosagittal triradiates, which is

not known in any other species of calcareous sponge, and we
therefore I'etain the name Grantilla for this species with an
emended diagnosis. The development of subdermal quadri-

radiates has evidently taken place repeatedly in the phylogeny of
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the Calcarea. We have seen it ah-early, for example, in Leitcetta,

Leucaltis and Leucettusa^ and liave not in those cases considered

the presence of such spicules as of generic value. In Grantilla,

however, they seem to assume more importance, and to take a

larger share in the formation of the skeleton of the chamber layer.

Nevertheless, had the genus not been already in existence, we
should have hesitated to propose it on this character alone.

The only known species of the genus is :

—

1. G. QUADRIRADIATA RoiU.

Grantilla quadriradiata Row [1909].

Family 8. GRANTIID^ Dendy [1892] (emend.).

Diagnosis. With a distinct dermal cortex and a proper cortical

skeleton of tangential radiates, sometimes supplemented by,

and occasionally replaced by, oxea. Flagellate chambers
ranging from elongated and radially arranged to small,

spherical and irregularly scattered. Skeleton of the chamber
layer ranging from regularly articulate to irregularly

scattered. Typically with subgastral sagittal radiates. No
subdermal pseudosagittal triradiates. Subdermal quadri-

radiates, if present, always associated with a chamber-layer

skeleton containing confused triradiates. Nuclei of collared

cells probably always apical.

It must frankly be admitted that the boundary line between
the Sycettidce and the Grantiidje is by no means shai-ply defined.

The great distinguishing feature is the presence in the latter of a

distinct dermal cortex with its own proper skeleton. The develop-

ment of such a cortex appears to have formed the determining-

condition for the farther evolution of both the canal system and
the skeleton, and it must therefore be regai'ded as of great system-

atic importance.

The first commencement of such a cortex is, however, so slight

as to be almost indistinguishable from the mere pore-bearing

dermal membrane of the most highly specialised Sycons. In

Grantia compressa the cortex is so feebly developed that Dendy, in

his early work [1892 B], included this species in the genus /St/con,

laying more stress upon the presence of dermal tufts of oxea than

we are now inclined to do in this connection. It appears to us

that the line between Sycon and Grantia, and therefore between
the Sycettidfe and Grantiidge, must be drawn at the appearance

of a dermal cortical skeleton of tangentia,! radiates distinct from
the skeleton of the radial chambers, and in accordance with these

views Grantia compressa is excluded from the genus Sycon.

Moreover, it must be pointed out that G. compressa is not the

only member of this family in which dermal tufts of oxea occui-,

as they are present also in Sycute dendyi Kirk.
50*
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With the tiansition from the syconoid to the leuconoid type o

canal system in this family, and the correlated replacement of th

articulate tubar skeleton by irregularly scattered radiates, we ge^

a close approach to the more advanced Leucascidse, such af

Leucetta and Pericharax, and we have here one of those cases o

convergence which are so frequently met with amongst sponges?

but we have already laid sufficient emphasis upon this point.

Even in the genus Leucmidra, however, subgastral sagittal tri-

radiates are usually present, and when they are absent their

absence must be regarded as secondary.

So far as our experience goes the nucleus of the collared cells

is always apical in position in this family. We have been able to

determine it in 17 species, as enumerated in an earlier section of

this paper.

The family is a very large one, comprising no less than 23 out

of the 51 genera of recent calcareous sponges which we recognise,

and containing a great diversity of structural types within it.

There are, however, very great difficulties in the way of dividing

it into subfamilies, the chief of these being the fact that the

possible methods of deriving the various genera from one
another within the family are manifold, and it is impossible

to determine satisfactoinly which are the true lines upon which
evolution has proceeded. We might, for example, place all

those genera which have a syconoid canal system and colossal

longitudinal oxea in the dermal cortex together in a subfamily

Utein?e ; or we might separate the genus Uteopsis from the

others, and unite it with Achramor2)ha and Anamixilla in a

subfamily characterised by the reduction of the tubar skeleton to

a single joint. But neither of these two possible subfamilies

would seem to be very sharply defined, and moreover, the cha-

racters in question are not confined to members of the Grantiidfe.

In short, we feel that in the present state of our knowledge it is

impossible to decide which method of grouping would express

most correctly the real afi'in.ities of the genera concerned. This

is the case with almost all the possible methods of grouping the

genera, and we have therefore decided not to attempt to split up
the family, but merely to indicate the approximate relationships

of the genera, so far as this is possible in a linear series, by the

order in which we have arranged them,
Although it seems probable that the majority of the genera in

this family are descended from the genus Sycon, yet it is quite

possible that some of them may be descended independently from
Sycetta, and thex-efore that the family may be of diphyletic

oiigin.

We have changed the name of the family from Grantidse to

Grantiidpe in accordance with the usual practice of systematic

zoologists.
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Genus 23. Grantia Fleming [1828] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoicl. Colossal longitudinal oxea,

if present, projecting from the surface. Tulwar skeleton
articulate, composed of I'adiate spicules, which may or may
not be supplemented by oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1893 AJ.

It has been conclusively shown by Minchin [1896] that the

type species of the genus Grantia is G. co^njjressa, and that the

name Grantia must always be given to the group of species

associated with G. conipressa. We have already pointed out that

this species has a definite, though slight, dermal cortex, and
that its true position is in the present family, and in fact, in the

genus Grantia as defined by Dendy in 1892.

We may point out that G. intermedia Thacker stands alone in

the genus, as far as is at present known, in the presence of apical

rays on the tangential cortical radiates, and although we do not
attach much importance to such spicules, we feel that their

presence in this species indicates at any rate a possible starting

point for the family Amphoriscidse.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus :

—

Section A. With large, usually radially arranged oxea,

but without microxea.

1. G. ATLANTICA Ridley.

Grantia atlantica Ridley [1881].

2. G. BREViPiLis Haechel.

Sycandra capillosa var. hrevipilis Haeckel [1872].

3. G. CANADENSIS Lamhe.
Grantia canadensis Lambe [1896].

4. G. CAPILLOSA 0. Schmidt.

Ute capillosa O. Schmidt [1862].

Sycandra capillosa Haeckel [1872].

5. G. CHAETACEA Jenkin.

Dermatreton chartaceum Jenkin [1908 B].

6. G. CLAviGERA 0. Schmidt.

Sycimda clavigera O. Schmidt [1870].

Sycandra clavigera {Sycandra compressa var. clavigera)

Haeckel [1872].

7. G. coMOXENSis Lambe.
Grantia comoxensis Lambe [1893].
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8. G. COMPRESSA Fahricius. Type species of the genus.

Spongia compressa Fabricius [1780].

S^/cnm lingua Haeckel [1870], /fZ« Haeckel [1872].

Sycarmm rhopalodes Haeckel \\%l^\jide Haeckel [1872].

Sycandra compressa Haeckel [1872].

Sycon compressimi Dendy [1892 B].

9. G. roLiACEA Montagu.
/Spongia foUacea Monta.gu [1812].

Sycandra foliacea {Sycandra compressa var. foliacea)

Haeckel [1872].

10. G. GENUINA RoiV.

Grantia ge'nuina Row [1913 MS.].

1 1 . G. GRACILIS V071 Leudevfeld.

Vosmaeria gracilis von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

12. G. HODGSONi Jenkin.

Dermatreton hodgsoni Jenkin [1908 B].

13. G. INTERMEDIA Thacher.

Grantia intermedia Tliacker [1908].

14. G. LOBATA Haeckel.

Sycandra lobata [Sycandra compressa var. lohata) Haeckel

[1872].

15. G. LONGiPiLis Haeckel.

Sycandra capillosa var. longijiilis Haeckel [1872].

16. G. MONSTRUOSA Breitfuss.

Grantia monstruosa Breitfuss [1898 B].

17. G. PENNiGERA Haeckel.

Sycandra pennigera [Sycandra compressa var. pennigera)

Haeckel [1872].

18. G. scoTXi Jenkin.

Tenthrenodes scotti Jenkin [1908 B].

19. G. TENUIS Urban.

Grantia tenuis Urban [1908].

20. G. vosMAERi Bendy.
Grantia vosmaeri Dendy [1892 B].

Section B. Without any oxea.

21. G. asconoides Breitfuss.

Sycetta asconoides Breitfuss [1896 B].

Our reasons for placing this species under Grantia rather

than under Sycetta have been stated when discussing the

latter genus.
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22. G. CUPULA Haeckel.

Sycetta cupula Haeckel [1872].

23. G. INVENUSTA Lamhe.
Grantia invenusta Lambe [1900 B].

24. G. STROBiLUS Haeckel.

Sycetta strohilus Haeckel [1872].

Section C With large, usually radially arranged oxea,

and with microxea.

25. G. ACULEATA Urban.

Grantia aculeata Urban [1908].

26. G. EXTUSARTicuLATA Carter.

Hypograntia extusarticulata Carter [1885-1886].
Grantia extusarticulata Dendy [1892 B].

27. G. iNDicA Dendy.
Grantia indica Dendy [1912].

28. G. MiRABiLis Fristedt.

Ascandra mirahilis Fristedt [1887].

Grantia mirahilis Lundbeck [1909].

29. G. TUBEROSA Polejaeff.

Grantia tuherosa Polejaeff [1883].

Section D. With microxea, but without large oxea.

30. G. LAEVIGATA Haeckel.

Sycortis Icevigata Haeckel [1872].

Sycorttisa Icevigata von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

31. G. PHiLLipsii Lambe.
G7^antia phillipsii Lambe [1900 B].

The following are doubtfully assigned to this genus :

—

32. G. siNGULARis Breitfuss.

Sphenojjhorina singularis Breitfuss [1898 B].

The genus Sphenophorina is discussed at some length in the

list of rejected genera.

33. G. URCEOLUS Midler.

Spongia tirceolus Miiller [1788-1796].

Stated by Johnston [1842] to be very probably a variety of

Gh'antia compressa.

Genus 24. Teichonopsis nov.

Diagnosis. Sponge consisting of a single stipitate pei-son with

enormously expanded gastral cavity and thin, much folded
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wall, whose convoluted edge represents the oscular margin.

Canal system syconoid. Tubar skeleton articulate. Withoiit

colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1891 B].

We propose this genus for the reception of the remarkable

species T. labyrinthica, usually l-cnown as Grantia lahyrinthica,

which forms the subject of a special memoir by one of us, Dendy
[1891 B]. We now consider that the very peculiar external form
is of sufficient importance to justify generic separation. The
species w^as originally placed by Carter in his genus Teichonella,

on account of some superficial resemblance to his T. prolifera
;

but although the name Teichonella has now been universally

abandoned even for Leucetta (Teichonella) jyrolifera, we do not

consider ourselves justified in reviving it for Grantia lahyrinthica,

for Mr. Carter himself subsequently dissociated this species from
Teichonella and placed it in the genus Grantia [1885-1886].

The only known species is :

—

1. T. LABYRiNTHicA Garter.

Teichonella lahyrinthica Carter [1878].

Grantia lahyrinthica Dendy [1891 B].

Genus 25. Grantiopsis Dendy [1892 B].

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Deimal cortex as thick as

the chamber layei^, with many layers of tangential triradiates.

Tubar skeleton articulate, the proximal joint being composed
of subgastral sagittal quadriradiates (? or triradiates), the
other joints of sagittal triradiates practically reduced to

the basal ray by suppression of the paired rays. Without
colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1893 A] and Row
[1913 MS.].

This genus was first proposed by Dendy [1892 B] for his

Grantiopsis cylindrica, and was considered by him to be a sub-
genus of Grantia. Jeiakin [1908 B] placed it as a distinct genus
in his family Staurorihaphidse, on the ground that the subgastral

spicules were " chiactines." As we cannot accept the chiact

theory, we again transfer the genus to the Giuntiidae, but
consider it sufficiently distinct from Grantia to deserve generic

recognition.

We have recently discovered, as the result of our study of

Mr. Carter's MS. illustrations, in the possession of one of us,

that that author's " Hypograntia infreqimns (incertee sedis) " is

undoubtedly a species of Grantiopsis, a,nd the same species has
recently tui-ned up again in the collection made by the Hamburg
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South-Western Australian Expedition of 1905. As neither

Mr. Carter's Hypograntia nor the species H. infrequens were
ever recognisably diagnosed, we do not consider it necessary to

abandon the generic name Gi-antiopsis. The question will be
more fully dealt with in the forthcoming report on the above-

mentioned collection [Row 1913 MS.].

We recognise the following species in this genus :

—

1. G. CYLmDRiCA Bendy. Type species of the genus.

Grantiopsis cylindrica Dendy [1892 B].

2. G. INFREQUENS Carter.

Hypograntia infrequens Carter [1885-1886].
Grantiopsis infrequens Row [1913 MS.].

Genus 26. Sycute nov.

Diagnosis. Canal system sj^conoid. Dermal cortex provided with

colossal longitudinally arranged oxea. Tubar skeleton

articulate. Distal ends of the flagellate chambei's crowned
with tufts of oxea lying between the colossal longitudinal

oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Kirk [1894].

This genus has been provided for Kirk's Sycon dendyi, a species

which is curiously inteinnediate in character between Sycon and
Ute, retaining the well-defined tufts of oxea which are charac-

tei'istic of Sycon and at the same time possessing the colossal

longitudinal oxea characteristic of Ute.

The only known species is :

—

1 S. DENDYI Kirk.

Sycon dendyi Kirk [1894].

Genus 27. Ute O. Schmidt [1862] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Tubar skeleton articulate.

Dermal cortex well developed, containing colossal longi-

tudinal oxea. No tufts of oxea at the distal ends of the

flagellate chambers.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1893 A].

We allocate the following species to this genus :

—

Section A. Without microxea.

1. U. ENSATA Bowerhanh.

Qrantia ensata Bowerbank [1864-1882].

Sycandra glabra var. ensata Haeckel [1872].
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2. U. GLABRA 0. Schmidt. Type species of the genus.

Ute glabra 0. Schmidt [1864].

Ute capillosa J. E. Gray [1867], fide Haeckel [1872].

Sycandra glah7'a Haeckel [1872].

3. U. RiGiDA Haeckel.

Sycandra glabra var. rigida Haeckel [1872].

4. U. SYCONOiDES Garter.

Aphroceras syconoides Carter [1885-1886].

Section B, With microxea.

5. U. SPENCERi Dendy.
Ute spenceri Dendy [1892 B].

6.. U. spicuLOSA Bendy.
Ute spiculosa Dendy [1892 Bj.

Genus 28. Synute Dendy [1892 A].

Diagnosis. Sponge consisting of many Ute-like individuals com-
pletely fused together, and invested with a common cortex

containing colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1893 A].

This genus represents the highest known type of integration

met with amongst syconoid sponges.

The only known species is :

—

1. S. PULCHELLA Dendy.
Synute pidchella Dendy [1892 A].

Synute puhhella Row '[1913 MS.].

Genus 29. Sycodorus Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

iT-^eWa Dendy [1892 B].

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Tubar skeleton articulate.

Gastral cortex with a layer of large longitudinally arranged
oxea, but no oxea in the dermal cortex.

For illustrations of this genvTS see Haeckel [1872].

Dendy proposed the genus Utella in 1892 for the reception of

Haeckel's Sycandra hystrix, and suggested that 0. Schmidt's

Ute utricidus might also be included in it. As we feel that the

laws of priority necessitate our using Haeckel's subgeneric names,
where possible, in preference to later ones, we propose to substitute

Sycodorus for Utella, the species which precede S. hystrix in the
subgenus in Haeckel's monograph having been assigned to earlier

genera. For Ute titriculus Ave have retained the generic name
Sycandra.
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The only known species is :

—

1. S. HYSTKix Haeckel.

Sycandra hystrix Haeckel [1872].

Genus 30. Achramorpha Jenkin [1908 B] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoicl. Skeleton of the chamber
layer reduced to the basal rays of the subgasti-al sagittal

triradiates (which may become quadriradiates by the addi-

tion of an apical ray), with radial oxea lying between the

chambers and projecting from the surface. No colossal

longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Jenkin [1908B] ; and Breitfuss

[1898 D] under Ebnerella schulzei.

This genus was proposed by Jenkin for the three species

glacialis, grandinis and nivalis, which resemble one another

closely, and which all possess the so-called chiactines of his

supposed family Staurorrhaphidte. The fact that another species,

Breitfuss's Ebnerella schidzei, differs in no essential point except

the absence of chiactines, affords strong evidence for our view

that the latter are nothing but subgastral sagittal triradiates

that have developed apical rays, and therefore not even of generic

importance, since such spicules are known to occur in other

Grantiidae. These species, however, form a well-defined grovip,

and we accordingly retain the generic name Achramorpha, with

an emended diagnosis based upon what we believe to be more
important characters.

We assign the following species to the genus :

—

Section A. With microxea.

1. A. glacialis Jenkin.

Achraonorpha glacialis Jenkin [1908 B].

2. A. GRANDINIS Jenkin.

Achramorpha grandinis Jenkin [1908 B].

3. A. NIVALIS Jenkin. Type species of the genus.

Achraiiiorpha nivalis Jenkin [1908 B].

4. A. SCHULZEI Breitfuss.

Ebnerella schulzei Breitfuss [1896 A].

Section B. Without microxea.

5. A. TRUNCATA Topscnt.

Grantia truncata Topsent [1907].
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Genus 31. Uteopsis nov.

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Tubar skeleton reduced to

the basal rays of subgastral sagittal radiates, stipplemented

distally by radially arranged oxea. Dermal cortex well

developed, and containing colossal longitudinal oxea.

.For illustrations of this genus see Pol6jaefF [1883].

We propose this genus for PolejaefF's Ute argentea, which
obviously differs widely from the other species of the genus Ute.

The replacement of the distal portion of the tubar skeleton

by oxea is a very unusual feature, and, from the analogy of

Grantiopsis, we think it possible, but not probable, that these

oxea are really radiates whose paired rays have been completely

lost. It seems more jorobable that they are to be compared to

the radial oxea of Aclirwmorpha.

The "tubar" quadriradiates referred to by Polejaeff presumably
belong to the exhalant canals of the chambers, and not to the

chambers themselves.

The only known species of the genus is :

—

1. U. ARGENTEA PoUjaeff.

Ute argeniea Polejaeff [1883].

Genus 32. Anamixilla Polejaeff [1883].

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Tubar skeleton reduced to

the outwardly directed basal rays of the subgastral sagittal

radiates. Skeleton of the chamber layer otherwise con-

sisting of large triradiate spicules, ai-ranged without regard

to the direction of the chambers. Dermal cortex well

developed, but without colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Polejaeff [1883].

As Dendy has previously pointed out [1893 A], this genus may
be looked upon as a Gh-antia in which the ordinary tubar skeleton

has been almost entirely replaced by the invasion of large tri-

radiates from the dermal cortex. Thus the genus is of interest

as indicating one method by which the confvised chamber-layer

skeleton of Leucandra may have arisen.

The only known species is :

—

1 . A. TORRESi Polejaeff.

Anamixilla tori'esi Polejaeff [1883].
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Genus 33. Sycyssa Haeckel [1872].

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Skeleton entirely composed
of oxea. Dermal cortex well developed, but without colossal

longitudinal oxea. Gastral cortex with a subgastral layer of
oxea, arranged longitudinally.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

This genus is highly remarkable for the complete suppression
of the radiate spicviles. An analogous condition is met with in
Ascyssa. Leucyssa, Trichogypsia and Kiiarrhaphis

.

The only known species is :

—

1. S. HUXLEYi Haeckel.

Sycyssa huxleyi Haeckel [1872].

Genus 34. Megapogon Jenkin [1908 B] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system sylleibid or leuconoid. Skeleton of the
chamber layer retaining clear traces of the original articulate

character and not confused ; composed chiefly of subgastral
sagittal quadriradiates, with their apical rays projecting into
the gastral cavity ; with a few sagittal triradiates arranged
as usual. N'o gastral skeleton of tangentially placed radiates,

except round the osculum. No colossal longitudinal oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Jenkin [1908 B].

Jenkin included in this genus five species, M. cmciferus^
M. villostbs, M. raripilus, M. pollicarls and M. crispatus, and
placed it in the family Staurorrhaphidfe on account of the
presence of so-called chiactines. His figure of M. villosus,

however, is alone sufiicient to indicate that the "chiactines"
are merely subgastral sagittal radiates which have developed
apical rays, as in so many other cases, and we find it necessary

to base the genus, which we believe to be a natural one, on other
characters.

The absence of tangentially arranged gastral radiates, combined
with the presence of the so-called " chiactines," might be used as

an argument for the validity of the chiact theory, on the sup-
position that all the gastral tangential radiates had been converted

into chiactines, but we must remember that in one species at any
rate, M. rarijnlus, the so-called chiactines are associated with
subgastral sagittal triradiates, which differ from them only in

the absence of an apical ray, and there is no ground for supposing
that the chiactines have any special significance. It is quite

possible that all these subgastral sagittal spicules have been
rotated into their present positions, as already pointed out in the
Introduction, but this fact does not justify us in distinguishing
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the cliiactines as fundamentally rUffei'eut from other subgastral

sagittal radiates.

Megapogon villosus, with its sylleibid canal system and almost

syconoid skeleton, exhibits a very interesting stage in the

evolution of the leuconoid type, and the same is perhaps true

of M. pollicaris.

We place the following species in this genus :—

1. M. CRISPAXUS Je?i^m.

Megapogon Gris2)atus Jenkin [1908 B].

2. M. CRUCiFERUS PoUjaeff. Type species of the genus.

Leuconia crucifera PolejaefT [1883].

3. M. POLiiiCARis Jenkin.

Megapogon pollicaris Jenkin [1908 B].

4. M . RARiPiLUS Jenkin.

Megapogon raripilus Jenkin [1908 B].

5. M. VILLOSUS Jenkin.

Megapogon villosus Jenkin [1908 B].

Genus 35-. Leucandra Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Sponge usually a single person, or a colony of such

persons in which the component individuals are readily

recognisable. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton of the

chamber layer more or less confused, but frequently with

vestiges of an articulate tubar skeleton in the form of sub-

gastral or other sagittal triradiates. Dermal skeleton of

tangentially placed triradiates, which may sometimes develop

an apical ray. Colossal longitudinally placed oxea, when
occurring in the dermal cortex, never forming a smooth

layer, but always projecting conspicuously from the surface.

For illustrations of this genus see Vosmaer [1880] and Dendy
[1893 A].

The genus Leucandra as here defined is much more narrowly

circumscribed than it was by Dendy previously [1892 B]. In

fact Dendy's genus is here represented by no less than 10 genera,

namely, Leucandra, Baeria, Leucopsila, Aphroceras, Leucettaga,

Lamontia and Eilhardia in the family Grantiidfe, and Leuco-

malthe, Pericharax and LeuceUiLsa in other families, while

certain species have been transferred to Leticetta. On the other

hand, we include in the pi^esent genus certain species which

possess subdermal quadriradiates, and which on that account

were placed by Dendy in the genus Leucilla ; for, as we had

occasion to point out with regard to both Leucetia and Grantia,
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we do not consider that the mere presence or absence of a fovirth

ray on a^ radiate spicule in the dermal cortex can be regarded as

of generic import. We shall discuss the true characteristics of

Leucilla when dealing with that genus.

The genus Leucandra as now defined may be regarded as

derived from a Grantia-W^Q ancestor by the conversion of

the syconoid canal system into a leuconoid one, with the

simultaneous replacement of the articulate tubar skeleton by
an irregularly scattered skeleton of the chamber layer (compare

Anamixilla). Indications of the syconoid ancesti-y can, however,

frequently be detected in the skeleton (compare Megapogon),

while as regards canal system such species as L. australiensis

Carter and L. infesta sp. n. (^Leucilla intermedia Row [1909]),

which are of the so-called sylleibid type, foi'm connecting links

between Grantia and Leucandra.

We recognise the following sjaecies as belonging to this

genus :

—

Section A. With large, usually i-adially arranged oxea,

but without microxea.

1. L, ANANAS Montagu.
Spo7igia ananas Montagu [1812].

Spongia pulvertdenta Grant \\9>2%~], fide Haeckel [1872].

Scij2}ha ovata S. F. Gray [1821],>Ze Haeckel [1872].

Sycimda j»e?wciZZaf«. 0. Schmidt [1870], fide Haeckel

[1872].

Leucandra ananas Haeckel [1872].

2. L. ANGUiNEA Ridley.

Leucortis anguinea Ridley [1884].

3. L. ANOMALA Haeckel.

Leicceita pandora var. anomala Haeckel [1872].

4. L. ARMATA Urban.

Leuconia armata Urban [1908].

5. L. ASPERA 0. Schmidt.

Sycon asperiom 0. Schmidt [1862],
'^ Spongia j)c(,nicea Esper [V\,fide Haeckel [1872].

'^Spongia infiata Delle Chiaje [1828], fide Haeckel
[1872].

Leucandra aspera Haeckel [1872].

6. L. AUSTRALIENSIS Carter.

Leaconia fistulosa var. australiensis Carter [1885-1886].
Leucandra australiensis Dendy [1892 B].

7. L. CAMiNUS Haeckel.

Dyssyconella caminus Haeckel [1870].

Leucandra caminus Haeckel [1872].
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8. L. CAPILLATA PoUjaeff.

Leuconia multiformis var. capillata Pol6jaeff [1883].

9. L. ciRRATA Jenlcin.

Leucandra cirrata Jenkin [1908 B].

10. L. ciRRHOSA Urban.

Leuconia cirrhosa Urban [1908].

11. L. CLAViFORMis Schuffner.

Leucandra claviformis Schuffner [1877].

12. L. COMPACTA Garter.

Leuconia compacta Carter [1885-1886].

13. L. CRAMBESSA Haeckcl.

Leucandra cramhessa Haeckel [1872].

14. L. CRUSTACEA Haeckel.

Leucaltis Crustacea Haeckel [1872].

15. L. cuMBERLANDENSis Lambe.
Leucandra cumberlandensis Lambe [1900 B].

16. L. DONNANi Dendy.
Leucandra donnani Dendj [1905J.

17. L. ECHiNATA Schuffner.

Leucandra echinata Schuffiier [1877].

Leuconia echinata Garter [1885-1886], fide Dendy
[1913].

Leucandra echinata Dendy [1913].

18. L. EGEDii 0. Schmidt. Type species of the genus.

Sycinula egedii 0. Schmidt [1870].

Leucandra egedii Haeckel [1872].

19. L. FALCiGERA Schuffncr.

Ljcujcandra falcigera Schuffner [1877].

20. L. FiSTULOSA Johnston.

Orantia fistulosa Johnston [1842].

Leucandra fistulosa Haeckel [1872].

21. L. GEMMiPARA Thacker.

Leucandra gemmipara Thacker [1908].

22. L. GossEi Bowerbank.

Leucogypsia gossei Bowerbank [1864-1882].

Leucandra gossei Haeckel [1872].

23. L. HIBERNA Jenkin.

Leucandra hiherna Jenkin [1908 B].

24. L. HiRSUTA Topsent.

Leucandra hirsuta Topsent [1907].
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25. L. HisPiDA Carter.

Leuconia hisjnda Carter [1885-1886].

26. L. INFESTA, sp. n.

Leucilla intermedia Row [1909].

The new name is given to this species as intermedials already

occupied.

27. L. KERGUELENSis Urban.

Leucandra kerguelensis Urban [1908].

28. L. LENDENFELDi Breitfuss.

Leuconia lend^enfeldi Breitfuss [1897].

Leucortis elegans von Lendenfeld, MS., fide Breitfuss

[1897].

29. L. LUNULATA Haeckel.

Leucandra lunulata Haeckel [1872].

30. L. MASATiERRiE Breitfuss.

Leuconia masatierroi Breitfuss [1898 E].

31. L. MEANDRiNA von Lendenfeld.

Leucandra 'meandrina von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

32. L, BIINIMA B.oiv.

Leucandra minima Bow [1913 MS.].

33. L. MULTIFORMIS PoUjaeff.

Leuconia midtiformis Polejaeff [1883].

34. L. PHiLLiPENSis Bendy.
Le%icandra pliillipen&is Dendy [1892 B].

35. L, PALLIDA Row.
Leucandra. pallida Row [1913 MS.].

36. L. PULviNAR Raechel.

Sycolepis pidvinar Haeckel [1870].

Mlea dohrovii Michlucho-Maclay, MS., fide Haeckel

[1872].

Leucortis pulvinar Haeckel [1872].

37. L. THULAKOMORPHA RoW.
Leucandra thulakomorpha Row [1913 MS.].

38. L. VAGINATA von Lendenfeld.

Leucandra vaginata von Lendenfeld [1885 B],

39. L. VALIDA Lamhe.
Leucandra valida Lambe [1900 B].

40. L. viLLOSA von Lendenfeld.

Leucandra villosa von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. LI. 51
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41. L. WASlNENSis Jenkin.

Leucilla wasinensis Jenkin [1908 A].

Zeitcandra wasinensis Dendy [19 13 J.

Section B. With large, usually radially arranged oxea,

and with microxea.

42. L. AMORPHA Polejaeff.

Leuconia multiformis var. amorpha Polejaeff [1883],

43. L. ANPRACTA Urban.

Leuconia anfracta Urban [1908].

44. L. APiCALis Urban.

Leucandra apicalis Urban [1905].

45. L, BALEARICA Lacksc/ieivitsch.

Leuconia balearica Lackschewitsch [1886].

46. L. BULBOSA Hanitsch.

Leucandra bulbosa Hanitsch [1895].

47. L, coiMBE^ Breitfuss.

Leuconia coimbrce Breitfuss [1898 C].

48. L. CONICA von Lendenfeld.

Leucandra conica von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

49. L. CALLiEA Haeckel.

Leucandra crambessa var. callcea Haeckel [1872].

50. L. CROSSLANDi Thacker.

Leucandra crosslandi Thacker [1908].

51. L. CYLiNDRiCA Fvistedt.

Leucandra cylindrica Fristedt [1887].

52. L. FERNANUENSis Breitfuss.

Leuconiafernandensis Breitfuss [1898 E].

53. L, GLADIATOR Dendy.
Leucandra gladiator Dendy [1892 B].

54. L. HEATHii Urban.

Leucandra lieathii Urban [1905].

55. L. jouBiNi Topsent.

Leucandra joubini Topsent [1907].

56. L. LORiCATA Polejaeff.

Leuconia loricata, PolejaefF [1883].

57. L. MINOR Urban.

Leuconia minor Urban [1908].

58. L. PLATEi Breitfuss.

Leuconia platei Breitfuss [1898 E].
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59. L. PYRiFORMis Lamhe.
Leiiconia pyriformis Lambe [1893].

60. L. RODRiGUEZii Lackschewitsch.

Leuconia rodriguezU Lackschewitscli [1886].

61. L. RUDiFERA Polejaeff.

Leuconia rudifera Polejaeff [1883].

Leucandra rudifera Thacker [1908].

62. L. SPissA Urban.

Leuconia spissa Urban [1908].

63. L. TAYLORi Lambe.
Leucandra taylori Lambe [1900 A].

64. L. TYPiCA Polejaeff.

Leuconia typica Polejaeff [1883].

65. L. viTREA Urban.

Leuconia vitrea Urban [1908].

Section C. With microxea, but without large oxea.

66. L. JOHNSTONii Carter.

Orantia nivea var.^ Johnston [1842].

Leicconia johnstonii Carter [1871 B].

Leiijcandra johnstonii Haeckel [1872].

67. L. LOBATA Carter.

Leuconia lobata Carter [1885-1886].

68. L. MULTiFiDA Garter.

Leuconia multifida Carter [1885-1886].

69. L. NIVEA Grant.

Spongia nivea Grant [1825-1826].

Leucandra nivea Haeckel [1872].

70. L. ovATA Polejaeff.

Ljeuconia ovata Polejaeff [1883].

71. L. PRAVA Breitfuss.

Leitconia jirava Breitfuss [1898 C].

Section D. Without oxea of any kind.

72. L. BATHYBiA Haeckcl.

Dyssycum p)^rlmimmi Haeckel [1870], fide Haeckel
[1872].

Leacaltis bathybia Haeckel [1872].
Grantia arabica Michlucho-Maclay, MS., fidx Haeckel

[1873].

The earlier of Haeckel's names for this species, perimimcm, is

a nomen nudum, as it never was accompanied by a diagnosis
51*
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73. L. BRUMALis Jenkin.

Leucandra hrumalis Jenkin [1908 B].

74. L. CURVA Schuffner.

Leucandra curva Scliuffner [1877].

75. L, FRIGIDA Jenkin.

Leucandra frigida Jenkin [1908 B].

76. L. GELATiNOSA Jenkin.

Lencandra gelatinosa Jenkin [1908 B].

77. L. HELENA von Lendenfeld.

Leucaliis helena von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

78. L. IMPRESSA Hanitsch.

Leacaltis impressa Hanitscli [1890].

79. L. INNOMINATA, sp. n.

Leucilla crosslandi Row [1909].

The new name is necessitated by the fact that the name
crosslandi is already occupied in this genus.

80. L. INTERMEDIA Haeckel.

Le%icetta pandora var. intermedia Haeckel [1872].

81. L. LEVIS Polejaeff.

Leuconia levis Poleja,eff [1883].

82. L. NAUSICA^ Schufner.
Leucaltis nausicace Schuffner [1877].

83. L. PANDORA Haeckel.

Leucetta pandora Haeckel [1872].

84. L. PUMiLA Jioioerhank,.

Leuconia pumila Bowerbank [1864-1882].

Leucaltis pumila Haeckel [1872].

85. L, SAGiTTATA Haeckcl.

Lexicetta sagittata Haeckel [1872].

86. L. scHAUiNSLANDi Preiwisch.

Leucetta schauinslandi Preiwisch [1904].

87. L. TELUM von Lendenfeld.

Polejna telum von Lendenfekl [1891].

88. L. vERDENSis Thacker.

Leucandra verdensis Thacker [1908].

The following species are doubtfully assigned to this genus :—

•

89. L. INFLATA Delle Chiaje.

Spongia injlata Delle Chiaje [1828].

Possibly identical with Leucandra aspera, fide Haeckel
[1872].
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90. L. PANicEA Esper.

iSpongia panicea Esper, ^icZe Haeckel [1872].

Esper's original reference to this species has not been
found by us, but Haeckel [1872] states that the species is

possibly identical with Leucandra aspiera.

Genus 36. Baeria Michlucho-Maclay [1870] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton of the chamber
layer composed almost exclusively of irregularly scattered

colossal quadrii-adia-tes. Mici'oxea pi'esent in large numbers,
and of very characteristic form, being almost always pierced

with a small hole towards one end.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

The very characteristic " needle-eye " spicules of this genus are

really triradiates, in which two of the rays are very much reduced

and have come to lie approximately side by side, being actually

fused at their distal ends. In this way we get a linear spicule

very slightly swollen at one end, and in the centre of the swelling

a small hole, the remnant of the space between the two originally

separate rays. That this is the true explanation of these spicules

was made abundantly clear from an examination by one of us

(Row) of a microscopical preparation of the species preserved at

Jena, for while most of the spicules were found to correspond

exactly to the type described above, a few of them had the

reduced rays not fused together but widely open, thus maintaining

the triradiate condition. Exactly similar spicules occur in

Kuarrhaphis cretacea (q. v.).

It may perhaps be pointed out here that these spicules indicate

a possible way in which all the calcai'eous monaxon spicules may
have originated. At any rate their occurrence adds probability

to the presumption that all calcareous oxea have been derived

from triradiates in some way or other.

The only known species of the genus is :

—

1 . B. ocHOTENSis Michlucho-Maclay.

Baeria ochotensis Michlucho-Maclay [1870].

Leucandy^a ochotensis Haeckel [1872].

Genus 37. Leucopsila nov.

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton of the chamber
layer composed almost exclusively of irregularly scattered

colossal quadriradiates. Gastral cortex well developed, but

without any radiate spicules, the whole of the gastral skeleton

being formed of a dense layer of microxea.
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For illustrations of tliis genus see Haeckel [1872].

The very peculiar character of the skeleton of the gastral cortex

seems to justify the erection of a new genus for 0. Schmidt's;

Leuconia stylifera.

The only known species is:—
1. L. STYLIFERA 0. Schmidt.

Leuconia stylifera O. Schmidt [1870].

Leucandra stylifera Haeckel [1872].

Genus 38. Aphroceras Gray [1858].

Diagnosis. Sponge usually a single person or a colony of such

persons in which the component individuals are readily re-

cognisable. Canal system sylleibid or leuconoid. Skeleton

of the chamber layer more or less confused, but frequently

with vestiges of an articulate tubar skeleton in the form of

subgastral or other sagittal radiates. Dermal skeleton of

tangentially placed triradiates supplemented by colossal oxea

placed longitudinally and not projecting from the surface

sufficiently to render it hispid.

For illustrations of this genus see von Lendenfeld [1891],

under Vosmaeyna corticata.

The genus Aphroceras was originally proposed by Gray [1858]
to receive a sponge from Hong-Kong, whose chief characteristics,,

at any rate from our point of view, were the leuconoid canal

system and the colossal longitudinal oxea of the dermal cortex..

Since then other species which combine these characters have
been described, and, although recent authors have not seen fit to

accept this genus, we feel that these species form a very natural

group, and we consider that the characters distinguishing it are'

sufficiently well defined to render it possible to separate it from
its nearest ally, Le\ica'ud.ra. In fact, almost the only species that

presents any difficulty is Haeckel's Leucandra craonbessa and its

varieties, in which the colossal oxea are not arranged longi-

tudinally, but lie scattered quite irregularly over the surface of

the sponge. This condition is somewhat intermediate between
that of some Leucandras and that of Ajyhroceras, and we prefer

to place this species in the genus Leucandra.

It may be advisable to state that we do not consider Aphroceras

to have been derived from Ute or a Ute-like form, but directly

from an ancesti-al Leucandra.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus :

—
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Section A. Withovit microxea.

1. A. ALCicoRNis Gra]i. Type species of the genus.

Aphroceras cdcicornis Gray [1858].
Cyathiscus actinia, Haeckel [1870],_/i(Ze Haeckel [1872].
Leucandra alcicornis Haeckel [1872].

2. A. CATAPHRACTA Ilasckel.

Leucandra cataphracta Haeckel [1872].

3. A. ELONGATA Scliuffncr.

Leucandra elongata Schufiher [1877].

Section B. Witli microxea.

4. A. CiESPiTOSA Haeckel.

Leucandra alcicornis var. ccespitosa Haeckel [1872].

5. A. CLiARENSis Stephens.

Leucandra cliarensis Stephens [1912].

6. A. CORTICATA von Lendenfeld.

Vosmaeria corticata von Lendenfeld [1891].

Genus 39. Leucettaga Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton almost entirely

composed of a confused mass of triradiates, which are mostly
irregular and which form the dermal cortical skeleton as

well as the skeleton of the chamber layer. Gastral cavity

traversed by numerous endogastric septa, which possess a
special skeleton of their own in the form of minute radiates.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

This genus is proposed for the reception of Haeckel's Leucetta

2)andora var. loculifera, which is the only known species. It

affords an example amongst leuconoid Calcarea of that remarkable
development of endogastric septa which occuis also in certain

Leucosolenias (e. g. L. wilsoni) among the Homocoelidse, in

Leucettusa among the Leucaltidse, and in Sycandra among tlie

SycettidfB. We have, however, only considered it necessary to

attribute generic importance to this character when it is combined,

as in the present instance, with the presence of an endogastric

skeleton.

We haA^e revived this name, which was applied by Haeckel to

one of the subgenera of his Leucetta, for this genus.

The only known species is :

—

1. L. loculifera Haeckel.

Leucetta pandora \a.v. locidifera Haeckel [1872].
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Genus 40. Paraleucilla Dendy [1892 B].

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton of the chamber
layer composed of confused triradiates. Subdermal cavities

present, supported by an inner and an outer layer of quadri-
radiates, whose apical rays cross each other in opposite

directions. Dermal cortex with tangentially placed tri-

radiates, between wdn'ch lie large, longitudinally placed oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

This genus was proposed by Dendy [1892 B] to receive Haeckel's
Lettcandra cuciimis, but abandoned by him in 1893 on the ground
that it was not sufficiently distinct from Leucilla. He also

pointed out that Polejaeff had previously proposed the name
Pericharax for the same sponge. Further consideration has,

however, convinced us that the dermal quadriradiates of

Leucandra cucumis are not really compai-able to the subdermal
quadriradiates oi Leucilla and other Amphoriscidse, being related

solely to the cortex and not to the chamber layer at all. We
therefore transfer the species to the family Grantiidfe, with which
it has much more in common than with any other family of

Oalcarea. We know nothing, however, of the position of the
nucleus of the collared cells. The first mentioned species of

Pericharax^ on the other hand, is P. carteri Polejaeft' [1883, p. 19]
which we have now shown to belong to the Leucascid-Leucaltid
line of descent. We cannot therefore associate Leucandra
cucumis with either Leucilla or Pericliarax^ and it therefore
appears to us that as it is clearly distinguished from other
Grantiidse by the presence of subdermal cavities with a special

skeleton, it is necessary to revive the genus Paraleucilla for its

reception. Haeckel, it is true, placed his Leucandra cucumiis in

the subgenus " Leucogypsa," but Bowerbank's name " Leuco-
gyjysia'^ if revived at all. which we think very undesirable, would
have to be reserved for Leucandra.

The only known species is :

—

1. P. CUCUMIS Haeckel.

Leucandra cticumis Haeckel [1872].

Paraleucilla cucumis Dendy [1892 B].

Genus 41. Lamontia Kirk [1894].

Diagnosis. Sponge consisting of a single person Avith a specialised

pore-zone below the terminal osculum. Canal system
leuconoid. Skeleton of the chamber layer consisting of small
scattered oxea. Dermal cortex with triradiates in addition
to oxea. Gastral quadi'iradiates present.

For illustrations of this genus see Kirk [1894].
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The only species of this curious genus is Kirk's Zamontia zona
from New Zealand, which perhaps forms a transition from the

genus Leucmidra to the genus Leucyssa.

1. L. ZONA Kxrli.

Lamontia zona Kirk [1894].

Genus 42. Leucyssa Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton entirely composed
of smooth oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

We can only suppose that this genus, which has only been
observed by Haeckel, owes its peculiar skeleton to the complete

suppression of ancestral radiates.

The only known species is :

—

1 . L- spongilla Haeckel.

Leucyssa spongilla Haeckel [1872].

Genus 43. Trichogypsia Carter [1871 B],

Diagnosis. Canal system leuconoid. Skeleton entirely composed
of spined oxea.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

In 1871 Carter proposed the genus Trichogypsia for his species

T. villosa. In 1872, in " Die KalkschAvamme," Haeckel regarded

this species as a variety of his Leucyssa incrustans, the specific

name incrustans having been given by him without description in

1870 under the genus Sycolepis. The diagnosis of Sycolejns also

contained no reference to the essential peculiarities of the species

in question, and was subsequently abandoned by its author.

The name Trichogypsia has therefore priority in our opinion

over both Sycolepis and Leucyssa, and we have retained it here

for species which, like T. villosa, have spined oxea, while using

Haeckel's name I^eucyssa for those with smooth oxea.

We consider that Haeckel's variety lichenoides, which is the

first variety of his Leucyssa incrustans, is specifically distinct from
Carter's Trichogypsia villosa, and as the name villosa has priority

over incrustans, we confine the latter to the form termed by
Haeckel var. lichenoides.

We recognise the following species of this genus :

—

1. T. iNCRUSTAxs HaeckeL
Leucyssa incrustans var. lichenoides Haeckel [1872].
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2. T. viLLOSA Carter. Type species of the genus,

Trichogypsia'villosa Carter [1871 B].

Leucyssa incrustans var. villosa Haeckel [1872].

It is doubtful whether Haeckel's Sycolevis incrustans is really

a synonym of TricJtogypsia villosa or of T. incrustans.

Genus 44. Kuarrhaphis nov.

Diagnosis. Canal system presumably leuconoid. Skeleton com-
posed exclusively of pei'forated "needle-eye" spicules.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

We propose this name for Haeckel's Leucyssa cretacea, which
differs from all the other species included by him in the genus

Leucyssa in the remarkable perforation of the " needle-eye

"

spicules. Spicules of practically identical form are found in the

genus Baeria^ and we must refer the reader to that genus for a

discussion of their nature and origin. In Baeria they are still

associated with triradiates and colossal quadriradiates. Whether
Kuarrhaphis is to be regarded as derived from a Baeria-like

ancestor by the complete suppression of the radiate spicules,,

or whether the remai^kable "needle-eye" spicules have arisen

independently in the two cases, it is impossible to decide.

The only known species is :—

1. K. CRETACEA Haeckel.

Leucyssa cretacea Haeckel [1872].

Genus 45. Eilhardia Polejaeff [1883].

Diagnosis. Sponge calyciform, with pores on the inner and
oscula on the outer surface of the cup. Canal system leu-

conoid. Skeleton of the chamber layer confused, composed
of triradiates of various shapes and sizes, and of microxea.

Cortex of inner surface with microxea and sagittal triiadiates,.

cortex of the outer surface with large oxea and sagittal

triradiates.

For illustrations of this genus see Polejaeff [1883].

The only known species of the genus is Polejaeff's Eilhardia

schtdzei, a highly remarkable sponge in many ways, the distri-

bution of the pores and oscula being exactly the reverse of the
usual condition in cup-shaped sponges, and indicating that the

sponge cannot be regarded as a single leuconoid person with
expanded osculum, in the same way as the calyciform Pericharax-

peziza.
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Although the genus Eilhardla was abandoned by Dendy
[1892 B], we now consider that it is fully entitled to i^ecog-

nition.

The only known species is :

—

1. E. SCHULZEI PoUjaeff.

Eilhardla sclmdzei PolejaefF [1883].

Family 9. AMPHORISOID^ Dendy [1892 BJ (emend.).

Diagnosis. Flagellate chambers ranging from elongated and
radially arranged to small, spherical a.nd irregularly scattered.

With a distinct dermal cortex supported by a skeleton of

tangentially placed radiates to which oxea may be added.
Some or all of the dermal radiates with large apical I'ays,

which project inwards through the chamber layer to a greater

or less extent, and form the principal part of its skeleton.

No articulate tubar skeleton, but sometimes, in the leuconoid

forms, a confused skeleton of quadriradiates in the chamber
layer. Nuclei of collared cells probably always apical.

The most conspicuous feature of this family lies in the large

dermal or subdermal quadriradiates with centripetally directed

ajDical rays. >Such spicules may indeed be present in certain

species of Leucandra, but in such cases they are always associated

with a confused chamber-layer skeleton of scattered triradiates,

which is never the case in the Amphoriscidse. If there be a
confused chamber-layer skeleton in this family it is found to be
composed of quadriradiates, which presumably have been derived

from the subdermal and subgastral quadriradiates themselves by
immigration.

The evidence seems to indicate that Leucandra and Leucilla,

though difficult to separate in practice, owe their resemblance
largely to convei^gence, and that each has been independently
evolved from some syconoid ancestor, in the one case directly from
some such form as Grantia, in the other through some such form
as Amjyhoriscus

.

In some Amphoriscidse large subgastral quadriradiates are

present, and in others, or even in the same, subgastral sagittal

triradiates (or quadriradiates) resembling the sagittal radiates

of the first joint of an articulate tubar skeleton. Whether the
centrifugally directed ray of the large subgastral quadriradiates

is homologous with the basal ray of the subgastral sagittal tri-

radiates, or whether it is an apical ray added to a tangential

triradiate of the gastral cortex, is a question which we cannot
decide without further evidence.
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Genus 46. Amphoriscus Haeckel [1870] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. Without any special root-

tuft of anclioi"ing spicules.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872] under
Sycaltis and Sycilla., and Polejaeff" [1883].

We recognise the following species in this genus :

—

Section A. Without oxea.

1. A. CHRYSALIS 0. Schmidt.

Ute chrysalis O. Schmidt [1864]. Tj^pe species of the
genus.

Sycilla chrysalis Haeckel [1872].

2. A. CYATHiscus Haeckel.

Ariipho7'isciis cyathiscus Haeckel [1872].
Sycilla cyathiscus Haeckel [1872].

3. A. CYLiNDRUS Haeckel.

Sycilla cylindrus Haeckel [1872].

4. A. KRYPTORAPHis TJrhan.

Amphoriscus kryptoraphis Urban [1908].

6. A. oviPARUs Haeckel.

Sycaltis ovipara Haeckel [1872].

6. A. SEMONi Breitfuss.

Amphoriscus semoni Breitfuss [1896 C].

7. A. TESTiPARUS Haeckel.

Sycaltis testipara Haeckel [1872].

8. A. URNA Haeckel.

Amphoriscus urna Haeckel [1870].

Sycilla lorna Haeckel [1872].

Section B. With microxea, but wdthout lai-ge oxea.

9. A. BUCCiCHii von Ebner.

Amphoriscus buccichii von Ebner [1887].

10. A. elongatus Polejaeff.

Amphoriscus elongatus Polejaeff [1883].

11. A. GREGORii V071 Lendenfeld.
Ehnerella gregorii von Lendenfeld [1891].

12. A. OBLATUS Roio.

Amphoriscus ohlatus Row [1918 MS.].
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Genus 47. Syculmis Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system syconoid. With a i^oot-tuft of oxea and
anchoring quadriradiates.

For illusti-ations of this genus see Haeckel [1872].

This is a highly specialised genus of a single species, but had it

not already been proposed by Haeckel, we should hardly have felt

justified in distinguishing a special genus on the characters,

available.

The only known species is :

—

1. S. STNAPTA Haeckel.

Syculmis synapta Haeckel [1872].

Genus 48. Leucilla Haeckel 1872 (emend.).

Diagnosis. Canal system sylleibid or leuconoid. Skeleton of the
chamber layer typically composed of the centripetally and
centrifugally directed apical rays of subdermal and sub-
gastral quadriradiates, but subgastral sagittal triradiates and
confused chamber-layer quadriradiates may be present, while
the subgastral quadriradiates may be absent.

For illustrations of this genus see Haeckel [1872] and Dendy
[1893A].

The resemblance of this genus to some species of Leucandra
has already been pointed out. It also resembles by convergence
some species of the genus Leucetta, but may be distinguished by
the fact that traces of syconoid ancestry are still to be met with
in the skeleton (e. g., the presence in some species of subgastral
sagittal triradiates), while the triradiates are not of the cha-
racteristic regular tyjoe occuri-ing in the Leucascidse. The position
of the nucleus of the collared cells, as detei-mined in Leucilla
australiensis and L. princeps, is, moreover, ap)ical, instead of
basal as in the Leucascidpe.

We recognise the following species as belonging to this

genus :

—

Section A. Without oxea.

1. L. AMPHORA Haeckel. Type species of the genus.
Leucilla amphora Haeckel [1872].

2. L. AUSTRALIENSIS Carter.

Leuconia johnstonii var. australiensis Carter [1885-1886].
Leucilla australiensis Dendy [1892 B].
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3. L. CAPSULA Haeckel.

Lipostomella capsula Haeckel [1870].

Leiicilla capsula Haeckel [1872].

Section B. With large i-adiaJly arranged oxea or

trichoxea, but witliout niicroxea.

4. L. ECHINUS Haeckel.

Leucuhnis echinus Haeckel [1872].

5. L. OXEODRAGMIFERA RoW.
Leucilla oxeodragmifera Row [1913 MS.].

6. L. PRINCEPS Roiv.

Leitcilla princeps Row [1913 MS.].

7. L. PROTEUS Bendy.
Leucilla proteus Dendy [1913].

8. L. UTER FoUjaeff".

Leucilla uter PolejaefF [1883].

Section C. Without large oxea, but with microxea.

9. L. nuttingi Ih-han.

Rhabdoderinella niitiingi Urban [1902].

10. L. saocharata Haeckel.

Leucandra saccharata Haeckel [1872].

The following species appai^ently also belongs to this genus, but
was very inadequately diagnosed :

—

11. L. LEUCONIDES Bidder.

Sycaltis leuconides Bidder [1891].

Family 10. LELAPIID^ nov.

Dialytince Kirkpatrick [1911 A].

Diagnosis. Canal system presumably always leuconoid. Skeleton
of the chamber layer containing fibres or bundles of modified
sagittal triradiates placed side by side, but not cemented
together. Nuclei of collared cells (presumably always)
apical.

This family appears to be a highly specialised oflfshoot from the
leuconoid Grantiidse. The presence in Lelapia of distinct sub-
gastral sagittal ti-iradiates and the apical position of the nuclei of
the collared cells aflbrd very strong evidence in support of this
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view, and necessitate, as we have already pointed out, its wide

separation from the other so-called Pharetronid sponges.

The presence of tuning-fork spicules in Lela2)ia cannot be taken

as indicating close affinity with the latter, for, as is well known,

such spicules occur in Ha^ckel's Leucandra (Leucortis) pidvinar

and L. (Leucetta) jmndora, while they are replaced in Kehira, the

only other known genus of Lelapiidfe, by radiates in which the

oi-al rays have been practically suppressed.

Genus 49. Lelapia Gray [1867].

Diagnosis. Skeleton of the chamber layer composed of large

scattered oxea and loose fibres of tuning-fork spicules.

Dermal skeleton of tangential triradiates and microxea.

Gastral skeleton of tangential triradiates and quadriradiates.

For illustrations of this genus see Dendy [1893 B].

This genus Avas originally based by Gray on figures published

by Bowerbank of the characteristic tuning-fork spicules. Carter

really first described the sponge, adopting Gray's name, Lelapia

<mst7-alis, for the species which he studied. There is, of course,

no guarantee that Carter's species is either generically or

specifically identical with that which furnished the spicules

figured by Bowerbank. There is some probability, however, from
the locality, and from the fact that the spicules are stated by
Bowerbank to have been " loosely fasciculated," that the two
species ai'e really identical, and in any case the genus and species

may conveniently be retained for the sponge described by Carter.

The only known species is :

—

1. L. AXJSTRALis Gray.
'^ A neio species of sponge'^ Bowerbank [1858-1862].
Lelapia australis Gray [1867].

Lelapia australis Carter [1885-1886].
Lelapia australis Dendy [1893 B].

Genus 50. Kebira Row [1909].

Diagnosis. Skeleton of the chamber layer composed of large

longitudinally arranged oxea, and of loose fibres of sagittal

triradiates whose paired rays are vestigial. Dermal and
gastral skeleton of tangential triradiates.

For illustrations of this genus see Row [1909].

The only known species is :

—

1. K. UTEOIDES Eoiv.

Kehira uteoides Row [1909],
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GENERA AND SPECIES " INCERT^ SEDIS."

Genus 51. Sycaltis Haeckel [1872] (emend.).

Diagnosis ? Canal system syconoid (?). Skeleton of the chamber
layer confused.

The sense in which we employ this genus is obviously quite
diflerent from that in which it was used by Haeckel, who based
it upon the presence of triradiate and quadriradiate spicules and
the absence of oxea. Most of the species assigned to it by him
have been relegated to other genera, but his description of the
undermentioned sjDecies appears to indicate that it possesses

characteristics separating it widely from any syconoid sponge
of normal structure, and therefore, although there seems to be
some similarity between this sponge and Leucascus, we prefer

to consider it as '•'• incertce, seclis'^ rather than to assign any
definite position to it in our classification. It may be related to
Anamixilla.

The only known species is :

—

1. S. PERFORATA Haeckel.

Sycaltis perforaia Haeckel [1872].

The following species are so inadequately known as to render-
all attempts to identif}^ them ineffectual :

—

Ute viridis 0. Schmidt [1868].

Medon harhata Duchassaing and Michelotti [1864].

Medon imherbis Duchassaing and Michelotti [1864].

The following species have been referred to without de-
scription :

—

Grantia striatida Bowerbank MS., referred to by Bowerbank
[1864-1882, vol. i. p. 233].

Leucogyjysia algoaensis Bowerbank MS., referred to by Bower-
bank [1864-1882, vol. i. p. 166].

Ute papillosum O. Schmidt, referred to by Gray [1867].
(We have not been able to discover any reference to a

species of this name in any of Schmidt's papers, and think
that Gray's reference is probably a misprint for Ute

capillosum 0. S.)

LIST OF REJECTED GENERIC NAMES.

The following list includes all the generic names that have, so

far as we are aware, been applied to calcareous sponges, but which
we have not made use of in this paper. Many of them have been
used in various senses by different authors, and in such cases all
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"the instances Avhich are of systematic impoi'tance have been
referred to, thougli the list of references is by no means com-
plete. Under each genus the date and type-species are given, in

order to simplify the work of determining the true names of

genera in accordance with the laws of priorit}?-, should any of

these names be revived for future use. We also give (in brackets)

the name under which the type species will be found in the present

paper.

Alcyoncellum Quoy et Gaimard [1833].

Type species, as regards calcareous sponges, A. gelatinosum
de Blainville, (= Sycon gelatinoswm).

The name Alcyoncellum was originally proposed by Quoy and
•Gaimard for certain hexactinellid sponges, but was subsequently
used by de Blainville [1834-1837] to inclndeSycon {Alcyoncellum)

gelatinosum. Gray [1867] has also used the name for a genus of

calcareous sponges, and with the same type species. The name is

now regarded as a synonym of both Euplectella and Sycon.

Amphoridium Haechel [1870].

Type species A. viridis Schmidt.

Schmidt's Ute viridis is absolutely unrecognisable, even
generically.

Amphorula HaecJcel [1870].

Type species A. solida O. Schmidt, {=Leucandra solida).

Artynas Haechel [1870].

Type species A. compressus Fabricius, (= <?r«'«ii« coiiifressa^.

Artynella Raeckel [1870].

Type species A. compressa Fabricius, {=Grantia cotnpressa).

Artynes Gray [1867].

Type species A. comj^ressa Fabricius, {=^Grantia compressa).

Artynium Haechel [1870].

Type species A. comjn^essum Fabricius, {= Grantia compressa).

Artynophyllum Haechel [1870].

Type species A. compressimi Fabricius, {^Grantia comj^ressa).

AscALTis Haechel [1872].

Type species A. canariensis Michlucho-Maclay, (= Leuco-
solenia canariensis).

AscANDRA Haechel [1872].

Type species A. cordata Haeckel, {^=Leucosolenia cordata).

The name Ascandra has been used in almost exactly Haeckel's
•sense by several subsequent writers, notably von Lendenfeld,
Breitfuss, Arnesen, and various systematists who have followed

Proc. Zool. Soc.—-1913, No. LII. 52
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the modification of Haeckel's original system proposed by von
Lendenfeld in 1891. The name has also been used by Minchin
[1896, 1900, &c.] in an entirely different sense for a genus whose
type, and only, species was A. fcdcata, placed by us in the genus-

Leiicosolenia. In the latter sense it is the equivalent of von Len-
denfeld's Roinandra.

AscETTA Haeckel [1872].

Type species A. primordialis Haeckel, (:= Leucosolenia

primordicdis).

As employed by Haeckel, this genus includes only species

whose whole skeleton is composed of triradiates ; von Lendenfeld,.

however, has used it [1891] to include all those ascon s|)onges

which do not possess oxea.

AsciLLA Haeckel [1872].

Type species A. g^raaYis^Haeckel, {= Leucosolenia gracilis).

AscoMETRA Haeckel [1872].

Type species A. primordiale Haeckel, (:= Leucosolenia

primordialis)

.

The name Ascometra was used by Haeckel, in the " artificial

system " given at the end of his ' Monographie,' to replace the
name Thecometra used for exactly the same group in his earlier
' Prodromus,' and for no apparent reason save nomenclatorial

symmetry. He gave his new genus, however, a different type
species.

AscoRTis Haeckel [1872].

Type species A. horrida Haeckel, (^:= Leucosolenia horrida).

AscuLMis Haeckel [1872].

Type species A, armata Haeckel, {= Leucosolenia armata).

AscuRis Haeckel [1872].

Type species A. arrecifce Haeckel, (= a variety of Leucoso-
lenia canariensis).

AsTROSCLERA Lister [1900].

Type species A. wUleyana Lister.

Although originally described as a member of the Calcarea, this

sponge is now known to be an aberrant member of the Non-
calcarea {vide Kirkpatrick [1912]).

AuLOPLEGMA Haeckel [1870].

Type species A. loctdosum Haeckel, '(=Zei/:cosoZema locidosa),

AuLORHizA Haeckel [1870].

Type species A. intestinalis Haeckel, (= Leucosolenia

lamarckii).
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Calcispoxgia de Blainville [1834-1837].

Type species C. compressa Fabric! us, {=-Grantia compressa).

This genus was proposed by de Blainville in exactly the same
sense as Fleming's Grantia [1828]. Since the latter genus takes

priority, Calcispongia becomes merely a synonym of it.

CliATHRINA G^xiy [1867].

Type species C. clathrus 0. Schmidt, (= Leucosolenia

clathrus).

This genus has been employed by Minchin [1896, 1900] as the

type genus of one of his families of homocoel sponges. We have
already (p. 718) given our reasons at length for not accepting his

conclusions.

Clystolynthus Haechel [1870].

Type species C. vesicula Haeckel, {= Leucosolenia vesicida).

CoENOSTOMELLA Haeckel [1870].

Type species C. caminus Haeckel, {=Leucandra caviinus).

Cgenostomium Haechel [1872].

Type species G. cramhessa Haeckel, {^-Leucandra crambessa).

C(ENOSTOMUs Haeckel [1872].

Type species C
.
primigenius Haeckel, {= Leucetta primigenia),

Cyathiscus Haeckel [1870].

Type species G. actinia Haeckel, {= Aphrocerccs alcicornis).

Dermatreton JenJcin [1908 B].

Type species Z). chartaceum Jenkin, {= Grantia chartacea).

This genus was proposed by Jenkin for certain species of the
family Grantiidse, which possess " linked " chambers. "We do not
consider that this character is of generic rank, and we have there-
fore included both these species in the genus Grantia.

Bjeddea Michlucho-Maclay MS. {Jide Haeckel [1872]).

Type species D. violacea Michlucho-Maclay MS., /fZe Haeckel
[1872], {= Grantessa stauridea).

The generic name Djeddea is quoted by Haeckel in the
synonymy list attached to his Sycetta stauridea. This seemsHo
be the only authority for the name.

Dunstervillia Boicerbanh [1845].

Type species D. elegans Bowerbank, {=:Sycon elegans).

Bowerbank's genus was adopted by Haeckel as one of the
genera of his " artificial " system, but no other author seems to
have made use of it save Gray. It is now considered to be merely
a synonym of Sycon.

52*
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Dyssycarium Haeckel [1872].

Type species D. egedii O. Schmidt, (=Leucandra egedii).

In proposing this genus Haeckel states that it is equivalent to

O. tSchmidt's Sycinula. Both these are considered by iis to be

synonyms of Leucandra, but the question is discussed in more
detail under Sycimda.

Dyssyconella Haeckel [1870].

Type sj)ecies D. immila Bowerbank, {=Leucandra pumila).

Dyssycum Haeckel [1870].

Type species D. Jistulosum Johnston, {= Leitcandra Jistidosa).

Dyssycus Haeckel [1872].

Type species D. primigenius Haeckel, {^ Leucetta prwiigenia').

A genus of the artificial system, identical with Dyssycum of

the ' Prodromus ' of 1870. There does not seem to be any reason

for the cliange of spelling, but sach changes, and sometimes more
radical ones, Avere made by Haeckel in several cases in his later

work.

Ebnerblla von Lendevfeld [1891].

Type species E. huccichii von Ebner, (= Amjyhoi'iscus

huccichii).

GuANCHA MichlucJio-2Iaclay [1868].

Type species G, hlanca Michlucho-Maclay, {:= Leucosolenia

hlanca).

Heteropegma Polejaeff [1883].

Type species H. nodus-gordii Polejaeff, {= Leucaltis clathria).

As we have shown when discussing Leucaltis, Polejaeflf's name
is merely a synonym of the latter,

Homandra von Lendenfeld [1891].

Type species H. falcata von Lendenfeld, (= Leucosolenia

falcata).

This genus is the equivalent of Ascandra in Minchin's sense

[1896, 1900, &c.], but must not be confused with Ascandra in

the original sense of Haeckel. The latter genus was used by
von Lendenfeld in almost exactly Haeckel's sense, so that, since

he considered A. falcata to be worthy of generic separation, a

new name became necessary. At a later date Minchin revised

the classification of the homoccel sponges, and relegated the

name Ascandra to A. falcata, so that the name Homandra
was rendered unnecessary. (See, for details, Minchin [1896,

1897].) We have given above (p. 720) our reasons for considering

the separation of L. falcata from the genus Leucosolenia to be
inadvisable.
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HoMODERMA von Lenclenfeld [1885 A].

Type species H. sycandra von Lenclenfeld, (=Si/con sycandra).

This genus was proposed for a somewhat alDerrant Sycon, and
was made by its author the only genus of a new family of Ascones,

the Homodermidse. The question has been dealt with to some
extent above (p. 716), and is fully investigated in Row's report

on the Calcarea of the Hamburg South-Western Australian

Expedition of 1905 (see Row [1913 MS.]).

HoMETTA von Lendenfeld [1891].

A genus proposed by von Lendenfeld on hypothetical characters,

and without any species.

Hypodictyon Jenkin [1908 B].

Type species H. longstaffi. Jenkin, (^:=Sycon longstaffi).

This genus was erected by Jenkin for the above species, and
placed by him in his supposed family Chiphoridaj, on account of

the presence of chiactines, being separated from Strejytocontis on

account of the " linking " of the chambers. Ifeither of these

characters is considered by us as of generic value.

Hypograntia Carter [1885-1886].

Type species H.infrequens Carter, {= Grantio-psis infrequens).

This genus was proposed by Carter for several species of diverse

nature, and the diagnosis was extremely unsatisfactory. Further,

the first {i.e. type) species was said by its author to be "incertse

sedis." Under these circumstances we do not feel that we can

allocate the name to any of our genera.

Leuckartea Michlucho-Maclay W^.,fide Haeckel [1872].

Type species L. natcdensis Michlucho-Maclay MS., fide

Haeckel [1872], (=:S'ycon ramosum).

The only warranty for this name seems to be that it is included

in the synonymy list attached to Haeckel's Sycandra ramosa ns a

MS. name of Michlucho-Maclay's.

Leucogypsia Boioerhanh [1864-1882].

Type species L. gossei Bowerbank, {= Leucandra gossei).

One of the four genera of Calcareous sponges proposed by
Bowerbank in his ' Monograph of British Sponges.' It is now
usually considered to be a synonym of Leucaiulra, and although

perhaps it has right of priority over the latter, yet we feel that

the name Leucanclra is so well known that it should be preserved.

Leucometra Haeckel [1872].

Type species L. primigenia IL-Aeckel, (=Leiccetta 2}rimigenia).

Leuconia Grant [1841].

A genus proposed by Grant and used by many subsequent

authors very nearly in the sense in which we use Leucandra
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(e. g. Carter, PoUjaeff, Urban, etc.), but as shewn by "Vosmaer

[1887] and Dendy [189.3 A], the name is not valid, as it had been
previously applied to a genus of Mollusca.

Leucopsis von Lendevfeld [1885 B].

Type species L. pedunculata von Lendenfeld, {= Leiicosolenia

pedunculata).

This species was supposed by von Lendenfeld to be a transition

form between Haeckel's Ascones and Leucones, but it seems to

us that the structure described is far more probably that of a
Clathrinoid Zeucosolenia provided with a stalk.

Leucortis Haeckel [1872].

Type species L. pidvinar Haeckel, {= Leucandra pulvinar).

Leuculmis Haeckel [1872].

Type species L. echinus Haeckel, {^Leucilla echinus).

LiPOSTOMELLA Hacckel [1870].

Type species Z. clausa Haeckel, (=Leucetta primigenia).

Medon Duchasscmig et Michelotti [1864].

Type species M. barbata Duchassaing et Michelotti {incertce

sedis).

A genus comprising two species, both of which are quite un-

recognisable, and may even not be calcareous sponges.

Merlia Kirkpatrich [1908],

Type species M. normani Kirkpatrick.

This sponge was originally desci-ibed as a member of the family

Pharetronidfe, but recently Kirkpatrick has shown that its true

place is among the Non-calcarea.

Mlea Michlucho-Maday MS. ,j^cZe Haeckel [1872].

Type species M. cZo/wnn Michlucho-Maclay MS.,y?fZe Haeckel

[1872], {=Leucandra pulvinar).

The only authority for this name seems to be Haeckel, who
published several MS. names in the synonymy lists attached to

variovis species in his Monograph.

MoBiusiSPONGiA Duncan [1880].

Type species M. jyarasitica Duncan.

An organism originally described as a parasitic calcareous

sponge, but it seems very doubtful whether it belongs to the

sponges at all. We certainly do not feel inclined to recognise it,

without further evidence, as a member of the Calcarea.

Nardoa 0. Schmidt [1862].

T3^pe species iV. reticidum 0. Schmidt, (= Leucosolenia

reticidimi).

Minchin [1896] has shown that this name was previously
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used for a genus of Asteroidea, and is therefore permanently
unavailable.

ISTardoma Haeckel [1872].

Type species N. nitida Haeckel, {= Leucosolenia niticla).

Nardopsis Haeckel [1870].

Type species iY. gracilis Haeckel, [=Leucosolenia gracilis).

ISJ'ardgrus Haeckel [1 872].

Type species N. primordialis Haeckel, {^=Leucosolenia pri-

inordialls).

Olynthella Haeckel [1872].

Type species O.coriacea Montagu, (:=Leiocosolenia coriacea).

Olynthium Haeckel [1870].

Type species 0. nitidum Haeckel, (= Leucosolenia nitida).

Olyxthus Haeckel [1870].

Type species 0. simplex Haeckel, (= Leucosolenia pri-

mordialis).

This name, as an actual generic name, is considered by us to be

merely a synonym of Leucosolenia, but we may point out that its

avithor proposed it for what he considered to be the most primitive

adult sponge known, and, although we now believe that he
probably erred in considering specimens of this form to be adult,

yet the name is still retained for a hypothetical genus of an-

cestral Calcarea, and for an early stage in the ontogeny of the

individual. Even should adult Oli/nthtis-iorms occur, however,

we do not consider that they would be generically separable

from Leitcosolenia

.

PoLEJNA von Lendenfeld [1891].

Type species P. titer Polejaeft", {=Leucilla uter).

One of the genera based by von Lendenfeld on the presence of

a sylleibid canal system, a character which we do not consider of

generic importance.

Prosycum Haeckel [1870].

Type species P. siinplicissimum Haeckel, (= Leucosolenia

primordialis).

Rhabdodermella Urban [1902],

Type species R. nuttingi Urban, (=Leucilla nuttingi).

ScYPHA .S'. F. Gray [1821].

Type species 8. coronata Ellis and Solander, (=: Sycon

coronatum).

The genus Scyplia actually has priority over Risso's Sycon, but
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the latter has so long been in general use that it seems desirable

to retain it. Moreover, the earlier name was proposed by a

botanist for organisms which he regarded as plants, and the

generic diagnosis was hopelessly erroneous and misleading.

SoLENiDiUM Haeckel [1872].

Type species S. nitidum Haeckel, (^^^ Leucosolenia nitida).

SoLENiscus Haeckel [1870].

Type species ^S*. loculosus Haeckel, (= Leucosolenia locidosa).

SoLENULA Haeckel [1872].

TyjDe species S. coriacea Montagu, {=:Leucosolenia coriacea).

Sphenophorina Breitfass [1898 B].

Type species S. singidaris Breitfuss, (=Grantia ? singidaris):.

This name was originally proposed for a sponge showing certain

apparently "great peculiarities in its skeletal structure and in

the form of its spicules. Possibly, if the structure described

really represents that of the sponge, it merits a distinct genvis,

but the fact that only a fragment was found, and that that frag-

ment had been preserved in spirit for no less than 33 years before

it was examined by Breitfuss, led us to doubt whether there had
not been some corrosion of the spicules during that time. This

opinion was supported by an examination of type slides which one
of us (Row) was able to make when in Berlin recently, for the

appearance of the specimens is just what might be produced by
the very slow eating away of the terminal portions of the s^^icule-

rays by very dilute acid. Under these circumstances we feel that

the genus had better be abandoned for the present, at any rate

until further material of the species assigned to it has been ob-

tained, and we have accordingly placed the only described species

provisionally in the genus Grantia.

Sphbnophorus Breitfuss [1898 B].

Type species S. singular is Breitfuss, {= Grantia ? singidaris).

An earlier name for the previous genus, abandoned by its

author as being preoccupied.

Spongia Linnceus [1758-1759].

The name under which the earlier known species of Calcareous

sponges were, in common with non-calcareous forms, described,

but now entirely abandoned.

Streptoconus Jenkin [1908 B].

Type species S. australis Jenkin, {=Sycon australe).

One of the genera of Jenkins family Chiphoridte, which has.

been abandoned by us for reasons given above.
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Sycantha von Lendenfeld [1891].

Type species S. tenella v^on Lendenfeld, {=Sycon tenellum).

This genus was retained by Dendy [1892 B], but although the

species placed in it by von Lendenfeld is certainly aberi'ant, we
agree with Jenkin [1908 B] that it does not merit generic

recognition.

Sycarium Haeckel [1870].

Type species S. amjndla Haeckel, (^=Sycon ampulla).

Sycidium Haeckel [1870].

Type species 6'. gelatinosum de Blainville, (^=:Sycon gelati-

nosum).

Sycilla Haeckel [1872].

Type species /S'.c?/«iAisc^/s Haeckel, (:=^«if:)Aorisczfs cyatMscus)^

Sycinula 0. Schmidt [1868].

Type species S. aspera O. Schmidt, {— Leucandra aspera\

This name, strictly speaking, may have priority over Leucandra,
but it was only mentioned casually by Schmidt, without diagnosis,

although he indicated S. aspera as type of the genus, and it has
never been accepted, except by Haeckel for one of his " artificial

"

genera, whereas Leucandra has come into fairly general use.

And further, if the name Leucandra were changed, it apparently
should be changed to Leucogypsia rather than to Sycinula.

Sycocystis Haeckel [1870].

Type species *S'. oviformis Haeckel, (^=:Sycon ciliatum).

Sycodexdrum Haeckel [1870].

Type species S. ramosum Haeckel, {=:S'yco7i ramosum).

Sycolepis Haeckel [1870].

Type species *S'. incrustans Haeckel, (= either Trichogypsia'

incrtistans or T. villosa).

Sycometra Haeckel [1870].

Type species S. compressum Fabricius, (= Grantia coii>2)ressa).

Syconella Schmidt [1868].

Type species S. quadrangtdafa 0. Schmidt, (= Sycon quad-
rangidatum).

Sycophyllum Haeckel [1870].

Type species S. lobatum Haeckel, (= Grantia lohata).

Sycorrhiza Haeckel [1870].

Type species S. coriacea Montagu, [= Leucosolenia coriacea).

Sycortis Haeckel [1872].

Type species S. laivigata Haeckel, [=^Grantia laevigata).
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Sycortusa Haeckel [1872].

Type species S. Icevigata Haeckel, {^Grantia Icevigata).

One of the subgenera into which Haeckel divided his genus

Sycortis, raised by von Lendenfeld [1891] to generic rank.

Sycothamnus Haeckel [1870].

Type species S.fruticosus Haeckel, (=; Leucetta primigenia).

Sycum Haeckel [1870].

Type species S. ciliatum Fabricius, (^^Sycon ciliatum).

A modification of Risso's generic name Sycon for which there

does not seem to have been any adequate reason.

tSYCUBUS Haeckel [1872].

Type species S. primitivus Haeckel, (=Sycetta primitiva).

Tarroma Haeckel [1870].

Type species T. canariense Michlucho-Maclay, {= Leuco-

solenia canariensis).

Tarropsis Haeckel [1872].

Type species T. coriacea Montagu, (^Leiocosolenia coriacea).

Tarrus Haeckel [1870].

Type species T. clensihs Haeckel, {=Leitcosolenia clensa).

Teicpionella Carter [1878].

Type species T. prolifera Carter, {=Leucetta prolifera).

A genus proposed by Carter for two species, whose slight

similarity of external form misled him into thus associating them.

One of these has now been placed by us in the genus Leucetta,

the other is the type of our genvis Teiclionojjsis. For a criticism

of the genus Teichonella and its species see Dendy [1891 B].

Tenthrenodes Jenkin [1908 B].

Type species T. antarcticas Jenkin, (^^Sycon antarcticuon).

For a discussion of this genus and its species see under Sycon

(p. 744).

Thecobietra Haeckel [1870].

Type species T. loculosa Haeckel, [= Letccosolenia loculosci).

Utella Bendy [1892 B].

Type species U. hystrix Haeckel, {= Sycodorus hystrix).

We have found it necessary to substitute HaeckeFs name
Sycodorus for the above.

VosMAERiA von Lendenfeld [1885 B].

Type species V. gracilis von Lendenfeld, {^^Grantia gracilis).

One of the genera based by von Lendenfeld on the presence of
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a " sylleibid " canal system, a character which we do not consider

to be of generic importance.

Wagnerella Merejhoxvski [1878]^

Type species W. horealis Merejkowski.

An organism originally described as a calcareous sponge, but

shewn by Mayer [1879] to be a Heliozoan.

In addition to the above, an enormous number of subgeneric

nancies, both " artificial " and " natural," were proposed by
Haeckel in his two works on the group, but the list is sufficiently

swollen out Avith discarded generic names, without including

subgeneric ones also.

PHYLOaENY OF THE CALCAREA.

Our views as to the phylogeny of the Calcarea, elaborated in

the foregoing pages, may now be summarised as follows, and
illustrated by the accompanying phylogenetic tree. This tree

diflers in certain important respects from that published by one
of us twenty years ago [Dendy, 1893 A], which is only to be

expected Avhen we consider the great advances made in our
knowledge of the group in the interval. All the families of the

earlier scheme, and the general ideas of their relationships to

one another in the main lines of descent, are, however, retained

with but little alteration, but we recognise now four additional

families of recent Calcarea, the Leucaltidse, the Minchinellidee,

the Murrayonidfe and the Lelapiidae, while several genera have
had to be transferred from one family to another.

One of the most important advances in the classification of

the group was made by Minchin [1896], in his demonstration

that even among the homocoel sponges two types of collared cells

are met Avith, with apical and basal nuclei respectively ; a

suggestion Avhich was followed up by Bidder [1898], Avho, it will

be remembered, proposed to divide, not only the Calcarea, but

the whole of the sponges into BASiiirucLEATA and Apinucleata
accordingly, or, confining the suggestion to the Calcarea, to

diA^de these into Calcaronea with apical, and Calcinea with
basal, nuclei.

We think it quite likely that the latter of these two suggestions

will ultimately prove to be thoroughly sound. With regard to

the former, however, Ave consider it highly pi-obable that several

distinct types of collared cells Avill be sheAvn to exist in the non-
calcareous sponges, though as yet Ave have very little information

on this point.

Continuing the observations of Minchin, Ave find that in the
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genus Leucosoleoiia, which admittedly stands at the bottom of

the line of evolution of the Calcarea, both tyj)es of collared cells

exist, but apparently not side by side in the same species ; and
Ave find further, that the two pidncipal lines of descent, which

Text-fio-. 133.

PHARETRONES"'

AMPHORISCID.^

HOMOCOELID/E

PHYLOGENY OF CALCAREOUS SPONGES.

appear, on quite other grounds, to have sprung from the homocoel

sponges, are characterised respectively by the two types of

collared cells. It is interestine- to note that these two main lines
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-of descent Avere cleai-ly indicated twenty years ago, as represented

by the Leucascidfe and SycettidsB respectively.

It must, of course, be remembered that the real difference

between the two types of collared cells concerns, as Minchin has

shewn [1909], the relation of the flagellum, with its basal granule,

to the nucleus. This relation has, of course, only been deter-

mined in a very few cases. In Leucosolenia coriacea, for example,

the basal granule is situated at the apex of the cell and the

nucleus at the base, while in L. comjylicata the flagellum appears

to spring from the nucleus itself, which is apically situated.

There can be no doubt that the actual position of the nucleus

itself in the collared cell may vai-y temporarily under certain con-

ditions, but in good spirit-preserved mateiial it appears always

to settle down into a. characteristic position, which is either

basal or apical, and which may be determined without resort to

special methods of cytological investigation. We do not wish

to lay undue stress upon this character at present, and we
should not venture to use it were it not associated with other

distinctive features, but we have been surprised, in view of our

former opinion as to the systematic value of such a character, to

find how constant the position of the nucleus is in the two lines

of descent indicated. This will be sufficiently evident fromi

reference to the table given in the Introduction.

We have in vain attempted to split up the unwieldy genus
Leucosolenia into smaller groups. The utmost we have been
able to do has been to isolate from the main body of species three

well-marked types, Ascyssa, Asaute and Denclya. We do not

consider that Minchin's proposal to divide the homoco?! sponges

into two families, Leucosoleniidse and Clathrinidte, is at all

practicable in the present state of our knowledge, and if it be

true, as he himself has pointed out [1909], following Goldschmidt,

that the two types of relation of flagellum to collared cell may
occur in the same genus of Protozoa (^Mastigina), we see no reason

for supposing that both may not occur in the genus Leucosolenia.

According to our view, this is a large and heterogeneous group
of primitive forms all closely related to one another and merging
into one another to a large extent, from which the two lines of

descent referred to have led tlie way to the evolution of the

higher Calcarea.

We will take the Denclya, or Leucascid-Leucaltid, line first,

in which the nucleus of the collared cells is basal. The starting

point of this line seems to have been from some form closely

related to Denclya. The radiate arrangement of the colony in

this genus formerly misled Dendy [1893 A] into regarding it as

on the line of evolution of the Sycettidee, but there are several

strong arguments against this view. The radiate arrangement
appears to be but a modification of a reticulate " Clathriuid "

character, and actual open anastomoses may occur between the

radial tubes, which, in spite of what has been said by more than
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one author, appears rarely if ever to be the case in true Sycettidse:

or their descendants. To this must be added the primitive type

of skeleton, composed exclusively of equiangular radiates, which

do not exhibit the characteristic arrangement met with in the

syconoid sponges, with their differentiated gastral cortex and
articulate tubar skeleton. In this connection we may especially

note the absence of subgastral sagittal triradiates (or quadri-

radiates), which form such a constant feature of the Sycettidse

and their derivatives.

The Denclya line seems to have given off two branches, repre-

sented by the Leucascid* and Leucaltidag respectively. The Leucas-

cidfe are undoubtedly the more primitive of the two. The genus

Leucascus itself, indeed, might very easily be mistaken for a

homocoel sponge were it not for the presence of a distinct and

independent pore-bearing dermal membrane ; it retains the

elongated, branched, and more or less radially arranged flagellate

chambers of its Bendya-like ancestors. Within the family evolu-

tion has led to the development of a more highly differentiated

dermal cortex in Leucetta and Perichm-ax, accompanied by great

reduction in the size of the flagellate chambers and complication

of the inhalant and exhalant canal systems. In this way
has arisen that remarkable convergence between Leucetta and

Pericharax on the one hand, and the leuconoid Grantiidse on the

other, which has for so long prevented the appreciation of the

fundamental distinction which really exists between these forms.

The remaining genus in the family, Leucomalthe, is a highly

specialised and aberrant type, which is only included here

provisionally, vmtil we know more of its minute anatomy and

histology.

In the Leucaltidae the distinctive peculiarity has been the

enormous development of the dermal cortex with its special

skeleton, and the accompanying reduction of the skeleton of

the chamber layer to a more or less vestigial condition, or even

its complete disappearance. In this family, again, as regards

canal system, we meet with the customary transition from the

long chambers and radial arrangement of the more primitive

forms (Leucaltis) to the spherical chambers and scattered

arrangement of the highest [Leucettusa).

To this line of descent must also be relegated two out of the

three surviving families of " Pharetrones," namely, the Minchi-

nellidfe and the Murrayonidte. We found this conclusion upon

the basal position of the nucleus in the collared cells in

MinchineUa and Murrayona ; but it must be borne in mind that

as regards their general organisation also the members of these

two families differ very widely from Lelapia and Kebira^ the

only representatives of the Lelapiidte, the third surviving family

of " Pharetrones."

We are therefore compelled to regard the so-called family

Pharetronidae as of diphyletic origin, and the resemblance, such
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as it is, between the Lelapiidas on the one hand, and the
Minchinellidfe and Murrayonidse on the other, as due to

convergence.

As to how many of the vast group of extinct " Pharetronid "

sponges should be associated with the Minchinellidse and
Murrayonidse, and how many with the Lelapiidae, is a question

which we cannot attempt to decide, but we think there is evidence

to shew that the great majority belong to the basinucleate group,

though this opinion, of course, rests only on skeletal characters.

It seems highly probable that in past times tlie Dendya line of

descent led to the evolution of the dominant Pharetronid group,

while at the present day this group has dwindled away and has
been replaced chiefly by the now dominant Grantiidse on the

apicinucleate line of descent.

The great antiquity of the Pharetronid group, considering its

high degree of organisation, is highly remarkable. It dates back
far into the Palfeozoic Epoch, perhaps even to Silurian times
[Ulrich, 1889], and almost certainly to Devonian [Zittel, 1878],

yo that it seems that the Calcarea had already reached one

of their highest states of evolution at the commencement of

the Palseozoic Epoch. Throughout the Secondary Period the
Pharetrones were dominant, and very numerous genera and
species have been described, Avhereas at the present day they

are almost extinct, though possibly a few more forms yet remain
to be discovered.

Of course it is quite possible that the predominance of the

Pharetrones over other types of Calcarea in past times is apparent

rather than real, owing to the fact that they alone, on account

of their coherent skeleton, had much chance of being preserved

in a fossil condition. Thus there may have been a kind of
" geological selection " of these forms in a fossil condition, but

it is indeed noteworthy that the apparently much more primitive

groups should predominate over these ancient and highly

specialised forms to such an extent as they do at the present day.

It is possible that a fresh outburst of evolutionary vigour on
the part of the more primitive persistent groups may have
occurred in comparatively recent times.

Turning now to the Sycettid line of descent, we must remind
the reader, in the first instance, that this appears to have given

rise to the vast ixiajority of the recent Calcarea.

The most primitive genus on this line appears undoubtedly to

be Sycetta, with its radially arranged chambers standing entirely

separate from one another, with no trace of dermal cortex, and
without tufts of oxea at the distal ends of the radial chambers.

This genus already possesses a well-developed articulate tubar

skeleton, the first joint of which is composed of subgastral

sagittal triradiates, which appear never to have been developed

along the Dendya line of descent, but which are remarkably

constant throughout the whole of the Sycettid line, although
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absent by suppression in a few cases where the skeleton has

undergone extreme modification. We are unable to indicate

any intermediate forms between the genus Sycetta and the

Homocoelidfe. It presumably arose from some homoccel ancestor

which formed colonies by radial budding, not unlike those of

Dendya, but the apical position of the nucleus of the collared

cells and the much more advanced type of skeleton shew that

the relationship to Dendya itself cannot be a close one, while the

interval to be bridged over between the most primitive Sycetta

and any Leucosolenia is a very wide one. Moreover, Sycetta

itself seems to be in the nature of a cul-de-sac, for the entiie

absence of the characteristic oxeote spicules of Sycon makes it

doubtful whether we can derive the latter genus directly from

the former, though both have probably sprung from some common
ancestor. If, however, Sycon derives its oxea from an ancestral

Leucosolenia, it is difficult to account for the absence of these

spicules in Sycetta, but the distribution of oxea in the Calcarea

is an extremely difficult problem about which we have perhaps

said enough in an earlier part of this paper.

The fact that certain species of Sycon, for which von Lendenfeld

[1885 A] proposed his genus Homoderma, retain the collared cells

as a lining to at any rate a portion of the central gastral cavity

throughout life, certainly shews that one can draw no hard and
fast line of distinction between the Homoccelidte and the old

group Heteroccela in this respect, but the forms in question have

such a highly specialised syconoid skeletal system that they

hardly help us to bridge over the interval between the Homoccelidae

and the Sycettidte.

The family Sycettidss is a very small one, the typical genus

being Sycon with a large number of species, while the only other

known genera are Sycetta and Sycandra, each with a very small

number of species and each representing an ofishoot which
probably leads no further. From the Sycettidse two lines of

descent appear to lead to the Heteropiidse and Grantiidas

respectively.

In both these families the important step in further evolution,

as in the Leucascidfe and the Leucaltidas, has been the develop-

ment of a dermal cortex, but this coi'tex appears to have arisen

somewhat differently in the two cases. In the Heteropiidse it is

clearly associated with the out-turning of certain of the oral rays

of the distal tubar triradiates so as to arch over the entrances to

the inhalant canals. We may assume that with these rays the

dermal tissues of the sponge have spread over the intercanals

and have given rise ultimately to the special cortical spicules

developed in situ. The rotation of the distal tubar triradiates

in the manner indicated, and the pi'eponderating development

of the now centripetally directed oral raj^s, have finally converted

these spicules into the " pseudosagittal " triradiates which
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constitute the outstanding feature of the Heteropiidse. They
are, so to speak, a new discovery, which the sponge utilizes to

the utmost, until finally their strong centripetally directed oral

rays, in association with the opposed basal rays of subgastral

sagittal triradiates, give rise to an " inarticulate " tubar skeleton,

which replaces the articulate tubar skeleton of the ancestral Sycon.
The evolution of the canal system within the family appears

to have followed the usual lines up to a certain point. The
known species of Vosmaeropsis exhibit the type of canal system
described by von Lendenfeld as " sylleibid," intermediate between
syconoid and leuconoid, but a Heteropiid with a typical leuconoid

canal system has not yet been found.

In the Grantiidee, on the other hand, the development of a

dermal cortex appears to have been inaugurated by the

appearance of a thin poi-e-bearing dermal membrane over the

ends of the inhalant canals in some syconoid ancestor, such as

is known to occur in some species of the genus Sycon at the

present day (e. g. S. boomerang).

The Grantiidse must be regarded as the dominant family of

Calcarea at the present day, comprising, as they do, no less than
23 genera, and exhibiting a veiy wide range of structure both
as regards skeleton and canal system. It might be possible to

divide these genera into syconoid and leuconoid subfamilies, but

we should have no guarantee of the monophyletic origin of the

latter from the former. Nevertheless, the scarcity of sylleibid

forms, which might be regarded as connecting links between the

two types, is somewhat remarkable, and suggestive of a natural

cleavage. The known species of the genus Megapogon, iiowever,

are sylleibid, and althovigh most of the Leucandras have small

chambers, L. austrcdiensis Carter and L. infesta sp. n. {=.Leucilla

intermedia Row [1909]) have very large ones, and might also be
considered as transitional forms. Also we must remember that

in a considei'able number of cases we have no accurate information

as to the canal system.

The ai-rangement of the genera within the family is a very
difiicult problem. They appear to group themselves around two
central types, Grantia and Leucandra, but as we have just

mentioned, our knowledge of the exact type of canal system in

many forms is very imperfect, while in others the only evidence

of their close relationship to Leucandra is the canal system itself.

The appeaiance of this part of our phylogenetic tree will pi'o-

bably be greatly modified by subsequent investigations. Such
aberi"ant genera as Leucopsila, Baeria, Kuarrliaphis^ Leucyssa
and Trichogypsia can only be included in the Grantiidas pro-
visionally.

The difiiculty of arranging the genera probably arises from the
fact that great gaps exist in the family owing to extinction

of intermediate forms. It might be argued that this family

Proc. ZooL. Soc—1913, Is^o. LIII. 53
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cannot be very ancient, because hardly any of their fossil remains

have been discovered, but this may possibly be accounted for by

the fact that they do not possess a coherent skeleton, and

accordingly become disintegrated soon after death.

It is, however, quite possible that some of the veiy imperfectly

known extinct Pharetrones may really be offshoots from this

family, as we believe to be the case with the recent Lelapiidte.

The customary association of the latter with the Pharetrones

is based upon the presence of a fibrous skeleton composed of

modified radiates, especially the tuning-fork spicule, and a

fibrous skeleton of this type is perhaps present in some of the

extinct genera. We have, however, purposely avoided discussing

the latter in this paper, as we do not know enough about them

to warrant us in drawing any but the most general conclusions.

As we have already jDointed out, the apical position of the nucleus

of the collared cells in Lelcqna, and the presence in it also of

subgastral sagittal tiiradiates, render the Grantiid origin of the

Lelapiidte reasonably certain.

In addition to the Lelapiid?e, one other family, the Amphoriscidse,

seems to have originated from the Grantiid stock. This family

derives its distinctive character fi'om the development of strong,

centripetally directed apical rays on the tangential radiates of

the dermal cortex. Such apical rays have undoubtedly appeared

several times independently in the evolution of the Calcarea.

"We find them, for example, in some species of Leucetta, in

Leiocaltis, in some species of Leucettusa, in one species of

Grantia {G. intermedia), in some species of Leucandra, and in

Grantilla, as well as in this group. It may well seem doubtful

whether, in view of these facts, the character in question ought

to be regarded as of family significance in the Amphoriscidse

;

but inasmuch as the latter appear to us to comprise a natural

assemblage of three closely related genera in which this character

is no longer casual but has assumed great importance in the

structure of the skeleton, we have decided to retain the group,

at any rate for the present. We have, however, considerably

reduced the size of the family by the removal of Leucaltis

(Heteropegma), together with some of the species formerly

placed in Leucilla, but now divided between Leucetta, Leitcettiosa

and Leucandra, to which they seem to be more closely afliliated

by other characters, leaving in the genus LetociUa a group of

species which are, we believe, all directly descended from

Ampkoriscus.

The most primitive Amphoiiscidse, belonging to the genus

AmphorisGUS, have a syconoid canal system and a somewhat

feebly devel(^ped dermal cortex, and we accordingly consider the

family to be an offshoot from low down on the Grantiid stem.

Finally, we may point out that in this family again the canal

system has undergone its usual transformation from the syconoid

to the leuconoid type, with intermediate sylleibid forms.
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EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

May 20, 1913.

Prof. E. A. MiNCHiN, M.A., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the Additions that

had been made to the Society's Menagerie dnring the month of

April, 1913 :—
The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of April were 205 in number. Of these, 95 were acquired

by presentation, 79 by purchase, 9 were received on deposit, 1 in

exchange, and 21 were born in the Gardens.

The number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 156.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

1 White-handed Gibbon {Hylohates lar\ fi'om Pena.ng, deposited

on April 10th.
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1 Maholi Galago (Galago maholi), from S. Africa, presented by
Lady Yule, F.Z.S., on April 8th.

1 Bangs's Agouti {Dasyprocta colombiana), 1 Bonda's Squirrel
{Sciurus saltuensis bondce), from Colombia, both new to the
Collection, presented by W. K. Pomeroy, Esq., F.Z.S., on April
21st.

A Collection of Birds, from North-West India, presented by
Major G. A. Perreau, F.Z.S., on April 1st, of which the following
are new to the Collection :

—

1 Dark Grey Bush-Ghsit (Oreicola feme), 1 Plumbeous Redstart
{Rhyaco7'nis fidiginosa), 1 Red -flanked Bush -Robin (lanthia

nifilata), 2 "White-tailed Blue Robins {Notodela leucura), 1 Great
Niltava [Niltava grandis), 2 Short-billed Minivets {PericrocoUts

brevirostrls), 1 Larger Red - headed Crow - Tit (Scceorhynchns
rujiceps), 1 Cinnamon-bellied Nuthatch (Sitta cinnamomeiventris),
1 Grey-sided Laughing Thrush [Dryonastes ccerulatus), 4 Rufous-
necked Laughing Thrushes (Dryonastes riificollis).

1 Bushmaster (Lachesis mutus), from Trinidad, presented by
the Baron E. G. E. Leijonhufvud, F.Z.S., on April 28th.

1 large Anaconda (Eunectes murinus), from Trinidad, purchased
on April 28th.

The Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., drew
attention to Prof. F. E. Schulze's important work on zoological

nomenclature, the ' Nomenclator Animalium,' giving a brief

description of its objects and scope, and urging its claims for

assistance from British naturalists.

The Librarian submitted the following list of dates of publi-

cation of the early parts of the Society's " Transactions," which
had been drawn up from the records kept by Messrs. Taylor and
Francis, the Society's j^rinters.

The date of issue of Parts subsequent to Vol. VII. Part 1

appears at the foot of each sheet.

Volume I.

Part. Pages. Plates. Published.

1. 1-90. I.-XIL Aug. 14, 1833.

2. 91-194. XIIL-XXVL Apr. 23-25, 1834.

3. 195-300. XXVII.-XXXVII. Mar. 20, 1835.

4. 301-407. XXXVIII. -LIX. Dec. 3, 1835.

Volume II.

1. 1-86. I.-XVII. Oct. 2, 1836.
2. 87-164. XVIII.-XXIX. May 4, 1838.
3. 165-248. XXX.-XLV. Dec. 5, 1838.
4. 249-342. XLVL-LVIII. Apr. 6, 1840.
5. 343-420. LIX.-LXXI. May 15, 1841.
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Text-fiff. 134.

A. Upper portion of the skull of a " Hummel " or Hornless Stag, aged 5 years.

B. Upper portion of the skull of Red Deer {Cervus elaplms), with deficient right

and arrest of left antler.

C. First antlers of young Wapiti Stag (Cervus canadensis), showing unusual

growth of nodules and " burr."
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Sometimes the arrest was on one side only, producing the Single-

horned Stag as shown (B). Occasionally a small supernvimerary

horn might grow below the Burr or Coronel (b), as shown in the

figures of Muntjac (E) and Red Deer (D), probably due, as in the

Four-horned Sheep, to accessory centres in the pedicle or horn

support. Other variations, and by far the most common, were due

to dichotomy, bifurcation, or segmentation of the beam or of

the tines. That favoiu-able environment and ample food promoted

vai'iation in the direction of exuberance or proliferation of points

was well demonstrated by the photographs from Warnham Court

and by illustrations in Mr. Wiiians' book " Deer-breeding for

Fine Heads," published by Messrs. Rowland Ward. On the other

hand, head-keepers and others in charge of Scottish Deer forests,

had observed that scarcity of food, hard weather, and exposure

have a marked effect on the antlers of Deer, causing deficiency

in growth, bad form, and degeneration.

It was not often, at least in Scotland, that a stag with a good

head escaped the attention of the owner or lessee of the Forest,

and therefore defects and variations due to extreme age were

seldom seen in the Red Stag, but in the Park Fallow Deer a

marked change took place in the form of the palmation of the

antler due to advancing age.

Malformations and variations due to accident, casti'ation, or

wounds, were not referred to, as being pathological.

Of the specimens exhibited in illustration of his remarks,

Mr. Holding drew special attention to the antler of a Sambvir

stag (J), showing excessive proliferation of points, and an

exceptionally fine pair of antlers lent by Mr. 0. J. Lucas, of

Warnham Coui't.

Explanation (continued) of Text-fig. 134 (see opposite).

D. Head of Stag shot in Jura Forest, sliowiug supernumerary right antler (a) growing

from a separate pedicle on the frontal bone.

E. Muntjac {Cervuhts muntjac), showing supernumerary horns {b) springing from

the long pedicle.

F. Head of Fallow-buck {Cervus dama), showing dichotomy or bifurcation of beam

of right antler at the " burr."

G. Antler of Axis Deer {Cervus axis), the bifurcation occurring above the burr.

H. Head of Red Stag from Warnham Park, having 42 points. From photograph by

J. G. Millais, Esq., F.Z.S.

I. Head of White-tailed Deer (Cariacus leucurus), showing excessive proliferation.

Shown by Capt. Frewen at a recent Exhibition of American trophies.

J. Antler of Sambur Deer (Cervus unicolor), showing profuse growth of "points"

obliterating the normal character of the antler.
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June 3, 1913.

Prof. E. W. MacBridb, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

Mr. D. SETH-SMrrH, F.Z.S., Curator of Birds, exhibited the

egg and young of the Mikado Plieasant (Galoj^hasis mikado), a

rare species, described first in 1906, from the mountains of

Formosa. Some living specimens had been imported in 1912 by
Mr. Walter Goodfellow, and the owners of these birds had
entrusted the eggs to the Zoological Society, where they were
being hatched.

The egg was cream-coloured and very large compared with

those of allied species of pheasants, measuring 57 X 41 mm.
The incubation period proved to be twenty-eight days, instead

of twenty-four as in the majority of pheasants, and the young
when newly hatched were very large, and had the quill-feathers

better developed than was the case in allied species.

PAPERS.

45. The Transvaal Race of the Cape, or Khama, Hartebeest*.

By B. Lydkeker, F.R.S., F.Z.S. t

[Received April 1, 1913 : Read April 8, 1913.]

(Text-figure 135.)

Description of Bubalis caama selhornei 819

In their excellent volume, ' The Sportsman in South Africa,'

Messi-s. Nicolls and Eglington describe (p. 45) the Cape, or Rooi,
Hartebeest {Buhalis caama), probably from fresh specimens, as

follows :

—

" General colour reddish brown, with violet tinge throughout

;

dark plum-coloured saddle-patch, commencing at point of shoul-
der, extends over entire surface of back and ends in root of tail

;

a similar patch extends over each shoulder, downwards as far as

knees, and front of shin-bones of fore-legs
;
pale yellowish patch

on cheeks of rump ; front of face, which is very long, almost
black, as is a stripe down back of neck."

In their figure of the head (pi. iv. fig. 13) the broad face-blaze

is shown as extending uninterruptedly from the base of the horns

* [The complete account of this new subspecies appears here, but since the name
and a preliminary diagnosis were published in the 'Abstract,' No. 119, 1913, it is

distinguished by being underlined.

—

Editoe.]

f By permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
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to the muzzle ; but, in many cases at any rate, this is divided by
a nari-ow tawny line at the level of the eyes. They omit to

mention a plam-coloured patch on the side of the thighs below
the light area, extending to the hocks.

In the Book of Antelopes,' by Messrs. Sclater and Thomas, an
obviously over-coloured plate (no. iv.) of the entire animal is

given, in which the dark face-blaze, divided by an interocular

light bar, and the dark markings on the fore and hind limbs are

clearly shown, although there is no sign of a plum-coloured

saddle-patch. The authors describe the general colour as brown-
ish fulvous, darker than in any other member of the genus.

The only sjDecimen of an adult male Cape Hartebeest from
Cape Colony in the British Museum is one obtained by Sir

Andrew Smith, which has recently been dismounted and con-

verted into a fiat skin. Although much faded by long exposure,

it serves to show that the type of colouring was originally much
the same as in the plate in the ' Book of Antelopes.'

A few years ago Lord Selborne was good enough to ofter to

endeavour to procure for the Museum specimens of such South
African Antelopes as might be required for public exhibition

;

and as a result of his lordship's request the skin, skull, and horns

of an adult male of the Transvaal representative of the Cape
Hartebeest were received at the Museum in 1912, as a gift from
the De Beers Mining Company. The specimen was in due course

set up by Rowland Ward, Ltd., and placed on exhibition in the

galleries in lieu of the old and faded example from Cape Colony
referred to above. At the time I was busy with other matters,

and consequently did not pay any attention to the details of the

new acquisition. Recently, however, I have had occasion to

I'eview all the Hartebeests in the collection ; and this sui-vey has

left no doubt that the Transvaal Hartebeest, which was shot in

the neighbourhood of Kimberley, represents a very distinct

undescribed race of Buhcdis caama.
From the typical Khama this race differs by its much paler

general colouring, which is yellowish fawn or tawny, not unlike

that of B. cokei, by the minor development and intensity of the dark
markings, and by the apparently less sharp definition of the white
on the sides and back of the lower part of the rump. The general

tawny tint tends to chestnut on the loins, as in B. cokei, but
elsewhere the back is of much the same colour as the flanks. The
nuclial stripe is indistinct ; and the face-blaze, instead of forming,

with the exception of the nari'ow light band between the eyes, a

continuous wholly black streak fiom the horns to the muzzle, is

much broken up, and everywhere mingled with fawn-coloured

hairs. It practically stops short of the horns, and is interrupted

in the neighbourhood of the eyes by a fawn area, mingled with
a few blackish hairs, for a length of about four inches, while the

nasal portion does not nearly reach the muzzle. Then, again,

the dark patch on the shoulder and fore-leg is much less intense

than in the typical race, and is everywhere mingled with fawn

Proc. Zool. Soc.~1913, No. LIY. 54
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hairs, while it stops short of the knees, on which it forms a dark

patch, and on the shanks is represented solely by a very small

patch at about the middle of their length. The same lack of

intensity characterises the dark area on the thighs, which

appears to be smaller than in the typical southern race.

Text-fio-. 135.

Transvaal Khama Hartebeest {Bubalis caama selbornei).

The Transvaal race, which is typified by the aforesaid mounted
buck, and may be named Buhalis caama selbornei [Abstract





P.Z.S. 1913. PI. LXXXIV,

G. Dollman, del.

1. SOREX GRANTI.

Henry Stone & Son, Ltd., Banbury

2. S. ARANEUS CASTANEUS.
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P. Z. S. 1913, p. 19 (April 15)], cannot, indeed, be described
as a " Rooi '"' (red) Hartebeest ; and is evidently a form
which is either losing or acquiring—I cannot say which—the
rufous body-colour and deep purplish-black markings of the
typical southern Khama. The two races may be defined as
follows :

—

a. General colour rich rufous-bi-own ; face-blaze black and ex-

tending, with the exception of a narrow fawn band between
the eyes, from horns to muzzle ; limb-markings plum- colour,
and forming a continuous stripe on front of fore-legs.

B. caama typica.

h. General colour yellowish fawn; face-blaze mingled with tawny,
stopping short of horns and muzzle, and inten-upted b} a
long interval in region of eyes ; limb-markings mingled with
tawny, interrupted above knees, on which they form a cap,

and represented by a small patch on front of shanks.

B. caama selbornei.

46. On a Collection of Mammals from the Inner Hebrides.

By Gr. E. H. Barrett-Hamilton, F.Z.S., and Martin
A. C. HiNTON.

[Received and Read April 8, 1913.]

(Plate LXXXIV.* and Text-figures 136-138.)

Index.
Systematic

:

Page

Sorex grantii, s,\i. n 824

JSvotomys alstoni, sp. n 827

3£icrotus agrestis macffillivraii, snbs]}. n 831

The peculiar mammals of high interest yielded by investigation

of the peripheral regions of the British Islands, led Barrett-

Hamilton to believe that further valuable results might be
obtained by a closer study of the mammals of the Scottish Islands.

The despatch and management of collectors was, however, an
undertaking beyond his means and available time, and the
matter hung fire until taken up by Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant,
whose enthusiasm as manager and collector of funds has made
it possible to amass the material on which this paper is based.

Early in 1912 Mr. R. W. Sheppard was sent to the Inner
Hebrides, and commencing to collect at Bute, this young naturalist

gradually worked his way northwards thiough the group as far as

Coll, which he reached in July. As small mammals are difiicult

* Foi' explanation of tlie Plate see p. 839.

54*
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to catch during the summer months, further investigation of the

islands was then postponed.

Among those who have assisted the work of exploration, either

financially or with local assistance, we may specially mention

the Duke' of Argyll, the Marquis of Bute, Mr. A. R. Macgregor,

Mrs. Hugh Morrison of Islay, Mr. Colin Campbell of Jura, and

Mr. Harold Russell.

The present collection has come well up to expectations, since

it has resulted in the discovery of three quite distinct forms

belonging to the genera Sorex, Evotomys, and Microtus'*

.

In working out the fauna of small islands, two distinct phe-

nomena mvist be disentangled. A peculiar mammal found on

a small island may represent a new development under insular

conditions, it may represent the survival of an ancient type else-

wdiere extinct, and, as is often the case, it may combine both

features. We believe that Sorex grantii is an entirely new de-

velopment, and that Evotomys (ilstoni and Mierotus agrestis mac-

gillivraii are instances of " relics " surviving with little alteration

from the pleistocene epoch. The meaning of these three forms

has been partly discussed under the description of each of them
;

but it would be premature to enter upon an extended discussion of

the cause of variation or survival in islands. The influence of a

comparatively recent glacial period, and the extermination brought

about by man, now proved to be an ancient inhabitant of Britain,

are difficult to follow ; and at all periods the British Islands have

been the scene of constantly shifting environments and altering

or variable climates, due princijjally to the proximity of a great

ocean and the frequent oscillations of sea-level. Many of our

common genera of mammals have inhabited the British Islands

since the deposition of the late pliocene Forest-Bed, but no one

has as yet ventured to guess how often they may have been

exterminated, to return again in fresh vigour on the resumption

of favourable conditions. The history of the British fauna

resolves itself into that of the various invasions or "migrations"

of mammals, which have been no less real, albeit more ancient

and more difficult to trace, than those of Kelt, Roman, Saxon,

Skandinavian, and Norman. The seveiity of the struggle for

existence has in our area undergone profound variation, accord-

ing as the sea cut off" or united our area with Europe, according

as severe climatic conditions were combined with insularity or

connection with the Continent. But, however frequently the

faima may have been exterminated, renewed junctions with

the mainland have from time to time refi'eshed it with new
stock, and the geological records of what seem from a distance

almost kaleidoscopic changes are only now in process of

disentanglement.

* [The complete account of these new forms appear here, but since the names and
preliminar}- diagnoses were published in the 'Abstract,' No. 119, 1913, they are

distinguished by being underlined.

—

Editor.]
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not differ appreciably from examples of eastaneus from the neigh-

bouring mainland. Skulls of eastaneus from South-eastern

England seem to attain slightly larger dimensions than those

from northern Britain, and this may indicate the existence of two
forms. The Jura Shrew is interesting in having a pelage inter-

mediate in character between that of eastaneus and grantii de-

scribed below ; in the four skulls seen the dental characters are

those of normal araneus, and therefore this form must be left

with the latter species.

SoREX GRANTII . (PI. LXXXIY. fig. 1, & text-fig. 136.)

Abstract P. Z. S. 1913, p. 18 (April 15).

Twenty-two, Islay. Dimensions :

—

Head & Hind
body. Tail. foot.

No. 73, male, 24 April 1912 75 36 13

74, „ „ ., „ 77 36 13

77, „ 26 „ „ 79 37 13

80, „ 30 „ ,, 80 36 13

82, ., „ „ „ 80 36 13

83, „ „ „ „ 80 37 13

84, „ ., „ „ 78 38 13

92, „ 2 May „ 78 35 12

95, „ „ „ „ 75 35 12

98, ., 7 „ „ 75 35 12

100, „ 8 ,. „ ...... 75 35 12

101, „ ., „ „ 76 36 12

105, „ 10 „ „ 75 36 13

72, female, 23 April „ 83 37 13

76. „ 26 ., ., 75 37 13 Type.

81, „ 30 ., 78 36 13

96, „ 3 May „ 77 35 12

106, „ 10 „ ., 75 35 12

157, female, juv., 3 Aug. 1912 ... 75 38 12

158, „ ,, „ „ ., ... 80 34 12'5

161, ., ., 5 ., „ ... 73 36 12

165, „ „ 8 „ ,, .. 70 38 12

Average of 18 adults of both sexes :— 77-3 36 12-6

For cranial measui-ements see Table at p. 828.

This is a very remarkable new Shrew, distinguishable at a

glance from the common British S. araneus eastaneus hy its dusky
upper side in strong contrast to the light flanks. The dentition is

peculiar in the fact that more than half of the individuals have
lost the posterior upper unicuspid, sometimes on one side only,

but more frequently on both sides, the absence of this tooth in

these cases being compensated for by enlargement of the four

remaining unicuspid

s
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Description.—The size and proportions are about as in

S. araneus castaneus, but average slightly larger than in north

British specimens of the latter.

Colour.—Adults have the upper side deep blackish brown,
perhaps darker than " clove-brown " *

; slightly grizzled on the

upper side of the head and neck with brown ; the under side is

silveiy or smoky grey rather than yellowisli or brownish as in

castaneus, and this colour runs far up the Blanks and shows up in

contrast to the dark upper side. Between the colours of upper
and under sides a narrow, inconspicuous, grey-brown flank-band

intervenes ; rarely it is " wood-brown,'" in which case it contrasts

more sharply with the back. Nos. 72 & 76 (23 & 26 April) are

TQOulting into a scarcely less dusky summer coat, but some speci-

mens taken in May and Nos. 157, 161, & 165 (3, 5, & 8 August)
are in a lighter brown coat, between " seal-brown " and " clove-

brown," somewhat as in *S'. a. castaneus, with a flank-band near-
" wood-brown." These specimens are no doubt immature and the

brown pelage is that of immaturity.
Cranial and dental characters.—The skull agrees in form and

size with that of S. a. castaneus, but attains rather larger dimen-
sions than skulls of the latter species from northern Britain and
the Inner Hebrides {vide Table, p. 828). The teeth agree in form
with those of S. araneus ; but the posterior unicuspid (p. 3) tends

to disappear as shown by the following statistics :

—

p. 3 present on both sides in

,, ,, on one side only in

absent on both sides in

7 individuals, i.e. 43*7 per cent.

4 „ „ 25^ „
D ,

,

,

,

o L ' o ,

,

Text-fi^. 136.

Right upper tooth-row oi Sorex grantii. X 8^.

When p. 3 is absent the four remaining unicuspid teeth appear
to be somewhat enlarged in compensation (text-fig. 136). There
is no trace of pigment on the hypocones of the upper cheek-teeth

nor on protocone of the last upper molar.

By colour and dentition *S'. grantii is clearl}^ diflferentiated from
all European members of the genus Borex. iSome of these, such
as araneus araneus and araneus tetragonurus, have the back as

dark, but none shows the conspicuously contrasted sides.

* The names of colours in inverted commas are from Ridgway.
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In our opinion S. grantii is to be regarded as an insular

development of S. a. castaneus stock. It has maintained or

acquired slightly larger dimensions than has the latter in the

more northern parts of its range ; it has developed a peculiar

colour pattern, and is well on its way to reduce the number of its

unicuspid teeth, perhaps because of a tendency to enlarge the

anterior members of the series. The Jura Shrew is geo-

graphically and morphologically the connecting link between

fS. a. castaneus and S. grantii : it has the small size and dental

char.acters of the northern castaneus ; but its colour pattern is

modified so as to approa,ch that of S. grantii.

The species is named in honour of Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant of

the British Museum, to whose enthusiasm the formation of the

collection described in this pajDer is so largely due.

SoREx MiNUTUS Linnfeus.

Nine, Bute.

No, 18, male, adult, 20 March 1912

25, „
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Cranial and Dental measui'ements of Sorex.

S. aranens

castaneus.

JURA.
No. Ill

120
MULL.

No. 142
143
144

BUTE.
No. 13

14

16 ..

68 .

CUMBRAE.
No. 32 ..

34 ..

39 ..

ARRAN.
No. 57 ..

58 ..

S >=^

187 4-84 3-5

19-0: 5-28 3-9

17-7j 4-841 3-3

18-4 5-06 3-5

18-4 4-95 3-5

17-9 0-28 3-5

-^ i
CD

^
I

P

9-0 !4-7

9-2 5-0

5-1

18-5

18-1

5-12 3-5

5-06 3-5

18-7f 5-06' 3-7

18-9| 5-28 3-7

18-3 5-06 3-5

18-2

18-6

S. f/rantii.
\

IS LAY.
i

No. 73 il9-l

Type

5-06 3-6

5-22 3-6

8-9 4-9

9-2 4-8

9-0 4-8

9-1
I

5-0

9-2 4-9

9'2 5-2

9-1 ...

8-9 '4-8

8-9
I ...

9-4
!

5-0

S. minutus.

BUTE.
No. 2 15-2 4-07 2-7 [7-3

17 16-5 4'18 27 17-2

24
i

15-2 3-96 27
25

;

15-2 3-96 2-8

26 15-0 3-96 2-8

15-369
ARRAN.

No. 51 15-9

3-96| 27

4-18: 2-8

15-9| 4-181 2-8

7-2

7-3 4-0

7-3 i4-0

7-1 4-0

7-1 40
72 4-059

ISLAY.
No. 85 15-4; ... 2-7

I

7-2
:

4-0

86 15-614-18 2-8 7-3
i

4-0

8-2

7-7

8-0

7-9

7-8

7-9

7-7

7-8

7-9

8-0

7-8

8-0

6-5

6-6

6-3

6-3

6-2

6-3

6-8

6-6

6-5

6-0

4-4

4-29

8-1 14-51

8-1
i4-4

7-6 4-18

4-4

4-4

4-29

4-29

4-34

4-29

4-29

4-29

4-29

4-4

4-4

4-62

4-62

4-4

4-4

4-62

4-51

4-4

4-29

S ' H

6-93 9-3 |517
6-6 9-3 5-17

6-93| 9-4

7-04: 9-8

6-49
1

9-0

5-28

5-28

"Si '^ §1 §

3-o2i 4-51

3-52; 4-29

3-63! 4-4

3-57j 4-51

3-521 4-4

2-8
]

1-32

275; 1-43

2-861 1-32

3-08 1-32

2-86 1-32

6-93 9-3 5-17 3-63' 4-4 2-86 1-32

6-82 9-3 5-06 3-52 44 2-97 1-32

6-71 9-0 15-06
!

3-52 4-45 2-86, 1-32

6-82 9-2 15-17 3-63i 4-4

6-65|9-l 15-06 3-52 4-29

6-71 9-4 5-06

6-93,9-7 5-17

6-71 9-5 ;4 95

6-71 ... '5-06

6-93 9-3 '5-11

6-93 9-6

7-15 9-9

6-93 9-9

6-82 9-7

6-82

7-2

6-93 9 8
6-82 9-4

6-71 9-4

7-9
1
4-29, 6-71 9-6

7-9 4 29 6-6 9-6

7-9 4-4
;
67] 9-3

5-17

5-28

5-17

5-17

5-17

5-39

5-28

5-17

6-17

506
5-06

5-17

3-52

3-74

3-52

3-52

3-47

3-52

3-85

3-74

3-74
3-74

5-4

5-61

5-39

5-39

5-8

5-5
j

5-83

5-72

5-61

5-61

7-3

7-7

7-4

7-4

7-3

7-4

7-8

7-8

7-6

7-6

4-07

4-29

4-07
4-07

4-07

:4-07

!

4-18

4-29

4-23

4-18

3-52' 4-4

3-52| 4-51

3-461 4-4

2-86J
1-43

2-9r 1-32

2-91; 1-37

2-97 1-32

2-86 1-32

3-46; 4-51 2-97 1-43

3-57 4-62 2-97 1-37

3-52 4-51

3-63 4-55

3-57 4-51

3-63' 4-56

3-63 4-62

3-63 4-62

3-63 4-62

3-63 4-51

3-57 4-4

3-46 4-67

3-52 4-62

3-57 4-4

2-75 1
2-8 1-43

2-97 1-32

2-86 1-37

2-97 1-43

2-97 1-43

2-97 1-43

2-86 1-32

2-75 1-37

2-g 1-43

2-86 1-32

2-86 1-32

2-97'

3-08

2-86j

2-97'

2-86

2-97

3-08:

3-14

3-08!

3-081

2-97 2 14
3-08 2-2

2-971 2-14

2-971 2-14

2-97l2-2
3-08 1-98

3-08 2-2
I

3-08j2-2

3-08' 2-251

3-081 2-3li

0-88

0-88

0-88

0-88

0-88

0-77

0-88

0-88

0-94

0-88

* These raeasm-ements were made with an ej'epiece micronietev and 5-inch objective,

vide Hinton, " British Fossil Shrews," GeoL Mag. n. s., dec. 5, voL viii. pp. 537 & 538.
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General characters.—This mouse is a little larger than E.
glareolus, approaching U. norvegicus, but the tail is shorter than in

the latter, and about as in glai'eolus ; smaller than E. skomerensis

or ccesarius. The ears are about as in E. glareolus. The hind
feet are as in norvegicus and skomerensis.

Cranial and dental characters.—In size the skull is larger than in

E. glareolus and agrees with that of norvegiciLS. As in the latter

form, the jugals are heavy, but the curvature of the zygomatic

arches agrees with glareolus. The brain-case is very broad and

Text-fio-. 137.

Dorsal view and profile of skull of Evotomys ahtoni. Natural size.

smoothly convex, the temporal ridges being but faintly indicated

even in aged skulls : the parietal region is convex in dorsal profile,

with the highest point a little behind the middle of the parietals,

instead of flattened ; these features impart an appearance of

relativel}'- greater cranial capacity than is seen in emj of the

other European species of Evotomys. The postorbital (squamosal)

processes are not conspicuous. The interorbital region is broad,

with a wide shallow median sulcus. The nasals are rounded
or slightly and narrowly emarginate behind, ending flush with

or slightly behind the ends of the premaxillse ; they are slightly

longer than the diastema, expanded in front, their lateral bordei-s

slightly but distinctly concave. The rostrum is shallow, as in

E. norvegicus, its least depth behind the incisors not exceeding

the anterior width. The bullae are nearly as in norvegicus. The
last upper molar has a third inner fold and fourth inner salient

angle—the latter being usually well developed.

The colour is much darker than in E. skomerensis, but is very

similar to that of E. glareolus, being deep russet above ; the under
side is richly washed with yellowish or bufi".

This is an interesting and quite distinct species, recognizable

externally by its generally large size combined with small ears

and short tail, while in addition its skull characters are quite

distinctive. On the whole it makes a nearer approach to E. nor-

vegicus than to any other species of Evotom]/s.
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Ci'anial measurements of Evotomys.
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Eight, Jura. Dimensions :

—

Head & Hind
body. Tail. foot. Ear.

No. 109, male, subad., 15 May 1912. 115 30 19 13

118, „ ., 16 „ „ 118 31 19 12

116, „ ., 17 „ ., 115 32 20 11-5

114, female, ., 16 „ „ 120 34 19 12

115, „ „ „ „ „ 115 32 19 12

117, „ ., 17 „ „ 110 30 18 12

119, „ adult, „ „ ., 125 35 19 12

124, „ subad., 18 „ „ 115 32 19 12

For cranial measurements see Table at p. 834.

M. agrestis exsul Miller, of which, in addition to the material

in the British Museum, we have examined several specimens

from North and South Uist, kindly lent by Mr. Eagle Clarke,

of the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, is a thick-coated form
with light upper side and flanks, and under side heavily Avashed

with buff. The fur of the back in winter reaches a length of

about 12 mm., including the light tips of abou.t 2-3 mm. ; the

longer hairs reach about 1 5 mm. We are not able to distinguish

the specimens from Mull, Arran, Gigha, and Jura from this sub-

species. Those from Mull are practically quite typical.

The following Table shows the character of the anterior upper
cheek-tooth in the skulls examined :

—

Mull. Aeean. Gigha. Jura.

4th inner angle quite absent ... - ... 1 1

„ represented by microscopic 1 ^ . _ , , -, ^" ^ ,• -^ ^ 2 luv. 5 1 4 12
vestige

J
>•

,, small but distinct 1 4 ... 3 8

Specimens examined 3 9 1 8 21

Some features of the skull are discussed below in connection

Avith the form living in Islay.

MiCROTUS AGRESTIS MACGILLIVRAII. (Text-fig. 138 B.)

Abstract P. Z. S. 1913, p. 18 (April 15).

Fourteen, Islay.

No. 78, male, subad., 26 April 1912.

79, „ juv.,

88, „ adult, 30 „

89, ,, subad., ,, ,, ,,

90, „ „ 2 May „

102, „ adult, 8 „

Dimensions
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Head & Hind

105
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tooth has a distinct and often rather large fourth inner angle. As.

is usual in niicrotine subspecies, the subspecific cranial characters,

first become obvious in old age, although, if care be taken to

compare only skulls of equal age, close observation will find the

beginnings of such characters in younger stages too. The oldest

skull, the type (ISTo. 102), is fairly comparable with that of No. 139,.

a M. a. exsul from Mull, from which it is distinguished by its deeper

rostrum, lighter jugals, and more nearly vertical occiput ; because

the occiput is less sloping the interparietal is a little less

reduced,—its posterior border is straight instead of sinuous,

and it is rather longer antero-posteriorly. The most striking

difference is seen, however, in the form of the " shield " or

flattened dorsal area delimited by the temporal ridges upon the

sides of the braincase. In exsul (text-fig. 138 a) that part of the

temporal muscle which arises between the interorbital region

and the glenoid articulation continues apparently throughout

life to extend its area of origin by creeping up the sides of the

braincase and so pushing the temporal ridge backward ; the result

is that in old age the anterior width of the " shield," taken

between its antero-external angles, is considerably less than its

glenoid width : in the Islay mouse the upward creeping of the

temporal muscle ceases at a relatively early stage of growth, and
the result is that in old age the " shield " presents a form which
is found only in relatively eai'ly stages of development in exsul.

The oldest skull of exsul from South Uist (Edinburgh, No. 300)

is younger than the skulls from Islay and Mull just described,

the temporal ridges not yet being quite fused in the interorbital

region, but the form of the "shield" is already more modified

than in the aged type of the present subspecies.

MiCROTUS AGRESTIS NEGLECTUS JenynS.

Three, Bute. . Dimensions :
—

Head & Hind
body. Tail. foot. Ear.

No. 67, male, juv., 19 April 1912 98 26 17 12

3, female, „ 12 March „ 100 26 16 11

64, „ „ 18 April „ 95 24 16 11-5

For cranial measurements see Table at p, 834,

The short tails are, no doubt, due to immaturity.

Making allowance for the yovith of these specimens, wa
can detect no character by which the skins or skulls can be
differentiated from those of M. agrestis neglectus of the mainlands

In his recently published ' Catalogue of the Mammals of

Western Europe ' (1912), Mr. Miller treats the various agrestis-

like forms as subspecies. We think it preferable, somewhat
as proposed by Barrett-Hamilton in 1896 (P.Z.S. 1896, 19th May,.

pp. 599-608), to regard these forms as belonging to two species,
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a larger northern with isolated southern colonies, now known to

be older in western Europe, a smaller southern, now known to be

a recent comer. Such an arrangement shows the relationships

most cleai-ly. The earliest known member of the group in Europe
is a species of which the fossil and fragmentary remains have
been found in the early middle pleistocene brickearth of the

Thames at Grays in Essex ; whether this form has any close

affinity with any living now it is impossible to say. In the

late pleistocene deposits of Britain, such as that filling the

Ightham Fissures, and in many of the caves, remains of a

large form not certainly distinguishable, with the available

materials, from M. agrestis neglectus occur. The Skandinavian

agrestis, the Hebridean exsul and macgiUivraii, the pleistocene

and recent British neglectus, together probably with the southern

French and Swiss levernedii, are all intimately connected forms
and may be regarded as subspecies of M. agrestis, and of them
macgiUivraii may be counted as the most primitive. At some
time since the close of the pleistocene period M. agrestis

neglectus has been succeeded in England and the lowlands of

Scotland by a smaller, brighter form, which being a newer
immigrant, may well be granted specific rank as M. hirtus

Bellamy, with M. hirtus hailloni de Selys of France as a

subspecies.

Cranial measurements of Microt-us agrestis.

i
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Apodemus sylvaticus sylvaticus Linnseiis.

Seventeen, Bute.

^o. 1, male,

h „
10, „
12, „
21

23

28, „
31, ,.

Head &
body. Tail.

9 March 1912. 95 78

8012

13

16

17

20

,,

21

23

5, female, 12

8, „ 13

9,

11,

20,

22,

29,

30,

14

16

20

,,

21

22

Avei-age of 17 specimen

both sexes

90
90
90
90

100
87

95

95

80
88
90
85

90

83
80
80

80
75

77

86

76

85

75

78

75
75

73

90

67

80
73

Dimen
Hind
toot.

21

22-7

23
22-5

21-7

22-5

22
22-5

22

23

22
22-7

21

22
20-5

21

22-3

sions :-

Ear.

15-7*

15-5

15

15 t
15

15

14

15
12-51:

14-5

14-7

13-5

16

15
14-5

14-5

16

Skull

c.-b. 1.

22-5

22-5

23-2

21-5

23-1

22-0

21-5

22-2

22-4

21-0

22-8

20-4

21-8

21-6

of
•7 77-8 22 14-76

23

22

23

23

23

$5ix, Great Cumbrae.

No. 33, male, 27 March 1912.

35, „ 28 „

36, „ 29 „

37

38, female, ,, ,,

40, „ 30 ,,

Average of 6 specimens of
|

both sexes
J

A rather rufous series, perhaps due to late winter coat bein<

worn.

Nine, Aeran.

No. 44, male, 3 April 1912.

95
95

95
90
93

90

92

90
92

88

90
90

15
14-5

16

16

15

16

23-4

22-8

22-4

93 90-3 22-8 15-4

^J, ,, 5, ,; j;

0", ,, t> ,, ,,

54, ,, ,, ,j ,,

45, female, 3 „ ,,

55, ,, D ,, ,,

56 ,,
"

?, ,,

61, „ 11
,,_ ,,

Average of 9 specimens of

both sexes

100
105
105
100

100
90
95
95
95

83

86

85

88
81

85

80

24 14-5

24 15
23-5 14

23 14
23-7 15

24 14
23-5 15-5

23 14

23 14-5 §

24-0

23-6

22-6

23-4

24-0

23-6

98-3 84-5 25-5 14-5

This series shows a rather large reddish mouse, with a tendency

towards the large foot and short ear of hehriclensis.

* Trapped on moss-covered bank. t Trapped in grass near sea-sliore.

X Trapped in middle of rough pasture. § Trapped in heather on side of cliff.

Proc. ZooL. See—1913, No. LV. 55
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One, GiGHA. Dimensions :

—

Head &. Hind Skull'

body. Tail. foot. Ear. c.-b. 1.

In^o. 126, female, 22 May 1912. 100 85 22-5 15

A rather large nursing specimen with dimensions tending
towards those of hehridensis.

Ten, IsLAY. (8, Sheppard ; 2, Eoyal Scottish Museum.)

No. 97, male, 3 May 1912. 83 74 23 13

99, „ 7 „ „ 98 78 23-5 13-5 23-0

93, female, 2 „ „ 88 80 22 15 22-1

94, „ „ „ „ 100 88 23 15 24-1

104, „ 9 „ „ 95 85 22 14 23-7

164, „ 7 Aug. „ 90 80 22-5 13

166, ., 8 „ „ 90 75 22 13

167, „3uv.8 „ „ 65 64 17 8

Royal Scottish Museum :

—

No. 397, female, 101 85 22 14-5

398, „ 95 90 23 15
Averag^of9adultsof

j ^3.3
both sexes j

A moderately large mouse, with back heavily washed with

black, probably indicating the new summer coat ; stomach clear

white, and slight trace of yellow collar.

Three, Jura.

No. 122, male, 18 May 1912. 98 84 24 14-5

123, „ „ „ „ 100 ... 22 14-5 23-9

113, female, 16 „ „ 95 73 22 14-5 23-5

Average of 3 specimens 1 f,^„ ^^ r en r> i a e^

?i ,1 ^ y 9/'6 /8-5 22-6 14-5
01 both sexes

J

Five, Mull.

No. 129, male, 13 June 1912. 95 92 22-5 14

131, „ 15 „ „ 98 90 24 15 23-2'

133, „ 18 „ „ 100 87 22 14 23-8

137, „ 20 „ „ 92 88 24 14-5

140, „ 22 „ „ 100 80 24 14-5 24-2,

Average of 5 males 97 87'4 23-2 14-4

Four, TiREE.

No. 146, male, 8 July 1912. 105 88 23-5] 13-5

148, „ 10 „ „ 105 88 24 .13

149, „ 12 „ „ 100 73 231 14

150, female, 13 „ „ 100 88 22'^;13-5

Average of 4 specimens of 1
^^^.g 84-25 23-1 13-5

both sexes
J
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Six from Tiree, in Royal Scottish Museum :-
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Mus MuscuLus Liniifeus.

One, TiREE.

jS^o. 147, male, 10 July 1912.

An example in the j^ellowish outdoor pelage. It was trapped
in sand-hills.
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the M. arvalis group in a modern guise does not appear until the

late pleistocene era. Secondly, we have to face the remarkable

fact that both E. alstoni and M. agrestis exsid, with its ally

macgillivraii from Islay, are most closely related to the Skandi-

navian species. Moreover, M. agrestis macgillivraii appears to be

a little more primitive in its organization than exsul ; the latter

form in turn a little more primitive than true agrestis. The
interpretation of these peculiar facts which we suggest is that

the Hebrides have fonned a refuge for some very old mammals ;

that from the former continuous land area, of which they are

now the disconnected remnants, certain of these old mammals
were dispersed along former land bridges to Scandinavia. The
proximity of the Atlantic would ensure the existence of much
milder conditions in the Hebridean area during the glacial

period, at whatever moment in pleistocene time that remarkable

event transpired, than would be present elsewhere to the east.

It will be seen therefore that we are practically in full accord

with the views put forward by Mr. L. Stejneger in his very able

and suggestive paper " On the origin of the so-called Atlantic

Animals and Plants of Western Norway " (Smithsonian Misc.

Coll. vol. xlviii. p. 458, 1907). Just as the presence of S. grantii

implies that Islay was separated from the mainland at an earlier

date than were the other islands of the Outer Hebrides, so the

existence upon it of M. agrestis macgillivraii and of a distinct

subspecies of Stoat, Mttstela erminea ricino) (found in Jura as

well), may be taken as evidence that it was detached from the

common Hebridean land surface at a relatively early moment.
The early detachment of Islay and its peculiar mammals has

an impox'tant bearing on the origin of the Irish Fauna. It

indicates that Islay and Ireland have not been connected since

the genus Ilicrotus and Sorex araneus reached the Inner Hebrides.

And if that were so, the existence of the deep North Channel

between Ireland and South Scotland must at the same time have

interrupted communications in that direction also. We ai'e

thus unable to accept E. R. Alston's suggestion (Fauna of

Scotland, 1880, p. 5) that Ireland received its mammals from

Southern Scotland, and are forced to derive the Irish Faiuia from

England and Wales (see Barrett-Hamilton, Clare Island Survey,

Mammalia, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., March 1912).

EXPLANATION OF PLATE LXXXIV.

Fig. 1. Sorex grantii. Natural size.

2. Sorex araneus castanetis. Natural size.
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47. Some Miocene Cirripedes of the Genera Hexelasma

and Scalpellum from New Zealand. By Thomas H.

Withers, F.G.S.*

[Received May 6, 1913 : Read June 3, 1913.]

(Plates LXXXY. & LXXXYI.t & Text-figures 139, 140.)

Index.
Page

Introduction 840

Hexelasma aucMandicttm Hector sp 841

Structure and Affinities of H. aticJclandicum 846

Hexelasma sp 847

Scalpellum subplanum, sp. n 848

Scalpellum (Arooscalpellum) iingulatum, sp. n 850

Distribution (Geological) 841,848,851

This paper contains the results of a study of the remains of

the " gigantic Cirripede "
( = Hexelasma aitcJdandicum) from

New Zealand, as well as some notes on a smaller species of

Hexelasma, and descriptions of two new species of Scalpellum.

One of the latter is founded on some valves in the Geological

Department of the British Museum, and the remaining species

'of Scalpellum and the small Hexelasvia were found associated in

the matrix with the remains of Hexelasma aucklandicuin.

Remains of a gigantic Cirripede have long been known to

occur in the Waitemata Beds (Miocene) of Motutapu Island,

Auckland Harbour, New Zealand. These remains have been
considered by Sir James Hector (1887) and Prof. W. Blaxland

Benham (1903) as belonging to a pedunculate Cirripede; but

while the former referred them to the genus Scalpellum, the

latter thought that they approached more closely to the genus
Pollicipes.

On learning of my wish to see some of these remains,

Prof. James Park was good enough to write to Dr. J. Allan

Thomson, Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey, Dominion
Museum, Wellington, who most kindly sent me the actual

specimens collected by Prof. Park in 1887. Prof. Park wrote
also to Prof. Benham, who sent me plaster-casts of the specimens

figured by him in 1903; these casts are now in the Geological

Department of the British Museum. My thanks are therefore

due to Professors Benham and Park and Dr. J. Allan Thomson,
and I have also to acknowledge the kindness of Dr. A. Smith
Woodward in allowing me to describe the new species of

Scalpellum in the Geological Department of the British Museum.

* Communicated by Dr. W. T. Calman, F.Z.S.

f For explanation of the Plates, see p. 854.
j
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fossil cirripedes from new zealand. 841

Balanid^.

Genus Hexelasma.

1913, Hexelasma P. P. 0. Hoek, Siboga-Expeditie, Cirripedia

Sessilia, p. 244.

"Compartments six ; carina, carino-lateral, and lateral compart-

ments with alte, but without radii, the rostrum having neither

radii nor alse. Parietes not porose and without longitudinal

ribs on their inner surfaces ; basis membranous. Opercular

valves sub-triangular." .... P. P. C Hoek.

Hexelasma aucklandicum Hector sp. (PI. LXXXV.)

1888. Scalpellum aucklandicma Hector, Trans. N.Z. Institute,

vol. XX. (1887) p. 440.

1903. Pollicipes ? wucklandicus Hector sp. : W. B. Benbam, " On
some Remains of a Gigantic Fossil Cirripede from the

Tertiary Rocks of New Zealand," Geol. Mag. London,

dec. 4, vol. X. p. Ill, pis. 9, 10 {non figs. 8, 9).

1905, Pollicijns aucklanclicus Benham : E. Clarke, "The Fossils

of the Waitemata and Papakura Series," Trans. N.Z.

Institute, vol. xxxvii. (1904) p. 419,

1910. Pollicipes 1 aucklandicus Hector sp. : J. Park, "Geology
of New Zealand," p. 115 (pi. 7), pp. 113, 134.

Diagnosis. Compartments attaining a length of at least 187 mm.,

carina!, carino-lateral, and lateral compartments with simple alas

{i. e., there is no distinct upturned extension at the margin).

Sheath feebly developed, almost absent, and with no suturai edge

to abut against the longitudinal ridge formed on the inner

surface. Opercular valves unknown (except for probably a single

tergum).

Material. 7 rostral compartments, 9 carinal, 13 lateral (8 right

and 5 left), 5 carino-lateral (3 right and 2 left), together with a

small tergum (PI. LXXXY. figs. 13«, h), which may or may not

belong to the species ; all these are more or less imperfect. The
specimens are in the collection of the Geol. Surv. New Zealand,

and are marked with the locality-number 695. They are pre-

sumably the syntypes of Hector. In addition to these specimens

I have examined plaster-casts of the specimens figured by

Prof. Benham.
Holotype. Fi-om among the syntypes of Hector I select as

holotype the rostrum here figured on PI. LXXXV. fig. 1.

Horizon and Locality. Miocene, Oamaruian, Base of Waitemata

Beds: Motutapu Island, Auckland Harbour, New Zealand.

General Remarks. Sir James Hector (1887) first called at-

tention to this fossil, and at a meeting of the Wellington

Philosophical Institute he remarked on some remains of it there

exhibited :

—

" Specimens of a large fossil stalked Cirripede, recently
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collected by Mr. Park, at Motatapa Island, Auckland. A cai-eful

restoration will have to he made before definitely determining
this fossil, but it will probably be found to belong to the genus
Sccdj)ellum and is distinguished provisionally under the name
S. aucJclandictmi. In size, this fossil Cirripede greatly exceeds
any previously known, in S. magnuvi the capitulum being only

1.7 inches in length, wdiile in the Auckland specimen it is at

least 8 inches. These fossils occur in a. breccia, marking the old

shore line of the upper part of the Waitemata iSeries, similar

to the Cape Rodney beds. The associated fossils are Corals,

Brachiopods, and Echinoderms. Among the latter are two
specimens having plates of a Cidaris of enoimous size."

Attention was again called to this fossil in 1903, when
Prof. Benham described and figured certain valves. He con-

sidered that they showed closei' resemblance to the capitular

valves of certain species of PoUicipes, and doubtfully referred

them to that genus.

After an examination of the present material I am convinced
that the valves belong to a sessile Cirripede allied to Balanus.

There are six compartments—a rosti'ura, carina, right and left

lateral, and right and left carino-lateral. Prof. Benham figured

only four valves, namely, "a carina, left scutum, ? rostrum, and
? upper latus." The cai-ina figured by him is the same as that

now considered as a caiina., and the scutum and ? upper latus

correspond to the right and left lateral compartments respec-

tively; but the valve figured (Benham, 1903, pi. 10, figs. 8, 9)

as a " ? rostrum " is really a carina of Sca^Mluni subplaoiiim,

sp. n. (see p. 848). The valves considered here as rostral and
right and left carino-lateral compartments were not figured

by Benham, and it has now been possible to give figures of the
inner surface of each difterent compartment.

Description of Valves. Valves with solid walls of variable

thickness, apparently not more than 2-25 mm. ; externally

marked with prominent, more or less regular, transverse growth-
ridges, rather more strongly marked on the carina ; sometimes
ridged longitudinally, and in one or two cases the valves are

distorted by linear depressions ; but all the valves are more
or less irregular in shape, and this is obviously caused by th&
surface of attachment ; inner surface not longitudinally ribbed

near the base as in Bcdamts, for the smooth inner surface slopes

gradually to meet the outer surface and forms a definite, more
or less smooth edge.

Rostral compartment (PI. LXXXY. figs. 1-3) without radii,

almost symmetrical, moderately convex ti'ansversely and slightly

convex longitudinally, bluntly angular at the apex, and either

rounded or slightly concave at the basal margin ; triangular in

shape when young, but in the older and consequently longer

valves the lateral margins for the greater part are almost
parallel to each other. On the inner surface two more or less

prominent lidges extend from the apex, and die out at a point

halfway from the apex in the young valve (fig. 2) and at a
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Text-fiff. 139.

843

Outer views.

Text-fio-. 140.

Inner views.

Mexelasma aucjclandicwin Hector sp.

Restored compartments.

r., rostrum ; I., lateral ; c.l., cariiio-lateral ; c, carina.
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point about one-third the length of the valve from the broken
apical portions in the larger valves (figs. 1, 3). Obviously these
ridges serve for the reception of the angle of the alee on the
adjacent lateral valves, and the space between the ridges is
marked, in the older specimens, with transverse lines. The
portion of the A^alve enclosed by the ridges is half as wide as the
adjacent parts of the valve in the specimen figured (fig. .3 5), but
in the valves figured (figs. 16, 2 b) it is wider. At the base of
the two ridges extending from the apex, and only in tlie largest
valve (fig. 1 b), a slight transverse ridge is formed by the
thickening of that part of the valve enclosed by the ridges.
From a point about one-third from the base of the valve, a small
extent of the inner surface, parallel to the outer margins, is
marked with lines which extend upw^ard, and bend abruptly
inwards towards the base of the ridge on either side ; these lines
are made by the ala? of the la,teral compartments which are
overlapped by this part of the valve.

Lateral compartment (figs. 4-6) with an ala on the rostral
side, moderately convex transversely, and longitudinally almost
fiat, irregularly convex, and in one case bent in an elongately
^-shaped curve; the whole valve is usually strongly bent
towards the rostrum, but one valve is strongly bent away from
the rostrum. Parietal portion very much wider than in the
carino-lateral compartment, as much as three times as Avide as
the widest part of the ala in one valve, and in others from two
to under one and a half times as wide. The two margins of the
ala form an obtuse angle, the upper margin is practically straight
and the lower somewhat concave, but their shape is influenced by
the degree of curvature of the valve ; the growth-lines on the ala
are closely set and extend obliquely upwards from the base, and
on reaching almost to the upper margin curve downwards to the
angle of the ala; on the lower margin, near the angle, a small
smooth portion is left just below where the growth-lines bend
downwards. On the inner surface, almost at the middle of the
parietal portion, a more or less prominent ridge extends from
the apex and dies out at a point opposite the angle of the ala

;

near the parietal margin the inner surface is marked with lines
which extend upwards, and on reaching a point just above the
base of the longitudinal ridge bend sharply inwards and down-
wards to meet its lower extremity; these lines are obviously
made by the ala of the carino-lateral compartment, the angle of
which abuts against the longitudinal ridge. Between the Tongi-
tudinal ridge and the upper margin of the ala the inner surface
is marked with indistinct and irregular transverse lines.

Carino-lateral compartment (figs. 7-9) obtusely triangular in
general outline, with an ala on the rostral side. The whole valve
bent, especially in its apical half, toAvards the rostrum, is almost
flat transversely, and the parietal portion is much narrower than
that of the lateral compartment ; the two margins of the ala
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form an obtuse angle, the upper margin of which is straight and
obliquely inclined towards the apex, and the lower margin, which
is concave, emerges from just above the base of the valve, and
curves gently upwards and then sweeps sharply outwards to meet
the upper margin. Parietal portion of valve extremely narrow,

the widest part being about one-fourth the width of the widest

part of the ala. On the ala the growth-lines are closely set, and
follow a similar coui-se to those on the lateral compartment.
Beneath the upper half of the ala, a portion of the valve on the

inner surface is somewhat thickened for about one-third the

width of the valve ; its inner mai'gin is steep-sided, and forms a.

i-idge, against which abuts the angle of the alfe of the carinal

department ; tlie thickened portion of the valve widens gradually

from the apex, dies out at a point opposite the angle of the ala,

and is marked with fine, regular, cioselj^-set, transverse lines.

Near and parallel to the lower half of the parietal margin, and
for about one-third the width of the valve, the inner surface is

marked with lines which extend upwards, and, on reaching about

half the length of the valve, are angularly bent downwards and
inwards, and the lowest of them meet the base of the steep-sided

ridge near the upper margin of the ala ; these lines correspond

to, and are obviously made by, the alae of the carina, which are

overlapped by the portion of the valve thus marked.
Carinal compartment (figs. 10-12) gently curved longitudinally,

with an ala on each side, and these are bent at a sharp angle

from the parietal portion. Parietal portion narrow, transversely

convex, especially near the apex, much narrower than the parietal

portion of the lateral compartment, but wider than that of the

carino-lateral compartment ; alae about one and a half times as

wide as the widest part of the parietal portion, and in one young
valve about the same width as the parietal portion. The alse

emerge from near the base of the valve, widen gradually upwai-d

until about two-thirds the distance from the base, and here they

bend further outwards and then sharply upwards to the apex
;

the two margins, therefoi'e, roughly form an obtuse angle, the

basal margin of which is somewhat concave, and the upper
margin, which is the shorter, is straight. The growth-lines on
the al£e extend obliquel}^ upwards from the base and, on reaching

a point more than halfway across the alae, bend shai'ply and
angularly downwards to the margin ; a smooth triangular portion

-of the valve is left beneath the angularly bent growth-lines.

The inner surface is quite smooth except for some transverse

lines, which mai'k the surface above the angle of the alte and
which are more prominent at this point.

Measurements. The largest valve in the present series (a carina,

fig. 10) would measure, if complete, cii^ca 90 mm., and the smallest

valve (a lateral compartment, fig. 6) circa 12 mm. One of the

<!ompartments (a lateral) figured by Prof. Benham as a scutum
measures 187 mm.
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Structure and Affinities. It is evident from tlie structure of

the inner surface of the compartments of this Cir-ripecle, and
from the modification of tlie side wall of the compartments to

form al?e, that the elements combined to form a shell something-

like the compartments in the genus Balcmus. This is proved by
the fact that the lines on the inner lateral portions of the rosti-um

correspond to, and are obviously made by, the growth-lines of

the ala of each latei'al compartment, which was overlapped by the-

lateral portions of the rostrum ; similarly shaped lines on the

lateral compartment correspond to those on the ala of each

carino-lateral compartment which was overlapped by the latei'al

compartment ; the more angularly bent lines on the carino-

lateral compartments correspond to those on the alae of the

carinal compartment which were overlapped by the carino-lateral

compartment. In addition, more or less prominent longitudinal

ridges are developed in the ujoper portions of the rostral, lateral,

and carino-lateral compartments against which the angle of the
ala of the adjacent valves abutted. The transverse lines on
the portions of the compartments not covered by the alse are

similar to those in Balanus, in which they are caused by the
successive exuviation of the opercular membi-ane. To a similar

cause may be attributed those in the present Oirripede.

That tliis form is a sessile Oirripede is, I think, beyond doubt,

and the irregularity in shape of the several compartments, as

well as the fact that some are externally and irregularly ridged

longitudinally and others distorted with linear depressions, is-

further evidence in support of this conclusion, for these features

could be caused only by the irregularity in the surface of

attachment. In accordance with the above interpretation, six

compartments would complete the wall of the shell, as in

Balcmus ; and it is important to note that every fra,gment in

the present collection can be allocated to one of the six valves

figured. (PL LXXXV. & Text-figs. 139, 140.)

The shell of this form could not have been very strong, for, in

comparison with the great length attained by the compartments,
the walls are" relatively quite thin. The compartments could

have been only weakly attached, and are in consequence always

found quite apart fi'om one another. Moreover, the absence of

radii, together with the absence of sutural edges to the alte and
the comparatively feeble ridges or shoulders developed on the
inner surface, and against which only the angles of the alas could

have abvitted, show quite clearly the great structural frailty of

the shell. It could hardly have been a littoral barnacle.

Although this form agrees with the typical species of the genus
Baldnus in the number of compartments forming the walls of the

shell, it differs markedly in the structure of these compartments.
These differences are (1) the absence of radii, (2) the simpler

structure of the alfe, (3) the absence of longitudinal ribs on the

inner surface, (4) the feebly developed sheath, as well as tlie
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absence of a sutural edge to abut against the longitviclinal liclge

on the inner surface. All these are primitive characters, and
show that in this Cirripede we have a Balanid more primitive

than Balanus.
In my preliminary consideration of this form I regarded it as

being related, mainly in the absence of radii, to the recent species

Bcdanus Mrsutus and B. corolliformis, which were included by
Dr. Hoek * in a new section (G) of Bcdanus, and B. hoekianus
and B. callistoderma, which were referred by Dr. Pilsbry f to the
same section, and I intended to found a new genus to include

these species. On seeing a proof of Dr. Hoek's work (1913,
' Siboga-Expeditie, Oirripedia-Sessilia,' pp. 244-246), however,
I found that he had included these I'ecent species, together with
two new species {H. velutinum and H. arafurae), in a new genus
Hexelasnia.

Dr. Hoek kindly sent me drawings of the type-species H. velu-

timcm, and from these it could be seen that while Hexelasma
differs from Balanus in the absence of I'adii and the absence of

longitudinal ribs on the inner svirface, it agrees in having a, well-

developed sheath, and in the carino-lateral compartments having
an upturned extension of the alas as well as a well-developed
sutural edge.

Since " PolUcipes (?) aucklandicus " agrees with Hexelasma in

the absence of radii and of longitudinal ribs on the inner surface,

it seems advisable to refer it to that genus ; but in some respects

it appears to be somewhat more primitive than the typical species

of Hexelasma, especially in the feeble development of the sheath,

in the absence of a distinct upward extension to the alse of the
carino-lateral compartments, and of a sutural edge to the alse of

the carino-lateral compartments.

The species included in Hexelasma are all deep-sea forms, and
occur at depths varying from about 100 to 900 m. In length
the shell of the largest species, H. corolliforme Hoek, measures
nearly 45 mm., and since the largest-known compartment of the
fossil H. aiicMandicum measvires about 190 mm., the great
difference in size is apparent.

Except for Balanus psittacus Molina sp., which has been known
to attain a length of 9 inches (circa 225 mm.), Hexelasma auck-
landicum is the largest-known Cirripede. Balanus ever^nanni
Pilsbry, another large barnacle, is recorded as measuring 150 mm.

Hexelasma sp.

A large number of the disconnected compartments of a small
Balanid are to be seen scattered about in the matrix containino-

* 1883. P. P. C. Hoek, ' Clialleuger ' Report, Zoology, vol. viii. pp. 155-160.
t 1911. H. Pilsbry, " Barnacles of Japan and Bering Sea," Bull. Bureau

Fisheries, Washington, vol. xxix. 1909, pp. 76-80.
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the comj)aTtments of Bexelasma aucklandicum and the valves of

Sccdpellum sithplamtm, sp. n. Those that I have been able to

extract and clean appear to be somewhat worn, and the largest

of them does not measure more than 5 or 6 mm. in length ; their

outer walls are thrown into comparatively wide longitudinal

folds. Owing- to their worn appearance the finer characters are

not well shown, but since they do not appear to possess radii

they must be referred to the genus Hexelasma. They differ,

however, from the typical species of Be.velasma, as well as from

the fossil JI. aucklandicum, in having a well-developed sheath,

and in the presence of strong ribs on their inner surface. Balanus

Aoe^iVwrns Pilsbry (1911, " Barnacles of Japan and Bering Sea,"

Bull. Bureau Fisheries, Washington, vol. xxix. 1909, p. 77,

text-fig. 8), which has now been referred by Dr. Hoek to Ins

genus Hexelasma, agrees with the present compartments in the

presence of ribs on the inner surface, but it would be rash to

say that they are related specifically. In view of the imsatis-

factory preservation of these compartments, and in the a,bsence

of the opercular valves, I do not think it advisable to institute a

new species.

Horizon and Locality. Miocene, Oamaruian, Base of Waitemata
Beds; Motutapu Island, Auckland Harbour, New Zealand.

Collection. Geol. Surv. New Zealand.

P0LLICIPEDID.E.

Genus ScALPELLUM.

1817. Scaljiellum Leach, Joiu-n. de Physique, &c., Ixxxv. p. 68.

ScALPELLUM SUBPLANUM, sp. n. (PI. LXXXVI. figS. 1-6.)

1903. Follicipes {'i) aucldandicus Hector sp. : W. B. Benham^
Geol. Mag. dec. 4, vol. x. p. 114, p). 10, figs. 8-9.

Diagnosis. Carina not separated into tectum, parietes, or

intiaparietes, flatly arched transversely, basal maigin bluntly

angular ; tergum with the upper carinal margin unusually short,

and ma-king with the occludent margin an obtuse angle ; rostrum

with a wide, flat median keel extending from the apex to the

basal margin.

Material. 2 carinse, 2 scuta, 4 terga, 1 i-ostrum, and 1 sub-

carina ; most of these are incomjjlete, and they were all extracted

from the matrix containing the valves of Hexelasma aucJdandicum^

Holotype. The carina figured on PI. LXXXVI. fig. 2.

Collection. Geol. Surv. New Zealand.

Horizon and Locality. Miocene, Oamaruian, Base of Waitemata
Beds : Motutapu Island, Auckland Harbour, New Zealand.

Carina not separated into tectum, parietes, and intraparietes,

bowed.moderately either inwards or outwards, widening gradually
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fi"om the apex to the basal margin, which is more or less bluntly

angular ; tlatly arched transversely and indistinctly carinate.

The apical portion of the smaller specimen is thickened to qviite

a third of its extent, the inner portion forming almost a fiat

surface extending from each side of the carina.

Length (fig. 1, basal half of valve) 16"5 mm. ; breadth 10 mm.
Length (fig. 2, basal | of valve) 16"6 mm.; breadth 6-4 mm.
Scutum trapezoidal, nearly twice as long as wide, divided

almost equally by an indistinct, flat, wide ridge extending from
the apex to the basi-lateral angle. Occludent margin convex

;

basal margin alraost straight. Tergal margin slightly concave,

of about the same length as the convex lateral margin, with

which it forms an obtuse angle. Along the tergal margin the

valve is rounded towards the inner surface. The inner occludent

edge is broad, flat, of about the same width throughout, marked
with growth-lines, and overhangs the depression for the adductor

scutorum opposite the tergo-lateral angle ; the inwardly I'ounded

tergal edge is marked with growth-lines, but the extent thus

marked narrows rapidly towards the tergo-lateral angle.

Length (fig. 3, incomplete valve) 28*7 mm. ; breadth 17 mm.
Tergum subrhomboidal, with an obscure ridge extending in a

straight line from the apex to the basal angle, and dividing the

valve unequally, the occludent portion being in its widest part

almost twice as wide as that of the carinal portion ; lower carinal

margin weakly convex, somewhat longer than the scutal margin,

and forming with it an acute angle ; upper carinal margin
slightly convex, unusually shoi't, and forming an obtuse angle

with the slightly convex occludent margin, which is almost twice

its length. The occludent margin forms a somewhat raised

border, and this is followed by a wide, shallow depression

bounded by an obscure ridge extending from the apex to a point

on the scutal margin, which is slightly produced about one-third

the distance from the basal angle ; from this ridge the valve

slopes upwards towards the apico-basal ridge, and slopes rapidly

down to the carinal mai-gin. On the inner sur-face a narrow
portion of the valve along the occludent and upper carinal

margins is marked with growth-lines, and the extent thus marked
is wider beneath the apex.

Length (fig. 4) 20 mm. ; breadth 12-4 mm.
Rostrum subtrianglar, strongly convex transversely, bowed

inwards, basal margin convex ; lateral margins slightly concave
;

a flat submediazi keel extends from the apex to the basal margin,

and this on the right side is followed by a further longitudinal

ridge near the lateral margin, but on the wider left side this

ridge, if present, is extremely obscure.

Length (fig. 5) lO'S mm. ; breadth (when complete) circa 8 mm.
Subcarina triangular, moderately convex transversely, bowed

inwards ; apex rounded ; basal margin concave ; lateral margins.

slightly concave. On the inner surface a slight, but well-defined
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ridge extends from the apex to about the middle of the valve,

and is there met by two further ridges extending from each basal

angle ; the valve is thus divided into three almost equal portions,

the basal one being smooth and doubtless covered at one time by
the corium, the two upper portions being marked with growth

-

lines and most probably overlapping the adjoining carino-lateral

valve on either side.

Length (fig. 6) 5 mm. ; breadth 5"2 mm.
Comparison with other Species. This species is referred to the

genus Scalpellum (sensu lata), a course that is advisable until we
can find the remaining valves of the capitulum, which may enable

us to refer the species to one of the subgenera into which
Scalpellum has been divided. Judging from the known valves

(carina, scutum, tergum, rostrum, and subcarina), this species is

related to S. zancleanum Seguenza * from the Pliocene of Messina,

Sicily. The carina of *S'. zancleanum- differs in having a strong

median keel, from which the sides of the valve slope steeply, and
in the less angular growtl^-lines ; the scuta differs in the rounded
basal margin and in the usually less acute tergo -lateral angle

;

the terga dififer in being inuch narrower in proportion to width,

in the much more acute apical portion, and in the carinal margin
not being divided into an upper and a lower portion; the rostrum
difiers in the absence of a wide, flat, median keel.

Subgenus Arcoscalpellum.

1907 (Oct.). Arcoscalpellum P. P. C. Hoek, Siboga-Expeditie,

Cirripedia Pedunculata, p. 59.

1907 (Nov.). Holoscalpellum H. A. Pilsbry, Bull. No. 60, U.S.

Nat. Mus. p. 25.

1908. Arcoscaljiellum Hoek; H. A. Pilsbry, Proc. Acad, Nat.

Sci. Philadelphia, p. 109.

1912, Arcoscalpellum Hoek; T. H. Withers, Proc. Zool. Soc.

London, p. 538.

Scalpellum (Arcoscalpellum) ungulatum, sp. n. (PI. LXXXYI.
figs. 7-13.)

Diagnosis. Carina with its tectum almost flat, parietes more
than half the width of the tectum, intraparietes narrow and bent

abruptly inwards, basal margin rounded ; upper latera sub-

triangular, with rounded basal margin and wide lateral portions

obliquely inclined towards the umbo ; rostral latus with sub-

parallel scutal and basal margins, and about one-third of its

apical end, which is much thickened, projecting freely beyond the

scuta.

* 1876. G. Seguenza, Atti Accad. Pontaniana, vol. x, p. 386, pi. vii, figs. 1-13.
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Material. 6 carinse, 4 scuta, 2 terga, 1 upper latus, and 1 rostral

latus.

Holotype. The carina, I. 15409 (fig. 8).

Collection. Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.).

Horizon and Locality. Miocene, Upper Oamaruian. Blue
Clay : Pareora, South Canterbury, New Zealand. Limestone :

Takiroa, Oamaru District, N. Otago, New Zealand.

In the Geological Department of the British Museum there is

a series of 14 valves of a species of Scalpellum {sens-u lato),

registered 1. 15409-1. 15422. Although these come from difi'erent

localities, they are of interest, since they appear to represent a
single new species and enable us to gain some idea of the form
of the capitulum (see restoration, fig. 13).

Three of the valves (a carina, scutum, and rostral latus) are

labelled ''Scalpellum
\

(IBlue Clay)
|
Parimoa, New Zealand

|
Mr.

C. Mantell." The reinaining eleven valves (5 carinte, 3 scuta,

2 terga, and 1 upper latus) are labelled '^Scalpellum
|
Takiroa, New

Zealand
|

Mr. C. Mantell." With the latter series is a MS. label

(probably written by the collector) bearing the words "Lime-
stone

I

Takiroa-Crinoline Qu. 1852."

It is fairly obvious that the " Mr. C. Mantell" was intended

for the late Hon. Walter Mantell, from whom a collection of

New Zealand fossils was obtained by the British Museum in

1856. On failing to trace the above-mentioned localities, I wrote

to Prof. James Park, who kindly informed me that " Parimoa "

should be Pareoi^a, South Canterbury, and Takiroa is in the

Oamaru District, N. Otago ; he was of the opinion that the

Cirripede valves came from beds of Miocene (Upper Oamaruian)
age. " Crinoline Qu." may mean Crinoline Quarry.

Description of Valves. Valves thick, ornamented exteriorly

with numerous exceedingly fine ridges radiating from their

apices.

Carina narrow, widening very gradually from the apex,

moderately bowed inwards, basal margin rounded. Tectum
almost flat transversely, not carinate. Parietes more than half

the width of the tectum (in one old specimen nearly as wide),

bent nearly at right angles to the tectum. Intraparietes very

narrow, bent abruptly inwards and meeting just below the apex,

so that a small portion of the valve projected freely. Umbo
apical.

Length (fig. 7, incomplete valve) 19-2 mm. ; breadth 6"5 mm.
Length (fig. 8, small complete valve) 16 mm. ; breadth 3*7 mm.
Scutum trapezoidal, almost twice as long as wide ; basal and

lateral margins slightly concave, nearly at right angles to each

other ; tergo-lateral angle reaching a point a little above the

middle of the valve ; tergal margin straight and its outer edge

flat ; tergo-lateral portion of valve slightly concave ; occludent

margin moderately convex and very obliquely inclined towards

the terga. Umbo apical.

Length (fig. 11) 27*4 mm. ; breadth 15 mm.
Pkoc Zool. Soc—1913, No. LVI. 56
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Tergum svibtriangular, convex transversely, tliick, elongated,

with a prominent, nearly straight lidge, extending from the apex
to the basal angle. On both sides of this ridge the valve slopes

rapidly to the outer margins. Carina! margin gently convex
;

occludent margin gently convex, with a raised border, followed

by a wide depression, extending from the apex to about half the

width of the scutal margin, which is indented to that extent.

Length (fig. 9, incomplete valve) 21 '4 mm. ; breadth 10'8 mm.
Upper latns subtriangnlnr, thick, convex transversely and

longitudinally ; umbo a little below the apex, owing to a thick

ledge formed beneath it, which extends from the lateral angles to

just beyond the umbo. Scutal margin slightly convex, its upper
surface forming a prominent ridge, followed by a wide depression,

which is bounded by an indistinct ridge, and between these two
ridges the growth-lines are abruptly iipturned ; a second in-

distinct ridge runs almost jDarallel to the slightly convex tergal

margin, and between these the growth-lines are also abruptly

upturned.
Length (fig. 10) 15-4 mm.; breadth 1.3"5 mm.
Kostral latus about four times as wide as long, Avith a promi-

nent, rounded, wide ridge extending its whole length, from which
the surface of the valve slopes rapidly ; outer (rostral) extremity

bluntly angular, much thickened, and this must have projected

freely more than one-third the extent of the valve ; inner

(lateral) extremity obliquely truncated. Scutal margin concave,

slojoing upwards to the inner margin of the thickened portion,

and then descending rapidly in a curve to the umbo ; basal

margin straight and almost parallel to the inner two -thirds of

the scutal mai'gin.

Length (fig. 12) 4-4 mm.; breadth 15"1 mm.
Remarks and Comparison toith other Species. In a paper by

Dr. G. A. Mantell* (1850, p. 329) a Cirripede from the Ototara

Limestone (Miocene, Upper Oamaruian) is recorded as '''Pollicipes,

resembling a Cretaceous species." There is nothing to indicate

whetl\er this is the present species or not. The two scuta

figured by Zittel t as " Cirrhipedenschalen," and recorded from
Whaingora and Aotea, North Island, New Zealand, are certainly

distinct from the present species. Zittel's figures were sub-

sequently reproduced and recorded as Scalpelluin sp. by Prof.

James Park J, who considered the specimens to be of Miocene
(Upper Oamaruian) age.

* 1850. G. A. Mantell, " Notice of the Remains of tlie Dinornis and other Birds
and of Fossils and Rock-Specimens, recently collected by Mr. Walter Mantell in

the Middle Island of New Zealand ; with Additional Notes on the Northern
Island. With^ote on Possiliferous Deposits in the Middle Island of New Zealand,

by Prof. E. Forbes." Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, vol. vi. pp. 319-343,
pis. xxviii., xxix.

t 1865. K. A. Zittel, " Possile Mollusken und Echinodermen aus Neuseeland,"
Palaontoloo-ie von Neuseeland (Novara-Exped.), Geol. Teil., Bd. i. Abth. 2, pi. ix.

figs. 12 a, 6.

X 1910. J. Park, ' Geology of New Zealand,' p. 141 (pi. xii.), figs. 9 a, h.
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From a study of the isolated valves here described, it seems

reasonable to suppose that they formed a capitulum just as is

shown in the restoration (fig. 13). No examples of the carinal

and inframedian latera have yet been found, but doubtless these

will prove to be somewhat like the valves diagrammatieally

indicated in the restoration. The capitulum, as restored,

possesses 13 valves, but this number may have been increased

to either 14 or 15 by the addition of a I'ostrum or subcarina, or

both. In any case, it is apparent from the structure and dis-

position of the valves, that the species falls into the group now
included in the subgenus Arcoscalpellum Hoek.

Sccdpellum (A.) tmgulatum may be compared with S. michelot-

tianimi Seguenza*, from the Pliocene of Messina, Sicily, and

S. quaclraUtm Dixon t sp., from the Eocene of Bognor, Sussex,

but both these species differ in the valves being appreciably

thinner.

Although size is often of little account, none of the numerous
valves of S. quadratum that I have seen are more than half the

size of the largest valves of S. (A.) ungulatum. The carina of

aS'. quadratihin differs in having inwardly bent intraparietes, the

scutum in having a raised border to the tergal margin, the tergum
in the carinal margin being elongately ^-shaped and the apical

half bent towards the carina, the upper latus in being more
symmetrical and proportionally wider, and the rostral latus

differs in the absence of the prominent, transverse, rounded
ridge or fold and in the outer extremity of the valve being

thickened only to a small extent.

In S. inichelottianum the carina diffei^s in having broad,

rounded, longitudinal ridges on the outer margins of the tectum,

in the tectum being proportionally much wider and the basal

margin less convex, the scutum in having the tergo-lateral

portion of the valve markedly convex and rounded inwards at

the tergal margin, the tergum in being much thinner and very

much flatter transversely and the median longitudinal ridge

hardly perceptible, the upper latus in being more triangular in

shape and in the absence of a thick ledge formed beneath and
beyond the umbo, the rostral latus in having a much smaller

extent of the valve thickened at the outer extremity and in the

inner extremity not being obliquely truncated.

S. niichelottianuTn var. gassinensis Alessandri + (Pliocene to

Miocene) agrees more closely with. S. (A.) imgulaturn in having
the basal margin of the carina more strongly convex, but the

other characters of this and the remaining valves differ quite as

much as the valves of S. inichelottianum Seguenza.

* 1876. G. Seguenza, Atti Accad. Pontaiiiana, vol. x, p. 381, pi. vi. figs. 15-25

;

p. 464i pi. X. fig. 26.

t 1846. F. Dixon, in J. de C. Sowerby, Min. Conch, vol. vii. pi. 648; 1851.

0. Darwin, Pal. Soc. Monogr. Poss. Lepadida?, p. 22, pi. i. fig. 3.

X 1906. G. de Alessandri, Palajontogr. Ital. vol. xii. p. 252, pi. xiii. figs. 10-15.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LXXXV.

Sea-eJasma auclclanclicum Hector sp.

Miocene, Oamaruian, liase of Waitemata Beds : Motutapu Lsland,

Auckland Harbour, New Zealand.

Fig. 1. Rostrum. «, outer view ; h, inner view of apical portion of same.

2. Id. a, outer view of small example; b, inner view of same.

3. Id. a, outer view; 6, inner view of same.

4. Lateral compartment (riglit). a, oi^ter view; /;, inner view of same.

5. Id. (left). Outer view.

6. Id. (right). Outer view of small example.

7. Cavino-lateral compartment (riglit). Outer view.

8. Id. (right). Inner view.

9. Id. (left). Outer view of incomplete example.

10. Carina, a, outer view; 6, side view of same.

IL Id. Outer view of small complete example.

12. Id. Inner view of incomplete example.

13. Tergum. Probably of the same species, a, outer view; i, inner view of

same.

All figures reduced to J nat. size, except figs. 2, 6, and 9, which are nat. size, and
figs. 13 rt, h, which are X 4 diam.

Plate LXXXVI.

Scalpellum suhplanimi, sp. n.

Miocene, Oamaruian, Base of Waitemata Beds : Motutapu Island,

Auckland Harbour, New Zealand.

Fig. 1. Carina, a, outer view of basal half of valve; I, side view; c, transverse

section.

2. Id. a, outer view of basal two-thirds of a smaller valve; h, side view
;

c, transverse section.

3. Scutum, a, outer view of incomplete valve ; h, inner view of same.
4. Tergum. a, outer view ; 6, inner view of same.

5. Rostrum. Outer view.

6. Subcarina. a, outer view ; h, inner view of same.

Scalpellum {Arcoscalpelhim) ^inc/ulatum, sp. n.

Miocene, Upper Oamaruian, "Limestone" : Takiroa, Oamaru District,

N. Otago, New Zealand.

Fig. 7. Carina, a, outer view of basal half of valve ; I, inner view ; c, transverse

section

.

8. Id. a, outer view of small complete valve ; b, side view.

9. Tergum. a, outer view; b, inner view of same.

10. Upper latus. a, outer view ; b, inner view of same.

Miocene, Upper Oamaruian, " Blue Claj' "
: Pareora, South Canterbur}',

New Zealand.

11. Scutum, a, outer view ; 6, inner view of same.

12. Rostral latus. «, outer view; 6, inner view of same.

13. Restoration of capitulum, based on the disconnectM valves bere figured.

The inframedian and carinal latera are not known, but these valves

have been diagrammaticallj' indicated in the restoration.

All figures of nat. size, except figs, o, 6, 8, and 12, which are twice nat. size.
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48. Observations on Osteomalacia in the Zoological Collec-

tions o£ Manchester and Cleveland. By T. Wingate
Todd, M.B., F.R.C.S., Professor of Anatomy, Western

Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio *.

[Received May 5, 1913 : Read June 3, 1913.]

(Plates LXXXVII.-LXXXIX.t)

It is the object of this communication to call attention to the

widespi-ead appearance of osteomalacia among animals in captivity,

and to point out the opportunity afforded by the disease for the

study of changes in formed bone-tissue.

Through the kindness of Messrs. Jennison of Manchester and
Director Springborn of Cleveland, I have been enabled to study

the disease as it exists in the Zoological Gardens of both these

cities.

In Manchester, while the cercopitheques, macaques and small

baboons were kept in a large cage in a moderately heated

monkey-house, the animals sickened and died of miliary tubercle

within a few months after their arrival. "When, however, the

glass was removed from the windows of the monkey-house and a

free current of air permitted to pass through the building, the

animals remained healthy for as long as three years. Eventually,

however, most of them begin to show a disinclination to move
about, crouching and walking with the aid of the fore-limbs—the

hind ones being curled up beneath the body in squatting attitude.

When attacked by healthy animals they seem unable to defend

themselves, or, if they try to run away, they do so groaning with
apparent pain. This is more marked if they are compelled to use

their hind legs, as, for instance, in climbing. Left to themselves
they are very much addicted to masturbation. Indeed, in Cleve-

land, my attention was first drawn to the condition by my being
asked to inspect some macaques of both sexes which had developed

this objectionable habit. As the disease progresses the joints

become stifi" and enlarged, although post-mortem joint-changes

have not been present in the cases which I have examined. The
disease is not of itself fatal and may last two years, although it

is usually found necessary to destroy the animals after twelve
months. If the animals die, there are frequently indications of

broncho-pneumonia found at the autopsy. The food on which all

the apes, healthy and diseased, are fed consists of i-ice-pudding,

carrots, onions, potatoes, greens, apples, and bananas, with a little

meat occasionally.

While suffering from the disease, the hair may become dry,

ruffled, or fall out. This is more frequently the case in rabbits

* Communicated by tlie Secretaet.
t For explanation of the Plates see pp. 859-860.
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and rats than in monkeys. The disease seems to localize itself

in different sites in different animals. In the macaqnes and
baboons it usually affects the hind limbs, which are in con-
sequence badly bent and twisted, but that the whole skeleton is

affected is shown by the brittle character of all the bones. The
ability of the bones to unite after fi-acture does not seem to be
impaired. Fig. 4 (PI. LXXXVIII.) represents the tibia of a
young Anubis Baboon [Gynocephalus aniohis) after healing of

a fracture near the upper extremity. This bone was broken
by a fall from a height of some three feet while the animal was
attempting to escape from a pursuer. The animals may become
affected by the disease while still young and before the epijahj'ses

have joined, so that the disease is readily confounded with rickets.

The lesions, however, are the same at whatever age the disease

occurs. In some instances the bone-changes are found most
marked in the foi-e limbs. This was the case in a peccary from the
Manchester Collection. The animal struggled about with its fore

limbs bent backwards beneath the body. In other animals the
bones of the face are affected. The maxillae are much enlarged
and give a puffed-out appearance to the cheeks. This condition

occurred in a horse, a leopard, a rabbit, and a chimpanzee. In
some cases the necks of the teeth are decayed and the teeth may
fall out. This was observed in the leopard and rabbit just

referred to, and also in a Californian sea-lion from Cleveland.

Ulceration and falling of the teeth has not occurred among
the apes in Manchester since the glass was taken out of the
windows of the monkey-house. The bones of the chest are

frequently softened and deformed, which would seem to pre-

dispose the animal to respiratory disorders. The lungs of the
sea-lion showed emphysema and patches of broncho-pneumonia,
the latter being confirmed by histological examination.

Post mortem, the viscera show no lesion whatever in animals
which have been intentionally killed. Nor are there any atrophic

changes in the muscles of the disabled limbs.

The ductless glands are ajjparently normal. Pathological

appearances are to be found only in the nervous system and
the bones. As regards the former opinion is very varied. Gayet
and Bonnet describe an increase in volume of the nerves with
an overgrowth of the fibrous tissue between the nerve-bundles

a.nd disappearance of myelin in certain cases. The blood-vessels

of the nerves exhibit endarteritis (1). They found no cellular

lesion nor any alteration in nerve-fibres in the spinal cord.

Morpurgo, on the other hand, describes diffuse chromatolysis

in the cells of the anterior horns of the cord, but denies any
change in the cells of the spinal ganglia (2). These changes

occur very early in the course of the disease, but there would
appear to be no definite evidence to show that they initiated the

disease (3).

It ma,y be that these different histological pictures were
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proiluced by diiferences in the setiology of the disease. For the
bone-changes can only be a symptom, caused, perhaps, in many
different ways.

The bone-marrow in osteomalacia is much modified. The
marrow-cavities of the long bones are enlarged and filled with a
gelatinous fatty tissue and by bright red marrow. Marrow is

divided microscopically by Ziegler into splenoid and fine-fibred

constituent factors (4). Of these the latter form, is much in-

creased, partially filling up the marrow-cavity and penetrating
the bony tissue.

In eai'ly cases the compact bone is invaded by this vascular

fibrous tissue, which has already replaced to a large extent the
spongy bone and which is not preceded by osteoclasts. The same
observation has been recorded by Morpurgo (3).

In later stages the whole of the compact tissue of the shaft has
disappeared and is replaced by fibrous tissue, in which are to be
found discreet areas or islets of osseous material (see Pl.LXXXIX.
figs. 5, 6). Thei-e is meanwhile no subperiosteal deposit of new
bone. The histological picture of the bone closely resembles that

seen in ostitis fibrosa. The remaining islets of bone lose their

ossein and become transformed into a tissue which, from its

staining properties, appears to be hyaline in character. But, at

the same time, in other situations the regressing bony substance
exhibits a fibrillar change of the ground-substance similar to that

described by Retterer as the basis of normal bone (5).

Cells with similar staining reactions to osteoblasts may still be
seen bordering the islets of bony tissue (see PI. LXXXIX. fig. 6).

In many places so-called "osteoclasts" are observed. But, on
examining several slides one is struck by the comparative infre-

quency of these cell-masses. As Gayet and Bonnet remark (1)
it is difiicult to believe that osteoclasts can play more than a' very
subsidiary part in the destruction of bone, because of their scarcity

when compared with the extent of the process. It would appear
that osteoclasts are not at all necessary for the production of

change in bone-siibstance.

As the bony tissue becomes transformed or replaced by the
fibrous material, the Haversian ' systems disappear. The peri-

osteum becomes intimately united to the mass of fibrous tissue

which remains in place of the true bone. 1 have not observed
hfemorrhages in subperiosteal or other localities. The joints were
unaffected. At the diaphyso-epipyseal junction, changes similar

to those in rickets were observed.

The theories of causation of osteomalacia have been well

reviewed by Morpurgo (2), who, among others, has succeeded in

producing the disease by inoculation of a micro-organism (6j.

The detailed histological changes have been discussed by
Basset (7), whose description is amply borne out by my own
slides.

The disease is one which may be secondary to some other
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lesion, and therefore localised, as in the variety appearing after

trauma.
It may develop in connection with giant-celled sarcoma and be

more generalised in type (Schonenberger, 8).

It may occur in the so-called spontaneous form, such as is seen
in animals in captivity.

The last-mentioned variety is certainly not a simple decalcifi-

cation. There is absorption of osseous substance with rarefaction

of the tissue. The process starts from the marrow-cavity and
involves first spongy and later compact bone. The Haversian
systems disappear and the bone becomes fibrillar in character and
later is transformed into fibrous tissue.

An intermediate hyaline change is shown in places. All these

changes point to a revolution in the constitution of bone as a

whole, which is acconiipanied by changes in the marrow and
periosteum, as already described. Similar changes in bony
tissue are to be observed in ostitis fibi-osa and leprosy. For it

has been my good fortune to be able to investigate all three

diseases at the same time. The clinical symptoms in these cases

of generalised bone-softening, which I have described as osteo-

malacia, suggest a nervous origin. The obvious inference to be
drawn from the histological picture in leprosy is that in the last-

named disease the bone-changes are certainly trophic in character.

I would emphasise the fact that we are as yet ill-acquainted with

the symptoms consequent on lesions to the sympathetic nervous

system. But there would seem to be ample confirmation of nerve-

lesion in the histological changes found in the nerve-bundles by
Gayet and Bonnet (1). Moreover, the intimal proliferation de-

scribed by these authors in the vessels of the nerve-trunks may
be produced by a lesion in the sympathetic nerves, as I have
recently been enabled to show (9).

If the disease is infectious, the incubation -period must be con-

siderable, for it seems to appear spontaneously in anima,ls which
have been isolated for a long while. After inoculation, Morpurgo
found the animal became ill in a week or two. Such evidence as

we have points to the nervous system as the seat of primaiy

disease, whether it be infectious or not, and suggests that the

bone-changes are consequent on nervous lesion. Treatment is

unsatisfactory. Dr. Fox, of Philadelphia, has recently adminis-

tered calcium lacto-phosphate and adrenalin, separately and in

combination, to animals sufliering from the disorder in the

Philadelphia collection, but without success (10).

In making observations on the living animals Messrs. Antliff

and Readinger, keepers of the monkey-houses at Manchester and
Cleveland respectively, have rendered generous assistance. The
histological sections are the Avork of Mr. Gooding, of the Ana-
tomical Department of Manchester. Mr. J. C. Miller, of the

Laboratoiy here in Cleveland, has assisted me in gathering and
abstracting the literature. To all these gentlemen, I would
therefoi'e express my obligation.
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Summary.

1. Osteomalacia, or so-called spontaneous generalised bone-

softening, is not a simple decalcification of bone, but a re-

organisation of bone as an organ, in which the loss of osseous

tissue is not brought about by osteoclasts.

2. From this it is evident that the cell-masses known by the

name of " osteoclasts " are not indispensable in the transformation

of bone to less specialised tissue.

3. The disease may be infectious in oi-igin. If so, the evidence

at our disposal points to the nervous system as the site of infec-

tion. The bone-changes appear to be the symptoms consequent

on the nervous lesion.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate LXXXVII.

Pig. 1. Right Radius from 3-ouug Anubis Baboon {Gynoceplialus anubis). Advanced
stage of osteomalacia.

Note large size and dark colour of marrow cavity. The dart appearance is

due to the large quantitj^ of red marrow. The rarefaction of bone and the
progression of the osteoporosis from marrow-cavity outwards is well shown
in this photograph. The compact tissue can be seen to have been replaced
by spongy bone.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, No. LVII. 57
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Fig. 2. Right Ulna from same animal. Here and there are districts of gelatinous

fattj' marrow giving rise to lighter areas between the dark-coloured sites

of red marrow. The thickened periosteum and its intimate union with
the tissue composing the bone can be seen well, especially' near the centre

of the shaft. In this situation the bone was accidentally broken while

stripping off the muscles.

Plate LXXXVIII.

Fig. 3. Right Humerus of same animal.

Note the irregular diaphj'so-epiphyseal junction at the upper end of the

shaft. The extreme brittleness of the bones resulted in the fracture of the

surgical neck of this humerus while the muscles were being removed.
There is no sharp line between the articular cartilage of the condyles and
the underlying spongy bone. This photograph shows clearly the articular

cartilage being destroyed on its bony aspect.

4. Right Tibia and Fibula from same case.

Note extreme recurved upper portion of tibia. The bone had been fractured
some time previously' and had united in this position. The union is com-
plete. The fibula was likewise bent, its lower extremity is cut obliquely

and is shown behind the lower portion of the tibia.

PlATE LXXXIX.

Fig. 5. Longitudinal section of shaft of Left Ulna from the same animal. X40.
Note the entire disappearance of Haversian systems from the bone and the

replacement of osseous tissue by fibrous material. The bony substance is

here shown broken up into islets. The section represents what once was
the compact bone layer of the shaft.

6. Longitudinal section of shaft of Left Ulna from the same animal. X206.
A bone-islet is shown surrounded by non-osseous tissue. Note the gradual

transition of the bone into iibrous tissue. There is no sharp line of

demarcation, and no osteoclasts are to be observed. The decalcificatioii

progresses from the centre of the illustration to the periphery. Inter-

mediate between bone and fibrous tissue is a zone where the nuclei are

surrounded by considerable non-calcified protoplasm. This corresponds
in appearance to the pre-osseous stage in Retterer's description of

hone (5).
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ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.^

May 30th, 1913.

Prof. E. A. MiNCHiN, M.A., F.II.S., Vice-President,

in the Cliair,

The Minutes of the last Scientific Meeting were confirmed.

The Secretary read a Report on the Additions that had been
made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of April

1913.

The Librarian submitted a list of dates of publication of the

early parts of the Society's ' Transactions,' drawn up from the

records kept by Messrs. Taylor & Francis, printers to the Society.

Mr. R. E. Holding exhibited a large number of specimens and
photographs illustrating variations in the growth of the Antlers

of Deer.

The Rev. T, R. R.- Stebbing, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., drew
attention to Prof. F. E. Schulze's important work on zoological

nomenclature, the * Nomenclator Animalium,' giving a brief

description of its objects and scope, and urging its claims for

assistance from British naturalists.

Dr. R. Broom, C.M.Z.S., read a paper " On the South African

Pseudosuchian Reptile Euparkeria and allied Genera." Besides

* This Abstract is published by the Society at its offices, Zoological Gardens,

Eegent's Park, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which

it refers. It will be issued, along with the ' Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications ; but it may be obtained on the

day of publication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the 8UU1 of Six SlullincjT. per annum, payable in advance.
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giving an account of the very completely known South African
form, he also discussed the structure of the Elgin allied forms,

Ornithosvjchvs and others. The grovip of Pseudosuchians he
regarded as an extremely important pi'imitive reptilian order,

as there is good reason to believe that not only does it contain the

ancestor of the Dinosaurs, but also the ancestors of the Ptero-

dactyles and Birds. Euparkeria and Omithos^ichus are, in

structure, almost Dinosaurs, and it is held that when the bipedal

liabit was more fvilly acquired the few characters not quite

Dinosaurian would become Dinosaurian. Birds are held to

have originated from a Pseudosuchian which, by a bipedal habit,

had acquired a Dinosaur-like hind limb, and had then become
arboreal in habit and acquired the peculiar power of flight.

Mr. E. G. Boui/ENGER, F.Z.S., Curator of Pt-eptiles, read a paper
giving an account of the experiments which he had, for the past

year, been conducting on the Metamorphosis of the Mexican
Axolotl {Amhlystovia tigrimwi), aiid gave a detailed description

of the changes that take place in the course of transformation.

He also exhibited a, number of specimens in the perfect or

Amblystome condition. The conclusions arrived at by the
author, as a result of his expeiiments, were that, in accordance
with Mile, de Chauvin's experiments, and contrary to those of

Dr. Powers, the Axolotl will, with a few exceptions, transform
if placed under special conditions which force it to breathe air

more frequently than usual ; that staiwation, irregular feeding,

and temperature have no influence on the metamorphosis ; that

the elimination of oxygen from the water has likewise no bearing

on the point, as the animal will not, under the circumstances,

rise to the surface and make use of its lungs at more frequent
intervals than animals placed under normal conditions.

Mr. G. E. BuLLEN contributed a short paper, communicated by
Mr. John BTopkinson, F.Z.S., " On some Cases of Blindness in

Marine Fishes." Work hitherto performed, e. g. that of Hofer,

de Drouin de Bouville, and others, upon the pathology of fishes

has been directed largely upon species of freshwater habitat.

The present author has found, in certain specific cases of blindness

in marine fishes, pathological conditions similar to those described,

and others with slight modifications, in several freshwater species.

The examples dealt with in detail are traumatic corneal opacitis

in a Conger-Eel, corneal opacitis, etc., in a Greater Weaver,
and corneal opacitis and cataract in a Pollack.

Dr, K. W. Shufeldt, C.M.Z.S., sent a paper dealing with the

Patella in the Phalacrocoracidas. From a study of the patella in

a number of species of this family, he had found that in adult

individuals that bone was composed of the true patella solidly

fused with the proximal portion of the cnemial process of the
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tibio-tarsus, which became dissociated from the latter early in

the life of the bird. Late in life this fusion obliterated the

tendon of the ambiens muscle, which heretofore had been
described as passing thi'ough the patella and persisting through
life.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business (closing

the Session 1912-1913) will be held on Tuesday, June 3rd, 1913,

at half-past Eight o'clock p.m., when the following communications
will be made :

—

EXHIBITIOISrS AND NoTTCES,

Sir Arthur H. Chubch, K.C.Y.O., M.A., D.Sc, F.E.S., F.S.A.

Notes on Turacin and Turacin-bearers.

P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., D.Sn., LL.D., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

Observations on the Anatomy of the Shoe-bill (Bcdceniceps

rex),

T. H. Withers, F.G.S.

Some Miocene Cirripedes of the Genera Hexelasma and
Soalpelluon from New Zealand.

Prof. Arthur Dendy, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.Z.S., and R. W. H. Row,

B. Sc.

The Classification and Phylogeny of the Calcareous Sponges,

with a Reference List of all the desciibed Species, systematically

arranged.

Surgeon Joseph C. Thompson, U.S.N.

Contributions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia.

Prof. T. Wingate Todd, M.B., F.R.C.S .

Observations on Osteomalacia in the Zoological Collections

of Manchester and Cleveland.
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The following paper has been received :

—

P. M. S. Watson, M.Sc.

Batrachidev'peton lineat-um Hancock & Atthey, a Coal Measure
Stegocephalian.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should

be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secfi-eiary

,

Zoological Society of London,

Regent's Park, London, N.W,
J/«y 27^A, 1913.
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June 3rd, 1913.

Prof. E. W. MacBride, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Scientific Meeting were confirmed.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., Curator of Birds, exhibited the

egg and young of the Mikado Pheasant (Calophasis miJcado), a

rare species, described first in 1906, from the mountains of

Formosa. Some living specimens had been imported in 1912 by
Mr. Walter Goodfellow, and the owners of these birds had
entrusted the eggs to the Zoological Society, where they were
being hatched.

The egg was cream coloured and very large compared with

those of allied species of pheasants, being 57 x 41 mm.
The incubation period proved to be twenty-eight days, instead

of twenty-four as in the majority of pheasants, and the young
when newly hatched were very large, and had the quill-feathers

better developed than v.'as the case in allied species.

Sir Arthur H. Church, K.O.V.O., F.R.S., read a paper, com-
municated by the Secretary, entitled " Notes on Turacin and the

Turacin-bearers."

This paper contains a summary of the chief facts as to the

composition, properties, and occui-rence of turacin, the soluble

crimson pigment of the Musophagidse, Special stress is laid upon
its constancy of composition, the limitation of its occurrence to

* This Abstract is published by the Society at its offices, Zoological G-ardena,

Eegeut's Park, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which
it refers. It will be issued, along with the ' Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications ; but it may be obtained on the

day of publication at the price of SLrpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the sum of Six Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
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certain plantain-eaters, and the relation of its spectrum to the

spectra of haemoglobin and chlorophyll. Some current errors

concerning turacin are corrected.

The Secretary, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.E..S., gave an
account of his observations on the Anatomy of the Shoe-bill

(Balceniceps rex), illustrating his remarks with lantern-slides.

He showed that Balceniceps and Scopus shared so many anatom-
ical characters, and of these so many occurred also in Storks, that

if the reasoning generally followed by anatomical ornithologists

were adopted, Balceniceps and tScopios mvist be placed with Storks

rather than with Herons. He submitted, however, that such a

method was irrational, unless it wei'e accompanied by a much
closer scrutiny of the value of the characters than had hitherto

been made or was yet possible, and that for the present Balce7iice2)s

must be regarded as the representative of a division equivalent to

Storks and Herons. He thought also that the relation of the

Steganopods to these three groups required reconsideration.

A paper on " Some Miocene Cirripedes of the genera Hexelasma
and Scalpellimi from New Zealand," communicated by Dr. W.
T. Calman, F.Z.S., was read by Mr. T. H. Withers, F.G.S.

_An account is therein given of the ' gigantic Oirripede ' of New
Zealand, originally described as Scalpellmn atccklandicum, of

which remains have long been known to occur in the Waitemata
Beds (Miocene) of Motutapu Island, Auckland Harbour. The
valves of this Oirripede attain a length of 8 inches, and have
been previously supposed to belong to a pedunculate form, but
while Sir James Hector (1887) referred them to the genus
ScalpeUu7)i, Prof. W. Blaxland Benliam (1903) thought that they
approached more closely to the genus Pollicipes. From a study
of the original material collected by Prof. James Park (1887),

it is now shown that this Oirripede is a sessile form allied to

Balanus, and it is referred to Dr. P. P. C. Hoek's recently

instituted genus Hescelasma (1913). A smaller undetermined
species of Hexelasma, and a new species of Scalpellmn [sensu lato),

are also described. These are in the collection of the Geological

Survey, New Zealand, and occur in the same beds as the
' gigantic Oirripede.'

A second new species of Scalp>elluin is founded on some valves

from New Zealand, and a restoration is given, the remains
being sufficient to justify their reference to the sub-genus
Arcoscalpellum Hoek.

A paper on " The Olassification and Phylogeny of the Calcareous

Sponges, with a Reference List of all the known Species, sys-

tematically arranged," was received from Prof. Arthur Dendy,
D.Sc, F.R.S., F.Z.S., and Mr. R. W. Harold Row, B.Sc, F.L.S.

This memoir aims at a complete revision of the genera of
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Calcareous Sponges. Fifty recent genera are recognised and
diagnosed, and all the described species, amounting to 433, are

arranged under theise genera. The rejected generic names, which

are listed separately, amount to 97. The fifty accepted genera

are grouped in 10 families, and Polejaeff's subdivision into

HomoccEla and Heteroccela is abandoned. The systematic part

of the work is prefaced by a discussion on the principles of

classification, and followed by a discussion on the phylogeny of

the group, accompanied by a genealogical tree. The suggestions

of Minchin and Bidder as to the systematic value of the position

of the nucleus of the collared cell is followed up, and this position

has been determined in 75 species. It appears from the evidence

thus secured, taken, of course, in connection with other characters,

that in the primitive family Plomoccelidse the position of the

nucleus is basal in some species and apical in others, but that it

is not correlated with other characters so as to justify a sub-

division of the family accordingly. From the Homocoelid^e,

however, two lines of descent have sprung, the one basinucleate

and the other a.picinucleate ; the former including the families

Leucascidfej Leucaltidse, Minchinellidte and Murrayonidfe, and

the latter the Sycettidse, Heteropiidse, Grantiidas, Amphoriscidse

and Lelapiidte.

Surgeon J. C. Thompson, U.S.JST,, sent a paper, communicated

by Dr. F. E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., containing con-

tributions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia.

The Secretary communicated a paper by Prof. T. "Wingate

Todd, M.B., F.R.C.S., entitled " Observations on Osteomalacia in

the Zoological Collections of Manchester and Cleveland,"

This Meeting closes the Session 1912-1913. The next Meeting

of the Society for Scientific Business will be held on Tuesday,

October 28th, 1913, at half-past Eight o'clock p.m.

The following papers have been received :^^

1. D. M. S. Watson, M.Sc.

Batrackiderjyeton lineatum Hancock & Atthey^ a Coal-Measure

Stegocephalian.
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2. B. W. Palmer, B.Sc.

The Brain and Brain-case of a fossil Ungulate of the Genus
A noplotherium.

3. Frederic Wilmet.

Notice sur VOkapia johnsfoni, clont I'espece s'est retrovivee

intacte dans une forSt commune a I'lturi et a rUelle.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetinga should

be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretari/.

Zoological Society op London,

Regent's Park, London, N.W,
June lOth, 1913.
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ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

THE ZOOLOGICAL RECORD.
'PHE object of the Zoological Hecokd is to give, by means of an
-*- annual Volume, complete lists of the Works and Publicatious

relating to Zoology in all its branches that have appeared during

the year preceding the issue of the Volume, together with full

information as to the points they deal with, arranged in such a

manner as to serve as an Index to the literature of Zoology in all

parts of the globe, and thus to form a repertory that will retain its

value for the Student in future years.

The ' Zoological Record ' having been amalgamated with the

International Catalogue of Scientihc Literature, Zoology, volumes
from 43 onwards can now be obtained only from Messrs. Harrison

& Sons, except when purchasing complete sets from the Zoological

Society.

Under the scheme of amalgamation, Fellows of the Society, and
Institutions already on the subscription-list, have the privilege of

subscribing at the old rate of 30s. per annum, which covers the

cost of carriage of the volume. The subscription becomes due on
July 1st. in each year, and lapses if not paid by the 1st. of December
following.

The Society is able to supply complete sets of the llecord on the

following terms :

—

Vols. 1 to 42, price £16 10s. net. Vol. 43 and onwards at 40*\ each.

The prices for separate volumes are as follows :

—

V(;ls. 1 to 42 (except Vols. 4 and 6 which are sold with sets only) 10s.

The price of the 'Zoological Eecord,' Vol. 43 and subsequent volumes,
obtainable separately only from Messrs. Hari-ison and Co., is 40s.

each.

Index Zoologicus. An alphabetical list of names of genera

and subgenera proposed for use in Zoology, as recorded in the

'Zoological Kecord,' 1880-1900; together with other names not

included in the ' Nomenclator Zoologicus' of S. H. Scudder. Com-
piled (lor the Zoological Society of London) by Chaeles Owen
Waterhouse and edited by David Shaep, Editor of the ' Zoological

Eecord.' London, 1902. Price to Pellows, 18^. ; price to the

public, 20*., or if sold Math a set of the ' Zoological Eecord,' 10s.

Index Zoologicus, No II. An alphabetical list of names of

genera and subgenera proposed for use in Zoology, as recorded in

the 'Zoological Eecord,' Vols. 38-47 inclusive (1901-J910), and
the Zoology volumes of the ' International Catalogue of Scientific

Literature,' Annual Issues ]-10. Compiled (for the Zoological

Society of London) by Charles Owen Waterhouse, I.S.O., and
edited" by David Sharp, M.A., F.E.S., Editor of the 'Zoolojiical

Eecord.' London, 1912. Price to Fellows, 12s. 6d. net; price

to the public, 15s. net., or if sold with a set of the 'Zoological

Eecord,' 10s.

Divisions of Vols. 39 to 42 of the ' Zoological Eecord' can be

suj)plied by the Society, but those of Vol. 43 onwards can be had only

of Messrs. Harrison & Sons, 46 St. Martin's Lane, W.C.

[p. T. o.



SEPARATE DIVISIONS OF THE ZOOLOGICAL RECORD.

Divisions of the 'Zoological Record,' Vols. 39-42, containing

the literature of the years 1902-1905, may be obtained separately

as follows :—

:

s. d.

List of abbreviations of journals, etc 2 net.

Special Records, viz. :

—

I. General Subjects 2 6

II. Mammalia 2 6

III. Aves 6

IV. Reptilia and Batrachia 2 6

V. Pisces 2 6

VI. Tunicata .. 1

VH. Mollusca 4

VIII. Brachiopoda 10
IX. Brj^ozoa 10
X. CrustaceH 2 6

XI. Arachnida . . . . 2

XII. Myriopoda 16
XIII. Insecta 12

XIV. Echinoderma 3 6

XV. Vermes 3

XVI. Coelenterata 16
XVII. Spougife 2

XVIIT. Protozoa 2

Index of new names of genera and subgenera . 2

Divisions from Vol. 43 onwards are now supplied by Messrs.

Harrison & Sons, 46 St. Martin's Lane, Londcm, W.C.

r. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretarj/.

Regknt s Pakk, London, N.W.

December, 1913.



ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

The scientific publications o£ the Zoological Society o£ London
are of two kinds—" Proceedings/^ published in an octavo
form, and " Transactions/' in quarto.

According to the present arrangements, the " Proceedings"
contain not only notices of all business transacted at the scien-

tific meetings, but also all the papers read at such meetings
and recommended to be published in the "Proceedings'^ by
the Committee of Publication. A large number of coloured

plates and engravings are issued in the volumes of the
" Proceedings/' to illustrate the new or otherwise remark-
able species of animals described therein. Amongst such
illustrations, figures of the new or rare species acquired in a

living state for the Society's Gardens are often given.

The "Proceedings" for each year are issued in four parts,

paged consecutively, during the months of March, June,

September, and December. From January 1901 they have
been issued as two half-yearly volumes, indexed separately.

An " Abstract of the Proceedings ^'
is published by tlie

Society on the Tuesday following the date of the Scientific

Meeting to which it refers. It is issued along with the " Pro-

ceedings," free of extra charge, to all Fellows who subscribe to

the Publications, but it may be obtained on the day of publi-

cation at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post free

for the sum of Six Shillings per annum, payable in advance.

The " Transactions " contain such of the communications
made to the Scientific Meetings of the Society as, on account of

the nature of the plates required to illustrate them, are better

adapted for publication in the quarto form. They are issued

at irregular intervals.

Fellows and Corresponding Members, upon payment of

a Subscription of One Guinea before the day of the Anni-

versary Meeting, are entitled to receive the Society's

Publications for the year. They are likewise entitled to

purchase the Publications of the Society at 25 per cent, less

than the price charged to the Public. A further reduction

of 25 per cent, is made upon purchases of Publications

issued prior to 1881, if they exceed the value of Five

Pounds.
Fellows also have the privilege of subscribing to the

Zoological Record for a sum of One Pound Ten Shillings

(which includes cost of delivery), payable on the 1st. of July

in each year ; but this privilege is forfeited unless the

subscription be paid before the 1st. of December following.

The following is a complete list of the publications of the

Society already issued.
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XI. On a new Tapeworm from CEdica^emvs.

(Text-figm-es 141-149.)

Index.
Page

.Eugonodrsum oedicnemi, gen. et sp. u 861

Characters of JEugonodceuni. 877

Egg-cavities of OoehoHstica 874

General observatioiis 876

In Prof. Fuhrmann's exhaustive list of Tnpewoiius * (of the

Cyclophyllidea only) which occur in birds, only one parasite

of this order is recorded from an (Edicneinus. The species in

question is Choanotcenia coronata, and it occurs in the European
(Edicnemus cedicnevius. I was, therefore, particularly interested

to find in a New World .species of the genus, viz. (Edicnemus
histriatus, a number of examples of a tapeworm which does not

belong to the genus CJioaiiotcmia, though it should probably be

referred to the same family and even subfamily.

I shall, however, defer the consideration of the systematic

position of this Cestode until an account has been given of its

anatomical characters.

The species dealt with in the present communication was
obtained from a Thick-knee of the species mentioned above, which
died in April of the present yeai', and had lived in the Society's

Gardens for a year. It is not unlikely, therefore, that the tape-

worms had infected the bird before its arrival. But no fact

of importance can be at present deduced as to locality, since the

very parasite of (Edicnemus oxlicnemihs mentioned above has
been also discovered in ^Eyialitis nivosa, which is an American
bird.

The (Edicnemus histriatus contained no other tapewoi'ms in its

intestine, except that which forms the subject of the present

communication to the tSociety. I am not quite certain how
many individuals there were ; but there were at any rate six or

seven. The w^orms ai'e somewhat slender and measure at least

120 mm. I infer this from the fact that one of the largest

fragments, consisting of both rij)e and unripe proglottids, measured
110 mm. ; but, as it had no scolex nor trace of the thin neck, at

least 10 mm. may be added safely. The greatest breadth of the

* " Die Cestodeu der Vogel," Zool. Jahrli. Suppl.-Bd. x., 1908.

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. LYIII. 58
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ripe protoglottids is 2 mm. The accompanying figure (text-

fig. 141) shows the scolex and anterior end of an example of this

worm, as well as a portion of the posterior region of the same or

of another example. The anterior part of the body shows the

Text -fie-. 141.

Eugojiodcettm oedicnemi.

Portions of two examples about twice nat. size.

The left-hand figure shows the rather large scolex and whiplash-like anterior

part of strobila. The I'ight-hand figure consists of mature segmenth.

rather long and oval scolex followed by a slender neck which

widens out rather suddenly. Only one specimen out of the six

or seven which I have examined showed a gradual increase in
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thickness from the neck onwards. This charactei'istic of the

species is not unfrequently met with in tapeworms ; it is,

however, perhaps unusually sti'ongly marked in this worm from
(Edicne'nvus histriatus.

The scolex is long and oval, and provided with four lai'ge

suckers which possess no armature of hooks.

When the scolex and the rostellum are extended the suckers are

quite in contact laterally. They are then oval in form. The
rostellam is long and retractile ; when fully extended it is as long

as the rest of the scolex. The extremity is entirely muscular
with seveiul layei'S of stout fibres running both transversely and
longitudinally. But in spite of its gi^eat muscularity there are

no hooks. It has been recorded, and I myself have had the

opportunity of observing a case, that among tapeworms which
possess an armed rostellum, the hooks are occasionally absent.

But in the present species I have never found them in a single

individual. I am thus disposed to think that they are really

absent, and to rely upon this as one of the distinguishing

characters of the genus, which will be duly set forth later*.

Behind the scolex there is quite a distinct neck, in which there

is no trace of segmentation to be observed. The segments of

the body overlap in the usual fashion and are never greatly

elongated. The most posterior are only slightly longer than broad.

The last external character to which I draw attention is the

position of the genital 2iores, which are unilateral. In the ripe

and more elongated segments they lie towards the hinder margin
of each proglottid. These oiifices are strictly lateral. In the

narrow anterior segments the genital pores have a peculiar dis-

position. In horizontal sections through a consecutive series of

such proglottids the edges of the proglottids stand out for a con-

siderable distance laterally. The genital pores open on these

extensions, but on to the anterior mai'gin of each where it runs
parallel with the posterior margin of the lateral extension of the
proglottid in front. The orifices are thus completely concealed on
a lateral view. In more mature segments these latexal extensions

do not stand out in the same straight line with the rest of the

segment, but become bent backwards
; so that the anterior margin

becomes lateral.

The structure of a proglottid is illustrated in text-fig. 142

(p, 864). The cortical layer is about as thick as the medullary
layer. The former contains two rows of bundles of longitudinal

muscularfibres; the number of fibres constituting each of the inner-

most bundles is greater than that of those of the outer. There
appear to be a larger number of bundles also in the inner row.
These longitudinal muscle-bundles do not extend outside of the

nerve-cord ; they are not at all closely arranged. The ivater-

vascidar system consists of two lateral tubes on each side, of which
the outermost, or venti-al, is several times larger in cross-section

* Vide Infra, p. 877.

58*
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than the innermost, which I take to he the dorsal vesseh The
tubes run nearly parallel to each other ; but the dorsal vessel is

slightly to the dorsal side of the proglottid. The ventral vessels

are connected in each proglottid by a transverse vessel which is

shown (in part) in text-fig. 143.

Text-fig. 142.

m.

Part of a transverse section through a proglottid of EugonodcBum cedicnemi, to show

the arrangement of the water-vascular tubes and of the longitudinal muscles.

d. Dorsal vessel, m. Longitudinal muscles, n. Nerve-cord. v. Ventral vessel.

The ovary of this tapeworm is single and not divisible into two
lobes, as is so often the case. It lies distinctly to the pore side of

each proglottid median of the large (ventral) water-vascular tube

and partly ventral, as well as extending to both sides of the

doi\sal water-vascular tube. It lies in each case a,nteriorly in the

proglottid, and not very far behind the transverse water-vessel

of the proglottid in front. In front of the ovary, however, lie

some of the coils of the sperm-duct ; it is not, therefore, quite at

the anterior margin of the segment. The vitelline gland lies

behind the ovaiy and towards its inner (median) side. The
relationship is shown in the accompanying drawing (text-fig. 143).
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It will also be seen, on an inspection of that figure, that the

fully grown ova are largely grouped together in cavities, and that

the ovary is more or less hollow. I am not, however, disposed

to think that this fact has any morphological significance. Two
interpretations are, of course, conceivable. Firstly, that the

space is coelomic, the eggs having been freed from its walls into

its cavity. The occurrence of a similar cavity in other tape-

worms may perhaps be an argument in favour of this view, which

is by no means impossible (and, indeed, has been theoretically

demanded by Bergh and others)
;
yet I am disposed to regard the

Text-fig. 143.

spa
\

,

•'\

e.s.

1

iv.
\

y

'>^f

\ (
"-?-

.**
^'

Part of a horizontal section through a j)rog]ottid of JStigonodceum cedicnemi.

e.s. Egg-sacs. l.v. Ventral water-vascular tube. sp.d. A part of coil of sperm-duct

lying in front of ovary, t. Testes, t.v. Transverse water-vascular tube.

V. Vitelline gland ; in front of this is the ovary, of which the darkly stained

mature ova are partly received within cavities of the parenchyma.

cavities as merely due to shrinkage. These hollows might also

be considered as the commencement of the uterus. The position,

however, woulel be rather abnormal ; and, moreover, as again

is insisted upon later in this paper, ripe ova are already scattered

through the parenchyma, the cavities surrounding which can

therefore have nothing to do with the cavity in the ovary, what-

ever may be its nature. In younger stages than that which has

just been described the ovary forms a quite solid mass. Later

on it seems to disappear as a definite structure.
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§ Genital Ducts.

This worm is characterized by the great depth of the genital

atrium, which is much more developed than in most tapeworms
and quite as much so as in any. The orifices of these follow in

successive proglottids upon the same side of the body. In the

ripe proglottids they are situated quite posteriorly and, therefore,

the genital ducts which open into them run forwards towards the
anterior I'egion of the proglottid. The genital atrium, or genital

Text-fig. 144.

sp.d.

X
V
\

Part of a horizontal section through a proglottid of Riigonodirum oedicnemi,

showing a generative aperture.

c. Cirrus extruded from cirrus-sac (shown \yiag in front of it) and received within

vagina («;)• ('ff- Verj' deep cloaca genitalis, sp.d. A coil of sperm-duct.

cloaca, is lined by a prolongation of the outer cuticle ; outside of

this is a very thick layer of rather stout muscle-fibres which,

when the genital cloaca is cut through transverselj^ to its axis,

are seen to have a radial arrangement. The cavity is circular in

transverse and oblong (more or less) in longitudinal section. At
the base, where the genital ducts join it, it widens out and forms
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a circular cavity projecting beyond the rest of the genital cloaca.

The general shape is suggestive of a silk hat, if the brim of

the hat were hollow. From the centre of the lumen of the

genital cloaca a slender tube, which from its structure appears to

be morphologically a part of the genital cloaca, leads to the

junction of the male and female ducts. This is shown in text-

fig. 144. It should be noted that the muscular layer of the

cloaca genitalis is covered externally by a layer of subcuticular

cells continuous with those which underlie the body cuticle. It

is, therefore, perhaps to be presumed that the muscular layer in

question is a local thickening of the delicate layer of fibres which
underlies the body cuticle. Occasionally I have observed the

cloaca genitalis to be slightly protinided ; in such cases the cavity

was more cup-like than cylindrical owing, of course, to the gaping

of the external oiifice.

The sperm-duct and cirrus-sac, as already mentioned, pass

obliquely forwards in the mature segments and are parallel to the

vagina, which follows an identical course. The cirrus-sac in this

worm is large and directed in a straight line towards its opening

into a chamber in common with the vagina. This latter chamber
has nothing to do with the terminal cloaca genitalis from which
it is sharply marked off by the muscular walls of the cloaca,

which have a narrow tube of intercommunication, doubtless

capable of being widened. In all the individuals which I ex-

amined the cirrus of the fully mature progiottids was largely

protruded from the cirrus-sac, but not through the cloaca

genitalis to the exterior of the body. I found the cirrus, in fact,

to be invariably inserted into the neighbouring vagina, which
latter was as invariably filled with spermatozoa. There is, of

course, nothing new in this record of self-fertilization, which is

well known to occur among Cestodes, and has been recorded by
van Beneden, Leuckart, and others. A large number of instances

are given in Bronn's ' Klassen und Ordnungen des Thierreichs
'

by Prof. Max Braun *. I have not, however, noticed it myself

in the considerable number of species which I have examined,

excepting in the present species. This auto-copulation is there-

fore far from being universal in occurrence. It appears to me,
furthermore, that the structure of the efferent apparatus in the

Oestode, which forms the subject of the present communication,

may at times necessitate this auto-copulation. A closure of the

cloaca genitalis coinciding with the eversion and protrusion of the

cirrus would force the latter into the vagina, which is widened at

its extremity, and does not project into the common chamber
into which both efferent ducts open f. The passage for the cirrus

is therefore not in any way hampered.
The cirrus-sac has thickened walls, as in so many species, and

* Bd. iv. Abth. 1, p. 1462.

t V. Janicki in describing Schisotcenia haymanni (Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. Ixxxi.

1906, p. 585), where there is also a very deep cloaca genitalis, comments on the

mechanical necessity for anto-copulation on rather different grounds.
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is somewhat bottle-shaped. The narrow region, however,— the
neck of the bottle— is not anterior where tlie cirrus-sac opens into

the common genital a.trium, but posteriorly where the sperm

-

rluct opens into it. I have not always seen this na,i-row backward
prolongation of the cirrus-sac ; but I have seen it in more than one
case. There is no difference in its structui'e from that of the
main part of the cirrus-sac *. The cirrus, as usual, lies coiled

Text-fig. 145.

o n.

m

/

Viwi of a horizontal section through a proglottid of Eugouodaxm oedicnemi,

to show further course of vagina.

e. Ea-g-sacs. m. Longitudinal niuscle-fibves. n. Nerve-cord. v. Vagina, full of

sperm and widening above to form a receptaculum seminis, thence bending
l)ack again to divide into the two usual branches o. & Vit., which are arranged
in the same straight line with each other.

within the sac and when protruded, as shown in text-fig. 144, is

broader at the protruded end. This is inserted into the vagina,
the proximal dilatation of which it completely fills, as is shown in

the same figure. The sperm-duct, after leaving the cirrus-sac,

runs in a straight or slightly sinuous course, at first quite parallel

* It is possibly temporary, and due to unequal contraction.
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to the vagina on the anterior side of it. It does not expand any-

Avhere into a vesicula seminalis, but forms a large coiL This coil

lies in the neighbourhood of the two water-vascular vessels.

The vagina opens behind the cirrus-sac and is wider, and with

more muscular walls in that section which lies close to the ex-

ternal pore than elsewhere. It is this region which receives the

ciri-us during the auto-copulation refei'red to above. The tube

then becomes finer and passes parallel to the sj)erm-duct, as showfi

in text-fig. 144. At about the level of the larger, ventral, water-

vascula.r tube it expands into a not very large recejjtaculwm seminis

(text-fig. 145), which in fully mature progiottids is gorged with

sperm. From this point in fully mature segments the vagina

then bends back again and divides into two tubes, one running
anteriorly and the other posteriorly. In less fully mature pro-

giottids the course of the whole vagina is straight and bat slightly

oblique, being nearly parallel to the transverse axis of the body.

The shell-gland in such segments is ver}^ plain.

§ Egg Sacs.

The egg-containing cavities (which do not, as I think, collec-

tively represent a uterus) occur in segments which have already

begun to lengthen slightly, although they are still much broader

than long. In such segments the ovary and testes are fully

mature, but show no signs of degeneration. Several of these egg-

holding cavities are displayed in text-fig. 143 (p. 865). They are

all small, but not of uniform size; their shape is quite uniformly
spherical. There is no regularity of arrangement among them
that I can detect; they lie everywhere in the progiottids, even

among the bundles of longitudinal muscle-fibres; they thus

extend into the cortex, a position which is, however, not unknown
in other tapeworms, though it is not common. There is no
connection to be observed between adjacent egg-cavities, though
they may lie in actual contact : that is to say, there is no question

of a. network—the cavities are totally independent in fact and, as

I shall point out, probably so in origin.

Tliese egg-containing cavities, the largest of which are smaller

than the testes, are definitely marked off from the parenchyma, in

which they lie, by a thickish wall. The cavity which lodges the

egg* and the vitelline cells is naturally more apparent in the case

of the larger sacs. In the smaller ones the egg and accompanying
cells fill up the available space completely or nearly completely.

The inference appears to me to be that the cavity is formed later

perhaps by the exudation of fluid as well as growth of the peri-

phery in a way similar to that of the mammalian Graaffian follicle.

On the other hand, the structure of the walls of these egg-
containing cavities suggests another interpretation. As already

mentioned, they are rather thick and thus very conspicuous : in

* Occasionally two eajfrs are found in the same cavity.
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them occur numerous nuclei sometimes clofe together and some-

times more sparsely arranged. These nuclei are more numerous
in the larger egg-holding spheres, and would thus seem to have

multiplied during a growth. But it must be admitted that the

existence of sacs with the lining apparently epithelial is highly

suggestive of a state of affairs like that shown by Dipylidium

caninum.

Text-fi^. 146.

'•.

A horizontal section through mature proglottid of JEnffonodtsum cedicnemi.

A. Advanced embryo in egg-holding cavity. B. Less advanced embryo in smaller

cavity, v. Ventral water-vascular vessel giving off transverse vessel.

In this worm, as is well known*, the uterus finally breaks up
into numerous quite separate cavities, in which lie many ripe

ova, and which are lined by a continuous epithelium. The
arguments against this supposition, however, outweigh those in

* Cy. e.g. Beddard, P. Z. S. 1913, p. 555 text-fig
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its favour. In the first place thei'e is no trace that I can discover

of a pre-existent uterus*, whose subsequent fragmentation might
pi'oduce the result described above. Furthermore, the actual

cavities of the egg-holding apparatus are a later development, or

at any rate they increase in extent as the eggs within them grow.
Indeed it may, I think, be safely asserted that in the youngest

Text-fig. 147.

i.

Part of the section illustrated in text-fig. 146 more highly magnified and showing

younger egg-sacs in parenchyma (e.s.) and testes (t.), which are very much
larger.

groups of egg and surrounding cells there is no free space at all.

Nevertheless it might be said that all this was due to precocious

development, that in fact the rapid protrusion of ripe eggs from
the ovary had outstripped the growth of the uterus, which in

consequence appeared subsequently in point of time, and that

* O/"., however, p. 865 under description of ovarj'.
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the uterus for this latter reason appeared in an already divided

condition.

It is to be noted that egg-sacs of the character just described

occur in the younger proglottids, and that they are also to be
found (text-fig. 143, p. 865) in quite young proglottids, in which
the ovary and vitelline gland are at their full development and
have not commenced to degenerate. Without having any positive

proof, I am disposed to tiiink that the cells which encircle the
ovum are ovarian or vitelline gland-cells*, which come to be dis-

posed round the ovum after the fashion of a follicular epithelium

in higher animals. It looks to me, in fact, very much as if a ripe

ovum with a few adhei'ent cells moved out into the adjacent

parenchyma directly from the ovary. There is here clearly a
similarity with the Graaffian follicle of Vertebrates, a similarity

which is even increased by the later appearance of a space (perhaps
containing fluid) which surrounds the growing ovum.

It does not always follow that a proglottid which has attained

the dimensions and acquired the appearance of a fidly mature
proglottid should contain only embryos. On the contrary, as

be readily seen from an inspection of text-fig. 146 (p. 870),

a large flat pi-oglottid, quite as large as it will grow, may have
egg-sacs in many stages of growth. In this figure, which is

drawn from a section seen under a low power, the size of the

egg-sacs is a rough measure of their relative stages of growth.
The largest are of course the oldest, and contain fully developed

embryos surrounded by a thick shell and enclosed in rather a

large space. Intermediate conditions are to be found between
this stage and that in which an undivided ovum occupies all the
space of the cavity of the body-parenchyma in which it lies. I

have also cut sections of apparently fully mature proglottids, in

which there were no advanced embryos.
This state of afiairs is not unlike what has been described in

some other Tapeworms by others as well as by myself. We may
exclude Ilonopylidium and Dipylidhim,, which only show an
apparent likeness to Eugonodceum. In the former genus, and in

certain species belonging to the latter genus, the inclusion of the

ripe ova singly in compartments of the medullary parenchyma
is preceded by a stage in which a functional uterus exists or

[Dipylidnim, various spp.) at any rate a cavity which—fvill of

eggs—is ultimately broken up into single compartments. On
the other hand, there is a much greater likeness to Eugonodceum
in a genus which I have lately described as new under the name
of Diplopi/lidiumf. Here we have, as it would appear, no trace

of a uterus ; but the eggs are found scattered widely through
the medullary parenchyma enclosed in a cavity singly ; the cavity

grows in correspondence with the growth of the contained

* Cf. description of ovarv and vitelline gland above,

t P. Z. S. 1913, p. 565, text-fig. 93, p. 566, text-fig. 94.
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embryo. There is no great difference in size between the egg-

holding cavities in the two genera. But there is an important

difterence in the structure of the wall of these cavities in Diplo-

pylidium, and in the presently described genus Eugonodcettm. In

Diplopylidium I was unable to find any nuclei lining the cavities,

which are simple excavations in the medullary tissue. This was

Text-fis. 148.

c-

\ A.
\

\ D.
I

Another part of the same section of JSugonod<eum oedicnemi showing older embryos

surrounded by a greater egg-holding cavity in tlie medullary parenchyma.

A, B. Egg surrounded by thick shell and lying in cavity from which nutritive

cells (?), such as are shown at e s. in text-figure 147, have disappeared.

C. Older embryo with larger space surrounding it. D. A degenerating (?)

egg-holding cavity and embryo.

the case, not only with the fully mature embryos, but also in com-
paratively newly formed cavities. In Eugonodceum, on the other

hand, the egg-holding spaces possess a lining of cells. It is true

that in fully mature embryo-containing cavities these cells are
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often, perhaps generally, iudistinguisbable. But a granular

detritus often visible seems to me to indicate tbat their tendency
to disiippear is due to the fact tha,t they serve as nutriment for

the growing ovum. It may be noted, furthermore, that the egg-

shell in Eugonodceum is not nearly so broad as in Diplopylidium.

A }-esemblance exists between the disposition of the ripe ova
in the present genus and that which characterizes Oochoristica.

I have re-examined examples of a species of Oochoristica which I

described lately to the Society as a near ally of, if not identical

with, Oochoristica ivage-iie^'i of Janicki*. In the course of my
account of that species I figured the scattered condition of the

ripe eggst, 'well known from the investigations of others to lie

one of the characters of this genus. I did not, however, atten)pt

any details, merely showing the inclusion of the ripe embiyos
e:ich in a sepa,rate chamber, and these scattered through the

general medullary parenchyma. I have now some details to add
to that account. The accompanying figure (text-fig. 149) shows a

part of a section through one of the last two proglottids of a

specimen of this species. It will be seen that the eggs are more
closely packed than in Eugonodceum. They are not, however, in

contact or enclosed in one cavity. This much concerning the

egg-sacs of Oochoristica is well known from the observations of

several writers previously to myself, e. g. Zschokke and v. Janicki.

But neither Zschokke + nor v. Janicki § give any detailed figures

in their memoii'S dealing with Oochoristica of the structui'e of the

scattered eggs or oncospheres, or of the spaces which they occupy
in the pai'enchyma. Zschokke describes the three membranes
which surround the hexacanth embryos, and observes of them
(the embryos) that they " liegen je einzeln in dichtgedriingten,

rundlichen, kapselartigen Follikeln des Parenchyms." Cohn
|i

figures the crowded embryos with their three surrounding mem-
branes entirely filling the proglottids at the ei:id of the body

;

but he also does not enter into various histological points which
are, as I think, of interest in comparing the scattered egg-capsxdes

of Oochoristica with those of other tapeworms.

In longitudinal sections of the entire ripe proglottid these egg-

capsules are seen to be circular or more oval in contour, and to

be larger or smaller in size with no regularity of aiTangement.

The differences of size correspond as I think partly at least to

differences of age. The more or less circular contour may have
a relation to the plaiae of the sections. Contrary to the obser-

vations of Zschokke and Cohn upon the species studied by
themselves, I can see but one egg-membrane which occupies all

the available space in the egg-follicle, Y. Janicki gives no

* Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. Ixxxi. 1906, p. 533.

t P.Z.S. 1911, p. 633, text-fis'. 150.

I "Das Genus Oochoristica Liihe," Zeitschr. wiss. Zool. Ixxxiii. 1905, p. 63.

§ Loc. cit.

II Arch. f. Nature-. 1903.
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description of the eggs of Oochoristica loageneri, which is nearest

to, if not identical witli, my species, except to state that they are

provided with a shelh The sharply defined edge of the shell

differentiates the ovmn or the cells of the embryo, if it has deA^e-

loped so far, which lie within it from a layer of cells which forms

a follicle, and is so far like that which has just been described in

EugonodcGum. There are, however, diflferences to be noted which
will be apparent from the two figures (text-figs. 148, 149) which
illustrate the two species, and which are drawn practically to the

same scale. The cells of the ears'-follicle in Oochoristica have

Text-fiii-. 149.

\

m w

A section through a portion of the medullarjf parenchyma of Oochoristica, showing
five eggs or developing embryos, j). One pole of the usually elliptical

embryo-sac.

nuclei of a different appearance and form a thicker layer in that

the nuclei are more abundant and closer together. Furthermore,
this cellular layer is just as well developed in the largest as

in the smallest follicle. The cells do not disappear dviring the
growth of the contained embryo, as would appear to be the case

with Eugonodceuni. It is easy to believe, therefore, in accordance
with the opinion of the authors quoted above, that the egg-sacs

in Oochoristica are portions of a subdivided uterus. I have,

however, myself no facts to offer in confirmation of this view.
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111 many of the egg-follicles the form of the entire follicle is, as

already stated, oval. In these cases, which axe illustrated in text-

fig. 149, the layer of cells extends at the two poles of the ellipse

for a considerable distance outwards, and thus a heap of cells is

formed. These masses of cells generally enclose a distinct cavity,

the function of which arrangement may be to protect the egg
from the efl'ect of pressure due to contortions of the worm's body.

In any case we have here a state of affairs very unlike that of

Eugonodceum. It appears to me to be very possible to make a
comparison between the egg'-sacs of Oochoristica and the cor-

responding structures in two species of Davainea stiidied by
V. Janicki*. Referi'ing, for example, to fig. 9 of his memoir, the
space lying between the two " Embiyonalhiille " at the poles

of the elongated embiyo might well coi'respond to the cavity

which I describe and figure here in Oochoristica. But this com-
parison, which may be carried a good deal further, is not germane
to the object of my present communication, which is to compare
Eugonoclmum with other allied genera.

§ General Observations.

On the whole the characters of the present species ally it most
nearly to the genus Ilonopylidium, the alliance being ver}^ largely

due to one species only of that genus, viz. Ifonopi/Udium rostel-

latum. The genns MonopylidiuTn is thus defined by Ransomf:—

(1) Rostellum armed with a double or single crown of hooks.

(2) A single set of reproductive organs in each segment.

(3) Genital pores irregularly alternate, rarely unilateral.

(4) Genital canals pass between the longitudinal excretory
vessels and dorsal of the longitudinal nerve, or dorsal of

both excretory vessels.

(5) Testicles numerous (20 to 40 or more), behind the female
glands or, also, on both sides of the latter.

(6) Vas deferens coiled, seminal vesicle absent.

(7) Uterus breaks down into egg-capsules, each containing one
or several eggs.

The worm which forms the subject of the present jDaper differs

from Monopylidium in JSTos. (1) and (7), and agrees with the
genus in the other- characters set forth. These differences appear
to be quite enough for- generic separation were it not for the
structui-e of Alonopylidium rosiellatum. This species has no
rostellar hookSj and of the uterus or rather the disposition of the
ripe eggs Pi-of . Fuhrmann writes % :

" Les oncospheres se trouvent
reparties dans tout le parenchyme : chacrrne d'elles est entouree

* " Ueber zwei iieue Arten des Genus Davainea," Arch, de Parasitologie, vi. 1902,

p. 257.

t Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 69, 1909, p. 76.

X "Nouveaux taeuias d'Oiseau.x," Rev. Suisse Zool. xvi. 1908, p. 65.
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par ui\ parencliyme vacuolaire, qui Forme autour de I'oncosph^re

des cellules hexagonales d'un diametre d'envii-on 0'". 17. Les
proglottis murs ressemblent ainsi bea.ucoup a. ceux de certains

Davainea a capsules uterines ne contenant qu'un ceuf." The
difficulty in comparing my genus with this particular J/o/?o/)?/Zic^mm

is tliat Fuhrmaun says very little of a pre-existing uterus.

He merely observes that quite early in the body " I'uterus

commence deja a se former," a.nd that further back " les segments
sout remplis d'oeufs." I a,m disposed, however, to think that this

implies a likeness to the more typical species—such as, for example,

M. unicoronaia, which Fuhrmann describes immediately after

dealing with M. rostellatiim. Moreover, in his resume of Avian
Oestodes, Furhmann* defines the genus Alonopylidiam by, inter

alia, the following character :
—" Uterus stark verzweigt, lost sich

in Parenchymkapseln auf ,"etc. As M.rostellaUtm had been already

described by him it is to be inferred that this species agrees with

the others, and is, therefore, so far not like the Tseniid which
forms the subject of my present communication to the Society.

We may, therefore, I think, exclude my species from the genus
A£onopylicUum. Nor does it appear to me that we can refer it

to any other known species. I propose, therefore, to name and
characterize a new genus as follows :

—

Eugonodseum, gen. nov.

Rostelhcm very muscular, long and retractile, ivithout hooks.

Suckers unarmed. Ripe proglottids never 'much longer than hroad.

Dorsal excretory tube much smaller than ventral, lying more or

less laterally to it ; ventral vessels connected hy transverse vessels in

each proglottid. Longitudinal muscles in two roios of bundles.

Genital pores U7iilateral. Genital ducts jmss betiveen excretory

tubes. Testes chiejiy behind ovary, and then not very numerous.
Ovary to pore side, in front of vitellme gland. Genital atrium
very deep, with radiating muscles. Cirru,s-sac large and muscular,

lying infront of vagina. Sperm-duct with coil. Cirrus unarmed.
Receptacuhhm semdnis present, but not strongly marked. Uterus

not present. Ova imbedded singly in parenchyma accompanied by

other cells ; round each ovum a cavity is formed Icder lohich is

lined by cells.

I name as the type Eugonodcemn mdicnemi, sp. n., with the

characters of the genus.

* " Die Cestoden der Vogel," Zool. Jalivb. Supp].-Bd. x. 1908, p. 65.

Piioc. ZooL. Soc — 1913, Xo. LIX. 59
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50. Tbe Brain and Braiii-Case of a Fossil Ungulate of the
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For some time a cranium fiom the Phos]3horites of Quercy,
together with an exceptionally perfect and well-marked brain-

cast obtained from it, has been awaiting description in the British

Museum. The cast was submitted to Prof. G. Elliot Smith,

F.R.S., of Manchester, who intended to describe it, but he was
prevented from so doing by the pressure of other work, and very
generously passed it, together with the notes he had made on it,

to myself. By the courtesy of Drs, Smith Woodward and C. W.
Andrews, of the British Museum, I have been allowed to describe

both the skull and brain-cast.

The whole of the facial region of the specimen is missing, and
since the dentition of mammals forms such an excellent guide to

affinities that in original descriptions cranial features are for the

most part entirely overlooked, the identification of a toothless

skull such as this is a matter of difficulty. A study of the

literature of the subject and of such specimens as are available,

however, leaves little doubt as to the genus of the creature.

The skull is bi-oken away at the back of the orbits, and the

paroccipital, zygomatic, and pterygoid processes are incomplete.

In dorsal view (text-fig. 150) it is seen to be narrow, elongate, and
somewliat fusiform. Its gieatest width in front of the zygo-

matic processes is 49 mm., but behind the orbits it is greatly

constricted and its width reduced to less than one half, or 23 mm.
At the back of the zygomata, not including the lambdoid ridge,

it measures 40 mm. across. The mai'ked postorbital constriction

is by no means uncommon in early Tertiary mammals, and
indicates at once a poor development of the frontal lobes of the
hemispheres.

The most striking feature of the dorsal surface of the cranium,
however, is the great strength of the sagittal and lambdoid crests.

The former arises in front by the union of the two low postorbital

ridges on the frontals, and traverses the whole length of the brain-

.
* Communicated by Dr. C. W. Am>rews, F.R.S,, F.Z.S.
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case as a kiiife-like ridge which rises as high as 16 mm. above the
general surface. As it nears the occiput the crest somewhat
thickens and meets the equally highly developed and more massive
lambdoid crest a.t right angles.

The root of the zygomatic process is ver}'' extensive and slightly

convex antero-posteriorl}^. Its widely concave form in a trans-

verse direction indicates a temporal arcade standing well out from
the skull.

Text-fiff. 150.

Dorsal view of skull of Anojilot/ieriuni.

fr., frontal; par., parietal; sq., squamosal.

In lateral view (text-fig. 151) the great height of the sagittal

and the true form of the lambdoid crests are displayed. This
latter strikes off at right angles to the sagittal for about 2 cms.,

slightly dropping in elevation as it does so, theii falling very
sharply downwards, forwards, and slightly inwards, is con-

tinued as a much less pronounced ridge to the posterior root

of the zygoma. Here it bifurcates, the anterior branch being an
extension of the vertical flange of the zygomatic process, while

the posterior runs down, and slightly back, on to the huge par-

occipital process, on which it dies out. The aperture of the

external auditory meatus between the paroccipital and zygomatic

processes is remarkable in being formed above by a groove in the

squamosal, while the tympanic forms its floor alone, there being-

no ordinary bony tube.

In occijntal vieio (text-fig. 152) the foramen magnum is seen to

be nearly circular and the condyles massive. Above, the lamb-
doidal crest forms a large shield-shaped area much roughened for

59*
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Text-fip-. 151.

Lateral view of skull of Ano'plotherium.

alisphenoid ; e.a.m., external auditory meatus; f.ov., foramen ovale; ffl.s.,

glenoid surface of the squamosal; ??«./;, mastoid foramen; m.per., mastoid

portion of periotic ; o.s., orbitosplienoid ; par., parietal
;
par.p., paroocipital

process; j9.^/., post-glenoid foramen; p.g.p., \)ost-g\ei\o\d process; p.orb.p.,

post-orbital process; II., optic foramen; III.-VI., united sphenoidal fissure

and foramen rotundum ; XJJ., condylar foramen.

Text-fi^. 152.

Occipital view of skull of Anoplofherium.

Lettering as in text-fis. 151.
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muscular attachments. The pai-oecipital processes are seen to

diverge slightly below.

The palate (text-fig. 153) is very long and narrow. The glenoid

surfaces of the squamosals are large and flat with strong post-

glenoid processes. On the left side the tympanic has been

preserved, while on the right this is conveniently missing, leaving

Text-fiir. 153.

-bo.

-stinj.

--pen

-ea/n.
-f.l.f?].

Palatal view of skull of Aiwplotherium.

Lettering as in text-fig. 151, with addition of bo., basioccipital ; _/"., venous foramen ?
;

f.l.m., foramen lacerum medium; f.l.j}., foramen lacenim posterius
; per.,

periotic ; ja.s., presplieiioid ; sq., squamosal; stm.f., ^josition of stylomastoid

foramen; t.ki/.,^omt of attachment of tympaiio-hyal : /".//., tympnnic ; v.f.,

canals for vessels of the diploe.
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the lower surface of the periotic exposed. The secondary palate

is completely lost.

In a longitudinal section of the skull (text-fig. 154) the great

thickness of the bones and the general development of diploe are

striking features. A skull which supported such massive tem-
poral muscles as this beast possessed had of necessity to be of a
strong build. The extreme shallowness of the pituitary fossa and
the practical absence of clinoid processes are features of interest,

while the mode of attachment of the cribriform mass to a groove
in the pre-sphenoid is curious. The pear-shaped cerebral fossa is

partly separated from the cerebellar by the heavy tentorial ridge,

Text-fisf. 154.

Median section of skull of Anoplotherivm.

Lettering as in preceding figures, with addition of h.s., basisphenoid ; cr.p., cribri-

form plate
; f.fo., floccular fossa ; v.d., canal for vessel of diploe.

most of Avhich belongs to the squamosal. The sjiacious cavity for

the transverse s'nus opens immediately behind this ridge above
the periotic. It goes straight down to the post-glenoid foramen
and is joined by a canal for a vein which ran in a deep groove on
the side-wall of the skull, and was formed by the confluence of

two vessels which ran in the substance of the alisphenoid.

The main features of the individual bones of the skull will now
be outlined.

The bones of the occipital segment are indistinguishably fused

together, but their anterior sutures are for the most part distinct.

The thick supraoccipital is of great extent owing to the extreme
development of the lambdoid crest, of which it forms the entire
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upper portion. It articulates with the parietals by a jagged
transverse suture anterior to this crest. The exoccipitals were
also large bones, including, as they no doubt did, the large con-

dyles and j^ractically the whole of the paroccipital processes.

They take no share in the lambdoid ridge, for their suture with
the mastoid and squamosal lies just posterior to this ridge. It is

a jagged line, starting at the base of the steep drop in the crest,

and, travelling behind it, runs down on to the paroccipital process.

The basioccipital is clearly marked oflF from the basisphenoid by a
slightly irregular groove. It is very wide behind, between the

paroccipital processes, and notched by the condylar foramina
which must pierce the skull between it and the exoccipitals (text-

fig. 153, p. 881). In front it is nai-rowed by the lacerate foramina
and by the gap in which the periotic is set. Its lower surface

is here heavily marked for muscular attachments. In section,

the bone is seen to be thin and dense posteriorly, but in front it

is thicker and more cancellous in structure (text-fig. 154).

The pcii^ietals are remarkably extensive, and externally they
appear to form the entire cranial roof. Anteriorly, they cou-

siderably overlap the frontals, and the extent of this overlap can
be seen in section (text-iig. 154), where the junction of the bones

is indicated by a break in the structure of the roof (at " a " in the

figure). The parietals do not share in the formation of the lamb-
doid crest, but meet the supraoccipital anterior to it. There is no
trace of a distinct interparietal, and the strength of the sagittal

ridge has necessitated a firm union of the parietals. The suture

with the frontals is first seen as a jagged line on the postorbital

ridge. It travels forwards along this for about 12 mm., then
turns suddenly backward and curves down on the side of the

skull till it strikes the alisphenoid. Below, the parietal is

suturally connected with the alisphenoid along a short horizontal

line, and posteriorly it is considerably nari-owed by its bow-shaped
suture with the squamosal (text-fig. 150, p. 879). Inside the

skull, the fronto-parietal suture is seen as a very irregular line

running vertically on the wall of the cerebral fossa, and the
squamoso-parietal suture as an even more irregular line in front

of the tentorivim. Neither suture can be completely tracer!.

The squamosal forms a considerable part of the side-wall of the

skull. Posteriorly it overgrows the mastoid, so that only a small

isolated surface of this bone is exposed. The suture with the

mastoid is anterior to the lambdoid crest, and as this bone gets

submerged the suture crosses the crest to form the junction with
the exoccipital. The squamosal sends a small vertical thin flange

on to the root of the paroccipital process. It is partly anchylosed

with the tympanic, and in front of the meatus is bored by the
very large post-glenoid foramen. Almost the whole length of the
bone is concerned in forming the zygomatic process, which is con-

cave from side to side above, has a vertical flange to the exterior,

and a flat glenoid sni-face below. The flange is I'oughened on its

upper edge for attachment of the temporal fascia. To the inside
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of the glenoid fossa, where the squamosal meets the alisphenoid,

there is a narrow ridge which both bones help to form, and which
runs parallel to the middle line to separate the glenoid and
tympanic cavities. Where this ridge meets the post-glenoid

process there is a depression which may represent a venous
foramen (text-fig. 153,/., p. 881).

Seen from the inside the periotic is quite an extensive bone.

The double openings of the internal auditoiy meatus and of the

aqueductus Fallopii are seen in the centre of the lower triangular

part. Above this, the floccular fossa {f.fo.) is excavated, and
from this region the large mastoid portion inclines backwards.
The mastoid part, as mentioned, is exposed on the outside of the

skull only as a small island between the exoccipital and the

squamosal, forming the lambdoid crest for about 1'5 cms. Through
its suture with the exoccipital runs the small mastoid foramen

(ni.f.). The inferior surface of the petrosal portion is seen as a

subovate mass inclined steeply outwards and jammed in between
the basioccipital and squamosal. It separates the median and
posterior lacerate foramina. Posteriorly it is pierced by the

fenestras rotunda and ovalis.

The tympanic is preserved on the left side. It is partly

anchylosed to the squamosal, but not to the periotic. It consists

of a small, very thick, uninflated bulla which does not meet the

basioccipital, but projects freely under the petrosal. A cylin-

drical hollow on the bone represents the attachment of the

tympano-hyal (t.hi/.), and on the right side the position of the

stylomastoid foramen (stm.f.) is seen to be immediately behind
this. The rest of the bone forms an irregular mass below the

meatus and presents no points of interest.

The cdisp>henoids ai'e firmly fused with the basisphenoid, and
the three bones must be taken together. The basisphenoidal part

is very elongated—behind, it is wide and notched by the mediari

lacerate foramina. In front, it narrows very considerably, and
at the junction with the alisphenoidal part the vertical pterygoid

wings arise. The alisphenoidal part is a hatchet- or L-shaped
bone, having a narrow limb confined to the base of the skull

between the squamosal and the basisphenoid and a square limb

in front of this, forming part of the side wall of the skull and
meeting the parietal above and the frontal in front. The long

limb is deeply grooved for the Eustachian tube, and in its middle

is perforated by the foramen ovale (f.ov.). Anteriorly, below

the pteiygoid flange, the bone is tunnelled by a canal which
represents the united sphenoidal fissure and foi-amen rotundum
(III.-VI.). A couple of venous foramina (v/,) appear externally

on the alisphenoid. These were traversed by the vessels Avhich

united inside the skull to foi'm the large vein already mentioned
as running into the transverse sinus. On its upper surface the

alisphenoid is very deeply grooved to shelter the cranial nerves

lying on it. These grooves are better seen from the cast. They
will be mentioned later. In section, the basisphenoid is seen to
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be a. thick bone, and it is scarcely thinned by the shallow
pituitary fossa.

On the dorsal surface of the skull the frontals form a flat

arrowhead-shaped ai'ea between the post-orbital ridges. Laterally

they are concave. Below, they unite by suture with the ali- and
orbito-sphenoids, and they extend well down on the skull since

the palatines cannot be traced below them. Within the skull

they form the division between the olfactory and cei-ebral

cavities. In front and above they are hollowed out by the
frontal air-sinuses.

The orhitos'phenoid is quite siuall. Its suture with the ali-

sphenoid is not plain, but it appears to completely surround the

optic foramen. It is indistinguishably fused with the presphenoid,

which is a very long and thin bone with a marked median palatal

ridge. It is very thick, and its upj)er surface., as seen in section,

is shaped like the roof of a house, that is, its surface is very high
in its middle length and slopes down both foi-wards and backwards
(text-fig. 154, p. 882). The posterior slope shares in the tunnel for

the optic nerve, while the anterior one is excavated by a rounded,

undercut hollow which gives a firm support to the cribriform

plate (cr.p.). This last bone is a solid mass of perfora,ted tissue

and presents no special points of interest.

Comparison of the specimen with the figures given by
Cuvier [1] and Blainville [2], as well as with the casts available at

the British Museum, leaves little doubt but that the skull has been
correctly identified. In Cuvier's figures the general form of the

skull with the postorbital constriction, the foi^m of the condyles,

the immense paroccipital processes, the peculiar formation of the

meatus, the post-glenoid process, its foramen, and a host of other

details are identical. Fig. 1, pi. xlvi. of Cuvier's 1822 edition

shows the upper surface of the base of the skull of an Anoj^lo-

thermm determined from the teeth, and the arrangement of the

foramina, of the grooves for the nerves, arid of the transverse

sinus agree precisely with this specimen. The agreement with
Blainville's figures is no less conclusive, and though the crests on
the skull are considerably stronger than those in any specimen
figured bv these writers, they are of the same form, and their

degree of development can hardly be of greater than specific

value when other features agree so markedly.

Support for the identification also comes from the brain-cast,

for it agrees essentially with the natural one figured by Blainville

on plate ii., but not with the one given by Cuvier (plate Iv.,

1822 edit.), which is incorrectly identified as an Anoplothere.

Bram-cast.

The narrow, elongate form of the skull is naturally also a

feature of the brain. Its total length from the front of the

olfactory bulbs to the caudal end of the ceiebellum is a fraction

under 10 cms. Of this total, the cerebrum accounts for 5'6 cms.,
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the cerebellum for 3-35 cms., and the olfactory bulbs for the
remaining 1 cm. The cranial capacity, as measured with sand
from the cast, is 86 cc.

The parts of the cerebral hemispheres chiefly concerned with
the sense of smell, are, as usual in early Tertiary mammals,
highly developed. This is seen in the large size of the olfactory
bulbs and of the rest of the "smell-brain," and in the small size

of the neopallium. The greatest width of the cerebrum, which
is near its caudal extremity, is 45 mm.
The cerebellum is separated from the hemispheres, but there is

no evidence that the corpora quadrigemina were exposed. Its
width cannot be measured accurately, owing to the casts of the
cavities for the transverse sinuses being continuous with its mass
on each side. Estimating the extent of these sinuses, its trans-
verse is not much more than its antero-posterior diameter—that
is, about 37 mm.

Text-fig. 155.

4 /b. .s.cor

± fIji flcf ' i-ii. fl.m
^^%

^frh.

Lateral view of braiu-cast of Anoplotheritim.

fic.f., floccular lobe; f.l.m., cast of foramen lacerum medium ; f.l.jp., cast of foramen

lacerum posterius ; y^.jVi., rliinal fissure: o?. 6., olfactory bulb; s.eor., coronal

sulcus ; s.orb., orbital sulcus ; s.ssl., suprasylvian sulcus ; v., vessel ; II.,

III.~VI., V?, VII.-VIII., casts of foramina of cranial nerves.

Looked at in side view (text-fig. 155), the cerebellum stands as

high above the axis of the brain as does the cerebrum. This is

no doubt a primitive feature, for in recent Ungulates the hemi-
spheres are distinctly more elevated than the cerebellum. The
Middle Eocene Fcdctosi/ops agi-ees with Anoplotherium in this

particvilar [3].

On the base of the brain the courses of the cranial nerves and
the casts of the lacerate foramina are conspicuous, while below
the floccular lobe on each side the periotic has left a ragged scar.

The brain, in general form, arrangement of parts, and fui'rows,

is remarkably similar to that of Orycteropus. This is seen in side

view, and especially from below. If the figure of the ventral
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surface of the brain of the Aard-Yark given by Elliot Smith

[4] be compared with text-fig. 156, the similarity will be seen to

be very striking. The detailed resemblances will be noticed below,

and they undoubtedly help to strengthen the evidence in favour

of a primitive Ungulate origin for the Tubulidentata—^a view held

by Elliot Smith, Max Weber, and Lonnberg.

Text-fi^. 156.

Ventral view of bvain-cast of Anoplotherium,

Lettering as in text-fig. 155, with addition of m.f., mastoid foramen ;

ol.tb., olfactory tubercle.

Ventral Surface of Cerebrum,

The whole of this region is well developed. This can be clearly

seen from text- fig. 156, for, seen from below, the pyriform lobes

almost completely conceal the neopallium—a part of which is
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visible only to the outside of the anterior parts of the pyriform

lobes. Aoioplotherium, then, was far more highly macrosmatic

than any living Ungulate, and not much less so than the bur-

rowing Aard-Vark.
The olfactory bulbs at their widest part are together 21 mm.

across. The olfactory peduncles are distinct thick stalks, swelling

out behind into the anterior ends of the pyriform lobes.

The olfactory tubercles are well shown as smooth circular

elevations placed rather further back than in Oi'ycteropiis, and
sufficiently prominent to be noticeable in a side view of the

cast.

Between these tubercles the cast shows the coui'se of the ojytiG

nerves. These tunnelled the base of the skull veiy near the

middle line. The position of the chiasma is indicated by the

sinking of these tubular casts on to the general level of the bi-ain-

surface. Diverging outwards from the chiasma, the valleculse

Sylvii are distinct, marking off the globular posterior parts of the

pyriform lobes. Running back along the lower surface of each

of these lobes is the cast of the vein described as running on the

side of the cranium. This vessel does not seem to be cerebral,

but rather to collect blood from the diploe of the bones. The
only other feature on the pyriform lobe worthy of note is a short

straight fissure running along it, above the vessel just mentioned,

and below and parallel to the rhinal fissure. A similar fissure

occurs in the ]}\g and the tapir. In text-fig. 155 (p. 886) it

has been marked with the letter " «."

Lateral Surface of Cerebrum.

The olfactory bulbs having been described from below need no
further mention.

The neopallium is clearly marked off from the rest of the hemi-
spheres by the great horizontal rhinal fssure. In text-fig. 155

there is a break in this fissure at about one-third of its total length

from the front. This break does not occur on the other side, and
seems to be due to dama.ge of the skull-wall. In side view the

rhinal fissure is seen to divide the hemisphere horizontally into

two equal parts, and the piimitive character of the brain is

emphasized by the relatively small size of the upper part (neo-

pallium) in comparison with the rest of the cerebrum. Its great

development in the higher mammals, which led to the degenera-
tion of the " smell-brain " and to its enwrapping by the
neojDallium, has scarcely begun.

About 17 mm. from the anterior end of the hemisphere, there

is a vertical sulcus running into the rhinal fissure below, and
connected, on the right side only, by a shallow furrow with the

lateral sulcus. This sulcus can be no other than the orbital *. Its

* I am using the same terms as were employed in the descriptions of the brain of
Ori/cteropus [4], to which I have referred, although Dr. Elliot Smith tells nie the
whole question of nomenclature of cerebral sulci urgentl3' needs revising in the light

of recent research on anatomical localization of the cerebral cortex.
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position, relation to the rhinal fissure, and its possible connection

on the right side to the lateral sulcus are exactly like the con-

ditions in the brain of Orycteroims.

Behind the orbital, the side of the hemisphere is marked by a
clearly defined sulcus, rather under 2 cms. in length, and running
obliquely from behind forwaixls and downwards to join the orbital.

This sulcus is nearly certainly the coronal. Its relations on the

two sides are similar, but while on the left it is simple, on the

right it forks slightly at its su.perior or dorsal end, and in its

middle length it is connected with a very short horizontal sulcus

(6), the identity of which is not clear.

There is no trace of a pseudosylvian sulcus on either side of

the brain.

Dorso-laterally the neopallium is marked by a sulcus which,

starting at the back of the hemisphere, runs straight forward,

23aralle] to the middle line, for about 2 cms., and then, curving

down towards the rhinal fissure, ends on the right side, about
7 mm. from that fissure, but on the left actually joins it, or very
nearly so. This must be the suprasylvian sulcus. Though small

and nob so strongly arcuate as in the higher Ungulates, it is of

the typical Ungulate form in the strength of its posterior branch

.

Near its caudal end the posterior limb of the suprasylvian is

joined by a very short sulcus (c), wliich lies external to it. This

sulcus, though minute, is. constant on both sides.

Midw^ay between the suprasylvian sulcus and the rhinal fissure,

and within the curve of the formei', there is a short deep hori-

zontal sulcus about 5 mm. long on the right side, and about twice

that length on the left. This sulcus is exactly analogous in

position to a similar short one in Oryctero'pus. For purposes of

I'eference it will be spoken of as sulcus " rZ,"

On the dorsal surface of the neopallium (text-fig. 157, p. 890),

running in general parallel to, and on an average about 7 mm. from,

the middle line, is a deep sulcus, which extends from very near the

olfactory peduncle to the posterior surface of the hemisphere.

This long furrow bears several branches and is really comjDound.

On the left side of the brain, the most anterior part of it, about

1 cm. long, lies further from the middle line than the rest of the

furrow, and was probably not directly continuous with it, though
in the cast there is a connection by means of a shallow depression.

This short sulcus must be the frorean. On the right side it is

directly continuous with the rest of the sulcus, which is clearly

the lateral. The relation between the prorean and lateral sulci

is exactly as in Orycteroptis.

The large lateral sulcus, though roughly parallel to the middle

line, is by no means straight, and pursues a sinuous course along

the hemisphere. On the right side it has two very shoit branches

going outwards from it, at distances respectively of 1*5 and
3"3 cms. from its caudal extremity.

At the junction of the prorean and lateral sulci on each side

there is another sulcus, a few millimetres in length and running
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straight forwai'd. What exactly this represents is not clear,

It may possibly be a rudiment of the crucial.

Text-%. 157.

— -ol.b.

—s.cm?

Dorsal view of brain-cast of Anoplotherium.

Lettering as in text-fig, 155, with addition of a.md., area medullaris
; f.sp., fissura

supi'apyramis ; s.cru.?, crucial sulcus (?) ; s.lat., lateral sulcus; sp., supra-

pyramis ; s.-pro., prorean sulcus; ttv., uvula; v., v' ., vessels.

At this point a couple of blood-vessels, marked on the dorsal

surface of the cast, may be mentioned. On the right side, a

small transverse ridge in the middle of the hemisphere and near

the middle line may represent the course of one of the meningea,!

vessels or of a branch of the internal carotid artery. Branches

of this lattex' artery probably account for some of the obscurity of
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the brain-sui'face behind the orbital fissure, where the cast shows
the marks of the fronto-parietal suture.

Posteriorly, between the lateral sulcus and the middle line,

traces of a spacious paired vessel {v') are seen. This is formed by
two branches, one of which strikes out from the median line, while

the other comes inwards and backwards from the surface of the

brain. The main trunk, from its direction, seems to have gone
round the tentorium and to have joined the transverse sinus. It

was probably a vein collecting blood from the superior surface of

the hemisphere.

Cerebellum.

The general proportions of this part of the brain have already

been given. The cast does not, of course, show the minute folding

of the cortex characteristic of a fresh specimen, but the main
areas and the chief fissures are distinctly marked.
The most striking featui'e of this organ in Anoplotherium lies

in the small size of the lateral lobes. This is probably apr-imitive

feature, since, in a comparative series, evolution in the cei-ebellum

is chiefly marked by the development of these parts [4].

The three fundamental divisions of the cerebellum are indicated

by transverse fissures marked on the vermis.

The Jissura prima is not very clearly shown, but there is a
suggestion of a groove in the place where it nearly certainly must
have been situated, on the dorsal part of the anterior face of the

vermis.

The Jissura secimda is clearly shown on the posterior surface

of the vermis, marking ofi" from the rest of the cerebellum a

smooth hemispherical area, which faces posteriorly and is mi-
doubtedly the tivula—the anterior division of the lobus posticus.

The whole of the dorsal part of the vermis belongs to the lohus

medius. It is divided into two almost exactly equal parts by a

transverse fissure, which can be nothing but the fissura supra-

pyramis. The vermis of the median lobe shows a twist such as

is seen in a great number of mammals of different groups, and
which gives a marked asymmetry to the organ.

To the sides of the suprapyi'amis—that part of the vermis

of the median lobe anterior to the sviprapyramidal fissure—lie

triangular depressed areas indicating the exposure of white
matter such as is found in many small mammals including most
Marsupials, Rodents, Bats, etc. [5]. For this region Elliot Smith
has suggested the term " area meduUaris."

To the sides of the pyramis lie the indefinite masses of the

lateral lohes, the small size of which has been commented on above.

Their irregular form adds greatly to the asymmetiy of the whole
organ.

To the outside of the lateral lobes lie the probably relatively

large fioccular lobes. These can be traced as being connected

behind, in the usual manner, to the pyramis. Below, they rest

on the periotics and fill in the floccular fossae. Their exact extent
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cannot be determined, owing to the continuity of their casts Avith

those of the tiunsverse sinuses.

Such a primitive foi'm of cerebellum in an organ of this size is

unknown, except in Marsupialia [llacropios and Thylacinas) [6J.

Brain-stem.

In cranial casts this region is never represented with any
accvu'acy, owing to the fact that the nerves and vascvilar spaces,

which lie below the brain, obscure the outlines of the latter.

Conspicuously shown (text-fig. 156, p. 887) to the outside of the

pituitary region are the courses of the nerves escaping by the

sphenoidal fissure (which, as mentioned above, is confluent with

the foi'amen rotundum) and by the foramen ovale.

The course of the trigeminal nerve can be followed from the

outside of the region of the Pons Varolii, along a groove in the

alisphenoid to the foramen ovale, through which it gave off its

mandibular branch, and then, still lying in a groove on the bone,

the second and first branches ran forward to pierce the skull with

the third, fourth, and sixth nerves through the sphenoidal fissure.

Occupying the centre of the figure formed by these two pairs of

foraminal casts, the pituitary body is represented, but the extreme

shallowness of its fossa makes it very inconspicuous. The pos-

teiior clinoid processes leave a scarcely noticeable impression on

the plaster.

As to the divisions of the rest of the brain-stem nothing can

be distinguished. It only i-emains to describe the casts of the

periotic region, of the foramina for the veins of the sinus, and
of the last cranial nerves.

The periotic bone has left an irregular cratei'-like scar on the side

of the cast (text-fig. 155, p. 886). This hollow is walled by various

nodose elevations, which are chiefly casts of parts of the tiansverse

sinus. In the centre of the "crater" a tiny ridge represents the

passage through the internal auditory meatus and the Aqueductus
Fallopii of the Ylllth and Vllth nerves. The upper boundary

of the crater is formed by the cast of the floccular fossa. In

front and below is the cast of the foramen lacerum medium,
from which a slight ridge runs forward on the base of the brain

to meet its fellow of the other side below the pituitary fossa.

This ridge may have some connection with the course of the

internal carotid. Below and at the back of the periotic depres-

sion, an elevation represents the foramen lacerum posterius. At
the back of the floccular lobe of the cerebellum, a tiny knob marks

the position of the mastoid foramen (text-fig. 156, tn.f.).

On the side of the medulla oblongata, in line with the jugxilar

foramen, the exit of the Xllth nerve is represented by a tubeicle

which is the last feature to be seen on the cast.

At this point a summary of the resemblances between the

brains of Orycteropus and Anojjlotherium may not be out of

place. The Aard-Vark's brain has been described as differing

from a primitive Ungulate type only in a higher development of

the olfactory parts. The only other important contiust with the
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Ungulate brain lies in the insignificance of the supra sylvian

sulcus compared with the lateral, which is the reverse of the

usual condition found in that group [4],

The brain of Anoplotherium has the general proportions of

that of Orycteropus, and the "smell-brain" is nearly as well

developed. The horizontal continuous rhinal fissure in the brain

of the first agrees with the usual condition in the second. The
relations of the orbital, prorean, and lateral sulci agree in

both. The suprasylvian sulcus of the Anoplothere is much more
developed than in OrycierojnijS, but its size in relation to the

lateral sulcus is intermediate between the usual Ungulate con-

dition and the state of affairs in Orycteropus. The brain of the

Aard-Yark has long been known to approach the Ungulate type,

and in Anoplotherium we have an Ungulate which somewhat
approaches the Tubulidentate type.

On the ventral surface, the differences between the two brains

are practically all accounted for by the different degrees of macros-

matism. In the cerebella there are no striking similarities, but

there is nothing to contradict a relationship.

If cerebral anatomy be of any systematic value, the view

that Anoplothermnn and Orycteropus arose from a common,
though necessarily remote, ancestry can hardly be doubted.

In conclusion, I must emphasize my indebtedness to Prof. Elliot

Smith, whose notes on the brain-cast I have freely used, and who
has given me a great deal of help in many other ways. My
thanks are also due to Dr. Andrews and Mr. D. M. S. Watson
for kindnesses received at the British Museum.
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Preface.

Early in 1908 a crinoid cup from the Carboniferous rocks of

Yorkshire, elsewhere described as Cydonocrinus parvulusf, was
submitted to me by Mr. D. M. S. Watson. Some curious features

in it suggested a comparison with II)/]Jocrinus, which had occupied

my pen at intervals during the previous twenty years, but of which

I had not seen actual specimens. Without delay all the known
fossils that had been referred to the genus were borrowed for

study. This proved a lengthy business, involving patient pre-

paration and microscopic examination. By the end of 1910,

however, their description was drawn up and a series of illustra-

tions prepared, vi'hen another specimen was reported as obtained

from Timor by the Elbert-Sunda Expedition. Correspondence

ensued with Dr. J. Elbert and Dr. J. Wanner, but the latter

* Published by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
+ P. A. Bather, 1913, "British Fossil Crinoids, IX.," Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 8,

vol. xii. pp. S88-394.
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was away in Timor, and access to the specimen proved for the

time impossible.

My paper, therefore, was laid aside and other work taken up.

Until the publication of that work in July of this year (1913) I

could not return to Hypocrhius ; then, just as I was about to do

so, I was informed that Professor Wanner wanted to see the

specimens that were in my hands, because he intended to re-

describe the species in his account of the Permian Echinoderms
collected by himself in Timor. E^aturally I resumed at once the

communications with Professor Wanner, but, friendly though
our exchange of views and of information has been, I regret that

it has proved impossible for us to come to any arrangement more
convenient to our colleagues and to future workers than this :

that I shall publish my discussion of the original specimens,

and that the description of the new material shall be left to

Dr. Wanner.
This paper, then, is admittedly a fragment. References to one

or two recent papers have been introduced, and my observations

have in places been checked or corroborated by the information

courteously sent me for this purpose by Prof. Wanner. But in

its main lines the paper stands as it was written more than
three years ago. It will, I hope, be accepted as Prolegomena to

Prof. Wanner's memoir, relieving him of much needful drudgery,

but not forestalling his more important results.

Peevious History.

The genus was founded by Beyrich (1862, Zeitschr. deutsch.

geol. Gesell. Bd. xiv. p. 537) to receive the single species Hypo-
crinus schneiderij based on a unique cup from the bed of a brook.

Kali Mati or Ajer Mati (the dead water), about half a kilometre

south of Kupang in Southern Timor. Beyrich (1865, Phys.
Abhandl. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, Jahrg. 1864, p. 83), when publishing

a fuller description, was doubtful whether his new genus was a
Crinoid or a Cystid, being inclined to the latter view by the

curious infra-radial position of the anal opening.

The first author to notice the new genus was Quenstedt, who,
in his ' Handbuch der Petrefaktenkunde ' (ed. 2, 1867, p. 751),
definitely referred it to the Cystidea, placing it with Echino-
encrinites, but separating it from Cryptocrinus. In ' Petre-

faktenkunde Ueutschlands ' (1876, Bd. iv. p. 687), Quenstedt
put Hypocrinus, together with Cryptocrinxis^ near Echino-
encrinites and its allies, although he considered that the probable

presence of five large arms brought it near to the true Ciinoidea.

In the Atlas to that work, pi. 113, fig. 94, Quenstedt gave a view
of the posterior side, and another of the base. These views show
the relation of the basals to the posterior side, and thus indicate

the position of the small basal, a piece of information not given
by Beyrich. Unfortunately, Quenstedt's interpretation of the
base proves incorrect. In the third edition of the ' Handbuch

60*
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der Petrefaktenkunde ' (1885, p. 967) Ili/pocrimis was still placed

Avith Echinoeiicrinites and its allies.

Zittel (1875, ' Handbuch der Palseozoologie,' Bd. i. p. 413),

who established the Cystidean group Aporitidee on the lines

indicated by Miiller (1854), placed Hypocrinus therein next to

Cryptocrinus. R. Hoernes (1884, Elem. d. Pal. pp. 123, 124),

remarking that both genera possessed pores, especially Hypo-

crimis, transferred them to the Caryocrinidai. Hypocrinus was

also associated with Cryptocrinus by M. Neumayr (1889, ' Die

Stamme des Thierreiches,' p. 403), who, however, made no

particular remarks on the genus.

Hypocrinus was not naentioned by Wachsmuth and Springer

in their ' Revision of the Palaeocrinoidea,' although the name

appears within round brackets in their privately issued index.

Before 1890 no one had placed the genus anywhere except

with the Cystidea ; in that year, however, in the second of n)y

papers on "British Fossil Crinoids" (Ann. Mag. Kat. Hist,

ser. 6, vol. v. p. 324), I associated it with Achradocrinus, stating

that it appeared to differ from that genus only in having three

infrabasals instead of five. In the concluding part of the same

paper [torn. cit. p. 385) Achradocrinus and Hyjyocrimis formed

Series 3, Achradocrinites, in the family Cyathocrinidae, Series 2

being Codiacrinites, containing Codiacrinus and Lecythiocrinus.

The view that Hypocrinus was a crinoid was accepted by

P. Herbert Carpenter (1891, "On certain Points in the Mor-

phology of the Cystidea," Journ. Linn. Soc, Zool. vol. xxiv.

pp. 14-16). " Hypocrinus'' he said, " is certainly a very singular

form and one would like to know more about it." Carpenter

considered it to be allied to Lecythiocrinus White, of the Coal

Measures of Central North America, but also mentioned its

affinity to Codiaa-imts.

Our knowledge of the genus was increased through two cups

collected by Dr. A. Wichmann in 1888-9 at the same locality

of Ajer Mati, and described by Professor A. Rothpletz (1892,

' Palfeontographica,' Bd. xxxix. p. 74) under the names Hypo-

crinus milleri Beyr. (a lcq:)sus calami, as Prof. Rothpletz tells me,

for H. schneideri) and Hypocrinus (?) pyriformis (melius piri-

formis), n. sp. Since Dr. Rothpletz stated that Crinoidea were

represented in the Wichmann Collection by columnars alone, and

since between their description and that of Hypocrinus he placed

the account of an echinoid radiole, he must be supposed to have

regarded Hypocrinus as a Cystid.

"whether the views of Herbert Carpenter and myself were

unknown to foreign writers or whether we were merely thought

unworthy of attention, subsequent authorities continued to refer

Hypocrinus to the Cystidea, associating it as before with Crypto-

crinus. Among text-books one notes Felix Bernard (1893, Elem.

de Paleont. p. 159), Von Zittel (1895, ' Grundziige der Palii-

ontologie,' p. 155), and Koken (1896, 'Die Leitfossihen,' p. 290).-

In 1895, Dr. 0. Jaekel was describing from the Devonian
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of Germany several ci'inoids which I regard as close allies of

Ilypocrinus, hut he did not mention that genus for comparison.

Haeckel (1896, "Die Amphorideen und Cystoideen," Festschr.

f lir Gegenbaur, Bd. i. p. 147) dealt with the genus between Crypto-

a-inus and Lichenocystis, but concluded his description by saying :

" wegen ihrer sonstigen nahen Beziehungen zu einfachsten

Orinoideen konnte man sie audi fiir reduzirte oder verklimmerte
Foi^men dieser Klasse ansehen." This statement, while perfectly

true as regards Hypocrinus^ is not equally applicable to Crypto-

C7-inus.

Undismayed by this weight of authority, in a " Phylogenetic

Classification of the Pelmatozoa " (1899, Rep. Bi-it. Assoc. 1898,

p. 923) I placed Gasteroconia, Scoliocrinus, Achradocrimcs, and
Hypocrinus in the family Gasterocomidfe, which came in the

suborder Oyathocrinoidea, among the Dicyclica Inadunata.

This family was maintained, with the addition of Nanocrinus,
on pp. 177, 178 of my conti'ibution to Lankester s ' Treatise on
Zoology' (Part III. Echinoderma, 1900).

In the second edition of the ' Grundziige der Palaontologie

'

(1903, p. 141) Von Zittel included in the family Gasterocomidte
the same genera as I had placed in it. His example was followed

by Pocta (1904, ' Rukovet Palaeozoologie,' I.), who, however,
quoted Hypocrinus as " permokarbon rusky."

Delage and Herouard (1904, ' Traite de Zoologie concrete,'

Tome iii. pp. 379, 380) reduced my suborder Oyathocrinoidea to

the rank of a family Cyathocrinusinge, but retained Hypocrinus
and the other genera in the same relative position.

The latest writer to maintain Hypocrinus in the Oystids under
a family CryptocrinidaB appears to be Dr. G. H. Girty (1908,
" Guadalupian Fauna," Professional Paper 58, U.S. Geol. Surv.

p. 108). This he has done in connection with the description of

(Joenocystis richarclso7ii, an alleged new genus and species of this

Family, from the Delaware Mountain Formation of uppermost
Carboniferous age in Texas. Whatever Coenocystis may be, I

find no reason for supposing it to be a Cystid. But even if it

were, this would nob affect the position of Hypocrinus, which, as

Dr. Girty says, is evidently distinct.

The pi^eceding account shows that the position now occupied by
Hypocrinus in our leading text-books depends chiefly upon the

opinions expressed by Herbert Caipenter and myself. It is,

therefore, advisable to point out that, when we wrote, neither

of us had examined any specimens of Hypocrinus. For us it

remained, as Carpenter expressed it, a very singular form which
one would like to know more about. At last, the great courtesy

and kindness of Professors Dr. W. Branca of the Museum fiir

Xaturkunde, Berlin, and Dr. C. E. A. Wichmann of Utrecht
University, have enabled me to study all the described specimens

of this genus. The following pages contain redescriptions of that

material and fresh diagnoses.
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CRINOIDEA DICYCLICA INADUNATA.

Suborder CYATHOCRINOIDEA.

Dr. Frank Springer, in his paper on " Some new American
Fossil Crinoids " (July 1911, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. Harvard,
vol. XXV. no. 3), has pviblished a very interesting discussion of

my Suborders Cyathocrinoidea and Dendrocrinoidea. While
differing as to the delimitation of these divisions and the

principles upon which they are based, he readily agrees in

recognizing their existence. He prefers to regard theni only as

large Families, to which he applies the names Cyathocrinidse and
Poceriocrinidte, but admits that this is "a matter of detail,

depeiuling upon the general plan of treatment." It was necessary

for me to treat them either as Suboi'ders or Superfamilies, because

1 split them up into Families, several of which are again divided

into Subfamilies. I am, therefore, emboldened to i-etain for the

present the Suborder Cyathocrinoidea.

Family Gasterocomidae.

Cyathocrinoidea, with anal opening in the side of the dorsal

cup, below the level of the arm-bases. Radial facets of horse-

shoe shape, with distinct axial canal. Infrabasals small, often

fused into three plates or one. Oi'als, so far as known, for the
most part concealed by the cover-plates of the subvective system

;

posterior oral a lurge madreporite. Stem frequently with peri-

phei^al canals.

Dr. Springer, in the above-quoted memoir (July 1911, p. 122),

has given a full account of the Gasterocomidse, although he has not
provided any fresh diagnosis. The characters which he mentions
as distinctive are included in the above diagnosis, which differs

only verbally from that published by me in Lankester's ' Treatise

on Zoology ' (Part iii. 1900, p. 177). Dr. Springer further agrees

Avith Jaekel and with me in referring to the Family the genera
Gasteroco7na, A^anocrinus, Scoliocrinus, and Achi'adocrinus. To
these he adds a new genus, Schidtzicrinus, found in the Onondaga
Group of the Middle Devonian in Livingston County, New York.
This genus has the infrabasals coalesced and five simple uniserial

arms. Further, Dr. Springer adds Arachnocrinus Meek and
Worthen, of which he has made a complete study, showing that

our previous views as to the structure, and therefore as to its

systematic position, were erroneous. This genus differs from
Schultzicrinais mainly in having dichotomous arms. I am, of

course, jjrepared to accept its reference to the Gasterocomidse.

Apparently, Dr. Spi'inger would also place in the Gasterocomidse

the genus Myrtillocrimis Sandberger, of which he considers Tri-

jtleurocrinus E. Wood to be a synonym. In this he follows

Wachsmuth and Springer (' Revision of the Palpeocrinoidea,' 1885),
as well as some other writers therein quoted. It may, however,
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be pointed out that the genotype, Afyrtillocrinus elongatus Sand-

berger, is not very well known, and that Dr. Springer here b;ises

most of his ai-gument on M. americanus Hall, which possibly has

not the same structure. If, however, we accept the generic

identity of the two species, then it follows that Myrtillocriaus is

devoid of the most characteristic feature of the Gasterocomidse,

namely, the passage of the anus through the doisal cup. It

seems to me, therefore, as it did to Prof. 0. Jaekel (1895, Pal.

Abhandl. Bd. vii. p. 75), that the Family Gasterocomidaj is far

more homogeneous if Myrtillocrinus be removed from it.

Whether I was right in placing it with the Cupressocrinidse is

another matter, not worth discussion until Sandberger's type-

specimen has been restudied.

Dr. Springer, on p. 138, somewhat casually mentions Hypo-
crinus, but leaves its systematic position uncertain. On the

grounds of its structure Hyfocrinus is naturally referred to this

Famil}^, and there does not appear to be any objection to that

course, except the fact that all the other genera of the Family are

restricted to the Middle Devonian, wheieas Hypocrinus is not

known below the top of the Carboniferous. This difficulty is

scarcely lessened if the species Lecythiocrimis adamsi "Worthen be

proved to belong to Hypocrmus, since that species is similarly

removed by a lai'ge interval of time from the rest of the Gastero-

comidse, being found about the horizon of Coal No. 8 of the Lower
Coal Measures in Peoi'ia County, Illinois.

According to Worthen's description and figure of Lecythio-

crinits adamsi (1882, Bull. Illinois State Mus. Na,t. Hist. no. 1,

p. 37 ; and 1883, Geol. Surv. Illinois, vol. vii. p. 317), that species

has five infrabasals, a,nd therefore could not be referred to Hypo-
crinus. This fact, however, would not prevent its being placed

with the Gasterocomidse, since Achradocrinus also has five infra-

basals. The reason for placing this species with the Gastero-

comidse is that " Just above the summit of one of the subradials

[basals], and in the lateral angles of two of the radial plates, there

appears to have been a circular opening, rather larger than the

arm-facets, which is now filled with stony matter "(Worthen). This

no doubt is an anal opening, as suggested by Worthen himself.

Although, for reasons of structure, Lecythiocrinus adamsi and
the species hitherto referred to Hypocrinus are natui'ally placed

in the Gasterocomidse, it should not be forgotten that this peculiar

disposition of the anus may have arisen independently in the late

Carboniferous Cyathocrinoidea. In that case, the forms in

question, wherever they might be referred, would not belong to

the Gasterocomidse.

Hypocrinus.

1862. Hypocrinus H. E. Beyrich, Zeitschr. deutsch. geol.

Gesell. Bd. xiv. p. 537.

For other references, see " Previous History."

Diagnosis.—A Gasterocomid with anal opening at the summit
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of tlie posterior basal, and at the lower angles of the I'iglit and
left posterior radials, which meet above. Two pairs of infrabasals

fused ; the remaining small infrabasal being the anterior. Radial

facets small. (Arms unknown.) Stem-facet from "13 to "2

diameter of cup. (Stem unknown.)
The diagnosis is based on the characters of the genotype, since

H. piriformis must be removed from the genus. The somewhat
hexagonal shape of the anal opening suggests that it was closed

by six valvular plates.

Genotype.

—

H. schneideri.

Distribution.—This species, as well as " Hypocriniis " piri-

formis, has been found only in Timor, in beds which are either

Permian or Carboniferous. Recent workers have regarded them
as Permian, but the Echinodeims at present described would
rather favour a Carboniferous age. I have already discussed

this in my accouiat of Schizohlastits from Timor (1908, N. Jahrb.

f. Mineral., Beil.-Bd. xxv. p. 318). The affinities of Hypocrinus
also, as shown above, are closer to the Upper Carboniferous
'' Lecijthioo'inus" adamsi, if not to the Devonian Gasterocomidae,

than they are to anything as yet known from undoubted Permian
rocks. It is of no avail to discuss the question further in this

place, for the abundant materials collected by Dr. J. Wanner
a,nd others will probably settle it when they have been described.

I would only suggest that the possibility of some of the fossils

being derived from older beds should be borne in mind. Some
of the feAv Echinoderms that I have studied had certainly been
much worn before they were included in their present matrix.

Hypocrinus schneideri. (PI. XC. figs. 1-6
; text-figs. 158, 159.)

1862. Hypocrinus schneideri H. E. Beyrich.

1865. Hypocrimis schneideri Beyr. ; H. E. Beyrich.

1892. Hypocrinvs milleri [err. pro schneideri^ A. Rothpletz.

For references, see " Previous Histoi-y."

Diagnosis!.—This being the only undoubted species of Hypo-
crimis known to me, no specific diagnosis can be given.

Holotype.—The original of Beyrich 's figures (1865) preserved

in Museum filr Naturkunde, Berlin (our PI. XC. figs. 1-4).

The only other specimen described is that of Rothpletz (1892).

Locality.—Both specimens come from Ajer Mati, S. of Kupang,
Southern Timor.

Horizon.—Permian ? (^vide supra).

Description of Holotype.—A dorsal cup, with no trace of stem,

anal plates, brachials, or tegmen. Surface of stereom stained

pinkish. Infilling matiix, soft micro-ciystalline calcite with
small dark specks.

General shape squat, pyriform. Cross-section subpentagonal,

owing to projection of umbones of basals, which is especially

marked in the posterior basal. Height 20*8 mm.
;

greatest

sagittal diameter 20-8 mm., greatest transverse diameter
19"9 mm., these being at about 14-5 mm. from basal plane.
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Stem-facet (PI. XO. fig. 4) cii-cular, mavkeclly concave, bounded

by a slight rounded rim ; external diameter 27 mm. ; internal

diameter 1-75 mm. Lumen circular, about -3 mm. diameter.

There are exceedingly faint traces of about 15 or 16 radiating

grooves.

Infrabasals (PI. XC. fig. 4) closely united. The posterior

suture is most distinct, chiefly because a' crack is partially co-

incident with it. When the specimen reached me the right

anterior suture could scarcely be detected, only being indicated

by a faint band of lighter colour. Various processes of prepa-

ration have now rendered it perfectly visible. The left anterior

suture at first seemed conspicuous, but the appearance was due to

a rather irregular crack continuous with that noticed along the

posterior suture. The left anterior suture itself could not be

traced with certainty ; it now appears to be only in part co-

incident with the crack. In the concavity of the base, after

careful preparation, there are dimly seen two dai'k streaks

running from the lumen in the direction of the posterior and

right anterior sutures respectively. There appears to be a third

such streak a little on the anterior side of the above-mentioned

crack ; and this streak probably indicates the position of the left

anterior suture.

It follows from the preceding account that Beyrich's description

and figures of the base, as composed of two large plates and one

small plate, though unsupported by valid evidence, were in the

main correct. His figures are little more than inexact diagrams,

and neither they nor the text indicate the position of the small

infrabasal ; it is anterior (text-fig. 158).

Text-fig. 158.

RR

BB

IBB

Sypocrinus scJineideri.

Analysis of the cup of the holotype.

The pei'iproctal outline is dotted in. Nat. size.

Heights of IBB :—anterior 8'7 mm. ; right large IB 7'3 mm.
along median line, 9'3 to posterior angle ; length of posterior

suture 7"3 mm.
Basals bounded by fairly distinct sutures, emphasized by the
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bands of lighter colour that accompany them (PI. XC. fig. 3).

The measurements in millimetres are :

—
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anal plates no trace remains, but the relatively large size of the

opening suggests that some probably existed.

Oi'namem: :—Beyrich says " Sammtliche Flatten sincl aussen

glatt unci scheinen zum Theil von porosem Gefiige zu sein."

Kothpletz remarks that his smaller specimen " die porose Structur

der Flatten, welche Beyrich an seinen stark abgeschlifFenen

Exemplare nur vermuthen konnte, sehr dentlich zeigt." As a

matter of fact, the holotype is only " strongly worn down " in one

or two places, and it shows the texture of the plates (Fl. XO.
hg. 6) no less clearly than the specimen described by Rothpletz.

The latter author continues :
—" Die Fbrositiit der Flatten wird

erkannt an den abwechselnden kleineren und grosseren rundlichen

Vertiefungen, welche die Oberflache bedecken. Die kleinen

Poren stehen regelmassig und dicht gedriingt, die grosseren

liegen vereinzelt dazvvischen und hiiufen sich auf den Radialia

nahe den Anzatzstellen und auf den Farabasalia in der Gegend
der Buckel." This account applies equally well to the holotype

;

but I must add that in neither specimen can I detect any
regularity of arrangement in the smaller pores.

The diameter of the smaller pores is about -075 mm. or more.

The diameter of the larger pores is "3 mm. or less. There is

every gradation between these sizes.

This micro-structure of the test is so unusual, if not unique, in

its absence of regularity and in the sporadic occurrence of larger

pores, that Beyrich's use of the word " scheinen" may have been

due to a hesitation as to the true nature of the appearance. The
irregular surface, esjDecially in the umbonal region of a basal,

markedly resembles some encrusting hydrozoon with autopores

and dactylopores. Were the appearances really due to some such

encrustation, this would not have been the only occasion on

Avhich an echinoderm plate has been described as porous on

similar evidence. But in the present instance, where the rough

surface has been worn down, the same porous structure is still

seen penetrating the plates. The pores ai-e rendered distinct by

the infiltration of a reddish iron colouring.

Since the matrix itself is of a granular micro- crystalline com-

position, with darker specks, it is very difficult to discriminate

between the matrix and the rough surface of the plates. Beyrich

may have been uncertain whether he was looking at the actual

stereom or at an imperfectly cleaned surface. The porous

substance is of a saccharoida.l appearance, and is easily scraped or

broken with a needle, even with a brass pin. It does not cleave

with a smooth fracture, as does the denser stereom near the

sutures.

This apparent porosity of the test doubtless weighed with

those authors who referred Hypocrinus to the Cystidea, but

the structure is really nothing but an exaggeration of that seen

in the cup-plates of the larval Anteclon laefore the connective

strands of stroma have impressed on the stereom a I'adiate or

fasciate arrangement. The exaggeration consists partly in the

greater size of the pores, which, as figured by W. B. Carpenter
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ill his classical memoir (1866, Phil. Trans. B, vol. 156, pi. 41),

have, in the "' ciibriform tilms" oi Antedon, a maximum diameter
of '02 mm., as contrasted with "3 mm. in Hypocrinus

;
partly in

the greater relative thickness of the plates. But, so far as I

can make out. in a place where the stereom was already worn,
the inner layer, or hypostereom, was much denser, so that the
pores nowhere pass right through the test.

Description of the Specimen figured by Rothpletz. (PL XC.
fig. 5 ife text-fig. 159.)—In its main features this agrees with the

holotype, and only the points of diflference need here be
mentioned.

Text-fiii. 159.

RR

BB

IBB

0,00 o

o o o
Hypocrinus schneideri.

Analysis of tlie cup in the specimen figured by Rothpletz.

The periproctal outline is dotted in. Nat. size.

Height 13-5 mm. Posterior basal not so prominent, partly,

perhaps, because worn down. Greatest sagittal diameter
13'2 mm. Greatest transverse diameter 13"3 mm. These both
at about 8 mm. from basal plane.

Stem-facet obscure, but appears iri-egularly triangular, the

angles directed towards the sutures between the infrabasals.

Greatest external diameter (in direction of 1. ant. suture) circa

2' 7 mm. ISTo trace of radiating grooves.

Infrabasals. The left larger one is considerably cracked, and
some of the cracks in part coincide with the sutures ; otherwise

all the sutures are very hard to trace. Heights of IBB

:

anterior 6-6 mm. ; right large IB 5'1 mm. along median line,

5"8 mm. to posterior angle ; length of posterior suture 4"7 mm.
Measurements of Basals in millimetres:

—
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It will be noticed that the width is here on the anterior, rather

than on the posterior, side.

The Radials have a height of circa 5-4 mm., a width below of

6-6 (r. ant.), 6-3 (ant.), 5-7 (1. ant.), and a width above of circa

1"7 mm.
The Facets (PL XC. fig. 5), with their ventral grooves, are

rather clearer than in the holotype, but still no muscle-scars can be

detected. From the cavity of the cup to the outer edge of each

facet is circa 1 mm., and this is also tlie width of each facet.

The Periproct has a rather more regular shape than in the

holotype, and its upper angle is slightly produced adorally. The
height of the opening is 2-4 mm., the width 2 mm.

" Hypocrinus " PIRIFORMIS. (PI. XC. figs. 7-10 ; text-fig. 160.)

1892. Hypocrinus (i) pi/7'iforinis A. Rothpletz, 1892, p. 75,

pi. X. f. 23.

As will appear from the description, this species must be placed

in a new genus. So loug as the imperfect holotj^pe was the only

available speciaien, the curious features of its structure might be

interpreted as abnormalities, and the proposal of a fresh name
was scarcely justified. The material obtained by Dr. Wanner
and the facts which he has very kindly communicated to me
render a more precise interpretation possible and necessitate a

new genus. That Dr. Wanner may not be deprived of the

fruits of his own discoveries, I leave to him the privilege of giving

it a name and of completing my imperfect description.

Holotype.—The unique specimen figured by Rothpletz and
preserved in the Mineralogisch-Geologisch Tnstituut te Utrecht.

Locality.—Ajer Mati, S. of Kupung, Southern Timor. Dr. J.

Wanner has recorded this [or possibly an allied] species from
Fatu Bitaoni (or Bitaunu) in Insana district, Timor (Centrlbl. f.

Mineral. 1910, p. 737).

Description of Holotype.—A dorsal cup with no trace of stem,

anal plates, or tegmen. Stained pinkish. Matrix fragmentary
organic limestone with crystalline cement. General shape
elongate-pyriform ; somewhat irregular owing to peculiarities in

the radial circlet ; with a tendency to be flattened along the per-

radial meridians, or, conversely, to be broadly ridged along the

interradial meridians, from the top of the basals downwards.
This produces a sub-pentagonal cross-section. Height circa

43 mm. Greatest sagittal diameter 28 mm. Greatest trans-

verse diameter 31 "5 mm. These diameters are measured by

callipers with the jaws parallel to the main axis of the cup

;

but the diameters are not at right angles to the main axis.

On the left-hand side the greatest projection is 26'7 mm.
above the basal plane, on the right-hancl side it is 24'5 mm.
The Stem-facet was broken away, and the proximal end of the

cup was therefore slightly ground down by Di'. Rothpletz (PI. XC.
fig. 7), who says that it " liisst in der Mitte einen Centralca.nal

erkennen, von welchem die drei .Niihte der Basalia [^. e. IBB]
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aiisstrahlen. Nalie der Peripherie liegen fiinf rundliche Poren
in den letzteren, von denen eine auf das kleinere, je zwei auf
die grosseren [Infra-]Basalia fallen. Dies diirfte fiir die

nrspriingliclie Anlage von fiinf [Infra-]Basalia sprechen, von
denen je zwei nachtriiglich erst verwachsen sind." The cross-

section of the worn end is not regularly circular : the sagittal

diameter is 7'4 mm,, the transverse diameter 6-6 mm. The
diameter of the stem-facet may thei-efore be taken as about '25

that of the cup. The supposed " Centra] canal " is of irregular

outline and is far from " in der Mitte," since its centre lies at

2"7 mm. from the posterior side and 4*7 from the anterior side.

Proceeding frora this irregular area are three cracks, which,
however, do not appear to reach the periphery precisely at the
points where it is cut by the sutures between the three infra

-

basals. Under careful lighting one can detect traces of sutures

continuing those on the posterior side, and they seem directed

towards a point more strictly central than the supposed axial

canal. The " fiinf rundliche Poren," which repi'esent the axial

nerve- canals, are not quite so obvious as might be supposed.

They are irregular in shape, size, and position, and that in the

small infrabasal lies at the outer edge of a long depression,

Avhich seems to have been regarded by the draughtsman of

Dr, Rothpletz (Taf. x, f, 28 b) as formed of two pores. That
figure has the small infrabasal towards the observer,

Infrabasals closely united. By removing a little more of the

firm adherent matrix, I have been able to make the sutures

clearer, so that the proof of their position no longer rests on the

doubtful appearances of the proximal end. The axis of the small

infrabasal is in a line with the periproct. Heights of IBB:

—

small IB 15 mm. ; right large IB 14'4 mm. along median line,

15"1 to upper angle ; length of suture between the large IBB
12'3 mm. The infrabasal circlet seems to bear indications of

growth-lines parallel with its upper margin and crossing the

vertical sutures (PI, XC. fig. 10).

Basals (PI. XC. figs. 8, 10) bounded by distinct sutures.

While all rest symmetrically on the infrabasals, none is quite

symmetrical above. The lack of symmetry corresponds with
abnormalities in the radials, and will be described in connection

therewith. The measurements in millimetres are :

—
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The greatest width of each basal is at about two-thirds of its

height, and here also the sides slope equably to a prominent
umbo, above which the plates bend towards the oral pole, the

bend being more sudden on the left than on the right.

The Radials (PL XO. fig. 9 ; text-fig. 160) continue the slope of

the upper part of the basals. They present several abnormalities

due to growth, and are further obscured by crushing. Only four

were distinguished by Dr. Rothpletz, but I believe I can see

traces of a fifth, though much atrophied [and this is fully con-

firmed by Dr. Wanner in litt."\. Ant. R and 1. ant. R were

RR

Text-fig. 160.

•---r.p.Rr-

BB

IBB

" Hvpocrinus " piriformis.

Analysis of the cup of the holotype.

The sutures obscui-ed by wear or fracture are represented in dotted line,

as is also the outline of the periproct.

r.p.R denotes the minute plates, of rather uncertain number and shape, one or all of

which probably represent this radial. On I.p.B the outline of the cleaved

surface is represented. The outline of a.R is modified bi" a slight shear.

Nat. size.

apparently of less modified outline than the others, though in

this specimen weathering and crushing have rendered that out-

line incomplete. The 1. ant. R rests on 1. ant. B by a longer

side than that which rests on 1. post. B. Similarly, the side of

ant. R, resting on the r. ant. B seems to have been longer than
that on 1. ant. B. Ant. R is broken, and part of it, still united

to 1. ant. R has been pushed inwards and under the remaining
portion. Thus it is difiicult to compare the interradial sutures

bounding these two radials, but there is nothing to show that

they were not of equal length. The upper margin of each of

these radials was excavated by a concave curve, and the edge
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was sliglitly bevelled so as to give this the appearance of a very

obtuse angle, with its apex about in the middle line of the radial.

This appears to represent a greatly simplified brachial facet, but
there are no articular markings, unless it be a slight depression

near the middle.

The r. ant. R was similar in its general outline to the ant. and
1. ant. RR, having, like them, the basiradial suture longer on the

posterior than on the antei'ior side. It differs, however, in that

its left or posterior side is divided into two tracts : one a very

short suture connecting the upper angle of the plate with what
seems to be part of the r. post. R ; the other an excavate margin
to the peripi'oct. The curve of this margin throws the left upper
portion of the radial away from the median line, so that the sub-

angular concavity of the facet is longer on the left than on the

right.

The r. post. R is probably represented partly by a small

fragment still attached to r. ant. R and partly by a fragment
attached to 1. post. R. The right-hand fragment has been pushed
slightly inwards. Whether these fragments all rejoresent the

r. post. R, whether a part or the whole may not represent anal or

perisomic plates, are questions that cannot be settled on the

evidence of this specimen. [Dr. Wanner in litt. confirms and
extends my observation of some small plate or plates in this

position, one of which, at any rate, he identifies with r. post. R.]

The really important fact is that r.post.R has been so far

atr'ophied that we may safely infer the entire absence of any
r.'post. arm.
The 1. post. R is, in every direction, larger than the others.

It rests, almost symmetrically, on the shoulders of the 1. post, a.nd

post. BB and abuts normally on 1. ant. R. On its right {i. e.

posterior) side, however, the radial in its lower part bounds the

periproct, and in its upper part has a short sutural union with

the supposed r. post. R. The upper, or peristomial, margin is

regularly concave, with a slightly more marked curvature than
that of the other radials, but shows no bevelling, groove, or

depression, such as might suggest an articular facet. Outside

this margin, however, the highest part of the plate rises into a

mass of calcite (possibly stereom), which has been truncated by a

cleavage-fractui'e, sloping slightly downwards and outwards from
the oral pole. The evidence of the holotype leaves it uncertain

whether this protuberance formed the base of a mere hump, of an
unjointed spine, or of an arm ; but Dr. Wanner tells me that

some of his specimens permit " die sichere Beobachtung, dass

1. p. R eine Gelenkflache fur einen Ai^m zeigt," and his diagrams

show that this joint-face corresponds with the cleavage-surface

just described. It will be interesting to learn the exact consti-

tution of this facet, whether it has a fulcral ridge and axial canal,

and whether there is a ventral groove leading down to the

peristome. Of such structures the holotype pi^esents no trace

whatever.
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The projection of this facet is due not merely to the protu-

berance on the radial, but also to the greater height of that

radial and of the subjacent posterior basal. The sum of these

heights is again relatively exaggerated by the nearer approach of

the left posterior side of the theca to the vertical as compared
with the right anterior side, which bulges outwai'd. Thus the

oral surface of the theca slopes downwards from the left posterior

perradius towards the right anterior interradius. If the erect

position of the stem be admitted, then all these departures of the

theca from the normal symmetiy result in raising the supposed

large 1. post, arm further and further from the sea-floor.

The evidence thus far does not absolutely warrant the con-

clusion that the r. ant., ant., and 1. ant. arms had become atrophied

out of existence, or even that they were so reduced as to be use-

less as food -collectors ; but it does lead us to infer that the task

of sending a food -stream to the mouth was mainly, if not entirely,

thrown on the 1. post. arm.

The followinsr are measurements of the radials in millimetres:

—
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that his species could not be a Hypocrinus. So long as there was

only one specimen known, it might have been legitimate to evade

some of those difficulties by a vague hypothesis of abnormality,

or, more precisely, to have supposed that the anus occupied its

usual position opposite the small basal (which region is worn
away in the holotype), but that it had become choked, and that a

new outlet had been formed by the partial resorption of that

radial which in the present paper is called r. post. R, but which,

on that interpretation, would have been ant. R,. When, however,

Dr. Wanner informs me that all his new specimens agree in this

curious position of the opening, and that none of them shows any

trace of an opening on the opposite side of the theca, then I am
bound first to accept the identification by Rothpletz, and after-

wards to face the difficulties involved.

The measurements of the periproct in millimetres are : height 5

;

width below, 5*4
; left lower margin 3-9

; right lower margin 27.

There is no trace of any periproctal plates, unless they are to be

sought in the minute plates between the left posterior and right

anterior radials.

Ornament.—In addition to the growth-lines already mentioned,

there are to be seen on the better-preserved infrabasals, i. e. on

the posterior side, traces of pustules, apparently coinciding with

the growth-lines. There also seem to be similar pustules on a

small tract of the posterior basal. The rest of the surface is too

badly preserved for the ornament to be detected. Dr. Rothpletz

says that "die durchweg abgeriebenen Flatten lassen ihre porose

Beschaffenheit zwar noch erkennen." They are, however, far

from presenting the curious appearance of U. schneideri, and on

the better-preserved portions no pores can be observed. Most of

the surface is irregularly worn and contains numerous holes.

These latter, however, are either due to some boring organism or

to the impression of hard particles in the matrix. Often the

hard particles, which may be grains of a dark mineral or frag-

ments of other fossil organisms, are still seen closely adherent to

the cup-plates, or even forced into them.

Affinities of " H." piriformis.—Comparison of the analyses

shows at once that this species is not a Hypocrinus. The position

of the small infrabasal, the relations of the periproct to the pos-

terior basal and to the superjacent radials, and the modifications

of all the radials, are considerable distinctions.

It is even doubtful whether the species should be referred to

the Gasterocomidfe, although it agrees with the diagnosis of

that Family, as given above, in all the known essential features

except in the shape of the radial facets. No other Gasterocomid,

however, has the infrabasals arranged in qinte the same wa3^

These two points demand closer scrutiny.

The position of the small infrabasal in the right posterior

radius is characteristic of Flexibilia Impinnata rather than of

Dicyclica Inadunata. When the latter forms have a. tripartite
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base, the small IB is usually anterior, as in Hypocrinus. A few
other positions for it have been recorded, but not, so far as I can
find, the same as it occupies here, unless it be in the little-

known Ampheristocrinus Hall (1881) from the Niagara group of

Indiana.

The radial facets of the Gasterocomidse are of the horse-shoe

shape so common in Cyathocrinoidea. In "i7." piriformis the
facets are so greatly modified that it is perhaps unsafe to base con-
clusions on them. The arm-bearing facet seems to have occupied
almost the full width of the peristomial margin of the left pos-

terior radial in the holotype ; but the diagram Dr. Wanner has
sent me shows it as occupying about half the width. There is,

in the holotype at any rate, no trace of the axial canal. The
other facets are atro^Dhied, it is true, but such traces of them as

there ai-e seem to indicate a pre-existing facet as wide as the
radial rather than one of horse-shoe outline. Wide facets are,

of course, almost universal in the Flexibilia Impinnata, though
not confined to that group.

If the reference of "i/." piriformis to the Flexibilia be taken
as a possible hypothesis, we have next to inquire whether in that
Order the periproct ever emerges below the summit of the radials.

I am unable to find that such an arrangement has ever been
described in any known genus, but that is no valid argument
against the possibility. Among Dicyclica Inadunata this peculiar

position first appeal's suddenly in the Devonian, and I have already

hinted at the possibility of its independent reappearance towards
the close of the Carboniferous. Why, then, should it not have
appeared with equal suddenness in some other group, especially

when the form displaying it is peculiarly specialized in other

respects ?

Here, moreover, some actual corroboration of the hypothesis
is afforded by the fossil which impelled me to make this first-

hand examination of Hypocrinus. That is a small cup or patina

from the uppermost bed of the Yoredale series, in Nidderdale,

Yorkshire. On it is based the new genus and species Cydono-
crinus p(i7'vidus (Bather, Oct, 1913).

Cydonocrinus belongs to that group of Flexibilia in which, to

use Dr. Springer's words, "the rays and their divisions are

rounded exteriorly, and the interbrachial spaces relatively de-

pressed " (Journ. Geol. vol. xiv. p. 510, Oct. 1906). This character

aflects also the anal plates, which are " not united by suture with
adjacent rays, but in arm-like series, more or less separated from
them by perisome " (Spi-inger, op. cit. p. 519). Such forms con-

stitute the Taxocrinidee as defined by Dr. Springer, and it is clear

that, of the included genera, Cydonocrinus is most nearly allied

to Taxocrinus. Thus it has the same fundamental plan of the

cup as has '•'Jiy piriformis.

Now the features in which Cydonocrinus differs from Taxo-
crinus all bring it nearer to "i7." p>iriformis. They are the

61*
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subglobular shape of tlie cup, the small diameter of the stem- facet,

the relatively large size of the infrabasals, which in the Flexibilia

are rarely visible, the rise of the I'adials towards their facets

curiously resembling the hump of the arm-bearing radial in

'•'Hy piriformis, the crowding of the facets I'ound the peristome

which thus becomes relatively small, and, finally, of greatest

interest in this connection, the outward projection of the posterior

basal, which, combined with the constriction of the upper part

of the cup, almost entirely separates the rectal channel from the

general thecal cavity. In the actual fossil the anal plates, which
once rested on the posterior basal, have been broken away, so

that the appearance is that of a periproct, opening at the top of

the posterior basal and at the lower corners of the adjacent

radials.

Given, then, the existence of such a form in Middle Oar-

bonifei'ous times, it is easy to see how the accentuation of the

left posterior radial with its arm would have pushed the periproct

further to the right, and crowded out the right posterior radial.

This and the diminution of the other arms would have produced

a form agreeing with ''H." jiififormis. On this hypothesis some of

the minute plates between the left posterior and right anterior

radials may be relics of the perisomic plates.

Physiologically considered, a modification bringing the food-

intake so close to the vent would be curious in any group of

crinoids ; but that such a modification would not be altogether

out of character with the Flexibilia may be gathered from a

perusal of two suggestive paragraphs by Dr. Springer (Journ.

Geol. vol. xiv. pp. 496, 497, 1906). Speaking of "that strange

influence which has modified the bilateral symmetry of almost

every genus in this entire group," he points out that " if the arms
have an asymmetrical distortion, it is to the right, never to the

left." If the anals are shifted, it is likewise to the right, so that

the excavation of the posterior basal for their reception is "on the

right shoulder of the plate."

Timor is a long way from Britain, and I am not going to say

that the genus which must be established for "i7." piriformis is

necessarily descended from the genus to which our Yorkshire
fossil belongs ; but I do claim to have shown some reason for

thinking that " H." piriformis may belong to the Taxocrinidse,

and that, peculiarly modified though it is, its very modifications

are exaggerations of a tendency natural to that Family.

Accepting this systematic position, at all events until it is

proved erroneous, we may draw up the following :

—

Generic Diagnosis.—A Taxocrinid with no radianal, with large

IBB forming a conspicuous part of the cup, with left post. R and
arm enlarged and all others reduced in size, the right post. R
being almost entirely atrophied, so that the rectum passes between
post, and r. post. BB below an<l 1. post, and r. ant. RR above.
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Summary.

The two specimens of Hypocrinus schneideri Beyv., described by
Beyrich and Rothpletz respectively, are redescribed and refigured.

The structui'e of the genus is shown to agree with that of the

Devonian family Gasterocomidse, but it is suggested that in this

case and in that of ^^ Lecythiocrinus" adamsi the distinctive

features may have been independently acquired.

The holotype of " Hypocrvmis " piriformis Rothpletz is re-

described and refigured, and proved to be no Hypocrinus. It is

thought to be a highly modified descendant of the Taxocrinida?,

by vi^ay of such a genus as Cydonocrinus. The left posterior

radial appears to have borne a large arm, but the other arms were
more or less atrophied, and the right posterior radial has almost

disappeared.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XC.

Hj/pocrinus schneideri Beyr.

Figs. 1-4 are pliotographs of the holotj-pe, enlarged sliglitlj^

less than 2 diameters.

Fig. 1. View to show the relations of the periproct, which is the opening nearest

the observer.

Fig. 2. View from above the oral pole, showing the peristome and radial facets.

Jig. 3. The cup from the right side: o., oral pole ; a., anal opening or periproct.

Note the light colour of the dense stereom at the sutures, contrasted
with the staining of the porous stereom of the general surrace.

Pig. 4). The cup from below, with the posterior iuterradius away from the observer.

Note the sutures between the infrabasals.

Fig. 5. A photograph os the peristomial area of the specimen figured by Rothpletz.
The periproct is at the lower corner of the tigure. X 5 diam.

Fig. 6. Micro-photograph of the upper part of one of the basals in the holotype.

X 7 diam.

" I£t/2Joci'inus " piriformis Rothpletz.

Fig. 7. The ground-down base of the holotype, photographed under water, so as to

bring out the sutures between the infrabasals and the live axial nerve-

canals in those plates (see detailed description on pp. 905, 906). The
orientation is as in fig. 4, and approximately opposite to tliat of Roth-
pletz, pi. x. f. 23 />. X 4 diam.

Figs. 8-10. Photographs of the holotype, nat. size.

Fig. 8. Shows the posterior basal with the protuberant left posterior radial (1. p. R.)

above it and the periproct at its right upper corner.

Fig. 9. View from above the oral pole, showing tlie distorted peristome with the
large but obscure facet ol left post. R. to the left, and the anal opening
towards the observer.

Fig. 10. The basal facing the observer is the right anterior. Above it is the peri-

stome (o.), with the left post. R. rising up behind it, and with the anal
opening (a.) to the left. Note the ornament of growth-lines in the lower
part of the cup.

All the pliotographs were taken by Mr. H. G. Herring, and represent a

selection from many attempts upon these diificult subjects.

\_Note. The following corrections were received too late for insertion in previous

sheet :
—

Page 896, line 15 from bottom 1 For Hi/pocrimis miilleri.

Page 800, „ 19 „ „ ) Read K. mnUeri.
EDITOJi.]
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52. On Freshwater Decapod Crustacea (Families Potamoni Jse

and Palsemonidse) collected in Madagascar by the Hon.

Paul A. Methuen. By W. T. (^lman, D.Sc, F.Z.S.t
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Introduction.

The collectiou described in this paper was obtained m Mada-
gascar in 1911 by the Hon. Paid A. Methuen, to whom I am
indebted for the opportunity of examining it. The specimens
are the property of the Transvaal Museum, Pretoria, but, by
pei-mission of the Acting Director of that institution, a selection

from among them, including the holotype of the new species, has
been retained for the British Museum.

For the purpose of comparison with Mr. Methuen 's material

the specimens of Potamonidae and Palsemonidse from Madagascar
already in the British Museum collection have been re-examined
and the results have been incorporated in the paper-.

The folloAving is a list of the localities whence Mr. Methuen's
specimens were obtained. Those from the localities marked with
an asterisk were collected for Mr. Methuen by M. Herschell-

Chauvin of Tamatave :

—

Eastern Region of Madagascar.

Manambato, streams running into Lake Rasoabe. July,

1911.

Ambilo, streams running into lagoon. July, 1911.

*Rapides de I'lfotiy, a deux joui's de Tamatave. September,
1911.

*Ivondro. August, 1911.

t Published bv permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
X For explanation of the Plates sec p. 932.
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Mountains leading to the Mangoro Terrace.

Ambatonharanana, near Ampasimpotsy. July, 1911.

Mangoro Terrace.

Imerimandrosa, nortbevn end of Lake Alaotra, altitude

800-900 metres. July 1911.

Mountains leading directly to the Plateau.

Ambohidratrimo. June, 1911,

South-ivestern Region.

Andranolabo and Tongoroby, Onilaby River, Dist. of

Betsioky. October, 1911.

Part I.—Family Potamonid^ (River-Crabs).

1. Description of the Material.

Tbe River-Crabs of Mr. Methuen's collection are referred to

tbe following species :

—

Potamon [Potamon) madagascariense A. Milne-Edwards.

,, ,,
goudoti H. Milne-Edwards.

,, ,,
methueni, sp. n.

Hydrothelphiisa agilis A. Milne- Edwards.

As will be explained below, the specimens included under the

first of these names differ considerably among themselves and
represent at least three distinct forms which may possibly deserve

to i-ank as varieties or even as species.

In the specific descriptions which follow, regard has been

given chiefly to the characters of the carapace, to the exclusion of

those of the appendages, since the latter seem to afford no useful

points for separating the species here dealt with. Attention may
perhaps be called to the difficulty of deciding whether any single

.specimen is to be I'egai-ded as adult. In the case of females the

broadening of the abdomen seems to afford a fairly definite

indication, and it is usually easy to sort the specimens into
" adults " and "immatui'e." In the males, however, the genital

appendages of the first and second abdominal somites are often

found apparently well developed in very small individuals, which
differ considerably in the outline of the carapace from larger

males.

In the lists of specimens the numbers preceded by the letters

" B.M." refer to the British Museum Register of Crustacea. The
m.easurements given in the tables are expressed in millimetres

and were taken by means of a scale graduated to "5 mm. No
very high degree of accuracy can be claimed for them, but I

believe that they are fairly comparable among themselves ; it is

not in all cases certain that they can be directly compared with
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measurements given by other writers, owing to the frequent lack

of precise indication of the points between which measurements
liave been taken. In those given here " length " is measured
from the hinder edge of the carapace to the front in the median
line, i. e., to the bottom of the notch between the frontal lobes

;

"breadth" is the greatest breadth of the carapace wherever it

may be ; "exorbital width ''
is the distance between the tips of

the exorbital teeth, and is therefore least accurate where these

points are blunt and indefinite ;
" frontal width " is the most

difficult of all to find fixed points for, owing to the obliquity of

the sides of the front ; the measurements here given have been

taken between the innermost points of the orbits, ?". e., just above

the antennal flagella, when the carapace is viewed from in front.

Complete references to the earlier literature relating to the

species dealt with will be found in Miss Rathbun's monograph, to

which I am glad to acknowledge my great indebtedness.

PoTAMON (Potamon) madagascariense A. Milne-Edwards.

Potamon (^Potamon) madagascariensis A. M.-E., Rathbun, Nouv.
Arch. Mus. Paris, (4) vi. 1904, p. 264, pi. ix. fig. 7.

I have ventured to group xaider this name a number of speci-

mens which dififer considerably among themselves, and of which
some at least would probably be regarded by other students as

representing distinct species. I have so grouped them, partly as

a confession of failure, for I feel no great confidence that they

really belong to a single species, although I have found no
satisfactoiy characters by which to distinguish them, and partly

in order to emphasize the fact that the various forms can be

arranged, in a way that seems to me significant, around the'

typical form of the species. They radiate outwards from this

typical form towards the other species of Potamonidse recorded

fi'om Madagascar, and while in some cases there remains enough
of a gap to justify the i^etention of the names given to these

other species, the relations are clear enough to suggest for the

Madagascar River-Crabs an autochthonous origin fi'om some
form reseinbling the typical P. madagasccn'iense. Miss Rathbun,
in her monograph, attributes a certain range of variation to

this species, and notes that one of the forms shows a transition

towards P. huinhloii. If the Adew here put forward be correct,

the i-ange of variation must be considerably extended, and
P. humhloti, P. graudidieri, and P. bomhetohense must be

included as varietal forms.

The specimens examined appear to fall naturally into five

series as shown on the accompanying table of measurements. To
avoid prejudging the question of their systematic rank, I designate

these series by letters.
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Measurements of Potamon madagascariense.

917

Locality, &c.
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specimen (81.9), is a trille less than half the distance between the

former crest and the frontal margin, is about 2/5ths of that

distance in the largest specimen from 85.18, l/3rd in the largest

fi^om 82.6, and only about l/4th in an adult female from 80.27,

while in the smallest specimen from 85.18 the two crests are all

but continuous
; (2) the roughness of the sni'face of the carapace,

which, in most of the specimens, is in accordance with the

published descriptions and figures, becomes notably reduced in

the specimens from Betsileo registered under the numbers 82.6

and 80.27 ; in these, the whole carapace is much smoother, with

only a few oblique granules or raised lines near the antero-lateral

margins and on the posterior branchial regions, and one or two
obsolescent granules on the front ; it is to be noted that the

granulation or serration of the antero-lateral margins themselves

is not correlated with the general roughness or smoothness of the

surface, being stronger in the Betsileo specimens than in the much
rougher specimens from 85.18.

In the smaller specimens of this series, especially in the two
smallest from 85.18, the external orbital notch becomes very

shallow or is altogether obliterated, and the outline of the carapace

is more quadrilateral than in larger specimens.

Series B.—The four specimens of this seides differ from those

included in Series A in the relative flatness and narrowness of the

carapace, which has the antero-lateral borders less arched, so that

the lateral projection of the carapace bej'ond the exoibital tooth

is only about 2/3rds of the greatest diametei' of the orbit instead

of at least 5/6ths as in the larger specimens of Series A. These
differences, however, are rather less strongly marked in the

larger than in the smaller specimens of this series. The frontal

lobes are very prominent in one specimen, and in all there is a

tendency for the margin of the front to be less deflexed than in

Series A. The exorbital and epibranchial teeth are very pro-

minent, and, although the carapace as a whole is much less rough
than in the largest specimens of the first seiies, the epigastric and
postorbital crests are sharply defined and the oblique lines on the

lateral regions are niimerous, sharply cut, and granulated. The
mai-ginal granules on the nnder suiface of the merns of the

chelipeds are very prominent and spiniform. It is worth noting

that even in the larger of the two males the genital appendages

are very short, less than half the length of the abdomen, and
apparently immature.

This form or variety seems to me to lead in the direction of

Hydrothelphusa.

Series C.—The largest female in this series is only 16-25 mm.
in length, but is apparently adult ; the largest male is a trifle

larger. The carapace in all is rather convex, especially anteio-

posteriorly, and the front is bent downwards. The carapace, on
the whole, is rather wide, the ratio of breadth to length being, in

one specimen, as high as 1"37. The surface is rathei' smooth,
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although not more so than in some specimens of Series A. The
epigasti-ic and postorbital crests are somewhat indefinite; in some
specimens they are nearly in line, but in others they are separated

by a distance estimated at 2/5ths of that between the epigastric

and the frontal margin. The exorbital tooth is not prominent
and the epibranchial is smalL
The specimens of this series approach the P. hmnhloli and

P. grandidieri of Miss Rathbun's monograph, especially perhaps

the latter, although they do not agree exactly with the description

of either. They diifer so much among tlaemselves ia all the

characters that might be used to distinguish them from the

specimens of Series A, that I cannot regard them as specifically

distinct ; from Series B they are more easily defined.

Series D.—In the two specimens of this series the carapace is

very smooth, the rugosities on the anterior part of the branchial

region being hardly perceptible. The general antero-posterior

convexity of the carapace is well marked, the vai'ious regions are

also convex, and the grooves between them correspondingly

distinct. The most characteristic feature is the inflation of the

anterior branchial regions, which, in both, but especially in the

female, is much more marked than in any of the specimens men-
tioned above. The antero-lateral marginal line is not prominent
and its granulations are nearly obsolete. In the female the

distance between epigastric and postorbital crests is nearly half

that between the former and the front, while in the male the

proportion is not more than two-fifths.

These specimens, which I caimot believe to be specifically

distinct from the smoother specimens of Series A, approach
P. goudoti in general aspect, and are separated from it chiefly by
the character of the epigastric crests, which do not project nearly

so far forwards, are much less oblique, and far more clearly dis-

joined from the postorbital crests than they are in that species.

Series E.—This series consists of four large, dark-coloured,

male specimens which differ considerably from all those discussed

above. The carapace as a whole is moderately convex, with the

regions somewhat inflated and the grooves iDetween them well

marked. The surface is fairly smooth, Avith oblique strifie on the

anterior part and more distinct laised lines on the posterior part

of the branchial region. The crests are well defined and shai-p,

the epigastric well in front of the postorbital. The epibranchial

tooth is large and the exorbital moderately prominent.
According to Miss Rathbun's analytical key to the species of

the subgenus PoUimon these specimens would be referred to

P. ho7nbeiokense, described by her from a single male specimen.

From the detailed description and figure of that specimen, how-
ever, they differ in the lather narrower carapace, in having the

margin between exorbital and epibranchial teeth sti'aight or

slightly convex instead of concave, and, apparently, in having the

inter-regional grooves more strongly marked.
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PoTAMOX (PoTAMOx) GOUDOTi H. Miliie-Edwarcls.

Potamon (Potamon) goudoii H. M.-E., Rathbun, Nouv.
Mus. Paris, (4) vi. 1904, p. 305, pi. xiii. fig. 10.

Measurements of Potamon goudoti.

Arch.

Locality, &c.
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Epigastric crests not very pi'ominent, more or less rugose,

hardly oblique, situated entirely behind a line joining epi-

brancliial teeth ; they are continued, without interruption, into

the protogastric portions of postorbital crest, which are very low,

rounded, and ill-defined, except in so far as they are limited

by the transverse depression behind each orbit ; in general

direction the postorbital crest is transverse, and it is not trace-

able external to its intersection by the cervical groove. Groove
between the epigastric lobes bifui'cating widely behind, the limbs

angularly bent so as to become parallel. Front strongly deflexed,

but with anterior margin visible from above ; divided into two
low rounded lobes, most distinct from above, less so from in

front ; with a smooth raised marginal line. Upper margin of

orbit with a prominent smooth border, inclined forwards, with

only a faint trace of a lobe in the middle, towards the exorbital

angle which is not at all prominent or dentiform. Lower margin
of orbit nearly straight as seen from below, and smooth or

obscurely crenulated ; without any trace of a notch or sinus

below the exorbital angle. Antero-lateral margin stiongly arched,

with a distinct marginal line, which is smooth or, in the smallest

specimen, obscurely crenulate, and runs on to dorsal surface

behind. Postero-lateral border concave, withmoi-e or less distinct

lines. Ptei-ygostomial region and, less conspicuously, subhepatic

region beset with tubercles.

Merus of third maxillipeds slightly wider than long ; ischial

groove rather nearer the inner than the outer margin.

Chelipeds unequal. Lower surface of merus margined with
tubei'cles, which may become indistinct ; a small blunt tooth near
distal end of inner edge; upper edge rugose with a low subr
terminal tubercle. Carpus smooth and punctate externally

;

with two teeth on inner side and a variable number of small

granules. Surface of hand smooth and rather coarsely punctate
;

fingers long, slender, and strongly deflexed.

Sixth somite of male abdomen shoi'ter than its distal Avidth.

Holotype, male, 33 mm. in length, in British Museum. Para-
types, the two other males mentioned above, in Pretoria Museum.

Remarks.—This species resembles, on the one hand, P. goudoti
and, on the other, the smooth form of P. madagascariense described

under Series D above. From the former it differs chiefly in the
wider carapace (the concavity of the postero-lateral borders has
the eflfect of increasing the apparent difference in this respect)

;

in having the epigastric crests neai-ly transverse, lying behind
instead of in front of the line joining the epibranchial teeth, and
quite continuous with the obsolescent postorbital crests ; in having
the gastric region less elevated and the transvei-se convexity of the
carapace therefore less mai'ked ; and in having no notch below
the external orbital angle. Compared with P. madagascarievse
the sa,me difterences hold good, even although in that species the
epigastric crests are less oblique and less advanced than they are

in P. goudoti.
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Hydrothelphusa agilis a. Milne-Edwards.

Hydrothelphusa agilis A. M.-E., Rathbun, ISTouv. Ai^ch. Mas.
Paris, (4) vii. 1905, p. 266, pi. xvii. (Potamonidas, xv.) fig. 7.

Measurements of Hydrothelphusa agilis.
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of the mandibuLar palp is more than ordinary prominent." I

find that this statement applies not only to Hydrothelphusa, but
also, and in an even greater degree, to the other Madagascar
species that I have examined. In Hydrothelphusa the proximal
thickening forms a sharply marked ridge ; in Potamon madagas-
cariense (text-fig. 161, B), P. goiidoti, and P. methueni this ridge

overhangs a little as a free lobe. This evidently forms a transi-

tion to the bifid palp of the Gecarcinucinse, although it is suifi-

ciently far removed from the typical Gecarcinucine condition as

seen in Parathelphusa tridentata (text-fig. 161,0), for example, to

allow us to refer all the Madagascar species with confidence

to the subfamily Potamoninse, with which they also agree in

Text-fio-. 161.

Mandibular palp (denuded of setae) of three species of Potamonids. The lower

figures represent the palp as seen from below, the upper figures the terminal

segment as seen from in front. A. Potamon Jluviatile. B. P. madagascariense.

C. Parathelphusa tridentata.

the shape of the male abdomen. It is possible that a similar

transitional form of the palp may yet be found in species of

Potamoninae from other parts of the world, but it is evident from
Alcock's remai-ks that it does not occur in any of the Indian
species ; and, in the absence of evidence as to the species of the

African and Malaysian Ptegions, it may be provisionally regarded

as suggesting specially close afiinity between the species found in

Madagascar.
I do not think that much importance attaches to the fact that

in all the Madagascar species the palp consists of only two
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segments. Alcock found three segments distinct in all tlie

Indian species of Potcmion, but in his later paper he states tha.t

in the Potamoninre the palp has either two or three segments.

Fi-om the examination of a number of African species I suspect

that it will not be possible to distinguish sharply between those

species in which the suture-line between the first and second

segments is well marked and those in which it is almost or quite

obliterated.

As regards the generic affinities of the species here discussed,

there is nothing to forbid the conclusion that they are closely

interrelated. They have, indeed, been placed in two distinct

geneia, Potamon and Hydrothelphusa, and the species of the

former might not unreasonably be placed in two subgenera,

Potamon and Geothelphusa, but the groups indicated by these

names are probably more convenient than natural. Both Alcock

and Miss Rathbun comment on the close resemblance of Hydro-

thelphusa to Potamon, and Miss Kathbun specially mentions its

affinity with P. m.adagascariense ; this affinity becomes even more
striking when comparison is made with some specimens of

Mr. Methuen's collection which I have described above as repre-

senting a form of P. tnadagascariense (Series B). Potamon
goudoti is considered by Miss Rathbun as forming a link between

the subgenera Potamon and Geothelphusa, and the new species

described above as P. methueni goes even further in the direction

of the latter subgenus. There can, however, be little doubt that

Geothelphusa, even as restricted by Alcock, has still very slender

claims to be regarded as a natural or monophyletic group. A
genei-al softening of the asperities of the carapace, such as we
frequently see within the limits of undoubted species, has only to

be carried a little further to result in the obliteration of the

postorbital and epigastric crests ; and there is no difficulty in

supposing that so short a step may have been taken independently

by more than one evolving species. This independence is, in

fact, implied by Alcock's transference of certain species of "6'eo-

thelphusa" to genera of his subfamily Gecarcinucinee, and I think

there is some slight evidence of the same thing among those that

remain in the Potamoninge. At all events there is no necessity

to assume that P. goudoti and P. methueni are more closely

allied to the species of " Geotheljohusa " found in Africa and Asia

than they are to P. madagascariense.

Potamon m.adagascariense itself is placed by Miss Rathbun in

the group of which P. edule (fluviatile) is the type. While it

certainly resembles the species of this group in the characters of

the carapace, it differs a little, as already indicated, in the form

of the mandibular palp, and also in some other small characters,

such as, for instance, the much broader contact of the basal

antennal segment with the front. What the exact value of these

diffei'ences may be it is at present impossible to say.
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3. Geographical Relations of the Madagascar River-Crahs.

In addition to the species mentioned above, three others have
been recorded from Madagascar. The African Potamon {Pota-
monautes) depressum was recoi'ded by Lenz and Richtei-s, but its

occurrence is doubted by Miss Rathbun. Potamon [Potamon)
pittarellii, described by JS'obili (Boll. Mus. Zool. Torino, xx.
No. 507, 1905) since the publication of Miss Rathbun's mono-
graph, appears to be allied to P. madagascariense, but is, no
doubt, a distinct species. Finally, Potamon {Parathelp)husa)

antongilense, described by Miss Rathbun, is evidently a remark-
able and isolated species, concerning which further information
is much to be desired ; as far as can be judged from the shape of

the male abdomen, it is not a Parathelplmsa in the sense in which
that genus has been restricted by Alcock.

Leaving aside these three species, and considering only those
that are represented in the collections now examined, it is

evident that the Potamonid fauna of Madagascar bears no close

relation to that of Peninsular India, which, as Alcock has shown,
belongs entirely to the subfamily Gecarcinucinfe. This is im-
portant, since geologists seem to be agreed that the connection
of Madagascar with India existed only at a time (not later than
the early Oligocene) when Peninsular India was separated from
the continent of Asia. Of the possible affinities with African
species it is perhaps unsafe to speak until the rich Potamonid
fauna of Africa shall have been examined as thoroughly as that
of India has been by Alcock ; but it is worth noting that no
typical Potam.on seems to be known from East Africa ; and if, on
the one hand, P. madagascariense is the most primitive of the
Madagascar species, and, on the other, if it is really allied to the
group of P. Jluviatile, then it is hard to guess by what route it

can have reached the island. Further than this it does not seem
possible at present to go. As I have indicated above, our con-
ceptions of the phylogenetic relationships of the species rest, as

yet, on a very narrow basis of morphological fact ; and, until

that basis is broadened very considerably, the group of River-
Crabs, as a whole, appears to me to be a hazardous subject for
zoogeographical speculation.

Part II.—Family PAL^MONiDiE (River- Prawns).

The Palaemonidfe of Madagascar have already formed the sub-
ject of an important memoir by Couti^re (Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool.

(8) xii. 1900, pp. 249-342, 5 pis.), on which I have relied mainly
for the determination of the four species in Mr. Metliuen's
collection. These are as follows :

—

Palcemmi lejyidactylus Hilgendorf.

,, dolichodactyhis Hilgendorf.

,, ritsemce de Man.

,, hildebrandti Hilgendorf.

Proc. Zool. Soc.—1913, No LXII. 62
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While all the adult males and a good many of the females in

the collection have been referred, to one or other of these species,

there remain over a number of specimens which either lack the

large chelipeds or are clearly immature. It is possible that these

may include representatives of some other species, but I have not

succeeded in identifying them, and it does not seem that any
good purpose would be served by enumerating them here.

The most interesting species in the collection is that which I

identify with Bithynis hildebrandti of Hilgendorf, which does not

appear to have been re-examined since its description in 1897.

The series of specimens collected by Mr. Methuen, together with

those already in the Museum Collection, show, I think, that this

species is not closely related to the Chilian species which is the

genotype of Bithynis ; that the single character which led to its

being referred to the genus Bithynis is a matter of individual

variation ; and that, therefore, the species should be removed to

the genus Falcemon.

Pal^^mon (Macrobrachium) lepidactylus Hilgendorf.

Palcemon lepidactyhos Hilgendorf, Monatsber. Akad . Wiss. Bei-lin,

1878 (1879), p. 838, pi. iv.'figs. 14-16.

Palcemon {Macrohrachmm) lepidactylus Couti^i'e, Ann. Sci. Nat.

Zool. (8) xii. 1900, p. 272, pis. x., xi. figs. 1-13 a.

Localities. Arabatonharanana, 7 males (^Methuen) ; Rapides de

ITfotry, 1 male (Methuen): Betsileo, 3 males, B.M. 80.27.

In the characters of the rostrum and of the larger cheliped all

the specimens fall within the range of vai'iation determined for

this species by Coutiere. In no case, however, does the form of

the smaller cheliped agree with that which he regards as typical.

The fingers of this appendage are in all the specimens straight or

nearly so, meeting completely or with only a slight gap, and
having a scanty pi'ovision of bristles on their opposed edges. In

these respects the specimens agree much better with Couti^i-e's

B. hilgendorfi, a.nd suggest that that species should not be

i-egarded as distinct from P. lepidactylus.

Pal.emox (Parapal^mon) DOLicHODACTYLUS Hilgendorf.

Palcemon dolichodactylus Hilgendorf, Monatsber. Akad. Wiss.

Berlin, 1878 (1879), p. 840, pi. iv. fig. 18.

Palcemon dolickodactyhis Coutiere. Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool. (8) xii.

1900, p. 283, pi. xi. %s. 18, 19.

Localities. Andraiiolaho and Tongoroby, Onilahy River, 15

males, 3 females [Methuen).

The larger males in the collection agree very well with the

accounts of tins well-marked species given by Hilgendorf and by
Coutiere. With them are associated some smaller specimens in

which the w^oolly covering of the larger chela is very slightly

developed. The rosti^al formula is -~£, with 4-5 of the upper

teeth postoibital.
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Pal^mon (Eupal^mon^) RiTSEMiE de Man.

Pcdcemoni^Eupalcemon) ritsemce de Man, Zool. Jahrb., Abth. Syst.

ix. 1897, p. 774: op. cit. x. 1898, pi. xxxvii. fig. 70.

Pcdcemon ritsemce Coutiere, Ann. Sci. Nat. Zool. (8) xii. 1900,

p. 314, pi. xiii. figs. 32-33 «.

Localities. Manambato, streams running into Lake Rasoabe,

3 males, 8 females {Methuen) ; Ivondro, 6 males (^Methuen)
;

Ambilo, 2 males (Methuen) ; Tamatave, 1 male, B.M. 82.6.

The specimens collected by Mr. Methuen belong, without

doubt, to the same species as a specimen in the Museum Collec-

tion from Tamatave, determined by Mr. Miers as P. idee Heller.

They differ conspicuously from typical specimens of that species,

however, in the fact that the surface of the carapace and of the

tail-fan is completely smooth or presents only very minute and
iuconspicuoQS traces of spinules, while the chelipeds of the second

pair are very finely scabrous. Since ISTobili has described a

smooth or nearly smooth variety of P. idee from New Guinea,

and Coutiere records a similar example from Madagascar, this

character may not be of specific value. The chelipeds of the

second pair are shorter, in relation to the body-length, than in

Couti^re's specimens of P. idee, the longest being only a.bout

14- of that length, and most of them being actually shorter.

Although the carpus is, except in three instances, longer than

the chela, the diflerence is very much less than is shown by
Ooutiere's measurements in specimens of P. idee of similar size,

and the fingers are always much more than half the length of the

palm. On the other hand, the rostral formula in nearly all cases

falls within the somewhat narrow limits assigned to the variations

of this character in P. idee, and the armatui'e of the fingers agrees

precisely with Coutiere's description.

In all the points mentioned in which these specimens difier

from the descriptions of P. idee., they approach Coutiere's account

of the form which he identifies with P. ritsemce de Man. Our
smaller specimens, however, which alone are directly comparable

with Coutiere's largest, have the second chelipeds more asym-
metrical and apparently a good deal stouter, the chela itself, and
especially the palm, being relatively a little shorter. The larger

specimens have many of the proportions rather different, the

greater relative length of the palm in most of them being

noteworthy. Finally, in the specimens now examined, the pos-

terior perseopods are, on the whole, stouter than in those

previously described in this species, the ratio of length to breadth

in the propodus of the fifth pair varying from 25 to 21, while

de Man gives the ratio as from 35 to 25 and Oouti6re as 25.

On the whole, the balance of characters seems to be in favour

of regarding our specimens as older individuals of the species to

which Coutiere's specimens belonged, which he has recorded under
the name of P. ritsemce ; whether they really belong to de Man's
species is, perhaps, a little more doubtful ; and I am not at all

62*
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confident tliat they would be found to differ essentially from the

smooth variety of P. idee. It may be noted that, in having parts

of' the surface of the carapace slightly scabrous, some of our

specimens agree with P. sintangensis de Man, which Couti6i-e

regards as a varietal form of P. ritsemce.

The following table gives (in millimetres) the more important

measurements of all the specimens that have one or both

chelipeds of the second pair preserved. The " total length " of

the body and also the " total length " of the chelipeds of the second

pair are only approximate, on account of the impossibility of

straightening the specimens without injury. In an ovigerous

female the eggs measured "5 x '4 mm.

Measvu^ements of Palcemon ritsemce.
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The material which I have examined consists of eleven speci-

mens, from three localities, in the British Museum (Nat. Hist.) Col-

lection and nineteen specimens from one locality in Mr. Methuen's
collection. The Museum specimens (PI. XCII. fig. 1) agree witli

Hilgendoi-f's description of this species, except in one or two small

details to be mentioned below. Mr. Methuen's specimens were at

first regarded as repi-esenting a probably new species of Palaimon^

since they possess a well-developed hepatic spine on the carapace

(PJ. XCII. fig. 6). Closer examination showed, however, that

they differed in no other respect from the Museum specimens,

and their specific identity was finally proved by the discovery,

among Mr. Methuen's specimens, of one which has no trace of a

hepatic spine on one side of the carapace, while on the other

side its place is indicated by a small and inconspicuons tubercle.

The following description applies to all the specimens examined.

The sides of the carapace and the abdominal somites are

rather coarsely punctate. The rostrum is moi'e or less straight,

with the dorsal edge moderately arched, of varying length but

always shorter than the antennal scale, and often shorter than
the antennular peduncle ; of the dorsal teeth, one is postorbital.

The tip of the telson (PI. XCII. figs. 4 & 5) is rather broadly

rounded, sometimes, but not always, with a minute median point

;

the inner lateral spines are much longer than the outer. Between
the inner spines is a fringe of sixteen plumose haii'S.

The third maxilliped does not reach the tip of the antennal

scale. The chelipeds of the first pair extend beyond the scale by
a little more than the chela.

The chelipeds of the second pair (PI. XCII. fig. 2) are similar,

smooth, with fine scattered setules, and may extend beyond the

antennal scale by the length of the chela and carpus. The carpus

is equal to the merus, widened distally ; the chela slightly com-
pressed (5 : 6), a little wider than distal end of carpus

;
palm

longer than car-pus and equal to fingers ; fingers with a shai'p

cutting-edge for the greater part of their length, with two small

teeth near the base of the dactylus, and one, with an indistinct

second, on the immovable finger (PL XCII. fig 3).

Posterior legs moderately stout, propodusof last pair abouttwelve

times as long as wide and about four times as long as the dactylus.

The females are ovigerous from a length of about 38 mm.
upwards. The eggs measure approximately 2 X 1"4 mm.

It will be observed, from the table of measurements given

below, that the females ai-e much more numerous than the males

in the collections examined and also that they considerably exceed

them in size ; both conditions appear to be uncommon among the

species of Palcemon, but they are found also in P. inoorei of Lake
Tanganyika.

Hilgendorf described the mandibular palp as consisting of only

two segments. In all the specimens which I have dissected the

usual three segments are distinct. Hilgendorf also attributes

three. teeth to the dti.ct^dus of the second chelipeds and states that
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the carpus " ragt nur ein wenig unter die Antennenscbuppe nacli

vorn," while in our specimen the dactylus beais only two teeth

and the cai-pus may extend beyond the tip of the antennal scale.

In all other respects, however, Hilgendorf's description applies so

well to our specimens that their specific identity can hardly be in

doubt.

The existence of an aifinity between this species and the

Bithynis gaudichavdii of Chile and Peru, asserted only in a

hesitating manner by Hilgendorf, is fully accepted by Couti^re,

but denied by Ortmann, who considers that the resemblance does

not extend beyond a single character (the lack of a hepatic spine)

which may easily be supposed to have arisen by convergence.

Ortmann's view is strongly supported by the variability of this

character in the present series of specimens. I have examined

the appendages of both species for other evidence of affinity

between them, and have failed to find it. The branchial system

and the mouth-parts of both are very similar to those of several

species of Palcemon with which I have compared them. Only in

one point do the mouth-parts of B. hildehrandti present anything

unusual, and that is the reduced size of the epipodite of the

first maxillipeds, but this constitutes no resemblance to B. gaudi-

chaudii, in which the epipodite is quite as large as in the species

of Palremon examined. On the other hand, the differences in

general aspect between the two species are considerable ; B. hilde-

hrandti has the chelipeds hardly differing in the two sexes,

slender, symmetrical, smooth, with the carpus equal to the merus,

and the fingers ai'med with only a few small teeth near the

base ; B. gaudichcmdii is a very much larger species, with the

chelipeds very stout, much more strongly developed in the male

than in the female, very unequal on the two sides of the bod}^,

beset with spiny tubercles, with the carpus shorter than the

merus, and the fingers of the larger chela toothed for half their

length or more. If it be advisable to maintain the genus Bithynis

(which seems to me doubtful) it must be for the South American

species alone, and B. hildehrandti must be transferred to the genus

Palcemon.
The varia,biHty of the hepatic spine in this species recalls the

cases of " mutation " recently described by Bouvier in ceitain

Atyidfe. It resembles these cases in its discontinuity, only one

individual ovit of those examined being in any way intermediate

between the two forms ; and it further resembles some of them

at least in the fact that it is geographically limited, for the

specimens of the two forms come from difierent localities. Both

of these points, however, require to be tested by further collecting.

It differs from Bouvier's cases in that it concerns only a single

chai'acter, and one which, were it not for its constancy in other

Palfemonidee, might be regarded as of trivial importance.

The large size of the eggs may be taken to indicate an abbre-

viation or suppression of the larval development, and this is

likely to be associated, as it is in some other Palsemonidse, with
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an exclusively fresh-water habitat and a restricted area of distri-

bution ; it may be not without significance therefore, that, of the

species of Palfemonidse in the present collection, P. hildehrandti is

the only one that does not occur outside the island of Madagascar.

Measurements of Palmmon hildehrandti.

Locality, &c.
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Measuremeiits of Pcdcemon ItildehrcmcUi (continued).

Localit.v, &c.
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LECHRIORCHIS INERMIS
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53. A New Trematode of the Genus Lecliriorchis from the

Dark Green Snake (Zamenis gemoneiisis). By Marie

V. Lebour, M.Sf., Assistant Lecturer and Demonstrator

in Zoology, Leeds University *.

[Received September 20, 1913 : Read November 25, 1913.]

(Plate XOIII.t)

Index.
Page

Ethology : A new species of Trematode in the body-

cavity of Zamenis gemonensis 933

Geographical Zoology : Southern Europe ; Zamenis

gemonensis, a new Trematode from the body-

cavitj' 933

Systematic : Lechriorchis inermis, sp. n., fi'om the

body-cavity oi Zamenis gemonensis 933-936

On June 10th, 1913, a specimen of a Dark Green Snake
(^Zamenis gemonensis), from Southern Europe, died in the Zoolo-

gical Society's Gardens, and loose in the body-cavity were a large

number of Trematodes which were sent to me for identification.

These prove to be a new species of Lechriorchis Stafibi-d closely

related to L. validios Kicoll (1911). The habitat is interesting as

all the Trematodes of the group which includes Lechriorchis

whose habitat is known, occur in the air-passages, pharynx,

or anterior part of the oesophagus of their hosts. This appears

to be the first time that one of this group has been found
occupying the bodj^-cavity.

An interesting feature in the new species is the absence of

spines on the body. The cuticle is quite smooth, unlike any of

the other members of the genus. However, in some specimens

spines can be seen below the surface of the cuticle, but not
reaching to the outside, which seems to indicate a gradual dis-

appearance of spines owing to the worm living in the body-cavity

of its host, and thei-efore being in no danger of getting swept
away as is the case in open passages. In all other ways it agrees

closely with the other members of the genus.

On account of the absence of spines I propose for this new
species the name Lechriorchis inermis.

Lechriorchis inermis, sp. n. (PL XCIII.)

Length of body 5-10 mm. Oral sucker 0"40-0'60 mm.
Ventral sucker 0'60-0*92 mm. Average ratio of oral to ventral

sucker 2:3. Prepharynx small, oesophagus the same length as

pharynx. Intestinal cpeca reaching a good way beyond testes.

* Communicated by the Secretaky.

t For explanation of the Plate see p. 936..
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Testes behind centx-e of body, right in front of left. Cirrus-sac

reaching to posterior margin of ventral sucker. Ovary on right

side behind or slightly overlapping venti'aJ sucker. Yolk-glands

reaching from just in front of the level of the anterior margin of

ventral sucker to centre of testes or behind them. Receptaculiim

seminis uterinum pi-esent on right side of body behind right

testis.

The body (fig. 1) is convex dorsally and neai-ly fiat ventrally, both

suckers being conspicuous and the ciri'us usually piotrudiug fiom
the genital pore. The length of matuie worms varies from 5 to

10 mm., the last-named being in the case of a specially well extended
specimen examined under pressure. Unfortunately, this large

specimen was damaged before being fixed . One immature specimen
occuired measuring 4*4 mm. in length which contained a few
eggs and had a very short uterus. In breadth the worms
measured from r2 mm. to ]"9 mm., the greatest breadth being
in the region of the ventral sucker. The average length is about
5*5 mm., breadth 1"4 mm.
A good deal of interesting variation occurred in the arrangement

of the organs. The suckers vary but little, the ratio of the oral

and ventral suckeis being almost exactly 2 : 3. Both are circulai' in

outline with circular apertures. The aperture of the oral sucker

measures about 0*20 mm. across; the apei-ture of the vential

sucker is more than half the width of the sucker and very regular

and conspicuous. The ustial position of the ventral suckei- is

with its centre almost exactly at the anterior third of the body.

It may, however, be a little further back. In the young specimen

it is much nearer the centre of the body, a fact to be expected as

the hind portion of the body always increases to a much greater

extent than the fore part.

The prepharynx is exceedingly shoit but quite distinct ; the

pharynx is bioad and muscular, the breadth slightly greater than
the length (length 0*20 mm.) ; the cesophagus is about the same
length as the pharynx. Surrounding the pharynx are large

glandular cells which are continued for a shoit distance down the

oesophagus. Pharyngeal glands aie mentioned by Staflbid in

L. primus (1905). The intestinal cajca vaiy in thickness in

different parts and reach usually about 0'60 mm. beyond the

testes ; beginning near tlie centi'e of the body, they gradually

become more lateral and slightly ventral in position until they

reach the testes, when they become quite irregular and ma}- be

both dorsal to the testes or one ventral and one dorsal (fig. 3) ; and
one may be longer than the other, in one case quite twice as much
extending beyond the left testis as the right. The usual length

beyond the testes is 0*60 mm. Sometimes the caeca bend inwards

so as to be completely internal to the testes. The ends are

swollen and very much broader in the posterior than in the

anterior part.

The excretoi-y vesicle is large and opens at the extreme posterior
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end, where it is surrounded by large deeply staining oells
;
just

in front of the opening the vesicle is much folded, giving it

the appearance of having been " puckered in " before the narrow
opening. In front of this pleating it widens out as a large tube
running dorsal to and parallel with the ascending limb of the
uterus ; in front of the testes and behind the ovary it forks, each
limb reaching far forward beyond the ventral sucker to about
midway between the ventral sucker and pharynx.
The testes are oval bodies more or less lobed on their inner

margins, usually lying obliquely with the right testis in front of

the left ; the usual situation is for the right to be about 0'15 mm.
in front of the left, but they may be almost on a level, and in

two cases the left testis was in front of the right. Curiously
enough, these variations occurred in the small immature worm
and in the largest specimen. It is just possible that we may
have to do here with a different species. In a specimen 5'2 ram.
in length the testes measured, right 0*90 mm. x 0-44 mm., left

0"84 mm. x 0*44 mm,, the greater axis lying longitudinally. On
the inner margin there are two or three lobes. The cii-rus-sa.c is

long and reaches almost to the posterior leA^el of the ventral

sucker. Sometimes it reaches the extreme posterior end, and in

two cases (again the immature worm and the largest) it was
much shorter and only reached a short way behind the antei'ior

margin of the ventral sucker ; in this respect being much nearer
L. validus IS^icoll. The vesicula seminalis is much convoluted
and occupies the posterior third of the cirrus-sac, the ductus
ejaculatorius being surrounded by an enormous mass of prostatic

cells and ending in a short protrusible cirrus often to be seen
exserted from the genital pore. The male opening is on the
right side of the genital pore, which is situated on a level with
the centre of the pharynx and midway between it and the lateral

margin of the body-wall. The ovary is almost round, and lies

dorsally on the right side of the body immediately in front of the
right testis. It overlaps the ventral sucker for about a third of

its diameter ; its position varies however, and in some cases it

may be rather more than this and in others not so much. The
portion of the ovary that overlaps the cirrus-pouch is on its right
side. The oviduct receives a large shell-gland, gives off a Laurer's
canal, and receives the vitellai-ian duct, then runs down as the
uterus in many coils to nearly the posterior end of the body,
when it doubles back as a much broader tube, runs forward
gradually straightening and narrowing and passes the ventral
sucker dorsally. In the course of the descending portion behind
the right testis is a receptaculum seminis uterinum. When the
uterus reaches the level of the anterior ends of the excretory
vesicle its walls form a vagina with a thick cuticular lining, and
surrounded by a layer of deeply staining large cells which
accompany it for the whole of its course until it opens on the
left side of the genital pore, The eggs are very numerous and
of a deep brown colour when old, the young eggs being much paler.
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The cap is not very conspicuous until the egg is open. The eggs

(fig. 2) measure "033 mm.-'036 mm. x '021 mm.— '023 mm. The
vitellaria are variable in length, but never reach beyond an ex-

tremely short distance in front of the ventral sucker, 0*02 mm. is

quite the furthest they ever reach and usually it is not so much.
Posteriorly they reach to about the middle of the testes, but are

exti'emely variable in this region, and the left may reach to

behind the left testes and the I'ight hardly reach to the anterior

portion of the right, or both may reach to the level of the middle

of the testes. The vitellarian follicles are in small groups lying

laterally to the outside of the intestinal casca ; small ducts from
them unite in a transverse duct each side lying just behind the

ovary, and these unite in a small reseivoir in the centre of the

body which gives off the vitellarian duct to the oviduct.

Lechi'iorchis validus Nicoll is undoubtedly the most nearly

related to the present species. L. inermis differs from it chiefly

in its much smaller eggs and position of the vitellaria. The
position of the testes (right in front of left instead of the reverse)

and of the vesicula seminalis being rather more variable, do not

seem to be such important specific characters.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XCIII.

LechriorcMs inermis, sp. ii.

The following letters applj- to all the figures.

C.S. Cirvus-sac.
j

R.S.U. Keceptaculuni seminis

E.P. Ex'cretory pore.
;

uterinum.

E.V. E\-cretory vesicle.
|

S.GL. Shell-gland.

G.P. Genital pore. T. Testis.

I. Intestine.

O. Ovary.
QlS. GEsophagus.
O.S. Oral sucker.

PH. Pharynx.
P.PH. Prepharynx.

U. Uterus.

V. Vitellaria.

VG. Vagina.
V.S. Ventral sucker.

V.SEM. Vesicula seminalis.

Fig. 1. Ventral view. Length 5"4 mm.
2. Eggs, length •033 mm.
3. Transverse section through unpaired portion of excretory vesicle and teste.';

showing intestinal casca irregularly placed.

4. Transverse section through ventral sucker.
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Through the industry of the late Mr. F. Mockler, I have been
enabled to examine a large series of Cirripede remains Avhich he
obtained from the Cenoraanian Chalk Marl in the neighbourhood
of Cambridge. By far the greater number can be referred to two
species, which add materially to our knowledge of the phylogeny
of the pedunculate Cirripedes.

One, Zeugmatolepas moclderi, gen. et sp. n., is represented by
two nearly complete capitula and portions of nine others, as well

as a large number of isolated valves. It is interesting from the
fact that, while it agrees with- the species of PoUicij:)es in the

number of valves of the cajaitulum, it differs not onl}' in the

more specialized form of scutum, but also in the size and position

of the upper latera, which are nearly as large as the scuta, and
have become elevated to occupy the whole of the space between
the scuta and terga. This form ceitainly serves more than any
other to connect the genus FoUicipes to ScalpeUum, and, together
with S. (?) cretm Steenstrup sp., from the Upper Senonian of

Denmark, is now included in the new genus Zeugmatolepas.

The second species, ScalpeUum tuberculatttm Darwin, is repre-

sented by a large number of separated valves, including several

not previously known. These enable us not only to reconsti-uct

the capitulum, but also to show that the species must be referred

to the genus Calantica Gray. Representatives of that genus
are now found living, and the geologically oldest species of its

subgenus Scillcelepas, to which Scalpelhim tuberculatum comes
nearest, occurs in the Miocene of Italy. The recent and
Tertiary species have the umbones of all the valves apical, so

that it is surprising to find in the Cretaceous I'epresentative,

* Communicated by Dr. W. T. Calman, F.Z.S.

t For explanation of the Plates see p. 948.
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aS*. tuberculatum, a more specialized form of scuttjm, the umbo
being subcentral. On account of its higher evolutionary deve-

lopment, S. tuherculat^iinis placed in anew subgenus of Calantica,

namely Titanolepas, and it is here suggested that this form may
represent an offshoot from the ancestral Scillcelepas line, and may
eventually have given rise to the genus Oxynaspis.

Both species are remarkable in having an advanced form of

scutum in which the umbo is subcentral, and, together with a

small undescribed species of which only the carina is known,
constitute the oldest known examples of this specialized type of

valve. It is quite evident that Zeugviatolepas Qiiockleri and
Titanolepas tuherctdata are derived from either the genus

PoUicipes or from a Pollicipes-\\kQ ancestor, and both have

evolved the same type of scutum. These forms seem to show
tha.t the transition of the umbo in the scutum from an apical

to a subcentral position, has occurred independently in unrelated

forms belonging to distinct lines of development, and recent

work leads me to believe that this is equally true also of the

carina in the more advanced forms of Scalpellum (sensu, lato).

In T. tuherctdata the position of the umbo in the scutum is

constant ; but in Z. mockleri it changes apparently according to

age, although some individuals seem to be more advanced in this

respect. It may be, therefore, that in the scutum of Z. mockleri

the subcentral umbo was quite a recent development.

The two species must have been comparatively common in the

Chalk sea, for of Zeugmatolepas mockleri we have remains of at

least 100 capitula, and of Titanolepas tuherctdata more than 30.

Family PoLLiciPEDiDiE.

Zeugmatolepas *, gen. nov.

Capitulum longer than broad, comprising at least 34 valves,

composed of scuta, terga, upper latera, and carina, and three or

more whor-ls of subtriangular lower latera, with a rostrum,

subrostrum, and subcarina ; upper latera almost as large as the

scuta, occupying the whole of the space between the scuta and

terga., the apices of the upper latera contiguous with those of the

scuta ; umbo of scuta subcentral, and of the remaining valves

apical.

Genotype.—Zeugmatolepas mocTcleri.

Zeugmatolepas mockleri, sp. n. (Plate XCIY. figs. 1-14.)

Diagnosis.—Yalves thin and generally smooth. Caiina narrow,

usually with a sti-ong, median, rounded keel, not divided ofl" into

parietes and intraparietes, basal margin acutely angular. Scutum
subtriangular to trapezoidal in shape, with the umbo varying in

position from just below the apex to about one-third the length

of the valve from the apex ; there is in most scuta a deep trough

* ZfVYfxa = a connecting link.
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a.bove the umbo extending almost parallel to the upper occludent

margin ; apical portion usually constricted and acute ; basilateral

a.ngle shortly and obliquely truncated. Tergum subrhomboidal,
with its upper half curved towards the scuta ; basal angle

sometimes acute, but more often shortly and obliquely truncated.

MMerial.—Two almost complete capitula and nine portions of

others. All of these appear to be immature, and there is also a
large series of isolated valves.

Holotype.—The nearly complete capitulum, I, 15830 (PI. XOIV.

Distribution.—Cambridge Greensand : Cambridge; Cenomanian,
Chalk Marl : near Cambridge, and Burham, Kent ; Cenomanian,
A. 7)/e?^a-marls : Oxted, Surre}^, and Wantage, Berkshire; [? Ceno-
manian], Chalk detritus : Charing, Kent.

Measurements.—The two nearly complete capitula (PI. XCIV.
fiijs. 11, 13) each measure 4 mm. from the apex of the scutum to

the base of the lowest whorl of latera, and the uncrushed
capitulum (PL XCIV. fig. 11) measures 4-2 mm. in breadth.

Bjth are immature examples. Among the detached valves the

largest examples of the upper series measure respectively :

—

Carina, I. 15820. Length (valve slightly broken at apex)
5 '9 mm. ; breadth 1*7 mm.

Scutum, I. 15822. Length (from apex to lowest point of basal

margin) 6*4 mm. : breadth 4'5 mm.
Tergum, I. 15833. Length 7Q mm.; breadth 3*4 mm.
Upper latus, I. 15834. Length 4*5 mm. ; breadth 3"2 mm.
There are, however, several fragments which show that these

valves attained somewhat larger dimensions. A comparison of

these with the proportions of the valves, as shown in the nearly

complete capitulum, seems to show that the ca,pitulum of the
species reached a length of at least 15 mm.

Description of valves.—Valves thin, smooth, or ornamented
with excessively fine ridges radiating from their umbones.

Carina (PI. XCIV. figs. 1, 2) narrow, widening gradually

downwards from the apex to the basal margin, either slightly

bowed inwards, straight, or bowed outwards, not divided off into

parietes and intraparietes ; basal margin acutely angular; tectum
slightly to moderately convex transversely ; in some carinas there

is a strong, rounded, median, longitudinal keel, nearly as wide as

the portion of the valve on either side, but in some specimens
it is less strongly marked and in others barely perceptible. Inner
surface somewhat thickened near the apex and marked with
obliqvie growth-lines ; the extent of the surface thus thickened
varies, and at the most is one-third of the length of the valve;

the valve therefore projected freely to a variable extent.

Scutum (PI. XCIV. figs. 3-6) varying in shape from sub-

triangular to trapezoidal, moderately convex transversely, the

surface of the valve sloping more steeply from the umbo to the
lateral margin ; umbo situated just below the apex in young
specimens, and in mature examples usually occupying a position
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about one-third the extent of the valve from the apex ; above the

umbo the valve is usually produced abi'uptly into an acute angle

;

lateral margin longer thaii the basal margin, almost straight in

its lower part and usually sharply bent inwards and upwards
above a line with the umbo ; basal mai^gin indistinctly marked off

into three almost equal parts, the two outer parts being obliquely

inclined towards the apex ; lower occludent margin slightly

convex, about the length of the basal margin ; upper occludent

margin about half the length of the lower occludent margin,

sometimes nearly in line with it, but more often abruptly bent

from the umbo towards the lateral margin, and in some cases

almost in line with the umbo and neai-ly at right angles to the

lower occludent margin. Almost all the specimens have a strong

ridge extending from the umbo to a point just above it on the

lateral margin, and above this ridge the narrow portion of the

valve is sharply bent downwards and upwards, and forms a deep

trough which is bounded by the raised upper occludent margin
;

three further ridges, not to be seen in some specimens, extend

from the umbo to the basal margin, one to the basilateral angle,

a second to one-third of the distance from the rostral angle, and
a third to midway between the two. On the inner surface there

is a deep pit for the adductor scutorum ; the inner occludent

margin is much thickened, and above the mnbo a portion of the

valve is bent downwards at right angles to the outer surface in

some specimens, and in others it is sharply bent inwards ; when
the occludent margin is almost in line with the umbo, this

downwardly and inwardly bent portion of the valve almost

entirely overhangs the pit for the adductor scutorum, and forms

a roof to the ujjper j^art of the innei' surface.

Tergum (PI. XCIV. fig. 7) subrhomboidal, slightly convex

transversely, with a feebly marked curved ridge extending from
the apex to the basal angle at about one-fifth the width of the

valve from the carinal margin, and from this lidge the valve

slopes steeply to the carinal margin ; uj)pei- half of valve curled

towards the scuta, and in most valves away from the opposing

tergum; apex acute; basal angle sometimes acute, and sometimes
slightly and obliquely truncated ; carinal margin convex when
continuous, but when formed of two almost equal portions, as is

usually the case, the upper margin is convex and the lower margin
almost straight ; scutal or lateral margin straight, almost equal

in length to the concave occludent margin, which has a slightly

raised border ; the shape of the upper carinal and occludent

margins is influenced by the extent to which the upper half of

the valve is curved towards the scuta, a character Avhich is

very variable. Along the occludent margin, especially in those

examples conspicuously bowed away fi'om the opposing tergum,

a, portion of the valve is bent downwards and shai'ply inwards to

form an obtusely angular ledge on the inside of the valve ; this

ledge, as well as that formed on the inner occludent margin of

the scutum, was no doubt for the protection of the animal's body,
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for these ledges would serve to fill up the hiatus made through

the upper portions of the scuta and terga being bowed away
from each other. In some of the terga, from the Chalk Marl of

Cambridge and Burham, the adoccludent portion of the valve is

not bent downwards and inwards to form a ledge on the inner

surface, but extends outwards to form a second raised ridge

almost parallel with the raised occludent margin. The tei"ga from
the B. ]}lena-Yaa.v\s have this outer ridge finelj denticulated on
its margin.

Uio'per latus (PI. XCIY. fig, 8) subtriangular, slightl)'' curved

towards the scuta, almost flat ; umbo slightly projecting ; at the

scutal margin a narrow slip of the valve is bent downwards, and
during the thickening and growth of the valve a slight ledge has

been formed which has a tendency to project beyond the umbo

;

tergal margin slightly convex ; scufcal margin slightly concave,

and about the same length as the tergal margin : basal margin
marked off into three almost equal lines, and to the angles thus

made two feebly marked ridges extend from the umbo.
Rostrum (PI. XCIV. fig. 9) diamond-shape, bowed inwards ; a

strong rounded keel extends from the apex, widens gradually to

the basal angle, and the portion of the valve on each side slopes

steeply towards the lateral margins ; apical portion acute ; basal

portion rather less acute than the apical portion, with the basal

angle slightly rounded. The inside of the valve is deeply concave.

Structure and Affinities.—The capitulum of Zeugmatolepas
viockleri (see restoration, PI. XCIY. fig. 14) closely resembles

that of Pollicipes, especially in the number of valves, but difi'ers

(1) in the more specialized form of scutum which has a subcentral

umbo, (2) in the size and position of the upper latera, which are

elevated to occupy the whole of the interval between the scuta

and terga, and (3) in the capitulum being longer than broad, and
therefore of a more erect and S'calpellitm-like shape. In this

form the umbo of the scutum appears generally to be almost
apical in young valves, and to become further removed from the

apex with age, until it reaches about one-third of the distance of

the valve from the apex. Some individuals, however, have the

umbo further removed from the apex than others of the same
size. All the valves are exceedingly variable, much more so than
in any fossil pedunculate Cirripede with which I am acquainted

;

these variations are noted under the descriptions of the several

valves.

Zeugmatolepas mockleri agrees more closely with S. (?) cretce

Sfceenstrup* sp. from the Upper Senonian of Denmark than with
any other species, and, indeed, S. (?) cretce may quite well have
been directly developed from Z. mockleri. Through the kindness

of Dr. J. P. J. Ravn I have been able to examine examples of

the known valves (scuta, terga, and carina) of S. (?) creUn froni

* Steenstrup, J., Kv^yer's Naturhist. Tidsskrift, Bd. i. 1837, p. 359; Bd, ii.

1839, p. 399, pi. V. figs. 1-3 ; Darwin, C, R., Pal. Soc. Moii. Poss. Lepadidje, 1851,

p. 45, pi. i. figs. 11 a-c.

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, Xo. LXIII, 63
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the collection of the Mineralogical Museum of the University of

Copenhagen, and Dr. Ravn informs me that this species has been

found only in the Upper Senonian (Zone of Scaphites constrictus).

Darwin doubtfully referred *S'. (?) cretce to the genus Scalpellum,

and observed (1851, p. 45) :
" Professor Steenstrup was originally

inclined to believe that the capitulum [of S. (?) cretce] was formed

of only five valves ; could this be proved, the species would very

naturally rank with a small recent one from the Island of

Madeira, which, owing to the upward growth of the scuta, and to

certain peculiarities in the animal's body, I have felt myself com-

pelled to raise to the rank of a genus, under the name Oxi/naspis."

An examination of the valves from Copenhagen University, and

of some valves obtained by myself from the matrix of a specimen

presented to the Geological Department of the British Museum
by Copenhagen University, shows, at any rate, that we can no

longer hold Steenstrup's view that *S'. (?) credos had only five valves.

Among the above valves are some small lower lateral plates,

which, although not so well preserved as those from the English

Cenomanian Chalk, obviously belong to the same general type as

those of Zeugmatolepas mockleri. S. (?) cretcs, together with the

species now described, is included, for the reasons previously

given, in the new genus Zeugmatolepas.

The scutum of Z. cretce differs from that of Z. mocHeri in that

the umbo is further removed from the apex, being situated almost

midway on the occludent margin, and in a greater portion of the

valve near the basi-lateral angle being sharply upturned almost at

right angles to the middle part of the basal margin. The lateral

(or tergal) portion of the valve is not steeply inclined from the

umbo, and there is no deep trough, as in Z. mockleri, running

parallel with the upper occludent margin. These and other difier-

ences result, no doubt, from the difference in position of the umbo,

and the consequent greater development of the tergal or lateral

portion of the valve. The carina in Z. cretce is relatively wider

than in Z. mockleri, the central ridge is much more obscure, and

in the tergum there is a much wider groove near the occludent

margin. The whole of the valves in Z. cretcp. are appreciably

thinner. These differences, however, while deserving of specific

distinction, appear to result from the further development of

valves like those of Z. mockleri, and consequently I consider these

two species to be closely and probably directly related.

Genus Calantica.

1825. Calantica Gray, 'Annals of Philosophy' (n. s.), vol. x.

p. 101.

1907. Calantica Gray : Pilsbrv, Bull. U.S. JSTat. Mus. no. 60,

p. 8.

1908. Calantica Gray : Pilsbry, Proc. Acad. Kat. Sci. Philadelphia,,

p. 106.

Capitulum with two whorls of ^•alves, the upper comprising

paired scuta, terga, and a eaj'ina, the terga occupying the wholo
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of the space between the scuta and carina ; lower whorl com-
prising three pairs of latera, a rostrum, and a subcarina. Umbo
of all valves apical.

The Oriental group, called by Pilsbry (1908) Calantica s. str.,

has the valves of the lower whorl low and wide, small, not
concealing the bases of the valves of the upper whorl.

TiTANOLEPAS *, subgen. nov.

Valves of lower whorl large, high, but not incurved, and over-

lapping the bases of the valves of the upper whorl, Umbo of

scutum subcentral and of the remaining valves apical.

Genotype.— Titanolepas tnherculaia.

Calantica (Titanolepas) tuberculata Darwin sp. (PI. XCY.
figs. 1-10.)

1851. Scalpellum tuherculatum 0. R. Darwin, Pal. Soc. Monogr.
Foss. Lepadidse, p. 43, pi. i. fig. 10.

1854. Scalpellum tuherculatimi C. R. Darwin, Ray Soc. Monogr.
Sub-class Cirripedia, Balanidae, Synopsis et Index Syste-

maticus, p. 634.

1854. Scalpellum tuberculatum C. R. Darwin : J. Morris, Cat.

Brit. Foss. 2nd ed. p. 97.

1865. Scalpellum tuberculatum 0. R, Darwin : J, W. Salter &
H. Woodward, Cat. & Chart Fo,ss. Crustacea, p. 27, pi. i.

fig. 17.

1877. Scalpellum tuberculatiim, C. R, Darwin: H. Woodward,
Brit. Mus. Cat. Brit. Foss, Crustacea, p. 143.

1886. Scalpellum tuberculatum C, R. Darwin : J. Kafka, Sitz.-

Ber. k. bohm. Gesell. Wiss. Prag (1885), p. 565, pi, i,

fig. 7.

1887. Scalpelhon tuberculatum C, R. Darwin : A, J. Fi-itsch &
J. Kafka, Crust. Bohmischen Kreidef. p, 6, fig. 9.

1888. Scalpellum tuberculatum C. R, Darwin: A. Peron, Bull,

Soc. Sci. Yonne, vol. xli. (1887) p. 269.

Diagnosis.—Yalves with fine ribs radiating from their apices

and standing out as blunt spines at each zone of growth, Carina
strongly convex transversely, with the parietes narrow and
striated. Scutum with the umbo situated about one-third the

extent of the valve from the apex, and with two ridges extending

from the umbo, one to the basi-lateral angle, and the other to near

the rosti'al angle, Tergum elongately diamond-shape, with a very

acute basal angle. Valves of lower whorl with the inner apical

half flat and strongly marked with growth-lines.

Remarking on this species, Darwin said (1851, p. 43) : "Through
the kindness of Mr. Harris, I have examined several valves, which
I believe to belong to the same species : the specimens were found

in the chalk detritus [of Charing, Kent], and^ therefore, may have
come from the Upper or Lower Chalk or Chalk-marl ; but more
probably from the Upper Chalk,"

* Tirai'os = White eartli, Chalk,

63*
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T. tuherculata has since been recorded by J. Kafka (1886,

p. 565) from the Cenomanian of Kamajk, Bohemia, and by
A. Peron (1888, p. 269) from the Turonian of Yonne, France.

Kafka mentions a single tergum only, and if his figure is accurate,

it differs in certain characters from the original tergum from.

Charing. Peron recorded a small and a very large carina., but

gave neither measurements nor figures ; he drew attention to the

fact that Dtii'win had supposed the species to come probably from
the Upper Chalk, and said that so far as he knew it came from
the Turonian.

T. tuherculata occurs fairly commonly in the Cenomanian Chalk
Marl near Cimbridge, and we have over 150 valves, including

22 valves of the lower whorl. From the Turonian Terehratulina-

zone at Whyteleafe, Surrey, we have a single scutum, and from
the Cenomanian Chalk Marl of Burham, Kent, a single rostrum.

Type.—Tiie collection of the late Mr. Wm. Hariis from the

Chalk detritus of Charing, Kent, was acquired from his daughter

in 1881, by the British Museum (Natural History). Several

valves of T. tiiberculata are represented in the collection, three

of which—a carina (I. 14657), scutum (I. 14659), and tergum
(I. 14658)—are mounted together on paper, and with them is a

label bearing the name " S. tuberculatum " in Darwin's hand-

writing. These are probably the original specimens figured by
Darwin, but. there is no means of proving this since Darwin gave

no measurements of the figured valves of this species. A further

label (not in Darwin's handwriting) bearing the words " very

valuable " was with the specimens, but whether this was meant
to indicate that they are Darwin's original specimens must be

left to individual opinion. I consider them to be the types, and
since Darwin regarded the carina, as the typical valve in Scalpellum,

that valve is here taken as the holotype.

Measurements.—The valves of this species are exceedingly

small, and to judge from these, the largest capitulum could not

have measured much more than 5 or 6 mm. in length. Of the

upper series of valves the largest examples measure respec-

tively :

—

Carina, I. 15850. Length 4-1 mm. ; breadth 1*2 mm.
Scutum, I. 15843. Length (from apex to middle of basal

margin) 2"5 mm. ; breadth 2"6 mm.
Tergum, I. 15851. Length 4'3 mm. ; breadth 2"6 mm.
Distribution. [? Cenomanian] Chalk detritus : Charing, Kent

;

Cenomanian, Chalk Marl : near Cambridge, and Burham, Kent

;

Cenomanian,Korytzaner Schichten : Kamajk, Bohemia; Turonian,

Terebratulina-zone : Whyteleafe, Surrey ; Holaster planus-z.one :

Armeau and Saint-Julien-du-Sault (Yonne), France.

Description of Valves.—Valves plainly ribbed longitudinally ;

the ribs are narrow, but become more prominent on the edge of

each zone of growth, where the ribs are thicker and usually stand

out as shoi-t blunt spines.

Carina (PI. XCV. fig. 1) very narrow, either slightly bowed
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inwards, straight, or bowed outwards ; tectum strongly convex
transversely, not carinate ; basal margin almost rounded to

bluntly angular ; in young specimens, as shown by the jDeriods

of growth, the basal margin was almost straight; parietes slightly

bent inwards, narrow, much less than half the width of the

tectum, and marked with almost parallel growth-lines ; inner

surface of valve deeply concave for the lower two-thirds, the

upper third of the valve being solid and marked with lines

of growth, indicating that the valve projected freely to that

extent.

Scuttim (PI. XCV. fig. 2) trapezoidal, umbo situated on the

occludent margin about one-third the extent of the valve from
the apex ; almost flat to strongly convex ; four-sided, the latei'al

or tergal margin slightly longer than the basal margin, with
which it makes an angle of about 70° ; the basal margin much
longer than the lower part of the occludent margin, with which
it makes almost a right angle, the upper and lower portions of

the occludent margin making an angle of about 135°
; the upper

occludent margin, said Darwin, " homologically corresponds with
the tergal margin of the other cretaceous species and with the

upper, nearly straight, portion of the occludent margin in the

tertiary S. magnimi and the recent S. vtilgareT The edge of the

upper occludent margin is upturned and thickened, forming a
prominent ridge, with its apex projecting beyond the lateral

margin ; a second prominent i-idge extends from the umbo to the
basi-lateral angle ; a third ridge, barely perceptible in some
specimens, extends from the umbo to the basal margin, near
to the rostral angle. On the inner surface there is a deep
hollow for the adductor muscle ; along the upper occludent margin
the inner surface is slightly raised, which corresponds to the
outer thickened ridge, the space between the two ridges being
concave ; the inner lidge extends to the umbo, whence it becomes
more pronounced and turns inwards, forming a prominent ridge

above the hollow for the adductor muscle.

Tergwm (PI. XCY. fig.. 3) elongately diamond-shape, slightly

angular transversely ; the occludent margin is thickened owing
to the presence of a ridge on the outer and inner edge, corres-

ponding with those on the upper occludent margin of the scutum
;

close and parallel to the occludent margin is a ridge which
becomes prominent near the scutal margin and extends beyond
it; a very prominent straight ridge extends from the apex, and
thickens towards the very acute basal angle ; scutal and lower
carinal margins almost equal in length, and longer than the
occludent and upper carinal margins, which latter are also of

almost equal length and together make a right angle.

Valves of the lower whorl (PI. XCY. figs. 4-8). These are
ornamented externally like the scutum, tergum, and carina.

The apical half of their inner surface is almost flat and marked
with lines of growth, showing that these valves must have pro-

jected freely and overlapped the bases of the valves of the upper
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whorl ; the lower half is considerably concave. Umbo of valves

apical. The valves are much less modified than is the case with

the valves composing the lower whorl in the more typical forms

of Sccdpellum, and consequently their position in the capitulum

is not so readily determinable. Seventeen of the valves are

symmetrical, and five asymmetrical. Of the symmetrical valves,

nine have an extremely concave basal margin with produced

lateral angles (PI. XCV. fig. 4) and probably rejDresent rostra;

five othei'S have a much less concave basal margin (PI. XCV.
fig. 8) and may I'epresent sub-carin^e. The valves just mentioned
are thought to be rostra and sub-carinaa, owing to the pronounced
concavity of the inner part of the valve neai- the base. The
three remaining symmetrical valves probably represent media.n

lateral valves (PI. XCY. fig. 6). They differ from the supposed

rostra and sub-carinae in the smaller concavity of the inner basal

pai't of the valve, and in the growth periods being formed of

two downward curves which meet on the median line, gradually

becoming more obtuse towards the basal margin. Of the asym-
metrical valves, two are subtriangular in shape with a recui'ved

acute apex, and probably represent carinal latera (PI. XCV.
fig. 7) ; the three others, which may be I'ostral latera (PI. XCV.
fig. 5), are about twice as wide as long, and are divided un-

equally by a fold extending from the apex to a position on the

basal margin about two-thirds the distance from the rostral

angle, the basal margin on each side being concave.

Structure and Affinities.—While Darwin had little doubt that

the scutum and terguin figured by him belonged to the same
species, he did not feel so certain with regard to the carina, and
he pointed out that this valve had a close general resemblance to

the same valve in Pollicipes rigidus J. de C. Sowerby. A specimen

of T. tuhercidata in the British Museum (Natural History),

registered I. 14656, formerly in the Harris Collection, affords

valuable evidence on this point, for it consists of the carina and
the paired terga in position (PI. XCV. fig. 9), and proves that

the carina really does belong to the same species. Darwin
stated also that the apex of the carina did not project freely in

this species, but an examination of the carinae from Charing,

including the type, and of the numerous carinte from the Chalk
Marl of Cambridge, shows that the upper part of the inside of

the valve is much thickened to one-third of its length from the

apex (PI. XCV. fig. 1 c), and this portion is marked with

growth-lines, showing that it must have projected freely to that

extent. Proof of this is afforded by the specimen I. 14656 from
Charing (PI. XCV. fig. 9), in which the carina and terga are

in position, for the carina there projects freely.

The carina, scutum, and tergum only of T, t%ibercidata were
known to Darwin, but the specimens from Cambridge include

several other valves which enable us to add much to our know-
ledge of the capitulum. The ornamentation of these valves is so

characteristic that no doubt can be entei'tained as to their

belonging to this sjoecies. Although there are as man}' as twenty-
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two valves *, other than scuta, terga, and carinse, to judge by
their structure, none appear to have formed upper ]atera, or at

all events to fit between the scuta and terga, as do the upper

latera in most forms of ScalpeUum. Moreover, the form of the

scuta and terga and the structure of their inner surface shows

that the tergal margin of the scutum and the scutal margin of

the tergum were in close proximity to each other. In this con-

nection Darwin said (1851, p. 44): "I have no doubt that the

ridge along the upper occludent margin of the scuta, and
that on the occludent margin of the terga, together with

their projecting points, are related to each other, owing to

the close contact of these valves," It follows, therefore, that if

no upper latera were present, the upper whorl of valves in

T. tuherculata comprised only five valves, namely, a carina, a pair

of terga, and a pair of scuta. The valves of the lower whorl, as

mentioned in their description, must have overlapped the bases

of the valves of the upper wdiorl, and if we are correct in desig-

nating these valves as rostrum, rostral latus, median latus,

carinal latus, and sub-carina, the lower whorl would consist of

at least eight valves, making thirteen valves for the whole

capitulum (see restoration, PI. XCV. fig. 10).

In the number and arrangement of the valves of the capitulum

Titanolepas tuherculata approaches the forms of ScalpeUum
grouped by H. A. Pilsbry t under the genus Calantica Gray, and
comes nearest to those included by him in the section Scillce-

lepas Seguenza, of which the type is S. carinata Phillipi sp.,

from the Pliocene of Messina, Sicily. The capitula of the species

grouped under Calantica closely resemble that of Pollicipes, but

diflfer in that there is only a single basal whorl of valves, com-

prising three pairs of latera, a rostrum, and a sub-carina. The
species included by Pilsbry under the section Scillcelepas are

chiefly characterized by the absence of an upper lateral plate in

the l^pper whorl, which consequently consists only of five valves,

and by the bases of the valves of the upper whoi'l being over-

lapped by those of the lower whorl ; the umbo in all the valves

is apical. While T. tuherculata agrees with these species in

having five valves only in the upper whorl, and in the valves of

the lower whorl overlapping those of the upper whorl, it difi'ers

from all the species included under the genus Calantica and the

section Scillcelepas by the umbo of the scutum being in a sub-

central position.

We have in T. tuherculata^ therefore, a species agreeing in

all essential characters with the forms of Calantica {^Scillcelepas),

except that it has a more specialized form of scutum. The

* Two further valves have since been noticed among the Cirripede material from
the Chalk detritus of Charing, Kent, in the British Museum (Natural History).

These are identical with the valves from Cambridge, which 1 consider to be rostral,

and are registered I. 14663, I. 14664. A further rostrum has been found in the

Chalk Marl of Burham, Kent.

t H. A. Pilsbry, "On the Classification of Scapelliform Parnacles," Proc. Acad.

Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1908, pp. 106-107; "The Barnacles (Cirripedia) contained

in the Collections of the U.S. National Museum," Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. No. 60,

1907, pp. 8-9.
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fossil species that can be definitely referred to Calantica (Scillce-

le'pas) are found in Tertiary rocks, viz. Scillcelepas paronce
from the Miocene of the neighbourhood of Turin, Italy, and
S. carinata and S. ornata from the Pliocene of Messina, Sicily,

so that it is an important adv^ance to show that a representative

of the genixs existed so far back in time as the Cenomanian. It

is certainly remarkable to find that T. tuherculata had a more
highly specialized scutum than the Tertiary and recent species,

and to mark this advance in the evolution of the group, I place

it in a new sub-genus, Titanolepas. This course is the more
desirable since T. tuherculata may represent a side line of develop-

ment from the ancestral Scillcelepas line, which, by the sup-

pression of the lower whorl of valves, and by the umbo of the

carina becoming sub-central, may eventually have given rise to

the genus Oocynaspis.

For help in connection with this paper, I wish to express my
indebtedness to Dr. F. A. Bather, Dr. W. T. Caiman, Mr. C. P.

Chatwin, and Dr. H. A. Pilsbry.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

All the specimens here figured are in the collection of the Geological
Department of the British Museum.

Plate XCIV.

Zeugmatolepas mocMeri Withers, gen. et sp. ti.

Fig. 1. Carina. Cenomanian, Chalk Mnrl : near Cambridge. I. 15820. a, outer
view ; b, side view ; c, inner view.

2. Carina, L 15821. a, outer view; 6, side view ; c, inner view.

3, 4, 5, 6. Scuta (various forms), I. 15822-1. 15825. "|

7. Tergum, I. 15826. I «, outer view ; b, inner
8. Upper latus, 1. 15827.

f
view.

9. Eostrum, L 15828. J
10. Several valves in position, includilig the cai'ina, I. 15829.
11. Holotype. Nearly complete capitulum showing the left side, I. 15830.
12. Several valves in position, 1. 15831.
13. Nearly complete capitulum showing the right side, I. 15832.
14. Restoration of capitulum based on the above material from the Chalk Marl

of Cambridge, c, carina; s., scutum; ^., tergUm; «./., upper latus;
r., rostrum; ?. Z., lower latera ; s.c, sub-carina.

Figs. 1, 2, 4, 9-13, X 10 diameters; figs. 3, 5-8, 14, X 5 diameters.

Plate XCV.

Calantica {Titanolepas) tubercidata Darwin sp.

Fig. 1. Carina. Cenomanian, Chalk Marl : near Cambridge. I. 15842. a, outer
view ; b, side view ; c, inner view ; d, transverse section near apeX.

2. Scutum, L 15843 (figure reversed). ")

3. Tergum, I. 15844. I

4. Rostrum, I. 15845.
|

5. Rostral latus, I. 15846. Y a, outer view ; b, inner view.
6. Median latus, I. 15847.

7. Carinal latus, I. 15848 (figure reversed). |

8. Sub-carina, I. 15849. J
9. Carina and pair of terga in position. [? Cenomanian] Chalk detritus;

Charing, Kent. I. 14656.

10. Restoration of capitulum, based on disconnected valves from the Chalk Marl
of Cambridge, c, cai'ina; s., scutum; t., tergum ; r., rostrum : r.l., rostral

latus; m.?., median latus; c.i., carinal latus; s.c, sub-carina.

Figures 1-10 X 10 diameters.
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55. BatraclLiderpeton lineatum Hancock & Atthej, a Coal-

Measure Stegoceplialian. By D. M, S. Watson, M.Sc.,

Lecturer on Vertebrate Palaeontology in University

College^ London *.

[Received May 20, 1913 : Eead October 28, 1913.]

(Plates XCVI. & XCYII.,t and Text-figures 162^167.)
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Amongst the wonderful series of vertebrate fossils in the

Hancock Museum, Newcastle-on-Tyne, derived from the Low
Main Seam of Newsham Colliery, a small stegocephalian Batrachi-

derpeton is represented by excellent material, which is described

as completely as possible in this paper.

Skull.—Material.

I. A nearly complete skull with the ornament and palate well

preserved. The type specimen. (Atthey collection.)

II. A complete skidl showing with great clearness all the

sutvires on the top of the head. (Atthey collection.)

III. A much disarticulated skull of importance in ascertaining

the structure of the palate. (Atthey collection.)

IV. Half of a badly-preserved skull, showing well the maxillary

and palatine teeth. (Dinning collection.)

Shape of the Skull,

All the specimens are crushed flat, so that the shape of the

skull has to be settled by indirect means. It is triangular in

plan, the postero-lateral corners being much produced into long
" cornua." Specimen 11. shows that there were almost vertical

cheeks, as on the right side this part was turned under and
crushed on to the lower surface of the roof of the skull, whilst

the left side is pressed outwards. This crushing has only very

slightly distorted the palate, and the distance between the two
quadrates is almost identical with that between the spot where
the cheek is turned under on the right side and the corresponding

point on the left side.

There is a pineal foramen of medium size almost exactly half-

way between the point of the nose and the back of the head in

the middle line. The orbits are laterally placed and lie entirely

in front of the middle of the skull. The small anterior nares are

also laterally placed.

The structure of the cranial roof will be best understood from

* CWimuiiicated by Prof. .J. P. Hill, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.Z.S.
j- For explanation of the Plates see p. 962.
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text-figs. 162 & 164. All the sutui-es drawn with solid Hnes in

these figures can be clearly seen in specimen II.

The intei-esting features are the great development of the

Text-fiff. 162.

^atrachiderpeton lineatiim. Dorsal aspect of the restored siull and clavicular

apparatus. Xli- Skull mainlj' founded on specimen II., from which all the

sutures are taken, and the pectoral girdle restored from the bones of specimen III.,

which is a smaller individual, enlarged to correspond in size with the skull.

Reference letters:

—

Cl., Clavicle; Cm., Cleithrum ; Fe., Frontal; I.Ci., Inter-

clavicle; Lac, Lachrymal; Mx., Maxilla; P.Mx., Premaxilla; P.O., Post-

orbital; P.Pae., Postparietal ; Pae., Parietal; Po.Fe., Postfrontal ; Pe.Fe.,

Prefrontal : Sq., Squamosal ; Tab., Tabulare.
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horns, formed entirely by the squamosals and tabulai^es, and

the correspondingly large size of the post-parietals.

The extremely small size of the nasals is an interesting feature.

The sutures separating the lachrymals from the premaxillse are

not cei-tain, but there is a separation and displacement of the

bones at the dotted line which has probably taken place along

the suture.

Text-fig. 163.

Batrachiderpeton lineatum. , Ventral aspect of tlie restored skull and clavicular

apparatus. X li. Skull mainl j^ from specimen I., sutures from specimen III.,

clavicles, etc., from specimen III.

Reference letters as before with:—Qu., Quadr.ite; Pal., Palatine ; Pae.Oc, Par.>

occipital process; Pae.Sp., Farasphenoid ; Pk.Y., Prevomer; Pt., Pterygoid,
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The palate is of great interest ; in the restoration the general

features are drawn from specimens I., II., and IV., and the sutures

are introduced from specimen III., where the pterygoids, palatines,

and prevomers are disarticulated.

Basis cranii.—The basis cranii is much crushed in all the

specimens and was apparently very thin and delicate.

The two large exoccipital condyles are clearly shown in I.

and II. They are rounded from front to back and to a less

extent from side to side. The bone between them is extremely

thin, but no doubt is partly composed of basioccipital. The basi-

sphenoid in I. is slightly better preserved ; it bears two very small

basipterygoid processes only very obscurely indicated. In front

of this region it is produced into a narrow rostrum undoubtedly
parasphenoid.

Extending outwards and backwards from the sides of the basis

cranii are two long, very delicate processes which are shown,
much crushed and broken, in specimens I., II., and III. In
specimen I. on the right side, a small foramen is rather obscurely

indicated on the process about a third of its length from the

middle line, this opening can only be the fenestra ovale. The
process is probably mainly opisthotic, with the prootic forming
some of its front border. Immediately above the exoccipital

condyle in the same skull is a foramen for cranial nerves ix.

and X.

The outer end of the opisthotic articulates as usual with a facet

on the under surface of the tabulare.

The quadrates are well shown in specimens I. ^nd II. They
are small bones with a w^ell-developed trochlear condyle, the outer

border is articulated with the quadrato-jugal, there being

probably no foramen between the two bones.

The upper end of the quadrate is suppor-ted by a downwardly
directed flange from the squamosal, well seen in specimens I.

and III. The inner border of the quadrate is continued by
a short thin pterygoid process (specimen I.).

The pterygoid is a large bone which articulates by a small facet

with the basipterygoid process of the basisphenoid (specimen I.).

Behind this it is continued as a deep but thin plate, the posterior

ramus, which articulates distally with the quadrate and whose
upper border has a suture with a continuation of the descending

flange of the squamosal mentioned above. The anterior part of

the bone forms a broad flat plate covered with a shagreen of small

sharp teeth. The anterior border of the plate is in contact with

the prevomer and the lateral border with the palatine.

The palatine bears a single row of nine medium-sized swollen

teeth, and its outer border articulates with the jugal and maxilla.

There is apparently no ti-anspalatine.

The prevomer is a small bone with a median symphysis with

its fellow ; it forms a good deal of the inner border of the posterior

nares and bears two teeth placed transversely ; its exact relations

to the palatine are not certain.
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The premaxilla appears to bear three teeth, but the suture
separating it fi-om the maxilla with six teeth is not quite certain.

Text-fi^. 164.

Lflc. Fr. Rj.R,,

JBatracJiiderpeton lineatum. Left lateral aspect of the restored skull and clavicular

apparatus. Skull from specimen II., clavicle, etc., from specimen III. XI.

Reference letters as in former figures with :—Jr., Jugal
;
Qu.Ju., Quadrato-jugal.

Lower Jaw.—Material.

Specimen III. The perfect left ramus and disarticulated parts

of the right ramus of the same individual. Although the
posterior part of the right ramus, composed of the angula)-,

surangular, and preaiticular, is not well preserved, this specimen
is of great importance becavise it gives the most satisfactory

evidence of the front of the mandible, the dentary and splenial

being slightly separated and completely free from matrix on
the outer and largely so on the inner side.

Specimen V. A perfect right ramus showing well the suture

between the prearticular and the angular. (Atthey collection.)

Specimen VI. A perfect right ramus. (Barkas collection.)

Specimen VII. An isolated dentary. (Atthey collection.)

The various specimens are crushed in different dii-ections and
suggest that the jaw had a considerable cavity and was perhaps
nearly circular in cross section.

There is a distinct though short postarticular process.

The articular is well ossified though small ; it bears an articular

facet adapted to the trochlea qviadrati.

The suture between the sui-angular and angular is not clearly

shown in any specimen. The angular is a very large bone
extending nearly up to the symphysis ; it forms the lower part

of the jaw, and its inner border articulates by a suture (spe-

cimen V.) with the pi-earticular, from which it is separated by
a small oval internal mandibular vacuity.

The prearticular is a large bone covering the inner side of the
articular and extending well forward.

The dentary is a fairly large bone overlapping the surangular

and angular behind ; it bears eleven or twelve swollen teeth and
has a symphysis with its fellow ; its lower border has a suture
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with the splenial. The splenial has a symphysis with its fellow

and is entirely a bone of the outer side of the jaw, as is

conclusively shown in specimen III.

Text-fig. 165.

Batrachiderpeton lineatum. Eiglit ramus of the lower jaw, outer aspect. X 2.

Outline and sutures from specimen III.

Keference letters:

—

Ang., Angular; Den., Dentary ; Sp., Splenial; Sce.Ang.,

Suranarular.

The complete jaws show extremely well a great patch of small

conical teeth lying inside those of the dentary. Specimen III.

shows conclusively that these do not belong to the dentary, the

splenial, the angular, or the ]3i'earticular, so that it is quite

certain that there is another element, which can only be the

coronoid.

Text-fiff. 166.

Batrachklerpeton lineatum. Left ramus of the lower jaw, inner aspect. X 2.

Drawn from specimens III., V., & VI.

lleference letters as on text-fig. 165 with ;

—

Ce., Coronoid ; Pe.Aet., Prearticular,

Between the coronoid, prearticular, and angular there is a small

vacuity,

Fecto7~al girdle.

Specimen III. retains both clavicles and a cleithrum.

The clavicle is composed of a flat ventral plate with an orna-

ment of strong radiating ridges, from the upper surface of which
within the lateral border an almost cylindrical process rises

abruptly, this slopes slightly backwards and outwards and gives

attachment to the cleithrum. The dorsal surface of the ventral

plate of the clavicle shows clearly the impression of the part of
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the interclavicle which overlaid it, and enables the width of the
latter bone to be accurately determined.

Text-%. 167.

Ceraterpeton retictdatum H. & A. Restored dorsal surface of skull and
clavicular arch. X 4.

The cleithrum is a T-shaped bone, flat, and ornamented by
fine grooves, the upright of the T is affixed to the vertical process
of the clavicle.

Discussion of the Skidl.

One of the most interesting features of the skull is the reduc-
tion of the number of bones in the temporal region. The
primitive amphibian has in the temporal region three bones, the
squamosal, supratemporal, and intertemporal, all of which occur
in the primitive reptile Seymouria. It is important to discover
which of these bones is really present in BatracMderjyeton.

In the primitive amphibians ^^ Loxomma" and Pterojdax all

three bones are present in a typical manner and also the
squamosal ; that is, the outer bone, which articulates with
the quadrato-jugal, is well characterized and differentiated from
the other two by the fact that its postei-ior border is bent down
in front of the otic notch and articulates with the upper edge of
the quadrate ramus of the pter3'goid, it also passes down behind
the quadrate itself, overlapping a good deal of its posterior
surface. Neither the intertemporal nor supratemporal has any
connection whatever with the pterygoid or quadrate.
The conditions in these primitive amphibia are those which
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always occur in the large Stegocephalia, modified of course by
changes in the shape of the skull. I have seen them in :

—

" Loxomma^^ Pteroplax, Batrachosuchtis, Cyclotosaurus, Plagio-

stemutn, TremMosav,rus, Mia'opholis, Capitosaurits, Aphcmierainma,

Bothriceps, Archegosaurus.

In Bairachiderpeton the squamosal is united to the pterygoid,

and covers the back of the quadrate, not by the turning down
of its hinder edge but by a special descending flange, a difference

depending entirely on the development of the "horn" which has

carried the otic notch, which, in all amphibia and reptiles where
it is present, lies between the tabulare and the squamosal, far

out and backwards. The great sheet of squamosal which lies

behind the quadrate is in fact a new development, the original

posterior border being now represented by the flange.

There is hence no doubt that the single temporal bone re-

maining in Batrachiderpeton is the outer of the original three.

That this is really the homologue of the mammalian squamosal,

I hope to be able to show in a subsequent paper. The other

bones of the top of the skull do not call for special notice.

The palate of Bati-achiderpeton is of very great interest. I

pointed out recently that the tyf)e of palate found in '•^Loxomma,'''

with a large single basioccipital condyle, basipterygoid processes

on the basisphenoid, and large pterygoids, which leave only a very

small interpterygoid vacuity divided by a narrow parasphenoid, is

the primitive type of amphibian palate, because it agrees very

closely with that of the Crossopterygian fish, and because no
palate with large parasphenoid and interpterygoid vacuities is

known to occur in the Coal-Measures or Lower Carboniferous.

From known types it is possible to pick a morphological although

non-phylogenetic series showing exactly how the change from the

primitive palate to the typical palate of Capitosat(,rus has taken

place. Eryops, which, as shown by v. Huene's recent extremely
interesting paper, has a quite large basioccipital and basipterygoid

processes of the basisphenoid, and in which the parasphenoid and
interpterygoid vacuities are only of moderate size, is exactly

intermediate between the primitive type and that found in the

Triassic forms, where the basioccipital and basisphenoid are very

much reduced and the pterygoids are supported by sutural

union with the edges of the parasphenoid. The palate of 5«^ra-

chiderpeton agrees with the primitive type, in having large

pter3^goids meeting in the middle line and articulating with

basipterygoid processes of the basisphenoid. It diffeis, however,

in that it has already completely replaced the basioccipital con-

dyle by a pair of exoccipital condyles, just as have the later

large Stegocephalia.

Discussion of the Lower Jaio.

Except that it is not known whether an ej)icoronoid was present

or not, the lower jav/ of Batrachiderpeton is extremely like that
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of "Loxomma" in its structure, particularly in the fact that the
splenial is entirely a bone of the outer side of the jaw, which
is pi'oved in the most conclusive manner by specimen III.

In later Stegocephalia the splenial (as shown, for example,
in Eryops, Anaschisma, Botliricej)s^ and " Labyrinthodon " lepto-

gnathus), although it still has a good exposure on the outer

surface, has also a large flange running up on the inner side of

the jaw to the coronoid

In Reptilia the internal part of the splenial is always larger

than the external, and in later reptiles this latter part disaj)pears

altogether.

It thus seems certain that the trend of evolution of the splenial

has been directed to gradual growth of an internal flange at the
expense of the external part of the bone which alone occurs in

the primitive amphibia.

In correlation with this development is a reduction of the
coronoid and a complete loss of the epicoronoid.

As the angular is to all appearance a serial homologue of the
splenial, it is probable that it may have tended in early Amphibia
to pursue a similar course of change, in which case we may
suppose that in primitive forms the suture between the angular
and the prearticular probably ran along the lower border of the
jaw just as does the sutui'e (when there is one) between the
coronoid and the splenial.

This type of jaw, which we have arrived at hypothetically, is

actually realized in Crossopterygian iishes, MegaUchthys being the
best type.

The structure of the jaw in Palaeozoic Crossopterygian s was first

accurately made out by Traquair in Bhizodus and lihizodopsis.

I give here an account of the jaw oi Megaliclithys and have also

examined those of HolojJtychhis and Osteolepis, which agree in

general structure.

In Megalichthys the dentary is a large bone narrowing from
front to back, where it ends in a point. It bears throughout its

border a single row of small pointed teeth, within which at the
anterior end are one or two large ^'laniary" teeth. Its lower
border overlaps three bones, the splenial, angular, and sur-
angular.

The splenial has an articulation with its fellow ; it lies entirely

on the outer side of the jaw and its lower border is entirely free.

Its oblique posterior edge overlaps the angular.

The angular is a bone similar to the splenial, except that it

has of course no symphysis and its lower border articulates with
the coronoid.

The surangular is overlapped by the angular, which it greatly

resembles ; it covers the outer side of the well-ossified articular.
* The combined prearticular and coronoid is a very large bone

running forward from the inner side of the articular nearly to

* A specimen of Grlyptolepis paucidens in the Manelioster Museum seems to

show a clear suture between the short prearticular and the coronoid.

Proc. Zool. 8oc.— 1913, No. LXIY. 64
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tlie front of the jaw ; in front it ends freely in a point, its lower

border articulates with the angular and snrangular, and its

upper border witli the epicoronoids ; the inner surface of the

bone is covered with a shagreen of small denticles.

The epicoronoids are two small bones lying between the upper

edge of the coronoid and the dentary. The posterior is a shoi't

bone forming the front of the suprameckelian A^'acuity, and
bearing two large teeth and the pits for their replacing teeth. It

is separated from the anterior epicoronoid by a large round
foramen. The anterior bone beai's one tooth and its replacing

tooth-socket.

The jaw of MegalicJdhys differs slightly from that of Rhizodus,

Rhizodopsis, etc., in there being only three bones besides the

dentaiy on the outerside of the jaw, instead of four, and only two
epicoronoids instead of thi-ee.

Comparison of this jaw with that of "Zo.rom7?z«" will, I think,

justify the nomenclature used here, even the direction of overlap

of the bones being the same in the tw^o types.

Systematic position of Batrachiderpeton.

The classification of the smaller stegocephalian Amphibia, so

abundant in the Coal-Measiu^es and Permian Rocks of Europe
and North America, is in such confusion, to which some
recent work has added, that it is at present only possible to

proceed by reference to individual specimens which have been

well described. The difficulty of identifying species and the

rashness with which genera often founded on very imperfect

materials have been extended to include other types often of

veiy distinct structure, combined with the great technical

difficulties of working on small and often badly-preserved

animals, make any wide divisions at present of very doubtful

value.

Batrachiderpeton in the forward position of its orbits and the

great " cornvia " at once recalls Ceraterpeion, originally desci'ibed

by Huxley from Kilkenny. The type-specimen of this latter

genus is badly preserved, so that the sutures of the cranial roof

are not clearly shown, although it seems probable that the

apparent sutures are real, in which case there are many resem-

blances between the two types.

To the type-species Ceraterpeton galvani two other specimens

have been assigned—Ward's specimen from North Staffordshire

described by 0. W. Andrews, and a specimen from Kilkenny

figured by A. Smith Woodward. These two specimens agree

extremely closely in size and in the shape of the skull, but they

differ from the type in being only about one-half of the size and

in having a narrower skull. In the Hancock Museum there are

three specimens closely similar from the Low Main seam of

Newsham, one of which is the type of Hancock and Atthey's
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Urocordylus reticulatus. These three specimens agree very closely

in measurements and in all charactei'S which can be observed
;

they are undoubtedly cospecific. They also agree exactly with

Andrews' and Smith Woodward's specimens in the proportions of

the skull and body, and in size, but differ from Andrews' specimen

very markedly in the character of their cranial ornament, which
is almost entirely composed of ridges instead of pits. They mu«t
hence be regarded as specifically distinct.

In text-fig. 167 (p. 955) I have given a drawing of the top of

the head with such sutures as are clearly visible in one of the

Newcastle specimens preserved in counterpart ; this should be

compared with Dr. Andrews' figure. It is certain that the ptery-

goids met in the middle line, as in Batrachideiyeion, although

the detailed structure of the palate cannot be made out.

One important feature, shown clearly by the type-specimen of

" Urocordylus " reticttlatus, is the T-shaped cleithrum, also shown
in Dr. Woodward's figure, where it is interpreted as scapula.

Such a shaped bone is known in no other animal except Batrachi-

derpeton, and seems to show definitely that " Urocordylus

"

reticidatiijS and Batrachiderpeton are closely related. The very

remarkable clavicle is also identical in the two types.

Whether Urocordylus reticulatus H. & A. really belongs to the

genus Ceraterpeton is uncertain, but it is probable that it does
;

in any case, by calling it Ceraterpeton reticidatum in full, no
trouble will arise ; it seems probable that it is not Urocordylus.

One of the most marked features of Ceraterpeton is the ex-

pansion and corrugation of the distal ends of the neural and
hjBmal spines ; the meaning of this condition, which occurs

throughout the column, is obscure. It also occurs in Ceraterpeton

galvani, Urocordylus wandesfordii, Scincosaurtis crassus, Ftyonius

cvstocephalus, and other types. As there is no definite evidence

that these types cannot be related, it is natural to assume that

they are ; but it must be remembered that any such relation

can only be slight, for if Fritsch's restoration of the skull of

Scincosaurus crassus is at all correct, it difiers veiy greatly from

C. reticidatum and Batrachiderpeton.

Another type which appears to be related is Diceratosaiiriis

jninctolineatus Cope, recently described by Jsekel. The palate

of this type is extremely like that of Batrachiderjjeton, diff'ering

in minor features of the dentition, in the larger interpterygoid

vacuity, and in the presence of a transverse bone.

If we suppose, as is quite pi-obable, that some of the sutures

of the cranial roof were invisible, it is probable that the skull

structure was very like that of Ceraterpeton retictdaticm. On the

other hand, this type has not the T-shaped cleithrum and peculiar

neural arches of the latter form.

Assuming, as seems justifiable, that Batrachiderpeton is allied

to Geraterjjeton reticidatum, it is of interest to see the differences

betweeir the two types. Ceraterpeton reticulatum is obviously the
64*
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less morlified, and the following list shows the direction of ch.inge

in passing to Batrachideiyeton :
—

1. Increase in the relative size of the " cornna " involving

larger squamosals, postparietals, and tabulares.

2. More anterior position of the orbits.

3. Great decrease in size of the nasals,

4. Broadening of the clavicles and interclavicle.

The most interesting comparison, however, is Avith Diplo-

ccmlios, a type which Jeekel has already brought into relation

to Ceraterpeton.

Comparison of text-fig. 162 (p. 950), the dorsal surface of the

skull of Batrachide)yeton, with the figures of the skull of

Diplocaulus given by Williston & Case, shows a A^ery striking

resemblance, particularly in the way in which the horn is

developed, by enlargement of the squamosal (prosquamosal of

Williston ife Case), tabulares, and postparietals (supra-occipital

plate of Williston & Case).

If the bone regarded by Williston as a nasal is compared with

the undoubted lachrymal of Batrachiderpeton no doubt of its

identity can arise, it being evident that the nasals, extremely

small in Batrachiderpeton, axe quite lost in Diplocaidus.

It also seems extremely probable that the bone called

squamosal by Williston & Case is really the postorbital dragged

out from the border of the orbit by the development of the

horn.

The only other important difference shown on the top of the

skull lies in the fact that in the earlier type the frontal is,

excluded from the orbit, whereas in the American form it forms

much of the border of that opening. This depends on the

difi'erent position of the orbits, which in Batrachiderpeton are

laterally directed, whilst in Diplocaulus they look directly

upwards. It is in eveiy way probable that this difference

depends entirely on the habits of the animals in question.

The skull of Batrachiderpeton shows no grooves for lateral line

organs, and it seems likely that the animal was not very

aquatic ; and as its skull was probably of only moderate size, it

is possible that it pursued an ordinary life.

Case, apparently justly, regards Diplocaidiis as living in the

mud at the bottom of ponds, and its head is so enormous

that it must have been carried flat on the ground. Such a habit

of life is inconsistent wifch laterally placed eyes, which would

therefore necessarily migrate to the dorsal surface as in all flat-

bodied bottom-dwelling fishes, e. g., Lophius, liaia, Solea.

The clavicular apparatus of Diplocauhis is very similar to that

of Batrachiderpeton. The clavicles in both types consist of a flat

ventral plate, from the upper surface of which a cylindrical

process rises dorsally within the lateral edge.

The vertebral column of Dijilocrmlus is now well known. The
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presacral vertebrae, 16 in number, have an elongate hour glasss-

sliaped " centrum " and elongated neural arches with low elongate
spines. There are two processes for the i-ib, the upper carried by
the arch, the lower by the " centrum." There are hypRpophysial
in addition to the ordinary zygapophysial articulations. The
caudal vertebrae have no rib articulations and expanded haemal
arches fused into the " centium.'*

The vei'tebral column of Geraterpeton is not well known, but
the Newcastle specimen of C. reticulalum seems to show the
following characters:—There are about 18 presacral vertebi'se

with hour-glass-shaped centra, long neural arches and spines
almost certainly with hypapophysial in addition to the ordinary
articulations, and a single process neaily in the centre of tlie

vertebra for the rib; this may be partly carried by t];e arch.

The later caudals differ in having no rib articulation and in

having large expanded hsemapophysial spines fused onto the
centrum.

The vertebral columns of the two types are, in fact, veiy
similai', diffei^ing appai'ently only in the fact that in Diplocaulus
the head of the rib is double, whereas in Geraterpeton reticulatum
it is single.

The shortness of the neural and haemal spines of Dvplocauhi,s

may be due merely to the flatness of that animal.

The lower jaw of Diplocaulus as described by v. Huene agrees

very well with that of BatracMderpeton, the inner I'ow of teeth

at the front being probably borne on tlie real coronoid, and
v. Huene's complementare being an epicoronoid.

In fact, the only important difference between the two types
lies in the palate. Diplocaulu,s diffei-s in its palate from Batrachi-

derpeton exactly as does Eryop)S from Loxomma.
The dentitions in the two types are identical in general lines.

The differences a,re that in Batrachiderpeton there are large

pterygoids meeting in the middle line and supported by the
basisphenoid, in Diplocauhis there are large intei'pterygoid

vacuities and the pterygoids are suppoi'ted by the parasphenoid.

I have already endeavoured to show that in the large Stego-
cephalia this change actually takes place, a view which if cori'ect

removes all difficulty of regarding Batrachiderpeton and Diplo-

caulus as very closely allied.

Finally, it may be noticed that the characters in which
Diplocaulus differs from Batrachiderpeton are exactly those in

which the latter differs from Geraterpeton :—

1. Increase in relative size of the cornua, involving larger

squamosals, postparietals, and tabulares.

2. More anterior position of the orbits (and their dorsal

position).

3. Complete loss of the nasals.

4. Broadening of the clavicles and interclavicles.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate XCVL

Fig. 1. Skull of Batracliiderpeton lineatum H. & A. Specimen I. (type-specimen),

X 1^. Dorsal aspect.

2. Same specimen as fig. 1. Palatal aspect.

3. Rami of the lower jaw of BatracMderpeton lineatum, X j.

A. Specimen VI. Right ramus, outer aspect.

B. Specimen III. Left ramus, inner aspect, showing verj' clearly the patch
' of teeth on the coronoid.

Plate XCVII.

Fig. 4. Skull of BatracMderpeton lineatum H. & A. Specimen II., X 1. Dorsal

aspect.

5, Same specimen as fig. 4. Palatal view
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The two forms described below were obtained during a visit to

the Marine Station maintained by the Canadian Government at

Departure Bay, Vancouver Island. They are of especial interest

from the probability that they represent stages of a single species,

and belong to a group that has not yet been described as occurring

on the west coast of North America. Since the specific identity of

the two forms is only a probability, it has seemed well to regard

them for the present as distinct, and even, for reasons given

below, to assign them provisionally to different genera.

PeACHIA QUINQUECAPITATA, Sp. n. (PL XCVIII. figS. 1-4.)

This form (fig. 1) was dredged by Dr. C. McLean Fraser

in Nanoose Bay, Vancouver Island, in 15-20 fathoms. In the

majority of the individuals the base is depressed in the centre

and smaller than the column. It is thin, and in all cases

shows clearly the lines of insertion of the mesenteries as well-

marked invections, so that it can have possessed but very slight

adhesive powers, if any. In one individual the attachments of

the mesenteries did not quite reach the centre of the base, but

ended abrujDtly a short distance from it, leaving a cii'cular central

area which was exceedingly thin, but nevertheless not perforated.

In other examples this condition did not occur, the insertions

of the mesenteries extending quite to the centie, so that there

were no indications of a terminal pore, such as has been described

by Gosse (1860) in P. kastata.

The column (fig. 1) is almost cylindrical, though usually

contracting somewhat towards either extremity and, in some
examples, is grooved by twelve well-marked invections, although

in others these are quite indistinct. Examined under a lens the

surface is seen to be studded with minute elevations, which ai-e

all the more noticeable by being of a paler colour than the

general surface. No foreign particles were adhering to these

elevations in any of the examples studied, and, as I had no
opportunity for examiniug living specimens, I cannot say whether
they had the power of adhering to surfaces with which they

came into contact, as seems to be the case w'ith the similar

* For explanation of tlie Plate see p. 972.
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structures of P. hasfMa (Haddon and Dixon, 1885) and P. tri-

capitata (Andres, 1883).

There was no differentiation of the upper part of the column to

form a capitulum, nor was there any distinct margin.

The tentacles are twelve in number, arranged in a single cycle.

They are of moderate length and stoutness, obtuse or tapering

slightly at the tips, but not capitate, and frequently with longi-

tudinal grooves.

The lips are elevated considerably above the level of the

disk, and show only a single siphonoglyph (fig. 2), which is

completely separated from the rest of the stomatodpeum by the

fusion of its lips throughout the greater part of their extent.

At least this was the case in three individuals that I examined

anatomically, and it would seem, therefore, to be of general

occurrence. Sedgwick (1884) has described the same peculiarity

as occasional in P. hastata, but it is not mentioned by other

authors who have studied the anatomy of that species (Haddon,

1885, 1889 ; Faurot, 1890, 1895).

The general surface of the stomatodfeum is longitudinally

grooved along the lines corresponding to the insertions of the

mesenteries, and each lip is raised in the intervals between the,

grooves into five rounded elevations, which correspond with the

intervals between the perfect mesenteries, with the exceptions of

those between the directives. One of these latter is quite small

and the other is repi-esented by the margins of the siphonoglyph,

which, although not elevated to any great extent beyond the rest

of the lips, nevertheless bear fine tuberculiform or digitiform

processes (figs. 2, 3) which correspond with the conchular lobes

of other forms. Two of these processes form a pair lying one

on either side of the more dorsal portion of the siphonoglyph

opening, and the three othei-s are situated more ventrally, the

median one being in the sagittal plane of the body, opposite

the bottom of the siphonoglyph. In three individuals examined,

of different sizes, I found no variation in the form or arrange-

ment of these conchular processes, and would therefore conclude

that this is their final adult arrangement.

gi^p^^—The height of the column, measured in individuals pre-

served in formalin, was in the larger forms about 2-0 cm., the

diameter at about the middle being about 0*9 cm., and at the

limbus 0'6 cm. The length of the tentacles was 0-4 cm.

Colour.—Examples preserved in formalin retain a considerable

amount of the original coloration, and from these it is possible to

state that the general colour of the column is a moi'e or less

intense brownish red. In some cases it is distributed over the

entire extent of the column and in others it is limited to the

distal portion, the proximal or basal part being almost colourless.

A closer examination shows that the pigment is not uniformly

distributed throughout the area in which it occurs, but presents

the appearance of a brownish red ground-colour upon which

are scattered numerous minute dots of a paler shade, these
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representing the small elevations already described as scattered

over the entire surface of the column. The tentacles seem to have
been of a paler colour than the upper part of the column and
marked by four or five rings of a more or less intense brownish
red (fig. 2). The conch ular processes seem to have been of the

deeper shade, with paler apices.

Structure.—The column mesoglosa is much thicker than the

ectoderm and is of a finely fibrillar structure, cells being scattered

among the fibrils. There are no ectodermal muscles, but
associated with the presence of ectodermal gland-cells there is a

"well-defined layer of nerve-fibres. The adhesive oigans appear
in sections as elevated areas of the ectoderm,' composed of slender

cells considerably longer than those of the adjacent ectoderm
;

the areas contain no gland-cells and, consequently, appear much
paler than the general ectoderm in stained preparations. In
structure, therefore, the organs dififer from typical veirucse only

in being elevations of the surface instead of depressions. The
endodermal musculature is supported on short simple pi-ocesses,

and towards the distal poi-tion of the column it becomes weaker,

the cells being arranged in an almost simple layer, and there is

no indication of a sphincter.

The musculature of the tentacles and disk is very moderately
developed, and there are no muscle-fibres on either the ectodermal

pr endodermal surface of the stomatodeeum. The stiucture of

the siphonoglyph is quite characteristic. Its ectoderm is much
higher than that of the rest of the stomatodseum and destitute of

gland-cells. The surface bears verj' numerous strong cilia and is

provided with a distinct cuticular layer, beneath which the nuclei

of the cells are arranged in very many layers, the basal portion of

the epithelium containing but few, and appearing as if composed
of a very fine reticulum, which is traversed by a band of nerve-

fibres. The endoderm is also much higher than it is over the

rest of the stomatodseum and its basal portion is also reticular in

structure, though somewhat coai'ser than the ectoderm. The
mesogloea also difters from that of the general stomatodteum, its

ground- substance being almost homogeneous and assuming a

clear blue tint with hsematoxylin-erythrosin, while elsewhere the

colour is decidedly violet. The fusion of the lips, mentioned
above, is merely an epithelial union ; indeed, it appears to be
due to adhesion of the cuticular layers of the two adjacent

surfaces.

The mesenteries are arranged in ten pairs, six of which
are perfect, the remaining four pairs occupying the lateral

and sulco-lateral interspaces. Of the perfect mesenteries, two
pairs are directives, and all have well-developed difixise muscle-

pennons (fig. 4) consisting of sti'ong though but slightly

branched lamellae. A well-marked pai'ieto-basilar muscle is also

present forming usually a slight fold. The reproductive cells

could not be distinguished in the individuals examined, but
the endoderm of the mesenteries in the region proximal to the
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meseiitei'ial filament is greatly thickened and veiy granular, us

if from the presence of ingested food- material. The eight im-
perfect mesenteries are destitute of mesenterial filaments and,

indeed, I'epresent only the muscular portion of the perfect

mesenteries. Their muscle-processes are but few in number and
tiiey do not possess any distinct pai'ieto-basilar muscle. There
is no difference in the development of the various perfect

mesenteries such as Faurot has described for P. hastaia ; all are

provided with mesenterial filaments and are alike in all

particulars.

The first description of a form that may definitely be assigned

to the genus Feachia is that furnished by Reid (1848) of a species

washed ashore in the Bay of St. Andrews and named Actinia

cylindrica. This name had, howevei-, already been employed by
Renier (1804) for Gerianthus membratiacetis, and has therefore

given place to the term Feachia hastata, proposed by Gosse (1855)
for a form with which Reid's species is evidently identical. In
the following year Koren and Danielssen described under the

na,me SiphonaCtinia boeckii a form that is certainly congeneric

with the Feachia of Gosse, aaid that author in 1860 described two
additional members of the genus, F. undata and F. triphylla.

No further additions to the list of species were made until 1879,

when Hutton described as F. carnea a form cast up on the beach

at Dunedin, New Zealand; a little later Andres (1883) described

as Siphonactiii/ia tricapitata a form from Naples that he had
originally (1881) considered identical with Gosse's F. triphylla,

and in 1893 I described F. koreni from off the coast of the

Ai'gentine Republic. There seems to be no room for doubt as to

the distinctness of F. q%miquecapiiata from P. hastata : the form
of the conchula, the equality of all the perfect mesenteries, and
the feebler development of the longitudinal musculature of the

imperfect ones furnish suflicient bases for their separation, in-

dependently of their coloration and geographical distribution.

F. koreni, with only eight teirtacles and a simple conchula, may
also be regarded as distinct, and although the description of

F. catmea is very incomplete, its geographical distribution is

p)rirtia facie evidence of its distinctness also.

With regard to the remaii:iing four species, all of which are

European, the evidence is not so clear, since no anatomical data

concerning them are available. F. tmdata, from the Channel
Islands, is believed by Haddon (1889) and G. Y. & A. F. Dixon
(1891) to be merely a young example of F. hastata, its conchula

resembling that of immature examples of the latter species.

F. triphylla, also from the Channel Islands and the Firth of

Clyde (Robertson, 1869, 1875), on the other hand, has a conchula
composed of three lamellar processes, and in this resembles

F. boeckii ; the latter, however, bearing the lamellae upon the

summit of a tubular prolongation of the siphonoglyph, whereas
in Gosse's figure of F. triphylla they are represented as sessile.

The difference may, however, be due to a difference in contraction,
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and it is not improbable that tlie two forms are identical. It

must be noted, however, that Faurot (1895) identifies P.hoeckii

with P. hastata, and until anatomical da,ta are furnished it will

be well to regard it as a distinct form. Finall}', in the Medi-

terranean P. tricapitata the conchula is composed of tiibei'cles
;

and while the correctness of its original identification by Andres

(1881) -with P. triphi/Ua must still be regarded as a jjossibility,

it seems advisable for the present to regard it as a good

species.

A provisional arrangement of the known species of Peachia

may then be stated thus :—

Tentacles 12.

CoDcliular lobes 6-20, irregular P. hastata.

Couchular lobes 3, lamellar,

sessile P. tripliijlla.

borne on tubular prolongation of siphonoglyph . F. hoeckii.

Concliular lobes tuberculiform,

three in number P . tricapitata.

five in number P. quinquecapitata.

? P.carnea.

Tentacles 8 P. Icoreni.

BiCIDIUM /EQUORE^, sp. n. (PI. XOVIII. figs. 5-7.)

This form is not uncommon as a parasite npon the bell of the

Leptomedusa JEquorea forskalii, which is of very common occur-

rence in the waters of British Columbia. The column (fig. 5)

has a rounded base, is somewhat conical or urn-shaped and
wrinkled transversely by contraction in examples preserved in

formalin. Proximally it usually shows some faint longitudinal

grooves which mark the lines of insertion of mesenteries, but no
signs of veiTucpe or other adhesive oi^gans could be seen. The
margin, which is indistinct, is occupied bj' a single series of twelve

short and obtuse tentacles. The mouth (fig. 6) is usually

widely expanded, so as to completely hide the disk, and shows a

single siphonoglyph ; no conchula was present.

Size.—Length about 7 mm., greatest diameter 4 mm.
Colour.—There was no trace of colour in any of the examples

seen.

Structure.—'J'he column mesogloea is thinner than either the

ectoderm or endodernn and has a homogeneous or finely fibrillar

structure, cells being scattered throughout the ground-substance.

The ectoderm is of uniform structure thioughout its entire

extent, no verrucal areas being distinguishable. There are no
ectodermal muscle-fibres, and those of the endodermal surface are

arranged in a simple layer, there being no mesoglceal lamellse for

their support and no indications of a sphincter muscle. The
musculature of the tentacles is also very feeble, the ectodermal

fibres being arranged in a single uniform layer, while the endo-

dermal ones are hardly distinguishable.

The single siphonoglyph is prolonged somewhat below the level
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of the I'est of the stoiuatodjeum and forms a well-marked deep
groove, whose endoderm is much higher than that of the rest

of the stomatodseum, although it does not present a reticular

formation such as occurs in Peachia qibhiquecapitata. There are

six pairs of mesenteries, all of which are perfect and all possess

mesenterial filaments ; no indications of additional mesenteries

of the second cycle were to be found. Two of the six pairs

were directives. The longitudinal musculature (iig. 7) formed
a low pennon extending throughout the entire muscular area

of the mesentery, the supporting lamellte being palisade-like

in their arrangement, and is higher than the endoderm that

covered them. No parieto-basilar muscle was present in my
preparations, which did not, however, include the most proximal
portion of the column.

A number of immature Actinians, a list of which has been
given by Haddon (1887), have been described as pai^asites in

various species of Medusfe, and all present structural features

sufficiently similar to suggest that they are generically identical

with one another and with the form described above. They have
been assigned in part to the genus Halcampa and in part to

Peachia, but none of these has yet been actually shown to trans-

form into the one or the other of these genera., and until the

adult condition is definitely known it seems well to retain

for them the genus Bicidium established by L. Agassiz (1859),

recognizing, however, that this is but provisional and that the

forms assigned to it are larval or at least immature.
The evidence furnished by the structure, although not con-

clusive, does however give some indications of the probable

position of the adult form and, I believe, points towards the

genus Peachia, rather than to Halcampa. Difierences between
the two genera that are pertinent to this question are to be found
in the presence of a conchula in Peachia and its absence in

Halcampa ; in the single deep siphonoglyph of Peachia as

compared with the two shallow ones of Halcampa ; and in the

somewhat diffuse form of the muscle pennons in Peachia as

compared with the compact and circumscribed ones of Halcampa.
The first of these differences is not apparent in all species of

Bicidium, the conchula probably being late in its development,

but the other characteristics are constant in all known forms
whose anatomy has been recorded.

Since Haddon (1887) I'eviewed the various species of Bicidiuin

some additions have been made to our knowledge of them, and in

support of my contention as to their affinities to Peachia rather

than to Halcampa, a reconsideration of them may not be amiss.

The absence of a conchula in B. cequoreai is, it is true, opposed to

its reference to Peachia, but, as has been pointed out, this

structure may very well be late in developing, and in the nature

of the siphonoglyph and the muscle pennons the similarity to

that form and the difference from Halcampa are pronounced.
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The occurrence of P. quinquecapiiata in the same locality is nlso

suggestive, but the dift'erences between the two forms are too

marked to warrant their identification, although it is not im-

probable that these differences are due to age rather than specific

differences.

The structure of Actinia davits of Quoy and Gaimard (1833),

recently studied by Pax (1912), shows, 1 believe, that it must be

considered congeneric with B. (pquoreon, although Pax refers it to

the genus Halcampa. As in the British Columbian species, there

are no indications of a conchuJa; but again, the form of the

siphonoglyph and the muscle pennons suggest PeacAm rather than

Salcampa, and until further evidence as to its exact position

is available, it would seem well that it should be known as

Bicidiu'm clavus.*

The evidence as to the affinities of B. parasiticum is more
definite. It was first described by L. Agassiz (1859) from Cyanea
arctica and later by Yerrill (1864), who showed that it possessed

a well-marked trilobed conchula, and, still later (1866), assigned

it to the genus Peachia. Prepai-ations that I have of this species

show it to have a striking general similai-ity to B. wquoreoi, the

mesenteries being twelve in number, all perfect and all bearing

mesenterial filaments, and the siphonoglyph single and deep.

The muscle pennons also are of the same difftise type, but the

lamellse (fig. 8) are not arranged in the manner of a palisade,

but are decidedly branched in a dendritic manner so that

they present an appearance of being ai ranged in groups. It

is to be noted that Verrill (1874) mentions the capture of two
very large examples of this species, imbedded in gravel at low-

water mark at Eastport, Maine ; he does not, however, give any
anatomical data concerning them, and until it is definitely knoAvn

that the foi'ra develops the four pairs of secondary mesenteries

(zygocnemes), it seems advisable to allow it to remain in the

genus Bicidium.

The form which F. Miiller (1860) described very completely as

Philomedusa vogtii is also undoubtedly a Bicidium. It occurred

upon the medusae Olindias and Chrysaora and was provided with
a trilobed conchula, twelve tentacles, twelve mesenteries, all of

which were perfect and furnished with mesenterial filaments, and
had a single siphonoglyph. The form described by Graeffe (1884)

* The observations of Pax make it quite certain that R. Hertwi^ (1882) was in
error in identifying a Halcampa from the Kerguelen Islands with Quoy and
Gaimard's species. The possibility of Hertwig's forms being young examples of
Studer's JSdwardsia kerguelensis, which Kwietniewski (1896) has shown to be a
Halcampid, should not be lost sight of, although the differences in the descriptions

as they stand are too great to permit of a definite identification. Furtliermore, the
contention of Pax that the If. clavus of Tizard and Murray (1881) and Appellof
(1897) is distinct from that described by Hertwig is undoubtedly correct, but since

the forms so named by Appellof were the actual types of Danielssen's Ualcampoides
ahyssorum, it is difficult to understand the necessity for the new name, septeniri-

onalis, that Pax bestows upon them.
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as Halcampa medtisopMla, occurring on various medusse {Tima,

Oclorchis, and ^Uquorea) is proba,bly identical with Midler's

species, the absence of a conchula being probably due to its

greater immaturity.

In 1860 Wright described as Peachia fultoni* a form that

he found parasitic on a species of Thaumantias (^Phialidium ?),

later (1861) changing its nnme to Halcamim faltoni. This is

probably the same as the form described by Haddon (1887), and

erroneously, as has been pointed out by Oarlgren (1904), regarded

by that author as the larva of Halcampa chrysanthellum. In

1887, Mcintosh recorded the occurrence of actinian larvse on

vai-ious Thaumantiad medusse occurring at St. Andrews, identi-

fying them as the young of P. hastaia, an opinion in which

Haddon (1888) concurred after an examination of their structure,

still maintaining, however, their distinctness from the examples

previously described as the young of H. chrysanthellimn. They
possessed eight tentacles and eight large mesenteries together

with four smaller deuterocnemic ones. It may be that Haddon
is correct in regarding the two forms he examined as distinct

species, but even if so it seems clear that they are to be referred

to the same genus, and since it is still uncertain that they

actually do develop into Peachia, it will be preferable to place

them in Bicicliimi.

Finally, Dendy (1888) has described from medusee obtained

at Port Philip a parasitic actinian with twelve tentacles, within

which there was " an inner circle of 12 cushion-like swellings,"

which in older individuals become saccular outgrowths. It is

not possible to ascertain from Dendy's account, whether or not

these outarowths repi-esent a conchula, and the exact affinities of

the form must remain doubtful, although with a probability that

it represents a Peachia'f.

The available evidence seems, accordingl}^ to point strongly in

favour of these various medusophilous forms being young stages

in the development of Peachia rather than Halcampa, but a

direct linking up of the immature examples of Plcidium with

their respective adults is necessary to settle the question.

* Some confusion exists in the references to the literature of this species. Andres

(1883) gives the date of its first description as 1859 and as references the Pro-

ceedin;TS of the Physical Society of Edinbnrg-h, vol. ii. 1859, and the New Edinburgli

Philosophical Journal, vol. xii. 1860. Haddon (1887) repeats the latter reference

but substitutes for the former, Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

vol. ii. 1860. There is no paper in the Proceedings of the lloyal Society of

Edinburgh by Wright referring to this species, and the date of vol. ii. of the

Proceedinn-s of the Royal Physical Society of Edinburgh, which does contain such

a paper, is 1861 and not 1859. The reference to the Edinburgh New Philosophical

Journal (this being its correct title) should read " New Series, vol. xii. 1860."

t Carlgren (1904) mentions, without descriptions or names, two additional forms

that should probably be referred to this genus, one occurring in the medusa
Eufimalphes indicans on the Swedish coast and the other ou a large medusa from

Valparaiso.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XCVIIL

Fig. 1. FeacJiia quinquecapitata. Nat. size.

2. Oral view of P. quinquecapitata expanded. X 2-

3. Oral view of partially contracted individual of P. quinquecapitata,
showing arrangement of conchnlar lobes.

4. Transverse sections of raesenterie* of P. quinquecapitata.

5. Side view of individual of Bicidium (fquorecp. X 4.

6. Oral surface of P. cBquorece. X 4.

7. Transverse sections of mesenteries of P. mquoreee.

8. Transverse sections of mesenteries of P. parasiticum.
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Some three or four years ago I received through my colleague,

Ur. Scholberg, some specimens of a branched, yellowish-brown
organism which had been found growing in some of the pipes

at the Cardiff Waterworks, and which proved to be very fine

examples of Spongilla lacustris. Subsequently I learnt that

there had been an extensive growth of this sponge in the pipes

.leading to one of the series of filter-beds, which had caused much
trouble and difficulty; and that, although the growth had
apparently disappeared for a time after treatment with sulphate

of copper, it, as I expected, soon appeared again, and became as

flourishing as ever. In the summer of 1911 the growth was so

extensive as to cause anxiety, not only as regards reducing the

flow in the pipes, but also on account of the unpleasant odour
which had been noticed in the water, due doubtless to the

living sponge as well as to its decomposition. In December
of the same year I was requested by the Waterworks Engineer,

Mr. C. H. Priestley, to report on the matter to the Waterworks
Committee ; and now that the treatment I subsequently pro-

posed has—at any rate for the present—been successful, I have
the permission of the Committee to publish an account of our
experiences. I should like to express my indebtedness to

Mr. Priestley and his stafli" for their cooperation and for giving

me eveiy facility in prosecuting the enquiry ; I have also to

thank Dj-. Kemna, of Antwerp, Dr. Harmer, Mr. Kirkpatrick,

and Professor Minchin for valuable information given at the

beginning of the investigation.

Although sponges of various species have been recoi^ded at

numerous other Waterworks *, they do not appear to have been
the chief source of trouble, as at OaTdiff".

The interesting subject of the fauna of Waterworks has quite

recently been so fully dealt with by Dr. Harmer in these

"Proceedings" (1913, p. 426), that it is unnecessary for me

* B.g. at Boston, Mass. (Howerbank. Proc. Zool. Soc. 1863, & Potts, Acad. Nat.
Sci. Philadelphia, 1881, 1882, and 1887) ; Hamburg (Kraepelin, Abh. Naturwi-ss.

Ver. Hamburg, 1886) ; Torquay (Chapman, " Animal Growths in Water-pipes,"

Transactions of the Institute of Water Engineers, 1913, & Kirkpatrick—see Harmer,
P. Z. S. 1913, p. 436) ; and Aberdeen (Kirkpatrick, loc. cit. p. 439).

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, ^'o. LXV. 65
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to refer in debail to the history and literature of the subject.

Dr. Harmer's account of the difficulties which have recently

occurred in various English Waterworks owing to the presence

of Polyzoa, shows the importance of biological investigation in

dealing with such cases, as was pointed out in this country by
Professor Hickson in his presidential address to Section D of the

British Association at Southport in 1903.

The Cardiff district is supplied with excellent soft water from
the TafF Fawr i-eservoirs in Brecknockshire, midway between
Merthyr and Brecon. From these higher reservoirs the water
is conducted by conduits into vaiious other storage-reservoirs

at a lower level, in the near neighbourhood of Cardiff, and
from those into filter-beds : the latter, of course, prevent the

access of organic particles and spicules into the service-pipes

supplied from them. The sponge had hitherto only been found in

the pipes leading to certain of the filters on the northern border

of Cardiff known as the " Heath " filters, from which the greater

part of the city is supplied. The water to these filters comes
from two storage-reservoirs, at Llanishen and Lisvane, situated

about a mile farther north. Careful examination has so far not
revealed any trace of the sponge in other parts of the system,

which therefore I need not describe further here*.

The water from Llanishen reservoir passes through metal
screens with fine meshes, so as to strain off all but minute solid

particles, into a valve-shaft from which it is conducted by vmder-
ground pipes to a valve-chamber at the " Heath." It is then
again screened before flowing into a 3-ft. pipe, with which lateral

pipes are connected ending in bell-mouths, one to each of the six

filter-beds.

The chief trouble occurred in this pipe, which was thickly lined

with a luxurious growth of the sponge, consisting of dense
incrustations giving off" numerous finger-like processes Avhich

branched and branched again, and some of which reached a

length of 8 inches or more, frequently showing concrescence f.

Other growths were found in the valve-chamber and screen-

chamber, in the corners and crevices of which it was not easy to

get access to them.

On visiting the " Heath" on December 12th, 1911, the sponge,

packed with gemmides, showed no signs of djdng down for the

Avinter, and it appeared to me that had it been desired to culti-

vate the organism, probably no better pla,n could have been
devised than that furnished by the water-chambers and pipes

* For further details with regard to the Cardiff Waterworks, see a paper by
C. H. Priestley, M.Iust.C.E., on the " Development of the Cardiff Water Supply,"
read at the Sessional meeting of the lloyal Sanitary Institute at Cardiff on April

12th, 1912 ; also a description of the Waterworks by the same author issued from the
Cardiff Waterworks Engineer's Office, 19U8.

t Cf. figures by Bovverbank, " A Monograph of the British Spongiada?," Ray
Society, 1864-1882"; and .Johnston, "A History of British Sponges and Lithophytes
(Corallines)," London, Edinburgh, and Dublin, 1882.
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{cf. Kraepelin, loc. cit.). It can grow as well in the tlai-k, with-

out zoochlorellte, as in the light ; and being eflfectively protected

from frost and other adverse conditions, it seemed possible that

it might continue alive during the whole winter. On the same
day, we made a cursory examination at Llanishen and Lisvane,

with no result ; but on the following day, the reservoir-keeper,

after emptying the valve-shaft at Llanishen, found a considerable

growth at a depth of between 10 and 20 feet.

Since then, a careful look-out has been kept for the sponge
throughout the entire system, but there has been no positive

evidence of its occurrence in other jjarts, either in the open or in

the underground pipes.

The tw^o most important problems which presented themselves
were—the destruction of the sponge in the infected area, and the
prevention of re-infection tlu'oughout the whole system. As
regards the latter, the only sound method would be the intro-

duction of pre-filtration through sand, so as to starve the sponge
by preventing the mici-oscopic organisms (on which it and other
" microphagous " organisms which might at any time appear
depend for their nutriment) from passing into the pipes and
reservoirs (cf. Kemna, quoted by Harmer on p. 432), as well as

to keep out larvte and gemmules. This method would take
a long time to carry out and entail considerable expense

;

moreover, it would not be effective unless it could be adopted at

the lower reservoirs (where there are difficulties as regards level)

as well as the higher ones, as there would be a reappearance of

organisms in them. As the matter was urgent, I therefore felt

it would be better to confine attention at first to the destrviction

of the organism in the infected area and the prevention of its

regeneration and of reinfection by the gemmules.
Treatment with any destroying agent except such as would be

dangerous to human life would be ineffective if applied to the
adult sjoonge, as it would not destroy the myriads of gemmules
protected by their resistant coats. It was therefore necessary in

the first instance to make a periodical examination of the sponge
for a year or more, so as to ascertain (1) whether sexual repro-
duction occurred, (2) when the gemmules germinated, and
(3) whether the adult growth perished partially or entirely
during the course of the winter*.
An examination of specimens at various times of the year has

so far revealed no larvse or any signs of sexual reproduction ; but
the enormous production of gemmules throughout the crusts and
branches is quite sufficient to start new growths in any part to
which the gemmules could gain access. There can be no doubt
that a sexual stage is unnecessary for the repi-oduction of the
sponge from year to year.

* Cf. Marsliall (SB. Natuvf. Gesellsch., Leipzig, 1884, & Journ. Roy. Micros.
See. V. 1885) ; Weltner (Arcliiv f. Entwicklurigsmechanik, IJd. xxxiii. Heft 3 u. 4).

65*
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On visiting the " Heath " and Llanishen on February 3rd, 1912,
when the filter-beds were covered with ice 1 1 ins. thick, we found
that the adult growth was dying down, but that it was still

closely packed with gemmules, some oB which had begun to

germinate and start new growths among the old. On March 23rd
gemmation had proceeded further, new growths being abundant,
and I suggested that in the course of the spring the pipes and
chambers should be scraped and treated with strong bi-ine, so

applied as to reach any small spaces and crevices in which
gemmules could lodge, and thus to attack the sponge when it was
least capable of resistance. This was done on May 2nd, and
with the sponge were removed a large quantity of iron corrosive

nodules—another trial to the Water Engineer, referred to by
Harmer on pp. 430, 437, & 438 of his paper ; the brine was then
washed out through a bye-pass. The result was apparently satis-

factory, but in the course of the summer a few small new growths
were observed by the Foreman : they were very much less

abundant than in the previous summer, and no smell had been
noticed since the treatment. An examination on September 24th
showed that these comparatively few young incrusting sponges
had not yet given rise to any outgrowths, and that they con-

tained no gemmules : they were in all probability due to a few
gemmules which had not germinated when the treatment was
carried out. I therefore suggested a second application of brine.

By November 14th, when this was done, the growths had
increased in size considerably, but apparently no gemmules had
been formed. Instead of leaving the pipes empty for only a few
hours, as on the previous occasion, it was possible this time to

give them three days before being again used, and since then no
trace of the sponge has been seen.

It is interesting to note that no Polyzoa were found, but that

a number of colourless Hydrje like those described by Kiaepelin
at Hamburg were obtained by the reservoir-keeper from the
bottom of the valve-shaft at Llanishen on May 25th ; unfor-

tunately these were all dead by the time they reached me *.

* Since the above was written, a few younp: sponge-f^rowths were again observed
and at once destroyed. Colonies of Cristatella, with numerous stRtoblasts, had
also appeared : fortunately this is not one of the " moss "-forming Polyzoa. (Oct.

25th, 1913.)
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58. A Revision of the Cjprinodont Fishes of the Subfamily

PoeciliinEe. By C. Tate Regan, M.A., F.Z.S.

[Received October 11, 1913 ; Read November 11, 1913.]

(Plates XCIX -CI* and Text-figures 168-173.)

Ihdex.
Sysxejviaxic ;^ Page

Synopsis of Genera 979

Gamhusia dovii, sp. n. 986

G. niffropunctata, SY>. n 987

G. melanosticta, sp. n 987

G. wrayi, sp. n. ....,.' 988

G. oUgosticta, sp. n 988

G, graoilior, sp. n 989

G. dommicensis, sp. n , , 989

G. oai/manensis , sp. n , , 990

Priapichthys, gen. nov , ,. 991

Priapella, gen. nov. .. ,.,. 992

Fseudopoecilia, gen. nov, , ,...,•: 995

Pceeiliopsis, gen. nov ,.,..,...., ,... 996

P, isthmensis, sp. n , , . . . 997

Braoliyrhaphis, gen. nov , 99f

Leptorhaphis, gen, nov, ,, 998
' Pamphoriolithys, g&O.-'o.ov, , 1003

Pamplioria, gen, nov.. • , 1003

Pcpeilia picta, sp. n , .
.,

1007

Mollienisia gracilis, noni. nov 1012

Limia nigrofasciata, sp. n ,. , 10J5

£. arnoldi, sp. n ,. 1016

Jj. ornata,&^^.n. , ,,•, 1016

Xi. oaudofasciata, sp, n , , 1017

L, heterandria, sp. n, , 1017

The Poeciliinffi are viviparous Oyprinodonts in which the anal

fin of the male is advanced and modified into an intromittent

organ. They are American, ranging from Cai'olina to Argentina

and from i^rizona to Ecuador ; many of the species live in the

sea as well as in fresh water. Most of the species are quit©

small, two or three inches long ; the giant of the group, Belonesooc

belizanas, attains a length of eight inches. In some forms the

males are much smaller than the females, and the adult male of

Heterandria for'tnosa, 15 to 20 mm, long, is one of the smallest

fishes known; in several species males are rather scarce.

In Glinther's classification (Cat, Fish. vol. vi.) the Cyprinodonts

were divided into Carnjvorse, with the intestine short or but

little convoluted and the bones of the lower jaw firmly united,

and Limnophagfe, with the intestine long and convoluted and
the bones of the lower jaw loosely connected. It is now kjiown

that both types occur in two distinct subfamilies, Characodontinsa

and Poeciliina^, and there is good evidence that in the latter th©

* For explanation of tbe Plates see p, 1018.
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limnophagous structure has been evolved three or four times
independently.

The intromittent organ is freely movable and is supported
internally by bony stays, 2 to 5 in number, that project down-
wa,rds and forwards from the bridges that connect the parapo-
physes of the posterior praecaudal vertebrae. It is formed by the
prolongation of the tlurd, fourth, and fifth anal rays, the first

and last of which are stout and are more or less expanded trans-

'

versely so as to mai'gin a groove on one side or the other, or they
may even meet so as to form a tube. The ui-ogenital orifice is

directly in front of the base of the fin, and may often be covered
by the pelvic fins, which, doubtless, help to conduct the seminal
fluid into the groove, or in certain forms where the pelvic fins of

the male are considerably enlarged they may be closely applied
to the intromittent organ, converting the grooves into closed

tubes. The distal segments of the prolonged rays may be
variously modified into spines, hooks, barbs, etc., which may help
to retain the organ in position during coition.

The differences in structure of the intromittent organ are of

great systematic importance ; hitherto they have been almost
neglected, except by Eigenmann (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. xxxii.

1907, p. 425), who has described them in the genera Lehisies,

Girardinus. Glaridichthys, Phalloceros, and Phalloptychxis *.

Many of the species eat Mosquito larvae, and the " Millions
"

fish {Lebistes reticidatus) has been introduced into many countries
in the hope that it will check malarial fever f. On account of

their small size, pretty appearance, and interesting habits the
Pceciliinse are great favourites with European aquarium -lovers,

especially in Germany ; several of the new species described
below have been sent to me by my valued cori'espondents in

Hamburg, Herr J. P. Arnold and Herr A. Rachow, as newly
imported aquarium-fishes. In the Gei-man aquarium-journals
and in two booklets by Stansch (Die lebendgebarende Zahnfarkfen,
Leipzig, Wenzel, 1910, 1911) have appeared many accounts of the
habits of different species : from these one gathers that the
broods follow each other at intervals of only a few weeks, but
that the number of young varies greatly according to the species

;

thus a pair of Pcecilia parce had broods of 8, 11, and 10 at

intervals of four weeks, but in P. vivipara 124 were counted in a
single brood. The new-born young are usually from 5 to 10 mm.
long and grow rapidly, in many species attaining sexual maturity
in about three months. The breeding-habits are of great interest :

in species where the males are brilliantly ornamented {Mol-
lienisia, Xiphophorus, Poecilia hranneri) they dart about displaying
their beauty ; in these and in related forms the females appear
to encourage their advances, but in others they are quite shy
and their mates have to exercise cunning to get near them. It

* Some additional iiguves are given by Lang-ev in a paper on tlie morpliology of
these fishes, just publislied (Morph. Jalirh. xlvii.).

t See P. Z.S. 1911), p. 116; 1012. p. 900.
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is of some interest to note that in Pcecllia and related genera

the females welcome the attentions of the males and the intro-

mittent organ is quite short, but as in Gambusia and Phcdloceros

the females try to make the males keep their distance it is

much longer.

Synopsis of the Genera *.

I. Lower edge of caudal peduncle sharp, without a

median series of scales ; boues of lower jaw firmly

united ; teeth conical or villiform.

Bodj' rather deep
;
pelvic fins well developed, behind base

of pectorals ; anal tin of male without long appen-
dages 1. Alfaro.

Body elongate
;
pelvic fins absent in female, minute and

below gill-openings in male ; anal fin of male ending
in a pair of long appendages with spine-like processes 2. Tomenrns.

II. Lower edge of cavidal pedmicle rounded or obtuse,

with median series of scales.

A. Pelvic fins similar in both sexes.

1. First produced ray of anal fin of male without
long processes or appendages.

a. Third and posterior branch of second pro-
duced ray of anal fin of male each ending
in a retrorse spine or hook.

Jsws not produced ; teeth conical or villiform ; anal fin

of male with distal part of first produced ray serrated,

the terminal serrations directed towards its tip

;

third produced ray and posterior branch of second
each ending- in a retrorse hook. Dorsal 6-12 ; origin

behind that of anal 3, Oamhnsia,
Jaws produced ; teeth slender, pointed, depressible ; anal

fin of male with terminal segments of first produced
ray not forming serrations ; third produced ray and
posterior branch of second each ending in a i-etrorse

spine....'. 4. Belonesox,

b. Third and posterior branch of second pro-
duced rays of anal fin of male not bearing
reti'orse hooks or spines,

a. Anal fin of male ending in a more or less

distinct antrorse hook, the anterior branch
of the second prodaced ray curved for-

ward.

* Mouth moderate, with distinct lateral

cleft ; teeth conical or villiform,

t Dorsal 7-12 ; origin behind that of anal.

Extremity of anal fin of male supported equally by third
and anterior branch of second produced rays 5. Priapichtht/s,

Extremity of anal fin of male supported equally hy first

and anterior branch of second produced rays 6. Pruipellu.

ft Dorsal 11-17 ; origin in advance of
that of anal ; extremity of male anal
fin a strong hook formed by the un-
segmented end of the anterior branch
of the second produced ray 7, Pseudo.viphoj>ho)'us,

** Mouth small, without distinct lateral

cleft; hook at end of anal fin of male
formed by anterior branch of second
produced ray.

* The differences in the structure of the male intromittent organ used in this
synopsis are illustrated in text-figs. 168, 169 (genera 1 to 4 and 11), 170 (genera 5 to
10), 171 (genera 10 and 13), 172 (genera 14 to 22), luid 173 (genera 23 to 26).
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Teeth soniewliat compressed, pointed ; anal fin of male
with first produced ray not serrated, third longer
than posterior branch of second 8. Heterandria.

Teeth broad incisors; anal fin of male with first pro-
duced ray serrated not far from tip, third shorter
than posterior branch of second 9. Pseudopoecilia,

*** Mouth small, transverse ; teeth movable,
oar-shaped. Extremity of anal fin of
male supported equally by first and
anterior branch of second produced
rays: first not serrated 10. Foecilinpsis.

p. Anal fin of male short, ending in a small
retrorse hook formed by second and
third produced raj-s ; teeth conical or
villiform 11. JBracliyrlia2yMs.

y. Anal fin of male long and slender, not
ending in an antrorse hook.

Bones of lower jaw firmly united; teeth conical or villi-

form, fixed 12. Leptoj'Jiaphis.

Bones of lower jaw loosely connected; teeth more or less

expanded and compressed, movable 13. PhaUoptyclms,

2. First produced ray of anal fin of male ending
in an antrorse appendage ; mouth small, but
bones of lower jaw rather nrmly joined.

Appendage forked, each fork antler-like; teeth oar-

shaped 14. Fhalloceros.
Appendage not forked, long, doubly curved, pointed;

teeth chisel-shaped 15. Cnesterodon.

3. First produced ray of anal fin of male bearing
a pair of curved horn-like processes not far
from its end.

a. Bones of lower jaw firmly united.

Teeth chisel-shaped; outer series close-set 16. GJaridicJitJit/s.

Teeth spear-shaped ; outer series spaced 17. Toxus.

b. Bones of lower jaw loosely connected ; teeth

movable 18. Oirardinus.

B. Pelvic fins enlarged in the males, the second ray
longest.

1. Bones of lower ja\V firmly united ; outer series

of teeth slender, pointed 19. PcanpJioi-icJdht/s.

2. Bones of lower jaw rather firmly united ; outer
series of teeth broad incisors 20. Pamplioria.

3. Bones of lower jaw loosely connected ; outer
series of teeth slender, curved, oar- or spoon-
shaped ; intromittent organ short.

a. Extremity of intromittent organ unpro-
tected ; first produced VAy with terminal

,

hook and strong subterminal serrations

;

anterior branch of second hooked forward
;

posterior branch of second with distal seg-

ments produced into serrations beyond
extremity of third.

Thii'd produced ray without hook ; anterior branch of

second unsegmented distally ; caudal similar in both
sexes. I)orsal 9-11 21. Plati/pcecilus,

Third produced ray ending in a I'etrorse hook ; anterior

branch of second segmented throughout; caudal
of male with lower rays produced into a long
pointed appendage. Dorsal 11-15... 22. Xiphnpliorus.

b. Extremity of intromittent organ protected by
a hood of thick skin that can be slipped otf

frontwards, being attached only at its base

to the first prolonged ray.

a. First prolonged ray tapering evenly, sharply
serrated distallj'.
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First prolonged ray without aiiti'orse spine ; last without
terminal process 23. PceciUa.

First prolonged ray without antrorse spine ; end of last

bearing a pair of processes directed outwards and
towards the base of the tin 24:. Lehistes.

First prolonged ray bearing a small antrorse spine at or

near its end; last with processes as in Lelistes 25. Mollienisia.

fi. First prolonged ray becoming abruptlj'

slender at some distance from end, not
sharply serrated, bearing a small antrorse
spine at or near its end ; last prolonged
ray without terminal processes 26. Limia.

1. Alfaro Meek, 1912.

Petalosoma (non Lewis) Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hi.st. (8) ii,

1908, p. 462.

Alfaro Meek, Field Mas. Publ. Zool. x., Sept. 1912, p. 72.

Petalurichthys Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) x., Nov. 1912,

p. 494.

This genus resembles Gambusia, except for the sharp lower edge
of the tail. The intromittent organ (text-fig. 169 F, p. 990) is

simple in structure, and the pelvic fins are enlarged in the male.

1. Alfaro cultratus.

Petalosoma cultratimi Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) ii.

1908, p. 462,

Alfaro acutiventralis Meek, Field Mus. Publ., Zool. x. 1912, p. 72,

Depth 3| in the length. Dorsal 7-8 ; when laid back nearly
reaching caudal. Anal 9-10, in advance of dorsal. 32 to 35
scales in a longitudinal series. Total length 45 to 90 mm.

Costa Rica.

2. Alfaro amazonum.

Petalosoma amazonum Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) viii.

1911, p. 659, figs.

Depth 3|^ in the length. Dorsal 8-9, when laid back not
reaching caudal., Anal 10, in advance of doi-sal. 33 or 34 scales

in a longitudinal series. Total length 35 to 51 mm.
R. Amazon at Obidos.

2, ToMEURUS Eigenm., 1909.

Ann. Carnegie Mus. vi. p. 53.

ToMEURUS GRACILIS.

Eigenm. L c. and Mem. Carnegie Mus. v. 1912, p. 460, pi. Ixv.

figs. 7-8.

British Guiana.

3. Gambusia Poey, 1855 *.

Mem. i. p. 382.

Gambusia (pai't.) Glinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 333 (1866) ; Garman,

* G. picturata Poey (' Synopsis,' p. 410, 1868) is a doubtful species of uncertain
position.
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Mem. Mas. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 82 ; Regan, Biol. Centr.-
Amer., Pisces, p. 93 (1907).

Paragambasia Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus., Zool. v. 1904, p. 133.

This genus, as now restricted, includes species in which the
male intromittent organ is moderately long, nearly

-J-
of the length

of the fish (without caudal), and is formed on a definite plan
which is subject to considerable modification in the different

species. The distal segments of the first prolonged ray are pro-
duced into processes directed more or less towards its apex ; the
anterior branch of the second prolonged ray is slender distally

and at some distance from the *end has an antrorse projection
which may be termed the " elbow "

; the posterior branch of this

ray ends in a I'etroi'se pointed hook or barb, and the segments
immediately proximal to the elbow of the anterior branch are
produced backwards into senate

; the third prolonged ray ends in

a hook more or less similar to that of the second.

Of the 17 species here recognized I have seen males of 9, the
distal part of the anal fin of each of them is figured. Of Gani-
busia holbrookii (text-Q^g. 169 A) I have examined two adult males,
of 6^^. oligosticta (text-fig. 169 B)four, of G. nicaraguensis [text-fig.

168 A) two, of G. wrayi (text-fig. 168 B) four, of G. gracilior

(text-fig. 168 0) three, of G. dominicensis (text-fig. 169 C) two,
of G. nigropunctata (text-tig. 168 F) one, of G. punctata (text-

fig. 168 D) three, and of G. senilis (text-fig. 168 E) one. These
suffice to prove that the differences shown in the figures are really

specific; the number, form, and size of the modified segments
of the first prolonged ray, the number of segments distal to

the elbow, the form of the hook, and the number and length
of the serrse of the second prolonged ray, and the form of the
hook of the third, vary but slightly for each species. The most
noticeable variation is in G. oligosticta, the other examples
differing from the one figured in the addition of a segment
to each hook, so that the anterior hook has a short stem and
the posterior quite a long one.

The following table gives the number of dorsal rays, of scales

in a longitudinal series, and the distribution of the species :
—
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Text-fiff. 168.

983

Distal part of intromittent organ of A. Gamhttsia nicaraqKensls. B. G. wrai/i
C. G.gracilior. D. G. punctata. E. G. senilis. F. G. nigropunctata.'

1. Gambusia holbrookii. (Text~fig. 169 A, p. 990.)

Heterandria holhrookii Givard, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 61.
Gamhas^ia holhrookii Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 334 (1866)-
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Garman, Mem. Mus. Oomp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 82, pi. xi.

figs. 4-13.

IIaplochik(,s mdanops Cope, Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. xi. 1877,

p. 457.

Zygonectes atrilatus Jord. & Brayton, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. xu.

1878, p. 84.

2 . Depth of body 3| to 4 in the length, length of head 4.

Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ In length of head, interorbital width 2.

30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 8 ; origin above

posterior end of anal, equidistant from base of pectoral and base

of caudal ; longest rays | length of head. Anal 10. Pectoral

f length of head
;
pelvics extending to origin of anal. Least

depth of caudal peduncle | length of head. Olivaceous ;
usually

ix dark bar below the eye ; a blackish spot above the vent ; dorsal

and caudal fins with small dark spots.

c? . Origin of dorsal fin equidistant from eye and base of

caudal.

Virginia to Alabama.
Here described from specimens from North Carolina and

Virginia, 3 females 38-48 mm, in total length and 2 males of

26 mm,

2, GAMBUSIA PATRUEIilS,

Heterandria patruelis Baird & Girard, Proc, Acad. Philad. 1854,

p. 390.

Gamb'usia jyatruelis Girard, U.S. Mex. Bound, Surv,, Fish. p. 72,

pi, xxxix. figs, 1-7.

2 . Depth of body 3 in the length, length of head 4. Diameter

of eye 3^ in length of head, interorbital width 2. 31 or 32

scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 7 ; origin behind end of

base of anal, nearer to base of caudal than to base of pectoi-al

;

longest rays I the length of head. Anal 10; first branched I'ay

longest. Pectoral 4 length of head
;
pelvics extending to vent.

Least depth of caudal peduncle f length of head. Brownish

above, yellowish below ; dorsal and caudal fins with small dark

spots.

, Florida to Texas.

Here described from two specimens fr-om Pensacola {Jordav),

47 and 50 mm> in total length,

3. Gambusia affinis.

Heterandria affinis Baird & Girard, Proc. Acad. Philad, 1854,

p. 390.

Gmnbusko affinis Girard, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Fish. p. 72,

pi. xxxix. figs. 12-15 (1859); Giintli. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 336

(1866).
Gambusia s2)eciosa Girard, Proc, Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 121,

Gambusia gracilis Girard, 1. c.

Gambusia hwmilis Glinth. t. c. p, 334.
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Zygonecies hrachypterus Cope, Bull. U.S. N"at. Mvis. xx. 1880,
p. M.

Zi/gonectes inurics Jord. & Gilb. Pi-oc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 1882,

p. 543.

$ . Depth of body 3| to 4^; in the length, length of head
3-1- to 4^. Diameter of eye 3| to 4 in length of head, interorbital

width \^ to 2. 30 or 31 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal
6-7

; origin above posterior part or end of anal, equidistant from
some part of operculum or base of pectoral and base of caudal ;

longest rays -^ to ^ length of head. Anal 10-11. Pectoral from

^ to nea.rly as long as head
;
pelvics reaching vent or origin of

anal. Brownish or olivaceous above, yellowish or silvery below
;

scales dark-edged ; usually a dark suborbital bar ; dorsal and
caudal fins with small dark spots.

Florida to Tampico ; Mississippi.

Numerous females, measui-ing up to 50 mm. in total length,

from Florida and Louisiana ; one from Tampico.

4. Gambusia SENILIS. (Text-fig. 168 E.)

? Heteraudria nohiiis Baird & Girard, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1853,

p. 390.

? Gamhusia nohiiis Girard, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Fish. p. 71,

pi. xxxix. figs. 8-11 (1859).

Gambusia senilis Girard, Pi-oc. Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 122.

5 . Depth of body 3 to 3^ in the length, length of head 3i to 4.

Diameter of eye 3^- in length of head, interorbital width 2.

30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 8-9
; origin above

middle or posterior part of anal, equidistant from base of pectoral

and base of caudal; longest rays |^ length of head. Anal 9-10.

Pectoral |- length of head
;

pelvics reaching vent. Least depth
of caudal peduncle |^ length of head. Brownish above, yellowish
below ; scales dark-edged, especially on sides of abdomen ; a dark
suborbital bar and a dusky lateral band from eye to base of

caudal.

(S . Origin of dorsal fin equidistant from prseoperculum and
base of caudal.

Chihuahua, Mexico.

Several females, 45 to 50 mm. in total length, and one
male of 25 mm.

5. Gambusia NicARAGUENSis. (Text-fig. 168 A.)

Gamhusia nicaraguensis Giinth. Cat. Fish, vi. p. 336 (1866), and
Trans. Zool. Soc. vi. 1868, p. 483, pi. Ixxxii. fig. 3 ; Regan, Biol.

Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 96 (1907).

Faragamhusia nicayaguensis Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus , Zool.

v. 1904, p. 133.

2 . Depth of body about 3 in the length, length of head
3^ to 4. Diameter of eye 3 to 3.V in length of head, inter-

orbital width 2, 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 7-8
;
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origin above or a little behind posterior end of anal, twice as far

from middle of eye as from base of caudal ; longest rays |- or |-

length of head. Anal 11 ; second branched ray longest, edge of

fin emarginate. Pectoral a little shorter than head
;

peivics

reaching vent or origin of anal. Least depth of caudal peduncle

•| lengtli of head. Upper part of body with 2 or 3 series of small

dark spots along the rows of scales ; doi'sal and caudal fins

spotted.

(5. Origin of dorsal fin twice as distant from end of snout as

from base of caudal.

Southern Mexico ; Nicaragua.

Several females, 40 to 55 mm. in total length, and two males

of 30 mm., including the types from Lake Nicaragua, and speci-

mens from El Hule {Meek) and Coaxacoalcos [Arnold).

6. Gambusia dovii, sp. n.

$ . Depth of body 3|- in the length, length of head 3^^. Dia-
meter of eye 3^ in length of head, interorbital width 1|^. 32 scales

in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 7 ; origin behind end of anal,

twice as far from end of snout as from base of caudal. Anal 10

;

anterior branched rays longest, but edge not emarginate. Least

depth of caudal peduncle slightly more than
-J-
length of head.

Olivaceous ; traces of spots on back and on caudal fin.

Lake Nicaragua.

A single specimen of 33 mm., collected by Captain Dow.

7. Gambusia oaudovittata .

Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) xii. 1913, p. 471.

Recently described from a. single specimen from the Condoto,
a tributary of the San Juan, W. Colombia.

8. Gambusia punctata. (Text-fig. 168 D.)

Gambusia punctata Poey, Mem. i. p. 384 (1855); Giinth.
Cat. Fish. vi. p. 334 (1866); Jord. & Everm. Bull. U.S. Nat.
Mus. xlvii. 1896, p. 680.

2 . Depth of body 3 to 4 in the length, length of head 3^
to 4. Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, interorbital
width 2. 31 to 33 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 10

;

origin above posterior end of anal, nearer to base of caudal than
to head

; longest rays f to ^ the length of head. Anal 11 ; last

simple or first branched ray longest ; edge of fin str-aight or
slightly emarginate. Pectoral | length of head

;
peivics reaching

vent. Least depth of caudal peduncle ^ to |- length of head.
Upper part of side with a dark spot on each scale, forming 3 to 5
regular longitudinal series ; usually small dark spots on dorsal
and caudal.

S. Dorsal origin about equidistant from head and base of
caudal ; longest rays \ length of head.

Cuba.
Here described from 16 females, measui-ing up to 85 mm. in

total length, and 3 males of 40 to 50 mm.
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9. Gambusia nigropunotata. sp. n. (Text-fig. 168 F.)

2 . Depth of body 3| to 3f in the length, length of head

3f to Sf. Diameter of eye 3 to 3|- in length of head, interorbital

width 2 to 21. 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9 :

origin above posterior part of anal, equidistant from base of

pectoral and base of caudal. Anal 10-11. Least depth of caudal
peduncle less than |- length of head. Coloration as in related

species.

S . Depth of body 4 in the length, length of hea,d 3f.
Diameter of eye 3 in length of head, inter'orbital width 2-1-.

Dorsal origin equidistant from middle of opercle and base of

caudal ; longest rays i length of head. Pectoral f length of

head.

Cuba.
Here described from two females of 34 and 50 mm. paid a ma,le

of 25 mm. from Fermina, Bemba.

10. Gambusia melan^osticta, sp. n.

5 . Depth of body 3 in the length, length of head 3^ to 3-?;.

Diameter of eye 3 to 3-|; in the length of head, interorbital

width 2. 29 to 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9-10;
origin above end of anal, equidistant from base of pectoral and
base of caudal ; longest rays ^ ^o f length of head. Anal 10-11

;

first branched ray longest. Pectoral |^ to |- length of head
;

pelvics reaching vent. Least depth of caudal peduncle |- length

of head. Brownish above, golden below; upper parts with
scattered small dark spots ; dorsal and caudal fins spotted.

Cuba.
Three females from Havana, 35 to 42 mm. in total length,

received from Dr. D. S Jordan.

11. Gambusia PuxcTicuLATA,

Gamhusia puncticulata Poey, Mem. i. pp. 386, 390, pi. xxxi.

figs. 6, 7 (1855); Gunth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 334 (1866); Garman,
Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 87.

5 . Depth of body 3^ to '6^ in the length, length of head
4 to 4^. Diameter of eye 3^ in length of head, interorbital

width 2. Mouth smaller than in any other species of the genus.

29 or 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9 ; origin above
middle or posterior part of anal, equidistant from head and base
of caudal ; fin rounded, the longest rays | length of head.

Anal 11, pointed. Pectoral f or |^ length of head
; pelvics small.

Least depth of caudal peduncle 4 length of head. Upper parts

with scattered small dark spots ; 2 or 3 series of small black spots

on dorsal and caudal fins.

c5' . Origin of dorsal eqviidistant from eye and base of caudal

;

longest rays - length of head.

Cuba.
Here described from t^vo females, 35 mm. in total length, pre-

sented by Captain Vipan.
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12. Gambusia MELANOPLEURA.

Poecilia onelcmopletcra Gosse, Soj. in Jamaica, p. 84, pi. i. fig. 3

(1851).

Hajjilochilus melano'pleiirus Giinth. Oat. Fish. vi. p. 317 (1866).

Gamhusia melanojjleur-a Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 88.

Depth of body 3 in the length, length of head 3|. Diameter

of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, interorbital width 1|^. 30 or 31

scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 11-12 ; origin above

posterior part of anal, equidistant from base of pectoral and base

of caudal ; longest rays i length of head. Anal 10-11 ; branched

rays slightly decreasing from first or second. Pectoral -j length

of head
;
pelvics reaching vent. Least depth of caudal peduncle

-5 or 1^ length of head. Traces of spots on dorsal and anal fins

and in some of a few spots on the back.

Jamaica.

Several females, the largest 47 mm. in total length, types of the

species.

13. Gambusia wrayt, sp. n. (PI. XCIX. figs. 3, 4, and Text-

fig. 168 B.)

2 . Depth of body 3^ to 4 in the length, length of head

3| to 34. Diameter of eye 3 to 3| in length of head, inter-

orbital Avidth 2. 31 to 33 scales in a longitudinal series.

Dorsal 8 ; origin above posterior part of anal, equidistant from

base of pectoral and base of caudal ; longest rays | length of

head. Anal 10-11 ; second branched ray longest. Pectoral

|- length of head
;
pelvics reaching vent. Caudal rounded or

subtruncate. Least depth of caudal peduncle ^ ^o j length of

head. Coloration probably as in G. gracilior.

(^ . Dorsal origin equidistant from middle or posterior part of

operculum and base of caudal ; longest ray f length of head.

Least depth of caudal pedvincle f or f length of head.

Jamaica.
Eight females measuring up to 55 mm. in total length, and

four adult males of 35 to 40 mm., collected by C. A. Wray.

14. Gambusia oligostigta, sp. n. (PI. XCIX. figs. 1, 2, and
Text-fig. 169 B.)

2 . Depth of body 2-| to 3^ in the length, length of head

3 to 3|. Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, inter-

orbital width 2. 29 to 31 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal

8-9 ; origin above last 2 or 3 rays of anal, equidistant from base

of caudal and base of pectoral ; fin rounded, longest rays i length

of head. Anal 10-11 ; first branched ray longest, the rest

regularly decreasing. Pectoral |^ length of head
;
pelvics reaching

vent. Caudal rounded or subtruncate. Least depth of caudal

peduncle f or | the length of head. Brownish above, yellowish

below ; edges of scales darker ; usually a dark lateral stripe and

a few scattered spots ; dorsal and caudal Avith small spots.
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cJ. Dorsal origin eqxiidistant from eye or postorbital part of

head and base of caudal ; longest rays |^ the length of head.

Jamaica.

Six females, measuring up to 47 mm. in total length, and seven
males, the largest 33 mm. Some of these were collected by
C. A. Wray, others by the Rev. J. Seed Roberts.

15. Gambusia gkacilior, sp. n. (PI. XOIX. figs. 5, 6, and
Text-fig. 168 C.)

2 • Depth of body equal to or a little more than length of

head, which is 3^- (young) to 4 in the length of the fish.

Diameter of eye 3 in length of head, interorbital width 2.

31 to 33 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 8-9 ; origin

above end of anal, a little nearer to base of caudal than to base

of pectoral ; fin rounded, longest rays ^ length of head. Anal
10-11 ; first or second branched rays longest, the rest regularly

decreasing. Pectoi'al as long as head without snout
;

pelvics

reaching vent. Caudal rounded or subtruncate. Caudal peduncle
slender, its least depth -^ the length of head. Brownish above,

yellowish below ; usually a narrow dark lateral stripe, some-
times a few scattered dark spots ; dorsal and caudal with small

spots.

c^ , Dorsal farther forward and more elevated ; origin about
equidistant from middle of opercle and base of caudal ; longest

rays about |- the length of head. Least depth of caudal peduncle
3^ the length of head.

Jamaica.

Eight females, measuring up to 50 mm. in total length, and
five males, the largest 37 mm., collected by C. Wiuy. These were
mixed up with the examples of G. oligosticta, and could be picked

out by their more slender form and smaller head, characters

found to be associated with difierences in the structure of the
intromittent organ.

16. Gambusia dominicbnsis, sp, n. (PI. XCIX. fig. 7, and
Text-fig. 169 C.)

$ . Depth of body 3-^ in the length, length of head 3|.
Diameter of eye 3^ in length of head, intei'orbital width 2.

28 or 29 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9 ; origin above
posterior end of anal, nearer base of caudal than base of pectoral

;

longest rays f length of head. Anal 10-11 ; first branched ray
longest. Pectoral |- length of head

;
pelvics i-eaching origin of

anal. Least depth of caudal peduncle ^ length of head.
Brownish, scales dark-edged ; a faint lateral stripe ; a few
scattered dark spots on upper parts ; abdomen golden ; dorsal and
caudal fins with series of small dark spots.

c^" . Dorsal origin equidistant from head and base of caudal.

Haiti.

A female of 52 mm., and two males, each 25 mm. in total

length, presented by Herr A. Rachow.

Proc. Zool. See— 1913, No. LXYI. 66
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17. Gambusia caymanensis, sp. n.

Depth of body 3-^ to 4 in the length, length of head 3 to S^.

]J)iameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, interorbital width

Text-fig. 169.

Distal part of intromitteiit organ of A. Gamhusia JwlbrooHi. E. G. oligosticta.

C. G. dominicensis. D. Bracl>yrhafhis rhahdujpliora. E. Belonesox heli-

zanus. F. Alfaro amazonum.
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2 to 2i. 30 or 31 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9 ;

origin above middle of anal, equidistant fi-om opei'culum and base

of caudal ; longest rays nearly ^ length of head. Anal 10; first

branched ray longest. Pectoral |- length of head ; pelvics reaching

vent. Least depth of caudal peduncle ^ length of head. Oliva-

ceons ; scales dark-edged ; a dark bar below eye ; dorsal fin with

two series of dark spots ; caudal faintly spotted.

Grand Cayman.
Two females, 22 and 26 mm. in total length.

4. Belonesox Kner, 1860.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, xl. p. 419,

Related to Gambasia, but the jaws produced, with broad bands

of slender, pointed, depressible teeth. Aiaal fin of male very

similar to that of Gambusia, differing in that the terminal seg-

ments of the first produced ray are not serrated, while rather

small retrorse spines at the ends of the third and the posterior

branch of the second produced rays represent the hooks of

Gafiihusia.

A single species.

Belonesox belizanus. (Text-fig. 169 E.)

Belonesox belizamcs Kner, Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, xl. 1860,

p. 419, fig.; GLinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 333 (1866); Meek, Publ.

Columbian Mus.,Zool. v. 1904, p. 135; Began, Biol. Centr.-Amer.,
Pisces, p. 93 (1907).

Depth of body 4 to 6 in the length, length of head nearly 3.

Snout g the length of head. 55 to 65 scales in a longitudinal

series. Dorsal 9-10. Anal 10-12, in advance of dorsal.

Atlantic Slope of Yera Cruz, British Honduras, and Guatemala.
The largest species of the group, the males attaining 100 mm.,

the females 200 mm. in total length. Here described from ten
specimens from Perez, Belize, and Lake Peten.

5. Priapichthys, gen. nov.

Differs from Gambusia in that the intromittent organ is longer,

when laid back nearly reaching the caudal fin, and is quite
differently formed ; the terminal part is hooked forward and the
prolonged rays taper distally and have no specially modified
segments, except the usual serr?e of the posterior branch of the
second ; the first prolonged ray does not extend to the apex, and
the hook is supported by the anterior bi-anch of the second and
the third (text-fig. 170 *B).

It is here assumed thali five species from Central America and
Colombia are congeneric with P. a7inectens, the only species of

which I have examined males ; in all but F. parismina males are
known and agree with those of P. annectens in their long intro-

mittent organ.

66*
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Synojysis of the S2)ecies.

I. Origin of dorsal fin in, or a little in advance of, middle of

entire length (including caudal fin), above anterior part or

middle of anal.

A. D. 10-12; no black spot on anal fin annectens.

B. D. 8-9; a blackish spot on anal fin.

Length of head 3^ to SJ in length of fish (without caudal) episcopi.

Length of head 4| to 4| in length offish (without caudal) nigroventralis.

II. Origin of dorsal fin much nearer to end of caudal fin than

to tip of snout, above posterior part or posterior end of

anal. D. 7-8.

A blackish spot on anal fin parismina.

7 or 8 dark vertical bars on posterior part of body tridentiger.

8 or 9 dark bars on anterior | of body tiirrubarensis.

1. PrIAPICHTHYS ANNECTENS. (Text-fig. 170 B.)

Gambusia annectens Regan, Ann. Mag. N. H. (7) xix. 1907,

p. 259, and Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 97, pi. xiv. figs. 5, 6

(1907).

Costa Rica.

2. Priapichthys episcopi.

Gambusia episcopi Steincl. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, Ixxvii. 1878,

p. 387, pi. ii. figs. 3, 4.

Panama.

3. Priapichthys nigroventralis.

Gambusia nigroventralis Eigenm. Indiana Univ. Studies, 1912,

No. 8, p. 26.

Rio San Juan, Colombia.

4. Priapichthys parismina.

Gambusia parismina Meek, Publ. Field. Mus., Zool. x. 1912,

p. 71.

Costa Rica.

5. Priapichthys tridentiger.

Gambusia tridentiaer Garman, Mem. Mvis. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 89.

Panama.

6. Priapichthys turrubarensis.

Gambusia turrtiharensis Meek, Publ. Field Mus., Zool. x. 1912,

p. 71.

Costa Rica.
''

Perhaps a synonym of P. tridentiger.

6. Priapella, gen. nov.

This ge lus shows relationship to Priapichthys in the structure

of the long inti^omittent organ as well as in other characters.
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Priapella BONiTA. (Text-fig. 170 E.)

Gamhusia bonita Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus., Zool. v. 1904,

p. 132, fig. 39; Regan, Biol. Oentr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 95

(1907).

Rio Papaloapam in Mexico.

7. PsEUDOxiPHOPHORUs Bleek., 1863.

Atl. Ichth. iii. p. 140; Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 332 (1866).

Differs from Priapichthys in the longer dorsal fan originating

in advance of the anal ( 5 ) and in the structure of the intro-

mittent organ (text-fig. l70C), with the anterior branch of the
second prolonged ray ending in an unsegmented antrorse hook,

at the base of which the first and third prolonged rays terminate.

There are three species from Mexico and Central America, but
males of one only {P. himaculatus) have been described.

1. PSEUDOXIPHOPHORUS TERRABENSIS.

Gamhusia terrabensis Regan, Ann. Mag. N. H. (7) xix. 1907,

p. 260; Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 97, pi. xii. fig. 7 (1907).

Dorsal 12-14; origin nearly equidistant from tip of snout and
base of caudal. Anal 9-10 ; origin nearly below middle of dorsal.

No dai'k spot above pectoral.

Rio Grande de Terraba, Costa Rica.

2. PsEUDOXIPHOPHORUS JONESII.

Mollienisia jonesii Giinth. Ann. Mag. N. H. (4) xiv. 1874,

p. 371.

Pseudoxiphopkorus pauciradiatus Regan, Ann. Mag. N. H. (7)

xiii. 1904, p. 256 and xvi. 1905, p. 362.

Gamhusiajonesii Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 97, pi. xii.

fig. 8 (1907).

Dorsal 11-13 ; origin equidistant from tip of snout and middle
or posterior part of caudal. Anal 9-11, below anterior part of

dorsal. A dark spot above pectoral.

Mountain lakes and streams of Central Yera Cruz, Mexico.

3. PsEUDOXIPHOPHORUS BIMACULATUS. (Text-fig. 170 C.)

Xiphophoriis himacidatus Heck. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, i. 1848,

p. 296, pi. ix. figs. 1, 2.

Pseudoxiphopkorus himacidatus Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 332

(1866) ; Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 81.

Gamhusia himacidata Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer,, Pisces, p. 98,

pi. xiv. fig. 4.

Dorsal 13-17 ; origin nearly equidistant from tip of snout and
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base of caudal. Anal 9-11, below anterior part of dorsal. A
dark spot above pectoral.

Southern Mexico, British Honduras, and Guatemala.

Text-fiff. 170.

Distal part of intromittent organ of A. Heterandria formosa. B. Friapichthtjs
annectens. C. Pseudoxipliophortis bimaculatus. D. Poeciliopsis presidionis.
E. Friapella honita. F. Pseudopcecilia festce.
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8. Heterandria, Agass., 1853.

Amer. Journ. Sci. xvi. p. 135.

Girardinus (part.) Giinth. Oat. Fish. vi. p. 351 (1866).

Heterandria (part.) Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895,

p. 90.

Differs from Gamhusia and Priapichthys in the small transverse

mouth and compressed pointed teeth, the enlarged outer teeth

forming a close-set series. The intromittent organ is elongate,

as in Priapichthys, and its structure indicates a close relationship

to that genus. It differs in that the third prolonged ray is

scarcely longer than the posterior branch of the second, so that

the hook is supported only by the anterior branch of the second.

Two species from the United States and Mexico.

1. Heterandria FORMOSA. (Text-fig. 170 A.)

ReterandriaformosaAgPiSS. Amer. Journ. Sci. xix. 1855, p. 136 ;

Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 91, pis. iv. fig. 7,

viii. fig. 8, and xi. figs. 1-3 ; Jord. & Everm. Bull. U.S. ISTat. Mus.

xlvii. 1896, p. 687.

Girardhius formostis Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 354 (1866).

Depth of body 3§ to 4 in the length, length of head 3|

to 4. Diameter of eye 3 to 3f in length of head, interorbital

width 2. 28 to 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 7-8
;

origin above middle of anal, scarcely nearer to end of caudal than

to tip of snout. Anal 10. A dark lateral band crossed by several

vertical bars ; , a blackish spot on basal part of dorsal, another on

anal.

South Carolina to Florida.

Eight specimens, the largest female 30 mm., the males 15 to

20 mm. in total length.

2. Heterandria fasciata.

Gamhusia fasciata Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus., Zool. v. 1904,

p. 129, fig. 37 ; Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 95 (1907).

Very similar to the preceding in form and coloration, except

for the absence of the lateral band, differing especially in the

more posterior dorsal fin, its origin above end of anal and much
nearer to end of caudal than to tip of snout. Dorsal 8. Anal

9-10. 32 scales in a longitudinal series.

Southern Mexico.

Total length 55 mm.
Six specimens from Oaxaca and Tequesixtlan (Gadow).

The male of this species has not yet been described.

9. Pseudopoecilia, gen, nov.

Closely related to Heterandria, but with the teeth broad

truncated incisors and the intromittent organ somewhat different

in structure.
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PSEUDOP(ECILIA FEST^. (Text-fig. 170 F.)

PceciUa festce Bouleng. Boll. Miis. Zool. Torino, xiii. 1898,

No. 329, p. 13.

Santa Elena, Western Ecuador.

10. PcECiLioPSis, gen. nov.

This genus has the mouth and dentition of PceciUa, but in the

males the pelvic fins are neither enlarged nor modified, and the

intromittent organ is long and slender. The first prolonged ray

and the anterior branch of the second extend to the end of the

fin and are somewhat curved forward distaUj'' ; the posterior

branch of the second is short and the third still shorter and
slender distally, so that the serrations of the second project

beyond it (text-figs. 170 D and 171 B).

Mexico, Central Ameinca, and Colombia.

Synopsis of the Species.

1. Dorsal origin behind that of anal.

Sides of body with a series of vertical bars 1. presidionis.

A lateral series of spots, usually more than 8 in number and
smaller than the ej'e 2. Jnfzi.

A lateral series of 4 to 8 spots, each about as large as the eye 3. pletirospilus.

No bars or spots 4. retropintia.

2. Dorsal origin in advance of that of anal.

Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, which is 3^ to 3| in

the length of fish 5. istlimensis.

Diameter of eye 2^ to 2% in length of head, which is 4 to 4:\ in

the length of fish 6. pittieri.

1. PCECILIOPSIS PRESIDIONIS. (Text-fig. 170 D.)

PceciUa presidionis Jord. & Culver, Proc, Calif. Acad. (2) v.

1895, p. 413, pi. xxix.

Oirardinus jjresidionis Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 99

(1907).

As I have stated in the ' Biologia ' bhis form and the next seem
to difl^er from P.pleurosjnhis only in coloration, and should perhaps
be regarded as subspecies of that species.

Rio Presidio in Sinaloa.

Heterandria colomhiaiius Eigenm. (Indiana Univ. Studies, 1912,
No. 8, p. 27), from brackish water at the mouth of tlie R. Da,gua,

Colombia, seems to be extremely similar to P. presidionis.

2, PCECILIOPSIS LUTZI.

Heterandria UUzi Meek, Publ. Colombian Mus., Zool. v. 1904,

p. 148, fig. 47.

Girardinibs Uitzi Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 99

(1907).

Oaxaca, Mexico ; R. Motagua in Guatemala,
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3. PCECILIOPSIS PLEUROSPILUS.

Oirardinus plearosjnltfs Giinth. Cat. J^'ish. vi. p. 355 (1866),

and Trans. Zool. Soc. vi. 1868, p. 486, pi. Ixxxvii. fig. 1 ; Regan,
Biol. Oentr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 100 (1907).

Lakes Dueiias and Nacasil in Guatemala.

4. PCECILIOPSIS RETROPINNA.

Poecilia retropinna Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) ii. 1908,

p. 458.

Costa Rica.

5. PCECILIOPSIS iSTHMENSis, sp. n. (PI. C. figs. 3, 4 ; and Text-

fig. 171 B.)

5 . Depth of body 2|- to 3 in the length, length of head 3| to 3|.

Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, interorbital width
14 to 2. 26 to 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9-10;
origin equidistant from anterior edge of eye and base of caudal

;

longest ray |^ length of head. Anal 10 ; origin below fourth or

fifth ray of dorsal ; first branched ray longest, | length of head or

more. Pectoral a little shorter than head
;
pelvics reaching anal.

Least depth of caudal peduncle f or | length of head. Olivaceous
;

scales dark-edged ; a blackish spot above the vent ; fins dusky, the

dorsal with blackish basal band and dark edge.

c? . Dorsal origin equidistant from tip of snout and base of

caudal, or nearer former ; intromittent organ, when laid back,

nearly or quite reaching caudal fin ; indistinct cross-bars on body.

Colon, Panama.
8 females, 35 to 60 mm. in total length, and 4 males of 35 to

42 mm., presented by Herr A. Rachow.

6. PCECILIOPSIS PITTIERI.

Pcecilia pittieri Meek, Field Mus. Publ., Zool. x. 1912, p. 71.

Closely related to the preceding, but described as with a smaller
head and larger eye.

La Junta, Costa Rica.

Total length 43 to 65 mm., males to 53 mm.

11. Brachyrhaphis, gen. nov.

Differs from Gamhusia in the shorter intromittent organ ending
in a small retrorse hook formed by the second and third pro-
duced rays.

Brachyrhaphis rhabdophora. (Text-fig. 169 D.)

Gamhusia rhabdophora Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) ii.

1908, p. 457.

Costa Rica,

Specimens recently received show that in this species the origin

of the anal fin may be behind below or in advance of that of the
dorsal.
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Gambusia umhratilis Meek (Publ. Field Mus., Zool. x. 1912,

p. 70) seems to differ from B. rhahdophora only in the larger

eye.

12. Leptorhaphis, gen. nov.

Differs from Gamhusia only in the structure of the intromittent

organ, which is longer and more slender than in that genus and
slightly curved backwards distally. The first produced ray is not
serrated, gradually tapers distally, and extends nearly to the tip

of the fin ; the second is slightly longer and has the posterior

branch almost as long as the anterior and with the usual serra-

tions, which project externally ; the third ray also seems to reach

nearly to the tip of the fin and appears to meet the first and form
a complete tube.

Leptorhaphis infans.

'i Xiphophorus gracilis Heck. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, i. 1848,

p. 300, pi. ix. figs. 3, 4.

Gambusia infans Woolman, Bull. U.S. Fish. Comm. 1894,

Text-fig. 171.

Distal part of intromittent organ of A. Fhalloptyclnts jannarius and
B. Poeciliopsis istlnnensis. The rays have been separated.
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p. 62, pi. ii. fig. 3 ; Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus., Zool. v. 1904,

p. 131, fig. 38 ; Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 96 (1907).

Gamhusia gracilis Meek, t. c. p. 130.

Rio Lerma and Rio Balsas in Mexico ; ? Orizaba.

13. Phalloptychus Eigenmann.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. xxxii. 1907, p. 430.

Mouth and dentition of Pcecilia. Intromittent organ long

and slender ; third produced ray crossing second on right side

near base, meeting first and forming a closed tube ; second

twisted distally so that the serrations are directed laterally or

even forwards.

Phalloptychus januarius. (PI. C. figs. 7, 8, and text-

fig. 171 A.)

Girardinus jaiiuarius Hensel, Arch. f. ISTat. xxxiv. 1868,"

p. 360, and xxxv. 1869, p. 89.

Girardimis iheringii Bouleng. Ann. &, Mag. Nat. Hist. (6)
iv. 1889, p. 266.

Girardinus zonatus Schreiner, Arch. Mus. Rio Janeiro, xii.

1903, p. 7.

S.E. Brazil ; La Plata.

This species may at once be recognized by its coloration,

having several narrow blackish vertical stripes on each side of

the body. Dorsal 9 ; origin above or a little behind that of anal.

14. Phalloceros Eigenm.

Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. xxxii. 1907, p. 431.

Mouth small, but bones of lower jaw rather firmly joined
;

teeth oar-shaped, slender, curved, as in Fcecilia. Intromittent
oi-gan long (about f length of fish to base of caudal) ; last segment
of first produced ray modified into an antrorse appendage which
bifurcates, each foi-k antler-like in form ; anterior branch of

second ending just beyond the first in an antrorse process.

Phalloceros caudomaculatus. (PI. C. figs. 5, 6, and text-

fig. 172 C.)

Girardinus caudimaculatus Hensel, Arch. f. Nat. xxxiv. 1868,

p. 362, and xxxv. 1869, p. 89.

Glaridodon januarius Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 42.

S.E. Brazil ; La Plata.

The coloration readily distinguishes this species from Phallo-

ptychus januarius. Plain olivaceous, usually with a vertical

blackish spot on side below dorsal fin. ; sometimes a lateral series

of dusky bars. Dorsal 7-8 ; origin above middle or posterior

part of anal.
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15. Onesterodon Garman.

Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 43.

Gidapinnus Langer, Morph. Jahvb. xlvii. 1913, p. 207.

Mouth small, but rami of lower jaw rather firmly joined and
teeth chisel-shaped, broader than in Pcecilia. Intromittent

organ long (nearly |- length of fish to base of caudal) ; last

segment of first produced ray an appendage which is not forked,

but is very long, peculiarly curved, and pointed distally ; second

ending in a process which is not or scarcely antrorse ; third

terminating in a hook, as in Gambusia.

CxVESTERODON DECEMMACULATUS. (Text-fig. 172 B.)

Pcecilia decemmaculata Jenyns, Zool. ' Beagle,' Fish. p. 115,

pi. xxii. fig. 1 (1842).

Poecilia gracilis Ouv. & "Val. Hist. Nat. Poiss. xviii. 1846,

p. 133.

Onesterodon decemmaculatus Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool.

xix. 1895, p. 44.

Onesterodon carnegiei Haseman, Ann. Carnegie Mus. vii. 1911,

p. 385, pi. Ixxxiii.

La Plata ; Rio Grande do Sul.

A small species, easily recognized by the lateral series of dark,

rounded or vertically expanded spots. Dorsal 8-9 ; origin above
or a little behind that of anal.

16. Glaridichthys Garman, 1896.

Glaridodon (non Seeley, Proc. R. Soc. xliv. 1888, p. 135)

;

Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 40.

Glaridichthys Garman, Amer. Nat. xxx. 1896, p. 232.

This genus is well distinguished by the dentition and by the
structure of the intromittent organ. It includes a single species

from Cuba and perhaps one from Chihuahua, but males of the
latter have not been described.

1. Glaridichthys uninotatus.

Girardinus uninotatus Poey, Mem. ii. pp. 309, 383 (1861);
Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 351 (1866).

Glaridodon uninotatus Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 41.

Glaridichthys falcatus Eigenm. Bull. U.S. Fish. Comm. xxii.

p. 224, fig. (1904).

Glaridichthys torralbasi Eigenin. t. c. p. 225, fig.

5 . Depth of body 3-1- to 41 in length, length of head 4 to 5.

Eye Itirge, more than i of length of head. 28 to 31 scales in a
longitudinal series. Dorsal 9-1 1 ; origin nearly equidistant from
head and base of caudal. Anal 10 ; oi-igin well in advance of

that of dorsal. Olivaceous ; edges of scales usually darker ; often
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Text-fiff. 172.

Distal part of intromittent organ of A. Girardinus metalUcus. B. Cnesterodon

decemmaculatus. C. Fhalloceros caudomaculatus. D. Flatypoecilus macu-

latiis. E. Xijpliophorus helleri.
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a lateral series of short vertical bars ; usually a blackish spot

above origin of anal fin.

c? . Dorsal origin nearly equidistant from eye and base of

caudal. Bars on side well marked ; lateral spot indistinct ; a

blackish streak behind first produced ray of anal.

Here described from several specimens up to 75 mm. in total

length from Oaba,, including a male of 47 mm. extremely similar

to the type of G. torralhasi, and co-types of G.falcatus. The last

is a pale variety without the lateral spot, but structurally similar

to G. miinotatus \ the slight production of the vertical fins is

found in several specimens with the typical coloration.

2. Glaridichthys latiuens.

Glaricloclon latidens Garm. Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895,

p. 42.

Chihuahua ; Mexico.

17. Toxus Eigenm., 1904.

Bull. U.S. Fish. Comm. xxii. p. 226.

This genus diffei's from the preceding only in the dentition.

Toxus RIDDLEI.

Eigenm. 1. c. figs.

Cuba.

18. GiRARDiNiTS Poey, 1855.

Mem. i. pp. 383, 390 ; Garman, Mem. Mas. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 45.

Mouth and dentition as in Poscilia, but intromittent organ
formed exactly as in the two preceding genera.

A single species from Cuba,

GiRARDINUS METALLICUS. (Text-fig. 172 A.)

Poey, Mem. i. pp. 387, 391, pi. xxxi, figs. 8-11 (1855) ; Giinth.

Cat. Fish. vi. p. 351 (1866); Garm. Mem. Mas. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 46.

Girardinus denticulatus Garm. t. c. p. 47.

Girardinus creolus Garm. 1. c,

Girardinus garmani Eigenm. Bull. U.S. Fish. Comm. xxii.

p. 226, fig. (1904).

Heterandria cubensis Eigenm. t. c. p. 227, fig.

Depth of body 3 to 4 in length, length of head 4 to 41.

Diameter of eye 2| to 3 in length of head. 27 to 31 scales in a
longitudinal series. Dorsal 9-10; origin nearly equidistant

from base of pectoral and base of caudal (a little nearer head
than caudal in c? )• Anal 10-12; origin well in advance of

dorsal. Olivaceous ; edges of scales darker ; usually a lateral
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series of dark bars ; dorsal with anterior edge dark and usually
a blackish spot or band posteriorly near base.

Cuba.
Several specimens up to 70 mm. in total length.

19. Pamphorichthys, gen. nov.

Mouth small ; bones of lower jaw firmly united ; a series of

firmly set, slender, pointed teeth and a band of much smaller
teeth within. Intestine long, coiled. Males with anal and
pelvic fins below pectorals, the former a slender pointed organ
about ^ the length of the fish (without caudal), the latter also

modified, the outer rays produced, the inner about i as long and
forming a projection near their ends.

This genus is based on Garman's Heterandria minor, which
seems to difi"er from Heterandria in the more slender teeth,

longer intestine, and shorter intromittent organ, but especially in

the modification of the pelvic fins in the male.

Pamphorichthys minor.

Heterandria minor Garman, Mem. Mus. Oomp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 92.

Amazon.
20. Pamphoria, gen. nov.

Mouth small ; bones of lower jaw rather firml}^ joined ; a series

of broad incisors and a band of minute tricuspid teeth within.
Intestine long." Males with anal fin much advanced, forming an
intromittent oi"gan that is longer than the head, and with the
second ray of the pelvics produced.

Pamphoria scalpridens.

Cnesterodon scalpridens Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 45, pi. v. fig. 12. pi. viii. fig. 17.

Amazon.

21. PiiATYPCECiLus GUnth., 1866.

Cat. Fish. vi. p. 350.

Mouth small, transverse ; bones of lower jaw loosely connected
;

an outer series of slender curved teeth, somewhat exj)anded and
compressed towards their apices, spoon-shaped or oar-shaped.

Males with the pelvic fins enlarged, nearly as long as the intro-

mittent organ, which is unprotected by a hood, but has the
distal end remarkably modified (text-fig. 172 D).

Two species from Mexico, with the intromittent organ precisely

similar in structure.

1. Platypcecilus couchianus.

Limia couchiama Girard, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 116.

Pcecilia couchiana Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 104,

pi. xiv. fig. 1 (1907).
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Depth of body about 2| in the length, length of head about 4.

23 to 27 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 9-11 ; origin

equidistant from snout and anterior part of caudal. Anal 7-8,

opposite posterior ^ of doi-sal. Blackish or brownish above,

yellowish below, the two colours sharply separated.

Rio San Juan at Monterey.

2. Platypcecilus MACULATUS. (Text-fig. 1 72 D.)

riatypoecilus maculatus Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 350 (1866).

Poecilia macidata Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 105

(1907).

Closely related to P. couchianus. Depth of body 2 to 2| in

the length, length of head 3^ to 3|. Anal 8-9. Olivaceous ; a

dark spot or crescent or a pair of spots at base of caudal.

Atlantic Coast streams of Mexico and Guatemala.

22. XiPHOPHORUS Heckel, 1848.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, i. p. 291.

Closely related to the preceding, as is shown by the great

similarity in the structure of the anal hns of the males (text-fig.

172 E). The species occur in rivers of the Atlantic Slope from
Tamaulipas to Guatemala. After examination of a large series

of specimens I conclude that only 3 species are well established.

1. XiPHOPHORUS MONTEZUMA.

Jord. & Snyder, Bull. U.S. Fish. Oomm. 1900, p. 131, fig. 11
;

Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 107 (1907).

Dorsal 11-13. Anal 6-8. Scales 27 to 29. Depth about 3

in the length, length of head about 4. Yellowish ; scales of

upper pai-t of body dark-edged ; usually a dark lateral stripe.

Rio Panuco, Mexico.

2. XiPHOPHORUS HELLERi. (Text-fig. 172 E.)

Heck. Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien, i. 1848, p. 291, pi. viii. ; Giinth.

Cat. Fish. vi. p. 349 (1866); Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces,

p. 107 (1907).

Xiphophorus guentheri Jord. & Everm. Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.
xlvii. 1896, p. 702.

Xiphophorus jalapoe Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus., Zool. v.

1903, p. 136, pi. xi.

Xiphopihorus strigatus Regan, t. c. pi. xiv. fig. 7.

Dorsal 11-14. Anal 8-10. Scales 26 to 30. Depth 3 to 4

in the length, length of head 4 to 44. Sides of body blue, with

red stripes between the series of scales.

Southern Mexico ; Guatemala.

Mexican examples have nearly always a strong stripe from eye

to base of cavidal {strigatus), the males sometimes with another

backwards from axil of pectoral {helleri, jalapce) ; in specimens
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from Guatemala tJiere is, as a rule, no strong lateral stripe

{guentheri)'.

Xiphophorus rachovii Regan (Ann. Mag. N"at. Hist. (8) viii.

1911, p. 373), from Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, has a pair of

black spots at the base of the caudal fin ; other examples received

later from Puerto Barrios lack these spots, but are not very

different in other respects. Whether this is another variety of

X. helleri or a hybrid with Platypcecilus maculatus^ as some
aquarium-writers in Germany believe, still remains to be settled.

3. Xiphophorus brevis.

Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xix. 1907, p. 65, and Biol.

Centi\-Amer., Pisces, p. 108, pi. xiv. figs. 8, 9.

Dorsal 13-15. Anal 9-10. Scales 27. Depth ^ to 2| in

length, length of head 34 to 3|. No strong lateral stripe.

British Honduras.

23. PcECiLiA Schneider, 1801.

Bloch's Syst. Ichth. p. 452.

Pmcilia (part.) Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 339 (1866); Garman,
Mem. Mus. Oomp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 52.

Mouth small, transverse ; teeth slender, curved, expanded
towards the tip, spoon- or oar-shaped, forming a series with a

band of minute teeth within ; bones of lower jaw loosely con-
nected. Pelvic tins in male enlarged, the second ray prolonged.

Intromittent organ short, its tip protected anteriorly by a cuta-

neous hood ; first prolonged ray without terminal spine, with
several segments not far from the end forming acute serrations

;

last ray simple, withou.t appendages (text-fig. 173 A-C).
As now restricted this genus only includes four (or five)

species from South America.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. Dorsal 7-9; origin nearly above that of anal 1. vivipara.

II. Dorsal 6-7.

Origin of dorsal above posterior end of anal : nsuall}' a dark spot
above pectoral, equidistant from head and dorsal fin 2. pares.

Origin of dorsal above middle or posterior part of anal ; a dark
spot on each scale and dark stripes between the series of
scales on sides of body 3. pida.

Origin of dorsal above middle of anal ; a blackish spot or bar
at base of caudal fin 4. hranneri.

1. P(EciLiA VIVIPARA. (Text-fig. 173 C.)

Poecilia vivipara Sclmeid. Bloch's Syst. Ichth. p. 452, pi. Ixxxvi.

fig. 2 (1801) ; Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 344 (1866) ; Garman, Mem.
Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 53.

Paecilia schneideri Yal. in Humboldt, Obs. Zool. ii. p. 159
(1828); Cuv. & Val. Hist. Nat. Poiss. xviii. p. 135 (1846).

Proc. Zool. See— 1913, No. LXYII. 67
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Poecilia surinamensis Val. t. c. p. 158, pi. li. fig. 1 ; Cuv. & Val.

t. c. p. 120.

Poecilia unimaculata Val. t. c. p. 1 58, pi, li. figs. 2,5,6; Cuv. k,

Val. t. c. p. 128 ; Giinth. t. c. p. 346.

5 . Depth of body 2|^ to 4 in the length, length of head 3|- to 4|-.

Diameter of eye 3 to 4 in length of head, interorbital width

1| to 2. 25 to 27 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 7-9
;

origin nearly a,bove that of anal and equidistant from some part

of operculum and base of caudal. Anal 8-10. Pectoral a little

shorter than head
;
pelvics reaching vent. Least depth of caudal

peduncle -| to 4 length of head. Olivaceous ; edges of scales usually

darker ; body often with dark cross-bars ; often a blackish spot,

which may be pale-edged, on upper part of side 2 or 3 scales in

front of dorsal fin ; often a pair of blackish spots at base of caudal

above and below, extending along margins of fin ; fins sometimes
immaculate, but dorsal and caudal sometimes with series of small

spots, or dorsal with one or two blackish bands,

(^ . Dorsal a little further forward and higher than in 5 •

Venezuela and Leewaxd Islands to the La Plata.

ISTumerous examples, the largest female 80 mm. and the

largest male 60 mm,

2. PcECiLiA PAR^. (Text-fig. 173 B.)

Poecilia vivipara paro} Eigenm. Ann. N.Y. Acad. vii. 1894,

p. 629.

? Poecilia amazonica Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix.

1895, p. 64.

Acanthophacelus hifurcus Eigenm. Mem. Carnegie Mus. v.

1912, p. 459, pi. Ixv. figs. 4-6.

5 . Depth of body 3-1- in the length, length of head 3-|-.

Diameter of eye 3^ in length of head, interorbital width 2. 28

scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 6 ; origin above posterior

end of anal, neai-ly equidistant from head and base of caudal

;

middle rays longest, 1 length of head. Anal 8-9. Pectoral |
length of head

;
pelvics extending to origin of anal. Least

depth of caudal peduncle y length of head. Olivaceous ; usually

a pale lateral stripe ; a vertically expanded dark spot with pale

margin on upper part of side, nearly equidistant from head and
dorsal fin ; fins immaculate.

(S . Dorsal origin nearer to head than to base of caudal
;

longest rays f length of head. A dark spot above pectoral (as in

$ ), a. larger one just- above anal fin, a third on caudal peduncle
;

dorsal and caudal sometimes spotted, latter with dark upper edge.

Amazon ; Guiana.
Four specimens, two females of 28 mm. and two males of 22

and 24 mm. in total length, received from Prof. Eigenmann ;

these a.re co-types of the species from Para and of A. hifurc^is

from British Guiana. The intromittent organ is figured

(text-fig. 173 B).

Garman 's description of P. amaxonica applies to P. ^;«rrt?.
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except that the dorsal origin is said to be a little in advance of

that of anal.

3. PcECiLiA PiCTA, sp. n. (PI. 0. figs. 1, 2, and Text-fig. 173 A.)

Acaathophacelus melanzonus (part.) Eigenm. Ann. Carnegie

Mus. vi. 1909, p. 51; Mem. Carnegie Mus. v. 1912, p. 457,

pi. Ixiv. fig. 6.

5 . Depth of body 3j to 4 in the length, length of head about 4.

Diameter of eye 3| to 4 in length of head, interorbital width 1|-.

26 to 29 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 6-7, origin above
middle or posterior part of anal and equidistant from base of

pectoral and base of caudal ; fin small, rounded. Anal 9-10,

pointed. Pectoral | length of head
;

pelvics reaching vent or

origin of anal. Least depth of caudal peduncle about |- length of

head. Olivaceous ; sides of body with a dark brown spot on each
scale and dai-k brown longitudinal stripes between the series of

scales.

<S . Depth 3 to 3| in the length. Dorsal origin nearl}^ equi-

distant from eye and base of caudal ; fin elevated. Least depth''

of caudal peduncle
-f

to | length of head. Coloration sometimes
as in female, but usually there are a few lai'ge dark spots on
posterior part of body ; dorsal fiu usually with blackish spots

;

often an ocellus on upper part of base of caudal fin.

Demerara.
Numerous examples, the females measuring up to 45 mm.,

the males to 30 mm. in total length, presented in 1872 by F. G.
Beckford, Esq.

A. melanzonus- is based on a male of Lebistes y^eticulatus (type)

and several females of P. picta.

In this species the intromittent organ differs somewhat from that

of P. vivipara, but is formed on the same plan (text-fig. 173 A, 0).

4. POECILIA BRANNERI.

Pcecilia hranneri Eigenm. Ann. N.Y. Acad. vii. 1894, p. 629.
Pcecilia heteristia Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) iii. 1909,

p. 235.

2 . Depth of body Sk in the length, length of head 4. Dia-
meter of eye 3| in length of head, interorbital width nearly 2.

27 or 28 scales in a longitudiiial series. Dorsal 6-7 : origin
above middle of anal and nearly equidistant from base of pectoral
and base of caudal. Anal 8, pointed. Pectoral | length of head

;

pelvics extending to origin of anal. Least depth of caudal
peduncle | length of head. Olivaceous ; edges of scales darker;
some blackish vertical streaks on the side and a blackish spot or
vertical bar at base of caudal fin.

(S . Dorsal origin equidistant from middle of operculum and
base of caudal ; two last rays produced into long filaments.
Caudal spot larger than in $ ; sometimes a blackish stripe near
upper edge of caudal fin.

67*
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Para.

Here described from the tj^pes of P. heteristia, J and 5 j each

35 mm. in total length.

The intromittent organ is very like that of P. vivipara, but the

anterior branch of the second ray has fewer segments, as in

P. picta.

24. Lebistes Filippi, 1861.

Arch. Zool, Anat. Fisiol. i. p. 69.

Acconihophacehts Eigenmann, Proc. U.S. Nat, Mus. xxxii. 1907,

p. 426, fig. 1.

Differs from PceciUa only in that the third prolonged anal

ray of the male has its last segments modified into a pair of

projections which are directed obliquely outwards and towai-ds

the base of the fin.

A single species from South America.

Lebistes rbtioulatus. (Text-fig. 173 D.)

Pcecilia reticulata Peters, Monatsb. Akad. Berlin, 1859, p. 412 ;

Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 458.

Lebistes paicilioides Filippi, Arch. Zool. Anat. Fisiol. i. 1861,

p. 69, pi. iv. f. 6 ; Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 356 (1866).

Girardinus reticiolatus Giinth. t. c. p. 352.

Girardinus giippi/i Giinth. t. c. p. 353 ; Regan, Proc. Zool. Soc.

1906, p. 390, pi. xxii. figs. 1,1a.
Acanthopkacelus reticulatus Eigenm. Proc. XT.S. Nat. Mus.

xxxii. 1907, p. 426, f. 1 ; Mem. Carnegie Mus. v. 1912, p. 458,

pi. Ixv. figs. 1-3.

Acanthopkacelus melanzomts (part.) Eigenm. Mem. Carnegie
Mus. V. 1912, p. 457, pi. Ixiv. fig. 5.

§ , Depth of body 3 to 4 in the length, length of head 3| to 4^.

Diameter of eye 3 to 3| in length of head, interorbital width 1|-

to 2. 26 to 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 7-8,

rounded or obtuse ; origin equidistant from eye or operculum and
base of caudal. Anal 9-10, pointed ; origin below or a little in

advance of that of dorsal. Pectoral 4 length of head
;
pelvics ex-

tending to origin of anal. Least depth of caudal peduncle ^ to |
length of head. Olivaceous ; edges of scales darker, forming a

network ; fins immaculate, except sometimes a small dark spot on
middle of caudal.

(S . Dorsal more elevated than in $ , when laid back nearly

reaching base of caudal fin
;
pelvics nearly as long as the short

intromittent organ. Coloration very variable ; often a blackish

spot above or behind base of pectoral, another above anal fin or

on middle of side, a third at base of caudal peduncle ; often also

several bluish-silvery spots, which may unite to form a lateral

band, mai-gined above and below by dark longitudinal stripes

;

dorsal and caudal sometimes spotted, often dark-edged.

Venezuela and St. Lucia to Santos.
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)istal part of iiitromittent organ of :—A. Poscilia plcta. B. P.partr. C. P.vivi-

para. T). Lebistes reticulatiis. E. Ijimia versicolor. Y. Mollienisia,

sphenops. The prepuce-like hood is indicated in fig". D.

1h compnriT)g with preceding figures not-e that these are reversed, the first

prolonged ray being on the right, the third on the left.
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jSTumerous examples, including co-types of the species received

from the Berlin Museum and the types of Girardinus guppyi
;

females to 55 mm., males to 25 mm., in total length.

25. MoLLiENisiA Le Sueur, 1821,

Journ. Acad. Philad. ii. p. 3 ; Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 347

(1866); Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 49.

This genus differs from PceciUa in having a small antrorse

spine at the end of the first prolonged ray of the male anal fin,

as in Limia, and at the end of the third a paired process, probably

the modified terminal segment, directed obliquely outwards and
towards the base of the fin, as in Lebistes (text-fig. 173 F).

Some species hitherto referred to Pmcilia {M. sphenops,

M. gracilis) have an intromittent organ exactly similar to that of

Mollienisia latipinna and M. petenensis, and as the little-known

M.formosa is intermediate between the two groups in the size of

the dorsal fin, all may be placed in Mollienisia. Some other

species, with the dorsal fin further back than the anal, are pro-

visionally included ; all that is known of the males is Garman's
statement that in P. cuneata the anal fin of the male is shorter

than the head, indicating that the species is neither a Posciliopsis

nor a Girardinus, although it may be a Limia.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. Dorsal 11-16 ; in adult males origin nearer end of snout than
base of caudal, base longer than distance from caudal.

A. Caudal rounded or subtruncate (?) or lower angle slightly

produced (^); scales 28 to 30. Dorsal 15-16 1. petenensis.

B. Caudal rounded ; scales 26 to 28.

Dorsal 14-16; in females origin equidistant from end of snout

aiid base of caudal (young) or nearer snout (adult) ; base equal

to (young) or more than (adult) distance from caudal 2. latipinna.

Doi'sal 11-13 ; in females origin a little nearer base of caudal than
end of snout, even in the adult ; base equal to (adult) or less

than (young) distance from catidal 3. formosa.

II. Dorsal 10-11 ; origin nearly equidistant from end of snout

and base of caudal (in ; base sliorter than distance from
caudal ; anal origin below fourth ray of dorsal ; scales 28

to 30 4. gracilis.

III. Dorsal 7-11 ; origin nearly eqiiidistant from end of snout

and middle or posterior end of caudal fin ; base shorter than
distance from caudal.

A. Oi'igin of anal below or a little behind that of dorsal 6. sphenops.

B. Origin of anal in advance of that of dorsal.

Dorsal 8-10. Anal 8-10. Scales 29-33 Q. eloncjata.

l)orsal7-9. Anal 9-11. Scales 27-30 7. oceidentalis.

Dorsals. Anal 9. Scales 26 8. spihirvs.

1 . Mollienisia petenensis.

Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 348 (1866), and Trans. Zool. Hoc. vi.

1868, p. 485, pi. Ixxxvi. figs. 1-3 ; Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer.,

Pisces, p. 106 (1907).
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$ . Depth of body 2| to 3 in the length, length of head 4.

Diameter of eye 4 in length of head, interoi-bital width 1|. 28
to 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 15-16 ; base about
as long as its distance fx-om end of snout, longer than its distance

from caudal iin ; longest rays | or | length of head. Anal 9-10
;

origin below middle of dorsal. Pectoral as long as head
;
pelvics

reaching origin of anal. Caudal rounded or subtruncate. Least
depth of caudal peduncle nearly equal to length of head. A
small spot on each scale, most conspicuous posteriorly; dorsal

and caudal with series of small spots.

c3" . Base of dorsal 1| to 1|^ its distance from end of snout and
about twice its distance from caudal ; longest rays longer than
head. Anal below anterior part of dorsal

;
produced rays ^ length

of head ; second pelvic ray about as long. Lower angle of caudal

slightly produced. Spots on lower part of dorsal forming undu-
lating stripes ; a series of large spots, one on each interradial

membrane, along middle of fin. Lower margin of caudal blackish.

Lake Peten in Guatemala.
Three females, 100 to 110 mm., and three males, 100 to 130 mm.

in total length, types of the species.

2. MOLLIENISIA LATIPINNA.

Le Sueur, Journ. Acad. Philad. ii. 1821, p. 3, pi. iii. ; Cuv. &
Val. Hist. Nat. Poiss. xviii. p. 139, pi. 527; Gimth. Cat. Fish. vi.

p. 348 (1866) ; Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895, p. 50,

pi. xii. ; Jord. & Everm. Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus. xlvii. 1896, p. 699.

Pcecilia midtilineata Le Sueur, t. c. p. 4.

Poecilia lineolata Girard, U.S. Mex. Bound. Surv., Fish. p. 70,

pi. XXXV. ligs. 9-11 (1859).

Limia jyoscilioides Girard, t. c. p. 70, pi. xxxviii. figs. 8-11;
Proc. Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 115.

Limia matamorensis Girard, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 116.

5 . Depth of body 2| to 3 in the length, length of head 3^ to 4.

Diameter of eye 3-^ to 4 in length of head, interorbital width 1|-

to 2. 26 to 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 14-16 ; in

adults base somewhat shorter than its distance from end of snout,

longer than its distance from caudal ; rays ^ length of head.

Anal 9-10
; origin below middle of dorsal. Pectoral a little

shorter than head
;

pelvics reaching vent or origin of annl.

Caudal rounded. Least depth of caudal peduncle about | length

of head. Spots on scales forming longitudinal stripes ; dorsal

and basal part of caudal with seiies of small spots.

c? . Dorsal base, in adult, about 1 4 its distance from end of

snout or twice its distance from caudal ; rays longer than head.

Anal below anterior part of dorsal ;
produced rays | length of

head, a little longer than second pelvic ray ; caudal rounded.
Spots on lower part of dorsal forming longitudinal stripes ; a

series of large spots, one on each inteiTadinl membi-ane, along
middle of fin ; caudal spotted superiorly; with blackish low er

edi>'e.
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Southern United States.

Five females, 40 to 68 mm., and two males, 65 and 78 mm.,
from Pensacola and New Orleans.

3. MOLLIENISIA FORMOSA.

Limiaformosa Girard, Proc. Acad. Philad. 1859, p. 115.

Mollienisiaformosa, Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 349 (1866).

$ . Depth of body 2| to 3 in the length, length of head 31 to 4,

Diameter of eye 3 to 3| in length of head, interorbital width 1|
to 2. 26 to 28 scales in a longitvidinal series. Dorsal 11-14;
origin a little nearer to base of caudal than to end of snout ; base,

in adult, nearly equal to its distance from caudal, but less than its

distance from head; longest rays g- to f length of head. Anal
9-10

; origin below fourth i-ay of dorsal. Pectoral a little shorter
than head

; pelvics reaching vent or origin of anal. Caudal
rounded. Least depth of caudal peduncle | to | length of head.
A spot on each scale ; dorsal usually spotted.

(S . Dorsal origin nearer to end of snout than to base of caudal

;

base as long as its distance from eye ; longest rays nearly | length
of head.

Atlantic slope of Mexico and Central America.
Several small specimens ( J and 5 ) up to 45 mm. from Tampico

{Jordan). Also three large females, 65 to 80 mm. in total length,
from Colon [Rachow) ; these are structurally similar to the others,

but have the coloration obscured by blackish mottling.

4. MoLLiENisiA GRACILIS, nom. nov.

Poscilia petenensis (non Mollienisia petenensis Giinth.) Giinth.

Cat. Fish. vi. p. 342, and Trans. Zool. Soc. vi. 1868, p. 484, pi. Ixxxv.
figs. 3, 4.

2 . Depth of body 4 to 4i in the length, length of head 4|
to 4-|. Diameter of eye 3^ to 3| in length of head, interorbital
width 2. 28 to 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 10-11

;

origin equidistant from prteorbital and base of cauda.l ; anterior
branched rays | length of head. Anal 8-10, acutely pointed

;

origin below fourth ray of dorsal. Pectoral as long as head.
Least depth of caudal peduncle | length of head. Olivaceous;
scales dark-edged ; dorsal and caudal speckled.

<S Depth 3^ to 3f in length ; depth of caudal peduncle equal
to length of head. Dorsal oi-igin equidistant from end of snout
and base of caudal

;
posterior rays longest, as long as or longer

than head.

Lake Peten in Guatemala.
Two females, 120 and 150 mm. and three males, 95 to 120 mm.

in total length, types of the species.

5. Mollienisia SPHENOPS. (Text-fig. 173 F.)

Pmcilia sphenops Cuv. & Val. Hist. Nat. Poiss. xviii. p. 130,
pi. 526 (1846) ; Eegan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 102, pi. xiii.

(1907) (with synonymy).
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Girarcliims cauoanus SteiuJ. Deuksclir. Akad. Wien, xlii. 1880,

p. 87, pi. vi. figs. 4, 5.

Poecilia salvatoris Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7) xix. 1907,

p. 65 ; Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 104, pi. xiv. figs. 2, 3 (1907).

Poecilia amates Miller, Bull. Amer. Mus. xxiii. 1907, p. 108.

? Platifpoecllus tropicus Meek, Publ. Columbian Mus., Zool. vii.

1907, p." 146.

Poecilia tenuis Meek, t. c. p. 147.

Poecilia spilonota Regan, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8) ii. 1908,

p. 460.

$ . Depth of body 2| to 4 in the length, length of head 3g
to 4|. Diameter of eye 3 to 4 in length of head, interorbital

width 1| to 2. 25 to 30 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal
8-11 ; origin equidistant from eye or operculum and base of

caudal. Anal 8-10 ; origin below or a little behind that of

dorsal. Pectoral as long as or shorter than head. Least depth
of caudal peduncle equal to or less than length of head. Dark
greenish to pale olivaceous ; edges of scales sometimes darker

;

often a dark spot on each scale of side of body ; sometimes nari-ow

vertical bars on sides ; dorsal and caudal sometimes immaculate,

often with series of small spots, or with a dark basal spot which
may extend over most or all of the fin.

S . Dorsal further forward and more elevated ; spots on sides

rarely present, dark cross-bars often distinct.

Coasts and rivers from Sinaioa to Panama and from Tamau-
lipas to Colombia, Venezuela, and the Leeward Islands.

Numerous examples to 120 mm. in total length, from all parts

of the range of the species.

6. MOLLIENISIA ELONGATA.

Poecilia elongata Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 342, and Trans. Zool.

Soc. vi. 1869, p. 484, pi. Ixxxv. fig. 2 ; Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer.,
Pisces, p. 102 (1907).

'^.Poecilia cuneata Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895,

p. 62.

Panama.

7. MOLLIENISIA OCCIDBNTALIS.

Heterandria occidentalis Baird & Girard, Proc. Acad. Philad.

1853, p. 390.

Poecilia occidentalis Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895,

p. 71 ; Regan, Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 102 (1907).

Pacific Coast Rivers from Arizona to Jalisco.

8. MOLLIENTSIA SPILURUS.

Poecilia spilurus Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p, 345 (1866) ; Regan,
Biol. Centr.-Amer., Pisces, p. 101 (1907).

"

Mexico or Central America.
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26. LiMiA Poey, 1855.

Mem. Cuba, i. p. 383.

Acropa^cilia Hilgendoi-f, Sitzungsb. Ges. Nat. Freund. 1889,

p. 52.

This genus is well- mai-ked off from Pcecilia by the structure of

the intromittent organ (text- tig. 173 E). At some distance from
its end the first pi'oduced ray becomes abruptly slender ; the distal

part is not serrated, and near its extremity it bears an antrorse

spine ; the second and third produced rays are nearly as in

Pcecilia. As in Poecilia, the intromittent organ is short, usually

shorter than the head, and its extremity is protected anteriorly

by a cutaneous hood ; in fully adult males the second pelvic ray

is more or less prolonged.

Of eight species seven are from Cuba, Haiti, and Jamaica, and
one from Venezuela. I have examined adult males in all but
L. ornata.

Synopsis of the Species.

I. Origin of dorsal fin about equidistant from middle of ej'e

and base of caudal; origin of anal below tiftli raj' of

dorsal 1. vittata.

II. Origin of dorsal nearer to base of caudal than to eje.

A. Origin of anal below anterior part of dorsal.

Dorsal 8-9; length of bead 3f to 4 in length offish 2. dominicensis.

Dorsal 10 ; length of head 3f to 4 in length of fish 3. nigrofasciata.
Dorsal 10-11 ; length of head 3 to 'd\ in length offish 4. arno'ldi.

B. Origin of anal below or very slightly in advance of that
of dorsal.

1. Length of head f length of fish (in adults of 50 mm.)

;

a lateral series of dark bars in both sexes.

Interorbital width less than ^ length of head 5. ornata.
Interorbital width ^ length of head, or more 6. catidofasciata.

2. Length of head less than \ length of fish (in a specimen
of 43 mm.). ^ with 3 or 4 blackish cross-bars, ^
with a blackish lateral stripe anteriorly 7. Iieteraudria.

C. Origin of anal always distinctly in advance of that of

dorsal ; head ^ length of fish (in adults of 50-60 mm.). 8. versicolor.

1. LiMIA VITTATA.

Poecilia vittata Guichenot in Ramon de la KSagra, Hist. Nat.

Cuba, Poiss. p. 146, pi. v. fig. 1 (1850); Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi.

p. 339 (1866); Garman, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895,

p. 58.

Llmia cuhensis Poey, Mem. Cuba, i. p. 388, pi. xxxi. figs. 12-13

(1855).

lAmia vittata Poey, t. c. p. 389, pi. xxxi. figs. 14, 15.

? Platypoecilus perugi<x Evermann & Clark, Proc. U.S. Nat.

Mus. XXX. 1906, p. 851, fig.

$ . Depth of body 2| to 3 in the length, length of head 34

to 4|. Diameter of eye 3 to Sg in length of head, interorbital

width \-\ to 2. 26 to 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal
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9-11 ; origin nearly equidistant fi'om middle of eye and base of

caudal ; branched rays subequal, or the middle ones the longer,

y or I length of head. Anal 10 ; origin below fifth ray of dorsal.

Pectoral | length of head or more
;
pelvics reaching vent. Least

depth of caudal peduncle |- to |- length of head. Olivaceous
;

edges of scales darker ; often a dark lateral band or 1 to 3 series

of dark spots along the series of scales on middle of side ; dorsal

and caudal usually with small dark spots.

cJ . Dorsal origin equidistant from snout and base of caudal
;

posterior rays longest, longer than head in the adult. Intro-

mittent organ a little shorter than hea,d ; second pelvic ray

produced, inner rays ending in a knob. Least depth of caudal

peduncle nearly equal to length of head. Usually dark cross-bars

on body ; spots on dorsal and caudal fins larger and blacker than

in females.

Cuba ; ? San Domingo.
Several specimens from Cuba, the males 45 to 70, the females

40 to 100 mm., in total length.

2. LlMIA DOMINICENSIS.

Pcecilia domiidcensis Cuv. & Yal. Hist. Nat. Poiss. xviii. p. 131,

pi. 526. fig. 1 (1846).

Pcecilia melanogaster Giinth. Cat. Fish. vi. p. 345 (1866).

Platypcecihis dominicensis Evermann & Clark, Proc. U.S. Nat.

Mus. XXX. 1906, p. 852, fig.

Depth of body 2| to 3 in the length, length of head 3| to 4.

Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head, interorbital width 1^.

26 or 27 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 8-9
; origin

equidistant from occiput or operculum and base of caudal, or tip

of snout and end of caudal, first or second branched ray longest,

•§- length of head. Anal 10 ; origin below second or thiid ray of

dorsal ; anterior branched rays longest. Pectoral | length of

head
;
pelvics reaching vent. Least depth of caudal peduncle

|- to I length of head. Olivaceous ; sometimes ti'aces of dark

bars on upper part of sides and of a dark spot at base of caudal

;

a blackish spot on basal part of posterior ^ of dorsal fin ; ripe

females with abdomen golden in front, blackish behind, the two
colours separated by a venti-al line at insertion of pelvic fins.

San Domingo ; ? Jamaica.

Seven specimens ; two of the types of the species, S and 5 ,

38 and 42 mm. in total length, and five females of 50 to 60 mm.,
types of P. melanogaster.

3. LlMIA NIGROFASCIATA, sp. U. (PI. CI. figS. 1, 2.)

§ . Depth of body 2.^ to 3 in the length, length of head 3|-

to 4. Diameter of eye 3| to 3| in length of head, intei-orbital

width I|-. 27 or 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 10 ;

origin equidistant from middle of operculum and base of caudal

;

fin rounded, the longest rays ^ length of head. Anal 9, obtuse ;
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origiu below anterior ^ of dorsal. Pectoral | length of head
;

pelvics not or barely reaching vent. Least depth of caudal
peduncle | or | length of head. Body with 7 to 9 blackish

vertical bars ; a dark spot near base of posterior part of dorsal.

(S . Depth 2| to 2| in the length. Dorsal origin equidistant
from eye or prseoperculum and base of caudal ; longest rays

| length of head, or in adult nearly as long as head.

Miragoane, Haiti.

Two females, 43 mm. in total length, an immature male of

41 mm., and an adult male of 48 mm., presented by Messrs. J.

Paul Arnold and A. Rachow.

4. LiMIA ARNOLDI, sp. n, (PI. CI. fig. 5.)

$ . Depth of body 3 to 3| in the length, length of head
3 to 3^. Diameter of eye 3 to 3| in the length of head, inter-

orbital width 2. 26 or 27 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal
10-11 ; origin equidistant from postorbital part of head and base
of caudal ; fin rounded, the longest rays | length of head. Anal
9-10, rounded or obtusely pointed ; origin below anterior part of

dorsal. Pectoral | length of head
;
pelvics extending to vent.

Least depth of caudal peduncle ^ to -g length of head. Body with
8 to 12 narrow dark vertical bars; dorsal sometimes spotted,

often with a small dark spot posteriorly near its base.

c? . Depth of body 3 in the length. Dorsal oi'igin equidistant

from eye and base of caudal; longest rays 4 length of head.

Intromittent organ ^ length of fish (to base of caudal) ; second
pelvic ray stout, a little pi-oduced beyond thii-d and fourth, which
are truncated distally. Least depth of caudal peduncle | length
of head. No dark vertical bars, but sevei'al series of vertically

expanded spots.

Miragoane, Haiti.

Ten females, 26 to 42 mm. in total length, and three males of

28 to 38 mm., presented by Herr J. Paul Arnold.

5. LiMTA ORNATA, Sp. n. (PI. CI. fig. 7.)

Depth of body 3| to 4 in the length, length of head 3 to 3|.
Diameter of eye 3^ to 4 in length of head, interorbital width
21 to 2^. 28 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 8-10;
origin equidistant from some part of operculum and base of

caudal ; tin rounded, the longest rays | length of head. Anal 10 ;

origin below that of dorsal. Pectoral f or | length of head
;

pelvics reaching vent or origin of anal. Least depth of caudal
peduncle -| the length of head. Head, body, and usually vertical

tins with blackish spots more or less developed ; body also with a
series of dark bars or large vertically expanded spots.

Haiti.

Five females, 31 to 55 mm. in total length, presented by Herr
J. Paul Arnold.
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6. LiMIA CAUDOFASCIATA, Sp. n. (PI. CI. fig. 6.)

2 • Depth of body 3 to 3| in the length, length of head
3 to 3|. Diameter of eye 3| to 3| in length of head, inter-

orbital width 1|- to 2. 26 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal
8-10 ; origin equidistant from some part of operculum and base

of caudal; anterior branched rays longest, | length of head.

Anal 10 ; origin below or a little in advance of that of dorsal.

Pectoral | length of head ; pelvics reaching vent. Least depth
of caudal peduncle j to -| length of head. Olivaceous or

brownish ; edges of scales darker : a series of dark vertical bars

on posterior part of body ; a dark spot near base of posterior part

of dorsal ; abdomen yellowish, or when tumid golden anteriorly

and blackish posteriorly, as in L. dom-inicensis.

c? . Dorsal origin about equidistant from eye and base of

caudal ; longest rays j to -| (adult) length of head. Intromittent
organ less than | length of fish ; second pelvic ray produced in

adult, nearly as long as prolonged anal rays. Least depth of

caudal peduncle |^ length of head.

Jamaica.

Several females, 28 to 42 mm. in total length, and six males of

25 to 48 mm., collected by C. A. Wray. In males of 25 to

30 mm., the anal fin has not attained the adult structure and the

second pelvic ray is scarcely prolonged ; males of 35 to 48 mm.
ha,ve the anal fully formed, but only the largest has the pelvics

strongly produced.

7. LiMlA HETERANDRIA, Sp. n. (PI. CI. figS. 3, 4.)

$ . Depth of body 3| in the length, length of head 3|^ to 4|.
Diameter of qjq 3 to 3| in length of head, interoi'bital width 2.

26 scales in a longitudinal series. Dorsal 8 ; origin equidistant

from some part of operculum and base of caudal ; fin rounded,
longest rays a little more than \ length of head. Anal 9,

pointed ; origin below that of dorsal. Pectoral | length of head ;

pelvics reaching vent. Least depth of caudal peduncle | or -|

length of head. Olivaceous ; a dark longitudinal stripe from
above pectoral to level of origin of anal ; a dark spot above vent

;

a black spot near base of posterior part of dorsal.

S • Dorsal origin equidistant from middle of eye and base of

caudal ; longest rays i length of head. Intromittent organ about

I length of fish (to base of caudal) ; second ray produced, | as

long as prolonged anal rays. Stripe on side of body and spot

above vent absent ; body with 3 or 4 narrow dark vertical bars.

La Guayra, Yenezuelft.

Two females. 43 and 27 mm., and a male of 25 mm. (adult),

presented by Herr J. Paul Arnold.

8. LiMiA VEESICOLOR. (Text-fig. 1 73 E.)

Pcecilia dominicensis [non Cuv, & Val.) Giinth. Cat. Fish, vi.
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p. 346 (1866); Gavinan, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool. xix. 1895,

p. 57.

Girarclinus t^ersicolor Giinth. t. c. p. 352.

Acropoecilia tridens Hilgendorf, Sitztmgsb. Naturf. -Freunde,

1889, p. 52.

$ . Depth of body 3 to 4 in the letigth, length of head

3| to 4. Diameter of eye 3 to 3^ in length of head ; inter-

orbital width 1| to 2. 26 to 28 scales in a longitudinal series.

Dorsal 7—9 ; origin equidistant from some part of operculum and
base of caudal ; middle rays longest, about -| the length of head.

Anal 8-10 ; oi-igin a little in advance of that of dorsal. Pectoral

a little shorter than head
;
pelvics about reaching vent. Least

depth of caudal peduncle |- to |- the length of head. Olivaceous,

edges of scales darker ; an indistinct lateral band or a series of

short vertical bars ; sometimes irregular dark spots on the back ;

a blackish spot on base of posterior part of dorsal ; caudal

sometimes with vertical bands.

(^ . In specimens of 30 mm. dorsal and pelvic fins as in 2 ? but

in those of 40 to 45 mm. dorsal more elevated, the longest rays

I length of head, second pelvic ray somewhat produced and inner

pelvic rays expanded and truncated at ends.

San Domingo.
Ten females, 35 to 60 mm., including the types of the species,

and four males, 30-45 mm.

EXPLANATION OP THE PLATES.

Plate XCIX.

Figs. 1, 2. Gamhusia oligosticta, $ & (J.

3, 4. „ ivrayi, $ & ^

.

5, 6. „ gracilior, $ & (^

.

7. ,, dominicensis, ^ •

Plate C.

Figs. 1, 2. Poecilia piota, ? & (?

.

3, 4. Pceoiliopsis istlimensis, ^ &, ^

.

5, 6. Fhalloceros caudomaculatus, '^ & ^

.

7, 8. Fhalloptychws januarius, '^ & ^ .

Plate CL

Figs. 1, 2. Limia nic/rqfasoiata, ^ & (J.

3, 4. „ heterandria, $ & cJ.

5. „ arnoldi, ^

.

6. ,, catidofasciata, $

,

7. „ ornata, $

.





p. Z.S.1913.P1. CII.

J.Green del. et lith.

l.BDFO HYPOMELAS. 2.AGALYCHNIS CALCARIFER.





p. Z.S.1913.P1.CIII.

<3. Green dfcl.et. Chromo.

AGALYCHNIS SPURRELLI





p. Z.S.1913.P1. CIV.

J.Green, del. et Chromo.

1. DENDROBATES AUROT^NIA
2 -^ . D . TINCTORIUS ,vj^. COCT^I . 5 -6 . D . TINC T ORIUS,vaR,CHOCOENSIS

.
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p. Z.S.1913.P1.CV.

J.Green del et lith..

CINO STERNUM SPURRELLl.





p. Z.S. 1913. PI. CVI.

J.Green del.et lith.

CINOSTERNUM SPLTRRELLI





p. Z.S. 1913. PI. CA^I,

J. Green del. et lith.

l.AI^OLIS BREVICEPS. 2.ANAD1A VITTATA.





p. Z.S- 1913. PI. CVllI.

2.
2Tb

2aL. 3c 6dL.

J.Green del.et lith.

l.HOMALO CRANIUM CORALLIVENTRE. 2.ELAPS MICROPS
3.LEPT0GNATHUS SPURRELLl.
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59. On a Collection of Batrachians and Reptiles made hy

Dr. H. G. F. Spurrell, F.Z.S., in the Choco, Colombia.

By G. A. BouLENGEu, F.R.S., F.Z.S.*

[Received October: lOtli, 1913 : Read November 11th, 1913.]

(Plates Cll.-CVIII.t and Text-figures 174-178.)
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Dr. Spurrell, to whom the Zoological Society is indebted for so

many interesting additions to its collection of Reptiles, has now-

transferred his activity as a collector from West Africa to South
America. The series of beautifully presei'ved Batrachians and
Reptiles brought together by him during the first few months
of his stay in the Choco, Colombia, and presented by him to the

British Museum, is one of great interest and shows how much
remains to be done in the exploration of that part of South
America. Unless otherwise stated, the specimens are from
Pefia Lisa, Condoto, altitude 300 feet, Within the last few
years, series of Batrachians and Reptiles brought together by
Mr. M. G. Palmer in the same district had been acquired by the

Trustees of the British Museum and fui-nished the types of

several new species described by me % They showed a close

agreement with the fauna of N.W. Ecuador, for a knowledge of

which we are indebted chiefly to Mr. Rofsenberg §—an agreement
which is furtlier exempli tied by Dr. Spurrell's collection.

* Published by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
t For explanation of the Plates see p. 1038.

X Ann. & Mag. N. H. (8) ii. 19G8, p. 515, and vii. 1911, p. 19.

§ Bouleiiger, P. Z. S. 1898, p. 107, and Ann. & Mag. N. H. (7) ix. 1902, p. 51.
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BATRAOHIA.
A POD A.

1. CECILIA ISTHMICA Cope.

Known from the Isthmus of Darien and AYestern Ecuador

.

2. CECILIA INTERMEDIA, sp. n. (Text-fig. 174.)

Intei^mediate betAveen C. tentaculata L. and C. pachynem,a Gthr.

Snout as in the former, more strongly projecting than in the

latter. Outer mandibular teeth larger than in the former and
smaller than in the latter. Snout rounded, very prominent, as

long as the distance between the eyes ; tentacle on the lower

surface of the snout, nearer the edge of the mouth than the

Text-fiff. 174.

CcBcilia intermedia.

A. Side view of liead. B. Lower view of head and anterior extremity of bodj'.

C. Lower view of posterior extremity of body.

nostril. Body cylindrical, its diameter 43 to 56 times in the

total length. 200 to 250 circular folds, mostly widely interrupted

on the back and on the belly ; from the posterior fourth of the

body short intermediate folds appear and gradually extend across

the back ; the last 60 to 80 folds close together and complete on

the back, the 15 to 30 hindermost completely encircling the body.

Uniform' blackish ; head of young yellowish or pale brown.

I have examined six specimens of this species, which was
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first discovered in N.W. Ecuador by one of Mr. Rosenberg's

collectors :

—

1. S. Javier, iST.W. Ecuador.—Total length 950 mm., dia-

meter of body 1 7.

2. Paramba, N.W. Ecuador, 3500 ft.—Total length 820 mm.,

diameter of body 19.

3. Pambelar, N.W. Ecuador.—Total length 690 mm., dia-

meter of body 12.

4. Pena Lisa, Oondoto, Choco (had been swallowed by an

Elaps rosenhergii 940mm, long).—Total length 690 mm.

;

diameter of body 13 *.

5. Same locality (taken from the stomach of a Strejytophorus

afrcc^its swallowed hj s^u Elaps corcdlinus).—Total length

280 mm. ; diameter of body 6.

6. Same locality.—Total length 270 mm. ;
diameter of

body 5.

I avail myself of this opportunity to define a further species,

from a collection madein the Choco by Mr. M. G. Palmer, recently

acquired by the British Museum :
—

Ccecilia palmeri, sp. n. (Text-fig. 175.)—Head and dentition as

Text-fi^. 175.

1
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ill C. fachynema . Diameter of body 58 times in total length.'

200 circular folds, mostly interrupted on the back and belly
;

from the posterior fourth of the body short interrupted folds

appear and gradually extend across tlie back; the last 95 folds

close together and complete on the back, the 16 hindermost com-
pletely encii'cling the body. Uniform blackish. Total length

700 mm. ; diameter of body 12.

A single specimen from Novita, Rio San Juan, 200 ft.

3. CECILIA NIGRICANS Blgr.

Described in 1902 from a single specimen from the Rio Lita,

N.W. Ecuador.

The specimen in Dr. Spurrell's collection measures 395 mm.,
diameter of body 7.

E c A u D A T A.

4. BUFO HYP.OMELAS, Sp. n. (PI. CII. fig. 1.) .

Ci'OAvn without bony lidges ; snout truncate, moderately j)i"o-

minent, with angular canthus and vertical loreal region ; inter-

orbital spa,ce as broad as the upper eyelid ; tympanum moderately

distinct, half diameter of eye. Fingers moderate, first not

extending as far .as second ; toes short, barely half-webbed
;

subarticular tubei'cles feebly prominent, single ; two small meta-
tarsal tubercles ; no tarsal fold. Tarso-metatarsal articidation

reaching the tip of the snout. Skin smooth
;
parotoid gland

narrow, shorter than the head. Black, elegantly marked with

grey lines above, vermicular or ring-shaped ; a whitish streak on
each side in the lumbar I'egion, and another on the arm ;' lower

parts with small greyish-white spots.

Fi'om snout to vent 20 mm.
This small toad, represented by a single si^ecimen from the

upper waters of the Condo, altitude 1200 feet, diftei's from all its

American congeners in the shortness of the inner finger.

5. BuFO HyEMATITIC'US Oope.

6. BuFO MARINUS L.

7. BUFO TYPHONIUS L.

Dr. Spurrell, in his notes, remarks :
" Said to be the toad from

which Indians extract ari-ow-poison." See further on, p. 1028.

8. Hyla maxima Laur.

" Apparently strictly nocturnal. Pupil of eye at night large

and round, in daylight diamond -shaped. One caught at night on
top of partition between two rooms in bungalow was almost

uniform chocolate-bi'own with a dark median streak from snout

to middle of back. By daylight it turned to a light yellowish

brown, with verj' pronounced markings of waim darker brown on
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the body and limbs, greyer to sepia-brown on the head ; a patch

of lighter yellow across loins. Iris golden brown ; lower eyelid

veined with gold."

It is characteristic of this species to possess a rudiment of

poUex appearing as a small tubercle in females and a larger

tubercle in males. In the male sent by Dr. Spurrell, this pollex

projects externally as a long sharp bony spine at right angles to

the metacarpal of the inner finger and piercing the skin ; whether
this is due to the desiccation of the specimen, or occasionally

happens during life as in the case of the pollex of Rana holsti or

of the ends of the ribs in the Pleurodele Newt, I cannot say.

Text-fig. 176.

. • Hifla maxima. Inner fingers of male.

9, Hyla baudinii Daud.

When taken out of a dark hole these frogs are brown above,

usually with a metallic-green streak along the upper lip. After

exposure to light the colour changes to light yellowish grey, with
small green spots on the back and bars on the hind limbs. One
of the specimens, a female, is remarkable for the longer hind

limbs, the tibio-tarsal articulation reaching beyond the tip of

the snout.

These frogs were pairing on the 31st May.
Larvae, at different stages of development, agree in essential

characters with those of H. arhorea : position of eyes, spiraculum

and vent, shape of tail, structure of the mouth and lijos. Three
long series of teeth in each lip, the third of the upper lip inter-

rupted, the others continuous; beak broadly edged with black.

Total length 60 mm.; body 21; width of body 13; tail 39;
depth of tail 16.

10. Agalychnis calcarifer Blgr. (PI. CII. fig. 2.)

Described in 1902 from a single specimen from the Rio
Durango, N.W. Ecuador, 350 feet.

The only example obtained by Dr. Spurrell is described in his

notes as brilliant sage-green above, flanks and upper surface of

thighs (with the exception of a narrow green streak) rich orange-

yellow with black bars ; hands and feet and lower parts orange-
68*
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yellow ; iris grey, bordered with orange-yellow ; lower eyelid

transparent, edged with turquoise-blue.

11. Agalychnis spurrelli, sp. n. (PI. CIII.)

Tongue oval, feebly emarginate behind. Vomerine teeth in

two strong, transverse or slightly oblique series on a level with
the front edge of the rather large choanfe. Head moderately
depressed, as long as broad or slightly broader than long ; snout

rounded, not projecting beyond the lower jaw ; canthus rostralis

feeble ; loreal region concave and very oblique ; interorbital space

broader than the upper eyelid ; tympanuixi close to the eye and
two-thirds to three-fourths its diameter. Fingers much flattened

and nearly entirely webbed, the disks nearly as large as the eye

or about two-thirds its size : toes rather short, much flattened,

entirely webbed (three-fourths webbed in the young), the disks a

little smaller than those of the fingers ; subarticular tubercles

very prominent. The tibio-tarsal articulation reaches between
the eye and the tip of the snout. Skin smooth, granular on the

belly and on the basal half of the lower surface of the thigh ; a

regular series of granules extends along the whole length of the

lower surface of the thigh ; a narrow dermal fold along the outer

edge of the forearm, the inner edge of the tarsus, and across the

heel ; a few scattered (white) flat warts on the back. Green above,

the dorsal warts, two to nine in number and irregularly disposed,

white, edged with violet-black ; belly yellowish white ; iris ruby-

red ; lower eyelid with an open meshwork of golden lines. Male
without vocal sac, with a patch of black nuptial asperities on the

upper surface of the inner finger.

From snout to vent 95 mm.
Yery closely allied to the Central American A, viorelsti

A. Dum., this handsome frog differs in the more extensively

webbed digits, the presence of white warts on the back, and the

absence of vocal sac in the male.

Four specimens are in the collection. The fii^st was reported

\<o Dr. Spurrell to have been found at the top of a high tree that

ha,d been felled, on March 30th. On April 2nd Dr. Spurrell took

a pair in embrace on a leaf overhanging a pool of water two feet

below ; from the sketch accompanying his notes, the amplexus is

similar to that of Hyla arhorea. The pair were in the act of

breeding, and the eggs, as they were extruded, were being fixed

to the upper surface of the terminal thii"d of the leaf, in double

rows following more or less regularly the venation, the very

prominent ribs affording a support for their attachment. On the

leaf sent with the specimens, the breeding operations of Avhich

were suddenly interrupted, 59 eggs are attached, and 7 more
adhere to the right foot of the female, showing that she uses her

feet for the purpose of fixing the eggs.

According to a sketch by Dr. Spurrell, which is here re-

produced (text-fig. 177), another leaf on the same stalk was
alreadj^ entirely beset with eggs (laid by the same female ?)
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and folded over to form a nest as in Phyllomedusa hypo-
chondricdis *

. The eggs resemble those of Alytes obstetricans

in size (diameter 3 to 4 mm.) and in the tough gelatinous
capsule, but differ in the upper pole being bi'own and in nob
being strung together.

Text-fie. 177.

Agalychnis spurrelli spawning.

The leaf, which I have not been able to get identified, pi-obably

belongs to the family Anonacea?.

12. Leptodactylus pentadactylus Laur.

13. Hylodes palmatus Blgr.

14. Hylodes conspicillatus Gthr.

15. Glossostoma aterrimum Gthr.

Originally described from Costa Rica, this Engystomatid has
since been found on the Rio Durango, N.W. Ecuador.

* Budgett, Q. J. Micr. Sci. xlii. (1899) p. 313, pi. xxviii.
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The specimen in Dr. Spurrell's collection measures 55niiti,'from

snout to vent. It was shining jet-black in life, with the belly

grey. The thick skin of the ventral region forms a strong fold

on each side, which extends across the pubic region.

16. RanA palmipes Sjaix.

A single female specimen, measuring 95 mm. from snout

to vent.

Tympanum three-fourths the diameter of the eye. First

finger extending well beyond second. Skin of back finely

granulate ; upper surface of tibia with longitudinal ridges

formed by confluent granules. Tibio-tarsal articulation reaching

half-way between the eye and the tip of the snout. Back pale

olive-grey (appears to have been green in life), without spots
;

belly uniform white.

I have examined smaller specimens (40 to 70 mm.) from the

same locality (Condoto) from Mr. M. G. Palmer's collection. In
the smallest the tympanum measures barely two-thii-ds the

diameter of the eye, the upper parts are bla.ckish brown and
the lower parts profusely spotted with black.

17. Phyllobates pratti Blgr,

A single specimen, 15 mm. long from snout to vent.

This species was described in 1899 (Ann. & Mag. N. H. [7] iii.

p. 274, pi. xi. fig. 3) from two specimens obtained by Mr. A. E-

Pratt at Santa Ines, north of Medellin, at an altitude of 3800 feet.

Other specimens have since been found in the Choco, at Novita,

altitude 150 feet, by Mr.M.G. Palmer. In Dr. Spurrell's specimen,

the white line in front of the thigh is produced forward to the

upper eyelid, dividing obliquely the black lateral band.

18. Dendrobates tinctorius Schneid. (PI. CIY. figs. 2-6.)

The extraordinary colour variations to which this species is

subjected are only paralleled by those of the African frogs of the
genus Rafijia, and afi'ord the same diti&culties to the systematist.

Some of these variations are local, others are merely individual

;

great is the perplexity in having to decide which deserve to be
recognised by a special varietal name. In the collection made by
Di'. Spurrell the specimens fall under two principal categories which
I will designate as vars. cocUei and chocoensis respectively. It is

not an easy matter to fix the typical form of D. tinctorius ; the

following remai-ks will not be superfluous, t(5 justify the course

followed by me.
Schneider (Hist. Amph. i. p. 175, 1799) is the author of the

name tinctorkis, but the frog itself was unknown to him. He
refers us to Lacepede (Quadr. Ovip. p. 566, pi. xxxix., 1788),

who regards the " Raine a tapirer" as a variety of Ilyla rubra
Laurenti, and describes it as reddish with two irregular yellowish

white longitudii:ial bands ; the figure is hopeless for the purpose
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of identification. But as tlie name " Raine a tapirei- " is based

on an observation recorded by Bufibn (Hist. Nat. Oiseaux, vi.

p. 235, 1779) to the eftect that tlie frog is used by the savages of

Guiana and the Amazon to dye parrots, and is small, azure blue

with longitudinal golden yellow bands, and is to be found pre-

served in the " Cabinet du Roi," the best thing to do is to go

straight to the description of the first author after Lacepede who
had access to the specimens alluded to by Bufibn. and this author

is Daudin (Hist. Rain, etc., 1802). The larger of the three speci-

mens from Guiana in the Paris Museum, presumably those alluded

to by Bufibn and Lacepede, is figured in a perfectly recognisable

manner on Daudin 's pi. viii. fig. 1, and corresponds very nearly

with one from Cayenne in the British Museum, which I thei'efore

regard as the typical form of Dendrohates tinctorms. Upper parts

blackish brown with symmetrical white (yellow) markings forming
two bands on the back, meeting on the coccygeal region and ex-

tending, above the canthus rostralis, to the end of the snout after

expanding on the upper eyelid ; a transverse bar connects these

bands across the middle of the back, and another branch extends

to the shoulder; white markings on the flanks; belly paler brown,

with black spots. This is the var. daudini Steindachner, Yerh.

zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xiv. 1864, p. 262.

Yar. coctcei.—Hylaplesie de Cocteau, Dum. & Bibr. Ei'p. Gen,
pi. xc. fig. 1 ; Dendrohates tinct07'ius, var. B, Dum. & Bibr. op. cit.

viii. p. 654 (1841); I), tinctorms, var. cocteaui Steind. Yerh.
zool.-bot. Ges. Wien, xiv. 1864, p. 260.

" D'un brun marron on d'une teinte lie de vin, .... une tache

d'un blanc jaun^ti'e sur le museau, une autre beaucoup plus grande

et de forme ovalaire sur chaque flanc, .... un large bracelet de

la meme couleur autour de chaque bras et, de chaque jambe.

Assez souvent les taches des flancs se confondent sur la region

abdominale." Dum. & Bibr. Locality not stated.

Six specimens, all from the Choco, in the British Museum, are

i-eferable to this variety :
—

a. Tado, Rio San Juan, 230 ft. (M. G. Palmer). Dark reddish

brown above, with black spots, black beneath. An oval yellow

spot on the top of the head, another occupying the whole flank,

widely separated from its fellow on the othei' side ; other large

spots are present, one on the foi'earm, one on the thigh, one on
the tibia, and one on the throat.

6. Same locality, same collector. Similar to the preceding, but

the spots on the head, throat, and femur absent; the large spot

on the flank extends to the shoulder, azid those on the forearm

and tibia, completely encircle the limbs.

c. Upper waters of Condoto River, 1200 ft. (Spurrell). Dark
brown above, with bright vermilion-red, sharply defined spots,

black beneath. The bright spots are as in a, except that the one

on the top of the head is situated further back ; those on the

throat and forearm are absent, but others are present on the left
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side of the snout and on the left foot ; the forearm is completely
encircled by the yellow spot.

d. Same locality as c. Differs from c in the lateral spot being
produced as far as the eye on the left side, where it is confluent
with the oval spot situated on the upper surface of the head as

in a ; the spot on the tibia surrounds the limb ; a yellow spot on
the right foot instead of the left.

e,f. Same locality as c and d, and very similar in the markings,
which, however, were noted by Dr. Spurrell as of a vivid

yellow instead of red. e has the lateral spots very large and
narrowly separated from each other on the belly, that on the

left side extending to the temple ; a spot on the right foot ; fore-

arm encircled by the red spot, /"has the spot on the right foot

instead of the left.

A further Colombian specimen, from IS^oanama, S. Juan
(M. G. Palmer), is not unlike the preceding, but the spots are

smaller and less regular and of a vivid magenta-red. A figure is

given to show the disposition of the markings on the black body.

Var. chocoensis.— Phyllohates chocoensis Posada Arango,
Memoire sur le poison de Rainette des sauvages du Choco (Paris,

1869) ; Deyrolle, Rev. et Mag. de Zool. 1872, p. 465, pi. xxvii.

The frog noticed by Posada Arango as furnishing the Choco
Indians with a deadly poison for their arrows is described as

bright yellow on the head and back and bluish black on the limbs

and lower pai'ts. A specimen answering to this description is

preserved in the British Museum, from Jvmtas, Rio San Juan,
Choco, 320 ft. (M. G. Palmer).

Nine specimens, obtained by Dr. Spurrell at Peiia Lisa,

Condoto, 300 feet, may be referred to this form, and show
considerable variation in coloration. A snake which started

eating one of these frogs was observed to drop it hurriedly.
" Ground colour of upper parts a rich orange-yellow, belly dark
brown ; markings on back and limbs varying from dark reddish

orange to chocolate-brown, not sharply defined nor regularly

symmetrical ; much variation in colour and arrangement of

markings
;
ground colour of upper parts sometimes lemon-yellow

or brownish yellow." The specimens which most nearly approach
Posada Arango's description have the head and back uniform
yellow or with only one dark spot, on the middle of the back,

just behind the head ; the sides are blackish brown, and the upper
surface of the limbs yellow.

The numerous varieties of Dendrohates tinctorius are much in

want of revision. Among those already described there is one
which is unquestionably entitled to specific rank and for which I

wish to propose the name Dendrohates paraensis. Disks of fingers

and toes much larger than in D. tinctorius ; a small but very
distinct tubercle on the inner side of the tarsus, nearer the meta-
tarsal tubercles than the tibio-tarsal articulation. In some
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specimens the upper parts, with the exception of fore limbs and
feet, are uniform greyish or yellowish white (yellow in life ?), the
rest of the animal deep black ; in others the black predominates,

the white being restricted to the upper surface of the head and to

Text-fiff. 178.

Dendrohates tinctorius (A) and D. paraensis (B).

Upper view of hand.

more or less confluent blotches on the back ; further specimens

are intermediate between the two extremes. From snout to vent

38 mm. Eight specimens, from Para, are preserved in the

British Museum, three of which are mentioned in the Catalogue

of Batrachians, p, 143 (var. B, A, ^, Tc).

19. Dendrobates aurot^nia, sp. n, (PI. CIY. fig. 1.)

Snovit truncate, barely as long as the eye ; loreal region

vertical ; interorbital space as broad as the tipper eyelid

;

tympanum not very distinct, three-fifths the diameter of the eye.

Fingers slender, first extending beyond second, with rather small

disks ; toes slender, disks as large as those of the fingers ; sub-

articular tubercles very feeble ; two scarcely prominent meta-
tarsal tubercles and a very feeble fold on the inner side of the

tarsus terminating club-shaped half-way between the metatarsal

tubercles and the tibio-tarsal articulation. The tarso-metatarsal

articulation reaches far beyond the tip of the snout, the tibio-

tarsal falling between the eye and the end of the snout ; tibia

half as long as head and body. Skin smooth, of dorsal region

very porous. " Jet-black, with a metallic orange-yellow streak
"

from the end of the snout along the canthus rostralis and the

upper eyelid to the loin ;
" a few fine gold freckles on thighs and

arms."
From snout to vent 30 mm.
A single specimen from Peiia Lisa, Condoto, 300 feet.

This frog approaches very closely D. trivittatus Spix, differing

only in the shorter snout and the absence of tubercles on the

back.
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REPTILIA.

C H E L O N I A.

1. CiNOSTERNUM SPURRELLI, Sp. 11, (Pls. CY. & CVI.)

J aws strong ; beak strongly hooked. Carapace smooth and
without keels, flattened on the vertebral region, profile descending

very abruptly behind ; deep grooves between the shields

;

posterior border serrated. Plastron smaller than the opening of

the shell, not emarginate posteriorly ; lobes well movable, front

one longer than the fixed portion and slightly shorter than the

hind one
;

gular shield not half the length of the front lobe
;

suture between the pectoral shields much shorter than that be-

tween the humerals ; axillary and inguinal shields elongate and in

contact with each other. A patch of small horny keeled tubercles

on the back of the leg, opposed to one on the thigh. Tail ending

in a claw-like scute. Carapace blackish bi'own, plastron yellow

with blackish blotches ; head, neck, and limbs blackish above,

whitish below ; a broad oblique yellowish band on each side of

the head, from behind the eye to the neck, passing above the

tympanum ;
jaws yellowish horn-colour.

This very distinct species is represented by a single male

specimen, the shell of which measures 115 mm. The curious

shape of the first vertebral shield, depicted on PL CY., is probably

an individual peculiarity and has therefore not been alluded to in

the description.

The position of C. spurrelli in the system is in group II. A of

my Synopsis (Cat. Cheloii. p. 38), which group, up to the present,

was unrepresented south of Mexico.

2. KiCORIA NASUTA Blgr.

Described in 1902 from specimens obtained at Bulun and on

the Rio Durango, N.W. Ecuador.

The specimen in the present collection is quite young. Shell-

length 70 mm. The digits are fully webbed.

E M Y D O S A U R I A.

3. Caiman sclbrops Schn.

Lacertilia.

4. Anolis fasciatus Blgr.

Only known from Guayaquil and N.W. Ecuador {A. elegans

Blgr.) " Green above, with darker green markings, yellow on
belly; crown of head and neck with faint orange markings.

Gular appendage white with six broad orange bands."

5. Anolis macuhventris Blgr.

First described from N.W. Ecuadoi'.
" Gular appendage crimson."
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6, AXOLIS PRINCEPS Blgr. ^

This handsome lizard, one of the largest of the genus, was
originally described from specimens from ISF.W. Ecuador. It has

since been found in Choco, at Oondoto and Tado, by Mr. M. G.

Palmer.
'' Yellowish grass-green, brighter about head and neck, with

yellow blotches round eyes ; diagonal markings brownish black

;

gular appendage white."

7. Anolis breviceps, sp. n. (PI. OYII. fig. 1.)

Head once and two-thirds as long as broad, slightly shorter

than the tibia ; snout obtuse ; forehead and interorbital region

concave; frontal ridges short and divergent ; upper head-scales

very small, keeled; scales of the supraorbital semicircles enlarged,

separated by four or five series of scales ; enlarged, strongly

keeled supraocular scales ; occipital as large as or larger than the

ear-opening, separated from the supraorbital by three or four

series of scales ; canthus rostralis sharp, canthal scales three or

four ; loreal rows seven or eight ; seven upper labials to below

the centre of the eye ; ear-opening moderate, vertically oval.

Gular appendage very small in males, barely indicated in females
;

gular scales keeled. Body not compressed ; no dorso-nuchal fold.

Dorsal scales very small, keeled, gradually merging into the

minute granules of the sides; ventrals larger, roundish-hexagonal,

keeled. Limbs slender ; the adpressed hind limb reaches the

tip of the snout, or between the eye and the tip of the snout ;-

digits feebly dilated; 13 to 15 lamellse under phalanges II and
III of the fourth toe. Tail cylindrical, once and a half to once

and two-thirds as long as head and body, without vertebral series

of enlarged scales. Male with enlarged postanal scales. Grey-

brown to dark brown above, with" a ventral series of blackish

dots or small V-shaped markings; a dark brown, black-edged

cross- band between the eyes and another band from the end of

the snout, through the eye, to the side of the neck, very broad

and sharply defined on the temple ; a more or less distinct

whitish streak may be present below this band.

c? • $
Total length 108 124 mm.
Head 12 13

Width of head. 8 9

Body :... 30 35

Fore limb 21 21

Hind limb 40 40
Tibia 13 13^
Tail 66 76'

Three specimens.

Near the Central American A. godmani Blgr. Distinguished

by the shorter head, the smaller gular appendage, and the shorter

tail.
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8. Anolis notopholis Blgr.

The gular appendage is red in both sexes.

9. Anolis macrolepis Blgr.

10. PoLYCHRus GUTTUROSUs Berthold.

Two specimens, male and female.

Male green above and on the belly, cream-colour on the sides
;

a vertebral series of cordiform pale reddish-brown black -edged

spots pointing forwards, connected by a bright orange vertebral

band. Female reddish bi-own above and beneath, with angular
dark brown bands across the back ; a few dull green blotches on
the head, and on the sacral aiid anal regions.

11. CORYTHOPHANES CRISTATUS Gray.

This remarkable lizard was believed to be restricted to Central
America (specimens from Biitish Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
and Costa Rica are preserved in the British Museum), but a
specimen from the Bio Tamana, Choco, was in the collection

made by Mr. Palmer, and two are in Dr. Spurrell's collection.
" Shows rapid changes of colour when alive."

12. Basiliscus americanus Laur.

Its habitat extends from Panama and Costa Bica to Venezuela
and Southern Colombia.

13. Basiliscus galeritus A. Dum.

Blackish above, dotted with yellow ; upper surface of head and
a band on each side of the belly reddish brown ; throat white

;

belly and lower surface of limbs greenish white, speckled with
black,

14. Enyalioides heterolepis Bocourt.

Originally described from Yeragua. Numerous examples from
Colombia and N.W. Ecuador are preserved in the British

Museum.

15. Diploglossus monotropis Wiegm.

The largest specimens are very strikingly coloured. Head
lemon-yellow Avith greenish tinge ; back chequered brownish
black and lemon-green ; throat, belly, and sides of body ver-

milion-red ; tail lemon-yellow above, with dark bars, vermilion-

red beneath.

16. Ameiva bridgesii Cope.

Young black above, with seven whitish longitudinal lines;

belly bluish grey ; tail blue.
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17. Ameiva eestiva Licht.

A single, half-grown specimen. Blackish above, with a pale

green vertebral band originating on the end of the snout and
prolonged on the basal half of the tail ; two interrupted white
lines along each side of the body.

A specimen from Medellin, Andes of Colombia (Coll. A. E.

Pratt), is in the British Museum.

18. Anadia vittata, sp. n. (PI. CVII. fig. 2.)

Head depressed, with long, acutely pointed snout ; body much
elongated. IS'ostril in the suture between two nasals. Fronto-
nasal pentagonal, a little longer than broad, longer than the

prsefrontals, which form a long suture ; frontal octagonal,

narrow behind, in contact with three supraoculars ; two large

parietals on each side, both in contact with the interparietal,

which is not twice as long as broad and followed by three sub-

equal occipitals ; four supraoculars, first smallest, second and
third equal ; four or five supraciliaries ; a loreal, a freno-orbital,

and a row of infraorbitals ; temples with rather small shields
;

seven upper labials, first narrowly in contact with the fronto-

nasal ; six lower labials ; chin-shields, one anterior and four

pairs, three pairs forming a median suture
;
gular scales sub-

equal, squarish, juxtaposed ; collar-scales nine, feebly enlarged.

Scales on body forming regular whorls, the dorsals quadrangular-

subhexagonal, as long as broad, the laterals a little narrower, the

ventrals quadrangular, those of the two median rows larger ; 30
scales round the middle of the body, 58 from occiput to sacrum
inclusively. Praeanal plates in thi-ee rows, posterior median pair

largest. Two prseanal and one femoral pore on each side. Limbs
and tail as in A. ocellata. Pale brownish white above, with three

dark brown longitudinal stripes, the vertebral edged with black

and breaking up into three black lines behind the nape ; lower

parts white ; tail with three serrated or zigzag brown bands.

Total length (tail injured) 112 mm.
Head 10

Width of head 5

From end of snout to fore limb 15

„ _„ M „ „ vent 40
Fore limb 10

Hind limb 12

A single specimen.

This species is closely allied to A. ocellata Gray.

19. Alopoglossus copii Blgr.

Originally described from Eastern Ecuador, this species has
since been found in Western Ecuador, but had not been reported

from Colombia.
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20. AmPHISB.'ENA FULIGINOSA L.

Received alive by the Zoological Society.

PHID I A.

21. Trachyboa BOULENGERj Peracca.

A single young specimen of this species, recently described

by Peracca, Ann. Mus. Zool. Univ. Nap. iii. 1910, No. 12, was
referred by me to I', gularis Peters, P. Z. S. 1898, p. 109,

pointing out the characters in which it differed from Peters's

description and Jan's figure. The spine-like raised scales on
the snout and above the eyes, which are so sti-iking in larger

specimens, are merely indicated in this specimen.

The British Museum possesses two adult specimens from N.W.
Ecuador, and two from the Choco are now added by Dr. Spurrell.

1 append particulars of these four specimens :

—

1. $ , St. Javier, N.W. Ecuador. Total length 430 mm.
;

tail 40. Sc. 27; Y. 139; C. 24. Sixth labial entering

the eye on the right side.

2. S , with claw-like anal spurs. Same locality. Total length

265 mm. ; tail 30. Sc. 30 ; Y. 133 ; C. 28. Fifth labial

entering the eye.

3. J , with claw-like anal spurs. Peila Lisa, Choco. Total

length 230 mm. ; tail 27. Sc. 30 ; Y. 131 ; 0. 23. Labials

all excluded from the eye.

4. $ , same locality. Total length 270 mm. ; tail 25. Sc. 33

;

Y. 137 ; C. 20. Labials all excluded from the eye.

The type specimen described by Peracca, the habitat of which

is unknown, has only 23 scales round the thickest part of the

body. The number of scales in Trachyhoa is probably as variable

as it is in Atheris.

22. Streptophorus atratus Hallow.

A specimen taken from the stomach of ein^Elaps rosenhergii,

after having swallowed a Ccecilia intermedia.

23. Drymobius dendrophis Schleg.

24. Phryngnax fasciatus Peters.

25. Herpetodryas carinatus L.

26. Leptophis bilineatus Gthr.

One of the three specimens is bi-ight gi'een above, as in the

type, the two others are of a metallic bronze on the back and
sides, the head dark green, the sides of the neck green, the lower
parts pale green.

The habitat of this species extends from the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec to N."W. Ecuador.
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27. Leptophis ogcidentalis Gthr.

28. LioPHis albiventris Jan.

29. Atractus multicinctus Jan.

In its coloration in the fresh condition (occipital blotch bright

red) this harmless snake is not without resemblance to Flaps

tnipartitus.

30. Atractus iriuescens Peracca.

This species was described (Boll. Mus. Torin. xi. 1896, Ko. 252)

from a single specimen, origin unknown. Three specimens in

Dr. Spurrell's collection may, I think, be referred to it.

a. 2 • 255 mm.; tail 36. V. 144 ; C. 37.

h. 2 215 mm. ; tail 32. V. 134 ; C. 32.

c. Yg. 102 min. ; tail 11. Y. 143 ; C. 26.

The iridescence from which the species derives its name is

strongly marked in these specimens. Dark brown above, with two
dorsal series of transverse blackish spots, which may alternate or

form cross-bars, and may be bordered by yellow dots or short

streaks ; in specimen a the belly is white spotted with black in

front, uniform black behind ; in specimen b it is white with a

median series of black spots and a series of smaller spots ' on
each side.

31. Petalognathus nebulata L.

32. himantodes cexchoa l.

33. Leptodira albofusca Lacep.

34. OxYRHOPUs CECELIA Daud.

A specimen two metres long.

35. HOMALOCRANIUM MELANOCEPHALUM L.

36. HOMALOCRANIUM CORALLIVENTRE, Sp. n. (PI. CYIII. fig. 1.)

Eye about half as long as the snout. Rostral a little broader
than deep, the portion visible from above about half as long as its

distance from the frontal ; internasals about two thirds the length

of the prsefrontals ; frontal hexagonal, obtuse-angled in front,

acute-angled behind, nearly once and a half as long as broad,

longer than its distance from the end of the snout, shorter than
the parietals ; nostril between two nasals, the posterior of which
is in contact with the prfeocular ; two postoculars ; temporals
1 -f- 1 ; seven vipper labials, third and foui-th entering the eye,

seventh largest ; four lower labials in contact with . the anterior

chin-shields, which are a little shorter or a little longer than the
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posterior and in contact with the syinphysial. Scales in 15 rows.
Ventrals 135-141 ; anal divided; subcaudals 56-59. Dark brown
above, scales edged with black ; a large yellowish spot on the
upper lip behind the eye, and a yellowish occipital bar encroaching
on the posterior pai-t of the parietal shields

;
gular region white,

rest of lower surfaces bright coral-red.

Total length 275 mm.
Two specimens, male (V. 135 ; C. 59) and female (Y. 141

;

C. 56).

Very closely allied to H. alticola BIgr., from Santa Rita, noi'th

of Medellin, Colombia (9000 feet), but eye larger and frontal a
little longer in proportion to its width.

37. Stenorhina degenhardti Berthold.

38. Elaps corallixus L.

39. Elaps rosenbergii Blgr.

I have examined several specimens from various localities in

N.W. Ecuador, and also one obtained by Mr. M. G. Palmer at

Tado, Choco.

40. Elaps microps, sp. n. (PI. CVIII. fig. 2.)

Eye extremely minute, barely one-fourth as long as its distance

from the mouth. Rostral broader than deep ; frontal a little

broader than the supraocular, once and one-third as long as

broad, as long as the prsefrontals, half as long as the parietals,

which are longer than their distance from the internasals ; one

prse- and two postoculars ; temporals 1 + 1 ; seven upper labials,

third much longer than fourth, third and fourth entering the eye,

the latter very narrowly ; four lower labials in contact with the

anterior chin-shields, which are as long as the posterior. Scales

in 15 rows. Yentrals 205; anal divided; subcaudals 20. Tail

ending obtusely. Black above, with 46 narrow white, black-

spotted cross-bars ; these widen on the belly, which is barred

black and white ; an orange band across the head, from between
the eyes to near the end of the parietal shields ; tail orange-red,

with a black I'ing and a black terminal spot surrounding a small

white spot.

Total length 650 mm. ; tail 25.

A single female specimen.

This new Elaps resembles strikingly E. mipartitus D. <fe B. in

the coloration, but is well distinguished by the much smaller eye

and by the proportions of the head-shields.

41. Leptognathus spurrelli, sp, n, (PI. CVIII. fig. 3.)

Body very slender, strongly compressed. Eye large. Rostral

small, about once and a half as broad as deep, not visible from
above ; internasals one-third the length of the prsefrontals

;
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frontal as long as broad, nearly as long as its distance from the
end of the snout, much shorter than the pai'ietals ; nasal divided

;

loreal once and a half as long as deep, bordering the eye ; no
preeocular ;

praefrontal entering the eye ; two postoculars, lower
very narrow ; temporals 3 + 3 ; eight upper labials, fourth and
fifth entering the eye ; four pairs of chin-shields, the anterior

very small and in contact with the symphysial, the second larger

a,nd a, little longer than broad. Scales in 15 rows, vertebrals

strongly enlarged, nearly as long as broad. Ventrals 208 ; anal
entire; subcaudals 132. Reddish brown above, with very large

blackish-brown blotches separated on the back by narrow inter-

spaces of the ground colour, these interspaces gradually widening
down the sides, where the blackish blotches are edged by small
white spots : these blotches form nearly complete rings on the
atiterior part of the body, whilst further back they are gradually
more widely interrupted by the yellowish-white colour of the
belly ; lower surface of tail brown, with a few small whitish
spots ; head uniform reddish brown above ; lips white, with
small black spots. " Iris golden."

Total length 680 mm. ; tail 235.

A single male specimen.

Closely allied to L. annulata Gthr., from Costa Rica, and
L. temporalis "Werner, from Ecuador.

42. Lachesis mutus L.

This is the Bothrops acrochordus of Garcia *. Grows to

2 1 metres.

43. Lachesis atrox L.

44. Lachesis bionticellii Peracca.

This Pit-Yiper, easily distinguished from L. lanceolatus by
the shape of the rostral shield, which is much deeper than broad,

was described along with Trachyhoa boulengeri from a specimen
of unknown origin. It is interesting to find the two snakes
associated in this collection.

Two female specimens :

—

a. 920 mm. ; tail 160. Sc. 29 ; Y. 210 ; C. 86.

h. 570 mm.; „ 100. „ 27; „ 212; „ 87.

Lachesis punctatus Garcia, I.e. p. 31, pi. —
,
perhaps represents

the same species.

45. Lachesis brachystoma Cope.

The range of this species is now known to extend from the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec to N.W. Ecuador.

Described and figured by Garcia as Thanatophis sutus.

* Los Ofidios venenosos del Cauca (Cali, 1896), p. 23, pi. —

.

Pkoc. Zool. Soc—1913, No. LXIX. 69
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate CII.

Fig. 1. Biifo hifpnmelas, p. 1022, enlarged, and outline natural size,

2. Agahjchnis calcarifer, p. 1023.

2«. „ „ Side view.
2 b. „ „ Open mouth.

Plate CIII.

Agah/cJinis s;purrelli, p. 1021. Female and eggs.

Plate CIV.

Fig. 1. Dendrohates anrotcenia, p. 1029.
2-4. „ tinctoriws, var. coctcei, p. 1027.
o-Q. „ „ var. chocoensis, p. 1028.

Plate CV.

Cinosternum spurre.lli, p. 1030. Upper view.

Plate CVL

Cinosternum spiirrelU, p. 1030. Lower view.

Plate CVII.

Fig. 1. AnoUs breviceps, p. 1031.

1 n.
,, „ Side view of head.

1'^. „ „ Upper view of head, enlarged.
2. Anaclia vittata, p. 1033.

2 a. „ ,, Upper view of head, enlarged.
2 b. „ ,, Side view of head,

,,

2 c. „ ,, Ventral and anal region, enlarged.
2 d. „ „ Lower view of head, „

Plate CVIIL

Fig. 1. Somalooranium coralliventre, p. 1035.

1 «•
)) „ Upper view of head, enlarged.

1 ''•
!) „ Side view of head, „

2. Ulaps microps, p. 1036.

2 a. „ „ Upper view of head, enlarged.
2 b. „ „ Side view of liead, „
3. Leptognathus spurrelli, p. 1036.
3 «. „ „ Upper view of head, enlarged.
3 b. „ ,, Side view of head,

,,

3 c. „ ,, Lower view of head, „
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60. The Peroneal Muscles in Birds. By P. Chalmers

MiTCHELL,M.A.,D.Sc.,LL.D.,F.R.S.,F.Z.S., Secretary

to the Society.
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(Text-figures 179-190.)
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In the dissection of an example of Balceniceps rex, which formed
the basis of a recent contribution to the Society's Proceedings

[supra, pp. 644-703), I was interested to notice that one of the

very few characters in muscular anatomy which the Shoe-bill

shared with Herons, to the exclusion of Storks, was the presence

of the leg muscle l^nown as the Peroneus brevis or profundus. On
looking up the literature relating to the peroneal muscles in birds,

I found that even Dr. Gadow's careful description of these muscles

(Gadow in Bronn's ' Thier-Reich,' Aves, pp. 180-182) was based

on a relatively small number of individuals and types, and that

his work, together Avith the insignificant contributions of earlier

and later writers, supplied only a vague and dubious picture of

the anatomical facts in Aves. I wished to make a survey of

these muscles as nearly as possible complete. Accordingly I have
dissected them in the birds that have died in the Society's Collec-

tion for some months, have made use of the rich spirit material

stored in the Prosectorium (most of it dating from the time of

Garrod and Forbes), and have been alloAved to examine some
specimens in the stores of the British Museum (Natural History)

and of the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, and
Dr. Gadow has also obliged me with material from Cambridge.
My observations therefoi-e relate to several hundred birds, dis-

tributed, as Avill be seen later, fairly well over the whole Avian
system. Theoretically, no doubt, it is necessary to work out the

complete anatomical structure of an animal if one would under-
stand any portion of it, but in practice this is impossible, and in

my opinion the examination of a single structure or even portion

of a structure through the whole series by a single observer can-

not fail to be interesting and instructive. The method, moreover,
69*
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h;is the practical advantage that the anatomist gains, at least

tempovaTily, a useful dexterity in exposing the structures on
which he is engaged and is able to cover much ground in a

relatively short space of time.

After giving an accovint of the muscles in a generalized tj'^pe, I

shall proceed to a systematic description of the conditions presented,

following the classification given by Dr. Gadow in the article

Bird, in the Eleventh Edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

and finally shall discuss some of the problems suggested by the

degree of coincidence between the vaiying conditions of these

muscles a.nd a classification which is based on other anatomical

facts.

The Peroneal Muscles in Chauna chavaria (text-fig. 179).

In some respects the Screamers are generalized birds with

aftinities pointing in many directions, and it happens that the

condition of the peroneal muscles in other birds can be easily

described as specializations of the Screamer condition chiefly by
loss of parts.

Feroneus superficialis sen longtts.—This is the most superficial

mass of muscle seen when the skin is removed on the outer, upper

aspect of the leg from the knee downwards. Its very large fleshy

mass arises from the anterior and lateral crista of the tibia, from
the head of the fibula and partly from the fascia covering the

knee. Laterally, where it is bounded by the external head of the

gastrocnemius on the one side, and the tibialis anticus on the

other, its fasciae are closely attached to the fasciae of these muscles.

The muscular mass is roughly triangular, and from the broad

base at its origin from the upper end of the tibia and fibula,

it converges to a flat tendon which is apparent about three

quarters way down the leg and rather more on the outer than the

anterior aspect. There is a deep origin formed by a comb of

fibres projecting inwardly as a keel along nearly the whole length

of the triangular portion of the muscle and arising partly from
the whole length of the fibula and partly from the tibial surface

immediately under the fibula. When the tendon has nearly

reached the tarsal joint, it gives off" a very broad and strong anchor
(text-fig. 179, Anch.) to the cartilaginous sustentaculum which is

pierced by some of the flexor tendons and joined superficially by
the gastrocnemius tendon. It is then continued outwards and
downwards across the ankle-joint, immediately under the skin,

but running through a synovial membrane which has to be cut

open to expose it fully, and ultimately, about a quarter of the

distance down the tarso-metatarsal shaft, it fuses with the flexor

tendon of the third digit (flexor primus sen jDcrforatus III) (text-

fig. 179, P.L. Ill), It is supplied by a branch of the ischiadic

nerve.

The function of this muscle is to straighten the tarsus meta-

tarsus on the tibio-taisus and then to flex the third toe. When
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Text-fip-. 179.

1041

ANCH.

Peroneal muscles in CJiatma chavaria.

Riglit leg, external aspect. Muscle striped : tendon dotted.

P.LON. Peroneus longus. ANCH. "Anchor": attachment of P. longus tendon

to Sustentaculum of Flexor tendons. P.L. III. Slip of P. longus tendon passing

across the ankle-joint to fuse with III, tendon of Flexor perforatus of the third

toe.

P.BRE. Peroneus brevis. P.B.I. Tendonof insei-tion of P. brevis passing across the

tarsal joint to insertion to proximal end of the tarsus-metatarsus. P.B. 2. Slip

of Peroneus brevis tendon, not usuallj' present in birds.

Tar. Lig. Ligament crossing the tarsal joint, deep of P.L. Ill and superficial to

P.B.I.

Gastr. External head of gastrocnemius muscle.

Flex. Flexor tendons.
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the tendon lias been dissected out of its synovial groove, it

appears too long for its purpose, but if its action be tested before

this dissection has been made, it is clear that the straightening of

the foot is carried out by the action on the sustentaculum and
that subsequently the third toe is bent by the special slip.

The arrangement is odd and very striking, and it is extremely
difficult to believe that it has been independently developed in the
large number of different groups of birds in which it occurs. In
my opinion the disposition of the muscle and its tendons shown
in Gliauna can be explained best if it be regarded as the spe-

cialized derivative of a condition in which the perforated flexor

muscles and their tendons were continuous wath each other and
with the peroneus ; as the foot and its digits became specialized,

the fasciae of insertion became strengthened along the lines

leading to each digit, and finally by the disappearance of tiie

connecting fascite the continuous sheet became broken up into

separate tendons ; as the tibio-tarsus became longer the peroneal

slip to the tendon of digit III assumed its odd course. All the
stages in the possible differentiation of continuous fasciae into

highly specialized tendons still exist in the case of the alar

tendons of birds. The differentiation of the foot, however, must
have taken place before the groups of birds became separated,

and, as I shall show later, the various conditions of the peroneus
in the different groups of birds can all be explained as differ-

entiations of the condition in Chauna, in particular by the loss

of some part.

Pej'oneus profimdifs seu hrevis (Tibialis posticus of R. W. Shu-
feldt, " Myology of the Raven," 1870, p. 228).—This is a much
simpler and more slender muscle ai'ising fleshy from the fibula

and the adjacent surface of the tibia on their anterior aspects,

beginning about the level of the insertion of the biceps tendon,

and extending a little beyond the distal extremity of the fibula,

where it passes into a stout rounded tendon (text-fig. 179, P.BEE).
The greater portion of the muscle is concealed by the edges of the
tibialis anticus and of the superficial peroneal which meet above
it. The tendon as it aj)proaches the end of the tibio-tarsus is

vei-y close to the bone and is deep of the peroneus longus tendons
;

it flattens out, runs through a synovial channel, crosses the tarsal

joint overlain by a ligament (text- fig, 179, Tar. lig.), which also

crosses the joint, and is inserted to the proximal edge of the tibio-

tarsus on its posterior, outer aspect (text-fig. 179, P.B.I). In
Chcntna it also has a second attachment to the antero-median end
of the tarsal shaft (text-fig. 179, P.B. 2).

This muscle flexes the tarsus-metatarsus on the tibio-tarsus, and
at the same time slightly rotates the foot, depressing the axial, or

great toe side, and raising the abaxial, or fourth toe side. The
latter action varies with the exact position of the insertion and
is often very feeble, as, indeed, is the action of the muscle as a
whole.
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Systematic Description.

I have found thcat the following points are the most notable :

—

Peroneus longus.—Origin :
" superficial," ^. e. forming a fairly

broad external sheet at the jjroximal end of the tibio-tarsal shaft

and arising chiefly from the head of the tibia and fibula and from
the fasciae over the knee-joint; "fascial," from the fascise of the
tibialis anticus on the one side and from that of the external

gastrocnemius and the underlying flexois on the other ;
" deep,"

from the side of the fibular shaft and the adjacent area of the
tibia on the opposite side from the oi^igin of the peroneus brevis.

The " fascial " origin is the least important morphologically and is

correlated with the strength and width of the muscle. " Anchor,"
to the cartilaginous sustentaculum through which the flexor

tendons run at the tarsal joint. " Slip to III," the superficial

tendon which runs from the peroneus over the tarsal joint to join

the perforated flexor tendon of the third toe.

Peroneus profundus.—Origin. Presence or absence of a bony
or fibrous bridge at the lower end of the tibio-tarsus. Tendon of

insertion.

Relative size of the two muscles.

RATIT^.

S t r u t h i o n e s. Struthio.—The peroneus longus is enormous.
Superficial origin extends over to the femoro-fibular ligament and
the patella. Fascial origin present. Deep origin represented by
a separate head from the lower end of the fibula. Anchor is

broad and flat but short. Slip to III strong and rounded.
Peroneus brevis absent, but there is a short stout ligament which
may represent either the lower portion of the muscle, or, in my
opinion, more probably the ligament which ci'osses the tarsal

joint in Chauna.
R h e 99. Rhea americana (two examples).—P. longus as in

Simthio, except that the deep origin extends for the greater part
of the length of the fibula. P. brevis absent, but tarsal ligament
present.

Oasuarii. Casuarhis uniappendiculatus.-—P. longus enor-

mous ; superficial and fascial origins very extensive, deep origin as

in jRliea. Anchor short, very wide and partly in slips. Slip to

III stout. P. brevis absent but there is a stout tarsal ligament.

DromcEXis novce-hollandice.—As in Casuarius, but P. longus not
quite so large.

Apteryges. Apteryx (? species) (three examples).—P. longus
very large ; superficial and fascial origins good, but deep origin

very slight. Anchor broad and short ; slip to III a rounded
tendon. P. brevis very much reduced but present as a small fiat

tendon arising from a few muscular fibres and running in the
normal position under the slip to III. This is notably difi"erent

from the tarsal ligament in the other " struthious birds" and is

quite certainly a rudiment of the Pei'oneus brevis.
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In the Ratites the P. longus is the dominant muscle and does

not differ except in minor details from the type in Chauna which,

for convenience, I may call the " normal " arrangement. The
Peroneus brevis is at least functionally absent, but the Apteryges

stand apart from the others in possessing an undoubted vestige

of it.

CARINATZE.

CoLYMBOMORPHtE.

COLYMBIFORMES.

C o 1 y m b i. I have not examined a Diver.

Podicipedes. Podicejjs cristata andi-". miiioi-.—In both these

Grebes the P. longus was badly developed, with delicate super-

iicial and deep origins passing into a long rounded tendon about
half-way between the knee and the tarsal joint. In the Crested

Grebe this tendon passed straight to the sustentaculum, so that

its insertion was represented only by a narrow anchor, there

being no slip to III. In the Little Grebe the anchor was similar

but I was able to trace a minute but normal slip to III. On the

other hand, in the Crested Grebe there was a minute and certainly

functionless tendon representing the P. brevis which I did not
find in the Little Grebe.

Sphenisciformes.

Sphe nisei. Spheniscus demersus.— P. longus rather weak
but all origins present ; anchor and slip to III both slender and
short. P. brevis was also slender bvit arose fleshy from the

greater length of the shaft of the fibula and tibia and was
inserted by the usual slender flat tendon I'unning in a synovial

groove under the slip to III. Gadow mentions that it is present

but weak in Apienodytes, Beddard's statement that it does not

occur in Penguins is erroneous.

Procellariiformes.

T u b i n a r e s.

—

Daj^tion capensis. Procellaria (? species). Ocea-

nodroma (? species).—In the Cape Pigeon and the two Petrels the

P. longus was rather small with only the superficial origin, which
quickly passed into a A^ery long, slender tendon ending in a

delicate anchor and a slender slip to III. The P. brevis had a

short but strong origin from high up the fibula ; this passed into

a strong and very long tendon with the usual flat insertion. The
P. brevis is rather stronger than the P. longus. The examples
of Petrels which I examined were part of the material of W. A.
Forbes and had been preserved in spirit for at least thirty years.

I was interested to note that they still retained a very strong

musky odour, so clinging that although I used several kinds of

soap and petrol I could not get lid of it for several days.
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It is clear that the Colymboniorphfe present no coherent

picture, the Petrels being sharply marked off from the others

by the relative dominance of the P. brevis.

Pelargomorph^.

CiCONIIFORMES.

S t egan opod e s.

Phaethontidfe. Fha'ethon.—P. longus normal but rather small,

with superficial and deep origin, broad anchor and slip to III.

P. brevis normal, with long muscular origin and short tendon with

usual flattened insertion.

Sulidse. Sula bassana.—P. longus normal and large but with

only superficial and slight fascial origin. Broad short anchor and

slip to III. P. brevis absent.

Phalacrocoracidfe. Phalacrocorax (? species).—P. longus normal

and large ; origin, anchor and slip to III as in S-ida. P. brevis

strong but very short, arising only from the lower end of the

tibial shaft, distal to the fibula, and with normal insertion by

flattened tendon.

Fregatidse. Fregata.—Peroneus longus large and strong but

origin practically only deep from the whole length of fibula and

adjacent surface of tibia on side turned from the brevis. Broad

anchor and good slip to III. P. brevis minute but quite distinct

and normal, with long slender belly and tendon passing under a

fibrous bridge and then flattening out to pass to usual insertion.

Pelecanidas. Pelecanus.—l have not had a recent opportunity

of examining a Pelican, but from my old notes I find that the

P. longus is large and normal with the usual anchor and slip to

III, and that the P. brevis is present but minute.

Ardese (from these I exclude Scopus and Bcdceniceps).

Ardea egretta, A . herodias, A . herodias lessoni, A .inirpxirea. Ardetta

viinuta. Nycticorax gardenia N.violaceusi^ examples). Botaurus

stellaris, Cancroma zelodonL—In all these the P. longus is fairly

large (text-fig. 180), but has only the superficial origin with slight

fascial origin. The anchor is rather long, broadens out, and at

least in one case {A . herodias lessoni) was in two slips. The P. brevis

is well developed usually from about three-quarters the length of

the shaft but chiefly from the fibula. The long tendon passes

through a fibrous bridge and then flattens out to the normal inser-

tion. I think there must be some mistake in Gadow's statement

that the P. brevis is absent in Ardea. I find that its presence is

one of the differences between Herons and Storks. In Ardetia

minuta and Cancroma it is particularly strong.

Scopidae. Scopus umbretta.—The P. longus is large with

superficial and slight fascial origin, broad anchor and good slip

to TIL The P. brevis is either actually absent or represented by

a very small ligament.

Baltenicipitidse. Balccniceps rex.—P. longus a sti'ong broad
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muscle with only superficial and fascial origins. Anchor broad

and good slip to III. The P. brevis is strong but short, arising

only from the tibia distal to the end of the fibula ; its flattened

tendon passes over to the usual insertion.

Text-fig. 180.

^-^J-PLON.

ANC

Peroneal muscles in Njjctieorax gardeni.

Description nnd lettering as in Text-figure 179 (p. 1041).

Br. Bridge traversed by the tendon of the P. brevis.

Ciconiae. Ciconia 7iigra. Disstoraepiscopus. Leptojitilus crumen-
ifertis (2 examples). Mycteria americana. Fseudoiantahis ibis

and Tantalus loculator.—In all these Storks the conditions were
practically identical. The P. longus was large and strong with
superficial and fascial origins and no deep origin, very broad
anchor and good slip to III. The P. brevis was absent, but
running across the tarsal joint parallel with the slip to III, and
therefore approximately at light angles with the normal position

of the P. brevis tendon, was a stout elastic ligament which kept
the tarsal joint flexed, so that after death the joint could not be
straightened without force until this had been cut. At first I

thought that this ligament might represent the brevis, but its

direction is difl^erent, and it does not resemble the indubitable

vestiges of the bi'evis which occur in some other birds.
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Ibidiflpe. Carphibis spinicoUis. Platalea leucorodia. Plegadis

falcinelltis.—In these the P. longus is normal with superficial and
fascial origins, only a few fibres of deep origin, good broad anchor
and slip to III. The P. brevis is present but very weak, arising

by a few thin fibres from the greater part of the length of the

fibula and passing into a slender but long tendon with the usual

flat insertion.

Phoenicopteri. Flioe.nico'ptertis antiquorum.-—In the Flamingo
the P. longus is strong with only the superficial and fascial

oi'igins, with good wide anchor and slip to III. The P. brevis is

absent.

The general picture presented by the Ciconiiformes is of a

large well formed longus muscle chiefly with superficial origin,

and a brevis muscle almost invariably slender and showing a

strong tendency to disappear, but none the less with the presence

or absence following the minor divisions of the assemblage,

and not being sporadic in the genera.

Anseeiformes.

Palamedese. Chauna chavaria. Palaviedea coi-nuia.—

I

have already described the conditions in these [supra, p. 1040).

An seres. Cygnus olor, C. itigricollis. yEx gcdericulata

and JEx sponsa. Cereopsis iiovce-hollandice. Chloep>haga inomata.

IJendr^ocygna fidva. Querquedula casianea. Metojnana pieposaca.

(Udeinia nigra. Mergus serrator.—In the Swans, Geese and
Ducks the P. longus is large with a very broad superficial origin

wrapped round the front of the knee, partly covering and partly

with fascial origin from the tibialis anticusand a lesser extension

towards the gastrocnemius. The muscle narrows I'apidly (text-

fig. 181) to a rounded tendon from which a very broad anchor,

frequently in separate slips, is given ofl:', the main tendon forming
the slip to III. The P. brevis is always present and usually

large, with a central tendon and pinnate slips of fibres from the

greater part of the fibula, and adjacent surface of the tibia. It

frequently dips under a fibrous bridge and then flattens out and
has an unusually wide insertion to the abaxial side of the end of

the tibio-tarsus. Thei-e is usually one, and not infrequently a
second separate tendon running across the tarsal joint. The
variations within the group are small, all the normal parts being

present. The deep origin of the longus is usua,l]y very slight, but

as an exception it is well-marked in Dendrocygna. The anchor
is very broad and short, and usually in sepaiate slips, but in the
ducks generally and in Dendrocygna it is rather more fan-shaped.

In CEdeviia the brevis is very short, arising only from the tibia

below the fibula and from a small portion of the fibula ; its

tendon, moreover, instead of crossing under the slip to III runs
pai'allel with it, and is inserted to the axial edge of the tarsus-

metatarsus.

In the Anseriformes the peroneals are both well developed.
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the longus, however, being relatively the larger, but the brevis is

actively functional and in addition to its flexion of the tarsal
joint has a notable rotating action.

Text-%. 181.

P. BRE,

ANCR

PLOW.

P.d.r--

Peroiieal muscles in ^x sponsa.

Description and lettering as in Text-figure 179.

The Per. longus Las bad the proximal portion removed to show the P. brevis.

Falconiformes.

C a t h a r 1 86. Cathartes cmra (2 examples).—The P. longus is a
strong muscle, with good but rather narrow superficial origin, with
fascial origin chiefly on the side of the tibialis anticus, and with
extensive deep origin. The anchor is broad and short and the
slip to III is very strong. The P. brevis is very slender, arising
only from the distal two-thirds of the fibula, then passing into a
rovmded tendon much weaker than the slip to III under which it

runs, and then flattens out to the normal insertion. The domin-
ance of the longus over the brevis recalls the condition in the
Ciconiiformes and dift'ers from that present in Accipitrine birds
(excluding Seiyentarius).
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Accipiti^es. SerpentaiiiilfB.— I liave had no recent opportunity
of examining a Secretary bird, but I infer from Dr. Gadow's
statement (" Aves" in Thier-Reich) that both peroneals are present,

and that as P. longus is very large the condition is generalized and
thus like what exists among the Ciconiiformes.

Vulturidse and Falconidse. Gypaetus barhatus. Tinnuncidi(,s

alaudarius . Falco peregrinus (2 examples). Aquila verreauxi.

Hcdiaetus leitcogaster. Ictinia mississipiensis. Circus goiddi.—In
all these birds both peroneals are present, but the P. brevis is the
more powerful and the P. longus tends to be reduced only to its

deep origin. In the Lammergeier there is the greatest re-

semblance with the normal arrangement. The P. longus has all'

Text-fiff. 182.

PLOW.

P.dRE.

f\NCHr

Peroneal muscles of Falco peregrinus.

Description and lettering as in Text-figure 179.

Fib. Anterior edge of fibula.

three origins, but the superficial origin is rather narrow and
partly reduced. In all the others the superficial and fascial

origins have practically disappeared, so that the muscle, as shown
in the case of the Falcon (text-fig. 182), almost exactly balances

the P. brevis, arising from the other side of the fibula and the
adjacent area of the tibia along the greater part of the length of
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the shaft. The anchor is always present and is usually rather

long and slightly fan-shaped. The slip to III is always present

and normal. The P. brevis is very strong ; it arises in the

Lammei'geier only from the lower end of the fibula and the tibia

distal of this ; in Ictinia its origin begins higher up ; in the

others, as shown in text-fig. 182, it arises from nearly the

whole length of the fibula below the biceps insertion, from the

adjacent surface of the tibia and from the tibia distad of the end

of the fibula. Its very strong tendon passes under a fibrous

bridge wliich may be calcified in old birds, then flattens out and
passes in the usual synovial sheath under the slip to III to its

normal insertion.

It is plain that in these birds-of-prey the superficial origin of

the P. longus has been partly or completely lost and that the

P. brevis has greatly increased in relative importance, until it

may sui-pass the P. longus.

Pandionidse. Pandion hcdiaetus.—In the Osprey I found no
trace of the P. longus, in which I am confirmed by Dr. Gadow.
The P. brevis was short and not very strong, arising from the

usual origin limited to the lower half of the shaft and passing

into a weak tendon, which after traversing a bony bridge,

flattened out and had the normal insertion of this muscle. As
ornithologists, arguing from other features, have diflfered as to

placing the Osprey with the Eagles and Vultures, or with the

Owls, it is of some interest to note that in the Owls also only the

P. brevis is present.

Apai't from Pandion, it is clear that the Falconiformes

generally show a gradual reduction or specialization of the

P. longus, always retaining, however, the deep origin, the anchor

and a stiong normal slip to III, and a gradual increase in size of

the P. brevis.

Gadow unites the Oiconiiformes, Anseriformes, a,nd Falconi-

formes into the " Legion " Pelai^gomorphpe. Again excepting

Pandion, it appears that throughout the Legion, the P. longus

remains a large and important muscle always with a good anchor

and good slip to III, but that the P. brevis offers every condition

from that of perfect equality with or even su2:)eriority to the

longus in the specialized Falcons, to complete absence.

Alsctoromorph^.

TiNAMIFORMES.

C r y p t u r i. Rhynchotus rufescens (4 examples). Nothura

maculosa. Calodromas elegans(3 examples).—In all the Tinamus

I examined, the P. longus was well developed, with very large siiper-

flcial and fascial origins and long deep origin. The anchor was

strong and broad and the slip to III strong. T noticed that in a

Ilvifous Tinamu the P. longus first straightened the tarsal joint a.nd

then flexed sharply the second as well as the third digit. On dis-

secting out the tendons, I found that the tendon of the perforated
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flexor muscle of the third digit, after being joined by the tendon
from the peroneus, gave off not only the slip to the perforated and
perforating flexor of digit III which occurs in birds belonging to

many different groups, but also a slip to the perforated flexor

tendon of digit II, an arrangement which I have not noted or
found recorded in any other bird.

The P. brevis was present in all the Tinamus I examined ; in

Rhynchotus it was veiy feeble and slender, arising from the greater

part of the length of the fibula and passing into a thin tendon
which flattened out, and passing under the slip to III had the
normal insertion. In Notliura its origin was from the lower
part of the fibula, and in Calodromas it was extremely minute
and reduced to a few fibres and a tendon just visible, but
running the usual course. The definite presence of the P. brevis

in Tinamus is in contrast with its equally definite absence in

most of the Struthious birds, but resembles the condition in

Apteryx,

Galliformes.

Mesitid^e.—I have had no opportunity of examining Mesiies,

and Milne-Edwards does not refer to the peroneal muscles. It
would be interesting to know their disposition, as in Euryj^yga
the tendon is characteristically long, and very difierent from the
arrangement in Galliform birds.

Turnices. Ttcrnix d'ussumieri.- -The P. longus is present and
rather strong, with the three origins, a good anchor and slip to
III. The P. brevis is slender but arises from nearly three-quai-ters

of the shaft, from the fibula and tibia, and passes into a short
tendon which flattens out to the normal insertion.

Galli.

Megapodiidje. Talegalla lathami.—The P. longus is very strong
with large superficial and good fascial origins but no deep origin.

Anchor strong but narrow, and good slip to III. The P. brevis
is also good, from the posterior three-quarters of the shaft from
fibula and tibia. Tendon is very short, passes under a fibrous
bridge and then flattens out to pass to usual insertion.

Cracidfe. Ortalis ruficauda. Mitua tuberosa. Pauxis galeata.

Penelope jntrpurascens.—In all these the P. longus is enormous
but chiefly from superficial and fascial origin, the deep origin being
just present. The anchor is very broad, short and strong, and the
slip to III is good. In some the tendon was ossified down to
the anchor. The P. brevis was strong, arising from the distal

three-quarters of the shaft, from the fibula, adjacent surface of
tibia and tibia distal to the end of the fibula. The tendon then
passed through a long fibrous bridge, partly calcified in Ortalis,

and flattened out to usual insertion.

Gallidfe. Guttera cristata, G. edouardi, and G. puclierani. Mele-
agris gallo2Kivo. At-gus giganteus. Gcdlus gallus (2 examples).
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Ccdophasis ellioti. Crossojitilon vnantchuricimi (2 examples). Rol-

hdiis roidroid. Ortyx virginiamis (2 examples). Lophortyx
douglasl. Coturnix coromandelica. Francoliiius infiiscatus.—In
all these Galline birds the P. longus was enormous, with very
strong superficial, well-marked fascial and rather slight deep
origins. The anchor was stout and in most cases rather broad and
sliort, but in the Francolin was nai-row and rounded. The slip to

III was invariably stroi^g. The tendon of the longus was partly

ossified down to the anchor in the older birds. The P. brevis

was present in all, but in most cases rather slender, and its origin

was from the distal three-quarters of the shaft including the

fibula, adjacent surface of tibia and tibia distal to the fibula.

The rather short tendon (long in one of the Quails) usually

passed through a fibrous bridge and then flattened out to

normal insertion. In Pucheran's Guinea-fowl, however, the

tendon did not pass across the tarsal joint, but ended on a knob
on the distal end of the tibio-tarsus in about the position

where it occasionally passes thi-ough a fibrous or calcified bridge.

The P. brevis was relatively weak in all these birds, and the

condition in the Guinea-fowl is at least complete functional

degenei-ation, but I have found no case of complete absence,

although I examined Penelope and Gallus gcdlus, in which Dr.

Gadow found it absent.

Opisthocomi. Opisthocoimis cristatus (2 examples).—The P.

longus is of moderate size with only a rather narrow superficial

origin. Good anchor and slip to III present. The P. brevis is

relatively rather strong, arising from the distal three-quarters of

the shaft in the normal fashion and with a short tendon flattening

out to the usual insertion.

In the Galliformes the P. longus remains the dominant muscle

and is always well developed, with, however, seldom much deep

origin. The P. brevis is present but obviously less important.

Gruiformes.

Ilallidse. Ftdica leucoptera. Gcdlimda ddoropxis and G.pliceni-

cura. Tribonyx mortieri. Hydrornia cdleni. Porphyrio poiyhyrio

(2 examples). Ocydromusaustrcdis. Porzana Carolina. At'amides

chiricote and A. ypecaha. Hypotcenidia pliilippe^isis (2 examples).

Rallus lo7igirostris, E. mactolatus, and li. celebensis.

In all these Rails (text-fig. 183) the P. longus is a strong-

muscle usually with an extensive superficial and good fascial

origin and rather little deep origin. The muscular fibres converge

to a powerful tendon, frequently ossified, about the middle of the

length of the shaft. The anchor is very strong and tends to be

broken into separate slips ; the slip to III is always present, with

the usual course. The P. brevis is also always present and rather

strong, arising from the upper half of the fibula and the adjacent

surface of the tibia. It then passes into a stout tendon, some-

times ossified, and having traversed a fibrous or calcified bridge

flattens out to the usual insertion. The text-figure, drawn from
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a Green-backed Porphyrio, gives the arrangement usual in the

Family.

Gruidpe. Gruinse. Grus australasiana. Anthropoides virgo.

Balearica chryso23elm'gvjS.—In the Cranes the P. longus is rather

large with extensive superficial, fascial and deep origins, very long

tendon sometimes ossified, very wide anchor and good slip to III.

The P. brevis is joresent and arises from nearly the whole length

of the fibula but is very weak. The tendon, sometimes ossified,

has the usual insertion by a flattened extremity which passes

under both the slip to III and a very long tarsal ligament.

Text-fiff. 183.

A/VCK

Peroneal muscles of PorpJiyrio porpliprio,.

Description and lettering as in Text-figure 179 (p. 1041).

Br. Fibrous bridge.

Araminse. Aramus scolopaceics.—The P. longus is large with

superficial and fascial origins but without deep origin. It has a

stout anchor and good slip to III. The P. brevis is either

altogether absent or represented by a very small ligament.

Psophiinae. Psoj^hia crepitans, P. leucoptera, and P. obscfiira.-—
The P. longus is large with chiefly superficial and fascial origins.

The anchor is broad and the slip to III is present and stout, but

peculiar in so far as after giving ofii" a stout anchor to the per-

forated flexor of III in the region where it usually fuses with that,

it passes on and joins much more distally the tendon of the

perforated and perfoi'ating flexor of the same digit. The P. brevis

Proc. Zool. SOC.--1913, No. LXX. 70
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is present, arising from nearly three-quarters of length of the

shaft and with usual insertion.

Dicholophidae. Cariama cristata (3 examples).—The P. longus

is large witli superficial and fascial and slight deep origins and a

very long tendon which gives off a very broad anchor and is con-

tinued as a slip to III. The P. brevis is represented by a minute
muscular head arising from the fibula and tibia opposite the

biceps ligament, and a very long sleiTder tendon close to the tibia

which after crossing the tarsal joint flattens out to the usual

insertion.

Otididfe. Otis tarda (2 examples).—The P. longus is very

strong with superficial, fascial, and separate deep origins. The
tendon is not long and after giving ofl:" a broad anchor is continued

as the slip to III. The P. brevis was absent.

Rhinochetidee. Khinochetus jtibatus.—The P. longus was very

large with all three origins, a stout anchor and good slip to III.

The P. brevis was also well developed with an extensive origin

along the length of the fibula and adjacent surface of the tibia

and had the usual flattened insertion ; it appeared to me to be

larger in the Kagu than in any of the other Gruiform birds.

Eurypygidje. Eurypyga helias.—The P. longus was well

developed with all three origins, a broad anchor and good slip to

III. The P. brevis was also relatively strong, arising from the

upper half of the fibula and adjacent tibia and passing into a long

tendon which flattened out as it appi-oached the normal insei-tion.

Heliornithidae. Heliornis fulica sen Podoa surinamensis (2

examples). Podica senegalensis.—The P. longus was large in all

these but with only superficial and slight fascial origins, the

deep origin being practically absent. The anchor was very broad

and strong, but the usual slip to III, although certainly present,

was delicate and could hardly have been functional. The P.

brevis was large and strong, with a rounded origin from the

proximal portion of the fibula, then a very long tendon partly

ossified which passed under a partly calcified bridge to flatten out

to the usual insertion.

Of the Gruiform birds the Ptails and the Kagu seem to

present the most generalized condition of the peroneals since

both are present and actively functioiial, the longus being

the dominant muscle. In the Cranes, Seriemas and Bustards,

the brevis shows signs of disappearing. The Sun-bitterns and the

Finfoots stand apart from the others, the foriner recalling the

condition most frequently found in the Limicolse, and the latter,

with the tendency for the longus to be reduced, being quite

peculiar in the group.

Oharadeiiformes.

L i m i c o 1 fe.

Charadriidpe. Limosa lapponica. A otitis hypoleucits. Gallinago

coilestis. Machetes ^^tg'HarK. Scolopax rtisticAda. (2 examples).
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Ilimantopus nigricoUis. Recurvirostra avocetta. Hmmatopus
ostralegus. Vanellus vanellus {3 examples). Charadrms pluvialis.

Rhynchcea capensis.

In all these the P. longus is rather a small muscle with a broad

superficial, slight fascial, and very little deep origin from the edge

of the fibula. It narrows rapidly to a long tendon which gives

off a broad anchor and ends in the usual slip to III. The
P. brevis is always reduced, arising only from the proximal part

of the fibula and passing into a long slender tendon which

passes down the leg parallel with the tendon of the longus, dips

under a fibrous bridge at the distal end of the tibio-tarsus, and

then passing under the slip to III flattens out to the usual in-

sertion. In the Avocet, two examples of the Lapwing, and in the

Oystercatcher, the brevis was reduced to a slender ligament which

arose from the distal end of the tibio-tarsal shaft in about the

position where it would normally pass through a fibrous bridge,

and passed across the tarsal joint to be lost in the fascia? under

the slip to III.

Chionidae. Chionis alba.—The P. longus is present with all

three origins, the deep being very feeble. The muscle passes into

a very long tendon which has the usual broad anchor and slip to

III. The P. brevis is also present but extremely feeble, a few

fibres from the fibula passing into a delicate tendon with the usual

insertion

.

Glareolida?. Glareola prat'mcola (2 examples).—Precisely as in

Chionis, the tendon of the feeble P. brevis being still longer and

moi'e slender.

Thinocorythida?. Thinocorys lnT^Qcie^.—The P. longus is as in

the Glareolidse and Chionid^e, but the P. brevis is stronger, with

an extensive origin from the fibula passing into a long tendon

with usual insertion.

OEdicnemida?. (Edicnemns scolopax.—The P. longus is large

and strong, with all three insertions passing into a rather shorter

tendon with broad anchor and strong slip to III. The P. brevis

is represented at most by a vestigial tendon.

Parridse. Hydrophasianus cMrurgus. Phyllopezus afrkanus.

Jacana jacana. Asarcia variabilis.—In all these long-toed, long-

legged Ja^anas the P. longus is rather large with superficial,

fascial, and good deep origins. The broad band of muscle then

passes into a very long tendon which gives ofl" a wide but short

anchor and is continued as the slip to III. The P. brevis arises

from the upper third of the fibula and adjacent tibia and gives

rise to a very long tendon which flattens out to the usual

insertion.

L a r i

.

Laridee. Larus argentatus, L. ridibundus.—The P. longus has

only the superficial origin, and the muscle converges to a very

long tendon which gives oflT a broad anchor and then forms the

usual slip to III. The P. brevis arises only from a small
70*
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proximal portion of the fibula and then forms a very long tendon

which runs down the leg parallel with the tendon of the longus,

dips under the slip to III, and has the usual flattened insertion.

Alcidse. Alca torcla.—The P. longus is fairly large, with super-

ficial and fascial origins, then a long tendon which gives off a

broad anchor and ends as the normal slip to III. The P. brevis

is also rather strong but much inferior to the longus. It has an

extensive origin from the fibula and then passes into the usual

tendon with normal insertion.

Pterocles. Pterocles cdchata (2 examples).—The P. longus

is broad and rather strong, with all three origins and broad

anchor and slip to III. The P. brevis is absent, so that in this

respect the Sand-Grouse agree with the general tendency of the

plover-like birds and differ from the game-birds.

C o 1 u m b fe . Starnmnas cycinocepliala. Leiicosarcia jiiccda

(2 examples). Phlogcenas crxientata and P. luzonica. Geoj^haps

plumifera. Pliaps chalcoptera and P. elegans. Cohmibula picui.

Geopelia cuneata and G. tranquilla. Zenaidura carolinensis.

Carpop>haga rufigula. Columba livia (many examples, wild and
domestic). Osmotreron bicincta (2 examples).

The Doves and Pigeons present an interesting series of modifi-

cations. A state of affairs very closely resembling what occurs

in Limicolous birds is not infrequent. In Leucosarcia, for

instance, the P. longus is very strong, with good superficial and
fascial origins and a considerable deep origin from the proximal

portion of the fibula. The muscular mass narrows to a very long

tendon, which eventually gives ofi' a broad anchor and runs on
to form a good slip to III. The P. brevis similarly arises chiefly

from the proximal portion of the fibula and the adjacent surface

of the tibia, passes into a long tendon which after traversing a

fibrous bridge flattens out to the usual insertion. The P. longus

is definitely the dominant muscle, but the brevis is well formed

and functional. In Cohimha the conditions are similar, but the

extent of the fibular or deep origin of the longus varies, and the

length of the tendon varies inversely with it. In Carpophaga

the fibular oi-igin of the longus is still more important, and in

many of the smaller Pigeons and Doves, and in Osmotreron^ the

deep origin is the more important, the superficial and fascial

origins getting weaker ; the tendon is shorter, but the whole

muscle is relatively feebler. So also in the smaller Doves and
Pigeons, the P. brevis tends to degenerate, arising only from the

lower end of the fibula and the tibia distad of this, so that the

tendon is very short and very different from the typical Limicoline

condition. On the other hand, in Osviotreron^ the P. longus has

become smaller and reduced to its deep origin with a i^elatively

short tendon, but the P. brevis has increased in size and is

actually stronger than the longus.

In Charadriiform birds generally the P. longus is the dominant
muscle and the P. brevis tends to become weaker or to disa.ppear.
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In the case of both muscles, the normal arrangement is for the
muscular bellies to be limited to the proximal portion of the le^

and to give rise to very long tendons. The Pigeons and Doves
show the type of the Chaiudriiform group, but also indications of

moving away fiom it.

In the Alectoromorph group generally, the P. longus remains
as the dominant muscle and, except in the aberrant Finfoots, is

always large and powerful. The P. brevis varies, sometimes
being very feeble or absent, but in some of the Columbae, as an
exception, shows signs of outstripping the P. longus. The gi'eat

lengthening of the tendons of both muscles in some of the
Ralliform and most of the Charadriiform birds may easily be
regarded as in correlation with the long legs of these birds. It

is interesting to note that the Columbae show signs of a former
long-legged Charadriiform condition.

CORACIOMORPH^.

CUCULIFORMES.

C u c u 1 i

.

Cuculidfe. Caculus canot'us (2 examples). GvAra ^^i^'i^'igua

(2 examples). Hierococcyx varius.—In the Guira cuckoo the

P. longus is a large muscle with good superficial, fascial^ and
deep origins. Its tendon gives oft" a long narrow anchor and
then passes on to form the slip to III. In Hierococcyx the longus
is relatively smaller and the anchor is broader. In Cuculus the
deep origin is much the most important, and is. chiefly from the
distal end of the shaft. In all the P. brevis is well developed,

with a strong origin from the tibia below the fibula and a varying
extension up the fibula. The tendon of insertion I'uns the usual

course under the slip to III, and flattens out to an insertion

placed so that the muscle not only flexes the foot but has a con-

sidei'able power of rotation.

Musophagidas. Corythaix pe7-sa (2 examples). Turaciis cory-

thaix.—The P. longus is a large muscle with extensive superficial

and fascial origins and a small deep origin extending down the
fibula,. The anchor is very broad, and the slip to III well marked.
The P. brevis is a long rounded muscle arising from about the
distal three-quarters of the length of the shaft, from the fibula

and tibia below the fibula. The tendon passes through a fibrous

bridge and then flattens out to the usual insertion.

In the Cuculi the P. longus remains the dominant muscle, but
there are signs of its being reduced to a deep origin with corre-

sponding increase of the importance of the P. brevis. The group
shows, in fact, a transition from the condition which I regard
as more generalized towards the particular type of specialization

which becomes more and moi'e marked in other Coraciomorphines.
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Psittaci. Strmgops hahroptilus. Melojysittacus itnchdatas.

Nymphicus uvceensis. Nanodes (Lathcwms) discolor. Cyano-

rhamphus aljmius. Platycercus eximius. Ajyrosmictus cyano-

pygms. Palceornis fasciata. Eclectus pectoralis (2 examples),

E. roratus. Pceocephalus meyeri. Galea melanocephala. Pachynus
hrachyiirus. Chrysotis (? species). Myojisittacus nioncichus.

Conurus jendayi. Oalopsittacvs novce-hoUandice. Cacatua sul-

phurea. Ty-ichoglossus novce-hoUandice. Lorius domicella.

Parrots carry further the specialization of the generalized type

which is already indicated in the Ouculi. In every case both

muscles are present, but there are different degrees to which the

longus is I'educed and the brevis increased. In Stringops (text-

iig. 184) the P. longus is a large muscle with good supei'ficial and
fascial origins and a deep origin extending nearly the whole

length of the shaft. The muscular belly narrows to a short

tendon which is inserted to the capsule of the flexor tendons

representing what I term the anchor in this memoir, A few

Text-fio-. 184.

-PBRE.

ANCH-

Peroneal muscles of Stringops hahroptilus.

Description and lettering as in Text-figure 179.

By. Fibrous bridges.

delicate strands can be made out passing in the direction of the
usual slip to III, but that structure is certainly absent func-
tionally, even if there be a trace of it morphologically. I have
found a small superficial origin of this muscle in several other
Parrots ; it was relatively large in Calopsittacics, and present in

Cyanorhamphus and Gaica. Usually, however, it has been lost,

and the normal condition in Parrots is for the P. longus to be
reduced to a deep origin. This may be large as in Eclectus,

long but slender as in Platycercus, or it may be so small as in
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Ckrysotis and so closely attached to the fasciie of the P. brevis

that Dr. Gadow has described it as fused with that muscle.

I found a minute but distinct slip to III in Calopsitfacus novce-

hollandice, and faint traces of fibres in the direction usually

taken by that slip in Caica, Myopsittacus, and one or two
others. The P. brevis in Stringops (text- fig. 184) is a stout

rounded muscle arising from high up the shaft and passing into

a strong rounded tendon, which after traversing two fibrous

bridges flattens out to the usual insertion. In most cases,

however, it is much stronger tlian the P. longus, arising from
the whole length of the fibula below the biceps insertion, from
the adjacent area of the tibia and from the tibia distad of the

Gaslr, \

ANCH-

•PBRE

--Br..

--PS.-J

Peroneal muscles of Platt/cercus eximius.

Description and lettering as in Text-figure 179.

Bv. Fibrous bridge.

fibula. Its strong tendon usually passes under a fibrous bridge

and has the normal flat insertion to the proximal end of the
tarsus-metatarsus shaft. Flatycercus (text-fig. 185) shows the
most usual condition of this muscle in Parrots. In Trichoglossus

and some others the P. brevis is even larger, arising from the
head of the fibula proximad of the biceps insertion.

Pari^ots thus show conditions of the peroneals which link them
with the arrangements found in the groups I have already

discussed, but as a group are moving away from the normal type
in the Ooraciomorphine direction.

The Cuculiformes retain marked indications of their former
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possession of the generalized condition of the peroneals, but have
moved away from that condition, the Parrots further than the
Cuckoos and Plantain-eaters.

OOEACIIFORMES.

C o r a c i 06

Coraeiidse. Coracias garrula, C. indica (2 examples). Eurystomus
orientcdis.—The P. longus is leather weak, but retains a small

superficial, fascial, and slight deep origins. The anchor is very
short, and the slip to III is extremely slender but present, at

least occasionally. The P. brevis is stronger than the longus

;

it arises from about the distal three-quarters of the shaft, from
the fibula and tibia, passes under a fibrous bridge and is inserted

by the normal flat tendon.

Momotidse. Momotus lessoni and M. subrufescens. Aspatha
gularis.—In these the P. longus is well developed with all three

origins. It has a short anchor and is continued as a good slip

to III. The P. brevis is large and its tendon is just stronger

than that of the longus. It arises from the proximal half of

the fibula with the adjacent surface of the tibia and gives lise

to a rather long, rounded tendon which flattens out at the normal
insertion.

Alcedinidse. Alcedo ispida (2 examples), A. asiatica and A.
hengalensis. Ceryle cdcyon, C. americana, C. inda, and C. onaxima.

Ceyx -ritfidorsa. Cittura cyanotis and C sanghirensis. Dacelo

g'igfa^iiea (3 examples). Hcdcyon pileataSinA H. ritfa. Sauropatis

chloris, S. sancta, S. sordida, and S. vagans.—As I have already

pointed out in an account of the Anatomy of the Kingfishers

('Ibis,' 1901, p. 97), the P. longus is present in Kingfishers but
is plainly degenerating, possibly in association with the degene-

ration of the fibula. It is best-marked in Dacelo ; certainly I

cannot confirm Beddard's statement ('Structure and Classification

of Birds,' p. 199) that it is absent in that bird, and he makes no
mention of its presence or absence in other Kingfishers. It has

a superficial origin reduced to a narrow tendon from the external

corner of the tibial crest, joined by a few fibres from the tibia

along the region of the fibula representing the normal deep
origin. It is inserted to the capsule of the flexor muscles, this

being the usual anchor, but there is no trace of a slip to III.

This is the most common condition, but in a few, notably

Ceryle, Halcyon, and Ceyx, the muscle is reduced to a simple

tendon with only a few muscular fibres, the insertion being the

anchor. The P. brevis is always present and strong, arising

from the area of the tibia usually covered by the lower end of

the fibula and passing into a stout tendon which flattens out to

the usual insertion.

Meropidfe. Merops. apiaster, M. philipjjensis.—The P. longus

is present but is very much reduced, having only a narrow super-

ficial and a few fibres of deep origin. A very short anchor is

present, and the slip to III although present is very slender.
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The P. brevis is much stronger, with a good muscular origin from
the distal three-quarters of the shaft ; its tendon passes under
a iibrous bridge and flattens out to the usual insertion.

TJpupidse.

Upu]3infe. TJpupa epops{^ examples).—The P. longus is absent.

The P. brevis is large, from the distal three-quarters of the shaft,

including both fibula and tibia. The tendon flattens out to the

normal insertion.

Bucerotin?e. Bucorvus (? species). Rhytidoceros undulattis.

Lophoceros erythrorhynchus.—In the Horn bills the P. longus is

absent, although I find in my notes that there is a degenerate

set of tendinous fibres which might possibly represent a vestige

of it. The P. brevis is very strong, arising from the lower

half of the shaft, fi-om the fibula and its fibrous continuation,

and from the adjacent surface of the tibia. The strong tendon
flattens out to form the usual insertion. In Bucorvus the

P. brevis was equall}^ strong but rather shorter.

Striges. Athene 9^oci^^«. (3 examples). Bubo lacteus (2 ex-

amples), B. maculosus, B. maximiijS (2 examples). Asio otus.

Text-fiir. 186.

Gas^

Flex

Pei'"

6 ANT

Peroneal muscles of Strixflanimea.

Right leg, outer view. Muscle strijied ; tendon dotted.

P. BRE. Peroneus brevis. P. B. 1. Tendon of P. brevis.

Gastr. External head of Gastrocnemius.

Flex. Flexor muscle of foot.

Tib. Ant. Tibialis anticus.

>S1. Sling of tibialis anticus.
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Strix Jiammea. Speotyto cunicularia.—There is no ti'ace of the

P. longus in any of the Owls. The P. brevis is enormous, but
visually arises only from the tibia below the fibula. In Strix

Jiammea (text-fig. 186) it is relatively longer, arising from all

the fibula distad of the insertion of the biceps, from the adjacent

tibial surface, and from the tibia distad of the end of the fibula.

In Athene it is equally long. The stout tendon flattens out after

passing through a fibrous bridge (absent in Strix) and is inserted

in the normal fashion to the proximal end of the tarsus-metatarsus.

Its chief action is to rotate the foot on the tibial shaft so as to

depress the great toe side and elevate the foui-th digit side. It

comes into action after the enormous tibialis anticus has flexed

the foot.

a p r i m u 1 g i

.

Steatornithidse. Steatornis caripensis.—The P. longus is absent.

The P. brevis is large and strong, with origin from high up the

shaft from both fibula and tibia and fairly long tendon which
fiattens out to usual insertion.

Podargida?. Podargus cuvieri. JSfyctidromus alhicollis. ^Ego-

theles novce-hollandicE.—In Podargus the P. longus has a broad
superficial origin Avith no fascial or deep origin. It gives off a

broad anchor and is continued as a slender slip to III. The
P. brevis is stronger than the longus. It arises from fibula, and
tibia just below the insertion of the biceps, and its rounded
muscular belly passes into a stout tendon which fiattens out to

the usual insertion. In Ryctidromus the P. longus is practically

the same as in Podargus, but the P. brevis is absent. In uEgo-

theles novce-hoUandice the P. longus is absent, and the P. brevis

is well developed, as in Steatornis.

Caprimulgidae. GajJrimidgus europceus.—The P. longus is lai'ge

with superficial, fascial, and deep oi-igins. It has a broad anchor

and a good slip to III. The P. brevis is absent.

1 have followed the usual arrangement of the genera of Capri-

mulgi that I have examined, and certainly I do not propose to

rearrange them simply on the evidence of the peroneal muscles.

It is plain, however, that so far as these muscles are concerned,

Podargt(,s has remained in the primitive condition, with both
muscles present and normal ; Steatornis and ^Egotheles have
specialized in the same direction as the Owls, by losing the

P. longus ; Caprimulgus and Nyctidromus present a condition

very aberrant amongst Coraciiform bii'ds, and by retaining the

P. longus and discarding the P. brevis recall the condition which
frequently occurs in the great assemblages which I have already

passed in review.

Cy pseli.

Cypselidse. Cypselus apus.—The P. longus is absent. The
P. brevis is large and strong, from the proximal end of the shaft

including the head of the fibula and adjoining area of the tibia

down three-quarters of the shaft, then a very strong tendon
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passing over the bridge of the tibialis anticus to usual flat

insertion.

Trochilidje. Amazilia felicice.—The P. longus was absent and
the P. brevis exactly as in the Swift.

Colii. Colius capensis.—The P. longus was present in a ves-

tigial condition, with only superficial origin and a slender tendon
ending in the anchor, with no slip to III. The P. brevis was
very large and strong, arising from nearly the whole length of

the shaft, involving both fibula and tibia. Its strong but rather

short tendon flattened oiit to the usual insertion.

Trogones. Trogon puella and T. atricollis.—The P. longus

was present but not so large as the P. brevis ; its origin is chiefly

deep, and it has a broad anchor and fair slip to III. The
P. brevis is very large and strong, arising from the greater part

of the length of the shaft and ending in a short but stout tendon
which flattens out to the usual insertion.

Pici.

GalbulidtB. Galhida alblrostris, G. rujiventris. Urogalba para-
disea.—My material for examining these was not good, con-

sisting of partly dissected specimens which had been in spirit for

many years. The P. longus was certainly very small, but there

was a distinct tendon running to form an anchor, and in one
case a trace of the slip to III. The P. brevis was larger than
the longus and had a stout tendon flattening out to the usual

insertion. I should be glad, however, to examine fresh specimens.

Capitonid*. Megcdcema virens. Cyanops Jiavifrons.— The
P. longus was a large muscle with a wide superficial, and short

fascial and deep origins. The triangular muscular belly rapidly

narrowed to a stout tendon, which, however, was not so strong as

the tendon of the brevis, gave off a long and rather narrow
anchor and was continued as a good slip to III. The P. brevis

arose from the fibula beginning just below the biceps tendon,
and from a considerable part of the tibia, and passed into a
strong tendon which flattened out to the usual insertion. (Text-

fig. 187.)

Rhamphastidfe. Aidacorhcmnjyhus prasinus. Pteroglossus in-

scriptus. Ehaniphastos discolor (2 examples). Selenidera macu-
lirostris (2 examples).—In all these Toucans (text-fig. 188) the

P. longus was of fair size but with chiefly fascial and long deep
origins. The short tendon gave off a narrow anchor and was
continued as a slender slip to III. The P. brevis was a stronger

muscle, its stout tendon forming the axis of a muscular mass
arising from the tibia and fibula for three-quarters the length of

the shaft. The tendon then passed through a strong fibrous

bridge and had the normal flat insertion.

Picidag. Dendrocopus major. Brachypternus aurantiacus. Co-
laptes onexicanoides. Gecinus vittatus. Hypoxanthus rivolii.—In
the Woodpeckers I found the P. longus always present but rather

weak and with chiefly superficial origin. Its tendon was very
thin and flat and formed the usual anchor, and gave ofi" a thin
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Text-fio-. 187.

PLOW

BRE.

ANCH.--

Peroneal muscles of Megalcema virens.

Right leg, outer view. Muscle striped ; tendon clotted.

P. LON. Peroneus longus, ANCH. A nclior to Sustentaculum. PL. III. Slip

to Flexor of III toe. P. BRE. Peroneus brevis.

Text-fis. 188.

Gdslv -

FJex.

-TIB. (\NT.

PLON.

Peroneal muscles of llhampliastos discolor.

Description and lettering as in Text-tigure 186 (p. 1061).

P. LON. Peroneus longus. ANCH. Anchor. P. L. HI. Slip to III.
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strand which in a fresh example of Dendrocojnis formed the usual

slip to III, but which in the other Woodpeckers, of which I had
only very old spirit specimens, I covild not trace completely to

their insertion. The P. brevis was strong, arising from the distal

three-quarters of the shaft, and ending in a short tendon which
flattened out to the usual insertion.

The Ooraciiform birds form an interesting and difficult series,

but it is clear that the general tendency in the group is for the

P. brevis to increase and for the P. longus to be reduced. The
series, however, is not very coherent. A certain number liave

remained ahnost in the generalized condition with the P. longiis

possibly slightly reduced in its origin and equal to or weaker
than the P. brevis, but showing the anchor and slip to III, a.nd

with the P. brevis a strong but not excessively strong muscle.

These central types are the Ooracite, Momotidae, Meropida?,

PofZrtr(7^ts amongst the Caprimulgi, and the Trogones, Oapitonidae,

and Rhamphastida?. In others the P. longus is still further reduced
a,nd has lost the slip to III, whilst the P. brevis has relatively

still further increased. These are the Alcedinidse (Dr. Gadow,
however, states that Pelargopsis has proceeded still further to

the complete loss of the P. longus), the Colli, the Galbulida?

(probably), and most of the Picidae. In yet another set the
specialization has proceeded to the complete loss of the P. longus,

and the P. brevis is always very strong. These are the Buce-
rotidae, (jpupidsB, Striges, and, amongst the Caprimulgi, Sieatornis

and jEgotheles, the Cypselidse and the Trochilidse. Finally, in

Nyctidromus and Caprimulgits^ although the P. longus is partly

reduced, the P. brevis is absent.

Passeriformes.

Passe res Anisomyodse.
Subclamatores. Eurylcevius ocJiromelas . Cymhirhynchus

macrorhynchus.
Clama,tores. Picola'ptes affinis. Chasonoritynchus nudicollis.

Tyrannus melancholicus. Myiarchus tyrannidus. Pitangtts

sulfuraUis. Pitta strepitans.

Pas seres Diacromyodfe.
Suboscines. Menura superha.

Oscines :

—

Corvidfe. Cracticus destructor. Creadion carunczdatus. Cyano-
corax luxuosus.

Paradiseidse. Parotia Imoesii. uEhiroedus rnelanocephcdus.

Sturnidse. Enodes erythrophrys. Mimo dumonti. Acrido-
theres fuscus.

Icteridfe. Icterus jamaiccci. Ostinojys decumanus.
Ploceidse. Estrelda phcenicotis.

Tanagridfe. Tanagra sayaca. Rhamphocadus brasilius.

Coerebidse. Ccereba cyanea.

Meliphagidse. Entomyza cyanotus. Acanthorhynchus (2
species).
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Nectariniidse. Arachnechthra zeylonica.

Trogloclytidse. Cam2}ylorhynchus unicolor.

Hirundinidse. Hirundo rustica.

Laniidee. Lanius excuhitor.

Artamidfe. Artamus leucogaster.

Dicruridje. Dicrurus (? species).

Oriolidae. Oriolus gcdbula.

Parridse. Liothrix luteus.

Turdidee. Tardus tristis. Merula tamaidipensis. Geocichla

citrina. Mimus orpheus.

The Passeriform birds that I examined were well distri-

buted over the divisions into which systematists have attempted

to divide this group, and presented a fair sample of the maiiifold

types of habit and size that occur in the group, a sample that I

take to be fairly representative, as I found extremely little

divergence. The type which recurs throughout the group with a

uniformity that is almost tiresome, is well shown in the figure of

Farotia lawesii (text-tig. 189). Both peroneals are present, well

Text-fi^. 189.

ANCH.

PL.TSL.

Peroneal muscles of Farotia lawesii.

Description and lettering as in Text-fig. 188 (p. 1064).

developed and functional. The longus has a broad superficial,

good fascial, and fairly long deep origins ; the muscular mass is

an elongated triangle which ends in a short tendon which almost

at once forks, the shorter and stouter fork forming a long narrow

anchor, the other forming the " slip " to III. This "V "'-shaped

forking is very different in appearance from the broad and short

anchor which is the more common type in other groups, but it

occurs also in other birds and can be regarded only as typically

not characteristically passerine. The P. brevis arises from the
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fibula below the insertiorx of the biceps tendon and from the

adjacent surface of the tibia ; the fusiform belly gives rise to a
short tendon which frequently, but not invariably, traverses a

fibrous bridge and then flattens out to the normal insei-tion to

the proximal end of the tarsus- metatarsus.

The minor difi'erences which are to be found, but too irre-

gularly to be correlated with size, habit, or systematic position,

relate to the relative sizes of the two muscles. Sometimes the

P. longus is rather feebler with little deep origin and s relatively

narrow superficial oi'igin ; the P. brevis, on the other hand,

becoming very thick and strong. The muscular bellies of both

muscles may be shoi-ter and their tendons longer.

In only two of the Passeriform birds examined did I find

notable differeiices. In Memira superha, the inclusion of which
amongst the Passeriformes I doubt on other grounds, the anchor
of the P. longus was much shorter and rather wider than usually

occurs in the group, and the P. brevis was relatively considerably

weaker. In Hirundo 7-ustica the P. longus had the usual broad
superficial oiigin but very little deep or fascial oiigin, and the

slip to III was absent. The P. brevis was of the usual Passerine

type and relatively weaker than in the Swifts.

The Coraciomorphine birds present maiiy different phases of

the degeneration of the longus and of the increasing importance

of the brevis, and in this res2:)ect are in marked contrast with the

other Legions into which Di-. Gadow has arranged the Orders of

birds.

Summary and Conclusions.

The Peroneus longus muscle shows every gradation from
elaboi-ate structure and apparently important function to com-
plete absence, and the facts fall into a coherent picture if we
suppose that we have to deal with loss of parts originally present.

The presence and absence of origin from the fascife of the neigh-

bouring muscles are the most irregular and may well be interpreted

as in direct relation to function. If the muscle be large and
important, it overgrows its bounds and comes in organic contact

with the adjacent fascise ; if it is smaller and less important it

remains isolated. When the muscle as a whole appears to be in

process of degeneration, this may proceed in two ways. Occasion-

ally, but rarely, the deep origin begins to disappear first, and the
superficial oiigin gradually narrows until it becomes only a thin

superficial tendon. More often the process starts with the

degeneration of the superficial origin, and this is often accom-
panied by strengthening and lengthening of the deep origin,

until finally nothing but the deep origin is left. This next
gradually shortens until the whole muscle disappears. Of the

tendons of insertion, the slip to III goes first and the anchor
persists. There are many cases in which the slip to III has been
lost, the anchor remaining as the only insertion, but I have found
no instance in which the anchor has disappeared leaving only the
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slip to III. The pull on the anchor by the contraction of the

muscle not only straightens the tarsal joint, but steadies the

sustentaculum and therefore assists the action of all the flexors

of the toes ; the slip to III acts merely as an accessory to the

proper flexor of the third toe.

I find the Peroneus brevis very difficult to understand. Its

i-otating action is often extremely slight, and in its action in

flexing the tarsal joint it appears to do little more than assist

the much more powerful tibialis anticus, the mechanical arrange-

ment of which is more favourable. So far from it being sur-

prising to find that it has degenerated or completely disappeared

in so many groups, it is remarkable that it should have been

preserved at all. In the cases in which it has become stronger

and has surpassed the longus, it seems to me that its power of

rotation is greater, and in a number of cases, particularly in

Passerines, its contraction appears to have the effect of partly

flexing the toes and the great toe, as if its action would assist in

perching. I am afraid, however, that an equally elaborate

investigation of all the muscles of the lower leg would be necessary

before the varying conditions of the peroneals could be inter-

preted in terms of function.

On the information at my disposal I find it extremely difficult

to associate the conditions of the peroneal muscles with differences

in habit that point directly to functional adaptation. On the

other hand, with a few, a very few, exceptions to which I shall

refer later, there is a close conformity between the condition of

the peroneals and what appear to be the most securely founded

systematic divisions. Bii^ds seem to have this or that type of

peroneal muscle, not because they are arboreal or terrestrial,

swimmers or waders, scratchers, pi-edatory or vegetarian, but

because it is the type occurring in this or that systematic division.

Whatever be their habit they seem to make shift with the type

of peroneal which occurs in their group. All the four Legions

into which Dr. Gadow groups the Orders of Carinate birds, and

most of the orders themselves, show certain members with what

I have assumed in this paper to be the generalized, possibly the

more ancestral condition of the peroneals, and all show signs of

moving in a definite direction away from this generalized con-

dition. In the Ratites the longus is dominant but the group has

moved away from the central type by extreme reduction or total

loss of the brevis. Of the Colymbomorphfe the Penguins show
the central type, the Grebes have a weak longus with the slip

to III occasionally absent, but the brevis is always rudimentary

or absent. In the Petrels the longus has always at least a super-

ficial origin, the anchor and slip to III, but the brevis has rela-

tively increased in size. In the Pelargomorphte (except Fandion),

the longus remains the dominant muscle and always has both the

anchor and the slip to III, and the brevis, except in the Falconi-

formes, tends to disappear. Some Steganopods, Hei-ons and

Ibises, Screamers, and Ducks and Geese remain in the central

position. Other Steganopods and Storks and Flamingos have
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lost the brevis altogether. The Falconifoi-mes show an interesting

series. Serpentarius is in quite the central position ; in Cathartce

the superficial origin of the longus is slightly reduced, but the

muscle remains the dominant of the pair. In the Falconidse

(omitting jPa?if^to?i) the superficial origin and the longus generally

tend to be reduced, but tlie anchor and slip to III always persist

and are strong and functional ; the brevis increases greatly and

may equal or surpass the longus. In so far the Falconiformes

present a parallel with the Owls, but are to be distinguished from

that group by the retention of the longus with its anchor and

slip. In tlie Alectoromorph Legion the great majority remain in

the central condition. The longus is invariably present, the

superficial origin is almost invariably the stronger, the anchor is

always present and the slip to III absent only in the Heliorni-

thidfe. The brevis is almost invariably the weaker muscle and

shows a strong tendency to disappear, e. g. among the Tinamus
it may be excessively feeble, it is feeble or dejgenerate in some
Galliform birds, absent or reduced in some Gruidte and some
Gharadriidse. The Oolumbae are specia.lly interesting ; the longus

is always present with anchor and slip to III, but there seems to

be a tendency for it to be reduced and for the brevis to increase,

especially in the smaller and most Passerine-like Pigeons,

In theCoraciomorphine Legion the characteristic tendency is

for the reduction of the longus at the expense of the brevis. The
Orders, however, show mai^ked differences in the extent to which

this process has occurred. Of the Ouculiformes, the Cuckoos and
Plantain-eatei's remain almost in the central condition, and,

although the brevis is always well developed, it is surpassed by
the longus. The Parrots, like the Pigeons, show within the

group all stages from an almost central condition where the longus

is complete and surpasses the brevis, through stages in which the

longus is still well developed, although it has lost the slip to III,

to the final stage in which there is almost no trace of the longus

remaining. The Ooraciiformes have moved furthest from the

central condition. A very few, the Motmots, some of the King-
fishers, Podargus among the Caprimulgi, and Trogons and Barbets

show almost the central condition, but even amongst them the

longus is usually very little superior to the brevis, although it

retains its parts. In most Ooraciiformes the longus is at least

feeble, has usually lost its slip to III and is often entirely absent.

The Passeriformes, on the other hand, are remarkably constant

and very near the central condition, although the brevis may
equal or nearly surpass the longus, and in one case (Hirundo)

the slip to III has been lost. In the diagram reproduced as

text-fig. 190, I have endeavoured to show in a diagrammatic
fashion the general trend of the modification of the pei'oneals in

the groups of birds. The central space represents the central or

primitive condition, the area to the left the degeneration of the

brevis, that to the right the degeneration of the longus. The
placing of the named enclosures represents roughly the positioft

Proc. Zool. Soc—1913, No. LXXI. 71
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of the different groups with regard to the central avian condition.

It is to be noted that nearly every group seems to have made
experiments in both directions, but as we i-ead from above down-
wards in the diagram, we pass from movement towai-ds the left to

movement towards the right. And it may also be noticed that,

in a general way, what are usually regarded as the groups ex-

hibiting the lower modifications of avian structure are towards
the top of the diagram, those representing the higher types

towards the bottom. If I had felt justified in expanding this

diagram, by placing the names of the minor groups in their

proper orientation with regard to the peroneals, it would have
been found in the same fashion, that inside each group, on the

whole, those which are generally regarded as the higher types

were towards the right hand side of the spaces, those representing

the lower types towards the left hand. In other words, I think

I may say that the higher types of avian modification are associated

with a tendency for the degeneration of the Peroneus longus and
an increase of the Peroneus brevis.

Adaptation, direct or associated, may be the fundamental
explanation of the facts that I have ti'ied to set out, but it is

difficult to follow, and it is easy to see that kinship appears to be

a more important factor. The Eagles and Vultui'cs have many
adaptive resemblances with the Owls, but the former contain

members directly linking them with the primitive condition and
have never moved far from it, and the latter show the extreme
modification of the Coraciiform group. Swifts and Swallows have
many points in common, but the former, in the condition of the

peroneals, are extreme Coraciiform birds, the latter very slightly

modified from the true Passerine condition. So also Humming-
birds are extreme Coraciiformes in this respect, and Sun-birds

are true Passerines. The family tradition appears even in many
of the minor changes; all the Storks have lost the brevis and
the Hei'ons have retained it.

There remains to say a word as to the few birds which do not

lie comfortably, so far as the peroneals are concerned, in the

positions usually assigned them. In a memoir dealing with a
similar large series of facts in bird anatomy (" On the Intestinal

Tract of Birds," Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. viii. p. 173), I pointed out

what seems a logical necessity (frequently, however, overlooked

by those who use anatomical chaxacters for systematic purposes),

that if we have reason to believe a particular character to have
been ancestral, we ca.nnot assume that animals now without it,

are more nearly allied than those that have retained it. There
is no a j)riori ground for assuming that it may not have been lost

twice or several times independently. It follows therefore that

the loss of the longus muscle, or of any important part of it, or

of the brevis muscle, is no valid clue to systematic position.

It is equally clear that the common retention of the ancestral

condition is no gi-ound for placing the descendants of a particular

aiicesti'al stock together, if relative affinit}^ and not convenience

is to be the basis of classification.
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A glance at the table (text-fig. 190) will show why anatomists

on the hunt for convenient systematic characters would take

Text-fig. 190.

Peroneus longus greater

than P. brevis, with super-
ficial and deep origins,
anchor and slip to III.

P. brevis functional.

P. brevis

disappearing
P- longus

disappearing

Diagram of Peroneal muscles in Birds.

The ceuti'al space represents tlie condition regarded as primitive in this memoir,

the P. longus being fully developed, with superficial and deep origins, anchor

and slip to III, and stronger than the P. brevis, which, however, is present and

functional. The various enclosures represent the groups of birds indicated by

the lettering. Coincidence with the central space indicates that the primitive

condition of the peroneals is present : displacement towards the left indicates

reduction of the P. brevis, displacement to the right reduction of the P. longus.

71*
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little intei-est in the peroneals. Some of the Colymbomorphs,
most of the Pelargomorphs, most of the Alectoromorphs, most
of the Cucviliformes, a few Coraciiformes, and most of the

Passeriformes would have to be placed together. We know from
other reasons that the association would be absurd, but it is not

more illogical than to place Omithorhynclvus and Echidna in the

same Order because they have retained a reptilian legacy that

was probably once the common property of all mammals. The
Ratites, some of the Colymbomorphs, some of the Pelargomorphs,

and a few of the Alectoromorphs would have to be placed to-

gether because of the absence of the brevis. Some of the

Colymbomorphs, and a few Pelargomoi'phs, a few Alectoromoi'phs,

a few Ouculiformes, most of the Coraciiformes, would similarly

have to be placed together because of their loss of the longus. A
rather tedious piece of work may be of some use, if only it serve

to direct attention to the confusion that mast arise if characters

be not carefully analysed before they are employed for systematic

purposes, and to the information which apparently unruly facts

may afford, if they are plotted out over a sufficiently compre-
hensive field.

On the other hand, although the common i-etention and common
loss of ancestral character are no pi-oof of affinity, I myself, like

most anatomists who have taken an interest in trying to correlate

tlieir facts, have been impressed by the fashion in which allied

animals march along the path of modification in the same
direction. I have fovind this to be the case in Pigeons (Journ.

Linn. Soc, Zool. xxvii. p. 210), in Kingfishei\s (' Ibis,' 1901, p. 97),

in Gruiform birds (P. Z. S. 1901, p. 629), and in Limicoline birds

(P. Z. S. 1905, p. 155), and the general results which I have been
stating in this communication point in the same direction. It

appears to me therefore that the existence of notable unconformity

at least suggests that the position assigned in the System calls

for enquiry.

The first notable instance is Pandion, which in the matter of

the peroneals differs from all the Eagles and Vultures and con-

forms with the Owls. I cannot find that this point in its

structure has been recorded previously, but many systematists

have seen in Pandion a link between the nocturnal and diurnal

birds of prey, and others have actually placed it amongst the

Owls. The question calls for re-examination.

I am less impressed with the cases of Nyctidromus and Capri-

mukftis. So far as the longns is concerned they agree closely with

Podargus, but although the latter, like all other Coraciomorphine

birds, has a well-developed brevis, the two former have no brevis.

I have already pointed out that at the best the action of the

brevis is difficult to understand, and appears to be frequently

superfluous. I am therefore of the opinion that its loss in these

isolated cases, however curious, is insignificant.
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Introductory remarks.

Before the JSTorwegian whaling trade started in South Africa in

1909, opportunities for studying whales from that part of the

world seldom occurred, but when at rare intervals one of the

bigger whales was stranded on the S. African coast, if it was not
at once eaten by sharks it was, as a rule, quickly destroyed by the

warm climate and heavy sea breaking on the beach.

The country is very extensive, the communication along the

sea-shore bad, and journeys difficult and expensive. If, there-

fore, one of the few scientists of the country received a report of

a stranded whale, it was as a rule impossible for him to reach
the spot before it was too late. So when we take all these

difficulties into consideration it is not surprising that the bigger

whales from this part of the world have remained unknown until

quite recently.

Mr. W. L. Sclater has only the following to say about the

genn^ Balmnoptera in the standard work ' Fauna of South Africa'

(1901) :
—" Fin-whales are not uncommon off the coast of S. Africa,

but so far as I know, no specimen has ever been secured for a
museum, or been examined by a competent authority." After
this he gives the characteristics of the four northern fin-whales,

in order to facilitate comparison with the Cape species of the

same genus.

The South African whaling industry was fovuided by Consul
Johan Bryde, from Sandefjord, Norway, who in 1909 erected the
first factory in Durban and another in the following year in

Saldanha Bay on the west coast.

When the Norwegian whalers returned home after having
finished their first season in Saldanha Bay, they mentioned a
whale which had been found outside the latter place, and which
was very similar to the " seihval " (Balcpiioptera horealis).

As the " seihval " (Rudolphi's whale) had been only known

* [I have consulted the issue of the Norwegian newspaper 'Tidens Tegn' dated
November 12th, 1912, in which this name was first published hy the author.
Technicalljr the species dates from the description in that Journal, but no details

are given there which are not fully explained here.

—

Editoe.J
t Communicated by the Secebtaet.

J For explanation of the Plates see pp. 1089, 1090.
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until then as inhabiting the eastern parts of the North Atlantic,

it was very desirable from a scientific point of view to get further

information about the species from Saldanha Bay, and also about

other South African whales, by studying them on the spot.

Mr. Johan Bryde, who has often displayed his interest in and
generosity towards science, then offered me the necessary pecuniary

assistance, and thus enabled me to undertake a journey to South
Africa to study the above questions and some other scientific

matters there. During this expedition, which lasted nearly a

year, I visited both the east and west coasts and was able to

make many interesting observations.

The " seihval " from Saldanha Bay proved to be very different

from Rudolphi's whale (B. borecdis), and is described in this paper

as a new species, named after Johan Bryde, to whose generosity

I am so much indebted. I have also to thank Capt. Andr.
Ingebrigtsen, Capt. P. J. T. Larsen, and Mr. Lars Iversen for

their kind help.

BaljEnoptera brydei Olsen.

' Tidens Tegn,' November 12, 1912. (A Norwegian newspaper.)

Synopsis.

The average total length is 13 and the maximum nearly

15 metres. The shape is very elongated ; the greatest height
13-14 per cent, of the total length. The distance from the tip of

the snout to the angle of the mouth is about 20 per cent, of the

total length. The flippers are slender and pointed, 8-10'6 per

cent, of the total length. The dorsal fin is small ; its vei-tical

lieight 2-2'4 per cent, of the total length. The distance from
the tip of the snout to the anterior margin of the dorsal fin is

69-70 per cent, of the total length, occasionally shorter ; the

minimum is 65 per cent. The distance from notch of flukes to

vent is about 27*2 per cent, of the total length ; the number of

ventral furrows 42-54 ; they extend backwards to the umbilicus,

a.bout 1*2 metres behind the tip of the flippers. The number of

baleen-plates (without the anterior rudimentary baleen) 250-280
;

their greatest length neai-ly 0'50 metre. The bi'istles of the

baleen are very thick, long and stiff, not curling ; their colour is

grey. The anterior baleen is as a rule more or less white ; the

other greyish-black. The upper side of the flipper is bluish-

black, the under side grey. The colour of the body is bluish-

black above, with oblong light-coloured spots ; the throat and
an ai-ea up to about 0"65 metre below the tiippei's on each side

are dark bluish-gi'ey ; the other parts of the under side are

white, more or less yellowish, often with a grey band across the

belly in front of the umbilicus.

General Characteristics and Measicreinents.

Balcenoptera hnjdei is a comparatively small species, with an

average total length of about 13 metres, or occasionally a little
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more. The longest specimen measiu-ed by me, and one of the

lai'gest ca.ptured by the Norwegian whalers in South Africa, was

a female from Durban measuring 14-95 metres. The female

seems to attain a slightly larger size than the male.

Dui-ing my stay at the whaling stations in Durban and at

Saldanha Bay I was able to examine twelve specimens in all
;

and the following table gives the measurements and some other

characteristics of three which showed comparatively great

differences.

Measurements of BalcBnoptera bryclei (in metres).

$. 12.9.12.

Total length 12-35

Tip of guout to anterior end of eye 2"41

angle of mouth 2'50

terior end of dorsal iin . 8-55

„ „ blowholes 1-85

„ ,, tlippers (anterior margin) . 4-0

From n otcli of flukes to vent 3-38

„ „ „ hinder side of penis

or vulva 4-43 35-0

Length of the flippers (from axilla) I'O 8'0

Greatest breadth of the flippers 0-33 2-6

Breadth of the flippers at base

Vertical height of the dorsal fin O'SO 2-4

Diameter of eye

Length of the eye-opening
Length of the blowholes
Distance between the anterior ends of the

blowholes
Distance between the posterior ends of the

blowholes
Length of the anus
Length of the penis or vulva

Diameter of penis at base

Number of baleen-plates in each ]a.-w (the

rudimentary baleen not included)

Greatest length of the baleeu-plates (with

out bristles)

Greatest breadth of the longest baleen (at

the base)

Greatest thickness of the longest baleen ...

Length of the anterior (rudimentary)
baleen

Length of the longest bristles (on the
longest baleen)

Number of furrows between the flippers...

Height of the body at the flippers lea. I'B |14'7

Distance between the flippers on the ventral

side

0-10

1-37

0-20

ca. 260

0-38

0-18

0-05

0-15

0-20

per

cent

100
19-5

20-2

69-2

15-0

32-3

27-3

c?. 5.3.13.

13-07
2-40

2-48

8-5

2-05

4-0

3-56

4-61

1-39

036
0-28

0-30

0-12

0-40

0-02

0-22

0-12

1-06

ca. 250

0-32

0-14

012

0-14

54

2-0

per

cent

100
18-3

18-9

65-0

15-6

30-6

27-2

35-2

10-6

2-7

2-1

2-2

?. 15.11.12.

14-95

2-9

2-9

10-5

2-36

4-9

per
cent

100
19-4

19-4

70-0

15-6

32-7

4-5 301

1-23

0-40

0-35

0-31

0-10

0-32

0-04

0-18

0-08

0-18

ca. 280

0-49

0-23

ca.0-03

0-12

54

32-1

8-3

2-6

2-3

2-0

The shape of B. hrydei, as of the other species of the genus
Balcenoptera, varies somewhat, but as a rule it is remarkably
elongated (PI. CIX.), often even more so than in the Fin-whale
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[B. phijsalus). The greatest height of the body (at the antei'ior

end of the flippers) is usually about 1 4 per cent, of the total

length, occasionally less, and only in a single case (a male of

Saldanha Bay, 12.9.12) is it as much as 14'7 per cent. The
greatest breadth is almost the same as the height, or a little less.

In five specimens meo.siTred by me in Saldanha Bay the pro-

portion of the grea,test breadth (at the flippers) compared with
the total length was as follows:— 12-8, 12-9, 14, 14-2 per cent.,

which gives an average breadth of 13"4 percent. In a single

case—that of a very thin male—the breadth was only 11'8 per

cent. The body is^therefore of a far less powerful build than in

B. horealis and B. acutorostrata, and resembles more that of the

Fin-whale [B. physalus). The hinder part of the body (from the

genital opening to the tail) is comparatively less compressed than
in B. horealis, but decreases gradually and slowly towards the
rear up to the root of the tail-flukes. The caudal part forms a

thin ridge above and below, wbicli is at its sharpest along the

dorsal line (PI. CXI. fig. 7). In order to facilitate the com-
parison between B hrydei and the other species of the genus
Bcdcenoptera, I have added a table showing the most remarkable
differences. I have not considered it necessary to mention the

Blue whale {B. onusculus)^ as its size, dorsal fin, colour, and
many other characteristics make any confusion with B. hrydei

impossible.

Table

showing the most notable differences between Bcdcenoptera

hrydei and the other species of the same genus (except

the Blue whale).

B.actito- B. B. B.
rostrata. horealis. hrydei. pJii/saltts,

Total length (maximuin) 10'3 m. l6'3m. 15 m. 2-1 m.

Per cent, of total length.

From tip of snout to blowhole ...:.. 13'5 ]5"1 lo'3

angle of mouth 13-17 17-8 19-4^20-2 ca. 20
flippers 29-8 SO-6-327 33
dorsal fin 61-68 65-70 69-73

Height of body at the flippers 20 18 14
Height of the dorsal fin 4-56 3-3-4-7 2-2-4

Length of the flippers (from axilla) ... 8-7-9-3 8-106 9-9-I1-3

Greatest breadth of the flippers com-

7

Caslto3'5 as 1 to

pared to their length )
•

I or 3-6 2-2

Number of ventral furrows ... ... 42-54 60-100
Number of baleen-plates (without

Ithe rudimentary baleen) )

Greatest length of baleen in adult) „.„„ „.,,„ ... ,„ „.,,„

specimens (without bristles) j
020m. 072m. 049m. O-JO m.
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a. horealis. B. hrydei.

Distance from notch of 31"6 per cent, (of the total 27'2 per cent, (of the total

flukes to anus. length). length).

Ventral furrows Extend to the middle of Extend to the umbilicus,

the belly one foot behind 3'5 feet behind tip of
tip of flippers. flippers.

Colour The throat always white: The throat dark bluish-

the underside behind anus grey: the underside
bluish black, like the behind anus ^vhite,

back. sometimes yellowish or

whitish grey.

Bristles of baleen Unusually fine, short, curl- Very thick, long and stiff,

ing and wool-like, white. not curling, colour gre}'.

Food and habits Always small cnistaceans. Fish. When it occasion-

chiefly Calanidffi. Never ally takes crustaceans,

takes fish. they are Euphausiidse,
like the Blue whale.

Blows as a rule onlj' once Blows 5-6 times during
or twice during each visit each visit to the surface

to the surface. (like the Fin- and Blue
whales).

Migratory. Stationary.

The distance from the tip of the snout to the angle of the

mouth is, as we have seen, 19'4-20'2 per cent, of the total

length, about the same as on the fin-whale, whereas in Rudolphi's

whale it is only about 17-8 per cent, (according to R. Collett).

The tips of the snout and of the lower jaw are also far more
acute than in B. borealis, more resembling those of B. physalus.

The Jlijjpers are very slender and pointed, generally com-
paratively short, but varying in length from 8-10'6 per cent,

of the total length, and they are thus sometimes remarkably
longer than has ever been observed in B. hoi^ealis. Their greatest

breadth (at the middle) compared to the length is as 1 to 2'2.

Thej^ differ in this respect very much from those of B. borealis,

where the proportions are as 1 to 3"5 or 3'6, and they are more
like the flippers of B. 2^hysalus. There is often a cut of about
an inch in breadth and depth in their posterior margin, near the
axilla.

The dorsalJin is of very moderate size, and its vertical height
only about 2'2-2'4 per cent, of the total length. It is thus smaller

than is usual in the fin-whale, and very different from the large

dorsal of B. horealis and B. acutorostrata. Its length from the an-

terior to the posterior end is only slightly greater than its vertical

height. The front margin is convex, with a slightly curved apex,

and the hinder margin is deeply concave and often has a small

cut in it near the base. The point of the fin is very thin and
sharp. The dorsal fin is placed noticeably further back than is

the case in Rudolphi's whale— often where it would be on the
fin-whale. In twelve adult specimens examined by me the

distance from the tip of the snout to the anterior end of the
dorsal fin was in most cases 69-70 per cent, of the total length,

and in one instance only 65 per cent. In B. horealis the dorsal
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is usually placed anterior to the beginning of tlie last third of the

body (according to R. Collett).

The tail-flukes are broad and comparatively somewhat shorter

than in B. borealis. The length of each fluke is from 10-11 per

cent, of the total length, or about the same as in the fin-whale. In

a male specimen, of which the total length was 13'07 metres, their

thickne.^s at the base was about 0'20 metre and 0" 12-0" 14 metre
halfway between the base and the tip.

On each side of the tail, above and below, there is a thin ridge

which gradually becomes lower towards the rear, and disappeai'S

between the flukes, about 0*10 metre from the end of the

body.

The eyes are comparatively larger than in the fin-whale, and
placed just .above the angle of the mouth, in the same place as in

the fin-whale, but further back than in B. borealis.

The distance from the tip of the snout to the bloivholes is about
15"3 per cent, of the total length. In adult specimens the length

of the blowholes is from 0"32-0-40 metre. They are placed

on a broad ridge on the head in two long furrows, which converge

very much towards the front. Between them there is a shorter

central furrow.

The ventral furroios vun. along the whole length of the lower

jaw and extend to the umbilicus, about 1"2 metres behind the

tip of the flippers (as in the fin- and blue Avhales). In B. borealis

they end about 0-30 metre beyond the tip of the flippers

(R. Oollett). Above the long furrows there are 5-8 shorter ones

with a length of 0"30-0'60 metre, and these terminate in the

axilla. In front of the flippers there are also a few short furrows

which extend forward into the angle of the mouth. On the belly,

in the area below the angle of the mouth, some shorter fuiTOws

are as a rule wedged in amongst the others. Just in front of the

umbilicus, where the long furrows terminate, a number of quite

short furrows are also to be seen. The number of long furrows

varies from 42-54.

The anus is noticeably further to the rear than in B. borealis,

and the distance from the anus to the notch of the flukes is as a

rule about 27'2 per cent, of the total length.

The 2)enis is rather big and with the vulva is placed in a generally

dark-coloured furrow 1-1*5 metres long, about two-thirds of

which run anterior to the genital opening, and about one-third

behind.

A varying number of whitish-grey oblong spots, about 7-8 cms.

in length and about 3 cms. in breadth, are distributed over the

whole body. Along the centre of their long axis there runs

usually a dark line, from which fine radii of similar lines run in all

directions. These patches probably show places once attacked by
parasites. In addition to these whitish spots a number of fresh

wounds, with a length of as much as 10 cms. and 3-4 cms. deep,

can be seen in most cases. They are maiks caused by parasites

—

generally a Pennella.
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The majority of specimens of Bryde's whale are very thin, and
their stratum of fat has an average thickness of only 4-5 cms.

In a single instance—that of an old and probably diseased female

specimen from Durban—the thickness was only about 3*5 cms.

Some big sjoecimens, especially females with foetus, may be quite

fat and their stratum of fat may attain a thickness of as much
as 7 cms., at any rate on the dorsal side. Specimens as fat as

this may yield 15 or occasionally nearly 20 barrels of oil, while

the common yield of this species is only 6-8 barrels.

Baleen.

During my stay in S. Africa I was able to examine the baleen

of twelve adult specimens, and also a large quantity of whale-

bone which lay heaped up outside Mr. Bryde's whaling station in

Saldanha Bay.

The baleen of B. brydei is very distinctive of this species, and
compared with the size of the whale, very small (see PI. CXII.
fig. 11 b). The longest baleen-plates measured by me, and from
a female specimen of nearly 15 metres in length, were only

0"49 metre long (the bristles not included), while baleen from a

Rudolphi's whale of the same size attains a length of abovit

0'70 metre. The baleen differs remarkably in shape from that

of B. borealis ; whereas the baleen-plates of B. horealis are very
long and slender, those of B. brydei are comparatively very broad

and curve inwards along the inner margin. The comparative

proportions of the breadth of the largest baleen-plates at their

base and their length were in four specimens of B. brydei :—
43, 43"1, 46'9, and 47 per cent., which gives an average of 45 per

cent. In B. borealis the same proportion is about 27"2 per cent,

(see PI. CXII. fig. 1 1 a). The baleen of B. brydei seems also to be

comparatively somewhat thicker and more strongly built than in

B. borealis. The number of plates in twelve specimens examined
by me was, as a rule, about 260 in each jaw, though the number
varied between 250 and 280. But if the rudimentary plates are

included, the number may be about 350. The number of baleen-

plates in B. brydei is remarkably small ; for Rudolphi's whale the

number (without the rudimentaiy baleen) is from 320 to 340,

and in the fin-whale from 360 to 400.

The rudimentary plates along the tip of the upper jaAv are not

compressed, and attain a length of 0* 10-0* 15 metre; they are

numerous and difiicult to count. The first compressed plate

is seen about 0"25-0*30 metre behind the tip of the snout.

There is also some rudimentaiy baleen above the angle of the

mouth

.

The bristles (PI. CXII. fig. 10) are longer than in B. borealis

and thick and stifi^, not curling, and on the whole of very strong

construction—even comparatively stronger than in the fin-whale.

Their average thickness is about 1 mm. ; a little more at the

distal end of the baleen, and perhaps a little less at the base.
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B. hrydei differs very much in this respect from B. horealis,

and it would hardly be possible with its imperfect straining

apparatus to keep back such small crustaceans as the Calanidee,

which form the chief food of B. borealis.

The colour of the baleen in the anterior part of the jaws,

and about 0*70 metre backwards from the tip of the snout, is

as a rule more or less white, sometimes perfectly white, but
more frequently with grey stripes ; further back it is gi'eyish

black, and after death perfectly black. The bristles are grey,

whitish grey or yellowish in the anterior part of the mouth.
The colour of the baleen is on the whole rather similar to that of

the fin-whale, and the whalers told me that in some cases they
had even seen the white colour asymmetrically placed, as in the

fin-whale. The baleen might in one jaw be white over a com-
paratively large area, and in tlie other jaw fairly uniformly dark-

coloured. A male caught in Saldanha Bay, March 5, 1913, had
only dark-coloured baleen. In this respect too B. brydei differs

considerably from B. horealis, in which the whalebone is only

rarely white-mottled and as a rule uniformly black with white
bristles.

In connection with the description of the whalebone, it is

worth mentioning that some time after I had given the first

preliminary report on B. brydei in a Norwegian newspaper,
Mr. Bryde wrote to me saying that he could now understand the

reason for a law-suit in which he had been implicated some time
before. He had sold a consignment of baleen from his factories

in S. Africa which his agents there considered to be " seihval
"

[B. horealis). The buyers, however, complained and returned

the whalebone, saying that it was not from B. horealis but from
another species of whale. The result was a law-suit in which
the authorities who examined the whalebone gave judgment
in favour of the buyers, and Mr. Bryde was obliged to pay a

large fine and take back the whole consignment.

The Norwegian whalers in South Africa said too that this whale
{B. brydei) was not the proper "seihval"; but as it was most
like the "seihval" in size and colour, they generally called it

that.

Hairy covering.

In all the specimens examined by me (except in the case of

an old and probably diseased female specimen from Durban, on
which I could see no hairs at all), I foiind two rows of haiis on
the tip of the lower jaw, with twelve hairs in each row, thus:

Mouth.
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The distance between these rows in adult specimens was about
18 mm., or a little more than between the successive hairs

in each row. Outside the upper end of these rows were two
other hairs on each side, placed at the same distance from the

long rows as between the rows themselves. I noticed no haii's on
the upper jaw.

The number of hairs is thus 28 in all. On two foetuses, with

a length of 3'78 and 0'93.5 metres, the hairy covering was as well

developed as in adult specimens. The length of the hairs was
from 5-10 mm.

Colour.

The upper side of the body—-above the flippers—is bluish black,

and in colour much resembles the fin-whale. After death the

colour on this part becomes almost entirel}' black. On the sides

of the body the colour becomes gradually lighter, and there is no
sharply defined border between the dark colour of the upper
side and the white belly. The flippers are of the same colour as

the back above, or sometimes darker ; below they are grey,

occasionally whitish grey. The under side of the head, and a

band extending to about 0"70 meti-e below the flippers and
backwards to their tip are bluish grey. The centre of the belly

is a more or less yellowish white. In the dark area below the

flippers some isolated white spots may sometimes be seen ; similar

white patches are occasionally distributed along the centre of the

under side of the lower jaw, and more rarely a small white line

runs out from the white area on the belly to within one metre or

less behind the tip of the lower jaw. On the border between the

dark colour of the throat and the white belly there are often a

number of bluish grej^ patches or sti^ipes, and these are more
thickly sprinkled towards the front, and then gradually form a

more uniform dark colour in front of the angle of the mouth.
Between the tip of the flippers and the umbilicus—at the posterior

end of the long furrows—the white colour of the under side is

generally interrupted by a bluish grey belt running across the

stomach. This belt, which has a breadth varying between 0'70

and 1'5 metres, is often formed by a large number of smaller

and larger patches or stripes, not of uniform colour ; in other

cases it is verj^ little developed.

Considerable variations occur in the breadth, size, and shape of

the white area on the belly.

From the genital opening to the tip of the tail-flukes the

whole under side is dirty white, sometimes yellowish or whitish

grey. This white area begins above the genital opening at the

middle line of the sides of the body, and in some specimens is

further back and becomes gradually narrower.

From the tip of the upper jaw, near the roots of the baleen,

sometimes a white stripe runs backwards, and the length of

this is about 0*5 metre and the breadth 5-7 cms.
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The dark patches whicli are sometimes found on the under side

are generally situated in the long furrows, or in the fum-ow at the

genital opening.

OoGurrence and Capture.

Bcdcenoptera bri/dei seems to be common everywhere along the

south coast of Africa. It is especially so in Saldanha Bay,

though also in Mossel Bay and near the Cape of Good Hope this

species is captured m rather large numbei's, and is often observed

from whaling steamers going along the S. African coast.

In Durban B. brydel is compai'atively rare, but is occasionally

to be seen at all seasons of the year. The total number captured

from three whaling stations on the ISTatal Bluff during the season

1912 was only sixteen, of which one (captured eai-ly in November)
was only about 8 raetres long, and not fully developed. In 1911

six specimens were captured from Mr. Bryde's station in Durban.
Of these two wei-e taken on June 5th, one on the 14th, and one

on the 15th of the same month, one on October 10th, and one on
November 7th. In 1912 the following were caught from the

same station:—one on June 4th, one on July 18th, one on
Aug. 19th, and one on Nov. 15th. Some specimens were seen

but not pursued because, as the whalers told me, they wei-e

very shy and difficult to catch, and at the same time their value

was comparatively small. At Mr. Brj^de's whaling station

near Inhambane, Portuguese E. Africa (23° 30' S. 1.), £. hrydei

was very seldom seen, and only a single specimen of it was
captured. Farther to the north at Bazaruto Is. (21° 45' S. 1.),

where the floating factory " Mangoro " was stationed for two
months, B. hrydei was never seen. Bryde's whale therefore

geems to be a southern species, avoiding the warm waters of the

tropics, and it is therefore rare on the east coast where the hot

Mozambique current runs southward.

Almost all the specimens of B. hrydei captured in Saldanha

Bay (33° S. 1.), wei-e found between this bay and Capetown, and
the whalers told me that this species was mvich more rarely seen

north of Saldanha. This fact is quite in accordance with the

experiences of Mr. Green, the manager of Storm Bull's whaling

station in Walfisch Bay. He considered the "seihval" to be very

rare along the coast of German S.W. Africa, and he had not

observed this species at all in "Walfisch Bay.

I was somewhat surprised therefore when Capt. An dr. Inge-

brigtsen, who had been stationed with a floating factory at

Porto Alexandre, Benguela (15°45'S. 1.) for a couple of years,

told me that he had observed rather a large number of " seihval

"

there. The same statement was made by Capt. L. Fredi-iksen,

who had seen many specimens of this whale outside Lobito Bay,

and single ones as far north as 7° S. 1. But when we remember
that a cold antarctic current runs along the west coast of Africa
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f;vv to the noi'th, it is not so surprising that B. hrydei mny be alile

to live outside the tropical parts of the coast. The conditions of

existence, however, for this species cannot be very good there,

because the 3 or 4 specimens captured (during nearly three years)

outside Pt. Alexandre were all unusually thin and did not yield

more than 2-3 barrels of oil, or sometimes even less. All the speci-

mens seen at this place were in very bad condition, Avith numerous
wounds from parasites over the whole body, and so thin that the

whalers did not care to pursue them. They were never seen

accompanied by young ones outside Pt. Alexandre, and they were
all lying almost motionless and did not make any eflforts to escape

from the steamer. Unfortunately not a single specimen has been
examined from this part of the African coast, and very few were
captui'ed, because the whalers always preferred to take the more
valuable "humpback" whales, which were to be found in the same
locality. It has therefore not yet been proved whether the
" seihval " from the coast of tropical W. Africa really is Balceno-

2}tera b?'ydei.

Capt. Andr. Ingebrigtsen also told me that the " seihval " out-

side Pt. Alexandi-e appeared in these waters every year about the

middle of June and disappeared again about September or

October.

If this whale follows the same route as the " humpback

"

generally does—along the coast—we might expect to see migrating

specimens pass Saldanha Bay, and to find a greater number of

them there in the spring, October-ISIovember, but this is not the

case. It is probable therefore that they choose another route,

perhaps further out to sea, where the cuirent is stronger and the

water cooler.

It is not impossible that some of the " sei "-whales from
Portuguese W. Afiica may have been Rudolphi's whale (B. hore-

alis), a typical speciixien of which was captured outside Saldanha
Bay in ISTovember 1912. This is the first S. African specimen of

B. horealis which has been reported further south than off Cape
Blanco (20° 45' N. 1.). It was easily recognized as the proper
" seihval " by the Norwegian whalers ; and Capt. P. J. Larsen

kindly pi-esented me with a quantity of the baleen, which was
quite distinctive of B. horealis (PI. XCII. fig. 9).

As I have mentioned above, Saldanha Bay is the locality where
the greatest number of B. hrydei a,re captured. The whaling-

trade was started there in 1910, and only twenty-four specimens

of the " seihval '' were captured in the first year, and all of

them in the spring. The first three specimens were caught on
March 9th and 29th, and on April 1st. Five were captured

from the 20th to the 30th of April, four from the 1st to the

10th of May, six from the 10th to the 20th of May, and six from
the 20th to the 30th of May. After that time the '• humpback "

was found at this spot in large numbers.
The following list shows the number of " seihval " captured at
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Mr. Bryde's station in Saldanha Bay during the season of 1911
(with two whaling steamers), and in the season of 1912 (with three

whaling steamers).

1911. 1912.

March 20-30 — 7

April 1-10 — 8

AprillO-20 — 37

April 20-30 — 22

May 1-10 — 25

May 10-20 6 5

May 20-30 8 2

June 1-10 2 1

June 10-20 5 9

June 20-30 3 3

July 1-10 1 2

July 10-20 2 —
July 20-30 2 9

Aug. 1-10 2 9

Aug. 10-20 2 7

Aug. 20-30 2 3

Sept. 1-10 — 1

Sept. 10-20 — 1

Sept. 20-30 — 1

Oct. 1-10 1 —
Oct. 10-20 — 1

Oct. 20-30 — 2

Nov. 1-10 —
1

Nov. 10-20 1 6

Nov. 20-30 3 3

Dec. 1-10 2 3

Dec. 10-20 — 1

Total 42 169

The table shows that the majority of B. brydei are captured in

the autumn (April and May), and at this time this species also

seems to be the most numerous outside Salda.nha Bay, as well as

Durban. But we see also that it is captured in greater or less

numbers during the whole season, and it is seen outside Saldanha

Bay all the year round.

The difference between the real number of B. hrydei in the

autumn and at other times of the year is in fact not so great as

the capture seems to indicate, because the whalers always prefer

to take the more valuable " humpback " whale when this species

appeal's on the spot in May. In 1912 an unusually small number
of " humpbacks " was seen, and the trade depended on the

"seihval" to a greater extent than before.

In 1913 the first specimen was caught on March 5, and from
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that date until I left Saldanha Bay a fortniglit later, the total

catch of B. hryclei consisted of eleven specimens. Almost all of

these specimens were found unusually far (40-70 miles) from
the sea-shore, surrounded by large numbers of crustaceans, Eu-
phausiidse. As a rule the whales are to be found quite close

to the coast, and it is probably the richness of crustaceans
further out to sea that has tempted them to go out there. It

is worth mentioning that these crustaceans were Euphausiidse,
which the Blue whale prefers, and not Calanidse, the chief food
of Rudolphi's whale:

Food.

The food of B. hrydei consists chiefly of fish, apparently
, usually a variety of herring which is often found in large
quantities (many hectolitres) in its stomach. This, for instance,

was the case with a male examined by me in Saldanha Bay on
September 12th, 1912. It sometimes takes a species of mackerel
one foot or more in length, and in Durban more than a hectolitre

of this fish has been found in its stomach.

B. hrydei is very voracious on the whole—more so than any
other species of its genus. As an illustration of this, Capt. L.
Fredriksen told me that he had many times seen it hunting
among large crowds of small sharks, and that he had found
sharks of a length of more than two feet in its stomach. A case
fi'om Saldanha Bay which was related by Captain Christoffersen,

and mentioned by many others, was most astonit;hing : they had
found there no less than 15 large penguins (Spheniscus demersus)
and "malagass" {Sida capensis) in its stomach. These birds, the
moment the whale reached the surface of the water, had probably
dived down into its open mouth endeavouring to catch fish in
that abundant hunting-ground, and had thus themselves been
involuntarily captured by the whale. In similar cases observed
among B. horealis, the birds have always been spat out of the
mouth again, and it seems hardly possible that such large birds
as those mentioned could be swallowed by this species at all.

B. hrydei is not dependent for food on the occurrence of

crustaceans in the sea and so does not migrate, but is genei'ally

seen very close to the coast pursuing fish.

Like the fin-whale, B. hrydei occasionally takes crustaceans and
then of a larger kind, the Euphausiidse.

Biology, etc.

In its biology B. hrydei is most like B. acutorostrata and
B. physcdus, and when the Norwegian whalers started their trade
in South Africa they were doubtful as to whether they should
consider this species to be a fin-whale or a " sei "-whale {B.
horecdis). In Durban many of them preferred to call it a

PBGC. ZooL. See—1913, No. LXXII. 72
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" sildehval " (herring whale), because it hunted herrings. But as

the colour and size were most like that of the " seihval," they

geneially called it so, although they knew that it was not the

proper "seihval."

In Saldanha Bay, where the largest numbers were captui'ed, it

was often called " bastard " or " seihval bastard,'' and considered

to be a hybrid between the fin-whale and the " seihval," because

it had the baleen of the first species, but some other characteristics

of the latter. Besides this " bastard," the whalers in Saldanha

Bay told me about another variety of " seihval" with exceedingly

dark-coloured baleen. It was of somewhat smaller size than the
" bastard," quicker in its movements, dived deeper down in the

sea, and was more difficult to catch. It was seen in approxi-

mately the same numbers all the year round, and in the same
localities as the " bastard," but seemed to occur in greater

numbers northward of Saldanha Bay than the latter, as proved

by Capt. Christofifersen, who had captured it many times

outside Paternoster Bay, When the whaling steamers went to

Capetown for coaling, these two varieties were often seen in

greater numbers together, and the whalers picked out the
" bastard " as more valuable and easier to catch.

Unfortunately, during my stay at Saldanha Bny, not a single

specimen of this smaller variety was captured, and it is therefore

difficult to say anything about them, but I consider it probable

that they are only younger specimens of B. hrydei.

B. hrydei is as a rule to be found very close to the coast,

generally in large numbers, and it is comparatively I'arely found

further out to sea. The whalers in Saldanha Bay often found it

pursuing fish only a few hundred yards from the beach between

Bobben or Dassen Island and the continent. In Dui'ban it was

also seen close to the coast (occasionally as far out as 15 miles

from shore), but never in company with the small " minkehval

"

(probably B. acutorostrata, or a subspecies closely akin) nor with

other whales. As mentioned above it has occasionally been found

60-70 miles from the coast feeding upon Euphausiidse.

It is most like the fin-whale in its manner of swimming, and
can easily be distinguished from the small "minkehval." When
coming to the surface to breathe, it may be seen under the water

for some time before it appears on the surface. During each

such visit it blows four or five times (like the fin- and blue

whales, whereas Rudolphi's whale blows only once or twice)

before diving down into deep water again. Between these four

or five blows it does not go too deep down to be seen from the

ship and followed. It blows far more strongly than does

B. acutorostrata, and its breath smells worse than that of the

other whales. In Durban it was observed to remain for an
unusually long time under water between each visit to the

surface. It is not seen to take crustaceans in the same peculiar

way as Rudolphi's whale {B. borealis). When shot it often swims
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round in eii-cles very quickly and gets the line wound round it,

and is on the whole ditiicult to manage. Large females are less

difficult to shoot than the others, as they are not so quick in

their movements.
Gravid females do not seem to be followed by their males as is

the case with the humpback whale. For instance, two females
captured in Saldanha Bay, March 12, 1913, and with fojtuses

measuring 0"935 and 3'78 metres, were swimming about quite
alone. )Some males captured at this time were also solitary.

They axe gravid at very difterent times, and females were found
with foetuses of diflerent sizes both in Saldanha Bay and Durban,
at the same time as others were followed by young with a length
of about 6-7 metres.

It may be mentioned as a curious fact that almost all the
"sei "-whales captured in Saldanha Bay from March 5-13, 1913,
went southwards when the whaling steamei'S began to hunt
them.
The flesh of B. brydei contains less oil than does that of other

species of its genus, with the exception perhaps of B. horealis.

When fresh and served like beef-steak it tastes quite good, as I

had an opportunity of proving when at Saldanha Bay.

The Foetus.

About an equal number of each sex of B. brydei seem to be
caught. Many of the females were gravid, and, as mentioned
above, with fostuses of very different sizes :

—

e. g., in two gravid
females examined by me in Saldanha Bay, March 12, 1913,
the foetuses had a length of 0-935 and 3-78 metres (PI. CXIII.
figs. 12, 13). The mamma3 in both these specimens were very
well developed, and, -when they were dragged out of the watei-,

about a half-gallon of mucus ran out of their genital openings,

as has sometimes been observed shortly after the birth of the
young in other whales. The largest foetus was full-grown, and
fell out when the men began to remove the stratum of fat from
the whale.

The following table shows some measurements of the two
foetuses.

In the larger foetus the penis was placed in a furrow which
ran backwards from the umbilicus for about 12 cm. The
baleen had just appeared and was thick and soft, with a length

of about 3 cm. The bristles had an aveiage length of 6-
8 mm. and were generally only to be seen at the base of the
baleen. The antei'ior and jDostei'ior baleen only appeared as

small ridges. The doi'sal fin was bent down to the back on the
left side, both the apex and the tip being curved to an unusual
extent, and the hinder margin deeply concave. The tail-flukes

were strongly bent together towards the median line of the body.

The colour above was a uniform bluish black, and whitish grey
72*
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Male. Fetnale.

Total length
j

Tip of snout to anterior end of eye

,. „ angle of mouth
,, ,, anterior end of dorsal fin .

„ „ blowholes

„ ,, flippers (anterior margin).!

From notch of flukes to vent !

„ „ vulva or penis . . .

]

Length of flipper
j

Crreatest breadth of flipper
I

Breadth of flipper at its base
;

Vertical height of dorsal fin

Length of dorsal fin at its base

Diameter of eye

Length of eye-opening

Length of blowholes
Distance between the anterior end ofi

blowholes

„ „ posterior end ofl

blowholes

Length of anus !

Length of penis or vulva

Diameter of penis at its base

Number of furrows between the flippers...

Distance from penis to the umbilicus

From tip of lower jaw to anterior margin
of umbilicus

j

Diameter of the umbilicus
j

Breadth of tail-flakes at their base

Distance between the tips of flukes

Distance from notch of flukes to tip of

flukes

Breadth of the body at the flippers

Height of the body at base of flippers

„ ,, at tip of flippers

,, „ at the eyes

„ ,,
at the dorsal fin

„ „ at the tail, just in

front of flukes
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oil the left. The furrows were bluish black in a belt across the

under side of the head and backwards to the nippers, but only a

comparativel}^ small part of the throat on the left side was
uniformly dai'k-coloui'ed. ISTo haiis wei'e to be seen on the tip

of the lower jaw. This specimen was unusually slender and thin

and probably was very old and diseased. The stratum of fat was
only about 3 "5 mm. thick ; and there were numerous wounds
distributed over the whole body (PI. CXIII. fig. 14). These
wounds were more or less inflamed and partly filled up with

mortifying fat, and in some of them a Pennella was found. This

specimen was lying quite motionless on the surface when it was
observed from the whaling steamer, and was thus very easily

taken.

The whalers from Durban told me that on one occasion

they had caught a whale of this species, which on the whole
under side of the body was of a colour much resembling that of

the blue whale [B, iniisculus) ; but when it was taken it proved
to be a " herring " whale {B. brydei).

Parasites.

Parasites are comparatively rare in this species ; an old female
(Durban, November 15th, 1912) had, as mentioned above, dis-

tributed over the whole body a large number of oval-shaped

wounds, with a length of as much as 10 cm., and a depth of

2-4 cm. (PI. CXIII. fig. 14). Almost all of these wounds were
partly filled with mortifying fat and had been caused by a lai'ge

Pennella, speciixiens of which were found in some of them. A
smaller number of these wounds was found on this species at

Saldanha Bay, but they were very numerous in the few old

and apparently diseased specimens taken at Porto Alexandre.

A species of Myxinoid sometimes makes similar wounds in

Bryde's whale, but I did not obtain specimens of them because

they always leave the whale when it is dragged out of the water.

I do not know whether they are to be found on the whale when
alive, or only after its death.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

PJ.ATE CIX.

Baleenoptera hri/dei.

Fig. 1. Side view of male.

2. Lower surface of male.

Plate CX.

TSaleenoptera hri/dei.

Fia;- 3. Male specimen, showing tlie dorsal side and anterior end of the body..

Saldanha Bay, 12.9.12.

4. Same specimen as iig. 3, froni the \'entral side.

5. Female specimen, from the dorsal side. Saldanha Bay, 12.3.13.
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Plate CXI.

Balcenojptei-a iri/dei.

Fig. 6. Head of a large, but very tbin and apparently sick, female speeiinen, with
numerous wounds from paiasites {PenneUa). Durban, 15.11.12.

7. Caudal portion, with the dorsal fin, of a male specimen.

8. Female specimen, from the ventral side. Saldanha Bay, 12.3.13.

Plate CXII.

Fig. 9. Bristles of baleen i'rom Balanoptera horealis, captured outside Saldanha
Bay, -.11.12.

10. Bristles of baleen from B. hrydei, captured outside Saldanha Bay,
-.11.12.

11. Baleen from adult specimens of (A) B. horealis, and (B) B. hrydei.

Plate CXI II.

Balanoptera hrydei.

Fig. 12. Foetus, 0-93o m. in length. Saldanha Bay, 12.3.13.

13. Fcetus, 378 m. in length. Saldanha Bay, 12.3.13.

14. Portion of body of same specimen as fig. 6, showing w-ounds from parasites

{Peunella). Durban, 15.11.12.

EXHIBITIONS AND NOTICES.

October 28, 1913.

Prof. E. A. MiNCHiN, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S. Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions that

had been made to the Society's Menagerie during the months of

May, June, July, August, and September, 1913 :

—

May.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the

month of May were 268 in number. Of these, 133 were acquired

by presentation, 52 by purchase, 31 were received on deposit, 13 in

exchange, and 39 were born in the Gardens.

The number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 185.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

2 White-bearded Gnus (Connochcetes albojii,batus), from
British East Africa, new to the Collection, received in exchange
on May 19th.

2 Chimpanzees (^Anthropojyithecus troglodytes), 1 An ubis Baboon
{Papio anubis), from West Africa, and sevei^al small Monkeys,
presented by W. O. Danckwerts, Esq., K.C., F.Z.S., on Ma.y 2nd,

28th, and 31st.

1 Crowned Duiker [Sylvicapra coronatci), presented by Capt.

C. H. Armitage, C.M.G., D.S.O., F.Z.S., on May 4th.
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1 Poppig's Woolly Monkey {Lagotlirix papjngi) and 1 Ocelot

(Felis 2^ct''>^d<:t'lis), from Manaos, presented by Albert Reymond,
Esq., on May 28th and 20th.

2 Naked-tailed Mice [Uromys hruijnii), new to the Collection,

and 2 Sclater's Cassowaries (^Casum-ius sclateri), froni S. Dutch
New Guinea, presented by A. F. R. Wollaston, Esq., and C. Boden
Kloss, Esq., on May 31st.

2 Himalayan Yellow-backed Sun-birds {^Ethojjyga seherice) and
1 Nepalese Bullfinch {Pyrrhula nepcdeitsis), from the Himalayas,

new to the Collection, purchased on May 29th.

2 Swainson's Blue Jays {Aphelocoma sordida), from Mexico,
new to the Collection, purchased on May 2(ith.

1 Chestnut-faced Barn-Owl (S'trix castanops), from Tasmania,
new to the Collection, pui'chased on May 10th.

4 Mexican Blue Herons [Ardea herodias lessoni) and 2 Northern
Boatbills {^Cancroma zeledoni), from Mexico, new to the Collection,

received in exchange on May 28th.

1 Gentoo Penguin {Pygosceles papua), from the Falkland

Islands, presented by the Rt. Hon. L. Vernon Harcourt, M.P.,

F.Z.S., on May 6th.

3 Smooth-backed Zonures [Pseudocordylus mici-olepidotus), from

S. Africa, new to the Collection, deposited on May 7th.

1 East African Scorpion [Lepreus tricolor), fi'om Lake Nyanza,
new to the Collection, presented by C. B. Blencowe, Esq., on

May 20th.

June.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during

the month of June were 295 in number. Of these 144 were

acquired by presentation, 35 by purchase, 56 were received on

deposit, 15 in exchange, and 45 were born in the Gardens.

The number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 189.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

1 Pudu Deer [Pudu pudu), from Chili, and 2 Patagonian

Cavies {DoUchotis magellanicus), from Patagonia, presented by
Albert Pam, Esq., F.Z.S., on June 2nd.

3 Pumas (Felis concolor), born in the Menagerie on June 13th.

2 Canadian Beavers ( Castor canadensis), from Canada, received

in exchange on June 5th.

1 Savanna Sparrow (^Passercidus savanna), from North-East

America, new to the Collection, purchased on June 18th.

1 Ceylon Mynah (Acridotheres melanosternus), new to the

Collection, presented by Dr. P. H. Bahr, F.Z.S., on June 29th.

1 Golden-fronted Woodpecker {AIelaner2)es jlavifrons), from
Brazil, new to the Collection, purchased on June 5th.

1 Condor {Harcorliamphus gryphus), from Chili, presented by
Albert Pam, Esq., F.Z.S., on June 2nd,
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2 Crested Screamei^s {Chauna a-istata), bred in the Menagerie
on June 19tli.

2 Sun Bitterns {Eury2Jyga Jielias), from South America,
purchased on June 16th.

1 Kagu (Iihinochetus jubatits), from New Caledonia, presented
by the Marquess of Tavistock, F.Z.S., on June 27th.

2 Spiny-tailed Skinks (Egernia d&pressa)^ from Australia, new
to the Collection, purchased on June 10th.

A collection of Snakes from Sierra Leone including 3 Sooty
Snakes (Boodon fidiginostis), new to the Collection, presented by
Guy Aylmer, Esq., F.Z.S., on June 18th.

A collection of Snakes from India including 1 Forsten's Tree-
Snake (Vipsas forstenii), new to the Collection, received in

exchange on June 2nd.

2 Gopher Frogs {Rana capito), from North America, new to

the Collection, received in exchange on June 2nd.

July.

The registered additions to the Society's Menagerie during the
month of July were 279 in number. Of these 119 were acquired
by presentation, 46 hy purchase, 21 were received on deposit, 37
in exchange, and 56 were born in the Gardens.
The number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 250.

Among the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

1 Orang-Utan (Simia satyms), from Borneo, presented by
Marcus S. Abrahams, Esq., F.Z.S., on July 24th.

1 Small-clawed Otter (Lutra lepionyx), from India, presented

by H. R. Taylor, Esq., F.Z.S., on July 25th.

1 Long-tailed Mouse {Orizomys longicaudata), 2 Elegant
Opossums (McM^onosa elegans), from Valparaiso, new to the
Collection, presented by Walter Goodfellow, Esq., F.Z.S., on
July 8th.

4 Capybaras {Uydroclueriis hydrochcerus), from Fray Bentos,

LTruguay, presented by the Liebig's Extract of Meat Co., Ltd.,

on July 5th.

1 Giysbok {Nototragus onelanotis), from Constantia, Cape
Colony, presented by W. Lester, Esq., on July 29th.

2 Austi'alian Flower-peckers {Diccmim hirundinaceum), from
Australia, new to the Collection, presented by G. A, Heumann,
Esq., on July 5th.

1 Shoebill (Balaniicejjs rex), from the Sudan, presented by
Lt.-Gen. Sir Francis R. Wingate, G.C.Y.O., K.C.M.G., K.C.B.,

D.S.O., H.M.Z.S., on July 15th.

3 Seed-Snipe {Thinocorys rumicivorus), from Chili, new to the

Collection, received in exchange on July 24th.

2 Spinose Fence-Lizards {Scelojwrus spinosus), 1 Graliam's

Snake (Zamenis grahami), from N. America, new to the Collection,

purchased on July 22nd,
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1 Bird-eating Spicier (Citharoscehts kochii) 5 , 1 Bird-eating

Spider {Faraphi/sa manicata) c? , from Valparaiso, new to the
Collection, presented by Walter Goodfellow, Esq., F.Z.S., on
Jul}^ 8th.

A Collection of Millipedes (Archls2)irostrepti(,s nitidus), froui

Trinidad, new to the Collection, purchased on July 11th.

August.

The registered additions to the Society's Menageiie daring the

month of August were 201 in number. Of these 122 were
a.cquii-ed by presentation, 15 by purchase, 14 were received on

deposit, 7 in exchange, and 43 were born in the Gardens.
The number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 231.

Among the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

1 Fettered Cat [Felis ocreata) and 1 Cheetah {Cyncelurus

juhatus), presented by Dr. R. E. Drake-Brockman, F.Z.S.,

1 Caracal {FeMs caracal) and 1 Cheetah (Cyncelurus jubatus),

presented by Capt. J. L. Berne, and 2 Cheetahs {Cyncdurus
jubatits), presented by Arnold Hodson, Esq., from Berbera, on

August 8th.

2 Indian Gazelles [Gazella beometti), from Karachi, presented by
A. C. Cooke, F.Z.S., on August 11th.

1 Barred Warbler (Sylvia nisoria), [from Europe, new to the

Collection, presented by R. Pearce Page, Esq., F.Z.S., on August
5th.

6 West-African Quail-Finches {OrtygGSpiza atricollis), from
Gambia, new to the Collection, presented by Dr. E. Hopkinson,

D.S.O., F.Z.S., on August 1st.

1 Spot-billed Toucanet [Selenidei^a mactdirostris), bred in the

Menagerie on August 11th.

2 Bornean Fireback Pheasants (Loj^hiora nobilis), bred in tlie

Menagerie on August 17th.

A collection of rare Reptiles from Sierra Leone, including a

Black-collared Cobra (JVaia nigricoUis), a Blanding's Snake
(DipsadomorjjJms bkmdingii), and 3 Green Night Sniikes

(Dipsadoboa unicolo?'), all new to the Collection, presented by
Guy Aylmer, Esq., F.Z.S., on August 2nd.

1 Hamadryad [Naia bungarics), from India, received in

exchange on August 1st.

6 Pigmy Rattlesnakes (Sistrurics nviliarius), born in the

Menagerie on August 19th.

4 Midler's Xenopus (Xenopus midleri), from West Africa,

new to the Collection, purchased on August 7th.

1 Electric Cat-Fish {Mala2}teruru,s electricits), from Tropical

Africa, new to the Collection, purchased on 'August 28th.

1 Scorpion {Bathus hottentotta), from Sierra Leone, new to the

Collection, presented by Guy Aylmer, Esq., F.Z.S., on August 2iid.
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September.

The registered additions to the Society's Menngerie during the

month of September were 200 in number. Of these 109 were

jicquired by presentation, 21 by purchase, 7 were received on

deposit, 26 in exchange, and 37 were born in the Gardens.

The number of departures during the same period, by death

and removals, was 177.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :

—

10 Mouflon {Ovis tnusimon), from Sardinia, presented by

H.G. The Duke of Bedford, K.G., F.R.S., Pres.Z.S., on September
16th.

1 Tigrine Cat {Felis tkjrina) and 1 Three-toed Sloth (Bradypi(.s

tridactylus), from Colombia, presented by W. D. McDougall. Esq.,

on September 15th.

2 Variegated Agoutis [Dasyjn'octa variegata), 4 "Woolly Opos-

sums (Philander laniger), and 1 Sooty Amphisbpena [Amphishcena

faliginosa), from Colombia, presented by Dr. H. G. F. Spurrell,

F.Z.S., on September 13th.

1 Azara's Opossum [Didelphys azarce), 1 Burmeister's Cariama
[Cariama hurmeisteri), and 1 Western Boa {^Boa occidentalis),

from Cordova, presented by Wilfred A. Smithers, Esq., C.M.Z.S.,

on September 16th.

2 Abyssinian Weavers (Cinnamopte7-yx mbiginosa), new to the

Collection, received in exchange on September 7th.

1 Finch-like Cow-bird [Molothrus fringillarius), from Eastern

Brazil, new to the Collection, presented by the Marquess of

Tavistock, F.Z.S., on September 24th.

1 Brown-headed Parrot [Pceocejjhcdus fnscicapilhis), from East
Africa, presented by Lady D. Prain on September 24th.

2 Mikado Pheasants {Calojjhasis mikado), from Mount Ai'izan,

Formosa, presented by Mrs. E. J. Johnstone on September 6th.

The Secretary exhibited a preparation of the alimentary tract

of a young Elliot's Pheasant [Fhasianus ellioti), dissected so as to

show the gut-pattern in relation to the mesentery, blood-vessels,

a,nd visceral nerves. The preparation was mounted as a trans-

parent object in glycerine jelly, and showed how the various

morphological conditions of the intestinal ti'act to which he had
called attention (Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. viii. p. 173) might be

displayed as permanent museum objects.

Young Woolly Opossums and Degus,

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Curator of Mammals,
exhibited a female and three young specimens of the Woolly
Opossum {Philander laniger), fiom Buenaventuia in Colombia,

presented by Dr. H. G. F. Spurrell, F.Z.S., and drew attention
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to the rjvpid growth of the young. When Dr. Spni-rell captured

the mother, the little ones were still in the pouch. Six weeks
afterwaids, when they reached the Gardens, they had left the

pouch for good, were about one-fourth grown, and were just

beginning to feed on their own account, though mainly dependent

upon their mother's milk. In another six weeks—that is to saj,

three months after capture—they were three-fourths their

mother's size, and apparently quite capable of fending for

themselves.

Mr. PococK also exhibited two young examples of a Degu
(Octodon degus), born from a pair from Valparaiso, presented by
Mr. Walter Goodfellow, F.Z.S. The mother had a litter of four,

but died from inability to give birth to a fifth. The little ones

were fed by hand, aiid although two of them quickly died from
pneumonia, the remaining two throve and promised to do well.

Like the young of all Hystricomorphous rodents, the J3egus are

of large size at birth and open their eyes within twenty-four

hours, and are in every i-espect very precocious as compared with

young rats. Particular attention was directed to the lateral

position of the teats in the Degu, a condition which is repeated

in the Viscacha and Chinchilla and the Coypu. This condition

is probably an adaptation to the large size of the young, which are

enabled to suck lying alongside the mother, so that they do not

interfere with each other. In the Coypu, as first described by
Owen, the teats are higher up the side than in the Chinchilla and
the Degu, an arrangement which permits the young of that

specieSj it has been alleged, to suck while swimming alongside

their mother in the water.

Heel-Fads in young Toucanet.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith. F.Z.S., Curator of Birds, exhibited a

spirit-specimen of a young Toucanet {Selenidera maculirostris)

(text-fig. 191) which had been hatched in the Society's Gardens
in July, and called special attention to the well -developed serrated

pads on the back of the ankle-joint or heel. This pad had been

previously observed in the nestlings of Woodpeckers, Wrynecks,
and Barbets, and it was only to be expected that it would be

present also in the Toucans.

The use of this serrated pad, which disappears soon after the

young bird leaves the nest, is doubtless to enable it to climb up
the side of the hollow cavity in a tree in which it is hatched

—

these pads forming, as it were, a second set of claws. It is note-

worthy that no such pads are found in the Parrots, which nest

in similar situations to those chosen by Barbets and Toucans, but

which are provided with a hooked beak w^hich aids them in

climbing.
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Text-fio-. 191.

^:B//-

Nestling of Spot-billed Toucanet {Selenidera maculirostris) showing feather-tracts

and serrated pads («) on metatarsal joint. A. Enlarged view of serrated

pad.

A Deep-Sea Angler-Fish, Melanocetvs johnsonii.

Mr. 0. Tate Regan, M.A., F.Z.S., exhibited a specimen of a

remarkable fish, Melanocetus jolinsonii Giinth., that had been
presented to the British Museum by the Hon. "Walter Rothschild,
F.R.S., and made the following remai'lcs :

—

" This curious fish has an enormous mouth aimed with slender
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pointed depressible teeth and aii extraordinarily distensible

stomach ; it belongs to the order Pediculati and is a bathypelagic

species, uniformly blackish in colour ; like the Angler [Lophhcs
piscaiorius) it has the first ray of the spinous dorsal fin situated

on the snout and modified into a line and bait ; in this case the

bait is a luminous bulb.
" The species is known from six specimens from the North

Atla.ntic, three dredged at considerable depths by the ' Travailleur
'

et ' Talisman,' ' Valdivia ' and ' Michael Sars ' exjDeditions, and
three in the British Museum collection. The last are from 3 to

3| inches long (from snout to end of caudal fin) and include the
type described by Giinther (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1864, p. 301, pi. xxv.)

from Madeira : this had in its stomach a partly digested Scopeloid

fish {La')npanyctus crocodUus Risso) about 7 inches long-. The
second specimen was taken at the surface in 31° N. and 37° W.,
and had in its stomach an almost peifect L. crocodilus nearly

8 inches long ; this was captured by Captain Charles C. Dixon,
master of the bark ' Elginshire,' who also secured the fish

exhibited to-night at 7 a.m. on August 27th, 1910, in 40° 19' N.
and 42° 25' W. By a strange coincidence this specimen also

contains a L. crocodilus^ and judging by the anterior part of the
head, which is still visible, one about 8 inches long ; it is curled

round into a complete circle in the stomach of the Melanocetus.
" Captain Dixon writes that the Melanocetus was still alive

when captured and that from his observations he believes that it

could make the ' lure ' luminous or not at will. The fact that

it was caught early in the morning is interesting, for it is known
that at night many fishes that dwell at a depth of 300 fathoms
or more may approach much nearer the surface ; here the large

Lmnpanyctus may have been seized and its struggles may have
brought the captor still further out of its depth and rendered it

helpless."

November 11, 1913.

Dr. S. F. Harmer, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S.,

in the Chair.

Mr. E. G. BouLENGEK, F.Z.S. , Curator of Reptiles, exhibited
a quite ycTLing specimen of the Matamata Terrapin {Chelys fim-
h-iata), the shell of which measured but 5 cm. in length. This
specimen, the smallest yet recorded, differed from the existing
descriptions of the young of this species in tlie under surfaces
being of a bright magenta-red instead of pale yellow. Mr. Bou-
lenger suggested that as all the young previously described were
more than double the size of the specimen exhibited, red might
be the normal coloration of the under surfaces as a juvenile
livery.
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Hybrid Birds.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., CJarator of Birds, exhibited a
remarkable hybrid (text-fig. 192) between a Black-winged Peacock
(Pavo nigripennis) and a Domestic Hen (said to be a cross-bred

game and Leghorn), which had been bred and presented to the
Society by Mr. R. P. Wheadon of llminster. This bird was
hatched in 1911 and is believed to be only the second example
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of this hybrid ever pi-oduced, altiiough hj-brids between peafowl

and guinea-fowl had been recorded. It was mostly white in

colour, splashed, especially on the neck, with reddish brown, a
colour derived from the domestic hen, its mother. It showed
clearly the characters of both parents.

Mr. Seth-Smith also showed photographs, by means of lantern-

slides, of a male hybrid Pheasant between Calophasis mikado
and C ellioti and of a male Jungle-fowl between Gallus varius

and G. gallus.

The former had been bred in Sussex by Mrs. E. J. Johnstone,

and kindly presented to the Society. It resembled a very dark-

coloured Elliot's Pheasant, with the head and neck, breast, and
abdomen black. The tail was black, sufl'used with chestnut and
crossed with broad white bands.

The hybrid Gallus, which was one of several bi^ed in the

Gardens, was very intermediate between the two parent species.

The comb was shaped like that of G. varius, but was slightly

serrated, while the central wattle of 6r. varius was present

though reduced in size, as well as the two side wattles of

G. gallus. The neck hackles, which in G. varius are short and
rounded, were in the hybiid moderately long as in 6^. galhis,

but rounded at the ends, while the colour of these hackles

as well as of the tail, was violet-purple. This bird appeared to

be identical with that named Gallus census by Temminck.

Dorsal Glands in Armadillos.

(Text-figures 193-195.)

Mr. K. I. PococK, F.B,.S., F.Z.S., Curator of Mammals, ex-

hibited some specimens of Armadillos of the genus Euphractus*
(formerly Dasyjnis) to show the presence of a row of glands upon
the pelvic portion of the carapace, and remarked :

— " In the

middle line of the pelvic shield there is an unpaired series of two,

three, or four scars which are ill-defined in the living animal but

tolerably conspicuous in dried skins and clearly marked when the

scales are removed from the osseous scutes. Their conspicuousness

in museum specimens cannot have escaped the notice of syste-

matic workers, but apparently their significance has never been

investigated.
" My attention was originally drawn to them by noticing that

in newly born Hairy Armadillos {E. rillos'ios) there are two or

thi-ee small holes, one on the fourth, a second on the fifth, and
sometimes a third on the sixth row of scutes of the shield in

question. At this early stage the integument is unossified and can

easily be cut with a razor. A section through the holes in

question shows tha.t they ai-e the orifices of shallow pits directed

* According to Thomas, P. Z. S. 1911, p. 141, Dasi/pns must be triuist'evrefl to the

Peba Armadillos, replacing Tatusia.
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(lownwards aiul forwards and dipjiing into the dermis which is

especially thickened and apparently highly glandular beneath

Text-fi^. 193.

A. Longitudinal section of tlie tliree glands in the newly born
Haivj' Armadillo {Eupliractus villosus).

JSp., epidermis; B, glandular thickened dermis; O, orifice of pit.

E. Pelvic carapace of the same showing the glandular orifices

on the 4th, 5th and 6th belts.
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them, the topmost layer of the thickening being marked with a
few spots of black pigment. The glandular nature of the pits

was readily ascertained in the case of living adult armadillos of

Text-fiq-. 194.

Photograph of part of the pelvic carapace of an adult living Hairy Armadillo
showing the three glands on the 4th, oth, and 6th belts. (The gland-bearing

scute of the 6th belt was fractured and the pits being filled with secretion

showed up more clearly than when dry.)

this species by squeezing the scutes bearing the scars and pressino-

from them drops of fluid with the same objectionable odour as

Proc. Zool. Soc— 1913, No. LXXIII. 73
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that which characterises these animals. Since the glands, judging

from external appearances, are equally developed in adults of both

sexes and appear at birth, there is no reason for thinking their

function is in any way sexual. Their smell may be sufficiently

nauseous to protect armadillos from enemies or it may act only

as a guide enabling these animals to track each other and keep

together.

Text-fiff. 195.

Drawing of the central portion of tlie pelvic carapace of the Six-banded Armadillo

(JSuphractus sexcinctus) with fonr glandular pits, suggesting the origin of

the pits from the enlargement and concrescence of the bristle-pores.

"When the dorsal carapace of an armadillo is stripped, cleaned

and dried, the position of the glands is marked on the under side

of the pelvic shield by a row of bony prominences. Each pro-

minence represents a gland and is in reality a hollow bony pit

resulting from the ossification of the dermal layer immediately

beneath the gland. This at all events is the case in a carapace of

Eaphractihs sexcinctus kindly lent to me by Mr. R. E. Holding. In

this specimen there are seven free rings behind the scapular

shield, but the seventh is not so free as those that precede it.
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Following this are nine rings fused together and constituting the
pelvic shield. The median glandular pits are observable vipon the
third, fourth, fifth and sixth of these ; and the scutes which carry
them are distinguished by their shape from those of the rest of

the pelvic shield. The glandular pit upon the sixth ring is much
smaller and shallower than the rest and is especially interesting

as showing the origin of the specialized glandular areas. The
scutes of the carapace in this species are covered with pores, many
of which are quite small ; but a varying number, generally about
ten and lying in two grooves, are much larger and arranged in two
longitudinal lines meeting anteriorly and forming a somewhat
horseshoe-shaped pattern. That these large pores perforate

the bony scutes may be seen by holding the carapace against

the light.

" According to de Meijere* these pores are bristle-pores and
indicate lines of fusion between small and originally separated
scutes. However that may be, there is no doubt, I think, that

the glands above described result from the concentration and fusion

of these rows of pores. The evidence for this is particularly strong
in the case of the posterior of the four glands in Euphractus
sexcincfus where the pores may be seen to be concentrated in the
shallow central depression of the scute that bears them."

Novemher 25, 1913.

Prof. E. W. MacBride, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Secretary read the following report on the additions

made to the Society's Menagerie during the month of October
1913:—
The number of registered additions to the Society's Menagerie

during the month of October last was 214. Of these 104 were
acquired by presentation, 42 by purchase, 16 were received on
deposit, 38 in exchange, and 14 were born in the Gardens.
The number of departures during the same period, by deaths

and removals, was 237.

Amongst the additions special attention may be directed to :—
3 Entellus Langurs {Preshytis entelhcs), from North India, and

1 Wanderoo Macaque (Macacus silenihs), from Malabar, presented

by W. 0. Danckwerts, Esq., K.O., F.Z.S., on October 14th and
24th.

1 Sclater's Dog {Canis sclaierl), frona the Amazons, purchased
on October 2nd.

1 Mexican Tree-Porcupine {Coendu mexicanus) and 1 Peba

* De Meijere, Morphol. Jalivlj. xxi. pp. 316, 318 (1894).

73*
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Armadillo {Tatusia novem-cincta), from Mexico, purchased on

October 8th and 30th.

1 Dorsal Hyrax {Dendrohyrax dorsalis), from Sierra Leone,

presented by Mrs. A. M. Bettington on October 7th.

1 Black-bached Hangnest [Icterus mesomelas), from Central

America, 1 Loo-Choo Jay (Lalocitta lidthii), from the Loo-Choo

Islands, and 1 Purple- breasted Parrot {Tridaria cyanogastra),

from S.E. Brazil, all new to the Collection, received in exchange

on October 27th.

2 American Harriers (Circus htodsonius) and 1 Mississippi Kite

(Icterus mississijjpiensis), from North America, both new to the

Collection, received in exchange on October 7th.

3 Pileated Guans (Penelope pileata), 3 Araucuan Guans (Ortcdis

araucuan)j and 2 Rufous-necked Rails (Aramides chiricote), from

Para, all new to the Collection, presented by the Goeldi Museum
on October 20th.

2 Brazilian Tortoises (Platemys platycephala), new to the

Collection, purchased on October 15th.

Prof. H. Maxwell Lefroy, M.A., F.Z.S., Honorory Curator of

Insects, briefly described the arrangement of the New Insect

House, the progress made with the fittiug-up of the interior, and

the installation of and method of displaying the exhibits.

Mr. R. H. BuRNE, M.A., F.Z.S. , showed some specimens of

foetal skeletons prepared by the Beale-Schultze method. The
fcetus after being dehydrated is soaked in 1-3 per cent, caustic

potash, and finally mounted in glycerine. By this procedure the

soft pa,rts become almost completely transparent, leaving any
calcareous deposit opaque.

The specimens shown were foetuses of the Fowl, Horse, and
Man. In the Fowl attention was drawn to the three separate

metatarsals that at an older stage fuse to form the single tarso-

metatarsus. In the same way in the Horse the ossifying shafts

of the ulna, fibula, and splint-bones could be clearly distinguished.

A specimen of the skeleton of a Star-fish (Asterias rtthens)

prepared by the same method was also exhibited.
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Prof. E. A, MixcHiN, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., Yice-President,

in the Cliair.

The Minutes of the last Scientific Meeting were confirmed.

The Sbcketaky read a Report on the Additions made to the
Society's Menagerie during the months May to September,
1913.

The Secrbtarx exhibited a preparation of the alimentary tract

of a young Elliot's Pheasant (Fhasiami^ ellioti), dissected so as to

show the gut-pattern in relation to the mesentery, blood-vessels,

and visceral nerves. The preparation was mounted as a trans-

parent object in glycerine jelly, and showed how the various

morphological conditions of the intestinal tract to which he had
called attention (Trans. Linn. Soc, Zool. viii. p, 173) might be
displayed as permanent museum objects.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Curator of Mammals,
exhibited a female and three young specimens of the Woolly
Opossum (Fhilander laniger), from Buenaventura in Colombia,
presented by Dr. H. G. F. Spurrell, F.Z.S., and drew attention

to the rapid growth of the young. "When Dr, Spurrell cap-

tured the mother, the little ones were still in the pouch.

Six weeks afterwards, when they reached the Gardens, they
had left the pouch for good, were about one-fourth grown,
and were just beginning to feed on their own account, though

* This Abstract is published by the Society at its offices. Zoological Gaz'dens

Efigent's Park, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which
it refers. It will be issued, along with the ' Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows wh.o subscribe to the Publications ; but it may be obtained on the
day of publication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free fpjr

the gum of Six ShiUijias per apnum, payable in advanpe,
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mainly dependent upon tlieir mother's milk. In another six

weeks—that is to say, three months after captiu'e—they were
three-fourths their mother's size, and apparently quite capable of

fending for themselves.

Mr. PococK also exhibited two young examples of a Degu
{Octodon degus), born from a pair from Valparaiso, presented by
Mr. Walter Goodfellow, F.Z.S. The mother had a litter of four,

but died from inability to give birth to a fifth. The little ones

were fed by hand, and although two of them quickly died from
pneumonia, the remaining two throve and promised to do well.

Like the young of all Hystricomorphous rodents, the Degus ai'e

of large size at birth and open their eyes within twenty-four hours,

and are in every respect very precocious as compared with young
rats. Particular attention was directed to the lateral position of

the teats in the Degu, a condition which is repeated in the Yiscacha

and Chinchilla and the Coypu. This condition is probably an
adaptation to the large size of the young, which are enabled to

suck lying alongside the mother, so that they do not interfere

with each other. In the Coypu, as first described by Owen, the

teats are higher up the side than in the Chinchilla and the Degu,

an arrangement which permits the young of that species, it has

been alleged, to suck while swimming alongside their mother in

the water.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., Curator of Birds, exhibited a

spirit-specimen of a young Toucanet [Selenidera 'maculirostris)

which had been hatched in the Society's Gardens in July, and
called special attention to the well-developed seri^ated pads on
the back of the ankle-joint or heel. This pad had been pre-

viously observed in the nestlings of Woodpeckers, Wrynecks,
and Barbets, and it was only to be expected that it would be

present also in the Toucans.

The use of this serrated pad, which disappeai's soon after the

young bird leaves the nest, is doubtless to enable it to climb np
the side of the hollow cavity in a tree in which it is hatched

—

these pads forming, as it were, a second set of claws. It is note-

woi-thy that no such pads are found in the Parrots, which nest

in similar situations to those chosen by Barbets and Toucans, but

which are provided with a hooked beak which aids them in

climbing.

Mr. C. Tate Began, M.A., F.Z.S., exhibited a specimen of

Melanocetus johnsonii Giinther, a curious fish having an enormous

mouth armed with slender, pointed, depressible teeth and an

extraordinarily distensible stomach. It has the first ray of the

spinous dorsal fin situated on the snout and modified into a

line and bait, the latter being a luminous bulb.
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Dr. F. E. Beddard, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., Prosector to the

Society, read a paper on the anatomy and systematic arrangement
of the Cestoidea, in which he described a new genus and species

of Tapewoi-ms from the Double-striped Thicknee {CEdicnemus

histriatus).

Dr. F. A. Bather, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S. , read a paper entitled
" The Fossil Crinoids referred to Hypocrinus Beyrich." The
two specimens of Hyiiocrhius schneidei'i Beyr. described by Beyrich
and Rothpletz respectively are redescribed and refigured. The
structure of the genus is shown to agree with that of the Devonian
family Gasterocomidse, the content of which is discussed ; but it

is suggested that in this case and in that of " Lecythiocrinus
"

adamsi the distinctive features may have been independently
acquired.

The holotype of Hypocrimis 2nri/ormis Rothpletz is redescribed

and refigured, and proved to be no Hypocrimos. It is thought to

be a highly modified descendant of the Taxocrinidfe, by way of

such a genus as Cydonocrinus. The left posterior i-adial appears

to have borne a large arm, but the other arms are more or less

atrophied, and the right posterior radial has almost disappeared.

A paper on " Batrachiderpeton lineatum Hancock & Atthey,

a Coal-Measure Stegocephalian," communicated by Prof. J. P.

Hill, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.Z.S., was read by Mr. D. M. S. Watson,
M.Sc. It contained the description of the skull, lower jaw, and
pectoral girdle of this species, based on a series of specimens in

the Newcastle Museum, derived from the Low Main Seam of

Newsham Colliery,

A paper, communicated by Dr. C. W. Andrews, F.R.S., F.Z.S.,

was received from Mr. R. W. Palmer, M.Sc, entitled " The
Brain and Brain-Case of a Fossil Ungulate of the Genus
Anoplotherium" in which a cranium from the Phosphorites

of Quercy, together with an exceptionally perfect and well-

marked brain-cast obtained from it, were described from material

in the British Mviseum collections.
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The next Meeting of the Society foi- Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, November lltli, 1913, at half-past Eight

o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made :

—

Exhibitions and Nottces.

W. T. Calman, D.Sc, F.Z.S .

On Freshwater Decapod Crustacea (Families Potamonidae

and Palsenionidse) collected in Madagascar by the Hon, Paul

A, Methuen.

G. A. EouLENGER, F.R.S., F.2.S.

On a Collection of Reptiles and Batrachians made by
Dr. H G. F. Spurrell, F.Z.S., in the Colombian Choco.

C. Tate PtEciAN, M.A., P.Z.S.

A Revision of the Cyprinodont Fishes of the Subfamily
Poeciliince.

Prof. W. K. Parker, Ph.D ., F.Z.S.

Sponges in Waterworks.

Prof. J. Playfaxr McMurrich, C.M.Z.S .

On Two new Actinians from the Coast of British Columbia.

The following papers have been received :

—

0RJAN OlseN.

On the External Characters and Biology of Bryde's Whale,

a new Rorqual from the Coast of South Africa.

Miss M. V. Lebour, M.Sc.

A new Species of Trematodes of the Gentis Lecliriorckis from

the Dark Green Snake {Zmnenis geoiionensis).

T. H. Withers. F.G.S .

Cirripedes from the Cenomanian Chalk Marl of Cambiidge.
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F. F. Laidlaw, M.A., F.Z.S.

Contributions to a Study of the Dragon-fly Fauna of Borneo.
—Part II. The Gomphinse and Oiilorogomphinae.

Surgeon Joseph C. Thompson, U.S.ISr.

Further Contributions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia.

P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.. F.Z.S.

The Peroneal Muscles in Birds.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should

be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secrelary.

Zoological Society of London,

Regent's Park, London, IST.W.

N'ovemher Uh, 1913.
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Dr. S. F. Harmer, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., in the Ohair.

The Minutes of the last Scientific Meeting were confirmed.

Mr. R. I. PococK, F.R.S., F.Z.S., Curator of Mammals, ex-

hibited a newly-born example of the Hairy Armadillo {Eiq^hractua

villosus) and the dried shell of a Six-banded Armadillo (^E. sex^

cinctus), showing the presence of a series of from two to four
small orifices in the middle line of the pelvic shield ; and explained

that the orifices are the apertures of shallow invaginations of the
epidermis dipping down into the dermis, which is specially

thickened and glandular immediately beneath them. In the
living animal drops of malodorous fluid can be squeezed fi'om the
orifices of these glands.

Mr. D. Seth-Smith, F.Z.S., Cm-ator of Birds, exhibited a re-

markable hybrid between a Black-winged Peacock and a domestic
hen (cross-bred game and Leghoi-n) which had been bred by
Mr. R. P. Yv'^headon of Ilminster in 1911. This bird was be-

lieved to be only the second example of this hybrid ever produced,

although a hybrid between a peafowl and a guinea-fowl had been
recorded (Hocker, J. f. 0. 1870, p. 152).

The hybrid was mostly white in colour, splashed, especially on
the neck, with reddish brown, a colour deiived from the domestic

hen, its mother. It showed clearly the characters of both
parents,

Mr. Seth-Smith also showed photographs of a hybrid Pheasant
between Ccdophasis mikado and G. ellioti, and of a Jungle-fowl

between Gcdlus varius and G. gallus. The latter bird, which had
been bred in the Society's Gardens, cori-esponded to the description

of the bird described by Temminck as Gallus asneus.

* Tliis Abstract is published by the Society at its ofBces, Zoological Gardens,
Ee^ent's Park, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which
it defers. It will be issued, along with the ' Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications ; but it may be obtained on the

day of publication at the pi'ice of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the sum of Six Shillings per annuui, payable in advance.
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Mr. E. G. BouLEKGEE, F.Z.S., Curator of Reptiles, exhibited
a quite young specimen of the Matamata Terrapin (Chelysfim-
hriata)^ the shell of which raeasured but 5 cm. in length. This
specimen, the smallest yet recorded, differed from the existing

descriptions of the young of this species in the under surfaces

being of a bright magenta-red instead of pale yellow. Mr. Bou-
lenger suggested that as all the young previously described were
more than double the size of the specimen exhibited, red might
be the normal coloration of the under surfaces as a juvenile

livery.

Dr. W. T. Oalman, F.Z.S., read a paper on Freshwater Decapod
Crustacea (families Potamonidse and Pal8emonida3) collected in

Madagascar by the Hon. Paul A. Methuen, in which one new
species of Potamon and five varietal forms of P. 'niadagascm^iense

were described. It is suggested that the River-Crabs of Mada-
gascar may have had an autochthonous origin from some form
resembling P. madagascariense. No clear affinities can be traced

with the Potamonidte of Africa or of Peninsular India, but it is

pointed out that in the present state of knowledge the River-

Crabs appear to be a hazardous subject for zoogeographical

speculation.

Among the Paleemonidee the most interesting is the species

described by Hilgendorf as " Bithynis ? hildehrandti,'" which is

figured for the first time. Evidence is brought forward to show
that the species has no close affinity with the Pithynis gaudichaudi

of Chili and Peru, and that the single character which led to its

being refei-red to Bithynis is a matter of individual variation.

Mr. G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., F.Z.S., gave an account of a
collection of Reptiles and Batrachians made by Dr. Spurrell,

F.Z.S., in the Colombian Choco and presented by him to the

British Museum. The series of specimens was of grea.t interest,

and contained several new species.

Mr. C, Tate Regan, M,A,, F.Z.S., read a paper entitled

"A Revision of the Cyprinodont Fishes of the Subfamily

Pceciliin^e." A number of new genera were defined and several

new species were described ; the structure of the intromittent

ojgan was found to be of great systematic importance.

A paper received from Prof. W. N. Parker, Ph.D., F.Z.S,,

gave an account of some investigations made on a growth of

,'ipongilla lacvstris iia the Cardifi"Waterworks sj'-stem, and described

the methods adopted to eradicate the sponge fiom the infected

ai'eas.
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Prof. J. Platfair McMurrich, C.M.Z.S., comrnvmicated a

paper in which he described two new species of Actinians from

the coast of British Columbia. These specimens probably repre-

sented stages of a single species, and belonged to a group hitherto

not recorded from the west coast of America.

The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, November 2.5th, 1913, at half-past Eight
o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made :

—

ExniBITIONS AND XoTICES.

0RJAN OlSEN.

On the External Characters and Biology of Bryde's Whale,

a new Rorqual from the Coast of South Africa.

Miss M. Y. Lebour, M.Sc.

A new Species of Trematodes of the Genus LechriorcMs from

the Dark Green Snake {Zamenis geinionensis).

T. H. Withers, F.G.S.

Cirripedes from the Cenomanian Chalk Marl of Cambridge

P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.Z.S.

The Peroneal Muscles in Birds.

The following papers have been received :

—

F. F. Laidlaw, M.A., F.Z.S.

Contributions to a Study of the Dragon-fly Fauna of Borneo.

—Part II. The Gomphinse and Chlorogomphinse.

Surgeon Joseph C. Thompson, D.S.N.

Further Contributions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia,
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H. C. Chadwick, A.L.S.

Note on an imperfectly-developed Specimen of Echinus

esGulentus.

G. A. BouLENGER, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

An Annotated List of the Reptiles and Batrachians collected

by the British Ornithologists' Union Expedition and the

Wollaston Expedition in Dutch New Guinea.

C. F. U. Meek, M.Sc, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

The Possible Connection between Spindle-length and Cell-

volume.

William Nicoll, M.A., D.Sc, M.D., F.Z.S.

Ti^ematode Parasites from Animals dying in the Zoological

Society's Gardens during 1911-1912.

F. E. Bedpard, M.A., D.Sc, F.B.S., F.Z.S.

Contributions to the Anatomy and Systematic Arrangement

of the Cestoidea.—XII. Further Observations upon the Genus

Urocystidium Beddard.

Communications intended for tlie Scientific Meetings shoul

be addressed to

P. CPIALMERS MITCHELL.
Secretory.

Zoological Society of Lonbon,

Eegent's Park, Loxdon, N.W.
November ISth, 1913.
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ABSTRACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS

OF THE
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November 25th, 1913.

Prof. E. W. MacBride, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Scientific Meeting were confirmed.

The Secretary read a Report on the Additions made to the

Society's Menagerie during the month of October, 1913.

Mr. R. H. BuRNE, M.A., F.Z.S., showed some specimens of foetal

skeletons prepared by the Beale-Schultze method. The fcetus

after being dehydrated is soaked in 1-3 per cent, caustic potash
and finally mounted in glycerine. By this procedure the soft

parts become almost completely transparent, leaving any calcareous

deposit opaque.

The specimens shoAvn were foetuses of the Fowl, Horse, and
Man. In the Fowl attention was drawn to the three separate

metatarsals that at an older stage fuse to form the single tarso-

metatarsus. In the same way in the Horse, the ossifying shafts

of the ulna, fibula, and splint-bones could be clearly distinguished.

A specimen of the skeleton of a Starfish {Asterias rubens),

prepared by the same method, was also exhibited.

Prof. H. Maxwell Leproy, F.Z.S., Hon. Curator of the Insect

House, briefly described the arrangement of this new building,

the progress made with the fitting-up of the interior, and the

installation of and method of displaying the exhibits.

* This Abstract is published by the Society at its offices, Zoological Gardens,
Eegent's Park, N.W., on the Tuesday following the date of Meeting to which
it refers. It will be issued, along with the ' Proceedings,' free of extra charge,

to all Fellows who subscribe to the Publications ; but it may be obtained on the

day of publication at the price of Sixpence, or, if desired, sent post-free for

the sum of Six Shillings per annum, payable in advance.
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A paper received from Mr. 0rjan Olsen, and coramimicated

by the Secretary, contained the description of a new Rorqual from
the Coast of South Africa and gave a detailed account of its

external characters, biology, and distribution.

Miss Marie Y. Lebour, M.Sc, presented a paper, communi-
cated by the Secretary, in which she described a new species of

Trematodes of the genus LechriorcMs, found in the body-cavity

of a Dark Green Snake [Zamenis gemonensis) that had died in

the Society's Gardens.

Mr. T. H. Withers, F.G.S., contributed a paper, communi-
cated by Dr. W. T. Caiman, F.Z.S., based upon a large series of

Cirripede remains from the Cenomanian Chalk Marl in the neigh-

bourhood of Cambridge. The greater number of the specimens

are referred to two species of the family Pollicipedidfe, and add
materially to our knowledge of the phylogenyof the pedunculated
Cirripedes. Both forms are remarkable for their advanced form
of scutum, in which the umbo is sub-central, and show that the

transition of the scutal umbo from an apical to a sub-central

position was acquired independently by unrelated forms in distinct

lines of development.

The Secretary, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.Z.S., read a communication on " The Peroneal Muscles in

Birds." Dr. Mitchell had dissected these muscles in over 300
birds, and believed that he was able to give a nearly exhavistive

account of the varieties of form presented by these sti-uctui-es.

The paper described the peroneal muscles in Chauna chavaria,

and gave a systematic account of the conditions in the difierent

Avian groups which could all be represented as derivatives of

the Ghaima condition by loss of certain portions and increased

development of other portions. It was difficult to interpret the

changes in terms of function, family-relationship appearing to be

more impoi'tant in this respect than habit. The paper discussed

the very few cases of want of conformity between the peroneal

maiscles and the place assigned in the best-founded systems of

classification. It also dealt with the use of such anatomical

characters in systematic classification, and showed that there was
a definite relation between specialized conditions of the peroneal

muscles and specialized conditions of the Avian structure

generally.
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The next Meeting of the Society for Scientific Business will

be held on Tuesday, February 3rd, 1914, at half-past Eight

o'clock P.M., when the following communications will be made :

—

Exhibitions and Notices.

G. A. BouLENGER, F.E.S.. F.Z.S.

An Annotated List of the Reptiles and Batrachians collected

by the British Ornithologists' Union Expedition and the

Wollaston Expedition in Dutch New Guinea.

F. E. Beddard, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S . F.Z.S.

Contributions to the Anatomy and Systematic Arrangement

of the Cestoidea.—XII. Further Observations upon the Genus
Urocystidmm Beddard.

II._G._Plimmer, F.R.S., F.Z.S.

Report on the Deaths which occurred in the Zoological

Gardens during 1913.

The following papers have been received :^

F. F. Laidlaw, M.A., F.Z.S.

Contributions to a Study of the Dragon-fly Fauna of Borneo.

—Part II. The Gomphinie and Chlorogomphinae.

Surgeon Joseph C. Thompson, U.S.N".

Further Contributions to the Anatomy of the Ophidia,

H. C. Chadwick, A.L.S.

Note on an imperfectly - developed Specimen of Echinus

escideoitics.

C. F. U. Meek, M.Sc, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

The Possible Connection between Spindle-length and Cell-

volume.

William Niooll, M.A., D.Sc, M.D., F.Z.S.

Trematode Parasites from Animals dying in the Zoological

Society's Gardens during 1911-1912.
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F. J. Meggitt, M.Sc

The Structure and Life-History of a Tapeworm [Ichthyotcenia

JUicollis Rud.) parasitic in the Stickleback.

Communications intended for the Scientific Meetings should

be addressed to

P. CHALMERS MITCHELL,
Secretary.

Zoological Society of London,

Regent's Park, London, N.W.
Deceonher 2nd, 1913.
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Plate
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xov.
XOVI.
XCVII.
XOVITI.

XOIX.

0.

CI.

CII.

cm.
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CV.
CVI.
evil.
CVIII.

CIX.
ex.
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CXII.
CXIII.
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Calantica {Titanolepas) tuherculata '.....

• Batrachiderpeton lineatum
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8. B. parasiticum

1, 2. Gambusia oligosticta. , 3, 4. Gt. wrayi. 5, 6. G. gra-

cilior. 7. G. dominicensis

1, 2. Poecilia p)icta. 3, 4. Pceciliopsis isthmensis. 5, 6.

Phalloceros caudomaculatus. 7, 8. PhallopiychusJanuarius.

1, 2. Limia nigrofasciata. 3, 4. L. heterandria, 6. L.

arnoldi. 6. L. caudofasciata. 7. L. ornata

1. Bufo hypuvielas. 2. Agalychnis oalcarifer

Agalychnis spurrelli

1. Dendrohates aurotania. 2-4. B. tinctorius, var. coctcBi.

5, 6. -D. tinctorius, var. chocoensis

. Cinosternum spiirrelli

1. Anolis breviceps. 2. Anadia vittata

1. H-omalocranium coralliventre. 2. Flaps microps.

3. Leptognathus spurrelli ,
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I Baleenoptera brydei

9, 11 a. Balmnoptera borealis. 10, 11 b. B.

Balmnoptera brydei

1073

NOTICE.

The ' Proceedings ' for the year are issued in foiir parts, paged consecutively,

BO that the complete reference is now P. Z. S. 1913, p. . . . The Distribution!

is as follows:

—

Part I. issued in March.

„ II. ,, June.

„ III. „ September.

,, IV. „ December.

Proceedings,' 1913, Part III. (pp. 339-860), were published on

September Ist, 1913.

The Abstracts of the ' Proceedings/ Nos. 124-126. are

contained in this Part.
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